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Preface

APWeb and WAIM are two leading international conferences on the research,
development, and applications of Web technologies, database systems, informa-
tion management and software engineering, with a focus on the Asia-Pacific re-
gion. The previous APWeb conferences were held in Beijing (1998), Hong Kong
(1999), Xi’an (2000), Changsha (2001), Xi’an (2003), Hangzhou (2004), Shang-
hai (2005), Harbin (2006), Huangshan (2007), and Shenyang (2008); and the
previous WAIM conferences were held in Shanghai (2000), Xi’an (2001), Beijing
(2002), Chengdu (2003), Dalian (2004), Hangzhou (2005), Hong Kong (2006),
Huangshan (2007), and Zhangjiajie (2008). For the second time, APWeb and
WAIM were combined to foster closer collaboration and research idea sharing,
and were held immediately after IEEE ICDE 2009 in Shanghai.

This high-quality program would not have been possible without the authors
who chose APWeb+WAIM as a venue for their publications. Out of 189 submit-
ted papers from 21 countries and regions, including Australia, Austria, Bengal,
Brazil, Canada, France, Greece, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Japan, Korea, Macau,
Mainland China, Myanmar, The Netherlands, Norway, Taiwan, Thailand, UK,
and USA, we selected 42 full papers and 26 short papers for publication. The
acceptance rate for regular full papers is 22%. The contributed papers addressed
a wide scope of issues in the fields of Web-age information management and
advanced applications, including Web data mining, knowledge discovery from
streaming data, query processing, multidimensional data analysis, data manage-
ment support to advanced applications, etc.

A conference like this can only succeed as a team effort. We want to thank
the Program Committee members and the reviewers for their invaluable efforts.
Special thanks to the local Organizing Committee headed by Jiwen Yang and
Liusheng Huang. Many thanks also go to the Workshop Co-chairs (Lei Chen
and Chengfei Liu), Tutorial Co-chairs (Liu Wenyin and Vivek Gopalkrishnan),
Publicity Co-chairs (Lei Yu and Baihua Zheng), and Finance Co-chairs (Howard
Leung and Genrong Wang). Last but not least, we are grateful for the hard work
and effort of our webmaster (Zhu Fei, Tony), and to the generous sponsors who
enabled the smooth running of the conference.

We hope that you enjoy the proceedings of APWeb+WAIM 2009.

April 2009 Qing Li
Ling Feng

Jian Pei
Sean X. Wang
Xiaofang Zhou
Qiaoming Zhu
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Distributed XML Processing 
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Abstract. XML is commonly used to store data and to exchange it between a 
variety of systems. While centralized querying of XML data is increasingly 
well understood, the same is not true in a scenario where the data is spread 
across multiple nodes in a distributed system. Since the size of XML data col-
lections are increasing along with the heavy workloads that need to be evalu-
ated on top of these collections, scaling a centralized solution is becoming  
increasingly difficult. A common method for addressing this issue is to distrib-
ute the data and parallelize query execution. This is well understood in rela-
tional databases, but the issues are more complicated in the case of XML data 
due to the complexity of the data representation and the flexibility of the 
schema definition. In this talk, I will introduce our new project to systematically 
study distributed XML processing issues. The talk will focus on data fragmen-
tation and localization issues.  

This is joint work with Patrick Kling. 
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Towards Multi-modal Extraction and Summarization  
of Conversations 

Raymond Ng 
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Abstract. For many business intelligence applications, decision making depends 
critically on the information contained in all forms of “informal” text documents, 
such as emails, meeting summaries, attachments and web documents. For exam-
ple, in a meeting, the topic of developing a new product was first raised. In sub-
sequent follow-up emails, additional comments and discussions were added, 
which included links to web documents describing similar products in the market 
and user reviews on those products. A concise summary of this “conversation” is 
obviously valuable. However, existing technologies are inadequate in at least 
two fundamental ways. First, extracting “conversations” embedded in multi-
genre documents is very challenging. Second, applying existing multi-document 
summarization techniques, where were designed mainly for formal documents, 
have proved to be highly ineffective when applied to informal documents like 
emails. In this talk, we first review some of the earlier works done on extracting 
email conversations. We also give an overview of email summarization and 
meeting summarization methods. We then present several open problems that 
need to be solved for multi-modal extraction and summarization of conversations 
to become a reality. Last but not least, we specifically focus on extraction and 
summarization of sentiments in emails and blogs. 
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with Semantic Similarity Measure 
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Weilei Wang1, Gang Zou1, Song Han1, and Xunrong Rao1 
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2 Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal 

Abstract. Access to sexual information has to be given some restricts on com-
mercial search engine. Compared with filtering porn contents directly, we prefer 
to recognize porn queries and recommend appropriate ones considering several 
potential advantages. However, how to recognize them in an automatic way is 
not a trivial job due that its short length, in most scenarios, doesn’t allow enough 
information for machine to make correct decision. In this paper, a simple but ef-
fective solution is proposed to recognize porn queries as exist in very large query 
log. Instead of checking purely if there are sensitive words contained in the que-
ries, which may work for some cases but has obvious limitations, we go a little 
further by collecting and studying the semantic content of queries. Our experi-
ments with real data demonstrate that small cost in training a k-Nearest Neighbor 
classifier (k-NN) will bring us quite impressive classification performance,  
especially the recall.  

Keywords: Porn-query recognition, semantic similarity, k-Nearest Neighbor, 
mobile search engine. 

1   Introduction 

Sexuality is part of human everyday life behaviors and human information behaviors. 
Human Internet sexuality is a growing area of research in the social science. In cyber 
space, the seeking of sexual information is known as an important human element of 
everyday life information seeking, as shown by the comprehensive study about the 
nature and characteristics of human information searching for sexual information 
[1,2,3]. Being a leading mobile search service provider in China, we agree with this 
point with high confidence based on our years of observation and experience.  

However, this doesn’t mean that sexual information should be accessible by all 
without any restrict. At least, we should screen the non-adult users, leaving them a 
cleaner cyber environment. To do so, there are two possible approaches: 

1. Control the information source, i.e. sites found on Internet. It is a thorough solu-
tion, and it is believed the responsibility of some official regulation agencies; 

2. Filter out the non-appropriate retrieved results given a query. This is what we 
can do as a search service provider, and we believe indeed something should 
be done as a responsible company. 
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Even with the second solution, there are two options at the search engine side: 

1. Given a query, do the seeking as usual, but filter out any porn results  
contained in the retrieved set; 

2. Recognize a submitted query as porn, rejecting the search request but  
recommending some non-porn choices.  

Both solutions mentioned above may have to work with users’ ID certifica-
tion/recognition if better effect is expected; otherwise, we may filter out any sexual 
information, even for adult users. For mobile search in China, this is possible since 
most phone numbers are registered with formal certification, but this is not what we 
are going to discuss here.  

On our search engine, we take the second option, i.e. suggest some non-porn 
choices if a query is recognized as porn type, based on the following consideration: 

 Firstly, recognizing a porn query, if it is possible, will be more economic  
solution because no computing resource is spent to retrieve the related results, 
especially when the target repository is large; 

 Secondly, based on the current relatedness measure model as applied in 
search engines today, if we choose to filter out sexual items, very likely most 
or even all results would be removed. Then, what remained in the seeking re-
sult may be empty or some pretty marginal results that users are not interested 
at all, which means poor usage experience though effort is spent to do the 
screening; 

 Thirdly, blocking out porn results is based on the fact that we can classify 
each result correctly. This is possible for text page (or document) seeking 
since there are mature methods, e.g. SVM and Naïve Bayes, available for 
document classification [4], where enough terms are required for training a 
reliable model. However, till today, there is no known published effective ap-
proach for the recognition of porn image and video, but the seeking of these 
two types of resource contributes a large portion of visiting flow as observed 
from our query log. Even there are some limited labels affiliated with each 
image or video resource, which is the most common method to make them 
searchable before content-based seeking [5,6] becomes mature, these infor-
mation can be subjective and prone to errors (as annotated in manual or 
automatic manner [7]). Besides, even all these labels are appropriate, they are 
still not enough to build a reliable classification model; 

 Finally, recognizing the query as porn and recommending explicitly some 
non-porn one(s) is useful as well as meaningful. (a) It allows to response us-
ers with this detection and to explain why their search is prohibited. This in-
formation will prevent the possible fruitless repeating trials if users don’t 
know what happened behind. (b) This applies to not only document seeking, 
but image, video, etc, because it is query-, instead of content-dependent. (c) 
Recommending a different one, no matter chosen automatically by algorithms 
or manually by editors, relieves the disappointed feeling of users if the rec-
ommendation is interesting or attractive as well, which is quite important for 
mobile search where any input on mobile equipment consumes much more 
time than on PC[8]. (d) Directing a minor searcher to some pre-defined 
healthy or positive content may be a helpful action for our community.  
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Even though we know the potential advantage of recognizing a porn query, how to 
classify a query into porn or non-porn category is not a trivial task. The study of [8] 
indicates that the average query (in English) on Google mobile search engine is 15 
letters long, about two words, and this is in accordance with our own study [13]. 
Given such short text, it is difficult to judge if a query is porn or not. This problem 
becomes more severe on Chinese search engine as we are engaging with. For exam-
ple, given the same word, “同志” (comrade), it carries very different meaning and 
different target when appear in different context: “解放军同志” refers to the Chinese 
army, but “同志图片”, based on our operation experience, is about gay images in 
most cases. Therefore, we can’t simply determine if a query is porn or not via simply 
checking if it contains someone specific word. A more challenging problem is that 
even though a query is all composed of non-porn or non-sensitive words, it still will 
result with lots of porn content, e.g. “狼盟” (wolf alliance) and“武滕兰”(one Japa-
nese pornographic star). Manual checking of such queries is possible, but the cost will 
be terribly expensive considering the huge number of queries being issued every day.  

The primary contribution of this paper is four-folder: 

1. We point out the advantages of recognizing porn queries and recommending 
other appropriate ones on mobile search engine; 

2. We propose to measure how related of two queries based on their semantic 
background information, and it is shown a reliable relatedness measure even 
when two queries share no terms in common but, in fact, are closely  
correlated; 

3. Given the similarity measure proposed, k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is used to 
vote if a query is porn or not; 

4. Empirical studies with real web data and query log demonstrates the  
effectiveness and efficiency of this solution; 

5. Some traditionally non-porn queries are categorized as porn by this method, 
which reflects the exact status of current usage and the promising aspect of 
this method.  

In section 2, semantic similarity measure for short queries is introduced. Then, in 
section 3, how to classify a query by k-NN based on proposed similarity measure  
is explained. Empirical studies on the effectiveness and efficiency are covered in  
section 4. We end with brief conclusion and potential future work in section 5. 

2   Similarity Measure with Semantic Knowledge Space 

2.1   Motivation and Overall Introduction 

How to measure the similarity between queries in a robust way is the basis of our 
solution. Given two porn queries, our intuition tells us that they should be measured 
as related even though no single term is shared between them, e.g. “同志图片” (gay 
image) and “色情小说” (porn novel). However, the traditional similarity measures, 
such as the vector support model (VSM) with cosine coefficient as the basic distance 
measure [10], fail to achieve this goal, yielding a similarity of 0. Even in cases where 
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two queries may share terms, e.g. “同志图片” (gay image) and “解放军同志” (com-
rade army), they, in fact, refers to completely different meaning although their cosine 
coefficient is 0.5 due to the shared lexical term “同志”. So, whether sharing term(s) or 
not is not a trustable indication of relatedness between queries. 

To address this problem, we need a more reasonable as well as reliable measure 
about the closeness among queries, referring more comprehensive information about 
the queried targets, instead of simple term-wise happenings. Fortunately, the web 
provides a potential rich source of data that may be utilized to address this problem, 
and modern search engine helps us to leverage the large volume of pages on the web 
to determine the greater context for a query in an efficient and effective manner.  

Our solution to this problem is quite simple, and it is based on the intuition that 
queries which are similar in concept are expected to have similar context. For each 
query, we depend on the search engine to seek for a group of related and ranked 
documents, from which a feature vector is abstracted. Such feature vector contains 
those words that tend to co-occur with the original query, so it can be viewed as the 
corresponding context of the query, providing us more semantic background informa-
tion. Then, the comparison of queries becomes the comparison of their corresponding 
feature, or context, vectors. Actually, we found that there was similar application of 
this method to determine the similarity between more objects on the Web [9]. 

2.2   Formalizing the Approach  

Let q represent a query, and we get its feature vector, denoted as )(qFV , with the 

following sequential steps: 

1. Issue the query q to a search engine; 

2. Let ( )D q be the set of retrieved documents. In practice, we only keep the top 

K documents, assuming that they contain enough information, so 
( )D q 1 2{ , ,..., }Kd d d= ; 

3. Compute the TF-IDF term vector itv for each document ( )id D q∈ , with each 

element as 

)log()( ,
j

jii df

N
tfjtv ×=  

        where jitf , is the frequency of the jth term in id , N is the total number of docu-

ments available behind the search engine, and jdf is the total number of docu-

ments that contain the jth term. This weighting scheme is chosen considering its 

wide application in information retrieval (IR) community and has been proved 
work well in many applications, including ours here; 

4. Sum up itv , Ki ..1= , to get a single vector. Here, for the same term, its IDF, 

i.e. log( )
N

df
, is known as identical in different itv , so their corresponding weights 

are addable; 
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5. Normalize and rank the features of the vector with respect to their weight (TF-
IDF), and truncate the vector to its M highest weighted terms. What left is the 
target )(qFV ; 

After we get the feature vector for each query of interest, the measure of semantic 
similarity between two queries is defined as: 

)()(),( jiji qFVqFVqqSim •=  

Our tests indicate that this is truly a reliable semantic similarity measure. For exam-
ple, “儒豹” (Roboo Inc., the company providing mobile search service in China) and 
“手机搜索” (mobile search) are determined closely related, but they are known as 
obviously not related if look at the terms composed only. Reversely, “解放军同志” 
and “同志图片”are judged as non-related since they indeed refer to completely  
different concepts, though they share one same term, “同志”. 

3   Porn Query Classification by k-NN with Semantic Similarity 
Measure 

3.1   Why k-NN? 

Being a classical method, the k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm classifies objects 
based on closest training examples in the feature space. It is kind of instance-based 
learning where the function is only approximated locally and all computation is  
deferred until classification. [11,12].  

Like any other classification approach, the application of k-NN is composed of two 
phases: training and classification. The training phase consists only of storing the 
feature vectors and class labels of the training samples. In the actual classification 
phase, the new sample (whose class is not known) is represented as a vector in the 
feature space. Distances from the new vector to all stored vectors are computed and k 
closest samples are selected. The most common class among the k-selected neighbors 
is assigned to this new instance, simulating the democratic voting.  

Given the binary classification problem, porn or non-porn query, we choose k-NN, 
instead of other classifiers, based on the following points: 

1. It is simple, with respect to both training and classification, which ensures a 
quick response, no matter offline or online application; 

2. The proposed semantic distance measure completely complies the computa-
tion of k-NN; of course, more distance measures are supported by k-NN; 

3. Few training samples are enough to get a satisfactory classification model based 
on our empirical studies. This reduces the cost to do time-consuming manual  
labeling job as required by the training phase of all classification models;  

4. It is easy to update the trained model by just re-loading their feature vectors 
with up-to-date content as retrieved by search engine. This will ensure a sta-
ble classification performance although the Internet is known with constant 
changes, and the possible cost is affordable considering the small amount of 
training samples; 
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5. More classes can be added and become effective right now, and this just  
requires adding their corresponding feature vectors. 

We believe the potential merits of k-NN are not limited to these, and more discussion 
is left to interesting readers.  

In the following two sub-sections, both training and classification phases will be 
covered with more details. 

3.2   Training Phase 

Figure 1 demonstrates the training stage of this proposed approach in sequence: 

1. Same number of porn and non-porn queries is selected manually from the 
query log respectively, and each is attached with the corresponding label;  

2. Issue a search for each query selected in the previous step, assuming a Web 
repository is ready; 

3. Get the top K documents from the retrieved results, ignoring the remaining 
ones;  

4. Do the feature vector extraction as explained in Section 2.2, and store the re-
sults in a format of <Query, porn/non-porn, feature vector>, which will be re-
ferred in the classification phase. 

Queries with highest frequencies, both porn and non-porn, are selected with priority 
considering that they reflect the most typical query interest of users. How many 
documents to be analyzed and how many features (terms) to be kept in the feature 
vector are arbitrary. In our system, the top 100K = results are referred, and the top 
60% terms extracted and ranked in term of their weight remain in the final feature 
vector.  

 

Fig. 1. Overview of the training phase: how the feature vectors are abstracted regarding to 
individual porn query 
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Fig. 2. The overall procedure of how to classify a query into porn/non-porn category 

3.3   Classification Phase 

There are a number of ways to classify the new vector to a particular class, and one of 
the most used techniques is to predict the new vector to the most common class 
amongst the k nearest neighbors. A major drawback to using this technique to classify 
a new vector to a class is that the more frequent examples tend to dominate the pre-
diction of the new vector, as they tend to come up in the k nearest neighbors when the 
neighbors are computed due to their large number. One of the ways to overcome this 
problem is to take into account the distance of each k nearest neighbors with the new 
vector of the query being studied, and predict its class based on these summed relative 
distances.  

How a query is classified into porn or non-porn category by k-NN with semantic 
measure is shown in Figure 2: 

1. Given a query q , we depend on the search engine to retrieve a group of re-

lated documents, and the top K ones are considered as the semantic context; 
2. A feature vector corresponding to this query is extracted from the K  

documents as shown in Section 2.2 and in the training phase; 
3. The Euclidean distance between this new feature vector and all the stored  

feature vectors, as selected and stored in the training phase, is calculated  
independently; 

4. Based on the known labels of training samples, the distance between this new 
vector and the porn/non-porn queries is summarized respectively:   
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∑
∈

=
sPornQuerieq

i

i

qqSimPornScore ),( , and 

( , )
i

i
q NonPornQueries

NonPornScore Sim q q
∈

= −∑  

They are denoted as PornScore  and NonPornScore  for easy reference, and 
NonPornScore is negative in value;  

5. The sum of PornScore  and NonPornScore is the final score of a given query; 
if it is higher than a pre-defined threshold value, θ , it is known as porn 
query; otherwise, it is classified as non-porn. 

So, we determine if a query is porn or not based on its relative distance with respect to 
the porn and non-porn feature sub-space (Figure 3).  

 

Fig. 3. Determine the class of a query based on its distance with respect to porn and non-porn 
feature sub-space 

4   Empirical Study 

4.1   Design of Experiments 

The primary goal of our empirical study is on the effectiveness of the proposed solu-
tion. To do so, we crawled and indexed 19 millions of pages, using it as the Web 
repository.  

To train the model, 200 queries were selected manually from the query log, includ-
ing 100 most frequently appearing porn queries and 100 most frequent non-porn  
queries. Their corresponding feature vectors were abstracted and stored in advance, 
and the average length of the feature vector is 1,619 terms. 

Then, a number of queries are selected randomly from the query log of page, image 
and video channels respectively, and they play as the test cases in this study.  

4.2   Data Analysis 

We select testing queries from three different repositories (channel), i.e. page, image 
and video, and the same trained k-NN model using data from page search log is used. 
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The corresponding summary information of selected testing queries is presented in 
Table 1, including the total amount, average length of query (in Chinese character), 
number of porn query, number of non-porn query and number of pseudo non-porn 
query. Here the so-called pseudo non-porn queries refer to those queries which are 
known as non-porn traditionally, but they are actually widely used in porn context 
currently, e.g. “美丽护士 (pretty nurse)”.  

Five persons are employed to label each query independently, and their opinion is 
summarized at the end. The primary rule for such labeling is whether most results 
retrieved by this query were porn or not for a minor users, and the decision is 
restricted to the mobile cyber environment of China (i.e. WAP sites only), which may 
be somewhat different from that on traditional (wired) Internet.  

Table 1. Summary of queries for testing (Note: the length refers to the number of Chinese 
character) 

Channel 
Total 
Query 

Average 
Length 

Porn query 
Non-porn 
Query 

Pseudo-non-
porn Query 

Page 1989 4.23 1101 838 50 
Image 1411 3.12 449 904 58 
Video 870 3.27 407 407 56 

In Table 1, it is noted that, (1) the average length of query on mobile search is quite 
short; and (2) high ratio of queries aims at porn content. These two facts exactly 
match our discussion in Section 1, reflecting both the challenge and significance of 
this project.  

The threshold value of score,θ , to classify if a query is porn or not is set as 1.0, 3.0 
and 2.0 for page, image and video channel respectively. Actually, this setting is arbi-
trary, and different value may result in different statistics. Our choices are based on a 
series of tests. The overall classification precision is shown with Table 2. To avoid 
any bias, we filter out the pseudo non-porn queries here to make the study easier.  

#  of correctly classified queries
Overall Precision=

total # of queries being test
 

Table 2. Classification performance in terms of different search channel 

Channel Overall Precision    
Page ( 1.0)θ =  94.87% 

Image ( 3.0)θ =  93.64% 

Video ( 2.0)θ =  92.75% 

For each channel, we also collect the statistics of precision and recall for both porn 
and non-porn queries, as shown in Table 3. The definition of precision and recall are 
given below with porn query as example, but it applies to the calculation of non-porn 
query as well:  
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#(true porn queries) (queries classified as porn)
Precision=

total # of queries classified as porn

∩
 

#(of true porn queries) (queries classified as porn)
Recall=

total # of true porn queries

∩

 

Table 3. Precision and recall statistics about both porn and non-porn queries’ classification 
performance on the channel of page, image and video 

Channel Query Precision Recall 
Porn 92.51% 98.73% Page 

( 1.0)θ =  Non-porn 98.04% 89.50% 

Porn 88.87% 92.43% Image 
( 3.0)θ =  Non-porn 96.16% 94.25% 

Porn 90.47% 95.58% Video 
( 2.0)θ =  Non-porn 95.31% 89.93% 

 
Fig. 4. Overall description of online classification 

4.3   Discussion 

From Table 2, and 3, the following conclusions can be made: 

1. The overall classification accuracy is impressive for all three channels, which 
indicates that this semantic-based approach is not only trustable but truly con-
tent independent (same high performance for queries of image and video, as 
that of page search); 

2. The k-NN classification model works pretty well with the semantic distance 
measure as the basis; 

3. The recall performance about porn query recognition for all three channels is 
obviously better than the corresponding precision. It means that (1) most porn 
queries will be correctly classified, and (2) the primary error made is to  
category a non-porn query as porn, which, based on our experience, reflects 
the current characteristic of WAP sites, very young for this industry and  
preferring to use sensitive contents to attract users.  
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5   Conclusion 

In this paper, a novel porn query recognition approach is proposed so that some nec-
essary restrict can be employed on the seeking of sexual content via search engine. 
We discuss its potential merits, (1) reliable similarity measure based on semantic 
context; (2) content independent so that workable to non-text content, like image and 
video; (3) effective in recognizing a porn query, even it has no porn term at all appar-
ently; (4) in-time reflection of the current initiative of issuing some query which, 
traditionally, is not porn, but widely to refer some porn object now. How it works is 
discussed with enough detail, and experiments with real Web and query data indicate 
that it is an effective, even though surprisingly simple, method.  

Although there is no separate discussion about its online application, we still in-
clude a possible solution here: 

If millions of queries are classified and stored in advance offline, the class of a 
submitted query normally can be found directly from the repository. When the hit is 
missing, the online waiting for the extraction of feature vector won’t be long. Consid-
ering the result can be stored for later reference, without having to re-calculate each 
time, this procedure won’t bring annoying effect to the users.  

Several future work stay in our project list, including:  

 If the selection of training samples would influence the performance; 
 If the number of training samples has an influence on the performance;  
 Is there any automatic way to choose the appropriate threshold value, θ , for 

each channel;  
 Is there any other voting mechanism?  
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Abstract. Efficient processing of top-k queries has become a classical
research area recently since it has lots of application fields. Fagin et al.
proposed the “middleware cost” for a top-k query algorithm. In some
databases there is no way to perform a random access, Fagin et al. pro-
posed NRA (No Random Access) algorithm for this case. In this paper,
we provided some key observations of NRA. Based on them, we pro-
posed a new algorithm called Selective-NRA (SNRA) which is designed
to minimize the useless access of a top-k query. However, we proved
the SNRA is not instance optimal in Fagin’s notion and we also pro-
posed an instance optimal algorithm Hybrid-SNRA based on algorithm
SNRA. We conducted extensive experiments on both synthetic and real-
world data. The experiments showed SNRA (Hybrid-SNRA) has less
access cost than NRA. For some instances, SNRA performed 50% fewer
accesses than NRA .

1 Introduction

Assume there are a huge amount of objects and every object has m attributes,
for each attribute the object has a score, these scores can be aggregated to a
total score by an aggregate function, and we want to know which k objects have
the largest total scores. This scenario is generalized as “top-k queries”.

Top-k query has become a classical research area since it has many appli-
cations such as information retrieval[5],[7], multimedia databases[2],[9], data
mining[6]. In top-k queries, we can do random access and sorted access to
get an object’s score. Under a “random access” we can get some object’s score
of a given attribute at one step; a “sorted access” means we proceed through
an attribute list sequentially from the top of a list, i.e. if some object is the
lth largest object in the ith list, we should do l sorted access to the ith list
to obtain the object’s score. As stated in [8], if there are s sorted accesses
and r random accesses, the total access cost will be sCS + rCR. (CS is the
cost of a single sorted access and CR is the cost of a single random access.) In
some cases, random access is forbidden or restricted.[1] For example, a typical
web search engine has no way to return a score of a document of our choice
� Corresponding author.

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 15–26, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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under a query. On the assumption that random access is not supported by
the database, in [1] the authors proposed the “No Random Access Algorithm”
(NRA)[1].

In this paper we first demonstrate some observations of NRA algorithm and
propose a “Selective-NRA” (SNRA) algorithm, which performs significantly bet-
ter than NRA algorithm in terms of access cost and bookkeeping; secondly, we
turn SNRA into an instance optimal algorithm which we call Hybrid-SNRA;
thirdly, we carry out extensive experiments to compare SNRA (Hybrid-SNRA)
algorithms with NRA both on synthetic and real-world data sets. The results
also demonstrate that our algorithms have lower access cost than NRA
algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define the
problem and review related work. In section 3, we introduce SNRA algorithm and
Hybrid-SNRA algorithm. In section 4, we show the experiment results. Finally
in section 5, we conclude the paper.

2 Problem Definition and Related Work

Our model can be described as follows: assume there are m lists and n ob-
jects, the aggregation function is t which has m variables. For a given object
R and for list i, R has a score xi and 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1. R has a total score of
t(x1, x2, . . . , xm). We shall denote the lists as L1, L2 . . . , Lm which are sorted
lists and can not be random accessed. We refer to Li as list i. Each entry of
Li is (R, xi) where xi is the ith field of R. We assume there is an exact value
for each object, so the length of each list is n. Since we consider only sorted
access, the access cost of an algorithm will be CR · r if r sorted accesses are
performed.

There have been several algorithms which satisfy the assumption of no ran-
dom access. The famous two algorithms are Güntzer et al.’s “Stream-Combine
Algorithm”[2] and Fagin et al.’s “No Random Access Algorithm”[1]. As men-
tioned in [3], Stream-Combine algorithm considers only upper bounds on overall
grades of objects, and cannot say that an object is in the top-k unless that object
has been seen in every sorted list. In this sense, NRA is better than Stream-
Combine. In [1], the authors proved that algorithm NRA is instance optimal
with optimality ratio m, and no deterministic algorithm has a lower optimality
ratio. (The definition of instance optimal and optimality ratio appeared in [1].)
In [10], the authors studied NRA algorithm and proposed an algorithm which
they call “LARA”. In terms of run time cost, LARA is significantly faster than
NRA algorithm. However, in terms of access cost, the advantage of LARA is
sometimes marginally. Theobald et al. presented several probabilistic algorithms
[4] which are also variants of the NRA algorithm .

The basic idea of NRA is to evaluate an object’s exact value using upper
bounds (best value B(d)(R)) and lower bounds (worst value W (d)(R)). The detail
of algorithm NRA is given as follows. If not specified elsewhere, we will use the
same notations (such as W d(R),T (d)

k ,M (d)
k ) as NRA algorithm used.
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Algorithm NRA (by Fagin et al.)[1]

– Do sorted access in parallel to L1,L2,. . . ,Lm. At each depth d (when d objects have
been accessed under sorted access in each list) do:

• Maintain the bottom values (x
(d)
1 , x

(d)
2 , . . . , x(d)

m ) encountered in each list.
• For every object R with discovered fields S = S(d)(R) = {i1, i2, . . . , il} ⊆

{1, . . . , m} with values xi1, xi2, . . . , xil, compute W (d)(R) = WS(R) =

t(w1, w2, . . . , wm) where wi =

{
xi if i ∈ S
0 else

and B(d)(R) = BS(R) =

t(b1, b2, . . . , bm) where bi =

{
xi if i ∈ S

x
(d)
i else

.

• Let T
(d)
k , the current top k list, contain the k objects with the largest W (d)

values seen so far (and their grades); if two objects have the same W (d) value,
then ties are broken using the B(d) values, such that the object with the highest
B(d) value wins (and arbitrarily among objects that tie for the highest B(d)

value). Let M
(d)
k be the kth largest W (d) value in T

(d)
k .

– Call an object R viable if B(d)(R) > M
(d)
k . Halt when (a) at least k distinct objects

have been seen (so that in particular T
(d)
k contains k objects) and (b) there are

no viable objects left outside T
(d)
k , that is, when B(d)(R) ≤ M

(d)
k for all R /∈ T

(d)
k .

Return the objects in T
(d)
k .

3 Selective-NRA Algorithms

In this section we will propose our Selective-NRA algorithms. In the rest of this
section we first give an equivalent form of algorithm NRA’s stopping rule, and
introduce some lemmas and observations which motivate us to propose algorithm
SNRA; secondly we will show our algorithm SNRA and prove its correctness;
finally we will propose an instance optimal algorithm based on algorithm SNRA.

3.1 Observations of NRA Algorithm

Definition 1. Call an object R “best competitor” if R has the largest “best
value” (Bd(R)) among all “viable”1 objects which are not in the current top-k.
If there is more than one best competitor, choose one which we have seen earliest
(sorted accessed earliest) as the best competitor.

The stopping rule(b) of NRA is :“there are no viable objects left outside T
(d)
k ,

that is, when B(d)(R) ≤ M
(d)
k for all R /∈ T

(d)
k ” which is equivalent to

The best competitor′s best value ≤ M
(d)
k .

We now give two lemmas which motivate us to propose algorithm SNRA. In this
paper, we suppose m ≥ 2.
1 The viable object and best value are well defined at the previous section.
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Lemma 1. If at depth d object R is the best competitor and algorithm NRA
does not halt at depth d, then R has at least one missing (undiscovered) field.

Proof. We assume that at depth d we have known all fields of R. Then W (d)(R) =
B(d)(R). Since R has the largest best value, the best value of all viable objects
except objects in T

(d)
k is not more than B(d)(R). Since algorithm NRA does not

halt at depth d, there is some object R′ ∈ T
(d)
k such that B(d)(R) > W (d)(R′),

then it follows that, R should be in T
(d)
k because B(d)(R) = W (d)(R) > W (d)(R′).

It leads to a confliction. So the conclusion follows, as desired. ��
Lemma 2. If at depth d object R is the best competitor and algorithm NRA
does not halt at depth d, B(d)(R) will decrease at depth d + 1 only if we sorted
access R’s missing field.

Proof. If we sorted access ith list which is not R’s missing field, R’s best value
will not decrease because we compute R’s best value by substituting R’s real
value for the discovered field and bottom value for the missing field. So R’s
best value will decrease only if we sorted access R’s missing field. (R’s best value
maybe won’t decrease when the values at the next level are the same with this
level. It is a necessary but not sufficient condition.) ��
Another Observation: We note that the best competitor changes with the
algorithm running. However, by doing experiments, we found that the last best
competitor (which means the last one before algorithm NRA terminated) would
occupy the position of best competitor for a long time. We speculate the results
are most likely similar for common data sets. Table 1 gives an experiment result
for a synthetic uniform data set. We set n=100000, m=2,4,. . . ,12, k = 20. The
aggregation function is summation.

Suppose that the last best competitor has only one missing field when al-
gorithm NRA is running. In this case, we still have to sorted access the best
competitor ’s all other known fields. This will incur lots of useless sorted accesses
if the last best competitor continue for a long time before the top-k objects are
obtained. These observations motivate us to propose Selective-NRA algorithm.

3.2 Selective-NRA Algorithm (SNRA)

We will show our algorithm in pseudo-code form.
As stated in section3.1, algorithm NRA performs some sorted accesses which

will definitely not reduce the best competitor ’s best value. Our approach can
avoid these sorted accesses. To prove the correctness of SNRA algorithm, we

Table 1. Accessed depth for last best competitor vs. total accessed depth

m 2 4 6 8 10 12

depth of the last best competitor 315 11997 31008 41087 37126 34614

total depth of NRA 1987 23211 54029 80440 91492 97532
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Algorithm SNRA-Initialize

1: bottom[j]:=1.0, j = 1, 2, . . . , m
2: topk:=[dummy1,dummy2,. . . ,dummyk] dummyi’s best:=worst:=0, missingfield:=∅
3: for each Ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , n do
4: Ri.best:=m
5: Ri.worst:=0
6: Ri.missingfield:=[1,2,. . . ,m]
7: end for
8: candidates:=∅
9: bestcompetitor:=dummy with missingfield=[1,2,. . . ,m]

10: best:=m
11: min:=dummy1 with mink:=0

Algorithm Selective-NRA

Call Algorithm SNRA-Initialize
while (mink < best) ∨ (less than k objects have been accessed) do

for each j ∈ bestcompetitor.missingfield do
sorted access Lj obtain (p, xj)
if (p has not been seen before) then

candidates:=candidates∪{p}
end if
bottom[j]:=xj //is used for updating an object’s best value
p.missingfield:=p.missingfield-{j}
update p.worst
mink:=min{d.worst| d∈ topk}// our “mink” is “M

(d)
k ” in NRA

min:=argmind{d.worst | d∈ topk}
if (p.worst > mink) ∧ (p∈ candidates) then

candidates:=candidates-{p}
candidates:=candidates∪ {min}
topk:=topk-{min}
topk:=topk∪ {p}

end if
end for
for each R∈ (candidates ∪ topk) do

update R.best
if (R.best ≤ mink) then

candidates:=candidates-{R}
end if

end for
bestcompetitor:=argmaxR{R.best | R∈ candidates}
best:=maxR{R.best | R∈ candidates}

end while

need to give a lemma first. This lemma indicates that SNRA algorithm will not
lead to an “infinite loop”.
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Lemma 3. Assume algorithm SNRA has sorted accessed dj depth to Lj (j =
1, 2, . . . , m), and the stopping rule has not been satisfied, algorithm SNRA will
proceed to access the next object at least in one list.

Proof. Let d be an array of [d1, d2, . . . , dm], in the rest of the paper when we say
depth d , it means depth dj in Lj . We only need to prove that at depth d the
best competitor has at least one missing field. Thus the remaining part of this
lemma’s proof is the same as Lemma 1’s. ��
Theorem 1. If the aggregation function is monotone, then algorithm SNRA
correctly finds the top k objects.

Proof. According to Lemma 3, if algorithm SNRA doesn’t halt , it will proceed to
access the next level at least in one list until the stopping rule is satisfied. Assume
that algorithm SNRA halts after dj sorted access to Lj (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) and the
objects output by algorithm SNRA are R1, R2, . . . , Rk. Let R be an object not
among R1, R2, . . . , Rk. We must show that t(R) ≤ t(Ri) for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k.

Let d = [d1, d2, . . . , dm]. Since algorithm SNRA halts at depth d, the best com-
petitor ’s best value is less than M

(d)
k , then, B(d)(R) ≤ B(d)(best competitor) ≤

M
(d)
k and t(R) ≤ B(d)(R). Also for each of the k objects Ri we have M

(d)
k ≤

W (d)(Ri) ≤ t(Ri). Combining the inequalities we have shown, we have

t(R) ≤ B(d)(R) ≤ M
(d)
k ≤ W (d)(Ri) ≤ t(Ri)

for each i, as desired. ��
Not only accesses fewer objects, our algorithm requires less bookkeeping than
algorithm NRA. At step 2 of algorithm NRA, it will update all seen objects’s
worst values and best values. Our algorithm just updates an object’s worst value
when we sorted access it. This is reasonable because the other objects’s worst
values will not change if they are not accessed.

Now we give an example to show how our algorithm SNRA works.

Example 1. Assume m=3, n=5, k = 1, the aggregation function is summation,
and the lists shown in Tab. 2 can only be sorted accessed. Table 3-6 show how
our algorithm SNRA performs sorted accesses at each step on this database. At
step(a) SNRA sorted accesses all the 3 lists. After that, object R1 becomes the
top 1 object and R2 becomes the best competitor. Then at step(b) we only sorted
access L1 and L3 since L2 is R2’s missing field. Now R1 is the best competitor
and R2 is the top 1 whose worst value is 1.8. At step(c) L2 is sorted accessed. R1

becomes the top 1 again and R2 becomes the best competitor. At this time, R2’s
missing field is L3 so at step(d) we sorted access L3. Now the best competitor
is R4 whose best value is not more than top 1’s worst value. The algorithm
terminates. Table 7 shows how the top 1 object and the best competitor update
at each step.

On this database, algorithm NRA sorted accesses to depth 3 of each list and
performs 9 sorted accesses in total while our SNRA’s sorted access cost is 7.
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Table 2. Sorted lists

(R1,0.9) (R2,0.9) (R1,0.6)
(R2,0.9) (R1,0.8) (R4,0.6)
(R3,0.6) (R3,0.7) (R3,0.4)
(R4,0.5) (R4,0.6) (R2,0.3)
(R5,0.2) (R5,0.2) (R5,0.3)

Table 3. SNRA(a)

(R1,0.9) (R2,0.9) (R1,0.6)
(R2,0.9) (R1,0.8) (R4,0.6)
(R3,0.6) (R3,0.7) (R3,0.4)
(R4,0.5) (R4,0.6) (R2,0.3)
(R5,0.2) (R5,0.2) (R5,0.3)

Table 4. SNRA(b)

(R1,0.9) (R2,0.9) (R1,0.6)
(R2,0.9) (R1,0.8) (R4,0.6)
(R3,0.6) (R3,0.7) (R3,0.4)
(R4,0.5) (R4,0.6) (R2,0.3)
(R5,0.2) (R5,0.2) (R5,0.3)

Table 5. SNRA(c)

(R1,0.9) (R2,0.9) (R1,0.6)
(R2,0.9) (R1,0.8) (R4,0.6)
(R3,0.6) (R3,0.7) (R3,0.4)
(R4,0.5) (R4,0.6) (R2,0.3)
(R5,0.2) (R5,0.2) (R5,0.3)

Table 6. SNRA(d)

(R1,0.9) (R2,0.9) (R1,0.6)
(R2,0.9) (R1,0.8) (R4,0.6)
(R3,0.6) (R3,0.7) (R3,0.4)
(R4,0.5) (R4,0.6) (R2,0.3)
(R5,0.2) (R5,0.2) (R5,0.3)

Table 7. Each step of SNRA

top 1 best competitor

object worst object best

R1 1.5 R2 2.4
R2 1.8 R1 2.4
R1 2.3 R2 2.4
R1 2.3 R4 2.3

3.3 Turning SNRA into an Instance Optimal Algorithm

Fagin et al. defined “instance optimality” for a top-k query algorithm and proved
instance optimality of algorithm NRA. Unfortunately our algorithm SNRA is not
“instance optimal” in his notion. In this section we first show an example that
demonstrates SNRA is not instance optimal and then we will modify algorithm
SNRA and turn it to be an instance optimal algorithm.

Example 2. Assume m=2, k=1, the aggregation function is summation.
Table 8 shows a database over which algorithm NRA performs only 6 sorted

accesses to depth 3, outputs R1 as the top 1 object while algorithm SNRA sorted
accesses the whole L1 list and totally does n + 3 sorted accesses. (After depth
[1, 1], R2 is the best competitor, so we sorted access to depth [2, 1], then R2 is
still the best competitor, then sorted access to depth [3, 1], at this depth, R3

is the best competitor, then sorted access to depth [3, 2], R2 becomes the best
competitor since R3’s exact value is less than R2’s worst value, then R2 will be
the best competitor until the end of L1 at depth [n− 1, 2]. After depth [n, 2], R2

becomes the top 1 and R1 becomes the best competitor. Then sorted access L2, at
depth [n, 3] R1 becomes the top 1 and the algorithm terminates.) Since n could
be arbitrary large, algorithm SNRA is not an instance optimal algorithm. ��
The reason SNRA is not instance optimal is that SNRA “selects” some of the
lists instead of all the lists to sorted access. By doing this selection, SNRA may
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Table 8. An example shows SNRA is not instance optimal

(R1,1.0) (R2,0.9)
(R3,0.5) (R3,0.39)
(R4,0.45) (R1,0.38)
(R5,0.32) (R5,0.32)

. . . . . .
(Ri,0.32-

0.2
n−i+1

) (Ri,0.32-
0.2

n−i+1
)

. . . . . .
(Rn,0.12) (Rn,0.12)
(R2,0.11) (R4,0.11)

do fewer sorted access than NRA algorithm in most databases but may “miss”
some important information in some particular databases like our example 2.
Nevertheless, we can force SNRA to be an instance optimal algorithm by a little
modifying of algorithm SNRA. We call the modified algorithm “Hybrid-SNRA”,
and we now show it as follows.

Algorithm Hybrid-SNRA

1: Call Algorithm Initialize
2: step:=0;
3: while (mink < best) ∨ (less than k objects have been accessed) do
4: step++;
5: if (step mod p =0) then
6: field=[1,2,. . . ,m]-{the fields which have been accessed to the bottom}
7: else
8: field=bestcompetitor.missingfield
9: end if

10: for each j ∈ field do
11: . . . //the same as SNRA from line 4 to line 18
12: end for
13: . . . //the same as SNRA from line 20 to line 27
14: end while

We note the sorted access cost of Hybrid-SNRA is at most p times as al-
gorithm NRA where p is an constant. So algorithm Hybrid-SNRA is instance
optimal. Since the optimal ratio of algorithm NRA is m, the optimal ratio of
algorithm Hybrid-SNRA is pm under some natural assumption [1]. (In fact, if
p=1, Hybrid-SNRA is equivalent to NRA and if p=INFINITY, Hybrid-SNRA
becomes SNRA.)

4 Experiment Results

Our algorithms were implemented in C++. We performed our experiments on an
AMD 1.9 GHz PC with 2GB of memory. In our experiments we used summation
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as the aggregation function which was a most common one. For Hybrid-SNRA
we set p=11 as default. We used both synthetic and real-world data to evaluate
SNRA, Hybrid-SNRA and NRA algorithms.

4.1 Evaluation for Synthetic Data

We conducted experiments on three synthetic data sets with different distribu-
tions. They are uniform distributed, normal (Gaussian) distributed and expo-
nential distributed. We set n = 100000, m = 2, 4, . . . , 12, and k = 20.

Figure 1-3 show that on the uniform, normal and exponential distributed
databases our algorithm SNRA as well as Hybrid-SNRA performs fewer sorted
accesses than algorithm NRA, and algorithm SNRA performs the fewest sorted
accesses among these three algorithms. When m is small, the difference is not so
significant, but as m becomes larger, SNRA outperforms NRA more and more
significantly in terms of sorted access cost.

4.2 Evaluation for Real-World Data

In addition of synthetic data, we carried out experiments on three different
real-world data sets which were all downloaded from UCI KDD Archive2.

– The first real-world data (CE) is IPUMS Census Database. This data set
contains unweighted PUMS census data from the Los Angeles and Long
Beach areas for the year 1990. It contains 88443 objects and we extracted
4 to 10 attributes from this data set. We normalized this data set with
formula: xi−Min

Max−Min if an object’s value is xi.
– The next real-world data is KDD cup 1998 data set (cup98). It contains 95412

different objects. This is the data set used for The Second International
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition, which was held
in conjunction with KDD-98 The Fourth International Conference on Knowl-
edge Discovery and Data Mining. We extracted 10 attributes to perform our
experiment. We normalized this data set with the same formula as CE data.

2 http://kdd.ics.uci.edu
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– The last data set “El Nino” data set contains oceanographic and surface
meteorological readings taken from a series of buoys positioned throughout
the equatorial Pacific. The data is expected to aid in the understanding
and prediction of El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycles. We removed
those objects which had some missing fields from the original data set. We
normalized the data set with the same formula as CE data. The remaining
data contains 93935 objects. We chose 7 attributes to test our algorithms.

Figure 4 shows the experiment result of SNRA, Hybrid-SNRA and NRA over
IPUMS Census data set. We tested when m = 4, 5, . . . , 10 algorithm SNRA,
Hybrid-SNRA and NRA would do how many sorted accesses to the lists. The
result demonstrates that our algorithms are more better in terms of access cost
even though the degree of advantage is relevant to the specific database. In
addition, this figure also shows that algorithm Hybrid-SNRA does a little more
sorted accesses than algorithm SNRA, under our default set (p=11).

Figure 5 shows the experiment result of SNRA, Hybrid-SNRA and NRA over
Cup98 data set. In this figure, it is also significant that our SNRA does fewer
sorted accesses. Furthermore, as m goes larger, the advantage of SNRA is grad-
ually obvious.

Figure 6 shows the experiment result of SNRA, Hybrid-SNRA and NRA over
El Nino data set. On this data set our SNRA and Hybrid-SNRA also perform
very well. Our algorithm saves 50% of NRA’s sorted accesses, because of the
“selecting” strategy.

4.3 Summarize

Our experiment illustrates that algorithm SNRA does fewer sorted accesses
than algorithm NRA, both on synthesized data and real-world data. Algorithm
Hybrid-SNRA does a little more sorted accesses than algorithm SNRA. As m
becomes larger, the decrease of sorted accesses becomes more significant. (When
k changes, we obtain similar results which are omitted due to space limitations.)
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The reason why our algorithm does fewer sorted accesses is that it “selects” some
lists and does useful sorted accesses instead of sorted accessing all the lists.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we analyzed algorithm NRA and gave some observations. We
proposed a new algorithm which we called Selective-NRA and we turned it into
an instance optimal algorithm Hybrid-SNRA. Extensive experiment results both
on synthetic and real-world data show that our algorithms SNRA and Hybrid-
SNRA perform significantly better than NRA in terms of sorted access cost.

Another interesting result according to our experiments is that algorithm
NRA and algorithm Hybrid-SNRA are instance optimal but they perform fewer
sorted accesses than a non-“instance optimal” algorithm on common data sets.
This is an issue for our further research. In the future, we will also consider the
run time cost of SNRA compared with algorithm NRA. We will design some
techniques to lower down the run time cost of SNRA.
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Abstract. Continuous K-Nearest Neighbor (CKNN) query is an impor-
tant type of spatio-temporal queries. A CKNN query is to find among all
moving objects the K-nearest neighbors (KNNs) of a moving query object
at each timestamp. In this paper, we focus on processing such a CKNN
query in road networks, where the criterion for determining the KNNs
is the shortest network distance between objects. We first highlight the
limitations of the existing approaches, and then propose a cost-effective
algorithm, namely the Continuous KNN algorithm, to overcome these
limitations. Comprehensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate
the efficiency of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

With the advent of mobile and ubiquitous computing, processing continuous
spatio-temporal queries over moving objects has become a necessity for many ap-
plications, such as traffic control systems, geographical information systems, and
location-aware advertisement. One type of spatio-temporal queries is the con-
tinuous K-nearest neighbor query (or CKNN query for short) that finds among
all moving objects the K-nearest neighbors (KNNs) of a moving query object at
each timestamp. An example of a CKNN query is “finding two nearest cabs of a
pedestrian based on his/her current moving speed and direction.”

Early methods [1,2,3] proposed to efficiently process such a CKNN query fo-
cus exclusively on Euclidean spaces, which are inapplicable to road networks.
Recently, several studies [4,5,6,7] have investigated how to search the KNNs in
road networks. These techniques are designed to deal with CKNN queries over
static objects. Mouratidis et al. [8] first address the issue of continuous mon-
itoring KNNs on moving objects. They choose to re-evaluate snapshot KNN
query at those time instants at which updates occur. However, due to the na-
ture of discrete location updates, the KNNs within two consecutive updates are
unknown.

In this paper, our efforts on processing such a CKNN query are devoted to
overcoming the limitations of the previous works mentioned above. That is, we
investigate the CKNN problem under the following three conditions: (1) All
objects (including the query object) move continuously in a road network. (2)

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 27–38, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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Fig. 1. Example of a CKNN query

The distance between two objects is defined as the distance along the shortest
path between them in the network. (3) The KNNs set of the query object at
each timestamp should be completely determined. Let us consider an example
in Figure 1, where a set of objects o1 to o5 and a query object q move in a
road network which is represented as a graph consisting of nodes and edges. In
this example, each object moves steadily towards the direction indicated by the
corresponding arrow. Assume that the moving query object q wants to know
within a certain period of time the nearest neighbor on its route (i.e., a C1NN
query is issued). The query result will consist of tuples < [t1, t2], {o1} >, <
[t2, t3], {o3} >, ..., where each tuple < [ta, tb], {oi} > represents that object oi is
the 1NN of q within the time interval [ta, tb].

To efficiently process CKNN query over moving objects in road networks, we
first address the problem of how to significantly reduce the overhead of represent-
ing the network distance between moving objects at each timestamp. Although
the network distance can be computed based on the Dijkstra’s algorithm [9]
or the A* algorithm [10] that have been shown to be simple and efficient for
computing the network distance between stationary objects, recomputing the
network distance whenever objects change locations would incur extremely high
computational cost which makes the idea infeasible, especially for mobile en-
vironments in which objects move continuously. In order to greatly reduce the
recomputation cost, we design a technique using the information about the rel-
ative speed of moving objects and the shortest path between network nodes.
By exploiting this technique, the network distance between two objects at each
timestamp is simply represented as a linear function of time, and thus can be
easily computed. Another major problem we need to tackle is to avoid repet-
itively processing snapshot KNN queries at each timestamp. Let us consider
again the example in Figure 1, where object o3 replaces o1 to be the 1NN at t2
and is replaced by o4 at t3. We term these time points at which the KNNs set
changes from one to another (e.g., t2 and t3) the KNNs-changing time points.
An important characteristic of CKNN query is that the KNNs in between two
consecutive KNNs-changing time points remain the same. Based on this charac-
teristic, the problem of performing repetitive queries can be greatly reduced to
finding the KNNs-changing time points and their corresponding KNNs. In this
paper, we design a CKNN method combined with the proposed distance model
to determine the KNNs-changing time points with corresponding KNNs.
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The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

– Our work remedies the major drawbacks of the past related work and pro-
vides a more practical and efficient solution for the CKNN problem.

– A technique is designed for representing the network distance between each
moving object and the query object at each timestamp.

– We propose a main-memory algorithm, namely the Continuous KNN
(CKNN) algorithm, to efficiently find the KNNs set of the moving query
object at each timestamp.

– A comprehensive set of experiments is conducted. The performance results
manifest the efficiency and the usefulness of the proposed CKNN approach.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We review the related
work for snapshot and continuous KNN queries in road networks in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the data structures used for representing road networks. In
Section 4, we present how to efficiently calculate the network distance as a pre-
liminary to the proposed CKNN algorithm. The CKNN algorithm is presented
in Section 5. Section 6 shows extensive experiments on the performance of our
method. In Section 7, we conclude the paper with directions on future work.

2 Related Work

Processing KNN queries in road networks is an emerging research topic in re-
cent years. In this section, we first overview the existing methods for processing
snapshot KNN queries, and then discuss the related work that investigates how
to answer continuous KNN queries.

2.1 Methods for Snapshot KNN Queries

Numerous algorithms have been proposed for efficient processing of snapshot
KNN queries over static objects in road networks. Jensen et al. [5] propose a
data model and a definition of abstract functionality required for KNN queries
in spatial network databases. To compute network distances, they adopt the Di-
jkstra’s algorithm for online evaluation of the shortest path. Papadias et al. [7]
describe a framework that integrates network and Euclidean information, and
answers snapshot KNN queries. They propose incremental Euclidean restriction
(IER) to first process a query in the Euclidean space so as to obtain the results as
the candidates, and then compute network distances of these candidates for the
actual results. In addition, they present an alternative approach incremental net-
work expansion (INE), which is based on generating a search region that expands
from the query point. Kolahdouzan et al. [11] propose a solution-based approach
for KNN queries in spatial networks. Their approach, called VN3, precalculates
the network Voronoi polygons (NVPs) and some network distances, and then
processes the KNN queries based on the properties of the Network Voronoi dia-
grams. In summary, the above methods proposed for processing snapshot KNN
queries in road networks are applicable to static objects. Once objects move
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continuously, the KNN result would change over time. As a result, the above
methods must be repeatedly evaluated and thus their performance significantly
degrades because of the high re-evaluation cost.

2.2 Methods for Continuous KNN Queries

Recently, efficient processing of CKNN queries in road networks has also been
studied. Kolahdouzan et al. [6] propose a solution, called upper bound algorithm
(UBA), that only performs snapshot KNN queries at the locations where they
are required, and hence provides better performance by reducing the numbe of
KNN evaluations. Cho et al. [4] develop a unique continuous search algorithm
(UNICONS) to improve the search performance for CKNN queries. UNICONS
first divides the path of the query object into subpaths by the intersections, and
then the snapshot KNN queries are performed at two endpoints of each subpath.
Finally, the KNNs for each subpath can be found from the union of the KNN sets
at its two endpoints and the objects along it. The UBA and UNICONS methods
are adequately designed to deal with CKNN queries over static objects (that
is, only the query object moves continuously). When objects’ locations change
over time instead of being fixed, the performance of these techniques would be
significantly degraded. Mouratidis et al. [8] first address the issue of continuous
monitoring KNNs on moving objects. They propose an incremental monitoring
algorithm (IMA) to re-evaluate query at those time instants at which updates
occur. At each evaluation time, the query may get benefit from the previous
result of the last evaluation so that the overhead incurred by processing repetitive
queries can be reduced. However, due to the nature of discrete location updates,
the KNNs of the query object within two consecutive updates are unknown. As
such, IMA would return incorrect results as long as there exist some time points
within two consecutive updates at which the KNNs set changes. In this paper, our
efforts on processing CKNN query are devoted to overcoming the limitations of
the above approaches. We develop an efficient method to determine the KNNs at
each timestamp under the situation that all objects (including the query object)
move continuously in a road network.

3 Data Structures

In our system, each object moves with fixed speed in a road network, which
is represented as an undirected weighted graph consisting of a set of nodes and
edges. Information about edges and nodes of the network and the moving objects
is stored in three tables, respectively. The first is the edge table Tedge storing for
each edge ei: (1) its start node ns and end node ne (where ns < ne), (2) its length
len (i.e., the distance between ns and ne), (3) the maximum speed limit smax,
and (4) a set Sobj of moving objects currently on ei. The second one is the node
table Tnode, that maintains for each node ni the set Sadj of edges connecting ni.
The last one is the object table Tobj maintaining the information of each moving
object. Tobj stores for each object oi: (1) the edge ej containing it, (2) the
update time tu, (3) the distance dist between oi and the start node ns of edge ej
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Fig. 2. Representation of road network

(i.e., ej.ns) at tu, and (4) its moving speed s. The three tables are updated only
when objects reach the network nodes.

To exemplify the information stored in the three tables, we give a road network
in Figure 2(a), which consists of nodes n1 to n6 and edges e1 to e11 (where an
edge label is followed by its len and smax enclosed in parentheses). In this figure,
nodes at the boundary of the data space and len and smax of most edges are
omitted for clearness. Each of the objects o1 to o5 moves with speed 1 m/sec in
the road network, and their moving directions are indicated by the corresponding
arrows. The detailed information of the tables Tedge, Tnode, and Tobj is shown in
Figure 2(b). A positive speed value of an object in Tobj (e.g., object o2) indicates
that this object moves from the start node to the end node, and a negative value
(e.g., object o1) indicates that it moves in opposite direction.

4 Network Distance Calculation

In this section, we design a technique to calculate the network distance between
objects at each timestamp. Let the distance along the shortest path between
two stationary nodes ni and nj on the road network be |SPni,nj |. We choose to
precompute |SPni,nj | between any pairs of network nodes and then use them to
speed up the calculation of the network distance.

Given a query object q and a moving object o, the calculation of the network
distance between q and o at any time t involves two possible cases according to
whether they are moving on the same edge or not. In the first case that q and o
lie on the same edge e, the network distance between q and o at time t, denoted
as NDq,o(t), is determined as follows.

NDq,o(t)=|(q.dist+q.s×(t−q.tu))−(o.dist+o.s×(t−o.tu))|, (1)

where q.s and q.tu are the moving speed and the update time of q respectively,
and q.dist is the distance between q and the start node of edge e at time q.tu
(referring to Section 3). Similarly, o.s, o.tu, and o.dist are the information about
object o. The obtained NDq,o(t) is valid during the time period in which q and
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o move on the edge e simultaneously. That is, it needs to be recomputed only
when q or o reaches the terminal node of edge e. For instance, the objects q and
o1 lie on the same edge e1 in Figure 3(a). The corresponding information (i.e.,
dist, s, and tu) of objects q and o1 is described in Figure 3(b). By substituting
the corresponding information into the above equation, we obtain NDq,o1(t) =
| − 8 − 3t|, which can be represented in the time-network-distance (Time-ND)
space as shown in Figure 3(c). Note that object o1 leaves from edge e1 at time
4 (i.e., NDq,o1(t) is changed after time 4).

The second case is that objects q and o move on the different edges ei and ej ,
respectively. In this case, the network distance NDq,o(t) between q and o at time
t would be equal to the sum of the network distance from q to a node ni, the
network distance from o to a node nj , and the distance along the shortest path
between the two nodes ni and nj (i.e., |SPni,nj |), where node ni (or nj) is either
a start node ns or an end node ne of edge ei (or ej). By using the four distances
|SPns,ns |, |SPns,ne |, |SPne,ns |, and |SPne,ne |, the network distance NDq,o(t) can
be represented as min

(
ND1(t), ND2(t), ND3(t), ND4(t)

)
, where

ND1(t)=q.dist+q.s×(t−q.tu)+|SPns,ns |+o.dist+o.s×(t−o.tu), (2)
ND2(t)=q.dist+q.s×(t−q.tu)+|SPns,ne |+ej .len−(o.dist+o.s×(t−o.tu)),

ND3(t)=ei.len−(q.dist+q.s×(t−q.tu))+|SPne,ns |+o.dist+o.s×(t−o.tu),

ND4(t)=ei.len−(q.dist+q.s×(t−q.tu))+|SPne,ne |+ej .len−(o.dist+o.s×(t−o.tu)).

Similar to the first case, NDq,o(t) remains valid until q or o reaches a network
node. Consider again the road network in Figure 3(a), where objects q and
o5 are moving on the different edges e1 and e5. As nodes n1 and n3 are the
start nodes of edges e1 and e5, respectively, ND1(t) is obtained by substituting
the corresponding information (shown in Figure 3(b)) into Equation (4) and
represented as 54 − 4t. Similarly, ND2(t), ND3(t), and ND4(t) can also be
obtained as 62, 78, and 52 + 4t, respectively. As we can see from Figure 3(c),
in the Time-ND space ND4(t) has the minimum value within the time interval
[0, 0.25], and then is replaced by ND1(t) within [0.25, 5]. Hence, we obtain

NDq,o(t)=

⎧
⎨

⎩
52+4t ∀t ∈ [0, 0.25],

54−4t ∀t ∈ [0.25, 5],
(3)
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where time 0.25 can be determined by solving the equation ND4(t) = ND1(t)
and time 5 is the time point at which the query object q reaches node n1.

5 CKNN Algorithm

To achieve the goal of continuously monitoring the KNN result, the CKNN
algorithm needs to divide the time interval into disjoint subintervals, and these
subintervals are considered sequentially in finding the KNNs of the query object.
Recall that the network distances NDq,o(t) between all objects and the query
object are required to be updated once the query object reaches an intersection
(i.e., a node) of the road network. Thus, we choose to divide the time interval
into subintervals by the time points at which the query object reaches a network
node. That is, each subinterval refers to the time period during which the query
object moves on the same edge. As a result, each object’s NDq,o(t) remains valid
within a subinterval until it reaches a network node.

For each subinterval [ti, tj], the procedure of determining the KNNs consists
of two phases. One is the filtering phase, which is used to efficiently prune the
non-qualifying objects. This phase is able to guarantee that a pruned object is
impossible to be the KNN within the subinterval [ti, tj ] regardless of whether
it reaches the network node. Another is the refinement phase, which examines
whether the candidates are the KNNs or not. In the following, we present the
two phases in details.

5.1 Filtering Phase

The main idea of the filtering phase is to find a pruning network distance, denoted
as NDpruning, to ensure that if an object o whose network distance at time ti
is greater than NDpruning, then o is impossible to be the KNN of the query
object q within the subinterval [ti, tj ]. Let objects NN1, NN2, ..., NNk be the
KNNs of q at time ti (note that the KNNs can be retrieved using the previous
approaches such as [11,7]). Then, the pruning network distance NDpruning can
be represented as NDq,KNN([ti, tj ]) + dadd, where NDq,KNN ([ti, tj]) refers to
the maximum of the network distances between these KNNs (i.e., NN1 to NNk)
and q within [ti, tj ], and dadd is an additional distance (which will be explained
later).

The network distance NDq,KNN ([ti, tj]) is used to guarantee that at least K
objects whose network distances to q are less than or equal to NDq,KNN ([ti, tj])
can be found. As such, those objects whose NDq,o(t) > NDq,KNN ([ti, tj]) at
any time t ∈ [ti, tj] can be safely pruned. The following three distances are used
to determine NDq,KNN ([ti, tj ]): (1) the network distance NDq,NNα(ti) from the
α-th NN to q at time ti, (2) the moving distance dNNα([ti, tj ]) of the α-th NN
within [ti, tj ], and (3) the moving distance dq([ti, tj ]) of q within [ti, tj ]. With
these distances, NDq,KNN([ti, tj ]) can be computed as follows.

NDq,KNN ([ti,tj ])=max{NDq,NNα (ti)+dNNα([ti,tj ])+dq([ti,tj ]) | 1≤α≤k}. (4)
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(a) A road network with seven objects (b) The pruning network distance NDpruning
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Fig. 4. Example of the filtering phase

Consider Figure 4(a), where eight objects (including the query object q) are
moving in a road network. In this figure, each object (edge) label is followed by its
corresponding speed (length and maximum speed limit) enclosed in parentheses.
Assume that two NNs (i.e., K = 2) are to be found within the subinterval [0, 5]
as the query object q reaches the node n1 at time 5. Initially, objects o1 and
o2 are the 2NNs, and their network distances NDq,NN1(0) and NDq,NN2(0) are
8 and 12, respectively. As object o1 moves with speed 1 m/sec, the moving
distance dNN1([0, 5]) is equal to 5. Similarly, the moving distance of object o2

can be computed as dNN2([0, 5]) = 5. For the query object q, it reaches the
node n1 at time 5 so that its moving distance dq([0, 5]) is equal to 10. Hence,
NDq,KNN([0, 5]) is represented as max(8 + 5 + 10, 12 + 5 + 10) = 27. As we can
see from Figure 4(b), the network distances between the 2NNs (i.e., o1 and o2)
and q within [0, 5] must be less than or equal to 27. That is, there are at least
two objects in the region R that starts at q’s location at time 5 (i.e., at node
n1) and ends at the vertical marks with distance 27. Clearly, an object which is
outside the region R at any time t ∈ [0, 5] can never be the 2NN.

The additional distance dadd is used to facilitate the determination of whether
an object is outside the region R within the entire subinterval [ti, tj ] (i.e., whether
this object can be pruned or not). Let the set of the boundaries of the region
R be Sbound (e.g., the short vertical bars on the roads in Figure 4(b)). If an
object outside the region R at time ti moves with the maximum speed limit
of the edge containing it within [ti, tj ] without being able to reach any of the
boundaries in Sbound, then it is impossible to be the query result. Motivated by
this, the distance dadd can be set to max{db([ti, tj ])|b ∈ Sbound}, where db([ti, tj])
refers to the maximum moving distance of an object located on the boundary
b within [ti, tj ] (i.e., this object moves with the maximum speed limit of each
edge containing it). An object o whose network distance to each boundary of the
region R at time ti is greater than dadd can be safely pruned because o must be
outside the region R within [ti, tj ].

Continuing the example in Figure 4(b), the distance dadd is computed as
2 × 5 = 10. With the distances NDq,KNN([0, 5]) and dadd, the pruning net-
work distance NDpruning can be represented as NDq,KNN ([0, 5]) + dadd = 37.
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(a) subinterval [0, 2] (b) subinterval [2, 4]
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Fig. 5. Example of the refinement phase

Therefore, the objects o4 to o7 outside the region starting at n1 and ending at
the cross marks with distance 37 are pruned. Note that these pruned objects’
NDq,o(t) need not be computed and the KNN result within [0, 5] would not be
affected even though they reach the network nodes. Finally, only three objects
o1 to o3 are the candidates for the KNNs and will be further verified in the
refinement phase.

5.2 Refinement Phase

In the refinement phase, the interval [ti, tj ] is further divided into n disjoint
subintervals [ts1 , te1 ], [ts2 , te2 ], ..., [tsn , ten ] by the time points when the can-
didates (obtained from the filtering phase) reach the network nodes because
their NDq,o(t) would be changed at these time points. The goal of the refine-
ment phase is to determine the KNNs-changing time points (tNNCs) within each
subinterval [tsm , tem ] (for 1 ≤ m ≤ n) such that the query object has the same
KNNs within two consecutive tNNCs, and find the corresponding KNNs at each
tNNC .

To determine the tNNCs with KNNs within a subinterval [tsm , tem ], the K-th
NN NNk is continuously monitored from tsm to tem because a tNNC occurs only
when NNk is replaced by another candidate that does not belong to the KNNs.
More specifically, the set OKNN of KNNs and the K-th NN NNk at time tsm are
first determined. Then, for each candidate o (except for NNk), the time point
to at which NDq,NNk

(t) = NDq,o(t) is estimated because o is closer to q than
NNk after to. By finding to of each candidate, the candidate o whose to is closest
to tsm is found to be the new NNk. If o is not contained in OKNN , the KNN
result must be changed (i.e., a tNNC occurs) at to. In other words, the KNN
result remains unchanged from tsm to to so that a tuple < [tsm , to], OKNN > is
produced. The interval [to, tem ] is then the remaining period that is considered
to produce the other tuples. The above process repeats until the whole interval
[tsm , tem ] is examined.

Figure 5 continues the previous example of finding 2NNs within [0, 5] in
Figure 4. In this example, NDq,o(t) of the candidates o1 to o3 are computed
and depicted as the line segments in Figure 5(a). As the candidates o2 and o1

reach the nodes at time 2 and 4 respectively, the time interval [0, 5] is divided
into three subintervals [0, 2], [2, 4], and [4, 5]. For the first interval [0, 2], OKNN
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and NNk at time 0 are first determined and set as {o1, o2} and o2, respec-
tively. Although the candidate o1 replaces o2 to be the new NNk at time 2

3 ,
the KNN result remains unchanged because o1 is contained in OKNN (that is,
only the order of the K-th NN and the (K−1)-th NN exchanges). When the
second interval [2, 4] is considered, the new NDq,o(t) of o2 is first computed
at time 2. Since the candidate o3 replacing o1 to be NNk at time 16

7 and o3

is not in OKNN , the time point 16
7 is a KNNs-changing time point tNNC . As

such, a tuple < [0, 16
7 ], {o1, o2} > is produced, and then o1 (o3) is removed from

(added into) OKNN . Having examined the third interval [4, 5], the second tuple
< [167 , 5], {o2, o3} > can be obtained.

6 Performance Evaluation

All the experiments are performed on a PC with AMD 1.61 GHz CPU and 2GB
RAM. The algorithm is implemented in JAVA 2 (j2sdk-1.4.0.01). We use a road
map of Oldenburg (a city in Germany) from Tiger/Line [12] and generate 100K
objects using the generator proposed in [13]. The moving speed of each object
is uniformly distributed in between 0 and 20 m/sec. When an object o reaches
node n in a network, the next edge on which o moves is randomly chosen from
the edges connecting n. In the experimental space, we also generate 30 query
objects whose speeds are in the same range as the moving objects mentioned
above. Similarly, the next edge that the query object moves on is randomly
selected once it reaches a network node. The default values of the number of
nearest neighbors requested by each query object (i.e., K) and the length of
query time interval are 20 and 100 time units, respectively. In our experiments,
we compare the CKNN algorithm to the IMA algorithm proposed by Mouratidis
et al. [8]. The IMA algorithm re-evaluates the snapshot KNN query when objects’
location updates occur, whose update interval (UI) is set to 5 and 10 time units
in this experiment. The IMA algorithm with update interval 5 and 10 time units
are termed IMA(UI = 5) and IMA(UI = 10), respectively.

Figure 6 evaluates the CPU time and the precision for the CKNN algorithm
and the IMA algorithm under various query interval lengths, where the precision
refers to the percentage of time units at which the KNN result retrieved by
executing the CKNN and the IMA algorithms is correct. Figure 6(a) shows
that for both algorithms, the CPU cost increases with the increase of query
length. This is because a large query length results in more objects reaching
the network nodes (i.e., more subintervals need to be considered for the CKNN
algorithm), and makes more location updates of objects so that more snapshot
KNN queries are required for the IMA algorithm. Clearly, the CKNN algorithm
has a significantly better performance compared to the IMA algorithm (i.e.,
IMA(UI = 5) and IMA(UI = 10)). Figure 6(b) investigates the effect of the
query length on the precision of all algorithms. As the KNNs at each timestamp
can be completely determined by executing the CKNN algorithm, the precision
of the CKNN algorithm is always equal to 100% under different query lengths.
However, if the IMA algorithm is adopted to answer a CKNN query, some of the
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Fig. 6. Effect of query interval length

KNN results are unknown due to the nature of discrete location updates. As we
can see, the precision of IMA(UI = 5) can only reach 40% to 60%. Even worse,
the precision of IMA(UI = 10) is below 30% for a larger query length, which
means that most KNN results are incorrect.

Figure 7 illustrates the performance of the CKNN and the IMA algorithms
as a function of K (ranging from 10 to 30). As shown in Figure 7(a), when K
increases, the CPU overhead for both algorithms grows. The reason is that as K
becomes greater, the number of qualifying objects increases so that more distance
comparisons between these qualifying objects are required. The experimental
result shows that the CKNN algorithm outperforms its competitors in all cases.
Figure 7(b) studies how the value of K affects the precision of the CKNN and the
IMA algorithms. Similar to Figure 6(b), the precision of the CKNN algorithm
remains 100% regardless of the value of K. However, the precisions of IMA(UI =
5) and IMA(UI = 10) are both below 60% under various K.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the problem of processing the CKNN query over moving
objects in road networks. We proposed a technique to represent the network dis-
tance between objects as a linear function of time in the Time-ND space. Based
on the Time-ND space, we developed the CKNN algorithm to efficiently process
a CKNN query. The filtering phase of the CKNN algorithm is used to prune the
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non-qualifying objects. Then, the refinement phase is designed to determine the
KNNs-changing time points with corresponding KNNs. Comprehensive experi-
ments have demonstrated the efficiency of the CKNN algorithm. One important
extension of this work is to address the issue of efficiently handling updates of
objects’ speed changes. Another extension is to utilize the proposed approach to
answer other variations of KNN queries.
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Abstract. The issue of data quality is gaining importance as individ-
uals as well as corporations are increasingly relying on multiple, often
external sources of data to make decisions. Traditional query systems
do not factor in data quality considerations in their response. Studies
into the diverse interpretations of data quality indicate that fitness for
use is a fundamental criteria in the evaluation of data quality. In this
paper, we present a 4 step methodology that includes user preferences
for data quality in the response of queries from multiple sources. User
preferences are modelled using the notion of preference hierarchies. We
have developed an SQL extension to facilitate the specification of prefer-
ence hierarchies. Further, we will demonstrate through experimentation
how our approach produces an improved result in query response.

1 Introduction

User satisfaction from a query response is a complex problem encompassing vari-
ous dimensions including both the efficiency as well as the quality of the response.
Quality in turn includes several dimensions such as completeness, currency, accu-
racy, relevance and many more [28]. In current information environments where
individuals as well as corporations are routinely relying on multiple, external
data sources for their information needs, absolute metrics for data quality are
no longer valid. Thus the same data set may be valuable for a particular usage,
but useless for another.

Consider for example a virtual store that is compiling a comparative price
list for a given product (such as Google products, previously known as froogle)
through a meta search (a search that queries results of other search engines and
selects best possible results amongst them). It obviously does not read all the
millions of results for a search and does not return millions of records to the
user. It normally selects top k results (where k is a constant value) from each
search engine and finally returns top n results after the merge.

In the above scenario, when a user queries for a product, the virtual store
searches through a variety of data sources for that item and ranks and returns
the results. For example the user may query for “Canon PowerShot”. In turn
the virtual store may query camera vendor sites and return the results. The
value that the user associates with the query result is clearly subjective and

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 39–50, 2009.
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related to the user’s intended requirements, which go beyond the entered query
term, namely “Canon PowerShot” (currently returns 91,345 results from Google
products). For example the user may be interested in comparing product prices,
or the user may be interested in information on latest models.

More precisely, suppose that the various data sources can be accessed through
a view consisting of columns (“Item Title”, “Item Description”, ”Numbers
Available”, ”Price”, ”Tax”, ”User Comments”). A user searching for “Canon
PowerShot” may actually be interested to:

– Learn about different items (products) - such a user may not care about
the “Numbers Available” and “Tax” columns. “Price” is somewhat impor-
tant to the user although obsoleteness and inaccuracy in price values can
be tolerated. However, consistent of “Item Title” and completeness within
the populations of “User Comments” in the query results, is of highest
importance.

– Compare prices - thus user is sure about the item to purchase but is searching
for the best price. Obviously “Price” and “Tax” fields have the greatest
importance in this case. They should be current and accurate. ”Numbers
Available” is also important although slight inaccuracies in this column are
acceptable as any number more than 1 will be sufficient.

Above examples indicate that selection of a good source for data is sub-
jected to what does the term “good” mean to the user. In this paper, we
propose to include user specific quality considerations into query formulations,
in order to address user specific requirements. We term this as quality-aware
queries. Quality aware queries are a multi-faceted problem. Aggregations across
multiple large data sets are infeasible due to the scale of data. Further, ranking
approaches based on generic user feedbacks gives a constant rank to the quality
of a data source and does not factor in user/application specific quality ranking.

In this paper, we propose to address this problem through a 4-step methodol-
ogy for quality aware queries. These consist of addressing the following questions:

1. How to obtain information about the generic data quality of data sources?
2. How to model and capture user specific data quality requirements?
3. How to conduct the quality aware query?
4. How to rank results based on the quality aware query?

The rest of the paper is organized as follows to present our approach to address
the above questions: In Section 2 related works are reviewed, in order to demon-
strate the position and originality of this work. In Section 3 an architecture
is presented to provide practical feasibility of the proposed approach. We then
present a model for representing generic as well as user specific data quality.
Section 4 presents the methods to process the Quality-aware Queries. Finally, in
Section 5 effectiveness of the proposed query processing methods is evaluated,
and conclusions drawn from the work are presented.
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2 Related Works

Consequents of poor quality of data have been experienced in almost all do-
mains. From the research perspective, data quality has been addressed in differ-
ent contexts, including statistics, management science, and computer science [23]
[19] [20] [26]. To understand the concept, various research works have defined a
number of quality dimensions [23] [27] [28].

Data quality dimensions characterize data properties e.g. accuracy, currency,
completeness etc. Many dimensions are defined for assessment of quality of data
that give us the means to measure the quality of data. Data Quality attributes
can be very subjective (e.g. ease of use, expandability, objectivity, etc.).

To address the problems that stem from the various data quality dimensions,
the approaches can be broadly classified into investigative, preventative and cor-
rective. Investigative approaches essentialy provide the ability to assess the level
of data quality and is generally provided through data profiling tools (See e.g.
IBM Quality Stage). Many sophisticated commercial profiling tools exist [8],
and hence we do not provide further details in this regard. Suffice to say that
in this paper we focus on a selected set of data quality dimensions which can
be profiled using typical profiling tools. These include completeness (determined
through the number of column nulls), consistency (determined through the num-
ber of consistency constraint violations), accuracy (determined through format
differences), and currency (determined through data relating to time of update).
Note that there are several interpretations of these dimensions which may vary
from the interpretation above, e.g. completeness may represent missing tuples
(open world assumption ) [1]. Similarly, accuracy may represent the distance
from truth in the real world. Such interpretations are difficult if not impossible
to measure through computational means and hence in the subsequent discus-
sion, the interpretation of these dimensions as presented above will be assumed.

A variety of solutions have also been proposed for preventative and correc-
tive aspects of data quality management. These solutions can be categorized into
following broad groups : Semantic integrity constraints [6] [3]. Record link-
age solutions. Record linkage has been addressed through approximate matching
[10], de-duplicating [11] and entity resolution techniques [2]. Data lineage or
provenance solutions are classified as annotation and non-annotation based
approaches where back tracing is suggested to address auditory or reliabil-
ity problems [24]. Data uncertainty and probabilistic databases are another
important consideration in data quality [15].

The data quality problem addressed in this paper, also has relevance to pref-
erence theory [25]. The research literature on preferences is extensive. It en-
compasses preference logics [16], preference reasoning [29], decision theory [7],
and multi criteria decision making [22] (the list is by no means exhaustive).
For example: multi-criteria decision making approaches can be taken to select
from different alternatives based on multiple complex subjective criterias pro-
vided through user preferences[22]. We studied and compared different multi-
criteria decision making methods and identified suitable techniques to be used for
implementation (more details in Section 4).
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The preference problem addressed in this paper is intended to select the
sources for querying data based on the user’s preference for data quality di-
mensions. The issue of user preferences in database queries dates back to 1987
[14]. Preference queries in deductive databases are studied in [9]. A new operator
called Skyline is proposed in [4] that extends generic SQL statements with some
powerful preference definitions. In [13] and [5] a logical framework for formulat-
ing preferences and its embedding into relational query languages is proposed.
However, previous research does not consider the preferences on data quality
which is the main focus and contribution of this work.

3 Quality-Aware Queries

Our approach is based on a Collaborative Information Systems (CIS) model as
in Fig. 1. Each data source (could be an organization or department within an
organization) consists of a base (relational) database and certain meta data. The
meta data consists of two main components: i) Schema and ii) Data Quality
profiles, which are results obtained through data profiling processes, or what
we can term quality-aware metadata (more details in Sec. 3.1). Each source is
responsible for providing data quality profiles at attribute level for each table of
the database. Profiling can be a periodic task or it can be incrementally updated
each time data is modified.

3.1 Quality-Aware Metadata

As previously mentioned in Sec.2, we consider the following data quality met-
rics (also referred to as dimensions): completeness, consistency, accuracy, and
currency. Consider an example data set as below relating to the virtual store
example presented previously.

Completeness of an attribute is calculated by counting the nulls over the
number of all records. Consistency of the attribute is calculated by counting the
number of items conforming to consistency constraints over the number of all
records. For example, a consistency constraint on ”Item Title” can be defined to
ensure that all values have an exact match with a given master data list of item
titles. Accuracy of the attribute is calculated by counting the number of values
which are not in the correct format over the number of all records. Currency

Fig. 1. Quality aware query processing architecture
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Fig. 2. An example data set and data profiling metadata

of a value is calculated by checking the timestamp that DBMS records each
time a value is changed (e.g. dividing the last modified timestamp by a constant
normalizing factor).

Definition 1. Let relation R(A) be a relation of attributes a ∈ A. M = {m1

..mk} is the set of k data quality metrics and a.m := σm(a) where σm returns
the calculated data quality metric value for metric m over attribute a and 0 ≤
σm(a) ≤ 1

Figure 2(b) shows the profiling data for 2(a) which is, the quality metric m, and
stores the result of the function σm. Since data values are changed over the time,
quality-aware metadata should be updated either periodically or every time the
data is modified.

3.2 Quality-Aware SQL

Consider a collaborative information system as given in Fig. 1, wherein an instance
of information can be selected from each source, and the quality aware metadata
(data profile) as given in Fig. 2, is available for each source. User queries relation
R(A) that can be accessed from any sourceS1..Sn where n is the number of sources.
The data quality metrics allow the user to query for any attribute ai ∈ Ai from any
source Si plus the value of any data quality metric ai.m.

For purpose of simple illustration we allow using quality-aware metadata, to
query any metric as [Column Name.Metric Name] as part of the SQL query
formulation. For example the query 1 below queries sources only if the com-
pleteness of the column Title from table ShopItem is more than 80%. Or query
2 sorts the results based on the accuracy of column price in data source. It also
returns the accuracy of the column title from the source as a result.

1 SELECT Title, Price FROM ShopItem WHERE Title.Completeness>0.8

2 SELECT Title, Title.Accuracy, Price FROM ShopItem ORDER BY Price.Accuracy

Generic SQL is not capable of modeling complicated user preferences of higher
complexity. Though clause ORDER BY Price.Accuracy models a one dimen-
sional preference that indicates sources with higher price accuracy are preferred,
a two dimensional preference can not be intuitively achieved. Further, users may
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prioritize the various dimensions differently. Therefore, in Sec. 3.3 we propose
an extension to the generic SQL (called Hierarchy Clause) to model complicated
user preferences relating to data quality.

3.3 Modelling User Preferences

Preference modelling is in general a difficult problem due to the inherent sub-
jective nature. Typically, preferences are stated in relative terms, e.g. “I like A
better than B”, which can be mapped to strict partial orders [13]. In quality-
aware queries, a mixture of preferences could be defined, e.g. the accuracy of the
price and completeness of the user comments should be maximized.

The notion of Hierarchy in preferences is defined in the literature [5] as prior-
itized composition of preferences. For example; completeness of user comments
may have priority over completeness of prices. We use the term Hierarchy to
define prioritised composition of preferences which can form several levels of pri-
ority i.e. a hierarchy. The hierarchy over the preference relations is quantifiable
such as: a is strongly more important than b, or a is moderately more important
than b.

Definition 2. Let relation R(A) be a relation of attributes a ∈ A. Let M =
m1..mk be the set of k data quality metrics. Let S = S1...Sn be a set of possible
sources for relation R(A). A preference formula (pf) C(S1, S2) is a first order
formula defining a preference relation denoted as �, namely

S1 � S2 iff C(S1, S2).

Consider the Relation ShopItem(T itle, Price, UserComments) from source S
denoted as RS(t, p, u), quality metric completeness is denoted as m1 and com-
pleteness of the price is denoted as p.m1. A preference relation can thus be
defined as C:

(t, p, u) ∈ Rs � (t′, p′, u′) ∈ RS′ ≡ p.m1 > p′.m1

Where p.m1 is from the source S and p′.m1 is from the source S′.
A hierarchy (prioritized order) of preferences is defined as below:[5].

Definition 3. Consider two preference relations �1 and �2 defined over the
same schema. The prioritized composition �1,2:=�1 � �2 of �1 and �2 is
defined as:

S1 �1,2 S2 ≡ S1 �1 S2 ∨ (¬S2 �1 S1 ∧ S1 �2 S2).

The formal notions above are translated below into pseudo-SQL in order to
illustrate the quality aware query. A specialized HIERARCHY clause is defined to
identify the hierarchy of preferences. It is assumed that sources with maximial
value of a data quality metric are preferred (i.e. source Sk where σm(a) is greater
than or equal to σm(a) of all Si ∈ S|i : 1..n), thus, there is no need to explicitly
define this preference in the query. Only hierarchy (prioritized order) of those
preferences are written in the query.
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SELECT Title AS t, Price AS p, [User Comments] AS u

FROM ShopItem WHERE ...

HIERARCHY(ShopItem) p OVER (t,u) 7, u OVER (t) 3

HIERARCHY(ShopItem.p) p.Currency OVER (p.Completeness) 3

In the HIERARCHY(a) a.x OVER (a.x’,...) clause, a denotes the object that
the hierarchy is applied for (e.g. ShopItem or column price). a.x denotes the
preferred object, a.x’,... is list of objects on which a.x is preferred and the
number 1..9 denotes the intensity of the importance of the hierarchy. 1 denotes
weak or slight importance and 9 denotes strong importance. In the above ex-
ample two hierarchies are defined which indicate that i) for the ShopItem, price
is strongly more important than title, and user comments attributes is slightly
more important that title. ii) For the column price, Currency is slightly more
important than completeness.

The example hierarchy clause HIERARCHY(ShopItem.p) p.Currency OVER
(p.Completeness) is defined as below, let p be the “Price” attribute, m1 and
m2 be currency and completeness metrics and p.m1 and p′.m1 be the currency
of the column “Price”, from quality-aware meta data related to source S and S′:

(t, p, u) �0 � �1 (t′, p′, u′),
(t, p, u) ∈ S �0 (t′, p′, u′) ∈ S′ ≡ p.m1 > p′.m1,
(t, p, u) ∈ S �1 (t′, p′, u′) ∈ S′ ≡ p.m2 > p′.m2

4 Query Processing

In this paper, the method to answer the Quality-aware queries is proposed based
on a multi-criteria decision making technique. The general idea of having a
hierarchy in decision making and definition of hierarchy as strict partial orders
is widely studied. In [21] a decision making approach is proposed which is called
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). Processing the problem of source selection
for Quality-aware queries can be delineated as a decision making problem in
which a source of information should be selected based on a hierarchy of user
preferences that defines what a good source is. In our approach, query processing
consists of two phases; i) each data quality metric from the query is assigned
a weight which is calculated using AHP technique and ii) sources are ranked
against the metric weights and the quality aware metadata of the source.

In AHP, decision hierarchy is structured as a tree on objectives from the
top with the goal (query in our case), then the objectives from a higher level
perspective (attributes), and lower level objectives (DQ metrics) Fig. 3(a) shows
a sample decision tree.

This is then followed by a process of prioritization. Prioritization involves
eliciting judgements in response to question about dominance of one element
over another when compared with respect to a property. Prioritizations form a
set of pair-wise comparison matrices for each level of objective.

Within each objective level (query or attribute) Elements of a pair-wise com-
parision matrix represent intensity of the priority of each item (e.g. DQ metrics)
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Fig. 3. (a)Decision hierarchy and (b)AHP weightings for querying a virtual shop

over another in a scale of 1 to 9. The Hierarchy Clauses (Sec.3.2) can be di-
rectly mapped to pair-wise comparision matrices, thus avoids the tedious task
of eliciting judgements.

Algorithm 1 presents the approach. It i) maps a quality-aware query to an
AHP decision tree ii) maps Hierarchy clauses to pair-wise comparison matrices
and iii) returns weights assigned to each data quality metric using AHP technique
over the generated decision tree and comparison matrices.

Data: SELECT {a|a ∈ A} FROM R

HIERARCHY (A) {a OV ER a′|a, a′ ∈ A ∧ a �= a′},
{Hierarchy(a){a.m OV ER a.m′|m, m′ ∈ M ∧ m �= m′}|a ∈ A}
where A ⊂ attributes(R) and M is a set of DQ metrics.
Result: W := {wa.m|a ∈ A ∧ m ∈ M}
Define Q as AHP Tree;
r = Q.RootElement; foreach a ∈ A do

r.AddChild(a);
r.PairwiseComparision(a, a′|a, a′ ∈ A ∧ a �= a′) =t from Hierarchy a OVER a’
foreach m ∈ M do

r.a.AddChild(m);
m.PairwiseComparision(m, m′|m, m′ ∈ M ∧ m �= m′) =t from Hierarchy
a.m OVER a’.m

end

end
return AHP(Q)// Which is wa.m for each a and m using AHP technique

Algorithm 1. AHP Tree from Quality-aware SQL

Assume R is an arbitrary view and M is an arbitrary set of DQ metrics. If a
hierarchy a over a′ is not defined in the user query, it can be estimated as follows:
If there is no hierarchy a′ over a with weight t, use a hierarchy of a over a′ with
weight 1, otherwise use a hierarchy of a over a′ with weight 1/t. AHP method
automatically resolves inconsistency in hierarchies like: Hierarchy p over m
1, p over n 5, m over n 1. In this case m over n should have weight of 5
but the provided value is inappropriate. For the sample query in Sec. 3.2, Alg.
1 initially generates a tree root node Q. It then adds all attributes t, p, u (title,
price, user comments) as children nodes. The pair-wise comparison matrix is
generated for the root node by substituting each matrix pair by hierarchy clause
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weights e.g. (p, t) = 7, (p, u) = 7, (u, t) = 3 etc. Respective tree nodes for each DQ
metric in the query are added to each attribute node and pair-wise comparison
matrices are generated correspondingly. When all required information for AHP
technique (i.e. decision tree and pair-wise comparison matrices) are ready, AHP
technique assigns a weight to each DQ metric for each attribute. Figure 3(a)
shows the AHP decision hierarchy generated for the example query in Sec. 3.2
and Fig. 3(b) shows resulting weights returned by the algorithm. These weights
are representation of user preferences on data quality and can be used against
profiling data of each source (from the quality-aware metadata) for the metric
of the same attribute to easily rank sources.

Source Selection. Having a fixed weight assigned to each decision criterion,
which in our case is each column and metric, and a fixed respective profiling
value for each source (from quality-aware meta data), sources can be ranked
using a number of ranking methods [17]: Simple Additive Weighting (SAW),
Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), Elim-
ination et Choice Translating Reality (ELECTRE) , and Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA). In [17] a comparative analysis of the mentioned ranking meth-
ods is provided which shows that the effectiveness of all above methods is
not considerably different in regards to the source selection problem. The ma-
jor difference of these methods is their computational complexity. Hence, we
incorporate the SAW method which is easy and fast [12].

The SAW method involves three basic steps: Scale the scores to make them
comparable, apply the weighting, and sum up the scores for each source. Data
profiles of the sources, represent each column’s quality metric in a value in [0,1]
(where 1 is the complete quality).

dq(Si) :=
∑

wjvij

Where dq(Si) is the final weight of source Si, wj is the weight of (column.metric)
j which has been calculated through the AHP process and vij := σ(a.m)j

is the
profiling value for source i and (column.metric) j. Because

∑m
j=1 wj = 1, the

final scores are in [0,1].

5 Evaluation and Conclusion

We developed a tool called Quality-aware Query Studio (QQS) to support the
idea of quality-aware queries. In QQS, Quality-aware metadata including
database schema and data profiling results as well as configuration of data
sources are defined as Xml objects. QQS, which is implemented by .Net tech-
nology, receives the user quality-aware query and ranks data sources against
the query using a plugin that implements the methods described above. Stan-
dard query which is formed by removing quality-aware SQL clauses from the
quality-aware query can then be sent to the k-top sources as usual.

To evaluate the results of our contributions we generated 120 copies of a
table containing product information. We then randomly generated different
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Fig. 4. Comparison of source ranking: a) Random b) Source quality c) Quality-aware

completeness for each column of each table by putting nulls in random places.
We then generated profiling results for the quality metric “Completeness” by
counting the number of nulls in each column of each table. For simplicity, only
completeness of sources is considered in this experiment, but it does not affect
generality of the contributions.

Below, three different Quality-aware Queries are defined:

– Making a list of products: price is not important.

SELECT Title AS t, Price AS p, [User Comments] AS u

FROM ShopItem AS s HIERARCHY(s) t OVER (p) 9, u OVER (p) 3

– Selecting a product to buy: price is very important.

SELECT Title AS t, Price AS p, [User Comments] AS u

FROM ShopItem AS s HIERARCHY(s) p OVER (t,y) 9

– Reviewing user comments: User comments are important.

SELECT Title AS t, Price AS p, [User Comments] AS u

FROM ShopItem AS s HIERARCHY(s) u OVER (p) 9, t OVER (p) 3

Figure 4 compares effectiveness of 3 ranking algorithms for above three appli-
cations. The x-axis of the graphs represent ranking of sources and the y-axis of
the graphs represent the number of useless records which is the number of nulls
in the important column for the selected source. In the ideal situation, a higher
ranked source should return the least number of useless records, for example if
the query application is to find best prices, sources with less null prices should
be ranked higher. But if the application is to survey user comments, the sources
with less null user comments should be ranked higher. Sources are ranked using
three following algorithms:

– No information on quality: Randomly select a source. Figure 4(a) shows
number of nulls returned by the query using this method.

– Ranking based on source quality: previous similar source ranking approaches
[18] based on the source’s data quality. Figure 4(b) represents result of this
method.
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– Quality-aware source ranking: Referring to our contributions in this paper,
ranking sources based on their quality profiles and user requirement gives
the desired result for each application. Figure 4(c) represents result of this
method.

A comparative study of the graphs in Fig. 4 shows that source ranking method
that does not consider information quality has a complete random behaviour.
Ranking method based on overall source quality has some, although negligi-
ble advantage over the random ranking method, but the quality-aware query
processing approach meaningfully ranks sources for less useless records. Higher
ranked sources are clearly having minimum useless records and lowest ranked
sources have maximum useless records.

In this paper we presented a methodology that includes user preferences for
data quality in response of queries from multiple sources. The developed method-
ology firstly provides a means of obtaining information about the quality of data
sources, it then allows user preferences on data quality to be modelled (called
Quality-aware Queries), and it finally provideds a ranking of various sources
based on user preferences and source quality.

Preference processing in database systems is studied for decades, but to the
best of our knowledge attention to information quality as user preferences is
under-studied. There are open challenges to adopt existing works on preference
such as Skyline Operator [4] to quality-aware ranking. Implication of methods to
apply quality-aware queries to web information systems where obtaining profiling
information is not easy is also a challenging issue.
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Abstract. Large amount of uncertain data is inherent in many novel
and important applications such as sensor data analysis and mobile data
management. A probabilistic threshold range aggregate (PTRA) query
retrieves summarized information about the uncertain objects satisfying
a range query, with respect to a given probability threshold. This paper
is the first one to address this important type of query. We develop a new
index structure aU-tree and propose an exact querying algorithm based
on aU-tree. For the pursue of efficiency, two techniques SingleSample
and DoubleSample are developed. Both techniques provide approximate
answers to a PTRA query with accuracy guarantee. Experimental study
demonstrates the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed methods.

1 Introduction

Many emerging important applications involve dealing with uncertain data, such
as data integration, sensor data analysis, market surveillance, trends prediction,
mobile data management, etc. Uncertainty is inherent in such data due to vari-
ous factors like randomness or incompleteness of data, limitations of equipment
and delay or loss in data transfer. Extensive research effort has been given to
model and query uncertain data recently. Research directions include modeling
uncertainty [16], query evaluation [2], indexing [18], top-k queries [8], skyline
queries [15], clustering and Mining [10], etc. However, though range aggregate
query on uncertain data is very important in practice, this problem remains
unexplored.

A range aggregate query (RA query) on certain data returns summarized in-
formation about objects satisfying a given query range, such as the total number
of qualified objects [19]. This type of query is important since users may be in-
terested only in aggregate information instead of specific IDs. For instance, to
monitor traffic volume of a crossroad A in rush hours, query “how many vehicles
pass A from 8AM to 9AM today” is of more interest than “which vehicles pass
A from 8AM to 9AM today”. aR-tree [13] is the most popular index structure
to answer RA query on spatial space.

While many sophisticated techniques have been developed to answer RA query
over certain data [19], the counter problem of RA query over uncertain data
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has not attracted much research attention. Modeling and answering RA query
over uncertain data require comprehensive analysis of probabilities, as shown
in Figure 1. Assume we still use aR-tree to index the uncertain objects. Ni

(1 ≤ i ≤ 3) represents nodes in aR-tree and Uj (1 ≤ j ≤ 9) represents uncertain
objects. Each uncertain object contains a set of uncertain instances. A proba-
bilistic threshold range query q fully covers node N2 and intersects with node
N3. After accessing node N3, only part of the instances in uncertain object U7

is in the query range of q. Clearly in this case we have to retrieve the instances
of U7 to compute the probability for it to satisfy q. If this probability is no less
than a probability threshold, then U7 will be counted in the reulst otherwise it
will be excluded from final result. Computing such probability is time consuming
when the number of uncertain instances from uncertain objects is large.

Challenges and Contributions. Aggregate information retrieval on uncertain
objects requires detailed analysis of appearance probabilities from uncertain in-
stances (discrete case) or probability density function (PDF) (continuous case).
Naively computing the probability for every uncertain object to satisfy a PTRA
query can be very time consuming. Our contributions in this paper are:

– We formally define PTRA query over uncertain objects.
– A novel index structure, aU -tree is developed to support exactly execut

PTRA queries.
– Two techniques, SingleSample and DoubleSample are proposed to

approximately answer PTRA queries with accuracy guarantee.
– An extensive experimental study over real and synthetic datasets shows the

efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed techniques.

Organization of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 models the problem and introduces preliminaries. Exact and approx-
imate query processing techniques are presented in Section 3 and Section 4,
respectively. In Section 5, the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed tech-
niques are experimentally studied. This is followed by related work in Section 6.
We conclude our paper in section 7.
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2 Background Information

In this section, we give a formal definition of PTRA query for discrete cases.
The extension of problem definition and techniques to continuous cases will be
discussed in the end of this paper in Section 7.

2.1 Problem Statement

A PTRA query q is related with a d-dimensional query range rq and a probabil-
ity threshold pq. In discrete cases, an uncertain object U is represented by a set
of uncertain instances {u1, ..., ul}. Each instance ui is associated with a member-
ship probability P (ui) and

∑l
i=1 P (ui) = 1. Let Papp(U, q) be the appearance

probability that object U satisfies a query with range rq, then

Papp(U, q) =
∑

u∈U,u�rq

P (u) (1)

where u � rq denotes uncertain instance u is inside rq.
Given a set of uncertain objects U , a PTRA query q returns the number of

uncertain objects in U with appearance probability no less than pq:

|{U ∈ U|Papp(U, q) ≥ pq}| (2)

Example 1. As the example illustrated in Figure 1, to process PTRA query q,
we calculate the appearance probability of P (U7, q) using the formulate 1. If
P (U7, q) ≥ pq, then the result for q is 5; otherwise, the result is 4.

2.2 Preliminaries

Possible World Semantics. Given a set of uncertain objects U = {U1, · · · ,
Un}, a possible world W = {u1, · · · , un} is a set of n instances - one instance
per uncertain object. The probability of W to appear is P (W ) =

∏n
i=1 P (ui).

Let Ω be the set of all possible worlds; that is, Ω = U1 × U2 · · · × Un. Then,∑
W∈Ω P (W ) = 1. Namely, Ω enumerates all the possibilities of U .

aR-Tree Based Range Query Processing. aR-tree is a modification of
R-tree [7] by storing the number of objects in each entry. Figure 2 illustrates
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Fig. 2. Certain Objects Indexed by aR-tree
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Fig. 3. Pruning/Validating in U-tree

the structure of 2-level aR-tree. Besides R-tree structure information, entries in
root node also keep the number of objects contained, such as entry e1 ∈ root
contains 3 objects. The dashed rectangle is the range of a RA query q. As shown
in Figure 2, leaf node N3 is fully covered by q, so N3 will not be accessed but
adding 3 to the final result. Node N1 does not need to be accessed either since it
does not intersect with q. The only accessed node is N2 and object O5 is detected
to satisfy q. So the final result is 4.

U-tree. One of the most popular index structure for multi-dimensional uncer-
tain data with arbitrary PDFs is U-tree [18], which is built based on R*-tree
with a set of pruning and validating rules to support range queries over uncer-
tain data. In Figure 3, polygon U.ur is the uncertain region of 2-dimensional
object U . For a given probability p = 0.2, in the horizontal dimension, two lines
are calculated. U has probability p to occur on the left side of line l1−, also prob-
ability p to occur on the right side of line l1+. In the vertical dimension, two such
lines are also computed according to the PDF of U . The intersection of these four
lines is called probabilistically constrained regions (PCRs). Suppose probability
threshold of range query q1 is 0.8, U can be validated without accessing the
instances of U since it fully contains PCR(p = 0.2). On the other hand, suppose
probability threshold of range query q2 is 0.2, U will be pruned from the result of
q2 because q2 does not intersect with PCR(p = 0.2). To trade-off between prun-
ing/validating power and space cost, only a set of m probability values are chosen
as representatives to compute their PCRs. These m PCRs are further bounded
from the “outside” and from “inside”, called o.cfbout and o.cfbin, respectively. A
U-tree is built by organizing the cfbout and cfbin of uncertain objects.

Min-Skew Partitioning. Min-Skew partitioning skill was proposed by [1] aim-
ing at dividing the data space into a number of buckets according to the spatial
distribution of input data points. Two metrics are proposed in [1] to capture the
underlying feature of the input data distribution: spatial density of a point repre-
senting the number of rectangles that include the point; spatial-skew of a bucket
which is the statistical variance of the spatial densities of all points grouped in that
bucket. The partitioning procedure is: use a uniform grid of regionswith the spatial
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density in each grid to represent the spatial density of the input data. The process
starts from a single bucket including the whole space. Split is processed along the
boundary of the grid which will lead to the largest reduce of spatial skewness. The
iteration stops when the number of buckets meets users’ specification.

3 Exact Query Processing

In this section, we firstly present aU-tree which is modified based on U-tree by
integrating aggregate information; this is followed by the exact query processing
algorithm based on aU-tree.

3.1 aU-Tree

Similar with the adjustment of aR-tree to R-tree for the RA query over certain
data, aU-tree is modified on U-tree by embedding aggregate information in every
entry. Updating the aggregate information for aU-tree is similar as for aR-tree:
whenever inserting or deleting an object, the aggregate information on entries
along the corresponding insertion/deletion path is updated as well.

Specifically, each intermediate entry in an aU-tree keeps the following infor-
mation: a pointer referencing its child node; two d-dimensional rectangles which
are used for pruning as introduced in Section 2; agg which is the number of
uncertain objects indexed under the subtree rooted at this intermediate entry.
Each leaf entry records the following: conservative functional boxes for uncertain
object U for both pruning and validating as introduced in Section 2; MBR of the
uncertain region of U ; uncertain region U.ur; and a set of instances to describe
the probability distribution. For a leaf entry, its agg value is assigned to 1.

3.2 Querying Algorithm

With aU-tree, if the intermediate entry is totally covered by the query range, the
aggregate result for the subtree underneath can be retrieved immediately without
accessing every uncertain object in it. However, given a probability threshold,
U-tree can only be used to prune a subtree in the intermediate level but not
validate a subtree unless the query range fully covers it. In such cases, we still
have to access the children of the intermediate entry. Algorithm 1 illustrates the
steps of exact results retrieval based on aU-tree.

Till here, to process a PTRA query, we need to reach the leaf level if an
intermediate entry can not be either pruned or fully covered by the query range.
Then on the leaf level, the pruning/validating rules of U-tree are applied on
individual uncertain object. If an object can not be pruned or validated, its
exact appearance probability in rq will be computed. Two aspects impede the
efficiency of the exact algorithm. Firstly, validating on higher levels in aU-tree
is not possible and the pruning power is not powerful enough especially when
index space is limited; Secondly, computing the appearance probability of an
uncertain object is time expensive when the number of instances is large. In
the next section, we develop approximate query processing algorithms which are
both efficient in time and effective in accuracy.
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Algorithm 1. Exact Query Processing
INPUT: root node N of aU-tree;
probabilistic query q with probability threshold pq; query range rq;
OUTPUT: result:number of objects inside rq with probability ≥ pq;

1. if rq fully covers N then
2. result += N.agg;
3. if rq partially overlaps with N then
4. if N is an intermediate node then
5. if N can not be pruned w.r.t pq then
6. for each child child of N do
7. call Algorithm 1 with child and q as input;
8. if N is a leaf node then
9. apply PCR technique of U-tree on N

10. if N is validated then
11. result += 1;
12. if N is neither pruned nor validated then
13. compute the exact probability of Papp(N, q);
14. if Papp(N, q) ≥ pq then
15. result += 1;
16. return r esult;

4 Approximate Query Processing

For a set of uncertain objects U = {U1, ..., Un}, a possible world consists of n sam-
pled instances – one instance from one uncertain object. Suppose the number of
uncertain instance in an uncertain object Ui is |Ui| (1 ≤ i ≤ n), the total number
of possible worlds is Πn

i=1|Ui|. This number can be huge when n is large and each
uncertain object is represented by a large number of instances. The basic idea of our
approximate algorithm is to sample all possible worlds using a small number m of
possible worlds Si (1 ≤ i ≤ m)where each Si also contains n instances – one per ob-
ject. Intuitively, for an uncertain object U , if its sampled instance is inside rq in m′

out of m corresponding sampled possible worlds, Papp(U, q) can be approximated
by m′/m. If m′/m ≥ pq, then U is considered a result contributed to q.

We consider two scenarios in this section. The first one is for the case where
the number of uncertain objects is relatively small, we sample the possible worlds
only. Techniques developed are called SingleSample. The second one is deployed
when the number of uncertain objects is also large. It will become too time-
consuming to get an approximate answer with decent accuracy performance. In
this case, in the first step we sample a small number of uncertain objects Us, in
the second step sampling possible worlds is applied on Us. The technique is thus
named DoubleSample. Query processing algorithms and accuracy guarantee are
presented for both techniques.

4.1 SingleSample

In this section, an aU-tree is built on the MBR of sampling instances from all un-
certain objects, as illustrated in Figure 4. In Figure 4, each uncertain object is
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Fig. 4. aU-tree indexing uncertain data

represented using 5 sampling instances. Si,j represents the sampling instance from
the i-th sample worlds (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and the j-th uncertain object (1 ≤ j ≤ n).

Approximate Query Algorithm. Theoretically, for each sampled possible
world Si (1 ≤ i ≤ m), we process a PTRA query and record for every uncertain
object Uj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) whose sample instance Si,j is inside rq. Noticing the
fact that Si,j is inside rq is not affected by the sample instances from the other
possible worlds or other uncertain objects, a more efficient query algorithm is
developed in this section. As shown in Figure 4, two sampled instances from
U1 are inside the query region, so Papp(U1, q) is approximated by 2/3; similarly
for U2 and U3, the approximated probability is 2/3 and 1/3, respectively. If the
given probability threshold is 1/2, then result for this PTRA is 2 (U1 and U2).
Algorithm detail is described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Query Processing for SingleSample
INPUT: aU-tree indexing the MBR of all uncertain objects;
probabilistic query q with probability threshold pq; query range rq;
OUTPUT: result:number of objects inside rq with probability ≥ pq;

1. sample m possible worlds from all possible worlds;
2. apply pruning/validating techniques on aU-tree as in Algorithm 1;
3. if a node N is validated then
4. result += N.agg;
5. for every uncertain object Ui that can not be pruned/validated do
6. record m′ as number of sampled instance inside rq;
7. if m′/m ≥ pq then
8. result += 1;
9. return r esult;

Accuracy Guarantee. Theorem 1 presents the accuracy guarantee for
Algorithm 2.

Theorem 1. Suppose s1 = 1
ε21

logδ−1
1 sampling instances are drawn for each un-

certain object, then the following inequation holds with probability at least 1 - δ1,

|PE − P | ≤ ε1 (3)
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where P is the actual appearance probability of the uncertain object and PE is
the probability computed using Algorithm 2.

The theorem can be proved using the Chernoff Hoeffding bound. Proof details
are omitted due to space limitation.

4.2 DoubleSample

When the number of uncertain objects is huge, the aU-tree in Algorithm 2 may
take a large space which prevents the range query from efficiently processing. In
this case, we propose a solution to get a sample set of uncertain objects Us first,
and then sample the possible worlds based on Us.

Sample Uncertain Objects. A naive way to select uncertain objects is to
use uniform sampling; however, this may lead to lose of spatial distribution of
uncertain objects. Instead, we utilize Min-Skew partitioning technique to select
K nodes from the aU-tree indexing the MBR of uncertain objects. K can be a
user-specific parameter to meet with the space requirements. We call the selected
K nodes best K nodes (BKNs).

The criteria to select BKNs is that the sum of the spatial skewness of the K
subtrees is as small as possible meanwhile cover all uncertain objects. To do this,
we propose an efficient heuristic. In the first step, identify from aU-tree a level L
which has intermediate nodes less than K and the number of intermediate nodes
on its child level L− 1 is larger than K. (Note that if there exists a level L with
exactly K nodes then we simply choose them as the K nodes. ) Otherwise, each
node Ni on level L is split into Gi buckets, making

∑r
i=1 Gi = K, where r is the

number of nodes on level L. Gi (1 ≤ i ≤ r) is computed according to the spatial
skewness of each node. For two nodes Ni and Nj , Gi : Gj = Ski : Skj , where Sk
represents the skewness of a node. After getting the BKNs, we perform uniform
sampling on each selected node and obtain the sampled objects Us.

Sampling possible worlds is processed the same as in SingleSample technique.
The difference is we form sample worlds based on Us instead of U .

Approximate Query Algorithm. Based on Us, we process Algorithm 2 which
returns result. Since we apply sampling twice in DoubleSample, the final result
for DoubleSample is therefore:

result(DoubleSample) = result ∗ |U|
|Us| (4)

Accuracy Guarantee. The following theorem states the accuracy guarantee
of DoubleSample technique.

Theorem 2. Let A be number of objects with appearance probability Px ≥ pq.
Suppose s2 = 1−δ1

ε22
log δ−1

2 sampling objects are drawn. s1 sampled instances are
generated for each sampled uncertain object. Assuming the appearance probability
of each uncertain object follows uniform distribution regarding the query, then
the following inequality holds with probability at least 1 - δ2:
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|AE − A| ≤ (ε1 + ε2) ∗ N (5)

where AE is the estimated value of A and N is the total number of uncertain
objects. s1, ε1 and δ1 are the same as in Theorem 1.

This theorem can also be proved using Chernoff Hoeffding bound. Limited by
space, proof details are omitted.

5 Experimental Analysis

All algorithms are implemented in C++. Experiments are run on PCs with Intel
P4 2.8GHz CPU and 2G memory under Debian Linux. The page size is fixed to
8192 bytes.

Two real spatial data sets are used in this section. LB with 53K points and CA
with 62K points, presenting locations in the Long Beach country and California.
Data domain along each dimension is [0, 10000]. An data U is generated with
uncertainty region as a circle with radius radU 250. For each uncertain object U ,
10000 instances are generated and the spatial distribution follows either uniform
or Constrained-Gaussian (Con-Gau) distribution. A synthetic Aircraft data set
consisting of 53K points is also generated to investigate the performance in 3D
space with instances in Con-Gau distribution. All data sets are downloaded from
http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/ taoyf/paper/tods07-utree.html.

The query region rq is a square/cube with radius radq ranging from 500 to
1500. The probabilistic threshold pq is ranged from 0.3 to 0.9.

For approximate querying algorithms, the number of sampling instances varies
among [10, 1000, 1000]. We denote BKNs as the number of buckets in Double-
Sample technique. BKNs ranges from 5 to 30 and each bucket keeps 250 sampled
objects. The default value for sampling instances is 1000 and for BKNs is 30.

5.1 Efficiency Evaluation

Figure 5 illustrates the query efficiency of aU-tree and DoubleSample technique
in terms of CPU cost, I/O cost and total cost. DoubleSample techniques outper-
forms aU-tree significantly. As BKNs increases, the query time increases too
since more uncertain objects are sampled to form Us.
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Fig. 6. Accuracy Evaluation for singleSample

5.2 Accuracy Evaluation

Accuracy is defined as relative error of approximate answer w.r.t. exact answer
by the formula: accuracy = |Rex−Rap

Rex
|, where Rex and Rap present the exact

result and approximate result, respectively. We use 0.4 as a default value for pq.
We evaluate the accuracy for SingleSample in Figure 6. As expected, accuracy

increases as the sample size gets larger.
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In Figure 7, we evaluate the accuracy of DoubleSample. We fix the sample
instance size at 1000 and vary BKNs. Clearly, if more BKNs are deployed,
higher accuracy will be obtained. This trend is obvious for 2D dataset LB and
less obvious for 3D datasets. We compare the accuracy of SingleSample and Dou-
bleSample in Figure 8. As shown, in both 2D and 3D datasets, SingleSample is
more accurate than DoubleSample. Both techniques are not affected significantly
by pq values.

6 Related Work

Considerable research effort has been put into modeling and managing uncertain
data in recent years due to many emerging applications. Sarma et al [16] mod-
els uncertain data using possible world semantics and a prototype of uncertain
data management system, Trio, is developed by the Stanford Info Lab [12].
General issues in modelling and managing uncertain data are addressed by Dey
and Sarkar in [4], Lee in [11], and Antova, Koch, and Olteanu in [6]. Querying
uncertain data by the probabilistic paradigm has been investigated by Dalvi and
Suciu in [2] and Sen and Deshpande in [17]. Very recently Dalvi and Suciu [3]
have shown that the problem of query evaluation over probabilistic databases is
either PTIME or #P -complete.

A number of problems in querying uncertain data have also been studied, such
as indexing [18], similarity join [5], nearest neighbor query [9], skyline query [15],
clustering [10], etc. Relatively complete and detailed study of existing techniques
on managing uncertainty can be found in [14] and [20].

Range aggregate query over certain data is thoroughly studied in [19]. Range
query over uncertain data [18] is the one that is the mostly related with our
work, as we introduced in Section 2. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is
the first one to address range aggregate query over uncertain data.

7 Conclusion

An important problem, probabilistic threshold range aggregate query over un-
certain data is investigated in this paper. After formally defining this problem,
we propose a novel index structure aU-tree to retrieve exact answers to PTRA
queries. To trade-off between efficiency and accuracy, SingleSample and Dou-
bleSample methods are developed to approximately answer PTRA queries. Our
experimental study confirms the efficiency and effectiveness of the techniques we
proposed.

Our techniques proposed can be extended to continuous cases directly. Based
on the continuous probability density functions of uncertain objects, Monte Carlo
sampling technique can be utilized and obtain a set of uncertain instances for each
object. Thus both exact and approximate querying algorithms can be applied.

Acknowledgement. The work of the authors was partially supported by ARC
Grant (DP0881035, DP0666428 and DP0987557) and a Google Research Award.
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Abstract. Modern large distributed applications, such as telecommuni-
cation and banking services, need to respond instantly to a huge
number of queries within a short period of time. The data-intensive,
query-intensive nature makes it necessary to build these applications in
a distributed data environment that involves a number of data servers
sharing service load. How data is distributed among the servers has a
crucial impact on the system response time. This paper introduces two
policies that dynamically migrate data in such an environment as the
pattern of queries on data changes, and achieve query load balance. One
policy is based on a central controller that periodically collects the query
load information on all data servers and regulates data migration across
the whole system. The other policy lets individual server dynamically
selects a partner to migrate data and balance query load in between. Ex-
perimental results show that both policies significantly improve system
performance in terms of average query response time and fairness, and
communication overhead incurred is marginal.

1 Introduction
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major concern for these service providers how to serve millions of requests with
short response time. These environments typically involve a number of data
servers sharing service load and the distribution of data among these servers has
a crucial impact on how fast queries are fulfilled in average.

A typical example of these applications is telephony service. When a user
dials a number to make a call, a request is made to query the callee’s location
information so as to establish a connection between the two parties. Typically
each user’s location information is stored as a record in a database that spans
across a set of distributed database servers, as the overall data volume is massive.
Assuming that each record is unique system-wide, a query on a particular record
needs to be routed to the server on which the record is stored. It is usually the
case that the number of queries on records are not evenly distributed. A high
access frequency of a small set of data records on a single server may easily
overload the server; while some other servers may be basically idle if their data
is rarely accessed. When load imbalance is severe, the average query response
time may easily surpass the maximal time human users can stand. Therefore,
how the records are distributed across the system is an important issue for system
designers.

Generally, these systems share the following features:

– A massive amount of data is distributed among multiple database server
nodes without duplicates. That is a data record is available on exactly one
node in the system and queries on the data have to be routed to the node.

– Fast response and high efficiency in serving queries are guaranteed even when
the overall query load is high system-wide.

– Data distribution has a significant impact on query load distribution. When
data is unevenly distributed among nodes, load imbalance occurs and queries
on some records may have to wait a long time to get served.

– The pattern of queries may change over time, and as a result, data records
need to be migrated between server nodes dynamically to balance workload.

1.1 Related Work

Load balancing involving data distribution has been addressed in [1,2]. Their
approaches are however used to allocate web documents among a cluster of web
servers in order to achieve load balance, which is different from the problem we
would like to tackle.

A relating problem domain is data distribution in parallel storage systems.
In these systems, horizontal data partitioning has been commonly used to dis-
tribute data among system nodes. There are further three different strategies
for horizontal partitioning: round-robin, hash, and value-range partitioning. The
value-range partitioning may create skewed data distributions. The round-robin
partitioning is capable of allocating data approximately evenly between parti-
tions, but it requires brute-force searches and is ineffective for queries. The hash
partitioning can not only obtain even data distribution, but also perform well for
exact matching queries. Although these partitioning strategies each have both
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advantages and disadvantages, they do not take into consideration the access
pattern on data, which would be a problem when the pattern is not a uni-
form distribution. Dynamic data reallocation is necessary to effectively adapt
for changes of access patterns. When access frequencies of data items lead to
unbalanced workload on system nodes, data migration should be performed to
balance workload. The simple data skew handling method in [3] balances the
storage space for data, but does not guarantee balanced data access load across
system nodes. Similarly most access load skew handling methods do not consider
data balancing [4,5]. In [6], a data-placement method was proposed to balance
both access load and storage space of data, but it is applied in parallel storage
system, and focuses on achieving availability and scalability for parallel storage
configuration.

In this paper, we introduce a series of effective policies for dynamic data
migration in query-intensive distributed data environments. Our work differs
from previous work in that our approach models patterns of end-user queries
and performs dynamic data migration to speed up query processing. To adapt
for the ever-changing load distribution in the system, we design dynamic data
migration policies to do query load balancing. The idea is basically to collect
query load information at system nodes periodically and perform data migration
automatically to obtain load balance in the system. In particular, our work has
the following contributions:

– We propose a dynamic data migration policy with centralized control. The
data migration process is controlled by the central controller that makes
decisions from the system-wide viewpoint.

– We propose a dynamic data migration policy with decentralized control.
Each individual node has its local viewpoint and makes decisions concur-
rently along others.

– We develop a platform to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed policies.
Experimental results show that these policies perform almost optimally, and
are able to significantly reduce query response time even with the varying
query load across the system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a model
for the query-intensive distributed data environments; Section 3 describes the
two proposed dynamic data migration policies in details, one with centralized
control and the other with distributed control; Section 4 describes the experi-
mental environment and presents an experimental comparison between the three
strategies; and Section 5 concludes this article.

2 Model Description and Formulation

This section presents a query-intensive distributed model, which is commonly
used in mobile communications[7]. As Fig. 1 depicts, the model can be divided
into three parts: back-end (BE) servers, front-end (FE) servers and application
clients (ACs).
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Fig. 1. A model for query-intensive distributed data environment

The BE servers hold data that would be queried about and together form
a huge database system. Here we assume that data is distributed between BE
servers without overlap and can be migrated between them.1 The databases on
BE servers have a homogeneous structure, but the processing powers of these
BE servers may differ. When a user sends a query through an application client,
it first arrives at one of the FE servers and then is routed to the BE server where
the queried data is located. The BE server then executes the query on its local
database, and returns the requested information.

We now make several definitions that would be needed in subsequent sections.

Definition 1. The query load associated with a data unit is the frequency of
read operation2 on it in a unit of time, denote as l.3

Definition 2. Given a data group, G, which has k data units with their corre-
sponding loads being l1, l2, ..., lk respectively, the query load associated with G is

defined as L =
k∑

j=1

lj.

Definition 3. The process power of a BE sever, μ, is the highest query fre-
quency it can deal with within a unit of time. If there are k data groups on the
BE server and L1, L2, ..., Lk are their query loads respectively, the load level of

the BE server is defined as β =

k∑

i=1
Li

μ .

1 Multiple BE servers could possibly be used to hold a same set of data units for higher
reliability, with one of them being the main sever and the others being backups.

2 We only consider read operations here because in the environment read operations
are the main operation.

3 In our experiment one unit of time is 10 seconds, which is common in most applications
in our application domain.
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3 Dynamic Data Migration Policies

To adapt the fluctuation of query load in the system, dynamic data migration
policies are needed. We propose two dynamic data migration policies that can
adapt for the changing pattern of query load, one with centralized control and
the other with distributed control.

Either migration policy consists of three components: (1) information rule,
which defines how the query load information is collected and maintained; (2)
selection rule, which regulates the selection of source server nodes, with high load,
and destination server nodes, with low load, for data migration; (3) migration
rule, which determines when and how to migrate data.

3.1 DDMC: Dynamic Data Migration with Centralized Control

We now present the dynamic data migration policy with a central controller
(CC). With centralized control, the global information of the query load is col-
lected by asking each BE server to inform the central center of its local load.
Data migration decisions are made by the central controller itself. The process-
ing power of the central controller is assumed high enough to fulfill the task. It
can be implemented by a low cost processor or even run as a single process on
an existent node in the system.

Information Rule. Suppose the query load of data group Gi on FEj is denoted
as Li,j , and there are totally Nfe FE servers in the system, the total query load
of data group Gi is then the sum of query loads recorded on all the FE servers,

expressed as Li =
Nfe∑

j=1

Li,j . Since the data groups have no overlap across BE

servers, we can calculate the load level of BEk as the ratio of the overall load of
the data groups on BEk and BEk’s processing power βk =

∑
Lj/μi.

To avoid high communication overhead, CC periodically notifies all the FE
servers to collect load information of each data group in their data group tables.
The gathered information is also stored in a table on CC, which has the same
structure as the FE data group tables though it records the global information of
data groups. CC also maintains a table, called TBE , as a whole picture of the BE
servers. Each entry of TBE contains information about a BE server, including
its BE’s ID, its processing power, and its current load level.

Selection Rule. The objective is to balance the query load in the system
through data reallocation. Since BE servers may have various processing capabil-
ities, we can not simply redistribute data to make an uniform load distribution.
Intuitively, if all the nodes are at the same level of utilization, the resources are
considered to have been made best use of and the servers have achieved system-
wide balance. We classify the BE servers into three categories: HL (Heavily
Loaded), NL (Normally Loaded), and LL (Lightly Loaded). The classification is

based on the average load level of the system: AvgL = (
N∑

i=1

�Li)/(
N∑

i=1

μi).
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The system is viewed as in an optimal state when the load levels of each BE
server converged to to AvgL. With a toleration constant φ, a node is considered
a HL one if its load level β > AvgL + φ, a NL one if AvgL−φ ≤ β ≤ AvgL + φ,
or a LL one if β < AvgL − φ. All the HL nodes are chosen as source node
candidates and LL nodes are chosen as destination node candidates.

The basic idea is to balance loads between HL nodes and LL nodes. First a
HL node is selected, then a LL node is selected for data migration between
the two parties. Due to the communication overhead in a large distributed
network, only a small set of LL nodes should be selected for a particular HL
node. We, in particular, choose the LL node from the k nearest neighbors to
the source node. To further minimize the migration overhead, we assign each
destination node candidates a priority, which represents the priority for it to
be chosen. For a destination node candidate BEi, the priority, pi, is defined as:
pi = ( μi∗(AvgL+φ)−Li

max
j

{μj∗(AvgL+φ)−Lj} ) The priority reflects how much potential a LL node

has to take more query load. We select the node with the highest priority as the
destination node.

Migration Rule. To speed up data migration, the algorithm is divided into
two stages: decision making and data migrating.

First, the source node candidate with the highest load level is chosen as a
source node, called BEi, and the destination node candidate with the highest
priority is chosen as a destination node, called BEj . In order to move less data,
the data groups on BEi are considered in descending order of their corresponding
load values. A data group that is eligible for migration if it satisfy the following
two conditions:

Condition 1. ωcδi > Δ, where c is the number of times the data group has
been migrated, ω (0 < ω ≤ 1) is a weighting factor used to prevent the data
group from being migrated too frequently, δi describes how heavier the load level
of the source node is relatively, and Δ (> 0) is a constant used to protect the
system from potential instability. In particular, δi is defined as: δi = βi/ max

k
βk

where max
k

βk is the highest load level in the system. When ω = 1, c will not

effect the data migration decisions, and only the load level of the node matters;
and when ω = 0, no data groups would be migrated.

Condition 2. After the migration, the load level of the source node should not
be lower than AvgL − φ and the load level of the destination node should not
be higher than AvgL + φ, which can be expressed as βi − l/μi ≥ AvgL − φ and
βj + l/μj ≤ AvgL+φ, where l is the query load of the data group to be migrated
from the source node to the destination node.

It is possible that there are no data groups on the source node satisfying
the above two conditions. Under this case, data groups on the destination node
will also be taken into consideration and we allow data exchanging between the
source node and the destination node. A data group with load l on the source
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node BEi and a data group with load l′ on the destination node BEj would be
exchanged if βi−(l−l′)/μi ≥ AvgL−φ and βj+(l−l′)/μj ≤ AvgL+φdestination
node should be searched in the order of increasing load. The first one that meets
the above conditions is selected for exchanging.

Once the migration decision is made, the central controller will control the
migration process. The priority of the destination node will be updated, and the
new destination node will be chosen after migration. This procedure is repeated
until all the data groups on the source node are explored for the migration
possibilities. Then the next source node candidate is chosen. Until the iterative
loop on the source node candidates is finished, the decision process is ended.

Data Migration Mechanism. We provide a data migration mechanism for ensur-
ing data consistency during the migration process. The exchanging process can
be divided into two migration processes, by exchanging source and destination.

Step 1. At the beginning, CC sends a command to source node BEs for mi-
grating data D to destination node BEd.
Step 2. BEs performs the migration.
Step 3. If BEd successfully receives and stores the data, it sends a success signal
to CC.
Step 4. CC broadcasts messages to all FE servers to ask for location update in
their data group tables.
Step 5. Each FE server performs location update, and then sends a success
signal to CC.
Step 6. After receiving the success signals from all FE servers, CC sends a com-
mand to BEs for deleting the migrated data D.
Step 7. BEs performs the deletion.

3.2 DDMD: Dynamic Data Migration with Distributed Control

This section provides an alternative approach without any centralized control.
Individual BE server makes the data migration decision based on their own
situation. With this policy, each BE server calculates AvgL by broadcasting its
own information to other BE servers in the system. Similar to the policy with
centralized control, the BE servers are classified into three categories: HL, NL
and LL.

The policy is a HL-initiating one. The objective is to lighten the query load
in HL nodes by migrating their frequently queried data to the LL nodes. Only
the HL nodes need to store information about the LL nodes. This will enable
the HL nodes to make migration decisions, i.e., choosing a LL node that is the
best for migration. A LL node may receive migration requests for different HL
nodes at the same time. In this case, the LL node will choose the one it thinks
the most deserved for migration. The decision of the HL node is valid only if the
decision is accepted by the chosen LL node. In this way, a HL node that is too
desperate in reducing its load is regulated to some extent.
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Fig. 2. Data migration process with distributed control

Information Rule. To obtain the overall load, each BE server requests all
the FE servers to collect the corresponding data groups information. Then it
calculates and stores its own load value L and the load level β, and classifies
itself to HL, NL or LL in the light of the threshold. After that, each BE server
broadcasts their own state to other BE servers in the system. In this way, every
BE server can know the average load level, AvgL, of the system. If a server finds
itself as a LL node, it will build up a HL-list to record all the HL nodes’s IDs,
for knowing where its information has been kept. If a server is a HL node, it
will build up a LL-List and store the load values of the LL nodes from their
broadcasting. The aim of this process is to build up the necessary information
for migration decisions.

Selection Rule. The basic idea is that each HL node chooses the destina-
tion node candidate that most appropriate for migration regardless of other HL
nodes’s decisions. On the other hand, the LL node tries to let the most needed
HL node to migrate data. This is a concurrent decision making process. Individ-
ual HL node can making decisions simultaneously based on their own viewpoints
of the system. Specifically, they have different description about the LL nodes
in the system, owing to the distance factor. The method used to measure the
priority of the LL node is the same way as that used in the centralized policy.
It can be computed locally since the HL node knows the current load and the
processing power.

Migration Rule. Based on the selection rule, the HL node chooses the des-
tination node based on the priority, from high to low. Since the selection pro-
cess in various HL nodes can be taken place at the same time, it is likely that
a LL node is selected as a destination node by more than one HL nodes. To
maintain a coherent view of the system, the load copies of the LL nodes must
be consistent. To address this coherency problem, the selected LL node should
choose only one source node, and make other HL nodes in the HL-List to see its
new load.
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The migration mechanism for DDMD is introduced in the follow. It only deals
with the information update for the migrated data, and the overall load value of
individual node is assumed to get consistent through the above communication
process. Fig. 2 shows the mechanism.

Step 1. the data group migrates from the source node to the destination node.
Step 2. if the destination node successfully receives the data, it return a success
signal to the source node.
Step 3. the source node notifies all the FE servers to update the location
information of the migrated data.
Step 4. All the FE servers performs the update and then sends a signal to the
source node.
Step 5. When the source node receives signals from all the FE servers, it deletes
the data and its corresponding information in the local table.

This mechanism can also be extended to apply in data exchanging by replacing
the source node by a LL node and the destination node by a HL node.

4 Experiments

For the purpose of this study, we prepare real customer data from a mobile
communication company. It contains 6,000,000 users covering attributes like the
basic ID of the user, the current location of the user and IMSI (International
Mobile Subscriber Identification Number). All the data is stored in database,
and is queried and processed through SQL sentence. Our platform consists of
six BE servers and one FE server. Each server runs a DB2 V8.0 database. The FE
server is responsible for dispatching an incoming query request to one of the BE
servers. The hardware configurations are presented in Table 1. The processing
rate is measured by the number of queries being dealt with by 600 threads in
a second, and the processing rate of the slowest computer is set to 1. All the
system nodes are assumed to be connected by a communication network with
100Mbps bandwidth. A query was created by generating an id number, which
was used as the key for searching the users’ location information in the database.
They are generated according to a Zipf distribution, the Zipf factor is varied from
0.7 to 0.9. The reason is that in real case, only a few data is queried with high
frequency in a period, a medium amount of data with middle query frequency,
and a large amount of data is queried not so continually.

Table 1. System configuration

CPU Memory Number Process power(relative)

2.0GHz P4 512M 1 1

4*1.8GHz AMD Opteron 865 18GB 1 5

AMD Athlon 64 3200+ 1G 4 2
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4.1 Description of Experiments

To simulate the queries in the real applications, we generate 600 threads to send
queries to the system concurrently, each thread carrying several SQL queries.
We found from experiments that if the number of overall queries reach 6000, the
system resources are in the largest extent of use. Hence we generate queries from
3000 to 6000 to vary the system load level from 0.5 to 1.0.

For comparison purpose, an algorithm NoLB was used. It distributes data
to databases based on the commonly used horizontal fragmentation method
and does not consider any query load information. A static data distribution
algorithm DAH in [9] is also used for comparison.

Initially, the data is distributed by NoLB. The data group size is set to be 100
records. The system load level is defined as the ratio of total query frequency to

the overall processing power of the system: AvgL = (
N∑

i=1

�Li)/(
N∑

i=1

μi). At initial

state, we set the system load level at 0.5. Then we varied it from 0.5 to 1.0.

Comparisons between DAH, DDMC, and DDMD. In the second exper-
iment, the effectiveness of the dynamic data migration policies are evaluated,
including DDMC and DDMD. After the system query load is moderated by
DAH, we vary the query distribution a little by tuning the Zipf factor. At this
time, the previous distribution is not adaptable, and DDMC and DDMD poli-
cies are considered. As for DDMC, the central controller periodically collected
the query load information from the FE server at a time interval of 10 minutes.
Similarly for DDMD, BE servers gather information from each other at each 10
minutes. A large number of runs for DDMC and DDMD were conducted with
different values of adjustable parameters, and the best combination of those pa-
rameter values were used. The tolerable deviation of the average query load φ is
set at 10% of AvgL.

In Fig. 3, we present the average response time of DDMC, DDMD and DAH
with the increasing load level of the system. From the result in Fig. 3, DDMC
and DDMD both provide substantial speedup of the average response time of the
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system over the situation where there are no dynamic migration decisions. This
is because dynamically data migration can contribute to achieve load balancing
and adapt the changing query patterns, and the overall performance of the sys-
tem can be expected to be improved. The comparison results are more obvious
with higher load level of the system. The performance provided by DDMD is
close to that provided by DDMC. This confirms the fact that making decisions
based on individual server’s viewpoint will not be inferior to the system-wide
viewpoint.

The average response time for individual BE server before and after dynamic
migration is also given. Fig. 5 shows the average response time when the system’s
load level is at 0.7. Both the two policies moderate the response time and make
much better utilization of the system resources. Each BE server’s load level is
inside the expected zone of the average load level.

Fairness index I proposed in [8] is used as a measure of balance: I =
[

n∑

i=1
Fi]

2

n
n∑

i=1
F 2

i

where Fi is the expected response time of node i. If the expected response time
is the same for all nodes, then I = 1, which means the system achieves fairness
distribution. Otherwise, if the expected response time differs significantly from
one node to another, then I decreases, which means the system suffers load
imbalance to some extent. With respect to fair index, Fig. 4 shows that DDMC
and DDMD has a close fairness index of about 0.91 to 1.0. The fairness index of
DAH varies from 0.97 at high load to 0.79 at low load, while DDMC and DDMD
shows stable fair index value with the increasing load level of the system.

Comparisons between DDMC and DDMD on Communication Over-
head. In the dynamic policies, the communication overhead costs caused by
gathering and exchanging information may negate the benefits of them. In Fig. 6,
we show cost of the dynamic migration algorithms DDMC and DDMD in terms
of their communication time.
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To examine how communication overhead changes at different levels of data
migration, we experimented with ω varying from 0.1 to 1.0. Fig. 6 show that with
the increasing value of ω, more communication and migration time are needed.
From the result, we can see that DDMD incurs more communication overhead
than DDMC. The reason is that DDMD needs exchanging state information
between individual servers, while in DDMC, broadcasting is avoided in that
each server only needs to report its state information to the central controller.
However, the cost difference is not large, and compared to the efficiency benefit,
DDMD is also an attractive alternative, especially for highly distributed settings,
where communication cost is high and reliability is a top priority.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a series of policies to address the response efficiency
challenge in the distributed query-intensive data environment. The main goal is
to reduce the query response time by dynamically adjusting data distribution
and achieve balanced load. To effectively adapt the system changes, two dynamic
policies DDMC and DDMD are designed to adapt for the changing query load
and obtain load balance through data migration. DDMC uses a central controller
to make migration decisions based on the global load information of the system,
while in DDMD, individual server makes decisions based on their own viewpoints
of the system without centralized control. Our experiments show that DDMC
and DDMD exhibit similar performance in term of average query response time,
and as expected, DDMD involves higher communication overhead than DDMC,
but the difference is not significant. The experimental results also show that
the proposed policies offer favorable response time with increasing query load
system-wide.
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Abstract. With the growing importance of semi-structure data in in-
formation exchange, effort has been put in providing an effective mech-
anism to match a twig query in an XML database. Bruno et al. have
proposed a novel algorithm TwigStack to deal with the twig query pat-
tern by scanning the tag streams only once. In this paper, we propose
a new index called C-Tree and two algorithms named NestTwigStack
and ADTwigStack to speed up the processing of twig pattern queries by
omitting some elements that can be processed without scanning. Using
C-Tree, our algorithms can accelerate both the ancestor-descendant and
parent-child edges by skipping the elements with their context in doc-
uments. We complement our research with experiments on a set of real
and synthetic data, which are intended to show the significant superiority
of our algorithms over the previous algorithms.

1 Introduction

The problem of managing and querying XML documents efficiently poses in-
teresting challenges for database researchers. XML documents have a rather
complex internal structure; in fact, XML documents can be modeled as ordered
trees, where nodes represent elements, attributes and text data.

Twig pattern becomes an essential part of XML queries. A twig pattern can
be represented as a node labeled tree whose edges are either parent-child(P-C)
or ancestor-descendant(A-D) relationship. For example, //S[//C]//A//B. This
expression can be represented as a node-labeled twig pattern (shown in Fig.1(b))
with elements and string values as node labels.

Finding all occurrences of a twig pattern in a database is a core operation
in XML query processing[2,4,6]. Before the Holistic twig join algorithm[1] was
proposed, some typical algorithms have been used to break the twig query into
a set of binary relations between pairs of nodes. The Holistic Twig Join develops
a new eyeshot to a twig query, which can reduce the size of intermediate result,
especially to the queries with only A-D relationships. There are many works that
focus on the indexing XML data to accelerate the processing or boost holism in
XML twig pattern matching[7,8,9]. In practice, XML data may have many deep
nested elements, and sometimes have large fan-outs. Therefore, it will greatly
improve the performance, if an effective index can be designed to skip large
number of elements which do not participating in a final twig match.

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 76–87, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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Fig. 1. A sample XML document (a) and a twig query pattern(b)

Bearing this in mind, we propose a new index called C-Tree that captures
the context of the indexed elements and develop a series of new algorithms to
process holistic twig joins efficiently based on C-Tree. By C-Tree, we can get
the context of elements from same tag stream or from different tag streams.
The two proposed algorithms, NestTwigStack and ADTwigStack, can speed up
the processing of holistic twig joins, because enormous useless elements can be
skipped with the context in C-Tree.

The main contributions of this paper are shown below:

– We propose a new index named C-Tree that contains context relationships
of elements. We design the streams model named Context Streaming, which
include the SelfTagContext streaming and the ASDTagContxt streaming.

– We develop two holistic twig join algorithms which extend the original holis-
tic twig join algorithm and they work correctly on the streaming scheme
based on the C-Tree index. Those algorithms benefit from skipping lots of
elements without matching.

– From experiments we study the performance of our algorithms on both real
data and synthetic date. We can see that our algorithms not only accelerate
the queries of twig pattern with only A-D edges, but also accelerate the
queries of twig pattern with P-C edges.

2 The Context in Tag Streams

In this section, we discuss the context in tag streams which can improve the
performance of the twig query. Firstly, we introduce some definitions with respect
to a context by using region coding [3,5]. Then, discussions of context information
in tag streams are followed.

2.1 Preliminary Definitions

Definition 1 (Transorder). Given two elements in tag stream T with region
Ei (StartPosi, EndPosi) and Ej (StartPosj , EndPosj), Ei is said to be trans-
migrated by Ej, or Ej transmigrates Ei, if (1)EndPosi < StartPosj and
(2)¬∃Ek ∈ T : EndPosi < StartPosk < StartPosj The relation between the Ei

and Ej is a kind of Partial Ordering Relation, which we call it Transorder.
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It is worth noting that, transorder is defined exclusively on a set of elements
E of the same tag. The transorder can be illustrated in Fig.2. There are seven
elements with regions [StartPosi,EndPosi](1 ≤ i ≤ 7) in the tag stream SE , in
which elements are ordered by StartPos. There are many transorder relations,
so we can get a set of Partial Ordering Relations (e1,e5),(e2,e3),(e3,e5),(e4, e5)
from the stream SE . It’s easy to see that the elements between each Partial
Ordering Relation pair is the descendants of the first element in the pair.

Definition 2 (FarthestAnc). Given an element Ei of tag stream TD with re-
gion (StartPosi, EndPosi), and an element Ej from the tag stream TA with re-
gion (StartPosj , EndPosj), where tag A is the ancestor of the tag D in DTD. if (1)
StartPosj < StartPosi ∧ EndPosi < EndPosj and (2)¬∃Ek ∈ TA : StartPosk

< StartPosj ∧ EndPosj < EndPosk, Ej is the FarthestAnc of the Ei.

Definition 3 (NextDesc). Given an element Em of tag stream TA with region
(StartPosm, EndPosm), and an element En from the tag stream TD with region
(StartPosn, EndPosn), where tag A is the ancestor of the tag D in DTD. If (1)
StartPosm < StartPosn ∧ EndPosn < EndPosm and (2)¬∃El ∈ TD :
StartPosm < StartPosl ∧ StartPosl < StartPosn En is the NextDesc of
the Em.

The FarthestAnc and NextDesc are relations that are exclusively defined on
two elements whose tags are A-D or P-C relations in DTD. If element EA is
ED’s FarthestAnc, there may be some other elements which are from the stream
where EA comes. These elements are the ED’s ancestors too, however no element
whose StartPos is smaller than EA exists. For example, in Fig.1(a), S9 is C7’s
FarthestAnc, while S10 is not. A6 is the NextDesc of S5, and A7 is the NextDesc
of S9.

2.2 SelfTagContext Streaming

The transorder context in the tag streams is revealed by the SelfTagContext
Streaming scheme, where the element in streams focuses on the context of itself’s
tag. The element of SelfTagContext Stream is aware of the position of the element
which has Transorder relation with it. Therefore the SelfTagPointer streaming
contains the context of elements which are of the same tag name.
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Fig. 5. Example of Complete Context of
FarthestAnc and NextDesc

The SelfTagContext Streaming scheme is a model in concept, and we can
define nextP operations on its streams. The nextP returns the position of the
element which transmigrates current XML element in the stream. We can say
that the context of the transorder in tag streams can be revealed by the operation
nextP. For example, in Fig.3, nextP (S1) is S4, and nextP (C1) is C4. We can see
that the elements between S1 and S4 are the descendants of S1.

2.3 ADTagContext Streaming

The ADTagContext streaming contains more context of the elements. The AD-
TagContext streaming extends SelfTagContext streaming by appending the con-
text of FarthestAnc in stream of parent tag in DTD, and NextDesc in streams of
children tag in DTD. Fig.4 shows the ADTagContext Streaming of the document
in Fig.1, and doesn’t show all the relations for simplification.

The element of ADTagContext Stream contains the positions of the elements
that are in the parent tag streams and the children tag streams. Because a tag
in DTD may have multiple children, the element contains multiple positions to
elements from streams of children tags in DTD. We can define some operations
on the ADTagContext Stream: getA(T, TP ) and getD(T, TC). Given an element
E from stream of tag T , we can get E’s FarthestAnc in the corresponding stream
of TP which is the parent tag of T , and E’s NextDesc in the corresponding child
stream of tag TC which is one of T ’s child in DTD. If tag T has n children in
the DTD, the element in T ’s tag stream can get n NextDesc elements. In this
way, all the possible queries can be evaluated by the ADTagContext Stream-
ing. For example in Fig.4, S5 has two pointers because tag S in DTD has two
descendants(A and C).

3 C-Tree Index

In this section, we present the structure of C-Tree, an index specially designed
to index XML documents for efficient twig joins. Then we discuss how to get the
complete context of nodes in any twig query pattern by using the C-Tree index.
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3.1 Data Structure of C-Tree

With the above introduction, we define C-Tree, an index structure that enables
elements in tag streams aware of its context (including transorder,FarthestAnc
and NextDesc), and facilitates twig join processing of XML documents.

For simplicity we consider a single, typically large document. Extension to
multi-document databases is trivial. Similarly, we concentrate on the ancestor-
descendant join; the parent-child join is a simple extension using the level num-
bers. (Hence in the rest, the DocID, Level attributes are not shown but are
implicitly assumed.) C-Tree is a B+Tree, and its leaf node has the structure
(currentTag, StartPos, desTag, RType, SPos). so we can store the relations
defined above. The desTag means destination tag, and RType is the relation
type between element of currentTag and element of desTag including transor-
der,FarthestAnc and NextDesc, the SPos is destination element’s position in
desTag stream, and it is the position in the respective tag stream of desTag in
the ADTagContext Streaming or SelfTagContext Streaming. We assume that a
separate index is used to cluster elements from the currentTag. This index
organization has been shown to be very efficient for some queries. In prac-
tice these multiple indices can be combined into a single index, by adding
the StartPos, desTag, RType in the search key. So the index is built on the
(currentTag,StartPos, desTag, RType) combination. We define the operation
getSPos on the C-Tree. Its parameters are (currentTag, StartPos, desTag,
RType) and it returns the SPos. So that, given a element e from stream
currentTag, we can get its next element in stream of desTag of any kind of
the relation (Transorder, FarthestAnc, or NextDesc). When the RType is Tran-
sorder relation, the desTag is the same as the currentTag.

3.2 Complete Context of FarthestAnc and NextDesc

For answering all the possible queries, given a twig query pattern Q and a node
N in Q, we need to get the context of FarthestAnc from the tag stream of
N ’ parent node in Q and the context of NextDesc from the tag streams of N ’
children nodes in Q. While in ADTagContext Streaming, we can only get those
context from the tag streams of N ’s parent and children in DTD. For example,
in Fig.4, element B7 can get D7 the FarthestAnc in tag stream D from C-Tree
index directly, because node D is the parent of node B in DTD, but it can not
achieve the FarthestAnc contexts of tag A and S directly.

The complete context of FarthestAnc and NextDesc contains all the context of
FarthestAnc and NextDesc between any two nodes in query which have ancestor-
descendant relationships. By using the contexts between any two parent-child
nodes in DTD which are contained in C-Tree, we can deduce the complete con-
text of FarthestAnc and NextDesc. For example, in Fig.5, element B7 can get
element A7 the FarthestAnc in tag stream A and S9 the FarthestAnc in tag
stream S, moreover the element A6 can get element B6 the NextDesc in tag
stream B by searching the C-Tree index twice. In this way, all the possible
queries can be evaluated by the C-Tree which is based on the model of ADTag-
Context Streaming.
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4 NestTwigStack

Algorithm NestTwigStack, which processes the twig join, is presented in Algo-
rithm 1. In our algorithms, we encode the XML element by using the region
coding [3,5]. If the streams contain nodes from multiple XML documents, the
algorithm is easily extended to test equality of DocId before manipulating the
nodes in the streams and on the stacks. IsPCedge(tagP, tagC) returns true when
tagP is tagC’ parent in DTD or Schema, and isADedge(tagA, TagD) returns
true when tagA is tagD’s parent in DTD. advanceNest(Tq, num)) skips num
elements in stream Tq.

Algorithm 1. NestTwigStack(q)
1: while not end(root) do
2: q = getNextNest(root);
3: if not isRoot(q) then
4: cleanStack(parent(q), nextL(q));
5: if empty(Sparent(q)) then
6: advanceNested(Tq, q.NestedNum);
7: end if
8: end if
9: if (isRoot(q) && empty(Sparent(q))) then

10: cleanStack(q, next(q));
11: if (isPCedge(q, parent(q))&& parent(q).Nest == 0) then
12: {moveStreamToStack(Tq; Sq; pointertotop(Sparent(q)));
13: advanceNested(Tq; q.Nest)}
14: end if
15: if isADedge(q,parent(q)) then
16: moveStreamToStack(Tq; Sq ; pointertotop(Sparent(q)));
17: end if
18: if isLeaf(q) then
19: if (isADedge(q,parent(q)&& parent(q).Nest==0) then
20: { showSolutionsWithBlocking(Sq ; q.Nest + 1);
21: advanceNested(Tq;q.Nest);}
22: else
23: showSolutionsWithBlocking(Sq ;1);
24: end if
25: pop(Sq);
26: end if
27: advance(Tq);
28: end if
29: end while
30: mergeAllPathSolutions();

In many cases, NestTwigStack can skip many elements which don’t participate
in the final result by the nested relations between the elements of same tag.
(1)Given any structural join A//D in the twig query pattern, tag A is nested in
the DTD or Schema, and current element e in TA has many descendants in TA.
If element e in TA can’t participate in the final result, the elements which are
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the descendants of e can’t contribute themselves to the answers too. (2)Given
the structural join A//D where D is the leaf node in the twig query pattern,
tag D is nested in the DTD or Schema, and the current element e in TD has
many descendants in TD. If element e in TD contribute itself to the answers,
the elements which are descendants of e contribute themselves to the answers
obviously. (3)Given any P-C edge in the twig query pattern, such as the P/C, if
the tag C is nested in the DTD or Schema, and the current element e in TC has
many descendants in TC , If element e in TC can match the twig query pattern,
the elements which are the descendants of e can’t be the children of the element
in the top of TP .

Algorithm 2. getNextNest(q)
1: if isLeaf(q) then
2: return q;
3: end if
4: for qi in children(q) do
5: ni = getNextNest(qi);
6: if nSi �= qi then
7: return ni;
8: end if
9: end for

10: nmin = minargninextL(Tni);
11: nmax = maxargninextL(Tni);
12: advanceNested(Tq , q.Nest));
13: if (nextL(Tq )<nextL(Tnmin)) then
14: return q;
15: else
16: return nmin;
17: end if

Example 1. In Fig.1, when S1 in TS isn’t found in any answer of the query, the
algorithm skips S2, and S3, because S2, and S3 are the descendants of S1. when
C1 is found having an answer, the algorithm output (S4,C1),(S4,C2),(S4,C3)
directly. If the query pattern changes to S[/C]//A//B, when C1 is output as the
intermediate result, C2, C3 are skipped because the level of them do not equal
to (S4.level+1).

5 ADTwigStack

In this subsection, we briefly introduce algorithm ADTwigStack , which is partly
inspired by TwigStack algorithm proposed in [1].

The getDes(e, q) in Algorithm 3 returns the position of the element which
is the descendant of e in Tq, and getFarthestAnc(e, q) in Algorithm 4 returns
the position of the element which is the ancestor of e in Tq. By the function
advanceJumpTo(Tq, num), we can find the next element to deal with in Tq, and
num is its position.
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For each axe in twig query pattern, ADTwigStack can skip both the ancestor
and the descendant. Using getDes(e,q), we can achieve the descendant context of
the element from the ADTagContext Streams. So we can jump to the first descen-
dant of the element e in e’s descendant stream. In order to avoid the loss of the
useful results, we have to determinate the present stack of e whether it is empty
or not before jumping to the descendant stream. When e has ancestor in stack,
the elements whose start positions between the start positions of e and ea in de-
scendant stream may be in the result, therefore we can’t jump the element to the
one who has the smallest start position which is larger than e. We also can get
the context of ancestor from the streams, so we can jump the element e’s ancestor
stream TA to the farthest ancestor of emax whose start position is the maximum
of those elements in the child streams of e’s tag, to skip the ancestors in TA that
are surely not in the result of the query. In this part we must determinate whether
the element which is going to jump to is after the current element in tag stream
TA or not. When e has an ancestor in document ea, and the elements d with max-
imum end position in the child streams is e’s descendant, the position storied in
element d is the highest ancestor of d ,that is ea. But ea is before e in stream. The
algorithm may run into endless loop, without judgement.

Algorithm 3. ADTwigStack(q)
1: while not end(root) do
2: q = getNextC(root);
3: if not isRoot(q) then
4: cleanStack(parent(q), nextL(q));
5: end if
6: if empty(Sparent(q)) then
7: advanceJumpTo(Tq, getDes(next(Tparent(q)) ,q));
8: else
9: advance(Tq);

10: end if
11: if (isRoot(q)&&not empty(Sparent(q))) then
12: cleanStack(q, next(q));
13: moveStreamToStack(Tq, Sq , pointertotop(Sparent(q)));
14: if isLeaf(q) then
15: showSolutionsWithBlocking(Sq ; 1);
16: pop(Sq);
17: end if
18: advance(Tq);
19: end if
20: end while
21: mergeAllPathSolutions();

Example 2. In Fig.1, when the getNextC function returns tag A, the top element
in tag stream TA is A4, whose end position is smaller than S5’s start position.
S5’s descendant context contains the position of S5’s next descendant of tag A,
and A6 is after A4 in tag stream TA, so element A5 is skipped, and the next
element to be scanned in stream TA is A6; With the algorithm running, the top
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elements in the respective streams are S6,A7,B6 and C5. The children of S in
twig query Q are A and C, so the element with maximum position is A7. The
ancestor context of A7 to tag S is S9, which is A7’s farthest ancestor, and S9

is after S6 in TS , therefore the algorithm scans S9 in TS on the next step, and
many elements in stream TS are skipped.

Algorithm 4. getNextC(q)
1: if isLeaf(q) then
2: return q;
3: end if
4: for qi in children(q) do
5: ni = getNextC(qi);
6: if ni �= qi then
7: return ni;
8: end if
9: end for

10: nmin = minargninextL(Tni);
11: nmax = maxargninextL(Tni);
12: advanceNested(Tq, q.Nest));
13: if getFarthestAnc(next(Tnmax), q) > nextL(q) then
14: advanceJumpTo(Tq, getFarthestAnc(next(Tnmax), q));
15: else
16: while nextR(Tq) < nextL(Tnmax) do
17: advance(Tq);
18: end while
19: end if
20: if (nextL(Tq) < nextL(Tnmin)) then
21: return q;
22: else
23: return nmin;
24: end if

6 Experiments

In this section, we present experimental results on the performance of the twig
pattern matching algorithms. We focus on three kinds of algorithms: TwigStack,
NestTwigStack and ADTwigStack. We evaluate the performance of those join
algorithms using the following two metrics, the number of elements scanned and
the running time of first phase in those algorithms.

6.1 Experiment Setup

We implemented all algorithms in JDK 1.4. All our experiments were performed
on 3.2GHz Pentium 4 processor with 512MB RAM running on windows XP
system. We used the following real-world and synthetic data sets for our exper-
iments:
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Fig. 6. Elapsed Times and the Ratio of Benefits

– DBLP. We obtained the DBLP data set from the University of Washington
XML repository[10]. And we generate a series of child data set by breaking
the DBLP document which have different size.

– Synthetic data. The definition of the tag section is nested in book DTD.
We used this DTD to create a set of nested XML documents which are about
50M bytes. The maximal depth of each XML document varies from 10-30.

6.2 NestTwigStack Vs. TwigStack

We contrasted algorithm TwigStack with NestTwigStack on synthetic data sets
of different nested levels. We evaluated two queries :

Q1: section[/title]/figure/image and Q2: section[//title]//figure
Q1 only has P-C edges, and Q2 only has A-D edges. As such, we can evaluate

the performance of our algorithm under different kinds of queries. The results of
Q1 are shown in Fig.6(a) and (b), and the results of Q2 are shown in the Fig.6(c)
and (d). The ratio of the Time benefits is the ratio of the time benefits from
the skipping of the useless elements to the time which original algorithm needs.

From Fig.6(a) and Fig.6(c), we can easily find out NestTwigStack outperforms
TwigStack, because NestTwigStack can skip many useless elements. When there
is no nested element in the data sets, such as the DBLP data set, there is no
benefits that we can get to speed up the processing of query. From Fig.6(b)
and (d), we can see that the ratio of the benefits increases as the depth of
document increases. The deeper the nested level of data set is , the better the
NestTwigStack performs.

Considering the A-D or P-C edges, we can see that our algorithm has better
performance when it evaluates queries with A-D edge only. But we also see
that, no matter what query it is, the ratio of the time benefits increase as the
depth increases, and the trend is similar. In summary, algorithm NestTwigStack
performs better than TwigStack on the nested data set.
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6.3 ADTwigStack Vs. TwigStack

To compare the performances of TwigStack and ADTwigStack, we choose DBLP
data sets of different size, and evaluate the following twig query.

Q3 : //inproceedings[//author]//title//i

It can be observed, from experiment results on Fig.7, that ADTwigStack algo-
rithm is usually much more efficient than TwigStack. ADTwigStack is nearly
three times faster than the original TwigStack, and TwigStack ’s numbers of el-
ements scanned are ten times more than the ADTwigStack ’s. We also can see
that the NestTwigStack on the DBLP documents have about half the elements
scanned.

6.4 Performance Analysis

The ADTwigStack performs very well against the TwigStack while evaluating
queries on DBLP data set. That is because the ADTwigStack algorithm makes
use of the context of both ancestor and descendant. Elements in descendant
stream can advance the ancestor stream by its ancestor context, and then the
current top of the ancestor stream can advance the descendant stream by its
descendant context. So ADTwigStack can skip most of the useless elements.
NestTwigStack does not outperform TwigStack too much, however, when a doc-
ument is deeply nested, NestTwigStack performs much better than TwigStack.

From the experiments we can conclude that the ADTwigStack is commonly
suitable for all kinds of XML documents, especially for the documents with large
fan-outs or wide breadth, while the NestTwigStack suits for the documents with
nested elements deeply.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of efficiently evaluation of holistic twig
joins by using C-Tree index. Particularly, we proposed a new series of stream-
ing schemes that are aware of elements’ context in the streams. And then we
proposed two algorithms to speed up the processing of twig pattern queries
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by skipping the elements which do not participate in any twig join. The algo-
rithm NestTwigStack which is based on SelfTagContext Streaming model has
better performance on those XML document with deeply nested elements, and
the algorithm ADTwigStack which is based on ADTagContext Streaming model
can significantly improve the original holistic twig joins algorithm, especially on
those document with large fan-outs or wide breadth. These algorithms not only
accelerate queries of twig pattern with only ancestor-descendant edges, but also
accelerate queries of twig pattern with parent-child edges.
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Abstract. Recently, keyword search has attracted a great deal of atten-
tion in XML database. It is hard to directly improve the relevancy of XML
keyword search because lots of keyword-matchednodesmaynot contribute
to the results. To address this challenge, in this paper we design an adap-
tive XML keyword search approach, called XBridge, that can derive the
semantics of a keyword query and generate a set of effective structured
queries by analyzing the given keyword query and the schemas of XML
data sources. To efficiently answer keyword query, we only need to evalu-
ate the generated structured queries over the XML data sources with any
existing XQuery search engine. In addition, we extend our approach to pro-
cess top-k keyword search based on the execution plan to be proposed. The
quality of the returned answers can be measured using the context of the
keyword-matched nodes and the contents of the nodes together. The effec-
tiveness and efficiency of XBridge is demonstrated with an experimental
performance study on real XML data.

1 Introduction

Keyword search is a proven user-friendly way of querying XML data in the
World Wide Web [1,2,3,4,5]. It allows users to find the information they are
interested in without learning a complex query language or knowing the struc-
ture of the underlying data. However, the number of results for a keyword query
may become very large due to the lack of clear semantic relationships among
keywords. There are two main shortcomings: (1) it may become impossible for
users to manually choose the interesting information from the retrieved results,
and (2) computing the huge number of results with less meaning may lead to
time-consuming and inefficient query evaluation. As we know, users are able to
issue a structured query, such as XPath and XQuery, if they already know a lot
about the query languages and the structure of the XML data to be retrieved.
The desired results can be effectively and efficiently retrieved because the struc-
tured query can convey complex and precise semantic meanings. Recently, the
study of query relaxation [6,7] can also support structured queries when users
cannot specify their queries precisely. Nevertheless, there are many situations
where structured queries may not be applicable, such as a user may not know
the data schema, or the schema is very complex so that a query cannot be easily
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Fig. 1. XML Documents with Different Schemas

formulated, or a user prefers to search relevant information from different XML
documents via one query.

Consider the example in Figure 1 showing the same bibliography data ar-
ranged in two different formats. In this case, a user can quickly issue a keyword
query “Philip, 2006, xml” to obtain a list of answers. Node #4 book and node #8
article will be returned as relevant answers. From Figure 1(a), we can see that
only node #4 book satisfies the searching requirement. For node #8 article, only
the abstract contains the term xml, as such it does not meet the users’ original
intention. It would be impossible for an IR-style keyword query to differentiate
the semantics, e.g. one term can represent different meanings in different posi-
tions. In addition, when the size of XML documents becomes larger, it is difficult
to choose the meaningful answers from the large number of returned results. As
an alternative, users can construct an XQuery to represent this simple query
and specify the precise context. But there are two challenges: first, they have to
know that “publication” in the schema is actually presented as book and article
in both schemas; second, they have to know that title and author are the child
elements of “publication”, while year could be either a child or a sibling. Writ-
ing an accurate XQuery is non-trivial even for this simple example due to the
complex structure of XML schemas. Therefore, it is highly desirable to design a
new keyword search system that not only permits users specify more expressive
queries, but also implement keyword search as efficiently as structured queries.

To address this problem, a formalized keyword query consisting of a set of
label-term pairs is deployed in [4] and [8]. In [4], labels in the given keyword
query are used to filter the node lists. In [8], labels are used to construct answer
templates that includes all combinations together according to the schema of
XML data stream. When the data stream is coming, all matched nodes will need
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For $b in bibliography/bib
For $b2 in $b/book
Where $b/year = '2006'
           and contains($b2/title, 'xml')

     and contains($b2/author, 'Philip')
Return $b

For $b in bibliography/bib
For $a in $b/article
Where $b/year = '2006'
           and contains($a/title, 'xml')

     and contains($a/authors/author, 'Philip')
Return $b

Fig. 2. Structured Queries w.r.t. XML Schema t1

to be maintained until the template-matched results are generated or the end of
the stream is reached. Different from them, in this work we develop a keyword
search system called XBridge that first infers the context of the set of labels
and the required information to be returned according to XML data schema.
And then it may generate a set of precise structured queries and evaluate them
by using existing XML search engines. To evaluate the quality of the results,
in XBridge we propose a scoring function that takes into account the structure
and the content of the results together. In addition, we also design an execution
plan to retrieve the more qualified results as soon as possible, which is suitable
to process top-k keyword search.

Consider the same example again, the user may change to issue “author :Philip,
year :2006, title:xml” as a keyword query to search the relevant publications. For
this keyword query, XBridge is able to automatically construct different struc-
tured queries for XML documents conforming to different XML schemas. For ex-
ample, for the source schemas of the two XML documents shown in Figure 1, we
can construct two sets of structured queries as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, re-
spectively. After that, we can evaluate the structured queries to answer the origi-
nal keyword query. The book node #4 will be returned as answers. We do not need
to identify whether or not the title node #5 and the author node #11 belong to
the same publications. As such, the processing performance would be improved
greatly due to the specific context in structured queries.

Contributions of this paper: (1) For different data sources, XBridge can infer
different semantic contexts from a given keyword query with label-term, which
can be used to construct adaptive structured queries. (2) A scoring function is
proposed to evaluate the quality of the answers by considering the context of
the keyword-matched nodes and the contents of the nodes in the answers. (3)
An execution plan, adapting to the proposed scoring function, is designed to
efficiently process top-k keyword search. (4) Experiments show that XBridge
can obtain improved performance over previous keyword search approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the definition
of XML schema and presents how to identify the context of terms and derive the

For $b in bibliography/books/book
Where $b/year = '2006'

    and contains($b/title, 'xml')
    and contains($b/author, 'Philip')

Return $b

For $a in bibliography/articles/article
Where $a/year = '2006'

    and contains($a/title, 'xml')
    and contains($a/authors/author, 'Philip')

Return $a

Fig. 3. Structured Queries w.r.t. XML Schema t2
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returned nodes. Section 3 proposes a scoring function to evaluate the quality of
returned answers. Section 4 describes our XBridge system and the algorithms
for constructing and evaluating the generated structured queries. The experi-
mental results are reported in Section 5. Finally, we discuss the related work
and conclude the study of this work in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.

2 Identifying Context and Returned Nodes

In this section, we show how to identify the context and the types of return
nodes for a keyword query w.r.t. XML schema. Here, we use XML schema tree
to represent the structural summary of XML documents. Formally, a keyword
query consists of the forms l : k, l : or : k where l is a label and k is a term
in [4]. The query model in our work XBridge permits users to distinguish the
semantics of predicates from the returned nodes, such as we extend l : to l : ∗
and l :?. The former means that one node should exist in the returned answers
where the node’s tagname is same to the label l and the node’s values may be
anything. The latter shows that the information of the nodes will be returned
as answers if the nodes’ tagname is same to the label l.

Definition 1. (XML Schema Tree) An XML Schema Tree is defined as T = (V ,

E, r, Card) where V is a finite set of nodes, representing elements and attributes of

the schema T ; E is set of directed edges where each edge e(v1,v2) represents the parent-

child (containment) relationship between the two nodes v1, v2 ∈ V , denoted by P (v2)

= v1 or v2 ∈ Ch(v1); r is the root node of the tree T ; Card is a set of mappings that

maps each v ∈ V to {1, ∗} where “1” means that v can occur once under its parent

P (v) in a document conforming to T while “*” means that v may appear many times.

2.1 Identifying Context of Keywords

From the set of labels given in a keyword query, we can infer the contexts of the
terms for a data source based on its conformed XML schema. Each node in an
XML document, along with its entire subtree, typically represents a real-world
entity. Similarly, given a list of labels l1, ..., ln and an input XML schema tree
T , an entity of these labels can be represented with a subtree of T such that it
contains at least one node labeled as l1, ..., ln. We define the root node of the
subtree as a master entity.

Definition 2. (Master Entity) Given a set of labels {li|1 ≤ i ≤ n} and an XML

schema tree T , the master entity is defined as the root node of the subtree Tsub of T

such that Tsub contains at least one schema node labeled as l1, ..., ln.

Based on Definition 2, a master entity may contain one or more than one schema
nodes taking a label as their tagnames. If one master entity node only contains
one schema node for each label, we can directly generate FOR and WHERE
clauses. For example, let q(year :2006, title:xml, author :Philip) be a keyword
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query over the XML document d2 in Figure 1(c). Based on the schema t2 in
Figure 1(d), we can obtain two master entities book and article. Since the mas-
ter entity book only contains one node labeled as year, title and author re-
spectively, we can directly construct “For $b in bibliography/bib/book” and
“Where $b/year=’2006 ’ and contains($b/title, ’xml ’) and contains( $b/author,
’Philip’)”. Similarly, we can process another master entity article. The con-
structed queries are shown in Figure 3.

If one master entity node contains more than one nodes taking the same label,
to construct FOR and WHERE clauses precisely, we need to identify and cluster
the nodes based on the semantic relevance of schema nodes within the master
entity. To do this, we may deploy the ontology knowledge to precisely estimate
the semantic relevance between schema nodes. However, the computation adding
additional measurement may be expensive. Therefore, in this paper we would
like to infer the semantic relevance of two schema nodes by comparing their
descendant attributes or subelements. For example, given any two schema nodes
v1 and v2 ∈ a master entity Tsub, we can infer that the two schema nodes v1

and v2 are semantic-relevant nodes if they hold: semi(v1, v2) ≥ σ. Here σ is the
similarity threshold. If σ is set to 0.8, then it means that v1 and v2 contain 80%
similar attributes or subelements.

Consider the same query q and the document d1 in Figure 1(a). Based on
the schema t1 in Figure 1(b), we know there exists one master entity bib that
contains one node with the label year and two nodes with the same labels title
and author respectively. In this case, we first cluster the five nodes as C: {
year, {title, author}book, {title, author}article }bib, and then identify whether
or not the subclusters in C are semantic-relevant schema nodes. For instance,
although {}book and {}article have different labels, both of them contain the
same nodes title and author, i.e., the two nodes book and article contain 100%
similar attributes. Therefore, the cluster C is partitioned into two clusters: C1:
{ year, {title, author}book }bib and C2: { year, {title, author}article }bib. When
all subclusters cannot be partitioned again, we can generate different sets of
FOR and WHERE clauses. For C1, we have “For $b in bibliography/bib” for
{}bib and “For $b2 in $b/book” for {}book together. And its WHERE clause can
be represented as “Where $b/year=’2006’ and contains($b2/title, ’xml’) and
contains($b2/author, ’Philip’)” according to the labels in the subclusters of C1.
Similarly, we can process C2 to generate its FOR and WHERE clauses. Figure 2
shows the expanded structured queries.

The contexts of the terms can be identified by computing all the possible
master entities from the source schemas first, and then specifying the precise
paths from each master entity to its labels by checking the semantic-relevant
schema nodes. Once the contexts are obtained, we can generate the FOR and
WHERE clauses of the structured queries for a keyword query. By specifying
the detailed context in FOR clauses, we can limit the range of evaluating the
structured queries over the XML data sources, which can improve the efficiency
of processing the keyword queries.
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2.2 Identifying Returned Nodes

Given a keyword query q = {li : ki|1 ≤ i ≤ n} and an XML schema tree
T = (V, E, r, Card), we may retrieve a set of master entities Vm ⊆ V for q w.r.t.
T based on the above discussion. In this section, we will derive the returned
nodes only by identifying the types of the master entities Vm. For any master
entity vm ∈ Vm, if Card(vm) = “*”, we can determine that the node vm can be
taken as return nodes in the corresponding RETURN clauses because the node
represents the real entity at the conceptual level. However, if Card(vm) = “1”,
the node vm may not represent an entity. In this case, we probe its ancestor
nodes until we find its nearest ancestor va, such that Card(va) =“*”.

Consider another keyword query q(title:xml, author :Philip) over the XML
document d1 conforming to t1. We are able to obtain two master entities book
and article. Since Card(book) = “*” and Card(article) = “*”, we can take them
as the return nodes in the corresponding RETURN clauses. However, if users
issue a simple query q(title:xml) over d1, the master entity of this query is the
title that is only an attribute of the book or article nodes. In this case, we can
trust that users would like to see the information of the whole entity (book
or article), rather than one single attribute. Therefore, to generate meaningful
RETURN clauses, we have to extend the title node to its parent book or article
nodes as the return nodes because book or article nodes belong to *-node type.

If there are some label-term pairs in the form of {ljk
:?|1 ≤ k ≤ m ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤

jk ≤ n} in q = {li : ki|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, instead of returning the master entity of q, we
will compute the master entity of {ljk

} and use it to wrap all return values of
ljk

in the RETURN clause. This is because users prefer to see those nodes with
the labels {ljk

} as the tagnames.

3 Scoring Function

Given a keyword query q and an XML schema tree T , a set of structured queries
Q may be constructed and evaluated over the data source conforming to T for
answering q. The answer to the XML keyword query q may be a big number of
relevant XML fragments. In contrast, the answer to the top-k keyword query is
an ordered set of fragments, where the ordering reflects how closely each frag-
ment matches the given keyword query. Therefore, only the top k results with the
highest relevance w.r.t. q need to be returned to users. In this section, our scoring
function consists of the context of the given terms and the weight of each term.

Let a fragment A be an answer of keyword query q. It is true that we can
determine a structured query qi that matches the fragment A. This is because we
first construct the structured query qi from the keyword query q and then obtain
the fragment A by evaluating qi over XML data. Therefore, we can compute the
context score of the fragment A by considering the structure of the query qi.

Definition 3. (Context Score) Assume the structured query qi matching the answer
A consists of the labels {li|1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Let its master entity be vm and an XML schema
be T = (V, E, r, Card), we can obtain a list of nodes V ′ ⊆ V that match each label
respectively.
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ContextScore(A, qi) =
1

n
×

n∑

i=1

Kcontext(vi, vm) (1)

where Kcontext(vi, vm) is computed based on the distance from the node vi ∈ V ′ match-

ing the label li to its master entity vm, i.e., LengthOfPath−1(vi, vm).

In order to effectively capture the weight of each individual node, we are moti-
vated by the tf ∗ idf weight model. Different from IR research, we extend the
granularity of the model from document level to element level.

tf(vi, ti) = |{v ∈ Vd|tag(v) = tag(vi)&ti ∈ v}| (2)

idf(vi, ti) = log(
|{v ∈ Vd : tag(v) = tag(vi)}|

|{v ∈ Vd : tag(v) = tag(vi)&ti ∈ v}|) (3)

Intuitively, the tf of a term ti in a node vi represents the number of distinct oc-
currences within the content of vi while the idf quantifies the extent to which the
nodes v with the same tagname as vi in XML document node set Vd contain the
term ti. The fewer vi nodes whose contents include the term ti, the larger the idf
of a term ti and a node vi. Without loss of generality, we will also assume that the
weight value of each node is normalized to be real numbers between 0 and 1.

Definition 4. (Weight of Individual Keyword) The answer A contains a set of
leaf nodes as tagnames with the given labels {li|1 ≤ i ≤ n} where each leaf node should
contain the corresponding term at least once a time. For each node vi with label li, we
have:

ω(vi, ti) =
tf(vi, ti) × idf(vi, ti)

max{tf(vi, ti) × idf(vi, ti)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} (4)

Definition 5. (Overall Score of Answer) Given a generated structured query qi and
its answer A, the overall score of the answer can be computed as:

Score(A, qi) =
1

n
×

n∑

i=1

ω(vi, ti)

LengthOfPath(vi, vm)
(5)

Assume q consists of three pairs “author :Philip, year :2006, title:xml”. We evaluate
the keyword query q over the XML document in Figure 1(c). After that, the frag-
ment book in the box will be returned as an answer. Based on the pre-computation,
we can get the weight of each keyword-matched node in the fragment where we
assume each term only occurs once a time in the corresponding nodes.

According to Equation 1, Equation 4, Equation 5, we find that the overall
score of an answer is equal to its context score when the weight of each keyword
is set to 1 (the maximal value). Therefore, the context score can be taken as the
upper bound of the answer.

4 Implementation of XML Keyword Query

In our XBridge system, for a given keyword query, we first construct a set
of structured queries Q based on the labels in the keyword query and the XML
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schemas, i.e., query structuring. Then Q will be sorted according to their context
score based on Definition 3. After that, we get a query qi ∈ Q with the highest
context score from the set of structured queries and send it to XQuery engine. We
will evaluate the query qi over XML data and retrieve all the results that match
qi. At last, we will process all the current results, i.e., computing the overall score
for each result and caching the k results with the higher overall scores. After we
complete the evaluation of the query qi, we need start a new loop to process
another structured query that comes from the current set {Q− qi} until the top
k qualified results have been found. Now let us discuss the detailed procedures
of query structuring and execution plan.

4.1 Query Structuring

Query structuring is the core part of XBridge where we compute the master enti-
ties, infer the contexts and derive the return nodes. To search the master entities
quickly, Dewey number is used to encode the XML schema. Given a keyword
query q = {li : ki|1 ≤ i ≤ n} and an XML schema tree T = (V, E, r, Card), we
first retrieve a list of nodes Vi ⊆ V for each li in T and sort them in a descending
order. To compute master entities, we propose two approaches: (1) Pipeline:
We take each node vi from the list Vi where |Vi| = min{|V1|, |V2|, ..., |Vn|} and
compute the NCA (nearest common ancestor) of vi and the nodes in the other
lists Vj (1 ≤ j ≤ n ∧ j �= i) in a sequence. At last, we preserve the NCA nodes
as the master entity candidates in Vm; and (2) Pipeline+σ: When we get any
node vix from Vi, we may take its next node vix+1 as a threshold σ if the node
vix+1 exists in Vi. During the computation of NCA, we only probe the subset
of nodes V in the other lists such that for v ∈ V we have v ≺ vix+1. As an
optimization approach, the second one can reduce the negative computations of
NCA while it can obtain the same structured queries as the first one does.

Algorithm 1. Constructing structured queries
input:a query q = {li : ki|1 ≤ i ≤ n} and an schema T = (V, E, r,Card)
output:a set of structured queries Q

1: Retrieve a list of nodes Vi ⊆ V for each li in T ;
2: Compute the master entities Vm by calling for Pipeline+σ approach;
3: for all each master entity vm ∈ Vm do
4: Generate FOR clause with vm, i.e. “For $x in r/.../vm”;
5: Cluster the nodes matching with labels li in the subtree of vm by calling for

Cluster Domain({li}, vm);
6: for all each cluster do
7: Construct a set of FOR clauses for the entity nodes representing different

semantic ranges in the cluster;
8: Generate WHERE clause with n paths from vm to each node li;
9: Generate RETURN clause by identifying the types of vm (Card(vm)=* or

1) and ki (“?” symbol exists or not) and put the structured query into Q;
10: return the set of structured queries Q;
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Since the subtree of a master entity vm may cover one or more than one schema
nodes labeled with the same label and the nodes may have different semantic
relevances, we develop a function Cluster Domain() to identify and cluster the
nodes matching with the labels li (1 ≤ i ≤ n) in the subtree according to the
labels and the data types of their attributes or subelements. For each cluster c,
we do not generate a structured query if the cluster c only contains a part of the
labels in the given keyword query. Otherwise, we construct a structured query
for the cluster c. In this case, we first generate a set of FOR clauses according
to the classified clusters in the cluster c and then construct a WHERE clause
for c. Finally, a RETURN clause is derived by identifying the type of the master
entity node vm. After all the clusters are processed, we may generate a set of
structured queries Q. The detailed procedure has been shown in Algorithm 1.

4.2 Execution Plan for Processing Top-k Query

Given a keyword query q and XML documents D conforming to XML schemas,
we may generate a set of structured queries Q. To obtain top-k results, a simple
method is to evaluate all the structured queries in Q and compute the overall
score for each answer. And then we select and return the top k answers with the
k highest scores to users. However, the execution is expensive when the number
of structured queries or retrieved results is large.

To improve the performance, we design an efficient and dynamic execution plan
w.r.t. our proposed scoring function, which can stop query evaluation as early as
possible by detecting the intermediate results. Our basic idea is to first sort the
generated structured queries according to their context scores, and then evalu-
ate the query with the highest score where we take the context score of the next
query as the current threshold. This is because the weight of each keyword is

Algorithm 2. Dynamic Execution Plan
input:A set of ranked structured queries Q and XML data D
output:Top k qualified answers

1: Initialize the answer set SA=null;
2: Initialize a boolean symbol flag = false;
3: while Q �= null and flag �= true do
4: Get a query q = getAQuery(Q) where q has the maximal context score;
5: if |SA| = k and (minScore{A ∈ SA} ≥ ContextScore(q)) then
6: flag = true;
7: else
8: Issue q to any XQuery search engine and search the matched fragments Fm;
9: for all A ∈ Fm do

10: Compute overall score Score(A, q);
11: if |SA| < k then
12: Input the result A into SA;
13: else if ∃A′ ∈ SA and Score(A′, q′) < Score(A, q) then
14: Update the intermediate results updateSA(A,SA);
15: return Top k qualified answers SA;
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assumed to be set as 1 (the maximal value). In this case, the overall score would
be equal to the context score. Therefore, if there are k or more than k results, we
will compute their overall scores based on Equation 5 and cache k results with the
k highest scores. At the same time, we will compare the scores of the k results and
the threshold. If all the scores are larger than the threshold, we will stop query
evaluation and return the current k results, which means no more relevant results
exist. Algorithm 2 shows the detailed procedure of our execution plan.

5 Experiments

We implemented XBridge in Java using the Apache Xerces XML parser and
Berkeley DB.To illustrate the effectiveness and efficiency of XBridge, we also
implemented the Stack-based algorithm[9] because the other related approaches
in [10,11,12] are biased to the distribution of the terms in the data sources. All
the experiments were carried out on a Pentium 4, with a CPU of 3GHz and 1GB
of RAM, running the Windows XP operating system. We selected the Sigmod
Record XML document (500k) and generated three DBLP XML documents
as the dataset. In this paper, we evaluated the following keyword queries: q1

(author : David, title : XML) and q2 (year : 2002, title : XML).
As we know, the Stack-based algorithm may avoid some unnecessary com-

putations by encoding the documents with the Dewey scheme. But it has to
preserve all possible intermediate candidates during query evaluation and lots of
them may not produce the results. However, XBridge can infer the precise con-
texts of the possible results based on the source schemas before query evaluation.
Therefore, XBridge can outperform the Stack-based algorithm. For example, the
Stack-based algorithm spent 188ms to evaluate q1 on SigmodRecord.xml while
XBridge only used 78ms to process the same keyword search. In addition, if the
size of an XML document increases, most of the time it may contain more nodes
that match a single keyword. But the number of return nodes that match all
the keywords may not be increased significantly. In this case, the performance
of query evaluation may be relatively decreased.

Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) illustrate the time cost of both methods when
we evaluate q1 and q2 on the given three DBLP datasets respectively. From the
experimental results, we find that in XBridge the change in time is not obvious
when the size of dataset is less than 50M. But when the size of document is nearly
70M, the processing speed was decreased by 80%. This is because compared with
dblp 01 or dblp 02, dblp 03.xml contains a huge number of nodes that match
each single keyword but fail to contribute to return nodes. The figures also shows
that XBridge would outperform over Stack-based algorithm in our experiments.

Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d) compare the performance of the methods when k
value is set as 10 or 20 respectively. Since Stack-based algorithm has to retrieve all
the results and then select the k qualified answers, its response time for top-k query
is nearly same toprocess general query.However,XBridgedepends on thedynamic
execution plan, which can stop query evaluation as early as possible and guarantee
no more qualified results exist in the data source. Generally,XBridge is suitable to
process top-k keyword search and most of the time, it only needs to evaluate parts
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(c) q1 (k = 10)
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of the generated structured queries. But when the number of relevant results is less
than k, XBridge also needs to evaluate all the generated structured queries. For
example, as we know the document dblp 01 only contains 2 qualified answers for
the keyword query q1. When the specified value of k is 10, there is no change of the
response time. Therefore, in this special case, its efficiency cannot be improved.

6 Related Work

Recently, keyword search has been investigated extensively in XML databases.
Given a keywordquery andanXMLdata source,most of relatedwork [9,5,10,11,12]
first retrieve the relevant nodes matching with every single keyword from the data
source and then compute LCAs or SLCAs of the nodes as the results to be re-
turned. XRANK [9] and Schema-Free XQuery [5] develop stack-based algorithms
to compute LCAs as the results. [10] proposes the Indexed Lookup Eager algo-
rithm when the keywords appear with significantly different frequencies and the
Scan Eager algorithm when the keywords have similar frequencies. [13] takes the
valuable LCA as results by avoiding the false positive and false negative of LCA
and SLCA. [11,14] takes the similar approaches as [10]. But it focuses on the dis-
cussions how to infer RETURN clauses for keyword queries w.r.t. XML data. [12]
designs a MS approach to compute SLCAs for keyword queries in multiple ways.
In addition, there are several other related work that process keyword search by
integrating keywords into structured queries. [15] proposes a new query language
XML-QL in which the structure of the query and keywords are separated. [5] em-
beds keywords into XQuery to process keyword search. Differently, XBridge first
constructs the structured queries for the given keyword query based on the source
schemas and then evaluates the generated structured queries in a sequence. For
a top-k keyword query, XBridge can return the k qualified answers as early as
possible without processing all the generated queries.

Ranking schemes have been studied for XML keyword search. XKeyword [16]
ranks query results according to the distance between different keywords in the
document. The ranking scheme in XSEarch [4] takes the summary of the weights
of all keywords within a result to evaluate its relevance. The ranking scheme in
XRank [9] takes into account result specificity, keyword proximity and hyperlink
awareness together. However,our scoring function considers the context of the
matched keywords and the weight of each keyword-matched node.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed XBridge - an adaptive XML keyword search
approach to process keyword search by constructing effective structured queries,
which can improve the performance of keyword search greatly by specifying the
precise contexts of the constructed structured queries. In addition, we have also
provided a scoring function that considers the context of the keywords and the
weight of each keyword in the data source together. Especially, an execution plan
for processing top-k keyword search has been designed to adapt to our proposed
scoring function.
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Abstract. There is an increasing need to translate between SQL and XQuery.
This task could be successfully performed only when the differences between the
underlying schemas are properly resolved. In this paper, we propose to repre-
sent each schema by value, collection, and structure constructs, and design a set
of mappings to represent their correspondence. The cases of multiple mappings
are particularly considered. Based on the mapping information, queries could be
transformed to each other and information could be therefore shared. We give a
formal proof to validate the proposed approach, and also show some experimental
results to demonstrate its performance.

1 Introduction

Relational databases have been widely used in enterprises to support critical business
operations, while XML has emerged as the de facto standard for data representation
and exchange on the World-Wide-Web. There is a need to translate an SQL against a
relational database to an XQuery for XML data, and vice versa. For example, suppose
originally data are stored in the relational database. An SQL which is embedded in
existing applications, should be translated into an XQuery to get the XML data from
the Web. On the other hand, an XQuery posed against an XML view, might need to be
translated to SQL if the underlying database engine is relational.

In this paper, we propose a general framework, where relational queries and XML
queries can be easily transformed to each other. The main issue to support this task is
to properly represent the mapping between the relational schema and the XML schema,
where representational conflicts might exist. Among all the conflicts, we mainly focus
on those related to the characteristics of the XML representation. Take the structure
constructs as an example. A relational schema is usually considered as flat, since no
explicit structures exist between relations and the relationship is constructed by join-
ing attribute values. On the contrary, the relationship between XML data could be di-
rectly represented through the nested structure. The correspondence between a join and
a nested structure will need to be presented. Moreover, we also consider the possibility
of multiple mappings between the different constructs in two schemas, which is usually
neglected to simplify the transformation task.
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The contributions of this paper could be summarized as follows:

– Classification of the representational conflicts:
We discuss the possible representational conflicts between the relational and XML
schemas. We focus on the characteristics of the XML format, and discuss the
possible sources of multiple mappings.

– Specification of the mapping of schemas:
We design a set of mappings to represent the correspondence between different
constructs of the relational schema and the XML schema. The type of multiple
mappings is represented to facilitate the selection among multiple choices.

– Design of the transformation algorithms:
We have designed a set of algorithms which could perform bi-directional query
transformation. It utilizes the schema mapping information, and adopts a priority-
based strategy to handle multiple mappings. A formal proof is given to show the
correctness of the proposed approach.

– Implementation of the system:
A prototype is built to perform query transformation between the most common
type of SPJ (selection-projection-join) SQL and those XQuery statements with
equivalent expressive capabilities. Experimental results show the efficiency of the
proposed approach.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the rep-
resentation of relational and XML schemas, and formulate the problem to solve. In
Section 3, we define a set of mappings between different schema constructs, and the
transformation algorithms along with examples are presented in Section 4. We evalu-
ate our proposed approach in Section 5, and a brief comparison with other works is
provided in Section 6. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.

2 Problem Definition

In this section, we discuss how to represent the relational schema and the XML schema,
and show the differences of the corresponding query languages. We also formalize the
problem to solve in this paper.

2.1 Schema Representations

The relational schema considered in this paper follows the traditional definition and
satisfies the First Normal Form. A sample relational schema, which is illustrated as a
graph, is shown in Figure 1(a). In the graph, each box corresponds to a relation, and the
attributes associated with the relation are represented within the box, with the primary
key on the top. The foreign key is depicted as an arrow pointing to the corresponding
primary key. We further classify the relations into two types. The E-relation corresponds
to a relation which describes the information of an entity, e.g., supplier, part, and order.
The R-relation corresponds to a relation which describes the relationship among other
entities and has a composite primary key, e.g., partsupp and lineitem.
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Fig. 1. The sample schema

The XML schema proposed by W3C consists of many complex constructs. We only
process those conforming to the definition of DTD (Document Type Definition). It can
be represented as a quadruple (E, A, r, P ), where E is a set of elements, A is a set of
attributes, r is the root element, and P is a production rule defined as follows:

e ::= ε l, l ∈ E e|e ee e∗

where ε is the empty string; e|e, ee, and e∗ represent the union, concatenation, and
Kleene star, respectivley.

In this paper, the XML schema is represented as a graph, where elements and at-
tributes are represented as nodes, and the nesting relationship between elements is rep-
resented by the relationship of parent/child nodes in the graph. Note that we do not
distinguish the representation of union and concatenation. The sample XML schema,
which represents similar information as in Figure 1(a), is illustrated in Figure 1(b). We
also define several special kinds of nodes. The repeatable element refers to an internal
node which is allowed to have multiple occurrences under the same parent element, and
is annotated by the symbol “*”, e.g., part. On the other hand, the dummy element, e.g.,
suppliers, is an internal node which is usually introduced just to group elements that
appear beneath it. They are both represented as square nodes. The leaf nodes, which
are represented by rounded rectangles, are nodes associated with values. They might
be elements, which are named as value elements, or they might be attributes, which
are represented using dotted lines. We also use dashed lines to connect two leaf nodes
which are semantically equivalent.

To uniformly refer to the construct represented in different schemas but with the
same functionality, we define the following terms. A value construct is the construct
which directly represents data, e.g., attribute or leaf node. The collection construct is
a construct which represents a set (multi-set) of data with homogeneous structures,
eg., relation or repeatable element. The structure construct is used to connect two col-
lections. In XML, it can be directly represented by the nested construct, or indirectly
represented by a join statement in the relational database. This will be explained further
in the next subsection.
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Scope of SQL Scope of XQuery
SQL ::= SelClause FromClause WhereClause? XQuery ::= ForClause WhereClause? RetClause
SelClause ::= SELECT {Rel.Attr} RetClause ::= RETURN {Pi}
FromClause ::= FROM {Rel} ForClause ::= For {$Var IN Pi}
WhereClause ::= WHERE Wi {AND Wi}∗ WhereClause ::= WHERE Wi {AND Wi}∗
Wi ::= Rel.Attr CompOP Value Wi ::= Pi CompOP Value | Pi CompOP Pi

| Rel.Attr CompOP Rel.Attr Pi ::= PathExpr | $Var / PathExpr
CompOP ::= > | = | < PathExpr ::= NameTest | NameTest/PathExpr

NameTest ::= Element | @Attr

Fig. 2. Scope of Queries

2.2 Query Representations

The XQuery and SQL statements considered in this paper, are formally specified in
Figure 2. We use two sample queries to explain. Suppose the user intends to identify
the type of all parts with the name “dvd”, and retrieve the name of its suppliers. The
SQL query posed against the relational schema in Figure 1(a) will be as follows:

SQ1:
SELECT supplier.name, part.type
FROM supplier, part, partsupp
WHERE part.name = “dvd” AND ................................. (1)

supplier.suppkey = partsupp.suppkey AND .... (2)
part.partkey = partsupp.partkey ....................... (2)

To briefly explain, the FROM clause is used to enumerate all the relations consulted,
and the SELECT clause lists the attributes for output. The conditional statements listed
in the WHERE clause could be classified into two types: the one marked with (1) is
called the selection statement, which restricts the values of certain attributes; the one
marked with (2) is called the join statement, which constructs the relationship between
two relations. Note that the two join statements construct the relationship between the
two E-relations supplier and part through the R-relation partsupp.

The XQuery statement which performs the same function as SQ1 does, but is
appropriate for the XML schema in Figure 1(b), will be as follows:

XQ1:
FOR $t0 in /tpch/suppliers/supplier , $t1 in $t0/part
WHERE $t1/name = “dvd”
RETURN $t0/name, $t1/type

An XQuery statement uses the FOR clause to list a sequence of variable bindings. In this
query, the variable t0 considers all supplier elements, and the variable t1 examines all
the parts supported by a supplier. The WHERE clause is used to specify the selection
condition, and the RETURN clause specifies what to output. Note that XQuery uses
path expressions such as /tpch/suppliers/supplier to navigate the nested structure of the
XML schema.
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Similarly, we define some terms which have the common functionality in differ-
ent query languages. First, value literals refer to those statements represented in the
SELECT/RETURN clause, such as supplier.name, or the selection statement in the
WHERE clause. The collection literals refer to the relations or elements extracted from
the FROM/FOR clause, such as /tpch/suppliers/supplier. Finally, the structure literal
will be the join statement in the WHERE clause, such as supplier.suppkey = part-
supp.suppkey, or the nested statement in the FOR clause, such as $t1 in $t0/part. Note
that value literals operate on value constructs, and the correspondence is same for the
collection and the structure literals.

In this paper, we intend to translate an input XQuery into an equivalent SQL query, or
vice versa. Traditionally, two equivalent queries in the same database mean that they can
retrieve the same set of data. This definition is not applied in our heterogenous environ-
ment. Therefore, we define the equivalency based on the query statements themselves.
An intuitive definition is first given as follows:

Definition 1. Given the input query qi and the output query qo, qi and qo will be
strongly equivalent, denoted qi ≡ qo, if they have the same numbers of value literals,
collection literals, and structure literals, and the corresponding literals are equivalent.

However, based on this definition, the sample query SQ1 is not equivalent to XQ1, since
the numbers of collection literals are different. The weaker definition is then specified
as follows:

Definition 2. Given the input query qi and the output query qo, qi and qo will be weakly
equivalent, denoted qi � qo, if they have the same number of equivalent value literals,
but with different numbers of equivalent collection literals. However, the collections in
qo are connected by proper structure literals.

We can see SQ1 � XQ1. In this paper, we will consider the translated query as correct,
if it is strongly or weakly equivalent to the input query. The problem to solve in this
paper could be therefore formally stated as follows: “Given two relational or XML
schemas, where there might exist multiple mappings between the value, collection, or
structure constructs, and an input query, find the correct translated query.”

3 Representations of Schema Mappings

We discuss how to represent schema mappings between the relational schema and the
XML schema in this section. The two sample schemas described in Section 2 will be
used as examples, and they will be called rdb and xdb, respectively. We also use the
suffix s2x to represent the mapping from rdb to xdb, and x2s for the reverse direction.

3.1 Representing Value and Collection Mappings

There might exist multiple mappings between values in two databases, due to redundant
representations, or keys which are represented in two relations to construct joins. We
define the following Value Mapping (VM) to represent the correspondence between
values in two schemas:
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Definition 1. Given a value construct vi from schema1, VM(vi) will return the set of
tuples (vo, type), where vo represents the equivalent value construct represented in
schema2, and the value of types could be PK (standing for primary keys), FK (standing
for foreign keys), or ANY.

In the case of multiple mappings, types are used to define the priority, and PK >
FK > ANY, since primary keys have the important identifying characteristics. For
example, VMx2s(supplier@skey) = {(supplier.suppkey, PK), (partsupp.suppkey, FK),
(lineitem.suppkey, FK)}, and we will use the attribute associated with the relation sup-
plier in the translated query.

The mappings between collections are more complicated. We first discuss the case
of 1 : n mappings from xml schemas to relational schemas. This refers to the situ-
ation where the value elements or attributes under a repeatable element are scattered
in different relations. This is usually caused by the normalization process in relational
databases. A special case concerns the R-relation, which consists of information from
several E-relations. In the XML representation, such relationship could be represented
by the nested construct. For example, partsupp is a relationship between the two E-
relations part and supplier. In the sample XML schema, there is no such explicit ele-
ment, and part is directly represented as a child element of supplier instead. Therefore,
we will let partsupp corresponds to the more specific element part, since the path asso-
ciated with part is //suplier/part, which represents the relationship between the repeat-
able elements supplier and part.

As to the case of 1 : n mappings from relational schemas to xml schemas, it refers to
the situation where the attributes in one relation are represented under several repeatable
elements. It might be similarly caused by different partitions of an entity, e.g., using two
repeatable elements to represent normal customers and VIP customers, respectively. It
is also possibly caused by the dummy element. For example, since the functionality of
the dummy element suppliers is to group all the supplier elements, both suppliers and
supplier will map to the same relation supplier in the sample relational schema.

The Collection Mapping (CM) summarizes the discussion above and is defined as
follows:

Definition 2. Given a collection construct ci from schema1, CM(ci) will return the set
of tuples (co, type), where co represents the corresponding collection construct repre-
sented in schema2. For an XML schema, the type could be REP (standing for repeatable
elements) or DUM (standing for dummy elements). For a relational schema, the type
could be E (standing for E-relations) or R (standing for R-relations).

For example, CMs2x(supplier) = {(suppliers, DUM), (supplier, REP)}, and CMs2x

(partsupp) returns the single tuple (part, REP). As to the case of multiple mappings,
the priority of REP will be higher than DUM. However, we let E and R have the same
priority, since which relation to output depends on the required attributes. For exam-
ple, CMx2s(part) = {(part, E), (partsupp, R)}, where the two relations have the same
priority.
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Fig. 3. Structure mappings between rdb and xdb

3.2 Representing Structure Mapping

We define the structure mapping in this section. Recall that the structure construct might
be represented as join statements or nested paths. For easy explanation, we will repre-
sent them using tables and give each construct an identifier, which is used to identify
the type of the construct.

Consider the relational schema. If the second letter of the identifier is the letter E,
it will represent a join between two E-relations or one E-relation and one R-relation.
If the second letter of the identifier is the letter R, it will represent a join between
two R-relations. The join statements for the sample relational schema are represented
in Table 3(a). For example, RE1 is a join between the E-relation supplier and the R-
relation partsupp, and RR1 is a join between two R-relations partsupp and lineitem.
Note that RR1 consists of the two joins RR1-1 and RR1-2. The reason is that the R-
relation partsupp has a composite primary key which consists of two attributes partkey
and suppkey. To make the query uniquely identify the correct tuples, we need to let the
join statements involve all component keys.

Similarly, the structure constructs in the sample XML database are represented in
Table 3(c), and the identifiers are used to denote their types. If the second letter is “F”,
which stands for “flat”, the two paths represented by the fields Xpath1 and Xpath2, will
be used to construct a join expression. If the second letter is “N”, it will represent two
nested elements. Here Xpath1 represents the ancestor, and we specify the complete path
from the root, while Xpath2 represents the descendent, and we only specify the element
name. If a dummy element is involved, the second letter will be “D”.

Table 3(b) represents the structure mappings between the two sample schemas. Re-
call that two structure constructs are equivalent if they connect equivalent collection
constructs. As specified in the second row of Table 3(b), XN1 is equivalent to RE1,
since XN1 connects the repeatable elements supplier and part, and RE1 connects the
equivalent counterparts, the E-relation supplier and the R-relation partsupp. Observe
that there exist multiple mappings between structural expressions, as seen in collection
constructs. If the case happens in the XML schema, the priority will be XN > XD, i.e.,
the construct without involving dummy elements will have the higher priority. As to
the relational schema, we let RE > RR, since the construct involving the E-relations is
preferred.
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Fig. 4. The transformation process

In conclusion, we define the Structure Mapping (SM) as follows:

Definition 3. Given a structure construct si from schema1, SM(si) will return the set of
tuples (so, type), where so represents the corresponding structure construct in schema2,
and the type could be RE or RR in the relational schema, or XF, XN, or XD in the XML
schema.

Note that in a special case of multiple mappings between collection constructs, where
several equivalent collections are selected for output at the same time, we will need
to connect those collections to identify that they are mapped from the same source.
For example, the two relations PART and PARTSUP both map to the repeatable element
part, so we need to provide an internal join between the two relations. Several examples
are listed in Table 3(a), whose identifiers are started with IJ. Also note that internal joins
map to nothing, as seen in Table 3(b).

4 Transformations of Queries

We discuss how to perform query transformation using the mapping information in
this section, and the sample queries in Section 2 will be used to illustrate the whole
translation process.

4.1 Processing Each Literal

The transformation system is depicted in Figure 4(a). The input query, either in SQL or
XQuery, will be parsed into the internal representation, where the value literals, collec-
tion literals, and structure literals are extracted, and are then sent to the corresponding
processor for transformation in sequence.

First, Algorithm ColProcessor processes each collection literal, and gets all the col-
lection constructs with the highest priority through CM. If there are several of them,
each of which will be associated with a flag called UsedFlag, with the initial value
FALSE. It will be set TRUE later if the data represented in the collection is “accessed”,
either for projection, selection, or join. All the identified output collections will be rep-
resented in the structure ColSet.

Algorithm ValProcessor then identifies equivalent value literals through VM. In con-
trast, only one with the highest priority will be obtained, since it alone can get the most
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relevant information. Note that this algorithm will update the UsedFlag of the corre-
sponding collection in ColSet. It also needs to deal with missing collections and inserts
additional collections if necessary. Such situation happens when the input collection is
an R-relation, but the used attributes do not occur in the pre-defined output collection.
Consider the query: “select suppkey from partsupp”. The collection equivalent to the
R-relation partsupp is the repeatable element part, but it does not have the required at-
tribute. It is represented in the element supplier instead. Therefore, we need to add the
element supplier into the structure ColSet for output.

In the next step, Algorithm StrProcessor will examine and identify all the equivalent
structure literals. To perform this task, we first represent all the relevant information
into graphs as defined in the following:

Definition 4. A 2-join graph for two input collections c1 and c2 is a bipartite graph,
where the nodes of partitioni represent the output collections equivalent to ci. A node
will be marked black if its UsedFlag has the value TRUE. The edge connecting two
nodes represents the structure literal between the associated output collections, and
annotated with the structure identifier.

Definition 5. A n-join graph consists of a sequence of n partitions, and ith and i+1th

partitions and the edges between them form a 2-join graph, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n-1.

A 3-join graph is illustrated in Figure 4(b), where there are three input collections, and
each input collection has two equivalent output collections. We omit the identifier of
the structure construct. The idea is to select the structure construct if the associated
collection is marked black. Otherwise, we will choose the one with the highest priority.
In cases (1)-(3), the structure literals corresponding to edges (a1, b1) and (b1, c1) will
be output. The complete algorithm is omitted due to space limitation. Note that an
original unused collection may be marked black if the corresponding structure construct
is chosen.

4.2 Formulating the Query

After processing the collection, value, and structure literals, all the intermediate struc-
ture will be processed by Algorithm Validator. There are mainly three parts in this
Algorithm. The first part forces each input collection to have an output collection. The
second part of the algorithm removes unused collections. The last part identifies re-
quired internal joins, as discussed in Section 3.

Finally, Algorithm Constructor will insert the proper keywords, and combine those
intermediate structures as a syntactically correct statement and produce the transformed
query statement. Note that when processing the structure literals for XML, if the two
identified path statements are nested, as denoted in the identifier, a nested statement in
the FOR clause will be produced. Otherwise, the paths will be transformed into a proper
join statement in the WHERE clause.

We use the two sample queries in Section 2 to illustrate the process of translation.
If the input query is SQ1, the two repeatable elements supplier and part will be first
identified, and their UsedFlags will be set TRUE by Algorithm ValProcessor. The first
join statement, which is RE1, will map to XN1, based on Tables 3(a)-3(b). XN1 will
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be selected since both the associated collections are marked black. Therefore, a nested
path between supplier and part will be output, as seen in XQ1. Note that the second join
statement is an internal join and has no corresponding output. In the reverse direction,
the two repeatable elements will identify three relations, supplier, part, and partsupp,
where only the first two relations are marked by Algorithm ValProcessor. The nested
path in the FOR clause will then identify the join statement supplier.suppkey = part-
supp.suppkey. Note that here StrProcessor will mark the relation partsupp. Algorithm
Validator will find out that relations part and partsupp are both introduced by the el-
ement part, and the internal join part.partkey = partsupp.partkey will be identified, as
seen in SQ1.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate the correctness and the efficiency of the proposed approach in this section.
A formal proof of the correction is shown first, followed by the presentation of the
experimental results.

5.1 Correctness

To prove the correctness of the proposed approach, we suppose all the schema con-
structs have mapping counterparts, since the output query will not be correct if the
transformation system cannot get all the required information. Processing missing at-
tributes are outside of the scope of this paper.

Lemma 1. Given the input query qi, the output query qo transformed by the proposed
system will have the same number of value literals as that of qi, and they are equivalent.

Proof. Since Algorithm ValProcessor will process each value literal, and output the one
with the highest priority, this statement is trivially proved. �

Theorem 1. Given the input query qi, the output query qo transformed by the proposed
system will be correct.

Proof. The proof is provided by induction on the number of collection literals and value
literals. Suppose the statement is true when the input query consists of collection literals
CI1 · · · CIm and value literals V I1 · · · V Il, and the output query consists of collection
literals CO1 · · · COn. We consider the case when the input query has an additional
CIm+1, and an additional value literal V Il+1. Note that to make the input query cor-
rect, there must exist a collection literal CIi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, which is connected
with CIm+1. Without loss of generality, we will assume only one structural construct
between any two collection constructs. We call the structural literal connecting CIi and
CIm+1 as SIi.

Suppose all the collection constructs corresponding to CIm+1 are represented by
{COn+1}, and COj corresponds to CIi, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The structural constructs
connecting {COn+1} and COj are represented as {SOj}. Based on Lemma 1, there
will be an V Ol+1 corresponding to V Il+1, so we only need to analyze the collection and
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Fig. 5. Analysis of the effect caused by the number of output literals

structural literals in the output query. In the following, we discuss how many COn+1

instances appear in the output query.

(1) zero: This case happens when no SOj and V Ol+1 access any COn+1 instances, but
it is only possible when all SOj instances are empty mapping, and all COn+1 instances
are equal to COj . This is a case of n : 1 mappings, and each SIi is an internal join and
maps to nothing. Therefore, the collection and structure parts of the output query do not
change. It is still a correct output query.

(2) one: One COn+1 instance appears in the final output query if V Ol+1 accesses it.
Algorithm StrProcessor will choose the proper SOj instance to output. Therefore, the
output query will have n + 1 collection literals and all the collection literals are con-
nected. If m = n, the output query will satisfy the definition of strong equivalency.
Otherwise, it will satisfy the definition of weak equivalency.

(3) more than one: This case happens when V Ol+1 and SOj access different COn+1

instances. This is a case of 1 : n mappings, and Algorithm StrProcessor will output
additional internal joins to make the query correct. �

5.2 Efficiency

We have designed several experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed ap-
proach. Due to space limitation, we will only show the result of one of them. All exper-
iments are performed on a P4-2.4GHz machine, with 512 MB of DDR-RAM.

The schemas used for the experiment are shown in Figure 5(a)-(c). In the relational
database, the attributes BE1-BE4 are all represented within the relation B, but they
are scattered under different repeatable elements in the XML schema. The difference
between the two XML schemas, is that the repeatable elements in (b) are in a flat
structure, but in a nested structure in (c). We test four SQL query statements, with
increasing BE attributes. Note that the numbers of output collection and structure lit-
erals will increase along. The transformation time is shown in Figure 5(d). We can see
that the numbers of output literals possess a linear effect on the transformation time,
which is acceptable. Also note that the effect of the XML schema structure is quite
minor.
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6 Related Work

There has been many researches on representing XML documents in relational
databases systems. In this type of researches, users pose XQuery to manipulate XML
data, but the query needs to be translated into SQL for being executed in the underlying
relational databases. The issues regarding this translation process have been addressed
in [10]. Particularly, the authors in [3] consider the efficient ways to handle wild cards
in the path expression, the authors in [6,5] tackle the problem of recursive path expres-
sions or paths, and the authors in [7] discuss how to produce optimal queries. Note that
the platform of our research is more general than this type of work, since we consider
any kind of mappings between relational databases and XML databases, and can per-
form bi-directional query translation. However, We could include their approach in our
system if we want to consider more complex XQuery.

Some researchers intend to present complex mappings between schemas as well.
The mapping proposed in [4] could handle “composite” mappings, such as the object
address consisting of many components like street, city and state. The authors in [2]
consider the case of multiple elements mapping to the same relation, and they use the
input query to uniquely identify one. We have not seen other works which tackle the
same problem of multiple mappings as we do.

On the other hand, many researchers have investigated the technique on automatic
schema matching [9,8,1]. This type of work can be incorporated in our work to help
identify equivalent constructs. We can also use such information in the assignment of
priorities.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we represent the schema mapping between relational databases and XML
databases. A prototype utilizing these mapping information is built to translate the
core expressions between SQL and XQuery. We have shown that our translator could
produce transformation correctly and efficiently. In the future, we plan to extend our
prototype, so that the full-fledge syntax of XQuery and SQL could be handled.
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Abstract. Contained rewriting and maximal contained rewriting of tree
pattern queries using views have been studied recently for the class of tree
patterns involving /, //, and []. Given query Q and view V , it has been
shown that a contained rewriting of Q using V can be obtained by find-
ing a useful embedding of Q in V . However, for the same Q and V , there
may be many useful embeddings and thus many contained rewritings.
Some of the useful embeddings may be redundant in that the rewritings
obtained from them are contained in those obtained from other useful
embeddings. Redundant useful embeddings are useless and they waste
computational resource. Thus it becomes important to identify and re-
move them. In this paper, we show that the criteria for identifying
redundant useful embeddings given in a previous work are neither suf-
ficient nor necessary. We then present some useful observations on the
containment relationship of rewritings, and based on which, a heuristic
algorithm for removing redundant useful embeddings. We demonstrate
the efficiency of our algorithm using examples.

1 Introduction

Query rewriting using views has many important applications such as in data
integration and query caching [1]. A view is a pre-defined query which may
or may not be materialized. A contained rewriting (CR), or simply rewriting,
of query Q using view V is a new query Q′ such that, when evaluated over the
answers to the view, Q′ produces part or all of the correct answers to the original
query Q, for any instance of the database.

The problem of finding contained rewritings has been well studied in relational
databases [4,5,1]. Recently, contained rewritings of tree pattern queries using
views were studied in [2] for the class P {/,//,[]}. A tree pattern in P {/,//,[]}

represents an XPath expression. It is a tree with every node labeled with an XML
tag, and every edge labeled with either / or // (see Section 2 for more details).
It was shown in [2] that, given query Q and view V in P {/,//,[]}, a contained
rewriting of Q using V can be found by finding a useful embedding (UE) of Q
in V . However, there can be many UEs, and some of them may be redundant
in that the rewritings obtained from them are contained in those obtained from
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Fig. 1. (a) and (b): Example tree patterns; (c): part of a UE matrix

other UEs. For example, for the view V and query Q shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b),
there are 80 UEs, but 79 of them are redundant. Redundant UEs are useless and
they waste computational resource because all results produced by them can
be produced by other rewritings. Therefore it is important for the redundant
UEs to be efficiently identified and removed. As observed in [2], identifying and
removing all redundant UEs is a challenging problem.

In this paper, we first show that the criterion given in [2] for identifying
irredundant UEs is wrong, and in fact, it is neither sufficient nor necessary.
This is done in Section 3.1. We then present some useful observations on the
relationships between UEs (Section 3.1). Based on these observations, we give
a heuristic algorithm for computing all irredundant UEs (in Section 4). We
demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithm by examples.

We will introduce some background knowledge and notations in the next
section, before proceeding to present our major results in Sections 3 and 4.

2 Preliminaries

XTree and Tree Patterns. Let Σ be an infinite set of tags. An xml tree
(XTree) is a tree with every node labeled with a tag in Σ. A tree pattern (TP) in
P {/,//,[]} is a tree with a unique distinguished node, with every node labeled with
a tag in Σ, and every edge labeled with either / or //. The path from the root
to the distinguished node is called the distinguished path1. Fig.2 shows some
example TPs, where single and double lines are used to represent /-edges and
//-edges respectively, and a circle is used to indicate the distinguished node. A
TP corresponds to an XPath expression. The TPs in Fig.2 (a) and (b) correspond
to the XPath expressions a[c]//b[d] and a[c]//b[x]//y respectively.

Let P be a TP. We will use DN(P), and DP(P) to denote the distinguished
node and the distinguished path of P respectively. For any tree T , we will use
N(T ), E(T ) and rt(T ) to denote the node set, the edge set, and the root of T

1 Note the 1:1 correspondence of our tree patterns to those in [2]: the root of a TP

in [2] is marked / or //. These tree patterns can be changed to ours by adding an
artificial root and connect it to the original root with a / or //-edge, respectively.
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respectively. We will also use label(v) to denote the label of node v, and call a
node labeled a an a-node. In addition, if (u, v) is a /-edge (resp. //-edge), we
say v is a /-child (resp. //-child) of u.

A matching of TP P in an XTree t is a mapping δ from N(P ) to N(t) that is
(1) root-preserving: δ(rt(P )) = rt(t), (2) label-preserving: ∀v ∈ N(P ), label(v) =
label(δ(v)), and (3) structure-preserving: for every edge (x, y) in P , if it is a
/-edge, then δ(y) is a child of δ(x); if it is a //-edge, then δ(y) is a descendant
of δ(x). Each matching δ produces a subtree of t rooted at δ(DN(P)), denoted
tδ(DN(P)), which is known as an answer to the TP. We use P (t) to denote the set
of all answers of P over t. For a set T of XTrees, we define P (T ) = ∪t∈T P (t).

Containment and Containment Mapping. Let P and Q be TPs. P is said to
be contained in Q, denoted P ⊆ Q, if for every XTree t, P (t) ⊆ Q(t). For P and
Q in P {/,//,[]}, P ⊆ Q iff there is a containment mapping from Q to P . Recall
[3]: A containment mapping (CM) from Q to P is a mapping δ from N(Q) to
N(P ) that is label-preserving, root-preserving as discussed in the last section,
structure-preserving (which now means for any /-edge (x,y) in Q, (δ(x), δ(y)) is
a /-edge in P , and for any //-edge (x, y), there is a path from δ(x) to δ(y) in P )
and is output-preserving, which means δ(DN(V)) = DN(P).

Rewriting TP Using Views. A view is a pre-defined TP. Let V be a view
and Q be a TP. In this paper we implicitly assume that rt(Q) and rt(V ) have
the same label. A compensation pattern (CP) of Q using V is a TP Q′ such that
(1) for any XTree t, Q′(V (t)) ⊆ Q(t), and (2) there exists an XTree t such that
Q′(V (t)) is non-empty. It is clear that label(rt(Q′)) = label(DN(V)). Let Q′ be
a CP of Q using V . We use Q′ ◦ V to represent the TP obtained by merging
rt(Q′) and DN(V). The distinguished node of Q′ becomes that of Q′ ◦V . We call
Q′ ◦ V a contained rewriting of Q using V . Fig.2 shows a view V , a TP Q, a CP
Q′ of Q using V , and the corresponding CR Q′ ◦ V . Note that condition (1) in
the definition of contained rewriting is equivalent to Q′ ◦ V ⊆ Q. The maximal
contained rewriting (MCR) of Q using V is defined to be the union of all CRs
of Q using V [2].

Given TP Q and view V in P {/,//,[]}, [2] shows that the existence of a CR of
Q using V can be characterized by the existence of a useful embedding (UE) of
Q in V . In brief, a useful embedding of Q in V is a partial mapping f from N(Q)
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to N(V ) that is root-preserving, label-preserving, structure-preserving as defined
in a containment mapping (except that they are required only for the nodes of
Q on which the function f is defined), and satisfies the following conditions. (1)
if f(x) is defined, then f is defined on parent(x) (the parent of x). (2) for every
node x on the distinguished path DP(Q), if f(x) is defined, then f(x) ∈ DPV, and
if f(DN(Q)) is defined, then f(DN(Q)) = DN(V); (3) for every path p ∈ Q, either p
is fully embedded, i.e., f is defined on every node in p, or if x is the last node
in p such that f(x) is defined and f(x) ∈ DP(P) (x is called the anchor node),
and y the node immediately following x (y is call the successor of x), then either
f(x) = DN(V), or the edge (x, y) is a //-edge.

Given a UE f from Q to V , a clip-away tree (CAT) CATf can be constructed
as follows. The root of CATf is labeled label(DN(V)). For each path p ∈ Q that is
not fully embedded in V , find the anchor node x and its successor y, then connect
the root of Qy (Qy is subtree of Q rooted at node y) to rt(CATf ) with the same
type of edge as (x, y). The distinguished node of CATf is the node corresponding
to DN(Q). The MCR of Q using V is the union of all CRs found this way.

3 Redundant UEs Re-examined

We fix query Q and view V . For UE f , we define CRf = CATf ◦V , namely CRf

is the CR obtained from f . Let f and g be UEs. We say f is contained in g if
CRf ⊆ CRg.

Definition 1. A UE f and the rewriting CRf are said to be redundant if CRf

is contained in the union of the CRs generated by other UEs. Otherwise they are
said to be irredundant.

Using the independence of containing patterns property proved in [6], we know
that f is redundant if and only if there is another UE g such that CRf ⊆ CRg.
Thus the above definition of redundancy coincides with that in [2].

Intuitively redundant UEs and their corresponding CRs may be ignored because
all answers produced by them can be produced by CRs obtained from other UEs.

3.1 Re-examining the Conditions Given in [2]

For TPs in P {/,//,[]}, Lemma 1 of [2] gave a condition for irredundant UEs, and
it claims the condition is sufficient and necessary. For easy reference we copy the
lemma below.

A node v ∈ Q is said to be special wrt useful embedding f , if f(v) =
DN(V), and v has a /-child u which is undefined by f . Two nodes are said
to be incomparable if neither is the ancestor of the other. Given useful
embeddings f and g, if g is defined on every node on which f is defined,
then g is called an extension of f . A /-path is a path consisting of /-edges
only.

Lemma 1 of [2]: Let Q, V ∈ P {/,//,[]}. Suppose f is a useful embedding
and CATf is the CAT induced by f . Then CRf is irredundant iff, for every
node x ∈ Q on which f is undefined, one of the following conditions holds:
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1. there is no extension g of f such that g(x) is defined;
2. ∃z ∈ Q: Q has a /-path from x to z or x = z (note: x = z is the case

when the /-path is of length 0, as allowed in [2]), and z is special wrt
every extension g of f for which g(x) is defined;

3. x is the distinguished node of Q, and every extension g of f for
which g(x) is defined, maps x to DN(V), and there is a node y ∈ Q,
incomparable with x, such that g(y) is undefined.

The following examples show that the above lemma is wrong, and in fact, the
condition is neither sufficient nor necessary for f to be irredundant. Since the
root of the query is always mapped to the root of the view, we omit such explicit
description in the examples.

Example 1. Consider the view V1 and query Q1 in Fig.3. Let f be the UE which
only maps the nodes 1, 2, 3 to (2), (3), and (1) respectively. Let g extend f by
mapping the node 4 to the node (3). CRf and CRg are shown in Fig.3 (c), (d)
respectively. Clearly, CRg ⊆ CRf (and CRf � CRg). Therefore g is redundant.
But for every node in Q1 that is not embedded by g, there is no extension of g
which embeds that node. In other words, for every node on which g is undefined,
condition 1 of the lemma is true, but g is not irredundant.

The example above also demonstrates that (1) CRg ⊆ CRf does not imply that
f must be an extension of g, and (2) g is redundant does not imply there is an
extension h of g such that CRg ⊆ CRh.

Example 2. Consider V2 and Q2 in Fig.4. Let f map the nodes 1, 2, 3 and 5 to
the nodes (2), (3), (4) and (1) respectively. Let g extend f by mapping the nodes
6 and 7 to the nodes (3) and (4) respectively as well. g is the only extension of
f , and g does not embed the two u-nodes, and the node (6) and (7) are special
wrt g. In other words, for every node on which f is not defined, either condition
1 or condition 2 is true, but f is redundant because CRf ⊆ CRg (CRf and CRg

are as shown in Fig.4).

Example 3. Consider V1 and Q3 in Fig.4. Let f ′ map the nodes 1, 3, 4 to the
nodes (2), (1), (3) respectively. Let g′ extend f ′ by mapping node 2 to node (3)
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Fig. 4. Counter examples to Lemma 1 of [2]

as well. g′ is the only extension of f ′, and every node that is not embedded by
f ′ is either not embedded by g′ (the z-nodes), or it (node 2) is the distinguished
node of Q3 and it is mapped to DN(V1) by g′, and there is a node (the left z-node)
incomparable to node 2, which is not defined by g′. In other words, for every
node on which f ′ is not defined, either condition 1 or condition 3 is true. But
CRf ′ is redundant because CRf ′ ⊆ CRg′ .

The above examples show that the condition in Lemma 1 of [2] is insufficient.
The next example will show it is not necessary either.

Example 4. Consider V3 and Q4 in Fig.4. Let f ′′ map the x-node (in Q4) to the
x-node in V3. The z-node is the only node not embedded by f ′′, and it is the
distinguished node of Q. The only extension g′′ of f ′′ maps the z-node in Q4 to
the z-node in V3 (the distinguished node of V ). Clearly f ′′ is irredundant (CRf ′′

and CRg′′ are as show in the figure), but there is no y, incomparable with z, such
that g′′(y) is undefined, z is not special with respect to g′′, and z is embedded
by g′′. That is, for the z-node, none of the conditions in the lemma holds.

3.2 Sufficient Conditions for Redundant UEs and Other Observations

Finding a simple, exact condition for irredundant UEs turns out to be quite
challenging. From practice point of view, it is more important to identify UEs
that are redundant, because such UE can be ignored when computing the MCR.
In this section we provide some sufficient conditions and some related observa-
tions. They will be used in our heuristic algorithm (to be presented in the next
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section) for finding irredundant UEs. By definition, a UE f is redundant if there
is another UE g such that CRf ⊆ CRg. Therefore, we will first look at conditions
under which CRf ⊆ CRg.

In the following, if UE f is defined on node x ∈ N(Q), we say f embeds x. If
f embeds all nodes on path p ∈ Q, we say f fully embeds p.

Lemma 1. Let f and g be two useful embeddings. If f and g embed the same
set of nodes in Q, then CATf = CATg and CRf = CRg. However, CATf = CATg

does not imply f and g embed the same set of nodes.

Proof. By definition, if f and g embed the same set of nodes in Q, then CATf =
CATg and CRf = CRg. The example below shows that CATf = CATg does not
imply f and g embed the same set of nodes. For V5 and Q5 in Fig.5 (a) and (b),
let f and g be as follows:

f : 1 → (1), 2 → (2), 3 → (3), 4 → (5), 5 → (6).
g : 1 → (4), 2 → (6), 4 → (5), 5 → (6).

Then CATf = CATg although g and f do not embed the same set of nodes.

Lemma 2. Let Q be the query, and V be the view in P {/,//,[]}. CATf ◦ V ⊆
CATg ◦ V if, but not only if, CATf ⊆ CATg.

The proof of ‘if’ is straightforward. As an example to show CATf ◦V ⊆ CATg ◦V
does not imply CATf ⊆ CATg, consider V = a//x, and Q = a//x/y. Let f map
rt(V ) to rt(Q), let g extend f by mapping the x-node in Q to the x-node in
V . Then CATf = x//x/y and CATg = x/y. Thus CRf ◦ V = a//x//x/y and
CATg ◦ V = a//x/y. Clearly, CATf � CATg, but CATf ◦ V ⊆ CATg ◦ V .

The theorem below provides a sufficient condition for CRf ⊆ CRg, which is
the main idea behind our algorithm in the next section. In the theorem, x(p, f)
denotes the anchor node of path p with respect to UE f .

Theorem 1. Let f and g be two useful embeddings. CRf ⊆ CRg if the following
conditions are satisfied.
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Fig. 6. V , Q and two CATs in Example 5

1. Every path in Q that are fully embedded by f is also fully embedded by g;
2. For every path p in Q that is not fully embedded by g either x(p, f) = x(p, g),

or x(p, f) is an ancestor of x(p, g), and x(p, g) and its successor are connected
by a //-edge.

3. Either both g(DN(Q)) and f(DN(Q)) are defined, or both are undefined.

Proof. By definition, in Q only paths that are not fully embedded by g will
contribute to CATg. For each path p that is not fully embedded by g, it is not
fully embedded by f either (condition (1)). Furthermore, by condition (2), either
(A) x(p, f) = x(p, g), or (B) x(p, f) is an ancestor of x(p, g), and x(p, g) and its
successor are connected by a //-edge. In case (A), the subtree contributed by p
to CATg is identical to that contributed by p to CATf ; in case (B), the subtree
contributed by p to CATg is a subtree of the subtree contributed by p to CATf .
Since x(p, g) and its successor are connected by a //-edge, the edge between
rt(CATg) and the successor of x(p, g) is also a //-edge. Therefore, there is a
homomorphism from CATg to CATf . Furthermore, condition (3) ensures that
either both g(DN(Q)) and f(DN(Q)) are defined, or both are undefined. In the
former case, g(DN(Q)) and f(DN(Q)) are both DN(V); in the later case, g(DN(Q))
can be mapped to f(DN(Q)) by the homomorphism. Thus in both cases, there
is a containment mapping from CATg to CATf . That is, CATf ⊆ CATg. Hence
CRf ⊆ CRg.

The above theorem provides a sufficient condition for f to be redundant: f is
redundant if there is another UE g that satisfies the conditions (1) to (3) in
the theorem. Note that the conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent to say g is an
extension of f , and for every path on which g embeds more nodes than f , the
anchor node (wrt g) is connected to its successor via a //-edge. Note also that
the condition (3) in Theorem 1 is necessary. As an example, consider V = a/x
and Q = a//x. Let g map x in Q to x in V , but f do not. Then g is an extension
of f , and CATg has no /-child. But CRf � CRg.

Using the above theorem, we can verify that, for the view V and query Q in
Fig.1, the UE that embeds all nodes except 13, 14, and 15 contains all other
UEs.
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One might wonder whether it is possible for there to be two UEs f and g such
that f embeds more nodes on path p1 than g, but less nodes on path p2 than
g, rt(CATf ) and rt(CATg) have no /-child, and both f and g are irredundant.
The next example gives a positive answer to this question.

Example 5. Consider the view V and query Q in Fig.6. Let f and g be as follows:

f : 1 → (1), 3 → (3), (5) → (4), 2 → (2), 4 → (3), 6 → (4)
g: 1 → (3), 3 → (4), 2 → (6), 4 → (7), 6 → (8), 8 → 9

Compared with g, f embeds more nodes on the distinguished path, but less
nodes on the non-distinguished path. CRf and CRg are as shown in Fig.6 (c)
and (d). Both f and g are irredundant. Note there is no UE that embeds both
node 5 and node 8.

In what follows, we will use P y to denote the subtree of P rooted at node y,
and use V L as a shorthand for V DN(V). We will also use Qf to denote the pattern
obtained by merging the roots of V L and CATf (see Fig.5 (c)). For a UE f and a
path p (in Q) that is not fully embedded by f , we will use y(p, f) to denote the
successor of x(p, f)(recall: x(p, f) is the anchor node of p with respect to f). As
a shorthand we will use xf to denote the last node on DP(Q) that is embedded
by f .

Proposition 1. Let f and g be useful embeddings.

(1) If xf is a descendant of xg, then CRf � CRg.
(2) If xf = xg, then CRf ⊆ CRg iff Qf ⊆ CATg,
(3) If xf is an ancestor of xg, and there are no //-edges on DP(V), then CRf ⊆

CRg iff Qf ⊆ CATg.

Proof. We use the fact that CRf ⊆ CRg iff there is a containment mapping from
CRg to CRf .

(1) If xf is an descendant of xg then |DP(CRg)| > |DP(CRf)|, and thus cannot be
a containment mapping from CRg to CRf .

(2) If xf = xg, there is an obvious one-to-one correspondence between the nodes
on DP(CRf) and those on DP(CRg), and DN(V) corresponds to DN(V) on the
two paths. Therefore, CRf ⊆ CRg iff Qf ⊆ CATg.

(3) If xf is an ancestor of xg, and there are no //-edges on DP(V), then DN(V) on
DP(CRg) corresponds to DN(V) on DP(CRf). Hence CRf ⊆ CRg iff Qf ⊆ CATg.

Proposition 1 implies that (1) UEs that embed more nodes on DP(Q) can not be
contained in those that embed less nodes on DP(Q). (2) if f and g embed the
same nodes on DP(Q), or they satisfy condition (3), then testing for CRf ⊆ CRg

can be done by testing Qf ⊆ CATg, which is easier because Qf and CATg are
usually smaller than CRf and CRg.

The next proposition can be used to determine non-containment of UEs
quickly.
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Proposition 2. If g(DN(Q)) is defined, but f(DN(Q)) is not, then CRf ⊆ CRg

implies there is a homomorphism from VL to QL (QL is the subtree of Q rooted
at DN(Q)), and there is a homomorphism from CATg to QL, and there is at least
one //-edge on DP(V).

The above proposition is true because CRf ⊆ CRg implies there is a containment
mapping from CRg to CRf , which maps g(DN(Q)) to f(DN(Q)). Thus there must
be a //-edge on DP(V). If we restrict the containment mapping to nodes in Qg, it
becomes a homomorphism from Qg to QL. Thus there is a homomorphism from
VL to QL, and from CATg to QL.

4 A Heuristic Algorithm for Finding Irredundant UEs

We are interested in a set of UEs that has the following property: (1) the union
of CRs generated by these UEs is equivalent to the MCR; and (2) no UE in the
set is contained in any other. We call such a set of UEs a minimal cover set.

A naive approach to finding a minimal cover set is to, first, find all of the UEs
using the algorithm in [2], and then, for each UE f , test whether it is contained
in another g using the method of containment mapping, and if yes, discard it.
This method is very inefficient in general. For example, for the query Q and view
V in Fig.1, there are 80 UEs, but only one of them is irredundant. If we compare
every pair of UEs randomly we would have to make at least 79 containment
tests (e.g., in the lucky case we have chosen to compare the irredundant one
with every other)2. Recall that finding the existence of a containment mapping
from tree pattern P1 to P2 takes O(|P1||P2|) where |P1| represents the number
of edges in P1 [3].

We now present a heuristic algorithm for finding a minimal cover set of
UEs. Our algorithm uses Theorem 1 to filter out some redundant UEs first (see
Algorithm 1). Then it compares the UEs that embed the same nodes on DP(Q) to
see whether further redundancy can be removed. This can be done by comparing
their CATs (Proposition 1 (2)). Finally it deals with the case where f embeds
less nodes than g on DP(Q). In such case we know CRg � CRf (Proposition 1 (1)).
So we only need to test whether CRf ⊆ CRg. We do this using Proposition 1 (3)
and Proposition 2 first, before resorting to the method of containment mapping.
The algorithm is summarized into the following steps.

1 Filter redundant UEs using Algorithm 1.
2 If there are two or more UEs left after the above step, divide them into

sets S1, . . . , SN , such that each UE in Si embeds ki nodes on DP(Q), and
k1 > k2 > . . . > kN . For each pair of UEs f and g within the same group,
test whether Qf ⊆ CATg. If yes, remove f .

3 For i = 1 to N − 1, and j = i + 1 to N , if there are g ∈ Si and f ∈ Sj ,
then test whether CRf ⊆ CRg (if yes, remove f) as follows. (1) If the are no
//-edges on DP(V), simply test Qf � CATg; (2) if g(DN(Q)) is defined, and

2 We may have to make many more containment tests.
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(there is no //-edge on DP(Q) or there is no homomorphism from CATg to QL,
then CRf � CRg. In other cases test whether CRf ⊆ CRg using containment
mapping.

Steps 2 and 3 are easy to understand, they are applications of Propositions 1
and 2. We now describe Step 1 in more detail. Given query Q, we give each node
v a unique identifying integer Nv such that for any two nodes u and v in any
path p ∈ Q, u is a descendant of v iff Nu > Nv. This number is assigned using
breadth-first traversal, starting from rt(Q) and the number 0, with increment 1.
Fig.6 (b) shows such a Q. Note this process takes time linear in the size of Q.

Suppose p1 = DP(Q) and p2, . . . , pk are all other paths in Q. These paths can
be identified by finding the leaf nodes. Paths corresponding to leaf nodes which
are descendants of DN(Q) can be ignored. Furthermore, paths that have a common
ancestor which can never be embedded into V by any UE (such nodes are easily
found after generating all UEs using the algorithm in [2]) can be treated as a
single path.

Suppose we have n UEs f1, . . . , fn. We represent each UE fi by a vector
〈ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,k〉, where ai,j = Ny(pj ,fi) if pj is not fully embedded by fi, and
yi(f) = M +0.5 otherwise, where M is the maximal value among the identifiers
of all possible successor nodes across all UEs 3. For example, for the query Q
and view V in Fig.6, M = 8.5. All UEs together form a n × k matrix, denoted
A = (ai,j). We mark each value in the matrix with either / or //, representing
the fact the corresponding node is connected to its parent with a /-edge or a
//-edge. The value M + 0.5 is marked with //.

In Algorithm 1, we first sort the rows in descending order of the sum of values
in the row, and then in descending order of the number of values marked //. The
aim of this is to arrange those UEs which are more likely to contain other UEs
at the top, so as to remove redundant UEs early, thus reducing the number of
subsequent comparisons. Intuitively, the more //-children the CAT has, and the
more nodes an UE embeds, the more likely it contains more other UEs. Sorting
using the sum of values in a row will also help to arrange UEs in such a way that
if i ≤ j, then row j cannot be an extension of row i, because for any UE f and g,
g is an extension of f implies the sum of successor nodes of g is greater than the
sum of successor nodes of f . This is partly due to our numbering scheme in which
descendants have a larger number than ancestors on each path. This will also
explain why we have chosen the breadth-first (rather than depth-first) traversal
when numbering the nodes in Q: we want to treat the paths in Q as evenly as
possible, but slightly favor paths that have more nodes embedded by some UE.
The reason we have chosen M + 0.5 rather than ∞ for fully embedded paths
can also be explained here: if two or more UEs both fully embed some paths
of Q, we are still able to arrange them by the number of nodes they embed on
other paths. We chose M + 0.5 rather than M + 1 in order to distinguish this
3 It is obvious that the CR generated by a UE is determined by the anchor nodes (or

their successors) of those paths that are not fully embedded. Also by Lemma 1, UEs
that have embed the same set of nodes into V will generate equivalent CRs, so they
can be regarded as the same UE.
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Algorithm 1. Filtering matrix A = (ai,j) using Theorem 1
1: sort the rows in A in descending order of the sum of all values in the row, and then

in descending order of the number of values marked //
2: for (for i = 1 to n) do
3: if (row i is not removed) then
4: for j = i + 1 to n and j �= i do
5: if row i is not removed then
6: if for all s = 1 to k, either (ai,s = aj,s) or (ai,s > aj,s and ai,s is marked

//) then
7: if ¬(s = 1 ∧ ai,1 = M ∧ aj,1 �= M) then
8: remove row j

special value from the real successor nodes (which are all integers) and avoid
the confusion in the case where there is a node in Q which is numbered M + 1.
Fig.6 (e) shows the sorted matrix representing all UEs for the V and Q shown
in Fig.6 (a),(b). The algorithm then proceeds to check the rows one by one from
top to bottom, to see if any other row is contained in the current row (thus can
be removed) using Theorem 1.

Example 6. Consider the query Q and the view V in Fig.1. Using the algorithm
in [2] we can find 80 UEs. The possible set of successor nodes for the three paths
in Q are {13, 7, 4, 1}, {14, 8, 5, 2}, and {15, 12, 9, 6, 3} respectively (Thus
M = 15.5). For all of these UEs we will have an UE matrix A which contains
80 rows and three columns. Part of the matrix is shown in Fig.1 (c). The first
row of the sorted matrix contains the vector (13, 14, 15), where each element in
the vector is associated with //. Using Algorithm 1, we will compare this row
with all other rows. Since the values in this row are greater than or equal to the
corresponding values in other rows, and each value in this row is marked //, and
a1,1 = 13 = M , we can remove all other rows. We are left with only one row,
which represents a single UE. The minimal cover set contains only this UE.

Example 7. Consider the view V and Q in Fig.6. There are 7 UEs which make
up the matrix shown in Fig.6 (e). All values in the matrix are marked //. Using
Algorithm 1, we can remove the 3rd, 5th, and the last rows when they are
compared with the first row; we can then remove the 4th and 6th rows by
comparing them with the 2nd row. The remaining two rows turned out to be
not contained in each other. So they form the minimal cover set.

5 Conclusion

We showed that the conditions for irredundant UE given in [2] is incorrect, and
it is neither sufficient nor necessary. We then provided some sufficient condi-
tions and separate necessary conditions for UE containment. Using these re-
sults, we designed a heuristic algorithm for removing redundant UEs from a
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given set. We demonstrated, using examples, that our algorithms can be sig-
nificantly faster than the brute-force method of testing UE containment using
containment mappings pair by pair.
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Abstract. Since the proposition of Journal Impact Factor [1] in 1963, the clas-
sical citation-based ranking scheme has been a standard criterion to rank jour-
nals and conferences. However, the reference of a paper cannot list all relevant 
publications and the citation relationships are not always available especially 
when related to copyright problem. Besides, we cannot evaluate a newly pub-
lished paper before it is cited by others. Therefore, we propose an alternative 
method, term-based evaluation scheme which can evaluate publications by terms 
they use. Then we can rank conferences, journals and scholars accordingly. We 
think this term-based ranking scheme can be used to evaluate innovation quality 
for conferences and scholars. To evaluate our scheme and to facilitate its appli-
cation, we develop an innovation ranking system called IRank to rank confe-
rences and authors in the field of Database Systems. The performance of IRank 
demonstrates the effectiveness of our scheme. 

Keywords: Ranking System, Term-based, Innovation Quality, IRank. 

1   Introduction 

Innovation spirit is not only an important quality for scholars, but also a key factor to 
push a research field to go forward. Scholars like to discuss with creative people in 
order to stimulate their inspirations, and prefer to attend highly innovative confe-
rences to touch cutting edge research topics. The establishment of some innovation 
awards such as “SIGMOD Edgar F. Codd Innovations Award” in Database Systems 
domain also proves that people are becoming more and more concerned about innova-
tion quality. With expecting to propose an innovation ranking criterion, there are 
several questions need to be discussed beforehand: 

(1) What is the Definition of Innovation? 
An official government definition of innovation is that it is “the successful exploita-
tion of new ideas”. This implies that it is not only about the invention of a new idea 
that we are interested in, but also about its potential usage, which means this idea  
is actually “brought to market”, used, put into practice, exploited in some way,  
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e.g., leading to new products, processes, systems, attitudes or services that improve 
something or add some value. 

(2) Why do We Evaluate Innovation Quality Based on Terms? 
Generally speaking, the only possible way to judge innovation quality of conferences 
and scholars automatically is by evaluating their research products - publications. All 
the publications are innovative working achievement, but they are different in terms 
of their innovation quality and contribution to respective research field. The classical 
citation-based statistical evaluation criterion [1, 2] which has been widely accepted 
tries to evaluate the value of a publication according to its quotation rate. The higher 
of the publication’s quotation rate, the higher of its value. 

Different publications have different innovation points. Some may propose new 
theories or algorithms; others may point out new directions or develop new systems. 
Apparently, it is impossible to set up a perfectly fair criterion to evaluate the innova-
tion quality of publications. However, we can use some reasonable ways to approach 
fair judgment or at least provide some references to an expert judgment. After con-
ducting a manual observation to thousands of publications in Database Systems, we 
found out that most of the time a new-born innovative idea (including new theory or 
technology, new algorithm, fresh topic, rising direction and so forth) has always been 
proposed together with a new domain term which is used to denote it. This implies 
that every domain term represents a new innovative idea; therefore, it is a reasonable 
way to evaluate the innovation ability of a research individual or institution by mining 
new domain terms proposed by its publications. 

(3) How to Evaluate Innovation of publication by Terms? 
According to classical citation-based criterion, a publication cited by lots of others 
can get a high mark for its great influence to others. We use the same strategy in our 
term-based criterion: We introduce a new factor into our ranking scheme, which we 
call Innovation Factor (or InF for simplicity). If a new term proposed by a publication 
which becomes a popular topic or direction later, then this publication deserves a high 
InF score since it was not only once a fresh idea but also a successful leader to a new 
research direction of the domain. The details for InF scoring will be discussed in 
section 3. 

(4) Where to Get Authentic Domain Terms? 
A good domain term set which should contain nearly all the authentic terms in a cer-
tain domain is a necessary precondition for our work. In order to have an authentic 
term set of a certain domain, we not only use statistical method [3] to select terms 
from keywords and general terms of publications in a domain, but also extract terms 
from session names of some famous conferences using a hybrid method of statistical 
and rule-based methods devised by ourselves. Finally, it is necessary to have some 
domain experts to do a manual judgment and selection to these terms. The detail of 
this part will be given in section 4. 

After we know how to do InF scoring, an innovation ranking system which we call 
IRank (Term-based Innovation Ranking System for Conferences and Scholars) is 
developed to rank conferences and scholars in the field of Database System. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some related 
works in history. In Section 3 we will explain how to do InF scoring. Our method to 
get domain term set, especially algorithm for term extraction from session names is 
described in Section 4. Then we give the system architecture of IRank in Section 5. 
Section 6 evaluates the results of IRank. Finally we make a conclusion in Section 7. 

2   Related Works 

Despite the oversimplification of using just a few numbers to quantify the scientific 
merit of a body of research, the entire science and technology community is relying 
more and more on citation-based statistics as a tool for evaluating the research quality 
of individuals and institutions [4]. Since the Institute of Scientific Information (ISI) 
Journal Impact Factor (JIF) [5] was proposed firstly to rate scientific journals in 1963, 
it has been widely applied in various fields including CS (Computer Science). There 
have been some computer science conference ranking reports such as the NUS 1999 
report on CS conference rankings (We will call it NUSRank in the rest of this paper) 
[6] and CS conference ranking based on Estimated Impact of Conference (EIC) [7] as 
shown in Fig. 1 below: 

    

       (a) NUS 1999                           (b) EIC 2008 

Fig. 1. The snapshots of NUS 1999 report on CS conference rankings and EIC2008 

However, JIF can be misleading [8]. Someone has proposed that we should judge a 
paper by the number of citations the paper itself receives [9], but it may take decades 
to accumulate citations. For a recently published article, it is an adaptive heuristic 
method to use the journal in which the paper is published as a good proxy for the 
ultimate impact of a paper [10]. Lately, in [11] its authors have developed a model to 
quantify both the typical impact and the range of impacts of papers published in a 
journal, and then proposed a journal-ranking scheme that maximizes the efficiency of 
locating high impact research. 

How to get domain terms is another problem we have to face. There have been lots 
of works on term extraction from texts in Ontology Learning research field. Most of 
them are based on information retrieval methods for term indexing [12], but many oth-
ers [13, 14�and 15] also take inspiration from terminology and NLP research. Term 
extraction implies advanced levels of linguistic processing, such as identify complex 
noun phrases that may express terms by phrase analysis. The state-of-the-art is mostly to 
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run a part-of-speech tagger over the domain corpus used for the ontology learning task 
and then to identify possible terms by manually constructing ad-hoc patterns [16, 17], 
whereas more advanced approaches to term extraction for ontology learning build on 
deeper linguistic analysis as discussed above [18, 19]. Additionally, in order to identify 
only relevant term candidates, a statistical processing step may be included that com-
pares the distribution of terms between corpora. [20] There are also some hybrid me-
thods, which use linguistic rules to extra term candidates combining with statistical (pre- 
or post-) filtering. In fact, the algorithm we propose in this paper to extract terms from 
session names in proceedings is also a hybrid method. We not only combine linguistic 
analysis and statistical methods, but also apply association rules in our algorithm. Our 
algorithm for term extraction from them is given in section 4. 

3   Innovation Evaluation 

We propose a method to calculate InF score for publications according to the terms 
they used; accordingly we can calculate InF score for scholars and conferences which 
have published these publications. For the facility of better explanation, assume we 
have already had a qualified domain term set T for a domain, which contains nearly 
all the necessary domain terms appeared in history. For a publication, there might be 
several terms used in it, each of which will denote a value to its innovation score. 

3.1   Weight and Value of Term 

Different terms should have different weights according to their influence to the de-
velopment of certain domain. In the classical citation-based ranking scheme, paper 
with a higher citation rate deserves a higher value, and vice versa. Here we use the 
same principle in valuing terms. A term with a higher appearance frequency in publi-
cations deserves a higher weight than others since it has attracted lots of attentions 
just like a high-citation paper. Besides, a term can have an additional weight when 
appear in a session name since session name is given by experts of a certain domain 
which represents important research directions in this domain. Therefore terms  
appeared in session names are more valuable than other terms. 

Term Weight: If we assume a term t has appeared  times in publications and  
times in session names in history, then the weight of t can be represented by:   (1) 

In this equation, C is a constant factor which can normalize the value of w  to be 
between 0 and 1. Since f  is always much less than f  but term can be much more 
valuable when it appears in session names, so we use logf  to reduce the weight of f , which enhances the weight of f  in the meantime. 

Term Value: As the time passes by, the innovation value of a term t is reducing at an 
exponential rate. Since different terms have different attenuation speed, so we consid-
er something similar to “half-life period” of each term. In IRank, we use a simple 
function shown in Equation (2) to simulate the attenuation value of a term t when it 
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has been appearing for y years after it was born. Fig. 2 depicts the attenuation trend of 
the function below.    ,  (2) 

In this function,  can be calculated by /  , in which  
denotes the age of the domain while  denotes the year span from the year t was 
born until the latest year in which t appears more than a threshold (We use 2 in our 
experiments). 

 
Fig. 2. The trend of function  ,  

3.2   InF Scoring for Publications 

As we know, a publication may mention dozens of terms at a time, each of which 
donates a value to the InF score of the publication. After we define how to get term 
values, it is convenient to evaluate the innovation value of publications. 

For a publication p published in the year  , if we use  to represent the set of 
terms appeared in p, then its innovation value can be calculated as:   , ∑ ,   (3) 

In this function,  denotes a term in ;  represent the year in which the term  
was born. 

3.3   Evaluation of Conference and Scholars 

After we get InF score for each publication, it is easy to evaluate InF score for confe-
rences and scholars. In fact, we define two InF scores for each conference and author. 

1. Tc-InF Score: 
Tc-InF Score is the standard according to which we rank conferences and scholars for 
their Total Contribution to the innovation development of a domain. Tc-InF score of a 
conference or scholar can be given by the summation of term values that first pro-
posed by this conference or author, which is given in the formula (4). _ ∑ , 0_   (4) 

T(c_s) is a set of terms first proposed by the conference or scholar c_s. 
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2. Aiq-InF Score: 
As we know, different conferences and scholars are different in publication quantity. 
Maybe someone only published several publications but all of which are high-quality 
papers. In order to eliminate the scale effect caused by different production, we also 
define this Aiq-InF score to evaluate the Average Innovation Quality of conference or 
scholars’ publications. 

Different from Tc-InF score, Aiq-InF score of a conference equals to the average 
value of all its publications, no matter if they have proposed any new terms or not. 
The Aiq-Inf score of a conference or a scholar c_s can be calculated by formula (5): _ ∑ ,_ _   (5) 

In this function, _  represents the publication set of a conference or scholar c_s. 

4   Domain Terms Extraction 

In Section 4 we assume that we have already had a good enough term set, however, it 
is also a big challenge to get a qualified domain term set which should contain most 
of the domain terms we have ever used in a domain. 

4.1   How to Get Domain Terms 

In order to get a good domain set and later find out those terms’ appearance locations 
in history, we have to collect information (including paper title, keywords, abstract) of 
nearly all the publications which have ever been published in famous international 
conferences of the domain. Our domain terms can be gotten from those keywords as 
well as session names of famous international conferences. Different from keywords, 
a session name may constructed by several terms in a special form. Following exam-
ples listed some session names from domains “Databases” and “Data Mining”: 

 
Example 1:  Query Processing 

XML 
Concurrency Control 

Example 2:  Data Warehousing and Data Mining 
Data Warehousing & Mining 
Data, Text and Web Mining 
Databases and information retrieval / Data mining 

Example 3:  AI and Knowledge-Based Systems – Reasoning 
Data Mining – Association Rules and Decision Trees 

In fact, except for some meaningless ones, there are mainly three types of session 
names as shown above. Session names in example 1 are Single-term Sessions, which 
only contain one domain term. Session names in example 2 and example 3 are Multi-
term Sessions, which are composed by several terms. Session names in example 2 
always have some list separators in it like “and”, or “,” or “/” or “&”, while session 
names in example 3 must contain a dash (“–”). 
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Term extraction strategy from a Single-term Session is very simple. But it is much 
harder to extract terms from Multi-term session. Session name in example 2 is the 
most complicated situation we should dispose since they are composed by several 
concepts and we have no idea about their structures. Our method to dispose them will 
be introduced in section 4.2. Session names in example 3 can be divided into two 
parts. The first one is the phrase before “–”, while the second is the one after “–”. 
Therefore, we would dispose the two parts according to their forms respectively. 

4.2   Term Extraction from Multi-term Session 

A multi-term session name in example 2 can be represented by:   …  (6) 

In the formula (6) above, prefix, suffix denotes possible prefix and suffix phrase. 
Separator includes various separator signs such as: , , &    / , and conjunction 
words “and”.  represents other words or phrase which doesn’t contain separators. 
There are mainly three different types of structures: 

• No prefix, no suffix: “Data Warehousing & Data Mining” 
• No prefix, but a suffix: “Data, Text and Web Mining” 
• A prefix, no suffix: “Data Warehousing and Mining” 

It is impossible to know the structure of each session name without knowing its 
semantic meaning. Therefore, we prefer to split a session name in all possible ways 
and then use statistical language model to judge which way is the most reasonable 
one. Major steps of this algorithm are outlined below: 
 
Step 1: First of all, we put all single-term sessions names in the same domain into a 
table with their frequencies. This table can be called candidate-term table, which is 
used to store candidate terms’ names and their frequencies appeared in all session 
names. 
 
Step 2: In the second step, we split each multi-term session of this domain in various 
ways. Assume we could get a phrase set C c |i 1,2, … n  each time we split it in 
a way. In order to get credit of each split method, we match c i 1,2, … n  to term in 
the candidate-term table. In this way we can get its frequency f c  in candidate-term 
table.  

It is reasonable to believe that the bigger f c  is, the more possible that c  is a term. 
So we calculate the credit of this split method by the following formula (7): Prob C F ∏ f c F   (7) F  is a scaling constant factor which can normalize the value of Prob(C) to (0,1); F  is a smoothing constant factor which is used to prevent zero probability).  

Most of the time, we regard the most credible split method as the right one and 
split the session accordingly. All terms we get will be put into our candidate-term 
table until all multi-term session names have been disposed. But there are also some  
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multi-term session names that we cannot determine how to split them since terms they 
contain may not be in the candidate-term table. In this situation, we will meet two 
kinds of problems: Zero-score Problem and Equal-score Problem. 

Definition 3 (Zero-score Problem): When we are trying to split a multi-term session 
name in all possible ways, if all those splitting ways including the right one can only 
get zero score, we say a zero-score problem happens. 

Definition 4 (Equal-score Problem): When we are trying to split a multi-term session 
name in all possible ways, if there are more than one splitting ways have the same 
largest scores, we say an equal-score problem happens. 
 
Step 3: For those multi-term session names which meet either of the two problems 
above, we use text classification method to help splitting them properly in this step. 

As we discussed above, there are three structure types for each composition phrase, 
we can find out whether there are relationships between words used in a composition 
phrase and its structure type. Although we don’t have training set in the beginning, 
but we can use those split composition phrases to create a training set, then learn 
relationships (association rules) between words and structure types of a composition 
phrase from it. Major steps are given below: 

1) Firstly, each time we split a phrase which doesn’t have zero-score or equal-score 
problems in step 2, a record which records all words and their frequencies in the 
phrase as well as its splitting way will be put into a data set. Therefore, after we 
split all composition phrases that we can split, the data set contains all the 
records, each of which records all words of a phrase as well as its right structure 
type (splitting way). 

2) Secondly, we can learn association rules from the date set. Each association rule 
represents relationships between several words and a split type. Our algorithm to 
learn association rules between words and structure type is similar to the classi-
fication based on association classifier CBA [21]. 

3) Finally, with all the association rules, we can establish our forecasting model which 
can be used to split those composition phrases with any of the two problems. 

 
Step 4: After we split all session multi-term names, we have all candidate terms in the 
candidate-term table. Except for some stop words, we regard those candidate term 
whose frequency is larger than a threshold (we set 3) as formal domain terms. 

Of course, after we get all those terms, it is necessary to invite domain experts to 
have a judgment and selection to those terms. Our experiment in Database System 
tells us that more than 70% of these terms (about 9,100 terms) we get from session 
names and keywords are qualified to use. For the left 30%, some of them are dropped 
for meaningless while others can become qualified after being modified. 

5   Introduction to IRank 

IRank has mainly three modules as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. The system architecture of IRank 

Module 1: Data Preparing Module 
Our experimental data mainly comes from ACM Digital Library1 and Microsoft Li-
bra2. We choose ACM Digital Library corpus since it contains information of publica-
tions published in famous conferences and journals in Computer Science. In order to 
separate conferences in Database domain from others, we have to use domain classifi-
cation of CS conferences from Microsoft Libra. 

 
Module 2: Data Processing Module 
This is the major function module of IRank which is constituted by four sub-modules. 
The Domain Classification Module classifies data into 23 different domains. The 
Term Extraction Module serves to get domain terms. The Historical Appearance 
Tracing for Terms Module is responsible for finding out all the appearance loca-
tions (in session names, paper titles, keywords, abstracts) of each term in history. The 
Innovation Scoring Module is used to calculate InF score for publications, then for 
conferences and scholars. 

 
Module 3: User Interface Module 

1) Conference & Scholar Innovation Ranking List: 
This is the principal demonstration. There is a ranking list to present our ranking 

results for conferences and scholars in a certain domain. Besides, we list all fresh 
terms proposed firstly by each conference or scholars, with a graph to visualize the 
term-proposing trend as shown in Fig. 4(a). 

2) Historical Development Trend for Terms: 
In IRank, we also help users to trace the historical development trend of each term. 

Our interface can clearly show the tracing for each term in history including when and 
where a term appeared each time, proposed by whom; there is also a graph to visual-
ize its trend as it is shown in Fig. 4(b). 
                                                           
1 http://portal.acm.org/portal.cfm 
2 http://libra.msra.cn/ 
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(a) New terms proposed by ICDE 
 

 (b) The historical trend of the term “Asso-
ciation Rules” 

Fig. 4. Two screen capture images of IRank’s User Interface Module 

6   Results Evaluation 

6.1   Comparison between Term-Based Ranking and Citation-Based Ranking 

Although the classical citation-based ranking scheme has been accepted as an au-
thority rank for journals and conferences, it may not be proper to judge the innova-
tion quality. Let’s take a look at an interesting example in Database System domain. 
According to the NUSRank, SIGMOD, VLDB, PODS and ICDE are rank one 
authoritative conferences which also proposed lots of new terms in history. But 
surprisingly, ER, DEXA which are only rank two conferences also have proposed 
lots of new terms, even more than PODS. Therefore, the citation-based ranking 
scheme can’t tell us everything about a conference such as innovation quality. A 
relative low authority conference or author can also be very creative and filled with 
innovation power. 

We think our term-based ranking scheme is better than citation-based ranking 
scheme in the following several aspects: 

1) Term-based ranking scheme considers the innovation quality from the term-
level granularity, which contains much more information than the paper-level 
granularity. 

2) Citation-based ranking scheme cannot evaluate a newly published paper be-
fore it is cited by others, but our term-based ranking scheme can give an eval-
uation to it according to terms it used. 

3) The reference of a paper can only lists some most relevant or most recently 
published publications it cited. There are still lots of other publications which 
have a long-time influence to the domain cannot be listed. But we can find the 
relationship by tracing the history development trend of domain terms. 

4) The citation relationships are not always available especially when related to 
copyright problem. But the paper title, keywords and abstracts are easier to 
get from DBLP or ACMDL and so forth. 
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6.2   Results Evaluation for IRank 

The comparison between our ranking results (only part of our results, we select some 
conferences in different levels) in Database Systems and the other two rankings: 
computer science conference ranking given by the NUS 1999 report on CS confe-
rence rankings [6] and CS conference ranking based on Estimated Impact of Confe-
rence (EIC) [7] is shown in Table 1. As we can see, although the three ranking lists 
aim at different purposes and base on different factors, they are similar in their rank-
ing results. 

Table 1. A comparison of the conferences ranked by NUS 1999, EIC 2008 and IRank 2008 

NUS1999 EIC2008 IRank 2008 
SIGMOD (level 1) 

PODS (level 1) 
VLDB (level 1) 
ICDE (level 1) 
DEXA (level 2) 

DASFAA (level 2) 
CIKM (level 2) 

MobiDE (level 4) 
WIDM (level 4) 

SIGMOD 0.99 
VLDB 0.99 
ICDE 0.97 
PODS 0.94 
CIKM 0.90 
DEXA 0.90 

DASFAA 0.79 
MobiDE 0.71 
WIDM 0.70 

SIGMOD 
VLDB 
CIKM 
ICDE 
DEXA 
WIDM 
PODS 

DASFAA 
MobiDE 

 
In order to further evaluate our results, we try to find out similarity between our re-

sults and four SIGMOD awards. Those scholars who have ever received “SIGMOD 
Edgar F. Codd Innovations Award” or “SIGMOD Contributions Award” have excel-
lent ranks (most of the 34 people are top 10%, even top 5%) in our ranking list, which 
proves that our method may provide a credible reference to the evaluation of research 
individuals in the future. Besides, although there are hundreds of papers being pub-
lished annually, those papers which have received “SIGMOD Best Paper Award” and 
“SIGMOD Test of Time Award” are always in the top 5% (sometimes even in top 
1%) in our annual publication ranking. All these results demonstrate the effectiveness 
of our system. 

7   Conclusion 

In this paper, we try to propose an automatic term-based innovation ranking scheme 
which can be used to rank publications, conferences and scholars based on their inno-
vative contributions.  We make the observation that an innovative idea is mostly pre-
sented by introducing a new domain term, hence we can use such terms to identify 
innovative ideas. The quality of an idea is gauged by looking at the time-varying 
popularity of its associated domain term. According to our ranking scheme, we also 
develop a demonstration system named IRank. The results of IRank demonstrate the 
effectiveness of our criterion. We think our term-based ranking scheme can be a good 
alternative scheme for the classical citation-based ranking scheme. 
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Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of semantics-based maven search 
in research community, which means identifying a person with some given ex-
pertise. Traditional approaches either ignored semantic knowledge or temporal 
information, resulting in some right mavens that cannot be effectively identified 
because of non-occurrence of keywords and un-exploitation of time effects. In 
this paper, we propose a novel semantics and temporal information based ma-
ven search (STMS) approach to discover latent topics (semantically related soft 
clusters of words) between the authors, venues (conferences or journals) and 
time simultaneously. In the proposed approach, each author in a venue is 
represented as a probability distribution over topics, and each topic is 
represented as a probability distribution over words and year of the venue for 
that topic. Through discovered latent topics we can search mavens by implicitly 
modeling word-author, author-author and author-venue correlations with conti-
nuous time effects. Inference making procedure for topics and authors of new 
venues is explained. We also show how authors’ correlations can be discovered 
and the bad effect of topics sparseness on the retrieval performance. Experimen-
tal results on the corpus downloaded from DBLP show that proposed approach 
significantly outperformed the baseline approach, due to its ability to produce 
less sparse topics.  

Keywords: Maven Search, Research Community, Topic Modeling, Unsuper-
vised Learning. 

1   Introduction 

Web is unanimously the biggest source of structured, semi-structured and unstruc-
tured data and automatic acquirement of useful information from the web is interest-
ing and challenging from academic recommendation point of view. With the  
advancement of information retrieval technologies from traditional document-level to 
object-level [14], expert search problem has gained a lot of attention in the web-based 
research communities. The motivation is to find a person with topic relevant expertise 
to automatically fulfill different recommendation tasks. Such as, to find appropriate 
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collaborators for the project, choose mavens for consultation about research topics, 
reviewers matching for research papers, and to invite program committee members 
and distinguished speakers for the conferences. 

TREC has provided a common platform for researchers to empirically assess ap-
proaches for maven search. Several approaches have been proposed to handle this 
problem. In particular, Cao et al. [6] proposed a two-stage language model which 
combines a co-occurrence model to retrieve documents related to a given query, and a 
relevance model for maven search in those documents. Balog et al. [3] proposed a 
model which models candidates using its support documents by using language mod-
eling framework. He also proposed several advanced models for maven search specif-
ic to sparse data environments [4].  

Based on the methods employed in previous language models, they can be classi-
fied into two categories: composite and hybrid. In composite approach, Dm = {dj} de-
notes the support documents of candidate author r. Each support document dj is 
viewed as a unit and the estimation of all the documents of a candidate r are com-
bined. While hybrid approach is very much similar to the composite model, except 
that it describes each term ti by using a combination of support documents models and 
then used a language model to integrate them. Composite approaches suffers from the 
limitation that all the query terms should occur in one support document and hybrid 
approaches suffers from the limitation that all the query terms should occur in the 
support documents.  

Generally speaking, language models are lexical-level and ignores semantics-based 
information present in the documents. Latent semantic structure can be used to cap-
ture semantics-based text information for improved knowledge discovery. The idea of 
using latent semantic structure traces back to Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [8], 
which can map the data using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) from high di-
mensional vector space to reduced lower representation, which is a so-called latent 
semantic space.  

LSA lacks strong statistical foundation; consequently Hofmann [11] proposed 
probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA). It was based on likelihood principal and 
defines a proper generative model for the data. By using PLSA, Zhang et al. [20] pro-
posed a mixture model for maven search. They used latent topics between query and 
support documents to model the mavens by considering all documents of one author 
as one virtual document. So far all approaches only used authors and supported doc-
uments information. While, Tang et al. argued the importance of venues by saying 
that the documents, authors and venues all are dependent on each other and should be 
modeled together to obtain the combined influence [17]. Based on it they proposed a 
unified topic modeling approach by extending Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5]. 
However to the limitation of their approach, they considered the venues information 
just as a stamp and did not utilize semantics-based text and author’s correlations 
present between the venues. 

Previous approaches ignored venues internal semantic structure, author’s correla-
tions and time effects. Firstly in real world, venues internal semantic structure and 
authors correlations are very important, as authors of the renowned venues are more 
likely to be mavens than authors of not renowned venues. Additionally, renowned 
venues are more dedicated to specific research areas than not renowned venues, e.g. in 
famous conferences submission are carefully judged for relevance to the conference 
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areas, while in not renowned venues it is usually ignored by saying that the topics are 
not limited to above mentioned research areas on the call for papers page. Some 
people may think that one has to use impact factors of venues to influence the ranking 
of mavens, but unluckily there is no standard dataset available to the best of our 
knowledge. Secondly, continuous-time effects can be very handy in a case if author 
changes his research interests. For example, an author A was focusing on biological 
data networks until 2004 and published a lot of papers about this topic; afterwards he 
switched to academics social network mining and not published many papers. He still 
can be found as a biological data networks expert in 2008 if we ignore time effects, 
while it is not an appropriate choice now. The reason for this is occurrence of biologi-
cal word many times in 2004 and preceding years. However, by attaching time stamp 
one can minimize the high rate of occurrence effect of one word (e.g. biological) for 
all years. 

In this paper, we investigate the problem of maven search by modeling venues in-
ternal semantic structure, author’s correlations and time all together. We generalized 
previous topic modeling approach [17] from a single document to all publications of 
the venues and added continuous-time considerations, which can provide ranking of 
mavens in different groups on the basis of semantics. We empirically showed that our 
approach can clearly produce better results than baseline approach due to topics 
denseness effect on retrieval performance. We can say that the solution provided by 
us is well justified and produced quite promising and functional results. 

The novelty of work described in this paper lies in the; formalization of the maven 
search problem, generalization of previous topic modeling approach from document 
level to venue level (STMS approach) with embedded time effects, and experimental 
verification of the effectiveness of our approach on the real world corpus. To the best 
of our knowledge, we are the first to deal with the maven search problem by propos-
ing a generalized topic modeling approach, which can capture word-author, author-
author and author-venue correlations with non-discretized time effects. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formalize maven 
search problem. Section 3 provides maven search modeling related models and illu-
strates our proposed approach for modeling mavens with its parameter estimation 
details. In Section 4, corpus, experimental setup, performance measures with empiri-
cal studies and discussions about the results are given. Section 5 brings this paper to 
the conclusions. 

2   Maven Search in Research Community 

Maven search addresses the task of finding the right person related to a specific know-
ledge domain. It is becoming one of the biggest challenges for information manage-
ment in research communities [10]. The question can be like “Who are the mavens on 
topic Z?” A submitted query by user is denoted by q and a maven is denoted by m. In 
general semantics-based maven finding process, main task is to probabilistically rank 
discovered mavens for a given query, i.e. p (m/q) where a query is usually comprised 
of several words or terms. 

Our work is focused on finding mavens by using a generalized topic modeling ap-
proach. Each conference accepts many papers every year written by different authors. 
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To our interest, each publication contains some title words and names, which usually 
covers most of the highly related sub research areas of conferences and authors, re-
spectively. Conferences (or journals) with their accepted papers on the basis of latent 
topics based correlations can help us to discover mavens. We think that latent topics 
based correlations between the authors publishing papers in the specific venues by 
considering time effects is an appropriate way to find mavens. Our thinking is  
supported by the facts that 1) in highly ranked venues usually papers of mavens or 
potential mavens of different fields are accepted so venues internal topic-based author 
correlations are highly influential, 2) highly ranked venues are the best source for 
analyzing the topical trends due to the reason of mostly accepting and highlighting 
relatively new ideas, and 3) all accepted papers are very carefully judged for relev-
ance to the venue research areas, so papers are more typical (strongly semantically 
related).     

We denote a venue c as a vector of Nc words based on the paper accepted by the 
venue for a specific year y, an author r on the basis of his accepted paper (s), and for-
mulize maven search problem as: Given a venue c with Nc words having a stamp of 
year y, and ac authors of a venue c, discover most skilled persons of a specific do-
main. Formally for finding specific area mavens, we need to calculate the probability 
P(z|m) and P(w|z) where z is a latent topic, m is maven and w is the words of a venue.  

3    Maven Search Modeling 

In this section, before describing our STMS approach, we will first describe how ma-
vens can be modeled by using Language Model (LM) [19], Probabilistic Latent Se-
mantic Analysis (PLSA) [11], and Author-Conference-Topic (ACT) Model [17] and 
why our approach is indispensable. 

3.1   Related Models 

LM is one of the state-of-the-art modeling approaches for information retrieval. The 
basic idea is to relate a document given to a query by using the probability of generat-
ing a query from given document. In eq. 1, w is a query word token, d is a document 
and P(q|d) is the probability of the document model generating a query. P(w|d) is the 
probability of the document model generating a word by using a bag of words  
assumption. | ∏ |   

In eq. 1 one can simply merge all support documents of one author and treat it as a 
virtual document r representing that author [3,15]. Mavens discovered and ranked 
with respect to a specific query can be retrieved by using the following equation.  

 | ∏ |   
 

Document and object retrieval with the help of LM has gained a lot of success. But 
LM faces the inability to exactly match query with the support documents. Hofmann 
proposed PLSA [11] with a latent layer between query and documents to overcome 
LM inability by semantically retrieving documents related to a query. The core of 

(1) 

(2) 
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PLSA is a statistical model which is called aspect model [12]. The aspect model is a 
latent variable model for co-occurrence data which associates an unobserved class 
variable z ∈Z = {z1, z2,…, zT} with each observation. A joint probability model over d 
x w is defined by the mixture, where, each pair (d,w) is assumed to be generated inde-
pendently, corresponding to bag of words assumption words w are generated indepen-
dently for the specific document d conditioned on topic z.  

 , | ,  |  ∑ | |   
 

In eq. 3 by changing word w with query q and document d with author r, where r can 
be seen as a composition of all documents of one author as one virtual document [20]. 
Here, P (m) can be calculated by a variety of techniques [4,21] to obtain the joint 
probability of maven and query which can be used to discover and rank mavens. 

 , | ,  |  ∑ | |   
 

Recently, Author-Conference-Topic (ACT) model was proposed for expertise 
search [17]. In ACT model, each author is represented by the probability distribution 
over topics and each topic is represented as a probability distribution over words and 
venues for each word of a document for that topic. Here venue is viewed as a stamp 
associated with each word with same value. Therefore, the modeling is just based on 
semantics-based text information and co-authorship of documents, while semantics-
based intrinsic structure of words and authors’ correlations with embedding time ef-
fects present in the venues on the basis of writing for the same venue are ignored, 
which became the reason of topic sparseness that resulted in poor retrieval perfor-
mance. The generative probability of the word w with venue c for author r of a docu-
ment d is given as: , | , , , , ∑ | , | , | ,   

3.2   Semantics and Temporal Information Based Maven Search (STMS) 
Approach 

We think it is necessary to model venues internal semantic structure and author corre-
lations than only considering venues as a stamp [17] and time factor for maven 
search. The basic idea presented in Author-Topic model [16], that words and authors 
of the documents can be modeled by considering latent topics became the intuition of 
modeling words, authors, venues and years, simultaneously. We generalized the idea 
presented in [17] from documents level (DL) to venues level (VL) by considering 
research papers as sub-entities of the venues to model the influence of renowned and 
not renowned venues on the basis of participation in same venues. Additionally, we 
considered continuous-time factor to deal with the topic drift in different years. In the 
proposed approach, we viewed a venue as a composition of documents words and the 
authors of its accepted publications with year as a stamp. Symbolically, for a venue c 
(a virtual document) we can write it as: C = [{(d1,ad1) + (d2,ad2)+(d3,ad3)+ … + 
(di,adi)} + yc] where di is a word vector of document published in a venue, adi is au-
thor vector of di and yc is paper publishing year. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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Fig. 1. Semantics-Based Maven search a) ACT and b) STMS approaches 

DL approach considers that an author is responsible for generating some latent top-
ics of the documents on the basis of semantics-based text information and co-
authorship. While, VL approach considers that an author is responsible for generating 
some latent topics of the venues on the basis of semantics-based text information and 
authors correlations with time is not-discretized (please see fig. 1). In STMS ap-
proach, each author (from set of K authors) of a venue c is associated with a multi-
nomial distribution θr over topics and each topic is associated with a multinomial dis-
tribution Φz over words and multinomial distribution Ψz with a year stamp for each 
word of a venue for that topic. So, θr, Φz and Ψz have a symmetric Dirichlet prior with 
hyper parameters α, β and γ, respectively. The generating probability of the word w 
with year y for author r of venue c is given as: 

 , | , , , ,  ∑ | , | , | ,   

 

Fig. 2. STMS approach 

The generative process of STMS is as follows:  

1. For each author r = 1,…, K of venue c 
Choose θr from Dirichlet (α) 

2. For each topic z = 1,…, T  
Choose Φz from Dirichlet (β) 
Choose Ψz from Dirichlet (γ) 

3. For each word w = 1,…, Nc of venue c 
Choose an author r uniformly from all authors ac 
Choose a topic z from multinomial (θr) conditioned on r 
Choose a word w from multinomial (Φz) conditioned on z 
Choose a year y associated with word w from multinomial (Ψz) conditioned on z 

(6) 
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Gibbs sampling is utilized [1,9] for parameter estimation in our approach, which has 
two latent variables z and r; the conditional posterior distribution for z and r is  
given by:  

 ,  | , , , , ∞ ,,. ,,. ,,.   

where zi = j and ri = k represent the assignments of the ith word in a venue to a topic j 
and author k respectively, wi = m represents the observation that ith word is the mth 
word in the lexicon, yi = n represents ith year of paper publishing attached with the nth 
word in the lexicon and z-i and r-i represents all topic and author assignments not in-

cluding the ith word. Furthermore, ,  is the total number of words associated with 

topic j, excluding the current instance, ,  is the total number of years associated 

with topic j, excluding the current instance and  ,  is the number of times author k 
is assigned to topic j, excluding the current instance, W is the size of the lexicon, Y is 
the number of years and R is the number of authors. “.” Indicates summing over the 

column where it occurs and  ,.  stands for number of all words and years that are 
assigned to topic z respectively, excluding the current instance. 

During parameter estimation, the algorithm needs to keep track of W x Z (word by 
topic), Y x Z (year by topic) and Z x R (topic by author) count matrices. From these 
count matrices, topic-word distribution Φ, topic-year distribution Ψ and author-topic 
distribution θ can be calculated as:  

 ,,.   

 ,,.   

 ,,.   

Where,  is the probability of word w in topic z,  is the probability of year y 
for topic z and  is the probability of topic z for author r. These values correspond to 
the predictive distributions over new words w, new years’ y and new topics z condi-
tioned on w, y and z. The mavens related to a query can be found and ranked with 
respect to their probabilities as: 

 | ∝ |  ∏ ∑ | |   

 
Where, w is words contained in a query q and m denotes a maven. 

4   Experiments  

4.1   Corpus 

We downloaded five years publication Corpus of venues from DBLP [7], by only 
considering conferences for which data was available for years 2003-2007. In total,  
 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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we extracted 112,317 authors, 62,563 publications, and combined them into a virtual 
document separately for 261 conferences each year. We then processed corpus by a) 
removing stop-words, punctuations and numbers b) down-casing the obtained words 
of publications, and c) removing words and authors that appear less than three times 
in the corpus. This led to a vocabulary size of V=10,872, a total of 572,592 words and 
26,078 authors in the corpus.  

4.2   Parameter Setting 

In our experiments, for 150 topics Z the hyper-parameters α, β and γ were set at 50/Z, 
.01, and 0.1. Topics are set at 150 at a minimized perplexity [5], a standard measure 
for estimating the performance of probabilistic models with the lower the best, for the 
estimated topic models. Teh et al. proposed a solution for automatic selection of num-
ber of topics, which can also be used for topic optimization [18]. 

4.3   Performance Measures 

Perplexity is usually used to measure the performance of latent-topic based approach-
es; however it cannot be a statistically significant measure when they are used for 
information retrieval [Please see [2] for details]. In our experiments, firstly we use 
average entropy to measure the quality of discovered topics, which reveals the purity 
of topics. Entropy is a measure of the disorder of system, less intra-topic entropy is 
better. Secondly, we used average Symmetric KL (sKL) divergence [17,20] to meas-
ure the quality of topics, in terms of inter-topic distance. sKL divergence is used here 
to measure the relationship between two topics, more inter-topic sKL divergence  
(distance) is better.   

   ∑   

, ∑  

4.4   Baseline Approach 

We compared proposed STMS approach with ACT approach and used same number 
of topics for comparability. The number of Gibbs sampler iterations used for ACT is 
1000 and parameter values same as the values used in [17].   

4.5   Results and Discussions 

4.5.1   Topically Related Mavens 
We extracted and probabilistically ranked mavens related to a specific area of re-
search on the basis of latent topics. Tab. 1 illustrates 5 different topics out of 150, 
discovered from the 100th iteration of the particular Gibbs sampler run. 

(12) 

(13) 
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Table 1. An illustration of 5 topics with related mavens. The titles are our interpretation of the 
topics. 

Topic 27 
"XML Databases" 

Topic 123 
"Software Engineering" 

Topic 98
"Robotics" 

Topic 119
"Data Mining" 

Topic 35 
“Bayesian Learning” 

Word Prob. Word Word Word Prob. Word Prob. Word Prob. 
Data 0.110127 Software 0.083778 Robot 0.093050 Mining 0.164206 Learning 0.146662 
XML 0.068910 Development 0.035603 Control 0.041873 Data 0.10328 Bayesian 0.039022 
Query 0.047482 Oriented 0.031238 Robots 0.039397 Clustering 0.064461 Models 0.030610 
Databases 0.038257 Engineering 0.028553 Motion 0.032675 Patterns 0.039122 Classification 0.027550 
Database 0.037364 Systems 0.022006 Robotic 0.021119 Frequent 0.030041 Markov 0.018373 
Queries 0.034239 Model 0.018649 Planning 0.018761 Series 0.023889 Kernel 0.015123 
Processing 0.027543 Component 0.017306 Force 0.016638 Streams 0.023010 Semi 0.013785 
Relational 0.020401 Tool 0.016467 Tracking 0.015695 Dimensional 0.012611 Regression 0.013785 
Mavens Prob. Mavens Author Mavens Prob. Mavens Prob. Mavens Prob. 
Divesh Srivastava 0.011326 Gerardo Canfora 0.012056 Gerd Hirzinger 0.014581 Philip S. Yu 0.021991 Zoubin Ghahramani 0.012506 
Elke A. Rundensteiner 0.010205 Tao Xie 0.009842 Paolo Dario 0.013586 Wei Wang 0.01785 Andrew Y. Ng 0.011882 
Kian-Lee Tan 0.009747 Jun Han 0.005930 Ning Xi 0.011657 Jiawei Han 0.017792 John Langford 0.006266 
Tok Wang Ling 0.008881 Nenad Medvidovic 0.005192 Toshio Fukuda 0.011470 Hans-Peter Kriegel 0.014686 Michael H. Bowling 0.006032 
Surajit Chaudhuri 0.008779 Johannes Mayer 0.004970 Atsuo Takanishi 0.010475 Christos Faloutsos 0.01066 Sanjay Jain 0.005798 
Rakesh Agrawal 0.008269 Jason O. Hallstrom 0.004601 Vijay Kumar 0.008857 Reda Alhajj 0.010373 Harry Zhang 0.005486 
Sharma Chakravarthy 0.008218 S. C. Cheung 0.004158 Yoshihiko Naka. 0.007737 Eamonn J. Keogh 0.009567 Doina Precup 0.005018 
Jeffrey F. Naughton 0.007913 Lu Zhang 0.003715 Joel W. Burdick 0.007426 Jian Pei 0.008992 Kai Yu 0.004706 

 
The words associated with each topic are quite intuitive and precise in the sense of 

conveying a semantic summary of a specific area of research. For example, topic # 27 
“XML Databases” shows quite specific and precise words when a person is searching 
for databases experts with move from simple databases to XML databases. Other top-
ics shown in the tab. 1 are also quite descriptive that shows the ability of STMS ap-
proach to discover compact topics. The mavens associated with each topic are quite 
representative, as we have analyzed that, top ranked mavens for different topics are 
typically mavens of that area of research. For example, in case of topic 35 “Bayesian 
Learning” and topic 119 “Data Mining” top ranked mavens are well-known in their 
respective fields. 

Proposed approach discovered several other topics related to data mining such as 
neural networks, multi-agent systems and pattern recognition, also other topics that 
span the full range of areas encompassed in the corpus. 

In addition, by doing analysis of mavens home pages and DBLP [7], we found that 
1) all highly ranked mavens have evenly published papers on their relevant topics for 
all years, no matter they are old or new researchers and 2) all of their papers are usual-
ly published in the well-known venues. Both findings provide qualitative supporting 
evidence for the effectiveness of the proposed approach.  

Fig. 3 provides a quantitative comparison between STMS and ACT models. Fig. 3 
(a) shows the average entropy of topic-word distribution for all topics calculated by  
 

 

 

Fig. 3. a) Average Entropy curve as a function of different number of topics and b) Average 
sKL divergence curve as a function of different number of topics  
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using eq. 12. Lower entropy for different number of topics T= 100, 150, 200 proves 
the effectiveness of proposed approach for obtaining dense (less sparse, clearer) top-
ics. Fig. 3 (b) shows the average distance of topic-word distribution between all pairs 
of the topics calculated by using eq. 13. Higher sKL divergence for different number 
of topics T= 100, 150, 200 confirms the effectiveness of proposed approach for  
obtaining dense topics. 

One would like to quickly acquire the topics and mavens for new venues that are 
not contained in the training corpus. Provided parameter estimation Gibbs sampling 
algorithm requires significant processing time for large number of dataset. It is com-
putationally inefficient to rerun the Gibbs sampling algorithm for every new venue 
added to the corpus. For this purpose, we can apply eq. 7 only on the word tokens and 
authors of the new venue each time temporarily updating the count matrices of (word 
by topic) and (topic by author). The resulting assignments of words to topics can be 
saved after a few iterations (10 in our simulations) and then eq. 11 can be used to 
search query related mavens. 

 
4.5.2   Effect of Topic Sparseness on Retrieval Performance 
Topic by author matrix (influenced by venues and time information) can also be used 
for automatic correlation discovery between authors more appropriately, than pre-
viously used topic by author matrix (not influenced by venues and time information) 
[16]. To illustrate how it can be used in this respect, distance between authors i and j 
is calculated by using eq. 13 for topic-author distribution. 

We calculated the dissimilarity between the authors; smaller dissimilarity value 
means higher correlation between the authors. Tab. 2 shows top 7 semantics-based 
mavens ids discovered related to the first maven of each topic for STMS and ACT 
approaches. For example, in case of “XML Databases” topic 4808, 337, 5194, 4457, 
4870, 4775, 640 are top 7 mavens correlated with “Divesh Srivastava” for STMS ap-
proach in terms of sKL divergence and so on. 

Table 2. An illustration of 5 topics sparseness effect on retrieval performance in terms of error 
rate (ER) 

STMS Approach ACT Approach 
XML 

Databases 
Software 

Engineering 
Robotics Data 

Mining 
Bayesian 
Learning 

XML 
Databases 

Software 
Engineering 

Robotics Data 
Mining 

Bayesian 
Learning 

4808 6871 12723 4477 11094 9398 12823 24645 14131 3627 
337 14588 12508 5119 3289 14221 6700 24952 14409 19973 

5194 2531 12887 2644 924 14401 3403 24828 1467 3655 
4457 19610 1898 4743 3250 13696 7786 24808 1499 19988 
4870 832 12496 10282 1877 6275 7637 24699 14589 23912 
4775 13304 12486 10326 9637 13620 2525 9202 4410 5922 
640 25680 4915 323 1682 14248 18352 24643 815 10974 

ER=57.14 ER=57.14 ER=71.43 ER=42.85 ER=28.57 ER=71.43 ER=71.43 ER=71.43 ER=71.43 ER=57.14 
Average Error Rate =  51.43 Average Error Rate = 68.57 

The highlighted blocks in tab. 2 shows that similar results are found for discovered 
topics and sKL divergence. For example, in case of STMS approach top eight mavens 
shown in tab. 1  for “XML Databases” topic has three mavens in common, which are 
337 “Sharma Chakravarthy”, 4457 “Tok Wang Ling”, and 4775 “Surajit Chaudhuri”. 
From top 7 related mavens for five selected topics (same is the case with non selected 
topics) shown in the tab. 1 the error rate (ER) for STMS is less than ACT and STMS 
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has 17.14 % less average error rate than ACT. It shows the bad effect of topics 
sparseness on maven retrieval performance for ACT, and inability of ACT to discover 
better results in comparison with STMS. 

5   Conclusions and Future Works 

This study deals with the problem of maven search through latent topics. Initially we 
generalized this problem to VL with embedding continuous time effects and discussed 
the motivation for it. We then introduced STMS approach, which can discover and 
probabilistically rank experts related to specific knowledge domains (or queries) by 
modeling semantics-based correlations and temporal information simultaneously. We 
demonstrated how it can be used to rank experts for unseen data and to find mavens 
correlations. We studied the effect of generalization on topics denseness when model-
ing entities and concluded that more dense topics will results in better performance of 
the approach. Empirical results show better performance on the basis of compact top-
ics as compared to the baseline approach. As a future work, we plan to investigate 
how to use STMS approach for ranking mavens related to a topic for different years 
and discover changing trends in their expertness, as we think for different years the 
mavens are usually different and the expertness of an author can be dynamic over 
different time span.  
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Abstract. News content is one kind of popular and valuable information on the
Web. Since news agencies have different viewpoints and collect different news
materials, their perspectives on news contents may be diverse (biased). In such
cases, it is important to indicate this bias and diversity to newsreaders. In this
paper, we propose a system called TVBanc (Topic and Viewpoint based Bias
Analysis of News Content) to analyze diversity and bias in Web-news content
based on comparisons of topics and viewpoints. The topic and viewpoint of a
news item are represented by using a novel notion called a content structure con-
sisting touple of subject, aspect and state terms. Given a news item, TVBanc facil-
itates bias analysis in three steps: first, TVBanc extracts the topic and viewpoint
of that news item based on its content structure. Second, TVBanc searches for
related news items from multi-sources such as TV-news programs, video news
clips, and articles on the Web. Finally, TVBanc groups the related news items
into different clusters, and analyzes their distribution to estimate the diversity
and bias of the news contents. The details of clustering results are also presented
to help users understand the different viewpoints of the news contents. This paper
also presents some experimental results we obtained to validate the methods we
propose.

1 Introduction

Constant advances in information technologies and the spread of these technologies
have changed our everyday lives. A major change is the ready availability of cross-
media news content. News is now available from TV, Web sites, and newspapers, and
people can access these information sources as they choose. Video news clips (TV news
program and video news on the Web) offer immediacy and realism, but they suffer from
time restrictions and often need to maintain audience ratings, which limits the details
and scope of the information they provide. In addition, because the news agencies have
different viewpoints and they have collected different news materials, the perspective
the news content has may be biased. For example, news material, especially which used
in a news item, is a kind of evidence that supports the viewpoint of news agencies in a
certain organization. That is, news material stands for a viewpoint on a news event and
the news professionals select news materials based on what their intentions are and what
they want to convey to the audience. As a result, the perspective of news content may be
diverse and biased. Hence, detecting bias and intent are very important and necessary

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 150–161, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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to help users understand the news event and acquire balanced information. If the news
contents are diverse, we need to read more articles to acquire balanced information. On
the other hand, when the diversity of news contents is small, we do not need to check
other articles because there may be little additional information on that news event.
However, in this case, the credibility of news contents may be questionable.

We call an event or an activity a “topic”. To represent such “topics” described in
a news item (e.g., a video news clip or a news article) and analyze the bias (diver-
sity) in news, we propose a novel notion of content structure to represent the topic and
viewpoint described in a news item. The content structure is made up of three-tuple of
subject, aspect, and state terms. Intuitively, a subject term denotes the most dominant
term. An aspect term means a term that has strong co-occurrence relationships with the
subject terms and denotes the aspect described in that news item. State terms are key-
words that denote the current state or status of a subject’s aspect. The topic of a news
item is represented by using the content structure extracted from the whole text. How-
ever, because the last paragraph of a news article usually describes the conclusion or
scoop material that clarifies the authors’ focus, we can represent the viewpoint of that
news item by using the content structure extracted from the last paragraph. We currently
use a video news clip’s closed caption to analyze its topic and viewpoint.

Based on the extraction of topics and viewpoints, we propose a system called
TVBanc (Topic and Viewpoint based Bias Analysis of News Content) to analyze and
present the bias (diversity) in news content to help users understand news and acquire
balanced information. Given a news item, TVBanc facilitates analysis of bias and diver-
sity in three steps: First, TVBanc extracts the topic and viewpoint from the text data of
a news item by using the content structure. Second, TVBanc searches for related news
items from multi-sources such as TV news programs, video news clips, and articles on
the Web. Finally, TVBanc groups the related news items into different clusters, and an-
alyzes their distribution to estimate the diversity and bias of news content. The details
on clustering results are also presented to help users understand the different viewpoints
in the news contents.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related
work. Section 3 describes the method used to extract content structure from news con-
tent. Section 4 introduces a mechanism for analyzing bias and an application system
TVBanc. The experimental results are described in Section 5 and we conclude this pa-
per in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Topic detection and tracking (TDT) research has led to algorithms for discovering and
weaving together topically related material in data streams such as newswires and
broadcast news [6, 9, 11]. In contrast, as one of the next steps in TDT, we have fo-
cused on how to extract the topic and viewpoint to analyze the bias and diversity in
news content.

The CORPORUM [3] is a tool designed to extract content-representation models
from natural language texts and use them for information retrieval. It consists of two
basic concepts: an extraction concept that focuses on the semantics of a text, and a
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resonance algorithm that enables the content of two texts to be compared as a way of
analyzing their conceptual structure. WebMaster [5] is a software tool for knowledge-
based verification of Web pages designed to help maintain the content of Web sites. It
is able to reveal hidden cluster relationships between different conceptual information
by analyzing the content of weakly or semi-structured information sources. These tools
are based on an ontological and knowledge-based approach to representing content.
In contrast, by identifying the roles of various keywords, our keyword-based content
structure enables us to analyze the difference in news items from different aspects.

Newsjunkie [4] generates personalized news for users by identifying the novelty of
topics within the context of topics they have already reviewed. This approach focuses
on the novelty of news topics using a tf · idf -based method and personalized presen-
tation, while our research uses the content structure to analyze the bias and diversity of
viewpoints in news content.

Numerous studies have also been done on news browsers. For example, Columbia’s
Newsblaster is a tracking and summarization system that clusters news into events,
categorizes the events into broad topics, and summarizes multiple articles on each event
[2, 7]. The Comparative Web Browser (CWB), which is a system that allows users to
concurrently browser different news articles for comparison, has also been proposed
[8]. Unlike our system, the CWB did not aim at analyzing bias.

3 Extraction of Content Structure

3.1 Content Structure

As previously mentioned, we have considered a content structure to be a three-tuple of
subject, aspect, and state terms. To reiterate, the subject terms denote the most dom-
inant terms of a news item, while the aspect terms are those that have a strong co-
occurrence relationships with the subject terms. The state terms, which have strong
co-occurrence relationships with subject and content terms, denote the state or status
of a certain topic’s certain aspect. In other words, the subject terms are the centric key-
words that play the title role in a news item. The aspect terms indicate which part (i.e.,
subtopic or viewpoint) of that topic has been focused on, while state terms describe the
state and status of that aspect. Content structure CS is defined as

CS := (Subject, Aspect, State)
Subject := subject−term +
Aspect := aspect−term +
State := state−term+ (1)

where “+” means that the element(s) should appear one or more times. In addition, a
keyword should not occur more than once in a content structure, i.e., the subject, aspect,
and state terms should be different. For example, content structure,

({Beijing Olympic Games}, {Opening Ceremony}, {Spectacular})
denotes that the news item is reporting that the opening ceremony (aspect) of the Beijing
Olympics (topic) was spectacular (state).
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To present a content structure to a user, we used an edge-labeled directed graph.
In this graph, the source vertex denotes the subject terms and the destination vertex
denotes the aspect terms. The label of the directed edge stands for the state terms.

3.2 Content-Structure Extraction

We respectively define the notions of subject degree, aspect degree, and state degree to
determine whether a keyword has a high probability of being a subject, aspect, or state
term.

First, we extract the news item’s keywords (nouns and unknown-words) as a set of K .
For each keyword w ∈ K , we compute its subject degree by using the formula below.
If w appears frequently, and is close to the leading part and has a strong co-occurrence
relationship with other terms, then w has a high probability of being a subject term.
Moreover, a proper noun is assigned higher probability.

subject(w, K) = tf(w) ∗ weight(w) ∗ dis(w) ∗ Σwi∈K,wi �=wcooc(w, wi) (2)

where tf(w) stands for the term frequency of w. The weight(w) is a weight function
depending on the word class of w; the proper noun has been assigned a higher weight
than the others. The dis(w) denotes the distance between w and the first term of that
news item. The cooc(w, wi) denotes the co-occurrence relationship between w and wi.

The dis(w) is currently computed as the number of words appearing between the
first term and w. Because w may appear more than once, we only use the first location
of w to compute dis(w).

The co-occurrence relationship between two words w and wi is defined as the ratio
of sentences containing both w and wi in all sentences in that news item.

cooc(w, wi) =
sf(w, wi)

N
(3)

where sf(w, wi) means the number of sentences containing both w and wi. N is the
total number of sentences.

The keywords with the top n subject degrees will be selected as the subject terms.
After this, we compute the aspect degrees of the remaining keywords as

aspect(w, S) = tf(w) ∗ weight(w) ∗ dis(w) ∗ Σs∈Scooc(w, s), (4)

where S denotes subject terms. w ∈ K − S
Keywords with the top m aspect degrees will be selected as the aspect terms. After

that, we compute the state degrees of remaining keywords as

state(w, S, A) =
tf(w) ∗ weight

′
(w) ∗ (Σs∈Scooc(w, s) + Σa∈Acooc(w, a))

dis(w) + 1
, (5)

where S and A are subject and aspect terms, respectively. w ∈ K − S − A. In contrast
to the formula for subject and aspect degrees, a larger dis(w) leads to a smaller state
degree. This is because we have assumed that the state and viewpoint will be described
in the latter parts of a news article. weight

′
(w) is a weight function depending on the

word class of w; we assign the adjective noun the highest weight, and assign proper
noun higher weight than the other. Keywords having the top l state degrees will be
selected as state terms.
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Fig. 1. Analysis of Topic and Viewpoint

3.3 Topic and Viewpoint Analysis

We used the content structure to represent the topic and viewpoint of a news item.
Generally, a news article consists of three parts: the lead is used to give a summary, the
nut graf is used to show the details, and the conclusion is used to describe additional
information and original material to indicate the viewpoint of the authors. Based on
such structure of a news article, as shown in Fig. 1, we extract the content structure
from the whole text as the topic of that news item. The viewpoint is the content structure
extracted from the conclusion of the news article.

To analyze the topic and viewpoint of a group of similar news items, we merge para-
graphs corresponding to these news items together to construct one virtual news item.
For example, as shown in Fig. 2, to construct the virtual article from articles A and B,
we first merge the titles of A and B to that of the virtual article. Similarly, the lead, nut
graf, and conclusion of articles A and B are merged into those of the virtual article. We
then extract the topic and viewpoint from that virtual news item as those of that group.

4 Diversity Analysis

By using the method of extracting the topic and viewpoint, we propose a mechanism
that can be used to analyze the diversity and bias of news content and an application
system TVBanc.

As we can see from Fig. 3, we first extract the topic and viewpoint for a given news
item (e.g., video news clip or news article) based on the content structure by using its
text data or closed caption data. We then use the keywords in the topic and viewpoint
to search for related news items from the Internet and a local news database. After the
search results are obtained, we group these news items into clusters. We also extract the
topic and viewpoint of each cluster. Finally, we analyze the distribution of clusters to
estimate the diversity and bias of news content and present users with the results to help
them understand the news.
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Fig. 2. Construction of Virtual Article

4.1 Topic and Viewpoint Analysis

We extract the topic and viewpoint for a given news item. Hereafter, the topic will be
considered to be based on the content structure consisting of two-subject, two-aspect,
and two-state terms, while the viewpoint consists of one-subject, one-aspect, and one-
state terms.

4.2 Related News-Item Retrieval

We search for related news items of that given one from the Internet and a local news
database.

To search for related news items from the Internet, we generate keyword queries by
using the subject and aspect terms of the topic extracted from the given news item. Such
keyword queries will be issued to a search engine via a Web search API. The strategy
to generate keyword queries is that at least one subject term should appear in the title
and at least one aspect term should appear in the body of a searched news page. For
example, suppose the subject terms are s1, s2, and the aspect terms are a1, a2, the query
should be

q = (intitle :s1 ∨ s2) ∧ (intext :a1 ∨a2), (6)

where “intitle” means the following term should appear in the title and “intext” means
it should appear in the body of the searched news item. “∧” stands for logical AND and
“∨” means logical OR.

The local news database implemented by using MySQL currently consists of three
kinds of news contents (in Japanese). The topic and viewpoint based on the content
structure are also extracted and stored in the database.

– TV news program with closed caption data. Eight news TV programs from digital
terrestrial broadcasting with closed captions are recorded daily. Because a news
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Fig. 3. Overview of Diversity Analysis

TV program includes more than one news item, we used a method based on text
(closed caption data) analysis [10] to segment news programs. Each segment was
considered as a news item.

– News article on the Web. Four well-known news sites in Japan were the targets for
collecting the news. These Web sites included Asahi.com1, Yomiuri Online2, MSN
Sankei3, and Mainichi JP4. We use pre-defined patterns to extract pure text (the title
and the body of the news article) from news articles on these Web sites.

– Video news clip and its surrounding text. In Japan, major TV stations also publish
video news clips on their Web sites. We collected these video news clips and their
surrounding text (title and body) from the Web sites of TV stations including NHK
News Online5, FNN6, ANN News7, News-i8 and News249.

To find related news items from the news database, we issued an SQL query to the
database. The subject and aspect terms (of the topic and viewpoint based on the content
structure) of a searched news item should contain at least two of those extracted from
the given news item. In the above example, the SQL query is generated as

1 http://www.asahi.com
2 http://www.yomiuri.co.jp
3 http://sankei.jp.msn.com
4 http://mainichi.jp
5 http://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/
6 http://www.fnn-news.com
7 http://www.tv-asahi.co.jp/ann/
8 http://news.tbs.co.jp
9 http://www.news24.jp
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select item from newsitem where subject = s1 or s2 or a1 or a2 and

aspect = s1 or s2 or a1 or a2 (7)

4.3 Diversity Analysis and Presentation

After the related news items were searched, we grouped them including the given one
into clusters by using the complete linkage method. The similarity between news items,
i.e., the measure used in the complete-linkage method, is computed using the vector
space model as

sim(s1, s2) =
k11 · k21 + k12 · k22 + ... + k1n · k2n√

k2
11 + ... + k2

1n · √k2
21 + ... + k2

2n

, (8)

where s1 and s2 stand for the news items. The (k11, k12, ..., k1n) and (k21, k22, ..., k2n)
correspond to the tf ·idf keyword vectors of s1 and s2. Here, keywords denote the nouns
and unknown-words appearing in that news item and idf value is computed within the
related news items.

We compute the entropy of the related news items as

E = −Σi=m
i=1

ci

N
∗ log

ci

N
, (9)

where ci denotes the cluster size, i.e., the number of news items in cluster i. Here, m is
the number of clusters and N is the number of news items. Obviously, N = Σi=m

i=1 ci.
Intuitively, E is a score that indicates the diversity of news on a certain topic or event.

We hence called E the diversity degree. A large E means the news report on that topic
is diverse. A small E, on the other hand, denotes the news reports may be biased. That
is, the smaller the E, the greater the bias.

We presented the results to users to help them understand the news and bias. Addi-
tionaly, we also extract the topic and viewpoint of each cluster (a group of similar news
items) and use the viewpoint as the label for each cluster. If the news content is biased,
we do not need to check other news because there is little new information. However,
the credibility may be questionable. However, if the news content is diverse, we need to
check other items to acquire news that has balanced viewpoints.

4.4 Prototype System

We developed a prototype system of TVBanc based on the methods above. Fig. 4a is
a screenshot of TVBanc. The top left window is a viewer for the news item that can
be used to browse news pages and to watch video news clips. The bottom left window
displays the topic and viewpoint of the current news item. The right window is used to
present clustering and diversity-analysis results. In our prototype system, we grouped
related news items per media (news sites, and videos (TV)). The top right pie chart
shows the results of clustering news items on a news site. The bottom right pie chart
shows the results of clustering news on the TV and Web sites of a TV station.

The window presenting details of each cluster will pop up if a user clicks the clus-
tering results pie chart. As shown in Fig. 4b, each tab window stands for a respective
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(a) Main Screenshot of TVBanc (b) Details of Clustering Results

Fig. 4. Running Examples of TVBanc

cluster. The top left window is the viewer for the topic and the viewpoint of the cluster.
The top right window is the list of related news items. When a news item in the list has
been selected, the bottom left window will display its topic and viewpoint, and its text
data will be presented in the bottom right window.

The prototype system was developed on a Windows Server 2003 machine by using
Visual Studio 2008 Professional Edition Service Pack 1. The target news items are
currently in Japanese. We used ChaSen[1] to analyze the Japanese morphology and
only nouns and unknown-words as the keywords for further processing. To exclude
stop words, we built a stop-word dictionary that contained 593 terms in English and
347 terms in Japanese. Google Web API and Yahoo! Web API were used to search for
related news items from the Web. Top 50 results returned by Google and Yahoo! were
selected as the related news items on the Web.

5 Experimental Results

This section describes the experimental results. We carried out two kinds of exper-
iments: 1) an experiment to evaluate methods of extracting the topic and viewpoint
based on the content structure, and 2) an experiment to evaluate the method of analyz-
ing diversity and bias.

We selected 10 experimental news items as the target data for evaluation from video-
news Web sites, such as NHK News, FNN, News-i and News24. The local news database
contained 26111 news items at the time of the experiment. Google Web API and Yahoo!
Web API were used to search for related news items from the Web.

5.1 Experiment 1: Topic and Viewpoint Extraction

We asked 10 students to evaluate the methods of extracting the topic and viewpoints.
First, each student was asked to read each given news article and then extract six key-
words to represent the topic and three to represent the viewpoint of that news item. We
asked them to compare the topic and viewpoint given by TVBanc with those of their
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Table 1. Topic and Viewpoint Scores Given by Evaluators and Common Keywords Ratio

News News Site TV Station Average
Item cluster 1 cluster 2 cluster 3 cluster 1 cluster 2 cluster 3

topic score (average) 6.06 6.03 5.17 4.91 6.34 5.51 5.47 5.64
viewpoint socre (average) 3.84 4.81 3.92 3.75 5.13 5.24 5.2 4.56

rt(average) 0.53 0.45 0.34 0.31 0.52 0.32 0.37 0.406
rv(average) 0.26 0.31 0.203 0.17 0.37 0.29 0.25 0.265

own. Then we asked them give a score ranging from 0 to 10 to show how well the topic
and viewpoint given by TVBanc.

Similarly, we asked these students to check the news items in a cluster (of related
news items) and extract six keywords to represent the topic and three to represent the
viewpoint of that cluster. These students were then asked to compare the topic and
viewpoint given by TVBanc with their own topic and viewpoint. Then these students
were asked to score the topic and viewpoint given by TVBanc, respectively. In experi-
ment 1, we only asked these students to evaluate the largest top-three clusters. We also
computed the common keywords ratios of topic (rt) and viewpoint (rv) given by the 10
students and TVBanc as follows.

rt =
1
10

∗
i=10∑

i=1

|Tui ∩ Ts|
6

(10)

rv =
1
10

∗
i=10∑

i=1

|Vui ∩ Vs|
3

(11)

where Tui and Vui are the topic and viewpoint keywords given by student i. Ts and Vs

are the respective keywords of the topic and viewpoint given by TVBanc.
The experimental results listed in Table 1 revealed that our method can extract key-

words that are similar to those given by human (the 10 students). They also revealed that
our method can extract better topics than viewpoints based on the content structure. The
topic extracted from a news item is better than that from a cluster, while the viewpoint
extracted from the cluster is better. One significant reason is that the conclusion of a
news item is too short to extract its viewpoint, while the cluster’s conclusion is merged
from more than one news item and has long text data for extracting the viewpoint. An-
other reason is that although the conclusion may describe original material to reveal the
authors’ focal points, the reader may focus on other areas from his/her own viewpoint.
The content structure of larger clusters is better than that of smaller ones. This is to say,
when we extract the content structure from a virtual news item, a small cluster is easily
influenced by the noise of news items, which is a false result in the clustering method.
We intend to discuss these issues in the near future.

5.2 Experiment 2: Diversity Analysis

We carried out a user study to evaluate our mechanism for analyzing diversity and bias.
Experiment 2 was actually carried out before Experiment 1. We asked the same 10
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Table 2. Precison and Recall Ratios

θ 2.5 2.8 3.2
Recall Ratio 0.556 0.444 0.444

Precision Ratio 0.71 0.80 1.0

students to access the given news items carefully and then do a survey on the Internet to
estimate the news diversity and bias. If there were many news items describing the same
topic (event) from different aspects and viewpoints, then the news on that topic (event)
was diverse and the bias was small. From this viewpoint, we asked these students to
score the diversity (bias) on a five-point Likert scale ranging from one to five. If there
were six students who scored a news topic greater than three, we considered the news
topic to be diverse and regarded it as a relevant result.

However, we also computed the degree of diversity in the given 10 news items based
on our mechanism for analyzing diversity and bias. When the degree of diversity was
greater than threshold θ, we regarded it as a positive result (i.e., the news content on that
topic is diverse.) returned by our method. We computed the precision and recall ratios
(Table 2). The average degree of diversity of the given 10 news items was 2.92. Although
Experiment 2 was a preliminary evaluation and further experiments are necessary, at
least the results denoted that the proposed method based on the extraction of topics and
viewpoints is potentially an efficient way of analyzing diversity and bias in news.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a system of analyzing diversity and bias in Web news called TVBanc
based on the extraction of topics and viewpoints. We also proposed a novel notion called
the content structure to extract topics and viewpoints. First, for a given news item, we
extracted its topic and viewpoint based on the content structure. We then searched for
its related news items from the Internet and a local news database. We computed the
degree of diversity in the news content to estimate the bias in news by analyzing related
news items. We intend to present the analysis results to users to help them understand
news items. The experimental results revealed that the methods of extracting topics
and viewpoints could extract keywords that were similar to those given by human. A
preliminary study of users validated our mechanism for analyzing diversity and bias
based on the extraction of topics and viewpoints.

Further studies on the mechanism for analyzing diversity and bias, and evaluations
are necessary. For instance, other core technical areas, i.e., retrieval of related news
items and clustering, need to be studied in the near future. The notion of content struc-
ture and methods of extracting topics and viewpoints should be improved.
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Abstract. In this paper, we study the problem of topic-level random
walk, which concerns the random walk at the topic level. Previously,
several related works such as topic sensitive page rank have been con-
ducted. However, topics in these methods were predefined, which makes
the methods inapplicable to different domains. In this paper, we propose
a four-step approach for topic-level random walk. We employ a prob-
abilistic topic model to automatically extract topics from documents.
Then we perform the random walk at the topic level. We also propose
an approach to model topics of the query and then combine the ran-
dom walk ranking score with the relevance score based on the modeling
results. Experimental results on a real-world data set show that our pro-
posed approach can significantly outperform the baseline methods of
using language model and that of using traditional PageRank.

1 Introduction

Link-based analysis has become one of the most important research topics for
Web search. Random walk, a mathematical formalization of a trajectory that
consists of taking successive random steps, has been widely used for link analysis.
For example, the PageRank algorithm [11] uses the random walk techniques to
capture the relative “importance” of Web pages from the link structure between
the pages. Intuitively, a Web page with links from other “important” pages is
highly possible to be an “important” page. Other random walk based methods
have been also proposed, e.g. HITS [7].

Unfortunately, traditional random walk methods only use one single score to
measure a page’s importance without considering what topics are talked about
in the page content. As a result, pages with a highly popular topic may dominate
pages of the other topics. For example, a product page may be pointed by many
other advertising pages and thus has a high PageRank score. This makes the
search system susceptible to retrieve such pages in a top position. An ideal
solution might be that the system considers the topics talked about in each
page and ranks the pages according to different topics. With such a topic-based
ranking score, for queries with different topics (intentions), the system can return
different topic-based ranking lists.
� The work is supported by NSFC (60703059), Chinese National Key Foundation Re-
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Recently, a little effort has been made along with this research line. For ex-
ample, Topic-sensitive PageRank [5] tries to break this limitation by introducing
a vector of scores for each page. Specifically, the method assumes that there are
multiple topics associated with each page and uses a bias factor to capture the
notion of importance with respect to a particular topic. Nie et al. [10] investigate
the topical link analysis problem for Web search and propose Topical PageR-
ank and Topical HITS models. However, these proposed methods have a critical
limitation: All topics are predefined, which is not applicable to new domains.

Another problem for Web search is how to “understand” the query submitted
by the user. With a query, the user typically wants to know multiple perspec-
tives related to the query. For instance, when a user asks for information about
a product, e.g., “iPod touch”, she/he does not typically mean to find pages
containing these two words. Her/his intention is to find documents describing
different features (e.g., price, color, size, and battery) of the product. However,
existing methods usually ignore such latent information in the query.

Therefore, several interesting research questions are: (1) How to automati-
cally discover topics from Web pages and how to conduct the random walk at
the topic-level? (2) How to discover topics related to a query and how to take
advantage of the modeling results for search? To the best of our knowledge,
this problem has not been formally addressed, although some related tasks have
been studied, such as topical PageRank and query reformulation, which we will
further discuss in Section 2.

In this paper, we aim at conducting a thorough investigation for the problem of
topic-level random walk. We identify the major tasks of the problem and propose
a four-step approach to solve the tasks. The approach can discover topics from
documents and calculate a vector of topic-based ranking scores for every page.
We apply the approach to academic search. Experiments on a real-world data
set show that our method outperforms the baseline methods of using language
model and those of using traditional PageRank algorithm.

2 Prior Work

We begin with a brief description of several related work, including: language
model [20], LDA [1], random walk [11], and topical PageRank [5] [10].

Without the loss of generality, we represent pages on the Web as a collection
of linked documents, i.e. G = (D, E), where D represents all pages (documents),
and the directed edge d1 → d2 ∈ E suggests the page (document) d1 has a
hyperlink pointing to the page (document) d2. Table 1 summarizes the notations.

2.1 Language Model

Language model is a classical approach for information retrieval. It interprets
the relevance between a document and a query word as a generative probability:

P (w|d) =
Nd

Nd + λ
· tf(w, d)

Nd
+ (1 − Nd

Nd + λ
) · tf(w, D)

ND
(1)
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Table 1. Notations
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

T set of topics
D document collection
E hyperlinks
V vocabulary of unique words
Nd number of word tokens in document d

L(d) out-degree of document d
r[d, z] the ranking score of document d on the topic z
wdi the ith word token in document d
zdi the topic assigned to word token wdi

θd multinomial distribution over topics specific to document d
φz multinomial distribution over words specific to document z

α, β Dirichlet priors to multinomial distributions θ and φ
γ preference to the topic-intra transition or the topic-inter transition

where tf(w, d) is the word frequency (i.e., occurring number) of word w in d, ND

is the number of word tokens in the entire collection, and tf(w, D) is the word
frequency of word w in the collection D. λ is the Dirichlet smoothing factor and
is commonly set according to the average document length in the collection [20].
Further, the probability of the document d generating a query q can be defined
as PLM(q|d) =

∏
w∈q P (w|d).

2.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1] models documents using a latent topic
layer. In LDA, for each document d, a multinomial distribution θd over topics is
first sampled from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter α. Second, for each
word wdi, a topic zdi is chosen from this topic distribution. Finally, the word wdi

is generated from a topic-specific multinomial distribution φzdi
. Accordingly, the

generating probability of word w from document d is:

P (w|d, θ, φ) =
∑

z∈T

P (w|z, φz)P (z|d, θd) (2)

Wei and Croft have applied the LDA model to information retrieval and ob-
tained improvements [17].

2.3 Random Walk

Considerable research has been conducted on analyzing link structures of the
Web, for example PageRank [11] and HITS [7].

Many extensions of the PageRank model have been proposed. For example,
Haveliwala [5] introduces a vector of scores for each page, with each score rep-
resenting the importance of the page with respect to a topic. Nie et al. [10]
propose a topical link analysis method for Web search. They first use a classifi-
cation method to categorize each document and then conduct a category-based
PageRank on the network of the documents. However, these methods need to
pre-define a set of categories, which is not applicable to a new domain.

Richardson and Domingos [12] propose a method for improving PageRank by
considering the query terms in the transition probability of the random walk.
However, the method does not consider the topical aspects of documents.
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Tang et al. [15] propose a method by integrating topic models into the random
walk framework. However, they do not consider the topic-level random walk.

2.4 Query Reformulation

A widely used method for query reformulation is to re-weight the original query
vector using user click-through data or pseudo-feedback techniques, e.g. [14].

One type of approach is to expand the query terms with synonyms of words,
various morphological forms of words, or spelling errors, e.g. Zhai and Lafferty’s
model-based feedback [19], Lavrenko and Croft’s relevance models [8]. Both ap-
proaches use relevant documents to expand queries.

Other approaches consider not solely the input text, but also the behavior
of the user or the related community, e.g. the click-through data in a search
system log of the user, the entire user group or a specific related users in a
community, including discovering semantically similar queries [18]. However, all
of these methods do not consider the topical semantics of the query.

3 Our Approach

At a high level, our approach primarily consists of four steps:

1. We employ a statistical topic model to automatically extract topics from the
document collection.

2. We propose a topic-level random walk, which propagates the importance
score of each document with respect to the extracted topics.

3. We propose a method to discover topics related to the query.
4. Given a query, we calculate the relevance score of a document given the

query, based on the discovered topics. We further combine the topic-level
random walk ranking score with the relevance score.

3.1 Step 1: Topic Modeling

The purpose of the first step is to use a statistical topic model to discover topics
from the document collection. Statistical topic modelings [1] [6] [9] [16] are quite
effective for mining topics in a text collection. In this kind of approaches, a
document is often assumed to be generated from a mixture of |T | topic models.
LDA is a widely used topic model. In this model, The likelihood of a document
collection D is defined as:

P (z,w|Θ, Φ) =
∏

d∈D

∏

z∈T

θndz
dz ×

∏

z∈T

∏

v∈V

φnzv
zv (3)

where ndz is the number of times that topic z has been used associated with doc-
ument d and nzv is the number of times that word wv is generated by topic z.

Intuitively, we assume that there are |T | topics discussed in the document
collection D. Each document has a probability P (z|d) to discuss the topic z. The
topics with the highest probabilities would suggest a semantic representation for
the document d. According to the topic model, each document is generated by
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following a stochastic process: first the author would decide what topic z to
write according to P (z|d), which is the topic distribution of the document. Then
a word wdi is sampled from the topic z according to the word distribution of the
topic P (w|z).

For inference, the task is to estimate the unknown parameters in the LDA
model: (1) the distribution θ of |D| document-topics and the distribution φ of |T |
topic-words; (2) the corresponding topic zdi for each word wdi in the document
d. We use Gibbs sampling [4] for parameter estimation. Specifically, instead of
estimating the model parameters directly, we evaluate the posterior distribution
on just z and then use the results to infer θ and φ. The posterior probability is
defined as: (Details can be referred to [1] [4].)

p(zdi|z−di,w, α, β) =
n−di

dzdi
+ α

∑
z(n

−di
dz + α)

· n−di
zdiwdi

+ β
∑

v(n−di
zdiv + β)

(4)

where the number n−di with the superscript −di denotes a quantity, excluding
the current instance (the i-th word token in the query q).

3.2 Step 2: Topic-Level Random Walk

After applying the topic model to the document collection, we obtain a topic
distribution for each document. Formally, for each document we use a multino-
mial distribution of topics {p(z|d)} (equally written as θdz) to represent it. We
then define a random walk at the topic level.

Specifically, for every document d, we associate it with a vector of ranking
scores {r[d, z]}, each of which is specific to topic z. Random walk is performed
along with the hyperlink between documents within the same topic and across
different topics.

For document dk having a hyperlink pointing to document dl, we define two
types of transition probabilities between documents: topic-intra transition prob-
ability and topic-inter transition probability, i.e.,

P (dl|dk, zi) =
1

|L(dk)| (5)

P (dl, zj |dk, zi) = P (zj|dl)P (zi|dk) (6)

where P (dl|dk, zi) is the transition probability from document dk to dl on the
same topic zi; P (dl, zj|dk, zi) is the transition probability from document dk on
topic zi to page dl on topic zj.

Further we introduce a parameter γ to represent preference to the topic-intra
transition or the topic-inter transition. Thus, this transition graph formalizes a
random surfer’s behavior as follows. The random surfer will have a γ probability
to access the same topical content on document dl and will have a (1 − γ)
probability to find different topics on dl.

Given this, similar to PageRank, we can define a general form of the random
walk ranking score for each document d as:

r[d, zi] = λ
1

|D|P (zi|d) + (1 − λ)
∑

d′:d′→d

⎡

⎣γP (d|d′, zi) + (1 − γ)
1

T

∑

j �=i

P (d, zi|d′, zj)

⎤

⎦

(7)
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where P (z|d) is the probability of topic z generated by document d; similar to
the PageRank algorithm, we also introduce a random jump parameter λ, which
allows a surfer to randomly jump to different pages in the network:

3.3 Step 3: Modeling Query

The third step is to find topics related to the query. This is not a necessary step,
but it can help find semantic information of the query. Modeling query is not
an easy task, as the query is usually short. To ensure the coverage of topics,
we perform query expansion, a commonly used method in information retrieval.
Specifically, for each word w in the query q, we extract its frequent words in the
document collection and add them into the query. We consider words appearing
in a window-size of the word w as its co-occurring words, i.e. words before and
after the word w. We set the window size as 1. We then apply the topic model
on the expanded query and discover the query-related topics. For each word wqi

in the expanded query q, we sample its topic z according to the probability:

P (zqi|z−qi,wq, αq , β) =
n−qi

qzqi
+ αq

∑
z(n−qi

qz + αq)

n−qi
zqiwqi

+ nd
zqiwdi

+ β
∑

v(n−qi
zqiv + nd

zqiv + β)
(8)

where nqz is the number of times that topic z has been sampled from the multino-
mial distribution specific to query q; αq is a Dirichlet prior for the query-specific
multinomial; the number nd with the superscript d denotes that we count the
numbers in all documents after inference in Step 1. For example, nd

zw denotes
the number of times that word w assigned to topic z in all documents.

Essentially, we perform another generative process particularly for the query
q. The generative process is analogous to that in Step 1, except that we combine
the document modeling results for modeling the query. Specifically, we sample a
multinomial θq for each query q from a Dirichlet prior αq; we then, for each word
wqi in the query, sample a topic zqi from the multinomial; finally, we generate
the word wqi from a multinomial specific to the topic zqi. The generative process
accounts for dependencies between query and documents. After the process, we
obtain a query-specific topic distribution {p(z|q)}, which suggests a semantic
representation of the query.

3.4 Step 4: Search with Topic-Level Random Walk

The last step is to employ the topic-level random walk for search. Specifically,
for each document d we combine the relevance score between the query q and
the document, with the ranking score of document d from the topic-level random
walk. We calculate the relevance score by

PLDA(q|d, θ, φ) =
∏

w∈q

P (w|d, θ, φ) =
∏

w∈q

∑

z∈T

P (w|z, φz)P (z|d, θd) (9)

However, the learned topics by the topic model are usually general and not
specific to a given query. Therefore, only using topic model itself is too coarse for
search [17]. Our preliminary experiments [15] also show that employing only topic
model to information retrieval hurts the retrieval performance. In general, we
would like to have a balance between generality and specificity. Thus, we derive
a combination form of the LDA model and the word-based language model:
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P (q|d) = PLM(q|d) × PLDA(q|d) (10)

where PLM(q|d) is the generating probability of query q from document d by the
language model and pLDA(q|d) is the generating probability by the topic model.

Then, we first consider two ways to combine the relevance score with the
random walk ranking score, i.e.,

STPR∗(d, q) = PLM(q|d) ·
[

∏

w∈Q

∑

z∈T

P (w|z) · P (z|d)

]

·
[

∏

w∈Q

∑

z∈T

r[d, z] · P (w|z)

]

(11)

and

STPR+(d, q) =

[

(1 − t)PLM(q|d) + t
∏

w∈Q

∑

z∈T

P (w|z) · P (z|d)

]

·
∏

w∈Q

∑

z∈T

r[d, z] · P (w|z)

(12)

where P (z|d) denotes the probability of document d generating topic z and r[d, z]
denotes the importance of the document d on topic z.

The above methods sum up the generative probabilities on all topics. We
also consider another combination by taking the query modeling results into
consideration. The combination score is defined as:

STPRq(d, q) = PLM(q|d) ·
∑

z∈T

r[d, z] · P (z|q) (13)

where zw is the topic selected for the word w in query q in the sampling process
(cf. Section 3.3).

3.5 Computational Complexity

We analyze the complexity of the proposed topic models. The topic model has
a complexity of O(Is · (|D| · N̄d) · |T |), where Is is the number of sampling
iterations and N̄d is the average number of word tokens in a document. The
topic-level random walk has a complexity of O(Ip · |E| · |T |), where Ip is the
number of propagating iterations, |E| is the number of hyperlinks in graph G,
and |T | is the number of topics.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experimental Settings

Data sets. We evaluated the proposed methods in the context of ArnetMiner
(http://arnetminer.org) [16]. 200 example topics with their representative
persons/papers are shown at http://arnetminer.org/topicBrowser.do.

We conducted experiments on a sub data set (including 14,134 authors and
10,716 papers) from ArnetMiner. As there is not a standard data set with ground
truth and also it is difficult to create such one, we collected a list of the most fre-
quent queries from the log of ArnetMiner. For evaluation, we used the method of
pooled relevance judgments [2] together with human judgments. Specifically, for
each query, we first pooled the top 30 results from three similar systems (Libra,
Rexa, and ArnetMiner). Then, two faculties and five graduate students from
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CS provided human judgments. Four-grade scores (3, 2, 1, and 0) were assigned
respectively representing definite expertise, expertise, marginal expertise, and
no expertise. We will conduct two types of searches (paper search and author
search) on this selected collection. The data set was also used in [16] and [15].

Evaluation measures. In all experiments, we conducted evaluation in terms
of P@5, P@10, P@20, R-pre, and mean average precision (MAP) [2] [3].

Baseline methods. We use language model (LM), BM25, LDA, PageRank
(PR) as the baseline methods. For language model, we used Eq.1 to calculate
the relevance between a query term and a paper and similar equations for an
author, who is represented by her/his published papers). For LDA, we used Eq.2
to calculate the relevance between a term and a paper/author. In BM25, we used
the method in [13] to calculate the relevance of a query and a paper, denoted
by SBM25(d, q). For PageRank SPR(d), we use equation described in [11]. For
Topical PageRank STPR, we use equation described in [10].

We also consider several forms of combination of the baseline methods, includ-
ing LM+LDA, LM*LDA, LM*PR, LM+PR, LM*LDA*PR, and BM25*PR.

SLM+LDA(d, q) = (1 − t)PLM(d|q) + tPLDA(d|q) (14)

SLM∗LDA(d, q) = PLM(d|q) · PLDA(d|q) (15)

SLM∗PR(d, q) = PLM(d|q) · PR(d) (16)

SLM+PR(d, q) = (1 − t)PLM(d|q) + tPR(d) (17)

SLM∗LDA∗PR(d, q) = PLM(d|q) · PLDA(d|q) · PR(d) (18)

SBM25∗PR(d, q) = SBM25(d, q) · PR(d) (19)

4.2 Experimental Results

In the experiments, parameters were set as follows: for the LDA model, we set the
hyperparameters as α = 0.1 and β = 0.1. The number of topics was set different
values (5, 15, and 80). In our topic-level random walk, we set the random jump
factor as λ = 0.15 and ranged the factor γ from 0 to 1.0, with interval 0.1. The
combination weight t of LM and LDA (Eq.12) was tested with 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4,
0.6, 0.8, 1.0. We tuned the parameters and report the best performance.

Table 2 and Table 3 illustrate the experimental results of our approaches
(TPR+, TPR*, and TPRq) and the baseline methods. We see that our pro-
posed methods outperform the baseline methods in terms of most measures.
The best performance is achieved by TPR+. We also note that although TPRq
combines a query modeling process, it does not perform well as we expected.
The problem might be the combination methods used in Eq.13. How to find a
better combination is also one of our ongoing work.

4.3 Parameter Tuning

Tuning Parameter γ. Figure 1(a) shows the performance (in terms of MAP)
of retrieving papers using TPR+ and TPR* with fixed values of the parameter
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Table 2. Performance of retrieving papers
Model p@5 p@10 p@20 R-pre MAP MRR B-pre
LM 0.4286 0.4000 0.4000 0.1094 0.4876 0.6786 0.2732
LDA 0.0286 0.0429 0.0500 0.0221 0.1272 0.1180 0.0238
LM+LDA 0.4000 0.4714 0.4000 0.1561 0.5325 0.7659 0.2808
LM*LDA 0.4000 0.4714 0.4714 0.1605 0.5009 0.4728 0.3236
TPR 0.7143 0.5143 0.4857 0.2201 0.6311 0.8333 0.3687
BM25 0.4286 0.4571 0.4143 0.1196 0.4712 0.6000 0.2734
LM*PR 0.6571 0.6714 0.5214 0.1985 0.6541 0.7976 0.4055
LM+PR 0.4286 0.4286 0.4000 0.2100 0.4918 0.6905 0.3107
BM25*PR 0.6571 0.5429 0.4857 0.2094 0.6115 0.8571 0.3780
LM*LDA*PR 0.6571 0.6000 0.5071 0.2146 0.6404 0.7262 0.4091
TPR+ 0.7143 0.5714 0.5286 0.2065 0.7139 1.0000 0.4193
TPR* 0.7429 0.6000 0.5429 0.2255 0.6961 0.8333 0.4251
TPRq 0.6286 0.6286 0.4929 0.1838 0.6235 0.7262 0.3874

Table 3. Performance of retrieving authors
Model p@5 p@10 p@20 R-pre MAP MRR B-pre
LM 0.4000 0.2714 0.1500 0.3274 0.5744 0.8095 0.3118
LDA 0.0857 0.0571 0.0286 0.0595 0.2183 0.2063 0.0506
LM+LDA 0.6571 0.4429 0.2500 0.5881 0.7347 0.8929 0.6012
LM*LDA 0.5714 0.3714 0.2429 0.5107 0.6593 0.8929 0.4926
TPR 0.3714 0.2286 0.1500 0.2964 0.3991 0.4976 0.2267
BM25 0.4857 0.2857 0.1500 0.4214 0.6486 0.7857 0.3775
LM*PR 0.6857 0.5286 0.2786 0.6357 0.7864 0.9286 0.7183
LM+PR 0.6571 0.4429 0.2500 0.5881 0.7338 0.8929 0.6012
BM25*PR 0.6286 0.4857 0.2714 0.6179 0.7392 1.0000 0.6526
LM*LDA*PR 0.6571 0.4857 0.2571 0.6655 0.7661 0.9048 0.6831
TPR+ 0.7143 0.4857 0.2714 0.7179 0.8029 1.0000 0.7151
TPR* 0.7143 0.4857 0.2500 0.6512 0.7424 0.8571 0.6650
TPRq 0.6571 0.4571 0.2714 0.6179 0.7084 0.7857 0.6261

γ (ranging from 0 to 1.0 with interval 0.1), denoted as constant γ. We see that
for TPR+, the best performance was obtained at γ = 1 for retrieving papers.
We also tried to set γ as P (z|d′), denoted as variable γ. For retrieving authors
(as shown in Fig. 1(b)), we tuned the parameter with the setting as that for
retrieving papers. We see that the performance of retrieving authors is more
stable with different values for γ.

Tuning Parameter |T |. For tuning the parameter of topic number |T |, we
varied |T | with 5, 15, 80. The results for retrieving papers are shown in Fig. 2(a),
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and that for retrieving authors are shown in Fig. 2(b). For papers, we obtained
the best performance when setting |T | as 15, for almost all the methods. For
authors, the best performance was obtained by setting the topic number as a
smaller value 5. It seems that it is more difficult to distinguish the interest of
authors than papers.

Tuning Parameter t. Shown in Fig. 3, we tuned the parameter t from 0 to
1, with interval 0.2. We see that the performances keep stable when setting t
between 0.2 and 0.8.

4.4 Example Analysis

We give a case study to show the motivation of our work. We selected two
queries (“natural language processing” and “intelligent agents”) to analyze their
semantics. For each word in the two queries, we selected the most representative
topics for them, i.e. #4, #7, #10, #13 in Table 4. We can see from Table 4 that
the query “natural language processing” prefers to topic #10 and “intelligent
agents” prefers to topic #4 and #7.

Table 5 shows the importance scores calculated by PageRank and our topic-
level random walk (TPR+). When using TPR+ to search “natural language
processing”, the first document Verifiable Semantics for Agent Communication
Languages is not retrieved, since the importance score of Topic #10 is small,
while the second document Probabilistic Parsing Using Left Corner Language
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Table 4. Topic distribution for different query words
Query Word Topic #4 Topic #7 Topic #10 Topic #13
natural 0.000018 0.000018 0.018966 0.000022
language 0.000018 0.002946 0.043322 0.000022
processing 0.000018 0.000018 0.012652 0.000022
intelligent 0.002363 0.022158 0.000023 0.000022
agents 0.037541 0.034784 0.000023 0.000022

Table 5. Importance scores of 4 documents by TPR+ and PageRank

Paper
TPR+

PageRank
Topic #4 Topic #7 Topic #10 Topic #13

Verifiable Semantics for Agent Commu-
nication Languages

0.000113 0.000026 0.000007 0.000005 0.000612

Probabilistic Parsing Using Left Corner
Language Models

0.000002 0.000002 0.000055 0.000014 0.000306

The GRAIL concept modelling language
for medical terminology

0.000062 0.000052 0.000050 0.000037 0.003042

Agent-Based Business Process Manage-
ment

0.000236 0.000179 0.000027 0.000029 0.002279

Models was retrieved. However, when using PagePank to search “natural lan-
guage processing”, the first document was retrieved due to its high score of
PageRank, while the second document was not. This result indicates our ap-
proach is more reasonable than PageRank. When searching for papers using
query “intelligent agents”, the fourth document Agent-Based Business Process
Management can be successfully extracted by our TPR+, while PageRank fails.
PageRank chooses the third document The GRAIL concept modelling language
for medical terminology, which is not retrieved by TPR+, though it has large
number of out-links.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we investigate the problem of topic-level random walk. We pro-
pose a four-step approach for solving this problem. Specifically, we employ a
probabilistic topic model to automatically extract topics from documents. We
perform the random walk at the topic level. We also propose an approach to
model topics of the query and combine the random walk ranking score with
the relevance score based on the modeling results. Experimental results on a
real-world data set show that our proposed approach can significantly outper-
form the baseline methods using language model and those of using traditional
PageRank.

There are many potential directions of this work. It would be interesting
to investigate how to extend our approach to a heterogeneous network, e.g., a
social network consisting of users, documents, and communities. It would also
be interesting to investigate how to integrate the user click-through data into
the topic model.
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Abstract. The goal of query-focused summarization is to extract a summary for 
a given query from the document collection. Although much work has been 
done for this problem, there are still many challenging issues: (1) The length of 
the summary is predefined by, for example, the number of word tokens or the 
number of sentences. (2) A query usually asks for information of several per-
spectives (topics); however existing methods cannot capture topical aspects 
with respect to the query. In this paper, we propose a novel approach by com-
bining statistical topic model and affinity propagation. Specifically, the topic 
model, called qLDA, can simultaneously model documents and the query. 
Moreover, the affinity propagation can automatically discover key sentences 
from the document collection without predefining the length of the summary. 
Experimental results on DUC05 and DUC06 data sets show that our approach is 
effective and the summarization performance is better than baseline methods.  

1   Introduction 

Summarization is a common task in many applications. For example, in a Web search 
system, the summarization can return a concise and informative summary of the result 
documents for each query. A precise summary can greatly help users to digest the 
large number of returned documents in the traditional search engine.  

Unlike the generic summarization task, which aims at extracting a summary about 
general ideas of document(s), query-focused summarization tries to extract a summary 
related to a given query. Therefore, the summarization results of different queries 
might be different, for the same document collection. 

Previously, much effort has been made for dealing with this problem. For example, 
methods based on word frequency (e.g., TF) have been proposed to score each sen-
tence and sentences with the highest scores have been extracted as the summary. 
However, the word-based methods tend to be overly specific in matching words of the 
query and documents. For example, it cannot discover semantic similarity between 
different terms such as “data mining” and “knowledge discovery”. In addition, with a 
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query, the user may want to know information about different perspectives of the 
query, not just documents containing words in the query.  

Therefore, how to discover topics, more accurately, how to discover the query-
related topics from the document collection has become a challenging issue. Recently, 
probabilistic topic models have been successfully applied to multiple text mining 
tasks [18] [21] [22] [23] [24]. In a topic model, documents are represented in a latent 
topic space. Some methods also consider using the estimated latent topical aspects for 
each document to help extract the generic summary [2] [5] [12]. However, such 
methods are inapplicable to query-focused summarization, because the existing topic 
models do not consider the query information, thus the learned topic distribution is 
general on all documents.  

From another perspective, how to determine the length of the summary is an open 
issue in all document(s) summarization tasks. It would be more serious in the query-
focus summarization. This is because, with a query, the number of returned  
documents may vary largely (from a few documents to thousands of documents). 
Previously, the length of summary is predefined with a fix value (e.g., a fixed number 
of sentences/words). However, it is obviously not reasonable to specify a same length 
value to the summary of several document and that of thousands of documents.  

In this paper, we aim at breaking these limitations by combining statistical topic 
models and affinity propagation for query-focused summarization. We first identify 
the major tasks of query-focused summarization and propose a probabilistic topic 
model called query Latent Dirichlet Allocation (qLDA). The qLDA represents each 
document as a combination of (1) a mixture distribution over general topics and (2) a 
distribution over topics that are specific to the query. Specifically, in the qLDA 
model, we treat the query as a kind of prior knowledge of documents. Thus the 
learned topic distribution of each document depends on the query. Based on the mod-
eling results, we propose using an affinity propagation to automatically identify key 
sentences from documents. 

Experimental results on the DUC data show that our proposed method outperforms 
the baseline methods of using term frequency and LDA. Experimental results also 
indicate that the length of the extracted summary by our approach is close to that of 
the human labeled summary. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formalize the 
major tasks in query-focused summarization. In Section 3, we present our approach 
and in Section 4 we give experimental results. We discuss related work in Section 5 
and conclude the paper in Section 6. 

2   Query-Focused Summarization 

In this section, we first present several necessary definitions and then define the tasks 
of query-focused summarization. 

We define notations used throughout this paper. Assuming that a query q consists 
of a sequence of words, denoted as a vector wq and a document d consists of a se-
quence of Nd words, denoted as wd, where each word is chosen from a vocabulary of 
size V. Then a cluster of M documents can be represented as C={wd|1≤d≤M}. Table 1 
summarizes the notations.  
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Table 1. Notations (Notations w.r.t. the query is denoted with subscript q.) 

Notation Description 

α, αq Dirichlet priors of the topic mixtures for document and query 

β Dirichlet priors of the multinomial word distribution for each topic 

γ, γq Beta parameters for generating λ 
λ Parameters for sampling switch x 

x Indicate whether a word inherits the topic from the query (x=0) or from the document (x=1) 

θ, θq The topic mixture of document and query 

Φ Word distribution for each topic 

z, t Topic assignment of document word and query word respectively 

w, wq Document word and query word respectively 

T Number of topics 

Nd, Nq Number of words of a document and a query 

Definition 1 (Summary and Key Sentence). A summary is comprised of multiple 
key sentences extracted from the document cluster. The key sentence is also called 
center sentence in affinity propagation, which will be described in Section 3.4. 

Definition 2 (Query-focused Summarization). Given a document cluster C and a 
query q, the task of query-focused summarization is to identify the most representative 
sentences that are relevant to the query, from the document cluster. 

The query represents the information need of the user. With different queries, the user 
asks for summaries of the document cluster from different perspectives. Following [3] 
[11] [18], we can define topical aspects of a document cluster as: 

Definition 3 (Topical Aspects of Document Cluster). A document cluster contains 
information of different aspects, each of which represents one topic. Hence, a docu-
ment cluster can be viewed as a combination of different topics. 

For example, in people comments of “global climate change”, the topical aspects may 
include “pollution”, “disaster”, “extinction of bio-species”, etc. Discovery of the topi-
cal aspects from the document cluster can be helpful to obtain an overview under-
standing of the document cluster. 

Definition 4  (Query-focused Topical Aspects of Document Cluster). Different 
from general topical aspects, query-focused topical aspects mainly include topics 
related to the query. 

For the example of “global climate change”, suppose the query is about the “impacts” 
of the global climate change, we may only want to highlight relevant topics such as 
“the sea level rise” and “the extinction of bio-species”, and treat the other topics in the 
second place. Discovery of the query-focused topical aspects thus can be greatly help-
ful for extracting the query-focused summary. 

Based on these definitions, the major tasks of query-focused summarization can be 
defined as: 
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1) Modeling query-focused topical aspects. Given a document cluster and a 
query, model the latent topic distribution for each document. 

2) Identifying key sentences for the query from the document cluster. Based on 
the learned topic model, estimate the similarity between sentences and then 
apply affinity propagation to extract key sentences from the document cluster. 

It is challenging to perform these tasks. First, existing topic models only consider 
the general topical aspects in the document cluster, but cannot capture the query-
focused topical aspects. It is not clear how to balance the generality and specificity in 
a principled way. Second, it is unclear how to determine how many sentences should 
be included in the summary.  

3   Our Approach 

3.1   Overview 

At a high level, our approach primarily consists of the following three steps: 

1) We propose a unified probabilistic topic model to uncover query-focused 
topical aspects for each query-focused summarization task (i.e., each pair of 
query and document-cluster).  

2) After building the topic model, we calculate similarities between sentences 
based on the modeling results. Then, affinity propagation has been applied to 
discover “centers” from these sentences.  

3) We take the “center” sentences as the summary. The number of sentences in 
the summary is automatically determined while in the affinity propagation.  

We see from above discussions that our main technical contributions lie in the first 
and second steps. In the first step, we use qLDA to capture the dependencies between 
document contents and the query, in other words, to obtain the query-focused topical 
aspects of the document cluster. In the second step, we propose using an affinity 
propagation to identify the key sentences. In the remainder of this section, we will first 
introduce the baseline method based on an existing topic model: LDA [3]. We will 
then describe our proposed topic model in detail and explain how we make use of the 
affinity propagation to identify the key sentences. 

3.2   Baseline Model 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA [3] is a three-level Bayesian network, 
which models documents by using a latent topic layer. In LDA, for each document d, 
a multinomial distribution θd over topics is first sampled from a Dirichlet distribution 
with parameter α. Second, for each word wdi, a topic zdi is chosen from this topic dis-
tribution. Finally, the word wdi is generated from a topic-specific multinomial 

dizφ . 

Accordingly, the generating probability of word w from document d is: 

1

( | , , ) ( | , ) ( | , )
T

z d
z

P w d P w z P z dθ φ φ θ
=

=∑  (1) 

For scoring a sentence, one can sum up the probability P(w|d) of all words in a sentence. 
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3.3   Modeling Documents and Query 

Our topic model is called query Latent Dirichlet Allocation (qLDA). The basic idea in 
this model is to use two correlated generative processes to model the documents and 
the query. The first process is to model the topic distribution of the query. The process 
is similar to the traditional topic model LDA [3]. The second process is to model the 
documents. It uses a Bernoulli distribution to determine whether to generate a word 
from a document-specific distribution or from a query-specific distribution.  

Formally, the generative process can be described as follows:   
 

1. For each topic t, draw the word distribution Φt from Dirichlet(β) 

2. For each query q 

a) Draw a topic distribution θq from Dirichlet(αq) 

b) For each word wqi in query, 

i) Draw a topic tqi from θq   

ii) Draw a word wqi from Φtqi   

3. For each document d 

a) Draw a topic mixture θd from Dirichlet(α) 

b) Draw the proportion between words associated with a specific query and those associated with its general topic

λ=p(x=0|d)~beta(γq, γ).  
c) For each word wdi, 

i) Toss a coin xdi from λ with x=bernoulli(λ)   
ii) if x=0,  

a) Draw a topic zdi from θq   

b) Draw a word wdi from Φzdi  

iii) else 

a) Draw a topic zdi from θd 

b) Draw a word wdi from Φzdi 

 

For inference in the qLDA model, the task is to estimate the two sets of unknown 
parameters: (1) the distribution θ of M document-topics, the distribution θq of query-
topics, the distribution λ of M document-Bernoulli, and the distribution Ф of T topic-
words; (2) the corresponding coin xdi and topic zdi for each word wdi in the document 
d, and the corresponding topic tqi for each word wqi in the query. We choose Gibbs 
sampling [9] for parameter estimation due to its ease of implementation. Additionally, 
instead of estimating the model parameters directly, we evaluate (a) the posterior 
distribution on just t and then use the results to infer θq and Ф for the first generative 
process; (b) the posterior distribution on x and z, and then use the sampling results to 
infer θ, λ and Ф for the second generative process. (Due to space limitation, we omit-
ted the derivation of the posterior probability. Details can be referred to [22].) 

During the Gibbs sampling process, the algorithm keeps track of an MxT (docu-
ment by topic) count matrix, a TxV (topic by word) count matrix, an Mx2 (document 
by coin) count matrix, and a |q|xT (query by topic) count matrix. Given these four 
count matrices, we can easily estimate the probability of a topic given a query θqt, a 
topic given a document θdt, the probability of a word given a topic Фzv by: 

' '' ' ' ' '' ' '

,   ,   
( ) ( ) ( )

d q
qz qzdz z zv zv v

dz zv qzd q
dz z v qz qzzv zvz v z

nn n n

n n n n

αα βθ φ θ
α β α

++ + += = =
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 (2) 
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where ndz (or nqz) is the number of times that topic z has been sampled from the multi-
nomial specific to document d (or query q); nzv is the number of times that word wv 
has been sampled from the multinomial specific to topic z; the superscript “q” denotes 
that we count the numbers in all the queries.  

Query Expansion. Sometimes the query may be so short that the qLDA model can-
not yield good results. We employ a method to expand the query. Specifically, we 
preprocess a query by word stemming and stop-words filtering. After that, we obtain a 
sequence of query words w1, w2, …, wn. For each query word wi, we extract a set of 
co-occurring words from the document cluster and add them into the query. We con-
sider words appearing in a window-size of the word wi as its co-occurrence words, i.e. 
words before and after the word wi. We set the window size as 1.  

3.4   Key Sentences Extraction  

We use affinity propagation [8] to discover key sentences from the document cluster. 
Specifically, we first employ the learned topic model from the above step to calculate 
an asymmetric similarity between sentences; we then use all sentences and similarities 
between them to generate a graph; next, we perform propagations for links on the 
graph. The basic idea is that if a sentence has a high “representative” score for other 
sentences, then the sentence is likely to be selected as a key sentence in the summary. 
In the rest of this section, we will introduce how we generate the sentence graph and 
describe how we conduct the propagation on the graph. 

Sentence Graph Generation. From the topic modeling step (cf. Section 3.3), we 
obtain a topic distribution for each sentence. Based on the distribution, we calculate a 
similarity matrix between sentences. Specifically, we define an asymmetric similarity 
between two sentences according to the negative KL-divergence [14]: 

1
1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2

( | )
( , ) ( , ) ( | ) log ( )

( | )

T

z

p z S
sim S S KL S S p z S

p z S=
= − = − ⋅∑  

(3) 

where p(z|S1) is the probability of topic z sampled from sentence S1.  
Another optional input of the affinity propagation is a “preference” score for each 

sentence, which can be taken as the priori information of how likely a sentence can be 
selected as the key sentence. Note that the input is optional, which provides a flexible 
way to integrate the prior information for summarization, thus the method has the 
flavor of semi-supervised learning. In this work, we do not combine the human pro-
vided prior information. We initialize the “preference” score of each sentence by its 
similarity with the query, i.e., 

∑
≠

−⋅−+⋅=
ik

kiNii SSsimqSsimpref ),()1(),( 1
1λλ  

(4) 

where N is the number of sentences, sim(Si, q) is calculated in a similar form with 
Equation (3) and it represents the similarity between sentence Si and the query q ac-
cording to the topic model; λ is a parameter to balance the two terms and it is empiri-
cally set as 0.5. 
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We combine the preference scores into the similarity matrix. They are put in the 
diagonal of the matrix. The combined matrix is the input of propagation, denoted as 
s(i,k). 

Following [8], we define two types of links between sentences “responsibility” and 
“availability”. The former, denoted as r(i, k), pointed from sentence i to k, represents 
how well-suited sentence k is to serve as the center of sentence i, by considering the 
potential centers for sentence i. The latter (“availability”), denoted as a(i, k), pointed 
from sentence k to i, represents how appropriate the sentence i to choose sentence k as 
the center, by considering for what sentences that sentence k can be the center. Fig. 1. 
shows an example of the generated sentence graph. 

 

Fig. 1. The generated sentence graph with two types of links 

Affinity Propagation. Different from other propagation algorithms (e.g. PageRank 
[20]), which usually propagate scores of nodes along with links on a graph; the 
affinity propagation used in this paper propagates score of links. Two scores, i.e. r(i, 
k) and a(i, k), are propagated on the graph. The propagation runs in an iterative 
process (as shown in algorithm 1). 

 
Algorithm 1. affinity propagation 
Input: Similarities and preferences: s(i,k) 
Algorithm: 

1. Initialize availabilities to zero: 0),( =kia  

2. do{ 

a. update responsibilities: 
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(λ is a damping factor used to avoid numerical oscillations.) 

b. update availabilities: 
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} while some terminal condition is satisfied.  

* Terminal condition: the maximum number of iterations reached, or the relationship of data
points kept stable for some iterations. 
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After affinity propagation, we identify key sentences by combining the “availabil-
ity” and the “responsibility” scores. For example, for sentence i, the sentence k with 
maxk(a(i,k)+r(i,k)) will be identified as its “center”, thus key sentence. In this way, 
key sentences are selected without a predefined length of the summary.  

4   Experiments 

4.1   Experimental Setup 

Data Sets. Document Understanding Conference (DUC), now moved to Text Analy-
sis Conference (TAC), provides a series of benchmarks for evaluating approaches for 
document summarization. We conducted experiments on data sets of DUC2005 and 
DUC2006. Each of them contains 50 document clusters, accordingly 50 query-
focused summarization tasks. Documents are from Financial Times of London and 
Los Angeles Times. For each summarization task, given a query and a document 
cluster containing 25-50 documents, the objective is to generate a summary for an-
swering the query. (In DUC, the query is called “narrative” or “topic”).  

Evaluation measures. We conducted evaluations in terms of ROUGE [17]. The meas-
ure evaluates the quality of the summarization by counting the numbers of overlapping 
units, such as n-grams, between the automatic summary and a set of reference summa-
ries (or human labeled summaries in DUC). In our experiment, we calculated the 
macro-average score of ROUGE-N on all document sets. We utilized the tool ROUGE 
1.5.5 with the parameter setting “-n 4 -w 1.2 -m -2 4 -u -c 95 -r 1000 -f A -p 0.5 -t 0 -a”. 

Summarization methods. We define the following summarization methods: 

TF: it uses only term frequency for scoring words and sentences. The basic idea is to 
use terms in the query to retrieve the most relevant sentences. The method is similar 
to [17], except that [17] also adjusts the scoring measure to reduce redundancy.  

LDA + TF: it combines the LDA based scores with the TF based scores.  
qLDA + TF: it combines the qLDA based scores with the TF based scores.. 
LDA+AP: it combines the LDA model with affinity propagation.  
qLDA+AP: it combines the qLDA model with affinity propagation. 

For both LDA and qLDA, we performed model estimation with the same setting. 
The topic number is set as T=60. It is determined by empirical experiments (more 
accurately, by minimizing the perplexity). One can also use some solutions like [4] to 
automatically estimate the number of topics. 

4.2   Results on DUC 

All experiments were carried out on a server running Windows 2003 with two Dual-
Core Intel Xeon processors (3.0 GHz) and 4GB memory. For each dataset, it needs 
about 55 minutes for estimating the qLDA model. For each query, it needs about 40 
seconds to identify the key sentences (including the I/O time). Because the qLDA 
model estimating results will be shared for all summarization tasks, and only the time 
spent on identifying the key sentences is concerned for online applications, then if we 
do qLDA modeling offline and cache the model parameters to save the I/O time, our 
solution will be efficient enough for online summarizations. 
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Table 2 shows the performance of summarization using our proposed methods 
(T=60) and the baseline methods on the DUC 2006 data set. We see from Table 2 
that, in terms of Rouge1, qLDA+AP results in the best performance; while in terms of 
Rouge2 and RougeSU4, qLDA+TF obtains the highest score.  

Table 2. Results of the five methods on DUC 2006 

System TF LDA+TF qLDA+TF LDA+AP qLDA+AP 
Rouge1 .36956 .37043 .37571 .39795 .40433 
Rouge2 .07017 .06862 .07144 .06540 .06468 

RougeSU4 .12721 .12710 .13015 .12793 .12893 

We also compared our results with the three best participant systems in DUC2005 
and DUC2006. Table 3 shows the evaluation results. 

Table 3. Comparison with participant systems on DUC2005 (left) and DUC2006 (right) 

System Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeSU4  System Rouge1 Rouge2 RougeSU4 
System15 .37469 07020 .13133  System24 .41062 .09514 .15489 
System4 .37436 .06831 .12746  System15 .40197 .09030 .14677 

System17 .36900 .07132 .12933  System12 .40398 .08904 .14686 
qLDA +TF .37571 .07144 .13015  qLDA +TF .40410 .08967 .15800 
LDA+AP .38104 .05079 .11798  LDA+AP .39795 .06540 .12793 

qLDA+AP .39089 .05196 .12075  qLDA+AP .41433 .06468 .12893  

We see that our proposed approaches are comparable with the three best systems. 
In terms of Rouge1, qLDA+AP achieves the best results (0.39089 and 0.41433) on 
both data sets. In terms of Rouge2, qLDA+TF achieves the best performance 
(0.07144) in DUC2005. In terms of RougeSU4, qLDA+TF achieves the best perform-
ance (0.15800) in DUC2006. We need to note that our approach does not make use of 
any external information; while the systems usually (heavily) depend on some exter-
nal knowledge, for example System 15 [25] and System 17 [15]. We can also see that 
qLDA+AP performs better than LDA+AP on almost all measures, which confirms us 
that qLDA for the query-focused summarization task is necessary. 

We also evaluated the length of summary by comparing the sentence numbers ex-
tracted by different methods with that in the referred (human labeled) summary.  
Table 4 shows the comparison result. We see that the sentence number extracted by 
our proposed approach is closer to that of the referred summary. 

We conducted a detailed analysis on the summarization task D307 (DUC2005), 
which talks about “new hydroelectric projects”. The query is “what hydroelectric  
 

Table 4. Comparison of the length (number of sentences) of summary (DUC2006) 

Tasks System12 System15 System24 qLDA+AP Average of manual results 

D0601 9 12 11 17 17 
D0602 8 10 10 17 13 
D0603 11 11 9 14 14.5 
D0604 9 14 14 15 15.5 
D0638 7 12 11 14 15.75 
D0646 10 12 10 16 15.5 
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projects are planned or in progress and what problems are associated with them?”. 
Four human summaries (A, B, C, and D) are given for this task. They mainly focus on 
problems of projects, like environmental problems, social problems, and so on. The 
summary obtained by TF contains many sentences about the financial problem and 
the power of the projects. It does not cover so many problems. Our summary covers 
more aspects. Table 5 shows some sentence samples. 

Table 5. Some sentences from summaries of D307 (DUC2005)  

Summary 
obtained by 
TF 

The Pangue dam, already under construction, is likely to cost Dollars 450m. 
However, it needs foreign capital to complete even the first dam. 
If built, it would be by far the largest electrical project in the world financed by the private sector. 
The first dam alone will produce almost as much power as Nepal's existing generating stations which 
have a capacity of just 230MW. 
The dam will cost 1.13m people their homes by the time the project nears completion in the year 2008. 

Summary 
obtained by 
qLDA+AP 

A new 50,000-line telephone exchange is being installed. 
Tenaga Nasional says the 600MW dam is a vital component in its plan to double Malaysia's generating 
capacity over the next decade. 
The fear was that carcinogenic sediment will build up in the reservoir and pollute the falling water table. 
Ankara's control of the Euphrates and the Tigris rivers, both of which rise in its central highlands and 
flow into the Gulf, has long soured relations with its Arab neighbours. 
This impasse was sorely tested towards the end of last year when the Qeshm island Free Trade Authority, 
flagship of Iran's free market experiment, signed a letter of agreement with Siemens for the finance and 
construction of the first of four 250MW CCGT units. 

Fig. 2. shows a snippet of the sentence graph after affinity propagation on the 
summarization task D0641 (DUC2006). Circles with the gray color are selected as 
key sentences. The sentences are listed in the right table.  

ID Sentence 
153 Except that there was no global cooling. 
143 The declaration, plus a wealth of information on every aspect of the 

global warming controversy, is posted at the Web site of the Science  
169 What we're saying is that you can understand much of the observed 

climate change in terms of that picture,'' said Dr. Tim Palmer 
287 In the next decade, we might see the same amount of warming that we 

saw over the last century. 
284 Researchers are increasingly convinced that carbon dioxide gas from the 

burning of fossil fuels is at least partly responsible for the marked 
warming of recent years. 

496 Higher temperatures and severe water shortages will bring about a rise 
in winter wheat production, but a drop in spring wheat and corn. 

478 Global warming is happening all the time," 
511 Countries attending the meeting, hosted by South Africa, include 

Angola, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique,…  
508 It is more and more a matter which is impacting on all people. 

Fig. 2. A snippet of the sentence graph. The dark nodes denote 3 centers. 

5   Related Work 

Most of extraction-based document summarization methods aim to rank sentences by 
different scoring schemes and select ones with the highest scores as summaries. Fea-
tures such as term frequency [19] [26], cue words, stigma words, topic signature [16] 
and topic theme [10] are used to calculate the importance score of words. A composi-
tion function is then utilized to score the sentences. 

Nenkova et al. [19] uses term frequency as the important factor for choosing words 
to be included in summaries and utilize an average sum of the word score to compute 
the score of a sentence. 
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Conroy et al. [6] propose an oracle score based on the probabilistic distribution of 
unigrams of human summaries. They utilize the query words and the topic signature 
terms to approximate the probabilistic distribution. Our qLDA model is relevant to 
this model to some sense, except that this model does not consider the topical aspects 
in the document cluster. 

Over the last several years, several methods have been proposed for documents 
summarization using latent topics in the document cluster. For example, Barzilay and 
Lee [1] use the Hidden Markov Model to learn a V-topic. Their method requires a 
labeled training data to learn the probability. Topic models like pLSI has been applied 
to spoken document summarization [12] and text document summarization [2]. The 
word topical mixture model [5] in spoken document summarization resembles LDA. 
However, all of the aforementioned topic-based methods do not consider the query 
information or integrate the query information in a heuristic way. 

More recently, some research effort has been made for incorporating the query in-
formation into the topic model. For example, Daumé and Marcu [7] propose a hierar-
chical Bayesian model to compute the relevance of a sentence to a query. However, 
the method needs a predefined length for the generated summary. Kummar et al.[13] 
proposed a method to uncover storylines of multi-documents based on graph theo-
retic. But the results they get are bags of words instead of natural sentences. 

Frey and Dueck [8] propose the notion of affinity propagation, which can cluster 
data points without setting the number of clusters. Inspired by this idea, we propose 
the method for query-focused summarization by combining a query-focused topic 
model and the affinity propagation. Different from existing methods, our method can 
discover multiple topics related to the query. Moreover, our method can automatically 
discover the number of sentences for each summarization task. 

6   Conclusion 

In this paper we investigate the problem of query-focused summarization on multiple 
documents. We propose a novel method to deal with the problem by combining a 
statistical topic model (i.e. qLDA) with the affinity propagation. The method can 
automatically identify key sentences from the document cluster without a predefined 
summary length. Experiments on DUC data show that our proposed method can out-
perform the general topic-based methods as well as a word-based method (TF) for 
query-focused summarization tasks. Experiment results also indicate that the length of 
the summary extracted by our approach is close to that of the referred summary.  

The proposed solution is quite general. It can be applied to many other applica-
tions, such as question answering, clustering information retrieval results. There are 
many potential future directions of this work. One potential issue is how to obtain 
more accurate prior information, in particular, query expansion when the query is 
short. In addition, the similarity between the query and each sentence can be further 
considered during the affinity propagation process. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the quality of the page delivery as an im-
portant factor in the page ranking process. So if two pages have the same level 
of relevancy to a query, the one with a higher delivery quality (e.g. faster re-
sponse) should be ranked higher. We define several important quality attributes 
and explain how we rank the web page based on these attributes. The experi-
ment result shows that our proposed algorithm can promote the pages with a 
higher delivery quality to higher positions in the result list. We also compare 
several rank aggregation algorithms trying to find out the best performing one.  

1   Introduction 

Issues related to Quality of Service (QoS) have been addressed in telecommunication, 
networking and multimedia delivery areas, and recently in web service area. Some of 
the common QoS attributes include response time, throughput, reliability, availability, 
reputation, cost, etc. In a web search engine, when a user submits a query, there might 
be millions of web pages relevant to the query. In most of popular search engines, the 
results are ranked based on their qualities, and the most commonly used and effective 
quality attributes are authority, popularity and connectivity, which in a way all reflect 
the reputation to a certain extent. Usually the quality attributes that are related to page 
delivery performance (e.g. response time, reliability) are not considered at all. How-
ever, they are also very important factors to determine a user’s searching experiences. 
For instance, if the top ranked pages in the result list respond very slowly when users 
want to access them, or couldn’t be displayed correctly, or the hosting web site 
crashes when too many people try to access at the same time, it will impact users’ 
searching experiences negatively. 

If we take response time as an example, when two pages have similar content, page 
A has a faster response time than page B, definitely users would prefer A than B if the 
difference is obvious. When the network is fast and the hosting web site is fast, re-
sponse time is normally not a concern at all. But if the hosting web site is very slow or 
the Internet user has a very slow connection, then it could be an issue. It is the pur-
pose of this paper to take the delivery-related quality attributes into consideration to 
rank the search results, and we believe that it will be very beneficial to end users to 
improve their overall Internet experiences. When we say a page has a high quality, it 
means it has the content highly relevant to queries, it has a high level of reputation, 
and it has a good quality of delivery. 

In the paper, we define how we can measure and calculate the delivery QoS, and 
how we can rank web pages based on QoS. The basic idea is that if two pages are 
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both relevant to a query with the same degree of relevancy, since usually the user 
prefers the page with a low response time, the page with a lower response time will be 
ranked higher than the other page. The same principle can be applied to other QoS 
attributes.  

Since the content, reputation and QoS are all important to decide the page ranking, 
it is necessary to find a way to combine them together. In this study, both content and 
reputation based ranking are obtained from the meta search engine, in which the nu-
meric relevance score for each page is not available, and QoS based score is calcu-
lated by our proposed QoS-based ranking algorithm. Usually there are two ways to do 
the combination, one is to combine the scores, and the other is to combine the ranks. 
We choose the rank aggregation as our way to combine them for several reasons: 
firstly, score is not available when we get the result from an existing search engine; 
secondly, if we convert a rank to a score, it would be a skewed value different from 
the original score; thirdly, the converted score would not be in line with the QoS val-
ues because the ways to calculate them are different. 

In the experiment, we compare several popular rank aggregation algorithms to see 
which one has the best performance to combine QoS. In order to measure the per-
formance, we consider both the improvement of QoS of the top ranked pages and the 
loss of precision as compared to the original top ranked pages from the meta search 
engine. We find that the median rank aggregation algorithm [7] is the best to improve 
the QoS, and its loss of precision is the second least, and overall, it is the best per-
forming algorithm. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works 
in several areas. Section 3 defines the delivery-related quality attributes and how to 
measure them, and it also describes the QoS-based ranking algorithm. Then in  
section 4, we explain the rank aggregation process and the system architecture. In 
section 5, we explain our experiment design and analyze the results. Finally in section 
6, we conclude the paper.  

2   Related Works 

As indicated in a number of research works [12], every search engine crawls different 
part of the web and thus has a different web page collection, and also indexes and 
ranks differently. As a consequence, meta search engines become popular because 
they are believed to be able to have a wider coverage of the web and provide a more 
accurate result than each of the individual search engines. When a user submits a 
query to a meta search engine, it will issue the same query to n search engines and get 
back n ranked lists, and then generate a single ranked list as the output, which is ex-
pected to outperform any of the n lists. There are two types of meta search algorithms. 
One is called the rank aggregation algorithm [1] [2] [6] [7] [10] which only requires 
the ranks from each search engine, and the other is the score combination algorithm 
[4] which requires the knowledge of relevance scores for each returned result. For the 
rank aggregation, there are works on unsupervised learning approach requiring no 
training data and supervised learning approach with the training data [9]. Since the 
score information is usually unavailable when building meta search engines, and it is 
also not easy to get the training data when doing aggregation, we choose to use the 
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unsupervised rank aggregation method in this study. In this section, we only review 
those algorithms that we have tested and compared in the experiment. 

Borda-fuse [1] [6] and Condorcet-fuse [10] are two commonly used rank aggrega-
tion algorithms. Borda-fuse (or Borda Count) was proposed to solve the problem of 
voting. It works as follows. Suppose there are n search engines, given a query, each of 
them will return a set of relevant pages, and suppose altogether there are c pages in 
the result set. For each search engine, the top ranked page is given c points, the sec-
ond ranked page is given c-1 points, and so on. If one page is not ranked by a search 
engine, the remaining points are divided evenly among all the unranked pages. Then 
we could calculate the total points earned by each page, and rank all the c pages in the 
descending order. It is a very simple procedure, but it has been proven to be both 
efficient and effective. Weighted Borda-fuse was also proposed in [1], which assigns 
a weight to each search engine based on its average precision, and its performance is 
better than Borda-fuse. 

Condorcet-fuse is another major approach to solve the voting problem. The basic 
idea is that the Condorcet winner should win (or ties in) every possible pair-wise 
majority contest. If we need to compare two pages A and B, the initial value of a 
counter is set to zero, then for each search engine, if it ranks A higher than B, counter 
will be incremented, otherwise, it will be decremented, after the iteration over all 
search engines, if the counter is a positive value, A will be ranked better than B, oth-
erwise B better than A. By going through all pages in the result set, a ranked order is 
obtained. In the weighted Condorcet-fuse, a weight is assigned to each search engine. 

Dwork et al. [6] explains that extended Condorcet criterion (ECC) has the excellent 
anti-spamming properties when used in the context of the meta search, and this target 
can be achieved by their proposed Kendall-optimal aggregation method with several 
heuristic algorithms to improve the efficiency. Since Kendall-optimal aggregation 
itself is a NP-complete problem, footrule-optimal aggregation is a good approxima-
tion and is more efficient. Fagin et al. [7] uses a heuristic called median rank aggrega-
tion for the footrule-optimal aggregation. The heuristic is to sort all objects based on 
the median of the ranks they receive from the voters. They also propose a very effi-
cient algorithm MEDRANK to median rank aggregation, in which all the ranked lists 
are accessed one page at a time, the winner is the candidate that is seen more than half 
the lists, and the whole process is continued to find all top pages. By applying the 
genetic algorithm, Beg and Ahmad [2] try to optimize the footrule distance when only 
partial lists are available. It achieves the better performance although it takes longer 
time, and the progressive result presentation can compensate it. They also test the 
fuzzy rank ordering and several other soft computing techniques. 

QoS has been an active research topic in several areas. Our review focuses on the 
web service area because how they use QoS in web services is similar to how we can 
use QoS for web search. In [11], Ran described a list of QoS attributes and how they 
can be used in web service discovery. The QoS attributes are categorized into four 
types: runtime related, transaction support related, configuration management and 
cost related, and security related. It is quite a complete list, and we define the search-
related QoS attributes based on this list. We mainly focus on the first type because 
other types are not direct concerns of search engine users. Usually, QoS is a matter of 
personal preference or restrictions from the user device. Different users have different 
expectations on QoS and their ratings on the service will be closely related to their 
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expectations [9]. So in this work, we only consider QoS attributes that users prefer. In 
a number of other works such as [13], several common QoS attributes they choose 
include reliability, availability, response time, cost, etc. 

3   QoS-Based Ranking 

3.1   Delivery-Related QoS Attributes 

There are many QoS attributes that have been proposed in the communication area or 
web service area, but not all of them are applicable to the web search. Based on our 
observation on the average user behavior in the web searching process, we identify a 
list of QoS attributes that we believe are quite relevant to the web search. In this 
study, we only focus on the quality attributes that are used to measure the delivery 
performance. 

The delivery-related QoS attribute measures how well a page is delivered to the 
end user. Users normally want a page with a good delivery speed, a high reliability 
and availability, and from a web site that can handle a large volume of concurrent 
requests. Sometimes users need to balance between the speed and the rich multimedia 
experience. If a page has lots of embedded multimedia or flash objects, definitely the 
speed is slower compared with a page with only text information. In this study, we 
divide the QoS attributes into two types, one is the standard attribute, on which all 
users have the same requirements, and the other is the personalized attribute, which 
are based on user’s personal preference or the capacity of the user device. 

We only choose several most important and representative delivery-related quality 
attributes in the paper. For the standard QoS attributes, we choose reliability and re-
sponse time. The ability to handle a big volume of requests is not considered because 
it would be hard to measure it without the cooperation from the web site owner. For 
the personalized QoS attributes, we choose the file size and the number of embedded 
multimedia objects. The file size and multimedia objects can be reflected in the re-
sponse time to a certain extent. The reasons we consider them as separate QoS attrib-
utes are twofold: firstly, response time is determined not only by the file size, but also 
by the network speed, the volume of traffic, the stability of the web server, etc; sec-
ondly, the file size and multimedia objects can contribute to other quality attributes 
too, such as the cost of the Internet access. Also compared with the response time, 
they are more of a personal preference. 

We would not give an exhaustive list of all QoS attributes, but our system frame-
work would be flexible and extensible enough so as to easily include new QoS attrib-
utes. The granularity of these attributes can be adjusted if necessary. For example, if a 
user does not like any flash file in a web page, the multimedia objects can be divided 
into several types depending on the media types. The data type of these QoS attributes 
can also be adjusted. Currently, all of them are continuous numeric values, but they 
could also be a discrete or categorical value. For instance, instead of using a numeric 
value, the reliability can have three ranges: low, medium, and high. Below we explain 
the four QoS attributes we choose, and how we measure and calculate them. 

Reliability. It measures how reliable a web site is and whether it could deliver a page 
without error. It is defined as the percentage of successful delivery among all the 
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requests to this page. In order to measure it, we make a number of requests to the 
same web page during different time of a day and different days of a week. Each time, 
if the HTTP response code is 2** [8], it is considered as a successful delivery, or 
otherwise, if it is a server error, a client error, or a page move, it means a failure. 
Whether a delivery is successful is also dependent on the location, a request from one 
location might be successful, whereas the request for the same page from another 
location, even at the same time, might be unsuccessful. So ideally, we should also 
send requests from different locations in order to get a more accurate value. Currently, 
because of the restriction of the experiment, we only measure from one location. 

Response time. It measures how soon a user can see the web page after a request is 
submitted to the web server. It is defined as the time difference between the time 
when a user sends a request and the time when the user receives the response. Since 
the network speed is not a constant number and the web server is not in the same state 
all the time because of the change of the incoming traffic and the internal status of the 
server itself, the response time may vary for the same page when it is accessed at 
different times. In order to more accurately measure the response time, we submit the 
request to the same page several times, and get the average value. Same as the  
reliability, currently, we only measure it from one location. 

File size. It measures the size of the web page itself excluding all the embedded  
objects. It can be obtained from the HTTP header or by downloading the page. 

Media richness. It measures the number of embedded multimedia objects within a 
web page. 

Our selected QoS attributes are especially important for mobile users or users with 
slow Internet connections. For this type of users, the first two directly affect the satis-
faction level of their Internet experiences, and the latter two determine the cost of 
their Internet access. Although file size and media richness are both based on personal 
preferences, for this particular type of users, we assume that they prefer a smaller file 
size and a smaller number of multimedia objects, which we believe is reasonable 
assumption. 

3.2   QoS-Based Ranking Algorithm 

For any given page, we calculate all four QoS attributes based on the previous defini-
tions, and normalize the values to (0, 1) range using a simple normalization method. 
The reliability value is in (0, 1) range already, and thus we don’t do the normalization 
for this attribute. For the response time, because the page with a lower response time 
should be ranked higher, the normalization formula is as below: 

NQoSij =
Maxi (QoSij )−QoSij

Maxi (QoSij )− Mini (QoSij )
 (1) 

Where QoSij is the value of the j-th QoS attribute for page i, NQoSij is the normalized 
value of QoSij, Min and Max are operations to get the minimum and maximum values 
among all pages. In the current system, j is a value from 1 to 4 because we have only 
4 QoS attributes, and it could be expanded later. 
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For the other two attributes (file size and media richness), because they are prefer-
ence related, the page with a lower value could be ranked higher or lower depending 
on user’s preference. If we take media richness as an example, when a user prefers a 
lower value on media richness, the normalization formula is the same as the previous 
one, when a user prefers a higher value, we would use a different formula as shown 
below: 

NQoSij =
QoSij − Mini (QoSij )

Maxi (QoSij )− Mini (QoSij )
 (2) 

In the current experiment, we assume a lower value is preferred on these two at-
tributes. After the normalization step, we do the linear combination of the four nor-
malized values, and each page would have an overall QoS value. 

QoSi = w j ⋅ NQoSij
j
∑  (3) 

Where QoSi is the overall QoS value of page i, and wj is the weight of the j-th QoS 
attribute. The value of this weight is set between 0 to 1, 0 means that a user does not 
care about this QoS attribute, 1 means the QoS attribute is important to the user, any 
value in between could indicate the relative importance of the QoS attribute, and 
currently we only consider two borderline cases – 0 and 1. 

4   Rank Aggregation 

After we define the search-related QoS attributes and QoS-based ranking, we need to 
decide how we can integrate them into the final ranking score. The content of a page, 
whether it is relevant to a query, and whether it has a high quality based on its linkage 
connectivity or its click rate, are still the main sources in the page ranking process. 
Since most of search engines consider all of them, by building a meta search engine 
based on those existing search engines, we can deploy them directly, and then QoS-
based ranking can be combined with the ranking from the meta search engine using 
the rank aggregation methods. 

The first step is to build the meta search engine. We choose the three most popular 
search engines – Google, Yahoo and MSN Search as the underlying search engines. 
Since only the rank information is available from each of these search engines, we 
decide to use the rank aggregation method to combine the three ranked lists. We 
choose Condorcet-fuse as the rank aggregation method for the meta search engine in 
order to get a single ranked list. 

Usually users won’t go beyond the first one or two pages when browsing the 
search results. Therefore, we only download the top-ranked n pages, and calculate 
their normalized QoS values. Then we rank these n pages based on each QoS attribute 
and hence get four rankings. Whether a QoS attribute is included in the final ranking 
is determined by the user preference. Finally we apply the rank aggregation on the 
original ranking from the meta search engine and the user preferred QoS rankings to 
get the final ranked list. Figure 1 shows the system architecture. 
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Fig. 1. System architecture for rank aggregation with QoS information 

First, a query is submitted to three underlying search engines: Google, Yahoo and 
MSN. The top ranked pages from each search engine are combined and duplications 
are removed. Secondly, for each page in this combined list, we need to calculate the 
values of its QoS attributes. We submit the request on each page a few times and get 
the reliability and the average response time. Then we download the actual page in 
order to calculate the file size and the number of embedded objects. Using equation 
(3), we can calculate the QoS value for each page and get the QoS-based ranking. 
Finally different rank aggregation algorithms are tested to combine the QoS-based 
ranking with the ranking from the meta search engine. 

5   Experiments 

5.1   Experiment Design 

We collected 36 queries from a group of users (most of them are graduate students), 
some example queries are Disney, schizophrenia research, image processing, Buenos 
Aires travel, sea monster video, Object Oriented programming language, Taiwan 
president election 2008, and a complete list could refer to [3]. They are on a wide 
variety of subjects such as computer science, biology, tourism, etc. We specially 
chose some topics that are country related because the web sites hosted in different 
countries may have a different response time and reliability. We also did the same 
experiment on another query set [2] [6] to test whether we could get the same conclu-
sion for different queries. 

Since users normally look at the first one or two pages from the search engine, and 
by default, there are 10 results in one page, we downloaded the top 20 results from the 
meta search engine and calculated their QoS values, and then re-ranked them trying to 
promote the pages with a good delivery quality to top 10 positions. Our assumption 
here is that by only re-ranking the top 20 pages, the result relevancy won’t be affected 
much. In order to calculate the QoS value more accurately, we downloaded each page 
ten times and then we used the average value for each QoS attribute. 
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In the experiment, we tested four rank aggregation methods – Condorcet-fuse [10], 
Borda-fuse [1], MEDRANK [7], and GA-based [2] rank aggregation. We also com-
pared them with the baseline – QoS-based re-ranking algorithm, in which the top 20 
results are simply re-ranked based on their overall QoS values. The weight of the QoS 
attribute could be either 0 or 1 as we explained before. We tested all the possible 
combinations of four weights in the experiment, but we only showed the case when 
all of the weights are 1 in the figures below. 

5.2   Result Analysis 

Since the main purpose of our proposed algorithms is to improve QoS of the search 
results, we use the top 10 QoS improvement to measure the effectiveness of the algo-
rithm. It is defined as the improvement on the average QoS value (one attribute or 
overall) of the top 10 results, 

ΔQoS =
Avgi∈new−top10(QoSi) − Avgi∈old − top10(QoSi)

Avgi∈old − top10(QoSi)
 (4) 

In the mean time, we don’t want to sacrifice the accuracy of the results. Usually, 
the accuracy is measured by the precision value, due to the lack of the user evaluated 
relevancy data, we assume the precision from the meta search engine is our baseline, 
and then take it as the reference, to see how many original top 10 can be retained by 
the new algorithm, the higher the value, the higher the precision of the top 10 results. 

ΔTop10 =
new _ top10∩old − top10

10
 (5) 

We believe that improving QoS and keeping precision are equally important to our 
system. In our experiment, we use the following formula to measure the overall effec-
tiveness of the tested algorithm. 

E = ΔQoS ⋅ΔTop10 (6) 

In the following figures, CF refers to Condorcet-fuse, MR refers to MEDRANK, 
BF refers to Borda-fuse, GA refers to GA-based rank aggregation, and RR refers to 
the QoS based re-ranking. We only look at the results that are averaged on all queries. 

 

Fig. 2. Average ΔQoS when only one attribute weight is 1 
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Figure 2 shows ΔQoS on each QoS attribute for the average query when the weight 
of that particular QoS is set to 1 and all other weights are set to 0. RR is the ranking 
algorithm used here.  

From this figure, we can see that the improvement on reliability is very little. The 
reason is that the original reliability is very high already (i.e. above 90%), and the 
room for improvement is little. The improvements on other QoS attributes are very 
good, on average, both response time and file size have over 60% increases on QoS 
values, and media richness could achieve almost 80% increase. 

Since the improvement on reliability is very low, almost negligible compared with 
other QoS attributes, when we do the comparison on different rank aggregation algo-
rithms in the following analyses, we only consider three attributes – response time, 
file size and media richness. Table 1 shows the improvement on the values of these 
three QoS attributes from the four aggregation algorithms and QoS-based re-ranking 
algorithm. We could see that QoS-based re-ranking algorithm is consistently the best 
for all three attributes, and among the four aggregation algorithms, MEDRANK is the 
best performing one. It is quite understandable because in QoS-based re-ranking, only 
QoS values are used to re-rank the results without considering the original ranks from 
the meta search engine. 

Table 1. Comparison of Condorcet-fuse, MEDRANK, Borda-fuse, GA-based rank aggregation 
with the QoS-based re-ranking algorithm on their improvements on 3 QoS attributes 

 Response time File size Media richness 
CF 0.4609 0.5331 0.6108 
MR 0.5198 0.5717 0.6385 
BF 0.4536 0.5273 0.6315 
GA 0.4922 0.5190 0.5538 
RR 0.5576 0.5805 0.6622 

 
Figure 3 shows three overall measurements as we defined above – ΔQoS, ΔTop10 

and the overall effectiveness (E). We could see that overall speaking, MEDRANK is 
the best performing method, it achieves the highest improvement on E, is the second 
best on ΔQoS and ΔTop10 and only slightly worse than the best one on these two 
measurements. Borda-fuse is the second best one on E and the best on ΔTop10. GA-
based algorithm is the worst on all three measurements. Regarding ΔQoS, Condorcet-
fuse is worse than QoS-based re-ranking, but is better in overall effectiveness. QoS-
based re-ranking is the best on individual QoS improvement and also on overall QoS 
improvement, but it changes the top 10 results too much and thus its performance on 
ΔTop10 and E is not so good. 

Figure 4 shows the result on another query set [2] [6] and the distribution of the 
data is consistent with that in Figure 3. We can get the exact same conclusion from 
this figure. Among the four aggregation algorithms, MEDRANK performs consis-
tently the best when combining the QoS-based ranking, Borda-fuse is the second best 
one, the next is Condorcet-fuse, and the worst performing one is GA-based algorithm. 
When we compare their efficiencies, the first three are more or less the same, whereas 
the GA-based algorithm is the slowest one. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Condorcet-fuse, MEDRANK, Borda-fuse, GA-based rank aggregation 
with the QoS-based re-ranking algorithm 

5.3   Discussions 

Our current way of collecting QoS data may not work in a real system, because it will 
affect the response time to get the retrieved results due to the extra page downloading 
and QoS calculation time. There are two possible solutions. The first one is to imple-
ment QoS based ranking in a search engine instead of a meta search engine. It 
wouldn’t affect the query response time because the QoS data can be collected when 
the document is crawled and downloaded. The second solution is to apply QoS based 
ranking only for queries which have been issued before. Whenever a query is submit-
ted, QoS data could be collected for all the retrieved results and saved in a database 
for the future use, and it could also be updated regularly. The query response time 
wouldn’t be affected because QoS processing is done offline. 

The current implementation of measuring reliability and response time is not very 
accurate. We send the request on the same page during different time period. How-
ever, we didn’t consider the effect of different locations. If the request is from differ-
ent locations, most likely, the reliability and response time will be different. One  

 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of Condorcet-fuse, MEDRANK, Borda-fuse, GA-based rank aggregation 
with the QoS-based re-ranking algorithm on a new query set 
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possible solution is to send requests via public proxy servers in different locations and 
then get the average response time or reliability, which makes result more accurate. 
Another solution is to implement the QoS ranking in personalized search, so that 
reliability or response time is only related to one particular user.  

6   Conclusions 

In this paper, we define four delivery-related QoS attributes and how we could meas-
ure them and calculate the QoS-based ranking scores. By including them in the ranking 
procedure to re-rank the top positioned pages, users could have chance to see pages 
with a high delivery quality earlier than pages with a low quality, and as a conse-
quence, it could improve users’ searching experiences. The experiment shows the 
promising results. Generally speaking, the top ranked pages have a better delivery 
performance than before, and in the mean time also keep a high precision on relevancy. 
And by comparing four rank aggregation algorithms, MEDRANK achieves the best 
performance regarding the improvement on QoS values and the overall effectiveness. 

There are several directions of works we would like to work in the future such as 
the ones we listed in the previous section. We would also like to conduct some ex-
periments to collect the user relevancy data and thus have a more accurate measure-
ment on precision. Another direction we would like to work on is that we could test 
our algorithm on a wireless device such as a cell phone or PDA, and on Internet con-
nections with different speed, to see whether it could improve the searching experi-
ences for this type of users. We could also implement a user interface so that users 
can choose their own preferences on QoS attributes, and a user study on their satisfac-
tion level can be done afterwards. 
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Abstract. Search engine advertising has become the main stream of online ad-
vertising system. In current search engine advertising systems, all users will get 
the same advertisement rank if they use the same query. However, different us-
ers may have different degree of interest to each advertisement even though 
they query the same word. In other words, users prefer to click the interested ad 
by themselves. For this reason, it is important to be able to accurately estimate 
the interests of individual users and schedule the advertisements with respect to 
individual users’ favorites. For users that have rich history queries, their inter-
ests can be evaluated using their query logs. For new users, interests are calcu-
lated by summarizing the interests of other users who use similar queries. In 
this paper, we provide a model to automatically learn individual user’s interests 
based on features of user history queries, user history views of advertisements, 
user history clicks of advertisements. Then, advertisement schedule is per-
formed according to individual user’s interests in order to raise the clickthrough 
rate of search engine advertisements in response to each user’s query. We simu-
late user’s interests of ads and clicks in our experiments. As a result, our  
personalized ranking scheme of delivering online ads can increase both search 
engine revenues and users’ satisfactions. 

1   Introduction 

Search engines can earn millions of dollars each day through their sponsored search 
advertisement systems such as Adwords in Google, Overture in Yahoo. They sell the 
advertisement slots in the right side of the search results which are responded to the 
query words. There are millions of queries each day, however, frequencies of queries 
are quite different. For example, the query word “apple nano” may occur 10000 times 
each day while the query word “mathematic book” may only happen 10 times. So a lot 
of advertisers may bid the keyword “apple nano” for advertisements. Only limited 
number of slots, as a result, can be scheduled in response to the query word “apple 
nano”. Therefore, sponsored systems often make use of auction principles. Though it 
may not be always true, most systems suppose that high positions in the advertisement 
space get more attention and more click-through rate (CTR), and the bidder may get 
more chances to draw consumer to its product page or homepage. With this idea, the 
bidders who bid the bigger values can get the higher slot in the advertisement space. 
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The key task for a search engine advertising system is to determine which ads should 
be displayed, and in what order for each query. The ranking of advertisements has a 
strong impact on the revenue of the search engine from clicks of the ads. At the same 
time we should also show the user those ads that they prefer to click in order to im-
prove user satisfactions. For this sake, most search engines rank the ads by taking into 
account of both bid values per click and the ad’s click-through rate. Some other sys-
tems may also consider conversion rate of the advertisement, however it is difficult for 
a search engine system to get detail information regarding advertisement conversion.  

Most of past algorithms for delivery of online advertisements are based on common 
users. In other words, all users get the same advertisement scheduling if they use the 
same word to query. As a matter of fact, different users show quite different interests to 
the same advertisements even if they query the same word. For example, user1 searches 
‘computer’ only for this time while user 2 has queried this word and other semantically 
related words for many times. It is clear that they have different interests to the same 
word. In this paper, we tackle the problems of personalized delivering advertisements 
based on individual user’s interests. In our approach, individual user’s interests are 
evaluated based on their query histories, advertisement click histories, as well as adver-
tisement showing histories to the user. Our algorithm is also aimed to deliver online 
advertisements with best revenue of search engines. Both of those objectives are com-
plementary, since the first target is to satisfy user’s searches, and the second target is to 
increase the revenues of search engines. Our algorithm combines these two targets to-
gether to raise the overall performances of the advertisement systems. 

Research group from Yahoo has built a static linear programming model [1] and a 
dynamic model [7] to maximize the utility slate for advertisement scheduling. Both of 
them make use of common search behaviors of users. In this study, we construct our 
model with reference to their basic ideas, but take into account of individual users’ 
interests. 

In remainder of this paper, we introduce some related work in section 2; adver-
tisement schedule algorithm is addressed in section 3; user interest model is investi-
gated in section 4 and 5; section 6 discusses experiment results; and in section7, we 
conclude the paper. 

2   Related Work 

Mehta et al. use a trade-off function with the fraction of the bidder’s budget that has 
been spent so far, and it get the competitive rate 1 – 1/e [5]. Karp et al. indicate that 
no randomized online algorithm can have a competitive ratio better than 1 – 1/e for 
the bi-matching problem. Abrams, Mendelevitch, and Tomlin in yahoo research make 
use of stochastic information and model the allocating problem with column genera-
tion linear programming model [1]. Mahdian, Nazerzadeh, and Saberi do not only 
consider the stochastic information but also consider whether the estimate of the 
query frequency is accurate [2]. Recently, Ghose and Yang use a dataset of several 
hundred keywords collected from a large nationwide retailer that advertises on 
Google, and they find that the presence of retailer-specific information in the keyword 
increase click-through rates, and the presence of brand-specific information in the 
keyword increases conversion rates [4]. 
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There is a very important constraint for the advertisement bid with each keyword. 
Each advertisement has a budget each day. When the budget of the advertisement 
balance becomes 0, the advertisement will not be displayed when the query received 
by the search engine, even though all the other advertisements have not bidden this 
query word. The daily budget constrains the number of times their ads appear each 
day. In the generalized second price auction scheme, this constraint produces impact 
to the revenue of the search engine. If one of the advertisements uses up its budget 
completely, the corresponding advertisement will be kept out from the auction sys-
tem. Such situation will influence other advertisements cost per click with the same 
keywords, thus reduce the revenue of the search engine. Therefore, it is very impor-
tant to protect all the advertisements from using up their daily budgets completely. 
Another constraint is the distribution of the query frequency. The distribution of the 
query frequency can be predicted from history query log, but the data may have big 
differences with real values. 

With these two constraints, Abrams et al. propose an approach based on linear pro-
gramming to optimize ads delivery [1]. In their approach, linear programming model 
with column generation is employed to find the optimal scheduling of advertisements 
[8]. For each linear programming, there is a dual problem for the prime problem (for 
more detail, see [8]). Then we can get a important parameter ρj from solving the dual 
problem with column generation model. Where parameterρj is called a “utility fac-
tor” associated with the appearance of bidder’s ad in response to query [7]. Keerthi et 
al. make use of ρj to generate an algorithm for constructing an optimal slate of online 
advertisements [7]. They model the problems with an optimal path approach search-
ing (minimum path algorithm) to construct an optimal slate. Their work obtains a 
good result from their simulation as long as the predicted clickthrough rate really 
reflects the real situation. This assumption is obviously too subjective.  

Feng Qiu and JunghooCho find that users are reluctant to provide any explicit in-
put on their personal preference [10]. They study how a search engine can learn a 
user’s preference automatically based on users’ past click history and how it can use 
the user preference to personalize search results. Benjamin Piwowarski and Hugo 
Zaragoza in yahoo research find that query logs have the potential to partially allevi-
ate the search engines from thousand of searches by providing a way to predict an-
swers for a subset of queries and users without knowing the content of a document 
[11]. They present three different models for predicting user click, ranging from most 
specific ones (using only past user history for the query) to very general ones (aggre-
gating data over all users for a given query). The former model has a very high preci-
sion at low recall values, while the latter can achieve high recalls. Their method is 
based on recall which reflects the probabilities that users will re-use the same query in 
search engine, then the probability to click the same document is very large. 

3   Personalized Delivery On-Line Ads Algorithm 

Our goal is to deliver a set of ads (slate) in response to a query of an individual user. 
Similar to [7], we denote the n bidders on one query by j = 0,…, n, and suppose that 
Generalized Second Price auction (GSP) is used to rank the advertisements [13]. 
Work [1] extends GSP to what is known as revenue ranking, where the ads are ranked 
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not by bid values, but by general expected revenue of the search engine which is 
modeled as the product of the advertiser’s bid value Aj and Qj which is called as qual-
ity score, or clickability, for bidder j’s ad. Let the number of indexes also indicate the 
revenue ranking. This quantity is supposed to be better to represent the value of bid-
den ad than the raw bid value. Thus, the ads are ranked as: 

                                    nnQAQAQA ≥≥≥ ...2211                                              (1) 

In this paper, we propose a new scheme called “personalized revenue ranking”, 
where the ads are not ranked by general expected revenue, but ranked by personalized 
expected revenue which is taken into account of both bid values, and individual user’s 
interest score. This rank scheme makes use of the advertiser’s bid Aj, and user u’s 
interest Iu,j score to adj in response to the query. For personalized delivery of online 
ads, we claim that this quantity is much better to catch interests of individual users 
when scheduling advertisements. Thus, in our proposed method, personalized revenue 
scheme ranks the advertisements as: 

                                   nunuu IAIAIA ,2,211 ... ≥≥≥
，

.                                       (2) 

With the principles of Generalized Second Price scheme [13]. In our personalized 
revenue ranking, we require that the expected cost per click (CPC) of bidder jp must 
be at least   
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Because the limited space for displaying advertisements, only a subset of ads can 
be displayed for each query. We set m positions for displaying advertisements in the 
search result page. In [7], the authors define a slate as an ordered subset S = {j1,…, jk}, 
where k<m, of the ordered set of ads {1,…, n}. Since we assume a second-price auc-

tion is used for the slot action, bidder jp in position p pays the bid 
1j +p

A of the bidder 

occupying position p+1. In addition, there is a minimum bidε , which is paid by the 
last bidder in the slate if and only if there are no lower bidders on the query. Under 
these assumptions we wish to solve maximum problem: 
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subject to the requirement that j1,…,jk is an increasing set of indices, where k<m, and 

pjρ is a parameter used to reduce the desirability of showing an ad when it is at or 

near to its budget.  
We make use of optimal path approach as in [7] to solve the optimal scheduling 

problems for the personalized delivery of the online ads, which successfully trans-
forms dynamic programming to the optimal path problem.  
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4   User Interest Model 

It is obvious that, if one gets more interest in an ad, he may have more probability to 
click the ad when it is displayed. Hence, we couple click-through rate of individual 
users with their interests to ads. For example, suppose that two ads ad1 and ad2 are 
responded to one query. If a user feels that ad1 is getting more relevant to his interest, 
he has more probability of clicking ad1 when seeing these two ads. Therefore, how to 
model the user’s interests is a key point in our approach. We assume that interest 
score of a user to an ad is between 0 and 1. We cast it as a regression problem—that 
is, to predict the Interest Score, given a set of features. Similar to work [3], we define 
user’s interest to an advertisement as: 
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where fi(u,j) is the value of user u’s ith feature for the ad j, and wi is a weight for the 
corresponding feature. Features may be anything, such as a session of queries per-
formed by user u, overall query history of user u, or overall click history for ads. (We 
will discuss it in detail in the next section). 

Although our model for user interests to each ad seems like click through rate, but 
it is difficult to collect the value of click through rate. It can not be calculated as the 
number of clicks divided by the number of views (number of showing to users). 
Firstly, the number of views is limited when the same ad is viewed by the same user. 
Secondly, if one user has clicked one ad, he may not want to click the same ad again. 
It seems that it is difficult to change the weight of features because it is difficult to 
collect the true value corresponded to predicting user interest. However, if user u has 
clicked one ad (adclick), then it indicate that the user prefer this ad than others. We 
suppose the weight of feature i can be automatically adjusted based on user’s click 
actions to ads. In our implementation, if the interest score of user u to the clicked ad 
(adclick) is larger than other N-1 ads, the weight of the feature is increased for this 
feature. Otherwise, it is decreased. The automatically adjusting formula is defined as: 
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where i is the ith feature, and N is the number of total ads responded to user’s 
query, and η is a small constant controlling the learning rate. 

5   Estimating User Interest 

As we known, there two types of history queries. One is session oriented, in which 
only the queries within the same access session of the user are taken into account to 
predict the user’s interests. Another one involves all the historical queries of the same 
user since he firstly registered to the system. In this paper, we define two measures for 
estimating user interest with respect to these two types of history queries.  
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5.1   User Interest with Queries in Session 

Many personalized search methods make use of history queries in the same session to 
expand the current search in order to derive the user’s search intention. In our work, 
we do not only use history queries to expand the search, but also to find more relevant 
ads to schedule for the user. For example, there are three ads in the figure 1. Ad1 bids 
three keywords, ‘thinkpad’, ‘ideapad’ and ‘notebook’; ad2 bids two keywords, ‘think-
pad’ and ‘notebook’; and ad3 bids five keywords, ‘lenove’, ‘notebook’, ‘IBM think-
pad’, ‘X200’ and ‘T400’.  

 

Fig. 1. Three ads bid different keywords 

We further suppose there are four queries in the same session from a user with a 
search engine. The history queries and current query are as following:  

q1: notebook 
q2: thinkpad notebook 
q3: lenove notebook 
q4: thinkpad X200 
q5: T400 (Current query) 

To simplify the model, we just calculate the ratio of ad’s keywords over the total 
words in the user’s query session. So the user’s interest to adj is defined as: 
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where |Qs| is the number of user u’s queries in the current session s, and Mj is the 
number of keywords bidding for adj, and Nu,j is the number of those bidding keywords 
which also occur in any queries of user u, and θ is Boolean function to indicate 
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whether query qs contains some bidding keyword of adj. In this example, the degrees 
of user’s interest to ad1, ad2 and ad3 are 4/5, 4/5, and 5/5 respectively. So the user will 
get more interest in ad3 in current query session. 

However, we have two objects for allocating these ads to current query. The first 
object is to expand current query in order to alleviate ambiguous of the query (short 
queries may not clearly indicate the user’s search intention). After expanding key-
words, all three ads in the example may respond to the current query. The second 
object is to find user’s preference degree to those ads. In general, history queries 
which are more close in time to current query are more relevant and important to 
derive the user’s current intention for search, so the query position in the session 
should be taken into account. For such sake, we define session oriented user interest 
to adj as:  
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where s is the position index of query qs in the current session, and all other parame-
ters are defined similarly as in equation(8). For example, keywords of ad1 contained 
in q1, q2 and q3, and 1/5, 2/5, 3/5 are corresponding to these queries respectively. For 
each ad, we get: 

1. f0(u,1)=(1/5+2/5+3/5)*2/3 =0.8; 
2. f0(u,2)=(1/5+2/5+3/5)*2/2 =1.2; 
3. f0(u,3)=(1/5+2/5+3/5+4/5+5/5)*5/5 =3; 

Therefore, with respect to session feature (history queries of session), ad 3 is more 
important than ad1 and ad2 to user u. This formula is based on both timestamp of key-
words and the frequency of keywords in the query session. Our experiments show this 
consideration can significantly improve the performance of the advertisement system.  

5.2   User Interest with Overall History Queries 

The basic idea of user interest model with respect to overall history queries is dis-
cussed in this subsection. Firstly, there are some of keywords bidden for each ad, and 
each keyword in the queries indicates some intention of the user. However, there are 
different degrees of interests for each keyword individually. In this work, the second 
feature for the user interest model is defined as:   
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where Mj is the total number of keywords associated to adj, and Nu,j is the number of 
keywords contained in queries of user u, and Qu denotes the set of user u’s history 
queries in logs, and |Qu| denotes the number of user u’s history queries in logs, and ki,j 
denotes the ith keyword in the adj. So |ki,j in Qu| represents the number of quires con-
tained in the overall query history of user u, thus, |ki,j in Qu|/|Qu| denotes degree of user 
interest to the adj with respect to keyword ki,j. So the user’s overall interest to adj is 
the sum of individual keyword interests to adj. 
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For example, if an ad bid some keywords, such as ‘tobacco’, ‘retail’, ‘marijuana’, 
and ‘get high’. There are two users querying ‘tobacco and pipes’, how to know their 
different interest degrees to the same ad? From history queries within three months, u1 
performed 218 queries and u2 did 121 queries respectively. And the frequencies of 
query words of u1 and u2 are as in the following table.  

Table 1. Frequency of keywords contained in queries of u1 and u2 

 Query Frequency of u1 Query Frequency of u2 
tobacco 9 0 
retail 5 0 
marijuana 13 0 
get high 1 4 

From table 1, u1’s degree of interest to keyword “tobacco” is 9/218, and u2 is 0. 
u1’s degree of interest to keyword “retail” is 5/218, and u2 is 0. u1’s degree of interest 
to keyword “marijuana” is 13/218, and u2 is 0. u1’s degree of interest to keyword “get 
high” is 1/218, and u2’s is 4/121. So the interest scores with the ad are 28/218 and 
(4/121)*(1/4) respectively to u1 and u2, and u1’s interest is bigger than u2. 

  As another example, there are two ads, such as ad1 and ad2. Ad1 bids keywords 
‘map’, ‘guide’, ‘hotel’ and ‘Florida’. Ad2 bids keywords ‘travel’, ‘map’, ‘Georgina’ 
and ‘university’. A user searches with query “hotel” in search engine and the search 
engine delivers these two ads, so how different about scores of interests of these two 
ads to the same user. For history queries in three months, this user with id 220 got 332 
queries. The frequencies of query words of user 220 are as following table: 

Table 2. Frequncy of keywords in queries and degree of interest with keywords 

 Frequency in user u Degree of interest with keyword 
travel 0 0 
guide 5 5//332 
hotel 4 4/332 
Florida 116 116/332 
map 11 11/332 
Georgina 18 18/332 
university 10 10/332 

Therefore, the interest scores of this user are (129/332)*(4/4) and (39/332)*(3/4) 
respectively to ad1 and ad2, and u get more interest in ad1 than ad2.   

5.3   User Interest with History Views and Clicks 

If user u has clicked the adj, then u may not want to click the adj again. In other 
words, u loses the interest to adj. So the third feature is based on clicks of the adj  
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performed by u, and this feature produces negative impact to interest. Then we define 
the third feature as: 
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where Clicksu,j is the number of clicking adj of u. 
Similarly, if user u has viewed the adj, u may not prefer to click the adj either. In 

other word, u loses the interest to adj. So the forth feature is the number of adj show-
ing to u, and this feature also has negative impact to interest. Then, we similarly de-
fine the forth feature as: 
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where Viewsu,j is the number of clicks when user u clicked on the ad j. 
We find that it is promising with our experiments when we set the two parameters 

πλ，  as 1/3, 1 respectively. Though advertisement visual features, such as visual or 
text description quality [12], may also influence the user’s interest to the advertise-
ment, we ignore them in the current study.  

 

Fig. 2. Our Advertisement Scheduling System 

6   Experiments 

Figure 2 shows an example of our search advertisement scheduling. The left column 
shows the scheduled advertisements of our algorithm. In order to test our approach, 
we do not only evaluate the performance of predicting user’s interest to ads responded 
to each query, but also evaluate the performance of the personalized schedule algo-
rithm. For the first objective, we assume the click through rate is independent of the 
position of ads in the same search result page. If a user clicks the ad with largest pre-
dicted degree of interest, we denote the click as an accurate click, and otherwise we 
denote this click as an error click. The accurate click ratio is defined as: 
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where ACR is the accurate click ratio, |Clicksaccurate| is the number of the accurate 
clicks, and |Clicksall| is the number of all clicks. The bigger ACR is, the better per-
formance the user interest model works. 

For the second objective, we evaluate revenue of our proposed approach against the 
baseline algorithm which schedule ads based on general click-through rate. 

We collect some ads bidden with multiple keywords. For each query, ads are 
scheduled and displayed on the pages of query results. We capture each ad’s degree of 
interests to different users, views and clicks of ads from each user. Then we compare 
the degree of interest of the clicked ad with other ads’. If the degree of interest of the 
clicked ad is the largest one, then we increase the number of the accurate clicks. If the 
degree of interest of the ad is not the largest one, we will improve the weight of each 
feature using equation (6). 

To evaluate our algorithm, we perform the following steps for each query: 

1. Get all the ads bidden with the keyword contained in this query 
2. Calculate all the features and the degree of interest as discussed in the section 

5 according to the user interest model 
3. Log those interest degrees, feature values, the number of views of ads showing 

to users. 

We further perform the following actions when any click happens: 

1. Record the cost of this click, and increase the number of clicks of this ad. 
2. Check if this clicked ad’s degree of interest is the largest one. If yes, we in-

crease the number of accurate clicks. Otherwise, we will change the weight of 
features depend on equation (6). 

For baseline algorithm, we perform the following steps: for each query we get all 
the ads bidden with the keyword contained in this query, ordered by the bid per click 
and the click through rate; for each click, we record the cost per click and clicking 
users. 

In figure 3, there are nine bidders in response to query “fabric”. For different users, 
the user degree of interests to these bidders is different. In our experiment, we set 
each page with 5 slots for ads, and we record user’s degree of interests to these dis-
played ads. So d1 is the largest one when u1 queries “fabric”. If u1 click one ad from 
these 5 ads, we check if it is accurate click or not. If u1 click the ad with the largest 
degree of interest, we get more confidence for our prediction. Then, we increase the 
number of accurate clicks in order to increase the accurate click ratio. Otherwise, we 
should change the weight of features instead.  

Figure 4 shows that our simulation results are quite promising. Even through our 
accurate click ratio is very low in the beginning, it increases with consequently adjust-
ing the weight of features through equation (6). It means that the system can adjust 
the weights of features automatically.  
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Fig. 3. Users’ degree of interests of ads responded to query ‘fabric’ 
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Fig. 4. The change of the accurate click ratio Fig. 5. The change of weights of each feature 

From figure 5, we find that the feature weights of session history, global query his-
tory, views of ads, and clicks of ads become more and more stable along increasing 
clicks. It tells us those features are very important for scheduling advertisements. But 
we also find the weight of quality score of ads has no fixed pattern in change. 
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Figure 6 shows the revenue improvement of our proposed scheduling mechanism 
over general click-through model. The revenue improvement of our proposed model 
is obvious, comparing with baseline algorithm, with about 28% increase.  

7   Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed a framework for personalized delivery of online advertise-
ments based on users’ past search histories. In particular, we use optimal network path 
approach to generate maximum utility slate. The proposed approach can generate 
maximum utility for different users based on their individual interests to ads. In our 
implementation, we construct the user interest model with taking into account of both 
words associated with ads and words in users’ query history.  

We have conducted experiments to evaluate our approach. In our simulation ex-
periments, we found that our model can predict user interest accurately. It shows that 
our method is both effective and easily applicable to real-word search engines. If the 
history queries are very limited, we should take the combining predictions. We are 
currently working on probabilistic schedule algorithm that can combine dynamic 
programming algorithm as in yahoo-research and our approach. In the future, we plan 
to expand our framework to take more user-specific information into consideration.  
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Abstract. The correlation between keywords has been exploited to im-
prove Automatic Image Annotation(AIA). Differing from the traditional
lexicon or training data based keyword correlation estimation, we pro-
pose using Web-scale image semantic space learning to explore the key-
word correlation for automatic Web image annotation. Specifically,
we use the Social Media Web site: Flickr as Web scale image semantic
space to determine the annotation keyword correlation graph to smooth
the annotation probability estimation. To further improve Web image
annotation performance, we present a novel constraint piecewise penalty
weighted regression model to estimate the semantics of the Web im-
age from the corresponding associated text. We integrate the proposed
approaches into our Web image annotation framework and conduct ex-
periments on a real Web image data set. The experimental results show
that both of our approaches can improve the annotation performance
significantly.

1 Introduction

Automatic Image Annotation(AIA) has attracted a great deal of research inter-
ests [11,7,6,10,13], due to its critical role in keyword based image retrieval and
browsing. However, the long lasting Semantic Gap problem still challenges the
effectiveness of AIA. It is urgent to improve the annotation performance to meet
the increasing requirement of practical applications.

Recently, the correlation between annotated keywords was explored to im-
prove the performance of image annotation. For instance, keyword set {sky,
grass} usually has a larger probability to be an image caption than {ocean,
grass}. Only a few work had been done to investigate the keyword correlation
on AIA, such as CLM [8] and WordNet-based approaches [9,16]. The former em-
ployed the co-occurrence of keywords indirectly by using EM algorithm to fit a
language model for generating annotations, while the latter made use of Word-
Net to exploit the hierarchy of the keywords. Zhou [22] proposed an iterative
image annotation approach which learn the keywords correlation by ”Automatic
Local Analysis”. Rui et al. [13] presented a bipartite graph reinforcement model
(BGRM) for image annotation, which exploit the keywords semantic correlation

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 211–222, 2009.
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based on a large-scale image database maintained by themselves. In general,
most of the previous work infer the correlations between keywords according to
the co-occurrence of keywords in the training set or the hierarchy of lexicon.
However, for the scenario of annotating Web images, the keywords correlation
estimation is more subtle and complicated in some extent, due to the problems
of the unlimited number of keywords and the intrinsic diversity of Web data
space.

To improve the performance of the Web image annotation, we exploit Web
Social Media, that is, we use the popular Web Photo Community site Flickr [1]
as a Web-Scale Image Semantic Space to learn the keywords correlation graph.
Then we propose a novel Web image annotation approach, which incorporates
the keywords correlations and the semantic contributions of visual features and
associated texts of Web image. Our method conducts the probability estimation
using not only Web image textual and visual features, but also the semantic
correlations between the keywords and annotated keyword subset assigned pre-
viously. In particular, for the Web scale semantic space learning, we submit
semantic keywords of the annotation vocabulary to Flickr to obtain the Rela-
tive Tag (RT)1 set as the neighborhood for keyword graph generation. We esti-
mate the contribution of the textual features in deriving the semantics of Web
image by a new constraint piecewise penalty weighted regression model. The key-
word which brings the maximum annotation conditional probability is selected
to be added into the annotation set. Experiments on 4,000 real Web images data
set demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Web AIA approach.

Our contributions are as follows:

1. We exploit the popular Web Photo Community site Flickr as a Web-Scale
Image Semantic Space to analyze the correlations between keywords and
incorporate it into our annotation framework.

2. We propose a new constraint piecewise penalty weighted regression model to
combine the adaptive estimation of the weight distribution of associated texts
and the prior knowledge together for estimating the semantic contributions
of the textual features of Web image.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
work. Section 3 presents our Web image annotation framework. We discuss the
experiment results in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

In recent years, much attention has been paid to the research on AIA. Vari-
ous of machine learning techniques or statistical models have been employed
to develop a variety of AIA models, which can mainly be divided into two

1 RT can be obtained by using Flickr’s APIs: flickr.tags.getRelated. It returns “a
list of tags ‘related’ to the given tag, based on clustered usage analysis ”–refer to:
http://www.flickr.net/services/api/flickr.tags.getRelated.html
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categories–probabilistic model based methods and classification based methods.
The first category focuses on inferring the correlations or joint probabilities be-
tween images and annotation keywords. The representative work include Trans-
lation Model(TM) [4], CMRM [7], CRM [10], MBRM [6], etc. The classification
based methods try to associate keywords or concepts with images by learning
classifiers. Methods like SVM-based approach [3] and Multi-instanced learning
[21] fall into this category. However, these approaches do not focus on annotat-
ing Web images and neglect the available textual information of Web images, so
they cannot be applied directly to annotate Web images.

Sanderson and Dunlop [14] were among the first to model image contents
using a combination of texts from associated Web pages, however, they mod-
eled the contents as a bag of keywords without any structure information. Wang
et al. [20] proposed a search-based annotation system–AnnoSearch. This sys-
tem requires an initial keyword as a seed to speed up the search by leveraging
on text-based search technologies. Li et al. [11] proposed a search and mining
framework to tackle the AIA problem. Given an unlabeled image, content-based
image retrieval(CBIR) was firstly performed to find a set of visually similar
images from a large-scale image database. Then clustering was performed to
find the most representative keywords from the annotations of the retrieved im-
age subset. These keywords, after saliency ranking, were used to annotate the
unlabeled images eventually. Its annotation performance was highly dependent
on the result of CBIR. Feng et al. [5] described a bootstrapping framework by
adopting a co-training approach involving classifiers based on two orthogonal set
of features–visual and textual. Tseng et al. [18] built two models based on image
visual and textual features, and weighted them to annotate the unlabeled Web
images. Xu et al. [19] presents a Web Image Semantic Analysis (WISA) system
to adaptively model the distributions of the semantic labels of the web image on
its surrounding text.

Some previous work demonstrated that keyword correlations can be utilized to
improve the performance of image annotation. Jin et al. [8] address the problem
by using EM algorithm to fit a language model to generate an annotation key-
word subset. However, the annotation speed is lower due to the EM algorithm.
Munirathnam et al. [16] propose a hierarchical classification approach for image
annotation. They use a hierarchy induced on the annotation words derived from
WordNet. Jin et al. [9] make use of the knowledge-based WordNet and multiple
evidence combination to prune irrelevant keywords. Zhou et al. [22] proposed
an iterative image annotation approach which learn the keywords correlation by
”Automatic Local Analysis”. Wang et al. [2] annotate image in the progressive
way which explore the keywords correlation by the co-occurrence of keywords in
the training images. Tang et al. [17] propose a graph-based learning approach
SSMR to measure the pairwise concept similarity. However, these approaches
usually learn the keywords correlations according to the appearance of keywords
in the training set or lexicon, and the correlation may not reflect the real cor-
relation for annotating Web images. Recent years, with the rapid development
of Web social knowledge network, the applications which exploit the manually
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tagging resources of Web image, such as Flickr, have attracted researcher’s great
interests [15]. In this paper, we propose to learn the keywords correlation graph
by exploiting Web social knowledge network Flickr.

3 The Web Image Annotation Framework

3.1 The Overview of Web Image Annotation Framework

For a given training set Ltrain, each labeled image J ∈ Ltrain is demoted by J =
{W, V, T }, where the annotation keywords W is a binary annotation keyword
vector indicating whether a keyword is the annotation of J ; V is a set of region-
based visual features of J ; and T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} is a set of the types of
associated texts.

Our annotation framework annotates Web images in an iterative way [22,2].
That is, given a new image I, the annotation keywords set after i−1 iterative is
denoted as ANi−1(i = 1, . . . , k, AN0 = null, where k is the size of the annotation
keywords set). In the ith iterative, the probability of keyword w to be annotated
for I is:

P (w|I, ANi−1) =
P (w|I)P (w|ANi−1)

P (w)
=

P (w|IV , IT )P (w|ANi−1)
P (w)

, (1)

where IV and IT is the visual and textual feature of image I respectively. As-
suming that P (w) is uniformly distributed, and IV and IT are independent, we
have:

w∗
i = argmaxwP (w|I)P (w|ANi−1) (2)

= argmaxwP (w|IV )P (w|IT )P (w|ANi−1).

Then
ANi = ANi−1 ∪ w∗

i (3)

Note that the maximum likelihood estimation for P (w|ANi) is:

PM (w|ANi) =
#{J |w, ANi ∈ J}
#{J |ANi ∈ J} , (4)

where #{J |w, ANi ∈ J} denotes the number of images in which keyword w and
keywords subset ANi appear together. For a limited training set, when |ANi| is
large, the co-occurrence of w and ANi is rare, which means there will be many
zero values in the probability estimation. However, a zero probability event in the
limited training set does not mean it never happen in the future, thus smoothing
is necessary.

In the text information retrieval, smoothing is usually performed by making
use of a large background collection to assign a non-zero probability to the un-
happened event in current model. For instance, we can choose a larger training
image set for smoothing. However, it is hard to obtain sufficient training images
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for the Web-scale image annotation task. Therefore, we propose to explore the
Web Social Multimedia to infer semantic correlation, rather than maintaining
a large scale image database by ourselves, or using the limited training image
set to generate the keywords correlation graph. It is expected that Web-scale
semantic space learning is more flexible to deal with the scalability problem of
Web images annotation.

Denoting the keywords correlation graph as Sim, then we can smooth the
maximum likelihood estimation for P (w|ANi) by the keyword semantic similar-
ity graph [12] as follows:

P (w|ANi) = (1 − γ)PM (w|ANi) + γ
∑

v∈V

Sim(w, v)
Degree+(v)

P (v|ANi), (5)

where γ is the smoothing factor. V is the vertex set of the graph Sim. Degree+(v)
is the outside degree of vertex v in Sim, that is:

Degree+(v) =
∑

u∈V

Sim(v, u) (6)

Different keywords have different importance for smoothing, here Degree+(v)
captures the importance of keyword v, that is, if keyword v only associates to
few keywords, then v is more important for smoothing than those associating to
more keywords. Eqn.5 shows that the more similar between keyword v and w,
the more important of keyword v for smoothing the probability of w.

The visual generation probability P (w|IV ) is computed as the expectation
over the images in the training set, that is:

P (w|IV ) ∝ P (w, IV ) =
|T |∑

i=1

P (w, IV |Ji)P (Ji) =
|T |∑

i=1

PV (I|Ji)P (w|Ji)P (Ji), (7)

where PV (I|Ji) is the probability of I being generated from Ji based on their
visual features. P (w|Ji) denotes the probability of word w generated from Ji,
which can be estimated by maximum likelihood estimation. And we assume P (J)
is uniformly distributed.

Based on the assumption that the regions of image are independent each other,
PV (I|Ji) equals to the product of the regional generation probabilities. The
regional generation probability PV (fj |Ji) can be estimated by non-parameter
kernel-based density estimation [10].

3.2 The Keyword Correlation Graph Generation by Web Semantic
Space Learning

The directed keyword correlation graph is denoted by Sim =< V, E >, where
the vertex set V consists of all the annotation keywords, and a directed edge
from keyword w to keyword w′ is denoted by eww′ ∈ E which is established if
and only if Sim(w, w′) > 0, where Sim(w, w′) is the similarity between w and
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Fig. 1. The generation process of keywords correlation graph. Only part of the vertices
and edges are given.

w′. Note that in our keyword correlation graph, Sim(w, w′) may not equal to
Sim(w′, w).

Figure 1 gives the generation process of keywords correlation graph. Firstly,
we submit the annotation vocabulary to Filckr to retrieve a neighborhood Im-
age Semantic Subspace (ISS), which is composed of the returned Related Tags
(RT)(or concepts). In order to further explore the correlations between the pairs
of concepts(keywords) that cannot be directly obtained from Flickr, we build a
directed graph G =< V ′, E′ > to represent the semantic correlations obtained
from Flickr directly, where the vertex set V ′ consists of the keywords in ISS, and
a directed edge from keyword w to keyword w′ is denoted by eww′ ∈ E′ which is
established if and only if w′ ∈ RT (w), where RT (w) is the set of Related Tags
(RT) of w.

The definition of the directed graph G shows that, if concept (keyword) w′ is
similar to w, then there exists a path from vertex w to w′. If concept(keyword)
w is accessible from w1 and w2 in G, and the number of the accessible con-
cept(keyword) of w1 is larger than w2, then we can conclude that the similarity
between w1 and w is smaller than the one between w2 and w. Therefore we can
estimate the semantic similarity between w and w′ as follows:

Sim(w, w′) = e−dis(w,w′)× |acess(w)|
|ISS| , (8)

where dis(w, w′) refers to the distance from w to w′ in graph G, which is mea-
sured by the length of the shortest path from w to w′ in graph G, acess(w) is
the set of the accessible concepts(keywords) from w, and |acess(w)| and |ISS|
denotes the number of keywords in acess(w) and ISS respectively.

3.3 The Estimation of Textual Generation Probability P (w|IT )

The Object Function. We adopt the linear basic expansion model for estimat-
ing the textual generation probability P (w|IT ). Let H(T ) denote the set of ex-
pansion functions, which represents the associated texts T and their interaction
structures; ω = {ω1, . . . , ωN} represents the weights of semantic contributions of
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H(T ) to I. Then the probability P (w|IT ) can be estimated by a linear model as
follows:

P (w|IT ) =
N∑

j=1

ωj(w)p(w|hj(T )), (9)

where N is the number of original and extended parts of the associated texts.

The Estimation of Probability p(w|hj(T )). We extend the structure of
the associated texts to further explore the relationship between image semantic
labels and the different types of associated texts. That is, we consider the higher
order pairwise structures of the different types of the associated texts by esti-
mating their pairwise joint generation probability p(w|TkTl) = p(w|Tk)p(w|Tl),
where (k �= l) ≤ n and p(w|Ti) can be estimated by the textual multinomial
distribution estimation [22]. Here we define the expansion function set H(T ) to
represent the associated texts and their higher-order interaction structures iden-
tically. For simplicity, we just consider the semantic contributions of the textual
data T and their order 2 interaction structures. The probability of keyword w
being generated by hj(T ) ∈ H(T ) is estimated as follows:

p̂(w|hj(T )) =
{

p(w|Tj) j = 1, . . . , n
p(w|Ti)p(w|Tl) (i �= l) ≤ n, n < j ≤ N

(10)

The Estimation of Weights ω(w, I). According to Eqn.9, the weights dis-
tribution are crucial to estimate the textual generation probability P (w|IT ).
Thus we propose the following constraint piecewise penalized weighted regres-
sion model to learn the weight distribution ω(w, I):

1. For a given unlabeled image I and the corresponding associated texts T ,
a neighborhood in the training Web image set (denoted as neighbor(I)) is first
generated under the visual and textual features similarity measurement.

2. Since the textual structures have higher order, we impose different penalty
to the associated texts and their pairwise higher order structure. We partition the
weight coefficients into k subsets corresponding to T and their ith(i = 2, . . . , k)
order interaction structures. Our aim is to shrinkage the regression coefficients
by imposing a L2 penalty to each part, where the penalty parameters are γ =
{γ1, . . . , γk}(γ1 ≥ . . . ≥ γk). Especially, to rectify the statistic error brought
by the limitation of the training data, we add the additional prior knowledge
into our regression model. Denote the prior knowledge as Dpre, which is the
set of important dimensions, and the corresponding penalty parameter is γpre.
Then the constraint piecewise penalty weighted regression estimation is defined
as follows:

ω̂(w) = arg min
ω(w)

{
K∑

i=1

μi(yi − ω0 −
N∑

j=1

Xijωj(w))2}

subjectby :
∑

ωj∈Ds

ωj(w)2 ≤ ts, (s = 1, . . . , k),
∑

ωj∈Dpre

ωj(w)2 ≥ tpre. (11)
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Eqn.11 equals to the following constraint piecewise penalty weighted residual
sum of squares:

ω̂(w) = arg min
ω(w)

{
K∑

i=1

μi(yi − ω0 −
N∑

j=1

Xijωj(w))2 (12)

+
k∑

s=1

γs

∑

ωj∈Ds

ωj(w)2 −
∑

ωj∈Dpre

γpreωj(w)2},

where K is the number of images in neighbor(I), Xij = p(w|hj(T )), yi refer to
the likelihood of the semantic concept w as the label of image Ji (ith Web image
in neighbor(I)), and Ti denotes the textual features of image Ji, μi denotes the
similarity between image I and Ji.

4 Experiments

All the data used in our experiments are crawled from Internet. The image data
set is obtained by HTML parsing and small icons are filtered out. The size of
the image data set L is 4000. We use a heuristic method to generate training
set automatically from the download Web pages. The idea is similar to tf/idf
heuristic, here we consider two kinds of term frequency, that is, the frequency
of the keyword w appears in one type associated text, and the frequency that
accounts for the number of the types of associated texts that w appears in.
The heuristic rule is that the keyword with higher frequency is more important
for the corresponding Web image. At last, we obtain 640 training images, and
the rest is used as test set. Each test image is manually labeled with 1-7 key-
words as ground truth. The vocabulary of manual annotations consists of about
137 keywords. Each image of L is segmented into 36 blobs based on fixed size
grid, and 528 dimensional visual feature for each blob is extracted according to
MPEG7 standards. Each image associates 5 types of associated texts: image
file name, ALT text (ALT tag), caption text (Heading tag), associated text and
page title.

We partition half of the training set as validation set to determine the model
parameters, such as the smoothing parameter λ, the regularization parameter
γ1, γ2 and γpre. Their values are set to 0.6, 0.7, 0.4 and 0.25 respectively in
our experiments. The recall, precision and F1 measures are adopted to evaluate
the annotation performance. That is, given a query keyword w, let |WG| denote
the number of human annotated images with label w in the test set, |WM |
denote the number of images annotated with the same label by our algorithm.
The recall, precision and F1 are respectively defined as: Recall = |WM∩WG|

|WG| ,

Precision = |WM∩WG|
|WM | , F1 = 2(Precision×Recall)

Precision+Recall . The number of annotation
keywords is set to 5, and the average recall, precision and F1 over all keywords
are calculated as the evaluations of the overall performance.
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Fig. 2. The overall performance of our Web image annotation approach

4.1 The Overall Performance of Our Annotation Approach

Figure 2 compares the ModelIter approach proposed in this paper and the
ModelFMD approach [18]. The ModelFMD model don’t use the keywords cor-
relation and learn a fix textual model for estimating the semantic from the
associated texts of Web image in the training stage. According to the figure,
the performance of our approach is superior to the ModelFMD method signif-
icantly. Our annotation framework incorporates two approaches: the keywords
correlation and the constraint piecewise penalty weighted regression, we need to
test their effectiveness for improving the performance of Web image annotation
respectively.

4.2 The Effectiveness of the Web Semantic Space Learning Based
Keywords Correlation

To test the effectiveness of our Web semantic space learning based keywords
correlation, we compare the performance of our annotation approach which
uses the Web concept space learning based keywords correlation(Flickr) and
the WordNet-based keywords correlation(WordNet), against the annotation ap-
proach without using keywords semantic correlation(noKWCor), that is the
probability estimation(Eqn.1) doesn’t consider the keywords correlation. Both
methods use the constraint piecewise penalty weighted regression model to es-
timation the semantic contribution of the associated texts, and consider the
contribution of visual features. Figure 3 gives the comparison result.

According to Figure 3, the performance of Flickr and WordNet both be supe-
rior to noKWCor, which show that the keywords correlation could be an effective
way to smooth the maximum likelihood estimation to exploit the keywords cor-
relation in the process of Web image annotation. Meanwhile, we found that the
performance of Flickr is better than WordNet significantly, this demonstrates
our Web semantic space learning method is more effective than WordNet for
measuring the keyword correlation to improve the performance of Web image
annotation.
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4.3 The Effectiveness of Prior Constraint and Piecewise Penalty
Weighted Regression

To test the effectiveness of prior knowledge constraint(Ctr) and Piecewise Penalty
Weighted Regression(PPWR) in the process of associated texts based generation
probability estimation,wecompare theperformanceofourapproach(Ctr+PPWR)
and the approaches which only consider the contribution of Ctr or PPWR. The
baseline approach does not consider the prior knowledge constraint and applies
Ridge Regression(RR) to learn the weights distribution. All approaches consider
the contributions of the keywords correlation and the visual features. Figure 4
gives the comparison result.

The results in Fig.4 show that: (a) The ”Ctr+RR” approach is superior to RR
approach. This demonstrates that it is effective to impose the prior knowledge
constraints in the regress model for Web image semantic annotation. (b) The
”Ctr+PPWR” approach is superior to ”Ctr+RR” approach. It demonstrates
that PPWR algorithm is more effective than ridge regression in learning the
weight distribution of the associated texts and their higher order structures
when annotating Web images.
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5 Conclusions

Ubiquitous image resources on the Web have long been attractive to research
community. Web-based AIA is a promising way to manage and retrieve the fast
growing Web images. However, its effectiveness still needs to be improved. In
this paper, we developed and evaluated a novel automatic Web image annotation
approach, which incorporates the image semantic keywords correlations and the
semantic contributions of visual features and associated texts of Web image. In
particular, we estimate the keywords semantic correlation by using Web image
semantic space learning, as well as adaptively model the distribution of semantic
labels of Web images on their associated texts by using the proposed constraint
piecewise penalty weighted regression. The experimental results demonstrate
that both the Web semantic space learning based keywords correlation and the
constraint piecewise penalty weighted regression model improve the performance
of Web image annotation significantly.
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Abstract. When adopting Bayesian network (BN) to represent and in-
fer probabilistic causalities among multidimensional variables, the size
of the conditional probability table (CPT) associated with each variable
is doomed to be large, and the causality inferences cannot be done for
arbitrary evidences. In this paper, we first extend the general BN by
augmenting parameters for describing causalities among classes instead
of specific instances of multidimensional variables. In the extended BN,
called CBN, the CPT of a variable includes the probability of each class
given parent classes, while a classifier of each variable is associated to de-
termine the class that the given evidence belongs to. Further, we give the
method for approximate inferences of the CBN for arbitrary evidences.
Preliminary experiments verify the feasibility of our methods.

Keywords: Multidimensional random variable, Class, Bayesian network,
Approximate inference, Classification.

1 Introduction

Multidimensional random variables are widely used to describe complex phenom-
ena in real-world applications. For example, Customer is multidimensional and
described by age, income, student and credit-rating. Sold Product is described
by price, unit, private-use and after-sale service. Multidimensional data on mul-
tidimensional variables are inherent in many applications such as e-commerce,
telecommunication, retail, financial markets, scientific data, bioinformatics data.
Mining multidimensional data plays a critical role in both theoretical data min-
ing research and data mining development [1, 2].

It is well known that Bayesian network is the effective framework of repre-
senting uncertainties among random variables. The representation and inference
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of probabilistic causalities based on Bayesian network are widely used in realis-
tic diagnosis, decision support, prediction, etc [3, 4]. A BN is a directed acyclic
graph (DAGs) where nodes represent random variables, and edges represent con-
ditional dependencies between these random variables. Each variable in a BN is
associated with a CPT to give the probability of each state given parent states.
A BN can be constructed by means of statistical learning from sample data [5,
6, 7]. By inferences [12], the posterior probability distribution of query variables
can be obtained. It is also natural to adopt Bayesian network to represent and
infer probabilistic causalities implied in multidimensional data.

Example 1. Suppose a simple BN of Customer and Sold Product is learned and
shown in Fig. 1, in which we assume Customer=(age, income, student, credit-
rating) and Sold Product=(price, unit, private-use, after-sale service).

Fig. 1. A simple Bayesian network

Unfortunately, current research findings of BN inferences mainly focus on the
efficiency-related issues [8, 9, 10, 11]. The need for BN inferences under arbitrary
evidences is pervasive, but the inference of a BN cannot be made when the given
evidence is not appearing in corresponding CPTs. For example, by ordinary in-
ference method on the BN in Fig. 1, we cannot obtain the probability of Sold
Product under the evidence of c = (≤ 30, medium, no, excellent), since there is
no data about such customers in sample data and accordingly no correspond-
ing entries in the CPT associated to Customer. This frequently happens in BN
inferences. Especially for multidimensional situations, the CPT size of each vari-
able is doomed to be large because of the large amount of combinations of values
on various dimensions. The more the dimensions of a variable, the less probably
the CPT includes all possible values. Furthermore, although the BN could be
revised and improved gradually based on inferences and domain experts, it is
still not realistic to enumerate all possible values for a multidimensional variable.

Actually, in real applications, higher level knowledge on classes may be paid
more attention when too precise details are not necessary. Above observations
motivate our idea of extending the general BN by considering inherent rela-
tionships among classes of multidimensional data. To make inferences on a BN
given arbitrary evidences, we will have to consider the following 2 aspects of
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extensions to the general BN: (1) The CPT of each variable should represent
the probabilities of each class given parent classes instead of those for specific
multidimensional values. (2) The class that the given evidence belongs to should
be determined with respect to the corresponding variable.

For the first aspect, we obtain the CPT of classes easily by statistics on the
sample data with class labels. For the second aspect, the ultimate class may
not be distinguished even though the classification rules for every dimension
have been given. Moreover, it is brute force to give the classification rules by
considering all possible combinations of the values on respective dimensions.

Decision tree induction is the learning of decision trees from class-labeled train-
ing sample [2]. Based on the algorithms such as ID3, C4.5, etc. [13, 14], we can
learn the decision tree, which can be easily converted to classification rules. Deci-
sion tree classifiers [2, 15, 16] are appropriate for exploratory knowledge discovery
and can handle high dimensional data [2]. In this paper, taking decision tree clas-
sifier as the representative, we adopt the classical method of classification analysis
in data mining and machine learning to obtain the classifier for each multidimen-
sional variable respectively. Therefore from the multidimensional perspective, we
obtain the class-parameter-augmented BN, called CBN, as the extension to a gen-
eral BN. Consequently, we propose the method for approximate inferences of the
CBN based on the Gibbs sampling algorithm [8].

Generally speaking, the main advantages of the CBN we propose in this pa-
per can be summarized as follows: by incorporating the classical classification
method into Bayesian network modeling, probabilistic causalities among classes
instead of those among specific values of multidimensional variables are repre-
sented and inferred. The inference can be made approximately no matter whether
the given evidence is appearing in the sample data from which the network is
learned. Based on the CBN and its inference method, causally relevant concepts
can be discovered automatically.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define
and construct the CBN, the BN with parameters of describing causalities among
classes of multidimensional data. In Section 3, we give the method for approx-
imate inferences of the CBN. In Section 4, we show experimental results and
performance analysis. In Section 5, we conclude and discuss future work.

2 Bayesian Network with Class Parameters

Definition 1. A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph, in which the
following holds [3, 4]:

(1) A set of random variables makes up the nodes of the network.
(2) A set of directed links connects pairs of nodes. An arrow from node X to

node Y means that X has a direct influence on Y . Each node X is independent
of its non-descendants given its parents.

(3) Each node has a conditional probability table that quantifies the effects
that the parents have on the node. The parents of node X are all those that have
arrows pointing to X.
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A BN represents the joint probability distribution (JPD) in products, and every
entry in the JPD can be computed from the information in the BN by the chain

rule P (x1, · · · , xn) =
n∏

i=1

P (xi|Parents(xi)).

Based on the definition of a general BN, following we give the definition of
the BN with class parameters on multidimensional random variables.

Definition 2. Let V = {−→V1,
−→
V2, · · · ,−→Vn} be the set of multidimensional random

variables, where −→Vi = (Ai1, Ai2, · · · , Aimi) is a multidimensional variable and
Aij is the j-th dimension of the i-th variable (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ mi). Let
Ci = {ci1, ci2, · · · , cili} be the classes on −→Vi .

Example 2. −→V1=Customer=(A11 =age, A12=income, A13 =student, A14 =credit-
rating) and −→V2 =Sold Product=(A21=price, A22=unit, A23 =private-use, A24 =
after-sale service) are 2 multidimensional variables, which constitute the set V=
{Customer, Sold Product}. Suppose buys-computer =yes and buys-computer=no
are 2 classes of Customer, while is-software=yes and is-software=no be 2 classes
of Sold Product. Then, we have C1 = {c11 : buys-computer=yes, c12 :buys-
computer=no} and C2 = {c21 : is-software=yes, c22 : is-software=no}.
Definition 3. A class-parameter-augmented BN, abbreviated as CBN, is a DAG
G = (V , E), where V is the set of multidimensional variables and E is the set
of directed edges in G. The random variables in V make up the nodes of G, and
for each node −→Vi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) in G:

(1) There is a CPT to represent the probability of each class of −→Vi given
all classes of parents of −→Vi , denoted P (ci|Parents(ci)), where ci ∈ Ci and
Parents(ci) is the set of classes of parents of −→Vi . Thus every entry of the JDP

on classes can be computed by P (c1, · · · , cn) =
n∏

i=1

P (ci|Parents(ci)).

(2) There is a classifier f for mapping each value ei of −→Vi to the corresponding
class ci in Ci, and f : −→Vi → Ci.

We assume that sample data are given with class labels for every variable, such
as those shown in Table 1. In particular, the sample data for constructing the
CBN structure can be easily extracted from the original sample set by select-
ing the class labels for each variable. For example, the sample data on classes
of Customer and Sold Product can be extracted from Table 1 and shown as
Table 2. Then the methods for constructing a BN [5, 6, 7] can be executed. Ac-
cordingly, we can obtain the CPTs based on the DAG structure and the sample
data of classes, as shown in Table 2. At the same time, the classifier for each
variable can be learned based on the classification methods in data mining and
machine learning [2]. In this paper, we adopt decision tree induction [13, 14, 15,
16] as the basis of classification.

Example 3. Suppose the CBN structure is learned from sample data and shown in
Fig. 1. By statistics on the sample data in Table 2, we can obtain
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Table 1. Sample data with class labels

−→
V1=Customer

−→
V2=Sold Product

A11 A12 A13 A14 C1 A21 A22 A23 A24 C2

≤ 30 high no fair no high Z no yes no
≤ 30 high no excellent no medium S yes no yes

31 · ·40 high no fair yes low T yes yes no
> 40 low yes fair yes high S no no yes
> 40 low yes excellent no high T yes yes no

31 · ·40 medium no excellent yes medium T no yes no
≤ 30 medium yes excellent yes low S yes no yes
≤ 30 low yes fair yes high Z no yes yes
> 40 medium yes fair yes medium S no yes yes

31 · ·40 low yes excellent yes low T yes no no

Table 2. Sample data on classes of Customer and Sold Product

−→
V1=Customer

−→
V2=Sold Product Count

yes yes 4
yes no 3
no yes 1
no no 2

Fig. 2. The Bayesian network with class CPTs

P (buys − computer = yes) = 0.7, P (buys − computer = no) = 0.3. Then, we
have P (is − software = yes|buys− computer = yes) = 4

7 , P (is − software =
no|buys − computer = yes) = 3

7 . Meanwhile, P (is − software = yes|buys −
computer = no) = 1

3 and P (is − software = no|buys − computer = no) = 2
3 .

Therefore, the Bayesian network with class CPTs is shown in Fig. 2.
Based on the sample data as shown in Table 1 and the classical decision tree

algorithms [2, 13, 14], the decision trees of Customer can be obtained in Fig. 3,
while the tree of Sold Product will not be given for space limitation.
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Fig. 3. The decision tree for buys-computer of Customer

Consequently, for any given evidence, we can determine the class that it be-
longs to at first. For example, if the value of Customer is given as cust = (age ≤
30, income = medium, student = yes, credit-rating=fair), then we can obtain
cust belongs to the class of buys-computer=yes based on the decision tree in
Fig. 3.

3 Approximate Inferences of the CBN

It is known that when computing posterior probabilities, the efficiency and
tractability of exact BN inferences depends on the network structure [4]. In this
paper, we are to discuss the inference on the classes of multidimensional vari-
ables, no matter whether the given evidence values are included in the sample
data or not. This leads to the approximate result given any specific multidi-
mensional values. We consider adopting the Gibbs sampling algorithm [8] for
approximate inferences of CBN on the basis of the property of Markov blankets.
Pearl pointed out that in any BN, the union of the following 3 types of neigh-
bors is sufficient for forming a Markov blanket of X : the direct parents of X ,
the direct successors of X and all direct parents of X ’s direct successors [2, 10].

The Gibbs sampling algorithm [8] generates each variable by making a random
change to the proceeding variable. We look upon the network as being a particu-
lar current state specifying a value for every variable. The next state is generated
by randomly sampling a value for one of the nonevidence variables, conditioned
on the current values of the variables in the Markov blanket of this currently-
sampled variable. We extend the Gibbs sampling algorithm to the CBN inference
and give the approximate inference method in Algorithm 1, whose convergence
and corretness can be guaranteed by the conclusion given by Russel [8].

Algorithm 1. CBN Inference /* Approximate inferences of the CBN */

Input:
G: a CBN, where the classifier of multidimensional variable −→Vi is denoted as

fi, −→
Z : the nonevidence nodes in G,−→
E : the evidence nodes in G,
X : the query variable,
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−→e : the set of values of the evidence nodes −→E , −→e = (−→e1 ,−→e2 , · · · ,−→em),
n: the total number of samples to be generated.

Output: The estimates of P (X |−→e ).
Variables:

−→z : the set of values of the nonevidence nodes −→Z ,−→q = −→z ∪ −→e : the current state of CBN ,
NX(xi)(i = 1, · · · , l): a vector of counts over probabilities of xi, where

xi(i = 1, · · · , l) is a class of X .

Step 1. Initialization:−→z ← random values of nonevidence nodes −→Z−→e ← evidence values of −→E
for i← 1 to m do
ci ← fi(−→ei ) /*get the class of each value in the give evidence*/
end for−→e ← (c1, c2, · · · , cm)
for j ← 1 to l do
NX(xj)←0
end for

Step 2. for i← 1 to n do
(1) Compute the probabilities of X in the next state:
P̂ (xi|MB(X)), where MB(X) is the set of the current values in the Markov

blanket of X
B ←∑

i

P̂ (xi|MB(X))

(2) Generate a random number r ∈ [0, B] and we determine the value of X :

X =

⎧
⎨

⎩

x1

x2

· · ·

r ≤ P (x1|MB(X))
P (x1|MB(X)) < r ≤ P (x1|MB(X))+ ≤ P (x2|MB(X))

· · ·

(3) Count: If X = xi then NX(xi)← NX(xi) + 1

Step 3. Estimate P (X |−→e ): P (xi|−→e )← NX(xi)
n .

Example 4. We illustrate the application of Algorithm 1 based on the CBN of−→
V1,
−→
V2,
−→
V3 and −→V4, shown in Fig. 5. Following we consider the query P (C3|C1 =

c11, C4 = c42) applied to the CBN. The evidence variables −→V1 and −→V4 are fixed to
their observed classes and the nonevidence variables −→V2 is initialized randomly.
We suppose the initial state is [C1 = c11, C2 = c21, C3 = c31, C4 = c42]. The
following steps are executed repeatedly.

(1) −→V2 is sampled, given the current classes of its Markov blanket variables.
In this case, we can obtain the probabilities when −→V2 is sampled as its classes
c21 and c22 respectively.
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Fig. 4. An example of CBN

P (C2 = c21|C1 = c11, C3 = c31, C4 = c42)
= P (C1 = c11)P (C2 = c21)P (C3 = c31|C1 = c11)P (C4 = c42|C1 =c11, C2 =c21,

C3 = c31) = 0.3× 0.1× 1
3 × 0.7 = 0.007,

P (C2 = c22|C1 = c11, C3 = c31, C4 = c42) = 0.036.
Suppose r2 = 0.04, and then the result will be c22. The new state will be

[C1 = c11, C2 = c22, C3 = c31, C4 = c42].
(2) −→V3 is sampled, given the current classes of its Markov blanket variables.

P (C3 = c31|C1 = c11, C2 = c22, C4 = c42)
= P (C1 = c11)P (C2 = c22)P (C3 = c31|C1 = c11)P (C4 = c42|C1 =c11, C2 =c22,

C3 = c31) = 0.3× 0.9× 1
3 × 0.4 = 0.036,

P (C3 = c32|C1 = c11, C2 = c22, C4 = c42) = 0.09.
Suppose r3=0.1, and then the result will be c32. The new state will be [C1 =

c11, C2 = c22, C3 = c32, C4 = c42].
If the process visits 40 states of C3 = c31 and 160 states of C3 = c32, then

P (c31|−→e ) = 0.2 and P (c32|−→e ) = 0.8, which are answers to the given query. It
should be noted that each state visited during above processes is a sample that
contributes to the estimate for the query variable −→V3.

4 Experimental Results

To test the feasibility of the methods proposed in this paper, we implemented
those for constructing and inferring CBNs. Centered on CBN inferences given
by Algorithm 1, the performance of CBN is tested. We first tested the influence
of noise data in the sample set on CBN inference results. We then tested the
precision of CBN inferences compared with those of corresponding BNs.

4.1 Experiment Setup

We generated the test data manually according to the AllElectronics customer
database [13]. All test data were stored in MS SQL Server. Our codes were
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Table 3. Multidimensional variables and their classes in test data

Multidimensional variables Classes

Branch = (in shopping center, trained for sale) backend = {yes, no}
Customer = (age, income, student) buy computer = {yes, no}

Employee = (full of frontend experience, skill) software salesman = {yes, no, other}
Sold Product=(price, after sale service) is software={yes, no}

Fig. 5. BN and CBN learned from test data

written in Java and JDBC-ODBC was used to connect the database. We con-
structed the CBN based on PowerConstructor [7], a learning tool of BNs, and we
implemented the decision tree induction algorithm [13] to learn the classifiers for
concerned variables. The multidimensional variables and their classes are shown
in Table 3. The domains of each dimension of every variable are ignored here for
space limitation while shown in corresponding CPTs of the generated BN.

On the generated sample data without noises, the BN and CBN are learned
and shown in Fig. 5 (a) and Fig. 5 (b) respectively.

According to the sample data with class labels, for each variable the specific
values and their respective classes are given as follows. For Branch, (no, no),
(no, yes) and (yes, no) belong to backend = yes, while (yes, yes) belongs to
backend = no (i.e, frontend in Fig. 5 (b)). For Customer, (lt30, high, yes),
(lt30, high, no), (lt30, medium, yes), (gt30, high, yes) and (gt30, high ,no)
belong to buy computer = yes, while others belong to buy computer = no
(i.e, not buy computer in Fig. 5 (b)). For Employee, (yes, software) belongs to
software saleman = yes, (yes, hardware) belongs to software saleman = no
(i.e, hardware saleman in Fig. 5 (b)), while others belong to software saleman
= other. For Sold Product, (high, yes) and (medium, yes) belong to is software
= no (i.e, not software in Fig. 5 (b)), while others belong to is software=yes.

4.2 Influences of Noise Data on CBN

To explore the influential factors on the CBN and its inferences, we tested the
tendency of CBN inferences with the increase of proportions of noise data in the
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Fig. 6. Influence of noise data on CBN inferences given the evidence of one variable

generated sample set. Under the proportions of 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and
50%, we recorded the conditional probabilities of inference results when adopt-
ing is software = yes as the evidence and every class of the other 3 variables
as the target respectively. The tendency of inference results with the increase
of noise proportions is shown in Fig. 6. Meanwhile, we also recorded the infer-
ence results when adopting backend = no, buy computer = yes as the evidence
and every class of Employee and Sold Product as the target respectively. The
similar tendency could be obtained, which will not be shown here for space
limitation.

In our sample data, for one class of a a certain variable, the noise data are
exactly the non-noisy ones for other classes. From Fig. 6, we can see that for
some certain classes, the posterior probabilities are decreased with the increase
of noise proportions, while the probabilities are increased for other classes of
the same variable. Moreover, we can conclude that the CBN inferences are de-
pendent on the proportions of noise data in the sample set, and the sensitiv-
ity to noise data is determined by the adopted classification method. There-
fore, the applicability of the CBN can be guaranteed to a great extent by
choosing appropriate classification methods according to specific realistic
situations.

4.3 Precision of CBN Inferences

For all possible specific values of the evidence and target variables in sample
data, we obtained the inference results by the BN in Fig. 5 (a). Accordingly,
we derive corresponding conditional probabilities of the classes that the target
values belong to under the evidence classes. These probabilities were adopted as
the criteria to test the precision of CBN inferences.

Meanwhile, we obtained the inference results directly by the CBN in Fig. 5
(b) with respect to the same evidence and target variables as those in above BN
inferences. The classes are considered instead of the specific values concerned
in the BN inferences. Then, as for some representative cases, we specifically
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Table 4. Errors of CBN inferences

BN(%) CBN(%) Error(%)

P (software saleman = yes|is software = yes) 52.8 52.6 0.2
P (software saleman = no|is software) 34.35 34.3 0.05

P (buy computer = yes|is software = yes) 88 88 0
P (buy computer = no|is software = yes) 12 12 0

P (backend = no|is software = yes) 62.5 62.4 0.1
P (backend = yes|is software = yes) 37.5 37.6 0.1

P (software saleman = yes|is software = no) 36 36 0
P (software saleman = no|is software = no) 51.4 51.5 0.1

P (buy computer = yes|is software = no) 13.8 13.7 0.1
P (buy computer = no|is software = no) 87.55 86.3 1.25

P (backend = no|is software = yes) 63.3 63.4 0.1
P (backend = yes|is software = no) 36.75 36.6 0.15

P (backend = no|is softwarebuy computer = no) 61.45 61.1 0.35
P (backend = yes|is software = yes, buy computer = no) 38.55 38.9 0.35

P (software saleman = yes|is software = yes, buy computer = no) 77.42 76.6 0.82
P (software saleman = no|is software = yes, buy computer = no) 9.56 9.64 0.08

compared the conditional probabilities obtained by BN inferences with those
obtained by CBN inferences, and we gave the errors in Table 4. It can be seen that
the maximal, minimal and average errors are 1.25%, 0% and 0.23% respectively,
which can be accepted generally and looked upon as precise basically. This means
that the CBN inference results are precise and thus well verifies the applicability
and feasibility of CBN.

To sum up, above experimental results show the soundness and feasibility of
CBN, as well as the corresponding inference method proposed in this paper.
These results make CBN be practical in real-world situations for representing
and inferring causalities among classes of multidimensional data.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we first extended the general BN by augmenting parameters of
describing causalities among classes instead of specific instances of multidimen-
sional data. Thus the class-parameter-augmented BN, called CBN, was obtained.
We then proposed the approximate inference method for the CBN no matter
whether the given evidence is appearing in the sample data from which the net-
work is learned. Preliminary experiments showed the feasibility of our methods.

The methods proposed in this paper also raise some other interesting research
issues. For example, based on the CBN and its inference method, causally rel-
evant concepts can be discovered automatically. Based on the CBN, we can
establish the mechanisms that are used to represent the probabilistic causal-
ities under general-specific relationships. The representation and inferences of
the causal relationships can be fulfilled by various hierarchies, and thus queries
can be answered according to the requirements by an on-demand manner. These
are exactly our future work.
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Abstract. What-if analysis is an important method to analyze the hypothetical 
scenarios based on the historical data. It provides useful information for the de-
cision-maker. Multiple versions are critical to what-if analysis. In this paper, we 
analyze the problem of multiple versions data processing and the incremental 
computation of cubes in what-if analysis, proposing a strategy to process multi-
ple versions of what-if data. Our solution can adopt different data processing 
methods according to the type of aggregate functions, the efficiency of multiple 
versions data processing is improved. Furthermore, we proposes an algorithm of 
incremental computation of CUBE for max(min) function to reduce the access 
time of fact table, and the experimental results showed that the performance is 
improved about 10%. 

Keywords: what-if analysis, cube, Delta cube, incremental computation, multi-
ple versions. 

1   Introduction 

What-if analysis is a particularly common and very important decision support process. 
It has applications in marketing, production planning, and other areas. What-if analysis 
is used to forecast future performance under a set of assumptions related to past data. It 
also enables the evaluation of past performance and the estimation of the opportunity 
cost taken by not following alternative policies in the past. For example, if the sale price 
of drink was increased by 10%, how would it affect the profit of the company? What-if 
analysis can provide important predicting information for decision-maker. 

The what-if analysis based on the hypothetical schema update was studied 
by[1][2][3]. [5]analyzed the types of dimension updates, and the method of maintaining 
cube under dimension updates. Most of what-if analyses are based on the hypothetical 
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fact table updates[6][7][8]. It analyzes the influence of the change of aggregation value 
on the base data from top to bottom. 

The development of multiple scenarios is critical to what-if analysis. The what-if 
update data of each scenario is a what-if version. The what-if version and its original 
data form a what-if view. Each what-if view shows in detail the result of a combination 
of decisions, and allows the decision maker to observe the global effect of those deci-
sions. The decision maker can compare the results of multiple what-if views to select the 
optimal plan. Since what-if view differs only on a few items from its original data, we 
only store the what-if update data into delta tables to reduce storage cost. Because a 
what-if version can base on another what-if version, how to these what-if versions and 
original data to get correct what-if view is a problem to be considered. We formulate the 
problem and propose a novel method to process multiple version what-if update data. 

To speedup the processing of query, some cubes are materialized in data ware-
house and OLAP system. As assumed changes are made to the schema, dimension or 
fact table, a new cube, which has same aggregate function, dimension and measure 
attributes as the materialized cube, must be updated to reflect the changed state of the 
data sources. The materialized cube can be recomputed from scratch. It also can be 
incremental computed by calculate the changes to the views due to the source changes. 
The delta cube[7] was proposed to incremental compute the new cube. By the method, 
the procedure of incremental computation of a cube view is divided into two stages: 
propagate and refresh. In the propagate stage, a delta cube ΔC was computed from the 
changes of the data source. The ΔC has same aggregate function as the cube view. In 
the refresh stage, the cube view was refreshed by applying the ΔC to it. The method fits 
the incremental computing self-maintainable[7] aggregate functions, such as SUM, 
COUNT, etc.. But, the MAX and MIN functions are self-maintainable with respect to 
insertions, non-self-maintainable with respect to deletions. For deletion operations, 
when a tuple having the maximum or minimum is deleted, the new maximum or 
minimum value for the group must be recomputed. The new maximum or minimum 
value was recomputed from the base table and delta table[7]. Due to the size of base 
table is very large, the recompute is very costly. This paper proposed a novel incre-
mental computation data cube for MAX and MIN aggregation functions(abbr. MAX 
and MIN cube): R_NLC. It uses delta cube method incremental computation MAX and 
MIN cube. If the tuple having the maximum or minimum is deleted, the new maximum 
or minimum value is recomputed from the next level cuboid. It reduced the access 
frequency of base table. As a result, the cost of incremental compute for MAX and MIN 
cube is substantially reduced. 

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 

 We propose a novel method to process multiple version what-if update data. 
 We propose a novel incremental compute method for MAX and MIN cube that 

can reduce the access time of base table. Consequently, the cost of incremental 
compute for MAX and MIN cube is reduced. 

This paper is organized as following: Section 2 will discuss the related work. Then, 
in section 3, the method to process multiple-version of what-if update data is presented. 
In section 4, we will describe the algorithm to incrementally computing MAX and MIN 
cube in detail. The results of performance experiments are given in section 5. Finally, 
we conclude our work in section 6. 
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2   Related Work 

In data warehouse and OLAP system, some cuboids are materialized to improve the 
query performance. When the data of fact table changed, the materialized cuboids must 
be updated to reflect the changed state of the data source. There are two strategies to 
re-compute the data cube: (1) discarding the materialized cuboids, and re-computing 
new cuboids from the fact table. (2) incremental computing the new cuboids based on 
the original materialized cuboids. The advantage of first strategy is that it can be used in 
any situations. Its disadvantage is that it can not make full use of existing resource. The 
re-computation of data cube consumes a lot of system resources. The advantage of 
second strategy is that it can make full use of existing cuboids, saving system resources. 

In what-if analysis, the materialized cube must be updated to reflect the hypo-
thetical update of the data sources. [2][3]describe different approaches to track schema 
changes and enable simultaneous queries on different schema version. [3]proposes a 
SQL query rewriting technique to support the OLAP query analysis in multidimen-
sional database systems modeled on multiversion schema. [4] introduces independ-
ently-updated views for creating multiple scenarios. But, they do not consider the 
processing of data of the cascade what-if version. The incremental compute of data 
cube under hypothetical dimension update are researched by [5][9] [10][11]. They do 
not consider the incremental maintenance of holistic functions. [7][8] research the 
incremental maintenance of data cube under hypothetical fact table update. Both of 
them adopt delta cube method to incremental compute data cube under fact table up-
date. [7] describes an approach for incremental maintenance of MAX and MIN cube. 
By the approach, when the tuple having the maximum or minimum value is deleted, the 
new maximum or minimum value of the group is recomputed from the base table and 
delta table. It does not use the cuboids in the data cube which has been updated. [8] 
proposes an incremental computation method for data cube that can maintain a data 
cube by using only           delta cuboids. Because the amount of delta cuboids is reduced 
largely, the cost of computing delta cuboids is substantially reduced. The algorithm 
does not discuss how to update the MAX and MIN cube with respect to deletions. 

3   Processing Multiple Versions of What-If Update Data 

In what-if applications, what-if operations are temporary. The what-if update data 
based on what-if operations does not exist. These what-if update data should not de-
stroy the real data in the OLAP system. Delta table is adopted to store what-if update 
data. This paper uses two types of delta tables to store what-if data. One is insert_delta 
table (Δ+), which stores the data of hypothetical insertions. The other is delete_delta 
table (Δ-), which stores the data of hypothetical deletions. The update operations in 
hypothetical conditions are transformed into deletions and insertions. 

3.1   Basic Conceptions about Multiple Versions  

Definition 1. what-if operation: A what-if operation OPwi = {OPA, OPA∈{Ins, Del, 
Upd}}. Where, OPA is an atomic hypothetical update operation. It may be insert(Ins), 
delete(Del) or update(Upd). That is, a what-if operation is a set of atomic hypothetical 
update operation. 
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In what-if analysis, there may be many what-if operation based on the same base table. 
What-if operation may base on tables or what-if views. 

Definition 2: what-if update data: The data produced by what-if operation is named 

what-if update data, denoted as Dwi. Dwi←OPwi means that the what-if operation OPwi 
produces a set of data Dwi. 

Definition 3: base table: A base table TB is the object of what-if operation. In OLAP 
system, TB may be fact table, view or dimension table. 

Definition 4: what-if view: The merging of what-if update data Dwi with its base table 
TB forms a what-if view, denoted as VI, then VI = TB ⊙ Dwi. 

Definition 5: what-if version: the what-if update data produced by a what-if operation forms a 
what-if version, denoted as V. V ← OPwi means the what-if version V is produced by 
OPwi. 

Base version VB

What-if version V1

What-if version V2

What-if version V3

 

Fig. 1. What-if version 

The data of base table TB forms the base version VB of what-if analysis. The data of 
same what-if version is stored into the same delta table. The relationship of what-if 
versions may be independently, or relatively. As shown in Figure 1. 

Definition 6. cascade what-if version: if V1 ← OPwi1, V2 ← OPwi2, and OPwi2 is based 
on VI1, then the what-if version V2 is the cascade what-if version of V1, denoted as V2 
⋉ V1. In Figure 1, the V2 is a cascade what-if version of V1. 

3.2   The Processing of Multiple Versions of What-If Data 

Assumed, there is a base table TB and multiple what-if versions V1, V2, …. ,Vn, and 
Vn ⋉Vn-1 ⋉ … ⋉V1, which corresponding to delta table Δ1, Δ2, …, Δn respectively, then 
the what-if view VIn of what-if version Vn need to be computed while processing the 
hypothetical query on VIn.  

There are two methods to compute VIn:  

(1) merging Δ1 and TB to get the what-if view of V1, i.e., VI1. Then, merging Δ2 and 
VI1 to get VI2 for V2, …, merging Δn and VIn-1 to get VIn for Vn. 
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(2) merging Δ1, Δ2, …, and Δn to get a total what-if data table, namely Δt. Then, 
merging Δt and TB to get VIn for Vn. 

Because the number of tuples in base table is much more than the number of tuples 
in delta table, the second method has higher efficiency than the first method. But, both 
of them need merge the delta tables and the base table. 

When incremental computing cube by delta method, it only need compute the 
delta_cube based on the delta tables. Therefore, it need not merge the delta tables and 
the base table. Only the merge of delta tables is needed. Based on different aggregate 
functions, the method of merge of delta tables is different. The method of merge is 
discussed as following: 

A direct method to merge Δ1, Δ2, …, Δn is Δ1 Union all Δ2 Union all … Union all Δn. 
It is assumed that there are two what-if versions, corresponding to four delta tables: Δ1

+, 
Δ1

-, Δ2
+ and Δ2

-

, respectively. Then, the insert_delta table Δ+ can be computed from Δ1
+ 

Union all Δ2
+. The delete_delta table Δ- can be computed from Δ1

-Union all Δ2
-. The 

processing method is correct to some aggregate functions, for instants, SUM, COUNT, 
etc.. But, it is not correct to other aggregate functions, for instance, MAX, MIN, etc.. 
For example, the data in Δ1

+, Δ1
-, Δ2

+ and Δ2
- is shown in Figure 2: 

P  T  C  Unit_sales
1  1   1     5 
1  1   2     3 

P  T  C Unit_sales
3  1   1    6 
1  2   2    3 

P  T  C Unit_sales
2  1  1    6 
1  3  2    3 

P  T  C Unit_sales
1  1  1     5 
2  2  1     8 

 

Fig. 2. Multiple versions delta data 

P  T  C Unit_sales
1  1   1    5 
1  1   2    3 
2  1   1    6 
1  3   2    3 

P  T  C Unit_sales
3  1   1    6 
1  2   2    3 
1  1   1    5 
2  2   1    8

 

Fig. 3. The delta data after union all 

 
After delta tables are merged by above method, Δ+ and Δ- are shown in Figure 3. 
It is assumed that the aggregate function is MAX. Then, the maximum value of 

group (1,1,1) in Δ+ is 5. But, the tuple(1,1,1,5) is inserted in Δ1
+, and then is deleted 

from Δ2
-, so it does not exist. The maximum value 5 is not the correct maximum value 

of group (1,1,1). 
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For aggregate functions, such as SUM and COUNT, this processing method is 
correct. For SUM, the total of Unit_sales can be computed by subtracting the subtotal 
of Unit_sales in Δ- from the subtotal of Unit_sales in Δ+. The tuple (1,1,1,5) is added 
once, and then is subtracted once, so it has no effect on the result. 

Definition 7. Invertible aggregate function: For a function F, if existing a function F’ 
satisfies that F’(F(a, b), b) = a, F’(F’(a, b), c) = F’(a, F(b, c)), F and F’ are distributive or 
algebraic functions, then F is an invertible aggregate function, F’ is the inverse function 
of F. 

For example, aggregate functions SUM, COUNT are invertible aggregate function. The 
inverse function of SUM and COUNT is SUBSTRACT. 

The aggregate functions MAX, MIN and MEDIAN are not invertible aggregate 
function. 

For different type of aggregate functions, different method can be adopted to process 
multiple versions of what-if data to improve the efficiency. 

Rule 1. For invertible aggregate function, using the following method to process 
multi-version what-if data: 

Δ+ = Δ1
+ + Δ2

+ +……+ Δn
+ 

Δ- = Δ1
- + Δ2

- +……+ Δn
- 

Proof. Assumed Δp
+ denotes the set of tuples in pure delta_insert table, Δp

- denotes the 
set of tuples in pure delta_delete table, then Δp

+ = Δ+ 
- Δ- , Δp

- = Δ-

-Δ+, Δp
+ ∩ Δp

- = Φ, 
F(Δ) = F’(F(Δp

+), F(Δp
-)), then: 

(1) if Δ+ ∩ Δ- = Φ, then Δp
+ = Δ+ 

, Δp
- = Δ-

, F(Δ) = F’(F(Δ+), F(Δ-)) = F’(F(Δp
+), 

F(Δp
-)). 

(2) if Δ+ ∩ Δ- ≠ Φ, assumed Δ+ ∩ Δ- = Δ∩, then 

Δp
+ = Δ+ 

- Δ∩, Δp
- = Δ- 

- Δ∩. 

F(Δ) = F’(F(Δ+), F(Δ-)) = F’(F(Δp
+, Δ∩), F(Δp

-, Δ∩)). Due to F is a distributive 
aggregate function, therefore: 

F(Δ) = F’(F(F(Δp
+), F(Δ∩)), F(F(Δp

-), F(Δ∩))) 

= F’(F’(F(F(Δp
+), F(Δ∩)), F(Δ∩)), F(Δp

-)) 

= F’(F(Δp
+), F(Δp

-)) 
End. 

For non_invertible aggregate function, Δ+ and Δ- should satisfies the follow condi-
tions: for ∀t ∈ Δ+ , if t∈Δi

+, then t ∉ Δj
-, i < j <= n. Similarly, ∀t ∈ Δ- , if t∈Δi

-, then 
t ∉ Δj

+, i < j <= n. 

Rule 2: For non_invertible aggregate function, Δ+ and Δ- can be computed by following 
formula[12]: 

Δ+ = Δ1
+ 
- Δ2

- + Δ2
+ 
-…… - Δn

- + Δn
+ 

Δ- = Δ1
- 

- Δ2
+ + Δ2

- 

-…… - Δn
+ + Δn

- 
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The sequence of above operations is based on the sequence of versions. Otherwise, it 
may lead to wrong result. For example, if the what-if data in Δ3

+ is (2,2,1,8), the what-if 
data in Δ3

- is (2,2,3,3), then the result of Δ+=Δ1
+
-Δ2

-+Δ2
+
-Δ3

-+Δ3
+ is show as following: 

 
P T C Unit_sales 
1 1 2 3 
2 1 1 6 
1 3 2 3 
2 2 1 8 

 
the result of Δ+=Δ1

++Δ2

++Δ3

+

-Δ2

-

-Δ3

- is: 
 

P T C Unit_sales 
1 1 2 3 
2 1 1 6 
1 3 2 3 

In this result, the tuple(2,2,1,8) is deleted. But, it is deleted from Δ2
-, then inserted 

into Δ3
+. Because Δ3

+ is later than Δ2
-, it should be kept in the result. 

Obviously, the set operations of Rule 1 are much less than Rule 2. It has no demand 
on operation order and can be optimized by parallel or pipeline, etc. to improve the 
processing performance. 

4   Incremental Computation of CUBE 

While the number of dimension attributes is n, the CUBE contains 2n cuboids, and each 
cuboid is defined by a single SELECT-FROM-WHERE-GROUP BY block, having 
identical aggregate functions, identical FROM and WHERE clauses, and one of the 2n 
subsets of the dimension attributes as the group-by columns. Figure 4 shows a CUBE 
with three dimension attributes (level i indicates the level of cuboid). 

(a,b,c)

(a,b) (a,c) (b,c) 

(a) (b) (c)

(all) level 3

level 2

level 1

level 0  

Fig. 4. A cube with three dimension attributes 

The what-if analysis is based on what-if view. Generally, the what-if view VI is 
computed by TB ⊙ Dwi, then what-if analysis is performed on VI. But, when there 
exists a materialized view on TB, we can carry out the what-if analysis by incremental 
computation the new view with the materialized view, TB and Dwi. In this section, we 
discuss the incremental computation of MAX and MIN cube. 
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MAX and MIN function are self-maintainable with respect to insertions. The new 
maximum or minimum value of a group can be computed by comparing the old 
maximum or minimum value with the maximum or minimum value of the group in 
delta table. Therefore, for insertions, the incremental computation of MAX or MIN 
cube is same to the SUM cubes. This paper does not discuss it again. The discussion 
about it refers to the paper[7][8]. This paper mainly discusses the problem about in-
cremental computation of MAX and MIN cube with respect to deletions. 

MAX and MIN functions are not self-maintainable with respect to deletions, so the 
incremental computation of MAX and MIN cube are more complex than the SUM or 
COUNT cube. [7]introduces a method for incremental computing MAX and MIN cube. 
When the tuple holding maximum or minimum value is deleted, the new maximum or 
minimum value for the group can be recomputed from the base table and the delta table. 
Because the number of tuples in the base table is very large, the cost of re-computation 
of maximum(minimum) value is very high. 

This paper proposed a novel algorithm for incremental computing MAX(MIN) 
CUBE: R_NLC(Refreshed by Next_Level Cuboid): 

(1) incrementally computing CUBE from bottom to up; 
(2) when incrementally computing the cuboid of level 0, and the tuple with the 

maximum(minimum) value has been deleted, re-computing new maxi-
mum(minimum) value from the base table and delta table; 

(3) when incrementally computing the cuboids of level i(i>0), and the tuple with 
the maximum(minimum) value has been deleted, re-computing new maxi-
mum(minimum) value from the cuboid of level i-1; 

The correctness of the algorithm is proofed as following: 

Proof： Assumed S = { S1, S2, ......,Sn}, where S is a set of tuples, S1, S2, ......,Sn are the 
disjoint subsets of S. SD is a subset of S, denoting the set of tuples which need to be 
deleted from S. Then S-SD = {S1 - SD, S2 - SD, …, Sn - SD}. Therefore, MAX(S-SD) 
= MAX({S1 - SD, S2 - SD, …, Sn - SD}). Because MAX functions is distributive 
aggregate function, MAX(S-SD) = MAX({MAX(S1 - SD), MAX(S2 - SD), …, 
MAX(Sn - SD)}). Simultaneously, MIN(S-SD) = MIN({MIN(S1 - SD), MIN(S2 - SD), 
…, MIN(Sn - SD)}). End. 

For example, for a cube C with three dimension attributes: a, b and c, it has eight cu-
boid: abc, ab, ac, bc, a, b, c and Φ. The incremental computing procedure for cuboid 
new_abc(Figure 5(a)) and new_ab(Figure 5(b)) is shown in Figure 5. In the procedure 
of incremental compute of cuboid new_abc, when the tuple of cuboid abc is (1,1,2,5,1), 
there exists a tuple (1,1,2,5,1) in cuboid Δabc, that is the tuple with maximum value 5 is 
deleted. Therefore, the maximum value of group(1,1,2) needs to be recomputed. Be-
cause abc is the cuboid of level 0, the new value is recomputed from the base table and 
delta table. The result of recomputed is4, then inserting tuple(1,1,2,4,1) into new_abc. 
When incrementally computing of cuboid new_ab and the tuple of cuboid ab is 
(1,1,5,1), there exists a tuple(1,1,5,1) in cuboid Δab. Therefore, the maximum value of 
group(1,1) needs to be recomputed. Because cuboid new_abc has been computed, we 
can compute the new maximum value from new_abc to get 4, then inserting the tuple 
(1,1,4,1) into cuboid new_ab. 
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abc

a  b  c  d m
1  1  2  1  5
1  1  2  2  4
1  2  1  1  6
1  2  1  2  6
2  1  1  8  1

a  b  c  max count 
1  1  2   5   1 
1  2  1   6   2 
2  1  1   1   1 

a b  c  max count 
1  1  2   5   1 
1  2  1   6   1 

a  b  c  max count
1  1  2   4    1
1  2  1   6    1
2  1  1   1    1

a  b  c d   m
1  1  2  1   5
1  2  1  1   6

abc

base table delta table

new_abc

5(a) 5(b)

a b max count
1  1   5    1 
1  2   6    1

a b  max count 
1  1   4    1 
1  2   6    1 
2  1   1    1 

a  b  c  max count
1  1  2   4    1 
1  2  1   6    1 
2  1  1   1    1 

ab

new_abc

new_ab

a  b  max count
1  1   5    1 
1  2   6    2 
2  1   1    1 

ab

 

Fig. 5. The procedure of incremental com 

4.1   Computing Delta Cube 

R_NLC algorithm computes a delta cube from delete_delta table Firstly. The delta cube 
has the same aggregate function, dimension and measure attributes as base cube. In a 
group, there may be more than one tuples having the same measure values, the algo-
rithm adopts count to determine if all of tuples with the same measure values have been 
deleted. Therefore, besides of the measure attributes of the result of MAX or MIN 
function, the delta cube has another measure attribute: COUNT. The values of COUNT 
attribute of cuboids in the delta cube is the inverse of the number of tuples with the 
maximum or minimum value in the delete_delta table. Therefore, during computing 
delta cube, not only the maximum value of each group need to be computed, but also 
the number of tuples having the maximum value in the group need to be computed. 

4.2   Incremental Compute the MAX and MIN Cube 

After the delta cube is computed, we compute the new cube by the base cube and delta 
cube. The incremental computing procedure for MAX cubes is the following (The 
algorithm for MIN cubes is similar to it.): 

For each tuple t(a1,a2,…,ai, m, count) in base cuboid, searching the tuple 
δt(a1,a2,…,ai, m_del, count_del) which has the same dimension attribute values as t in 
the compounding delta cuboid: 

(1) If δt is not found, then insert tuple t into the new cuboid. 
(2) If δt(a1,a2,…,ai, mdel, countdel) is found, then: 

(i) If t.m > δt.mdel, then the tuples with the maximum value in the base fact table 
have not been deleted. So, insert tuple t into the new cuboid.. 

(ii) If t.m = δt.mdel and t.count + δt.countdel > 0, then some of these tuples with 
the maximum value in the base fact table are deleted, others are not deleted. So, 
insert tuple(a1,a2,…,ai, m, t.count + δt.countdel) into the new cuboid; 
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(iii) If t.m = δt.mdel and t.count + δt.countdel <= 0, then all of these tuples having 
the maximum value in the base fact table are deleted. The new maximum value of 
the group(a1,a2,…,ai) needs to be re-computed. 

(iv) If t.m < δt.mdel, then searching these tuples δt’ and counting its number, 
named by count’. δt’ has the same dimension and measure values as t. That is 
t.a1=δt’.a1, …, t.ai=δt’.ai, t.m=δt’.m_del. If δt’ is found, and count’+t.count <= 0, 
then new maximum value of the group(a1,a2,…,ai) needs to be re-computed. If 
count’+t.count > 0, then insert tuple(a1,a2,…,ai, m, count’+t.count) into the new 
cuboid. If δt’ is not found, then insert tuple t into the new cuboid.. 

When re-computing the new maximum value of the group(a1,a2,…,ai), if the group 
belongs to cuboids of level 0, then re-computing the new maximum value from the base 
table and delete_delta table. If the group belongs to cuboids of level i(i>0), then 
re-computing the new maximum value from the cuboid of level i-1. 

If all of the tuples of delete_delta table come from the base fact table, the (2)(iv) of 
above algorithm need not to be considered. 

5   Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we present the results of performance evaluation. In the experiments, our 
method R_NLC is compared with an incremental CUBE maintenance method that 
re-computes the maximum(minimum) value from the source data and delta data. We use an 
Oracle 10g database system running on a PC with 3GHZ Pentium4 CPU and 1G RAM. 
The methods used in the experiments are implemented using PL/SQL in Oracle 10g. 

The FoodMart database of Microsoft Analysis Service is used in the experiments. 
The table sales_fact_1997 is used as base table. The attributes product_id, time_id, 
customer_id and store_id in the sales_fact_1997 are used as dimension attributes, while 
unit_sales is used as a measure attribute.  

In this experiments, we firstly compare the performance of the two merge meth-
ods(denoted as merge_by_rule1 and merge_by_rule2 in Figure 6 respectively). We use 
three insert_delta tables and three delete_delta tables in this experiment. The size of 
each delta table varies from 200000 tuples to 800000 tuples. The result is shown in 
Figure 6. It shows that the efficiency of merging delta tables by Rule1 is better than 
merging delta tables by Rule2. Therefore, if an aggregate function is invertible ag-
gregate function, the delta table should be merged using Rule1. 

 

Fig. 6. The performance of merge 
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Then, we evaluated the performance of R_NLC. Table 1 shows two cuboids, i.e., C1 
and C2 used in the experiments. In the experiments, we compared R_NLC with an 
incremental cube compute algorithm which uses the base table and delta table to re-
compute the new maximum or minimum value when the tuple with the maximum or 
minimum value is deleted(denoted as R_BFT).  

Table 1. CUBEs used in the experiments 

CUBE Dimension attributes Measure attribute 

C1 product_id, time_id, customer_id Unit_sales 
C2 product_id, time_id, customer_id, store_id Unit_sales 

 

  

Fig. 7(a). C1 Fig. 7(b). C2 

Fig. 7. The performance evaluation 

  

Fig. 8(a). C1 Fig. 8(b). C2 

Fig. 8. Scalability evaluation 

Figure 7 shows the results of performance experiment when we varied update ratio for 
a fixed size of the base table. In the experiments, the size of base table is 800000 tuples. 
We varied the update ratio of the fact table from 5% to 20%. In Figure 7, the time of the 
R_NLC algorithm is less than another algorithm. The performance is improved about 
10% by R_NLC. The results of experiments show that reducing the access times to base 
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fact table can improve the performance effectively. The savings in time mainly come 
from the fact that R_NLC uses the result of previous computation. 

We next vary the size of base table from 400000 to 1600000 tuples for a fixed update 
ratio 10% to evaluate the scalability performance. The result (shown in Figure 8) shows 
that R_NLC has better performance than R_BFT. The benefit to R_NLC increases 
when the size of base table increases. 

6   Conclusion 

This paper proposed a strategy for multiple versions what-if update data: improving the 
merging efficiency by using different methods to merge multiple versions what-if 
update data according to different types of aggregate functions. We also proposed an 
algorithm R_NLC to incrementally compute MAX(MIN) cubes. In this algorithm, the 
cubes are incrementally computed from bottom to up. It incrementally computes the 
cuboid by using the cuboid of next level. The cuboids of level 0 are incrementally 
computed by base table and delta table. In the performance evaluation, the efficiency of 
the R_NLC algorithm over the previous method is demonstrated. Because of benefit 
from the reduction of the access times of base table, R_NLC improved the performance 
effectively. What-if analysis plays an important role in data warehouse and OLAP 
system. There are many problems about what-if analysis which should be further 
studied, such as, the framework of what-if analysis, the performance optimization of 
what-if analysis, the storage strategy of what-if data, etc.. We will investigate these 
problems in the future work. 
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Abstract. What-if analysis is an important type of DSS analysis processing pro-
cedure. It analyzes hypothetical scenarios based on historical data. The data cube 
view must be updated when the what-if condition is changed. Since source data 
must be kept in order to compute the new aggregate value when new tuples are 
inserted or deleted, in what-if analysis, incrementally computing a data cube for 
holistic aggregation functions is a difficult problem. In this paper, we adopt delta 
cube strategy and work area technique to incrementally compute data cube for 
MEDIAN function. The size of work area has important influence on the efficiency 
of the incremental computing. This paper optimizes the size of work area based on 
the number and the cardinality of dimension attributes of the cuboid. Performance 
study shows that our algorithms are effective over large databases. 

Keywords: what-if analysis, cube, delta cube, incremental computation. 

1   Introduction 

What-if analysis is a very important decision support process. It is used to forecast 
future information under a set of hypothetical scenarios related to historical data. It can 
provide important predicting information for DSS users. What-if analysis also enables 
the evaluation of past performance and the estimation of the opportunity cost taken by 
not following alternative policies in the past. For example: 

Q1: if the sale price of drink was increased by 10%, how would it affect the profit of the 
company? 

Q2: if introducing production A into CA area, how would it affect the profit of the 
enterprise? 

Q3: if the total profit need to be increased 10%, how to adjust the product structure of 
enterprise? 
                                                           
∗ Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 

60473069,60496325; the joint research of HP Lab China and Information School of Renmin 
University(Large Scale Data Management);the joint research of Beijing Municipal Commis-
sion of education and Information School of Renmin University(Main Memory OLAP Server). 
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According to the object of hypothetical update, the what-if analysis in OLAP can be 
classified into three categories: 

A. the what-if analysis based on hypothetical schema update; 
B. the what-if analysis based on hypothetical dimension update; 
C. the what-if analysis based on hypothetical fact table or view update. 

The what-if analysis based on the hypothetical schema update was studied by 
[1][2][3]. [4]analyzed the types of dimension updates, and the method of maintaining 
cube under dimension updates. The Q2 belongs to the what-if analysis based on hy-
pothetical dimension update. Most of what-if analyses are based on the hypothetical 
fact table updates[5][6][7]. The Q1 belongs to the what-if analysis based on hypo-
thetical fact table update. Q3 belongs to the what-if analysis based on hypothetical view 
update[7]. It analyzes the influence of the change of aggregation value on the base data 
from top to bottom. 

The implementation approaches of what-if analysis(what-if query) are divided into 
two classes: “lazy” and “eager”. In the “lazy” approach, the hypothetical update ex-
pression is transformed into an equivalent explicit substitution, and then applying these 
substitutions to what-if query, to obtain a pure relational algebra query. The “lazy” 
approach stores the hypothetical update expression, but not hypothetical update data. 
The what-if query implemented by “lazy” approach is transformed into the queries on 
the fact data[5]. In the “eager” approach, the hypothetical update expression is mate-
rialized and stored into the system to form an assumed scenario, and then the what-if 
query is processed on the assumed scenario. The “lazy” approach can save massive 
memory space due to not store hypothetical update data. But, some complex hypo-
thetical update can not be presented by update expression, so it can not be adopted in 
some situations. 

The data cube is a convenient way to exhibit multi-dimension aggregating views in 
data warehouse and OLAP system. To speedup the processing of query, some cubes are 
materialized in data warehouse and OLAP system. As assumed changes are made to the 
schema, dimension or fact table, a new cube, which has same aggregate function, di-
mension and measure attributes as the materialized cube, must be updated to reflect the 
changed state of the data sources. The materialized cube can be recomputed from 
scratch. It also can be incrementally computed by calculate the changes to the views 
due to the source changes. The delta cube[6] was proposed to incrementally compute 
the new cube. By the method, the procedure of incremental computation of a cube view 
is divided into two stages: propagate and refresh. In the propagate stage, a delta cube 
ΔC was computed from the changes of the data source. The ΔC has same aggregate 
function as the cube view. In the refresh stage, the cube view was refreshed by applying 
the ΔC to it. The method fits the distributive and algebraic aggregate functions for 
incremental computing, such as SUM, COUNT, etc.. The delta cube method belongs to 
the “eager” method. 

The aggregate functions are divided into two classes: self-maintainable and 
non-self-maintainable[6]. A set of aggregate functions are self-maintainable if the new 
value of the functions can be computed solely from the old values of the aggregate 
functions and from the changes to the base data. According to the definition, a 
self-maintainable aggregate function must be a distributive or algebraic aggregate 
function. It can not be holistic function. Therefore, the delta cube method can not be 
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used directly to incrementally compute a cube with holistic aggregation functions such 
as MEDIAN and QUANTILE. In this paper, we propose a solution for the incremental 
computation of a cube with MEDIAN aggregation function. 

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 

 We adopt delta cube method to incrementally compute MEDIAN cube. In our 
algorithm, the delta cube has different content from the source cube. 

 We propose a novel work area technique to efficiently incrementally compute a 
cube with MEDIAN aggregation function. 

 We vary the size of work area based on the number and the cardinality of di-
mension attributes of cuboid to reduce the cost of management of work area. 

This paper is organized as following: Section 2 will discuss the related work. Section 3 
introduces the background information of our study. Then, in section 4, we will describe 
the algorithm to incrementally compute MEDIAN cube in detail. The results of per-
formance experiments are given in section 5. Finally, we conclude our work in section 6. 

2   Related Work 

An d-dimension data cube contains 2d cuboids, which come from the same fact table, 
with the same aggregate function and different group-bys. Because the computation of 
data cube is a time-consuming work, many research works have been done to improve 
the efficiency of data cube computation. In data warehouse and OLAP system, some 
cuboids are materialized to improve the query performance. When the data of fact table 
changed, the materialized cuboids must be updated to reflect the changed state of the 
data source. 

There are two strategies to re-compute the data cube: (1) discarding the materialized 
cuboids, and re-computing new cuboids from the fact table. (2) incrementally com-
puting the new cuboids based on the original materialized cuboids. The advantage of 
first strategy is that it can be used in any situations. Its disadvantage is that it can not 
make full use of existing resources. The re-computation of data cube consumes a lot of 
system resources. The advantage of second strategy is that it can make full use of ex-
isting cuboids, saving system resources. However, it is fit to distributive and algebraic 
aggregate functions only. 

In what-if analysis, the materialized cube must be updated to reflect the hypothetical 
update of the data sources. The incremental computation of data cube under hypo-
thetical dimension update is under research by [4][9][10][11]. They do not consider the 
incremental computation under fact table update. [6][8] research the incremental 
maintenance of data cube under hypothetical fact table update. Both of them adopt delta 
cube method to incrementally compute data cube under fact table update. [8]proposes 
an incremental computation method for data cube that can maintain a data cube by 
using only delta cuboids. Because the amount of delta cuboids is much smaller, the cost 
of computing delta cuboids is substantially reduced. The algorithm does not fit to in-
crementally maintain a cube with holistic function. The work area technique is used in 
[12] and [13]. But, they do not discuss the incremental maintenance of cube. [15] in-
troduces the methods of efficient computation of iceberg cubes with complex  
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measures. [14] proposes a methods of incremental maintenance of quotient cube for 
MEDIAN. But, it does not discuss the deletion operations. 

3   Backgroud 

This section provides the necessary background for discussion in the rest of this paper. 
In section 3.1, we define some notations about what-if analysis, and discuss the storage 
of what-if data in section 3.2. Section 3.3 introduces the conception about data cube. 

3.1   Notation Definitions 

In this section, we introduce some general notations about what-if analysis. 

Definition 1. base table: A base table TB is the object of what-if operation. In OLAP 
system, TB may be fact table, view or dimension table. 

Definition 2. what-if operation: A what-if operation OPwi = {OPA, OPA∈{Ins, Del, 
Upd}}. Where, OPA is an atomic hypothetical update operation. It may be insert(Ins), 
delete(Del) or update(Upd). That is, a what-if operation is a set of atomic hypothetical 
update operations. 

In what-if analysis, there may be many what-if operations based on the same base table. 
What-if operation may base on tables or what-if views. 

Definition 3. what-if data: The data produced by what-if operation is named what-if 

data, denoted as Dwi. Dwi←OPwi means that the what-if operation OPwi produces a set of 
data Dwi. 

Definition 4. what-if view: The merging of what-if update data Dwi with its base table 
TB forms a what-if view, denoted as VI, then VI = TB ⊙ Dwi. 

3.2   Storage of What-If Data 

In what-if applications, what-if operations are temporary. The what-if update data 
based on what-if operations does not exist. Therefore, these what-if update data should 
not change the real data in the data warehouse and OLAP system. Delta table is adopted 
to store what-if update data. That is, what-if update data are stored into one or more 
delta tables which are independent to real fact table. The what-if queries are processed 
on the union of the base table and delta table. 

This paper uses two types of delta tables to store what-if data. One is insert_delta 
table (Δ+)which stores the data of hypothetical insertions. The other is delete_delta 
table (Δ-), which stores the data of hypothetical deletions. The update operations in 
hypothetical conditions are transformed into deletions and insertions: deleting the old 
data firstly, inserting the new data secondly, then storing the data of hypothetical de-
letions into delete_delta table and the data of hypothetical insertions into insert_delta 
table. 
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3.3   Data Cube 

In data warehouse and OLAP applications, it is often necessary to analyze the data in 
fact table based on various combinations of dimension attributes. The DATA CUBE 
operator supports such analysis in data warehouse and OLAP. In a CUBE, attributes are 
categorized into dimension attributes, on which grouping operation may be performed, 
and measure attributes are the results of aggregate functions. While the number of 
dimension attributes is d, the CUBE contains 2d cuboids, and each cuboid is defined by 
a single SELECT-FROM-WHERE-GROUP BY block, having identical aggregate 
functions, identical FROM and WHERE clauses, and one of the 2d subsets of the di-
mension attributes as the group-by columns. Figure 1 shows a CUBE with three di-
mension attributes (level i indicates the level of cuboid). 

(a,b,c)

(a,b) (a,c) (b,c) 

(a) (b) (c)

(all) level 3

level 2

level 1

level 0  

Fig. 1. A cube with three dimension attributes 

4   Incremental Computing Data Cube for MEDIAN 

The what-if analysis is based on what-if view. Generally, the what-if view VI is com-
puted by TB ⊙ Dwi, then what-if analysis is performed on VI. But, when there exists a 
materialized view on TB, we can carry out the what-if analysis by incremental com-
putation the new view with the materialized view, TB and Dwi. In this section, we dis-
cuss the incremental computation of MEDIAN cube. 

4.1   Work Area 

For a set having n tuple, the number of tuples that are larger or smaller than the median 
values of the n values is same. When inserting new tuple into the set or deleting tuple 
from the set, if storing m (1≤m≤n) tuples around the median value in the work area, then 
the new median value can be got from the m tuple in the work area when the number of 
tuples of inserting or deleting is smaller than m. 

Assumed a sorted set S = {t0, t1, …, tn-1}, the median value of the set can be com-
puted as following when the set is updated: 

1. Let tmed represent the position of the median of the n tuples of S. We maintain a 
work area to store m tuples around tmed, and let tlow and thigh represent the position of  
the smallest tuple and the biggest tuple in the work area, respectively. 

2. When deleting a tuple t from the set S, we compute the new tmed of S according the 
following rules, and adjust the tlow and thigh correspondently. 

(1) If t < tlow, then tmed moves 1/2 position to the right. 
(2) If t > thigh, then tmed moves 1/2 position to the left. 
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(3) If tlow ≤ t ≤ thigh, then tmed moves 1/2 position to the left, and the count of tuple in 
the work area reduces 1, thigh moves 1 position to the left. 

3. When inserting a tuple t into the set S, we compute the new tmed of S according the 
following rules, and adjust the tlow and thigh correspondently. 

(1) If t < tlow, then tmed moves 1/2 position to the left. 
(2) If t > thigh, then tmed moves 1/2 position to the right. 
(3) If tlow ≤ t ≤ tmed, then tmed moves 1/2 position to the left, and the value of tlow is 

updated as the value of its right neighnor. 
(4) If tmed ≤ t ≤ thigh, then tmed moves 1/2 position to the right, and the value of thigh is 

updated as the value of its left neighnor. 

4.2   Computing Delta Cube 

The paper[6] proposed delta cube method to incrementally maintain data cube. Delta 
cube has the same aggregation function, measure attributes and dimension attributes as 
the source data cube. For example, if the aggregation function of source data cube is 
SUM, then the aggregation function of the delta cube is SUM also. The new data cube 
can be computed by merging the source data cube and the delta cube. 

But, the MEDIAN function is not a distributive aggregation function. It is not a 
self-maintainable function with respect to insertions and deletions. If the MEDIAN is 
used to compute the delta cube, then merging the delta cube and the source data cube 
can not get the correct median value of the new cube. Therefore, the MEDIAN can not 
be used to compute the delta cube. According to the analysis of work area in 4.1, for a 
group(tuple or member) in a cuboid, if we have known the number of tuples which is 
larger than the median of the group in the source cube, and the number of tuples which 
is smaller than the median of the group in the source cube, then we can get the new 
median value of the group from the tuples in the work area. The tuples that is between 
the tlow and thigh can affect the content of the work area. To maintain the effectiveness of 
the work area, we build a work area for each group of cuboids in the cube to store the 
tuples between the tlow and thigh. 

Therefore, the following values need to be computed when computing the delta 
cube: 

(1) NUMOFSMALL: recording the number of tuples which is smaller than the median 
of the group in the source cube. 

(2) NUMOFLARGE: recording the number of tuples which is larger than the median of 
the group in the source cube. 

(3) NUMOFEQUAL: recording the number of tuples which is equal to the median of 
the group in the source cube. 

(4) WORKAREA: storing the tuples between tlow and thigh of delta data. 

For each cuboid of the delta cube, we can compute it by the algorithm 1(as shown in 
Figure 2). 
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Algorithm 1: delta cube(setofgroup, cuboid)
Input: setofgroup: the grouped delta data according to some

dimension attributes; 
    cuboid: a cuboid of the source data cube, which has 

the same grouping attributes as the datagroup. 
Output: delta_cuboid 
1. Begin 
2. For each group G in the setofgroup:
3.     Find the tmed, tlow, thigh of the corresponding group in 

cuboid.
4.     i = 0; 
5.     while(G[i].value != tmed && i < G.count) i++; 
6.     G.numofsmall = i; 
7.     j = i; 
8.     while(j < G.count && G[j].value == tmed) j++; 
9.     G.numofequal = j – i; 
10.    G.numoflarge = G.count – j; 
11.    i = 0; 
12.    while(G[i].value < tlow && i < G.count) i++; 
13.    j = i; 
14.    while(j < G.count && G[j].value < thigh) j++; 
15.    store the tuples between G[i] and G[j] into the work 

area for the group G. 
16. end for; 
17. end.  

Fig. 2. The algorithm for computing delta_cube 

4.3   Incremental Computing the MEDIAN Cube 

In this section, we illustrate how to compute the new MEDIAN cube using the source 
data cube and the delta cube. In the propagate stage, we have computed two delta cubes, 
one for delta insertion tuples, and the other for delta deletion tuples. Now, we compute 
the new MEDIAN cube using the source data cube and the two delta cubes. The new 
MEDIAN cube is computed from top to down. For each group in each cuboid in the 
source cube, we compute the new median value according to the following steps. 

1. Merging the work areas: 
There are three work areas for each group G of cuboid, for the source data cube, delta 
insertion cube and delta deletion cube respectively, denoted as Ws, Wi, and Wd. The 
new work area W is equal to Ws – Wd + Wi (the subscript s, d and i represent the 
variable if for the source data cube, delta deletion cube and delta insertion cube  
respectively.). 

(1) If the number of tuples of which the value is equal to the median in Wd is larger 
than 0, then recording two variables: Equalleft and Equalright when deleting them from 
Ws. The two variables represent the number of tuples which are located on the left of 
tmed and the number of tuples which are located on the right of tmed respectively, among 
the deleted tuples that are equal to the median. 
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(2) If there are some tuples of which the value is equal to the median in the Wi, then 
inserting them into those positions which are located on the left of tmed. 

2. computing the new median 
We compute the new median according to the following criteria: 

(1) If the old tmed is deleted, then the tmed moves 1/2 position to the left. 
(2) If NUMOFLARGEi + NUMOFSMALLd + Equalleft = NUMOFLARGEd + NU-

MOFSMALLi + NUMOFEQUALi + Equalright, then tmed keeps invariant. 
(2) If NUMOFLARGEi + NUMOFSMALLd + Equalleft < NUMOFLARGEd + NU-

MOFSMALLi + NUMOFEQUALi + Equalright, then tmed moves (NUMOFLARGEd 
+ NUMOFSMALLi + NUMOFEQUALi + Equalright - NUMOFLARGEi - NU-
MOFSMALLd - Equalleft)/2 position to the left. 

(3) If NUMOFLARGEi + NUMOFSMALLd + Equalleft > NUMOFLARGEd + NU-
MOFSMALLi + NUMOFEQUALi + Equalright, then tmed moves (NUMOFLARGEi 
+ NUMOFSMALLd + Equalleft - NUMOFLARGEd - NUMOFSMALLi - NU-
MOFEQUALiI - Equalright)/2 position to the right. 

(4) If tmed moves out of the range of work area, then the new tmed needs to be computed 
from the base table and the delta table. 

The algorithm for incremental computing a cuboid is shown in figure 3. 

Algorithm 2 Newcuboid(delta D cuboid, delta I cuboid, 
s_cuboid)
Input: delta_D_cuboid: a cuboid computed from the delta 
delete data. 
  delta_I_cuboid: a cuboid computed from the delta insert 
data.
  s_cuboid: a cuboid of the source data cube and its 
grouping attributes are same as the grouping attributes of 
delta_D_cuboid and delta_I_cuboid. 
Output: new_cuboid 
1. Begin 
2. For each group G of delta_D_cuboid and delta_I_cuboid 
3. Get work area Wd and Wi from Gd and Gi respectively; 
4. Get work area Ws, tmed, tlow and thigh from the corresponding 

group Gs of s_cuboid; 
5. Ws = Ws – Wd + Wi; compute variables Equalleft and Equalright;
6. if tmed has been deleted, then tmed moves 1/2 position to 

the left; 
7. if tmed is still in the work area and has not been deleted, 

then moving tmed to new position. 
8. if (tmed < tlow || tmed > thigh)
9.     compute the new tmed from base table and the delta table. 
10.  end for; 
11.  end.  

Fig. 3. The algorithm for computing a new cuboid 
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In the algorithm, we only re-compute the median of the affected groups. It can re-
duce the amount of calculation. When there are three work area Ws, Wd and Wi need to 
be merged, we delete the tuples of Wd from Ws firstly, then insert the tuple of Wi into 
Ws. It can keep the tuples in the Ws as many as possible. If the tmed need to be moved to 
a new position which is out of the range of Ws, then it needs to be computed from the 
base table and the delta table. Because we incrementally compute the new cube from 
top to down, the sorting and grouping results of the merging result of base table and the 
delta table, which is completed when computing the higher level cuboid, can be used to 
compute the lower level cuboid. It avoids the repeated merging and sort-group opera-
tions of the base table and the delta table. 

4.4   Optimizing the Size of Work Area 

To a great extent, the size of work area affects the performance of the algorithm. If the 
size of work area is very small, then the probability of the new median occurring in the 
work area is decreased which increases the probability for re-computing the new me-
dian. If the size of work area is very large, it can keep the median in the work area 
effectively. But, it increases the cost for management of the work area. When the in-
creased cost of management is larger, although the cost of re-computation is reduced, 
the performance of algorithm may decrease. 

The cuboids of a data cube implement aggregate operations based on different di-
mension attributes. Focusing on the number of tuples, there is very great difference 
among the groups of different level cuboids. Generally, the number of tuples of the 
group in the cuboids of higher level is not less than the number of tuples of the group in 
the cuboids of lower level. Therefore, they have different size requirements of the work 
area. In the advanced algorithm, we optimize the size of the work area based on the 
number d of the dimension attributes of the cuboid and the cardinality C of the di-
mension attributes. The size of work area can be defined by the formula (1): 

 
Where, A is the max value of the size of the work area, B is the min value of the size of 
the work area. The value of A and B can be set flexibly by the user. They can be a fixed 
value or a function. 

5   Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we present the results of performance experiments. In the experiments, we 
implement three algorithms: the complete re-computation algorithm for the  
MEDIAN cube(denoted as Re-com), the incremental computation algorithm for the ME-
DIAN cube with fixed size of the work area(denoted as In-com-FS), and the incremental 
computation algorithm for the MEDIAN cube with variable size of the work area(denoted 
as In-com-VS). In the experiments, the number of dimension attributes of each tuple is 4, 
and the cardinality of each dimension is 20. The delta data includes what-if insertion data 
and what-if deletion data, account for 50% and 50%, respectively. Our experiments are 
carried out on a PC with an Intel Pentium 3GHz CPU and 1GB main memory.  

SizeofWA = 
B     if A/Cd ≤ B 

A/Cd    if A/Cd > B 
    (1) 
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Fig. 4. The performance evaluation of Re-com and In-com-FS 
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Fig. 5. The performance evaluation of In-com-FS and In-com-VS 

We compare the performance of Re-com and In-com-FS firstly. The result is shown 
in figure 4. In this experiment, the number of tuples is 2,000,000, and the update ratio 
varies from 4% to 20%. Figure 4 shows that the time taken by the In-com-FS algorithm 
is less than the time taken by the Re-com algorithm. But, with the update ratio in-
creasing, the gap between then In-com-FS and Re-com algorithm is becoming small. 

Next, we compare the In-com-FS and In-com-VS algorithm, In this experiment, the 
number of tuples is 2,000,000. We vary the update ratio from 4% to 20%. Figure 5 
shows the result. It shows that the In-com-VS algorithm has better performance than 
the In-com-FS algorithm. 
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Fig. 6. The performance evaluation of In-com-VS 
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Figure 6 shows that the result of the performance evaluation when we increase the 
size of the base table. From the result, we can see that the In-com-VS algorithm can 
save about 50% in processing time. Hence, the In-com-VS algorithm can be effectively 
used for fast incremental maintenance of cube views. 

In all experiments, with the update ratio increasing, the gap between the incremental 
computation and complete re-computation becomes small. Therefore, the incremental 
computation fit to be adopted with lower update ratio. If update ratio is very high, the 
complete re-computation should be adopted. 

6   Conclusion 

Incremental computation of data cube is an extremely important aspect of data ware-
house and OLAP system under hypothetical scenarios. However, the incremental 
computation of data cube for holistic functions is a hard work(or big problem). This 
paper addresses the problem of incrementally maintaining the existing MEDIAN cube. 
We adopt the delta cube strategy and work area technique to incrementally compute the 
MEDIAN cube under the what-if operations, and we optimize the algorithm by varing 
the size of the work area with the number and the cardinality of dimension attributes of 
the cuboid. Through performance evaluation, we can draw a conclusion that the effi-
ciency of the proposed algorithm is superior to the complete re-computation method, 
and the efficiency of the In-com-VS algorithm is superior to the In-com-FS algorithm. 
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Abstract. What-if analysis can provide more meaningful information than classi-
cal OLAP. Multi-scenario hypothesis based on historical data needs efficient 
what-if data view support. In general, delta table for what-if analysis is more gen-
eral than other solutions such as query re-writing prototype of Sesame. Delta table 
is independent of base table and is more suitable to represent complex hypotheti-
cal updates and multi-version hypothetical updates. Due to low efficiency of tradi-
tional delta table merging algorithm which is based on set operation, there are few 
researches focus on delta table merging algorithm but on query re-writing algo-
rithm. By analyzing the difference between what-if query and what-if analysis and 
improving the delta table merging algorithm, we propose novel algorithms with-
out set operation of difference. Considering the feature of aggregate operations in 
OLAP analysis, pre-merge algorithm is presented without the generation of what-
if data view before group-bys in the scenario of SUM, AVERAGE and COUNT 
function OLAP queries. In our experiments, the pre-merge algorithm greatly im-
proved the efficiency of delta table merging procedure which is close to base 
group-by statement and superior to the re-writing algorithm. A complete compari-
son between all candidate delta table merging algorithms and re-writing algorithm 
with different what-if update conditions of update, deletion, insertion and mixed 
what-if updates is exhibited in our experiments, the policy of what-if analysis 
among different types is also discussed. 

Keywords: delta table, delta table merging, what-if analysis, re-writing query. 

1   Introduction 

What-if queries based on hypothetical scenarios can provide adequate information for 
decision support applications. What-if analysis is based on hypothetical OLAP DB, 
                                                           
∗ Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 

60473069,60496325; the joint research of HP Lab China and Information School of Renmin 
University(Large Scale Data Management);the joint research of Beijing Municipal Commission 
of education and Information School of Renmin University(Main Memory OLAP Server). 
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including ad-hoc what-if queries, roll-up or drill-down functions etc. The challenges 
are how to represent hypothetical updates in a read-only historical dataset and how to 
process multi-dimension queries in a hypothetical data warehouse just like in an ordi-
nary data warehouse. 

What-if analysis includes two types. One is based on hypothetical updates targets, 
the other is based on the expression of hypothetical update which can be seen as the 
realization for all types of what-if analysis. For hypothetical updates target, hypotheti-
cal update can occur on schema, dimension and fact table. For the expression of hypo-
thetical update, there are three typical sub-types of delta table merging, re-writing 
query and delta cube. 

What-if analysis tools based on spreadsheet are also employed under research[4,5]. 
But this kind of what-if analysis usually focuses on key data view and key enterprise 
parameters; it is not general enough for the purpose of OLAP analysis. 

Among the realization techniques of what-if analysis, delta cube is based on incre-
mental cube maintenance [1,3,6,7] and materialized views are needed. In our project 
of ”Main Memory OLAP Server”, few materialized views are created because of 
limited memory capacity and higher query processing performance, so we limit our 
topic on ad-hoc what-if analysis queries. We also research on delta cube algorithm 
under main-memory OLAP server in other research papers. [8,9] mainly focus on 
multi-version schema hypothetical updates, and can provide what-if OLAP analysis 
functions on multi-version scenarios. A general multi-version what-if analysis still 
need further research work. [10] discusses the framework of what-if analysis and the 
main research works in the future. 

Hypothetical update can be presented either as delta tuples or as update rules. Re-
writing query algorithm [2] proposes a set of query algebra operators to perform what-if 
queries and hypothetical update can be presented with some query algebra operators. 
Delta table can be used as materialized results of re-writing hypothetical update queries.  

The performance of what-if query is important for what-if applications. More re-
searchers focus on re-writing query algorithm than delta table merging algorithm 
because of the low performance with set operations of the latter and there is no com-
prehensive comparison between the two solutions. We extend the delta table merging 
algorithm under what-if OLAP scenario with novel algorithms which can improve the 
performance and we carefully design experiments to measure the two types in differ-
ent what-if data scenarios. Our work is the base research work for algorithm selection 
module in our prototype system. 

Our contributions are as follows: 

1. We improve traditional delta table merging algorithm based on set operation. 
2. We propose a novel pre-merging algorithm based on delta table and analyze 

the boundary of this algorithm. 
3. We carefully analyze the performance of re-writing algorithm under uniform 

what-if update delta tuples, uniform what-if deletion delta tuples, uniform 
what-if insertion delta tuples and mixed what-if delta tuples. We also compare 
the performance of each type with relative delta table merging algorithm. 

4. We propose the tradeoff policy of delta table merging and re-writing algo-
rithms in what-if analysis application. 
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The background notions and conventions are presented in Sec.2. Algorithms are 
discussed in Sec. 3. Sec.4 shows the result of experiments. In Sec.5 we conclude the 
tradeoff policy of algorithm selection. Finally, Sec.6 summarizes the paper and dis-
cusses future work. 

2   Preliminaries 

Traditional delta table merging algorithm is based on set operation, where each base 
table maintains two delta tables, one for insertion delta tuples, and the other for dele-
tion delta tuples. Update operation is divided into a deletion operation and an inser-
tion operation. 

Definition 1 (delta table). In this paper, delta table is a 4-atom structure <D,F,V,C>, 
where D denotes updated tuple values; F denotes three what-if update flags with val-
ues of ”U”, ”I”, ”D”; V denotes version information and C denotes count value of 
delta tuple with 0 for updated delta tuple, 1 for inserted delta tuple and -1for deleted 
delta tuple.  

Hypothetical query or what-if query is a general concept in hypothetical scenarios, 
hypothetical data view must be obtained firstly and then queries are performed on 
hypothetical data view. The following queries on hypothetical data view are arbitrary. 

Definition 2 (what-if analysis). What-if analysis can be seen as a kind of specific 
what-if queries limited in OLAP areas. What-if analysis={OLAP query//what-if up-
dates}, ”//” means under the condition of given what-if updates. What-if updates are 
same as ordinary what-if queries but the following queries are only queries with ag-
gregate computation, i.e. what-if analysis ⊂ {what-if queries}.  

Traditional delta table merging algorithm based on set operation is described as: W=R
∪S－T, where W denotes what-if data view, R denotes fact table, S denotes set of 
insertion delta tuples, and T denotes set of deletion delta tuples.  is defined as the 
operation of delta table merging with base table. With query re-writing algorithm, 
there are no delta tuples, what-if data view can be obtained by re-writing query. The 
costly set difference operation can be re-written with proper where clauses, for exam-
ple, R-{t|t[A]>1500∧t∈R} can be represented with δA≤1500(R) which will improve 
the performance remarkably. Because of the advantages in space cost and perform-
ance, more researchers focus on query re-writing algorithm than delta table merging 
algorithm. In practical applications, some what-if updates are difficult to represent 
with re-writing query, some what-if updates contain complex computing but small 
amount of delta tuples while re-writing algorithm has to re-compute those costly 
what-if update operations whenever queries are called. There are more and more re-
quirements in co-analysis under multi-user and multi-version what-if scenarios, the 
performance of query re-writing algorithm will decline as cascade re-writing state-
ments increase.  

For what-if updated and deleted delta tuples, the process is: factTuplei deltaUorIj

→SUM accumulator (or other aggregate operations). For sum function, factTuplei and 
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deltaUorIj independently entering SUM accumulator results in the same result, we can 
regard this feature as associative law in aggregating computation. If we pre-merge the 
fact table and delta table with union operation and then perform the unique group-by 
operation, the merging cost can be saved. The process is described as: 

Fact table∪delta table pre-merge set of what-if data view OLAP query 
results. 

But with COUNT function, merged tuple get the result of 1, but fact tuple and delta 
tuple get the result of 2. The additional field of count in delta table can solve this 
problem. We perform ”sum(count) ” instead of count(*), for what-if updated delta 
tuple, 1 (fact tuple count value)+0(updated delta tuple count value)=1; for deleted 
delta tuple, 1 (fact tuple count value)+(-1)(deleted delta tuple count value)=0; for 
inserted delta tuple, 0 (fact tuple count value)+1(deleted delta tuple count value)=1. 
We can get AVERGE value by SUM/COUNT. MAX and MIN functions need to be 
further studied; other aggregate functions such as MEDIAN do not suit the pre-merge 
algorithm. 

We compare the key procedure of join and set difference operations, in main-
memory database MonetDB, the result shows that time cost of set difference opera-
tion is about 100 times longer than join operation, so the bottleneck of delta table 
merging algorithm is set difference operation. In general delta table merging algo-
rithm, we improve the algorithm with join operation instead of set difference opera-
tion, the results of experiments show that the merge performance can be improved 
more than 10 times. We will discuss detailed algorithms in next section. 

3   What-If Analysis with Delta Table 

In our research work, we classify delta table merging algorithm by thee types, one is 
based on set operation, another is based on join operation and the last type is based on 
pre-merge algorithm. We realize those algorithms with FoodMart dataset and SQL 
statement in order to perform experiment in a real ROLAP system. We select a typical 
MDX query for performance testing and transform it into SQL statement. 

SELECT 
  store.store_state, time_by_day.the_year, 
  time_by_day.quarter, product_class.product_family,  
  SUM(sales_fact_1997.store_sales)  
FROM     
  store,time_by_day,product_class,product,sales_fact_1997 
WHERE   
  sales_fact_1997.store_id=store.store_id AND 
  sales_fact_1997.time_id=time_by_day.time_id AND  
  sales_fact_1997.product_id=product.product_id AND  
  product.product_class_id=product_class.product_class_id 
GROUP BY 
  store.store_state,time_by_day.the_year, 
  time_by_day.quarter,product_class.product_family; 
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3.1   Set Operation Based Delta Table Merging Algorithm  

A. Simple set operation based delta table merging algorithm 

In traditional set operation based delta table merging algorithm, what-if update opera-
tion generates deletion and insertion delta tuples stored in T and S tables. The addi-
tional fields carry on necessary information, the value fields are same structure as fact 
table, and changed values are stored in relative fields. We assumed that in the phase 
of what-if update, new delta tuples satisfy the entity integrity check, we can use UN-
ION ALL instead of UNION which is much more efficient. So we can simply de-
scribe set operation based delta table merging algorithm(set BDM) as: 

 
Algorithm1. set BDM 
R UNION ALL S EXCEPT T 

B. Improved set operation based delta table merging algorithm 

In practical applications, single delta table is usually used to store the what-if updates 
of fact table. Hypothetical update operation generates delta tuples with flag 
of ”D(deleted tuples) ”, ”I(inserted tuples) ” and ”U(updated tuples) ”. We improve 
set operation based delta table merging algorithm(improvedSetBDM) as: 

 
Algorithm2. improvedSetBDM 

R ⋈(πT(R) EXCEPT (δflag='U' or flag='D' (deltaTable)))  
UNION ALL 
 (δflag='U' or flag='D' (deltaTable)) 

 
Algorithm 1 and 2 in this section are the same time complexity, unique delta table 

simplify the maintenance cost of applications and there no need to transform hypo-
thetical update operation. 

3.2   Join Based Delta Table Algorithm  

Set operation is simple but low efficient. In our experiments, join operation is faster than 
set difference operation, so we propose join based delta table merging algorithms. 

As table 1 shows, we generate the whole tuple map of fact tuple and delta tuple. 
We can see four types of maps: No.1 denotes current fact tuple has a U type delta  
 

Table 1. Relation map of fact tuple and delta tuple 

 Base table Delta table 
1: 1  2  1  3.5  5.6  7 1  2  1  3.5  5.6  2 … U  0 
2: 2  3  7  5.8  7.6  9  
3: 3  2  4  5.1  2.8.  6 3  2  4  5.1  2.8  6 … D  -1 
4:  4  2  6  1.4  5.7  3 … I   1 
5: 4  5  9  7.4  5.1  9  
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tuple and updated delta tuple is visible; No.3 denotes current fact tuple has a D type 
delta tuple and current fact tuple is invisible; No.4 denotes that there is a new inserted 
delta tuple and the delta tuple is visible; No.2 and No.5 denote that current fact tuple 
has no what-if update, current fact tuple is visible. We can get this map with SQL 
statement of ”full join ”, and output merged tuples through table scan operation on the 
full join table. 

In DW, if what-if update only change measure fields, we can store final measure 
value mi’ or delta value of mi-mi’. If we use final values, then merging operation is to 
decide whether fact tuple or delta tuple is visible. If we use delta value, the merging 
operation is just to compute the sum value of fact tuple field and delta tuple field, if 
the result equals to 0 then use a flag field to mark the delete type. We select delta 
value in delta table in the following algorithms.  

A. Full join based delta table merging algorithm 

We use”case…when…then…” clause to process the merging procedure. 

 
Algorithm3. fullJoinBDM 
SELECT  

 
(CASE WHEN b.product_id IS NULL THEN d.product_id  

ELSE b.product_id END) AS product_id, 
(CASE WHEN b.time_id IS NULL THEN d.time_id ELSE 

b.time_id END) AS time_id, 
(CASE WHEN b.customer_id IS NULL THEN d.customer_id 

ELSE b.customer_id END) AS customer_id, 
(CASE WHEN b.promotion_id IS NULL THEN d.promotion_id 

ELSE b.promotion_id END) AS promotion_id, 
(CASE WHEN b.store_id IS NULL THEN d.store_id ELSE 

b.store_id END) AS store_id, 
(CASE WHEN b.store_cost IS NULL THEN d.store_cost 

ELSE b.store_cost END) AS store_cost, 
(CASE WHEN b.unit_sales IS NULL THEN d.unit_sales 

ELSE b.unit_sales END) AS unit_sales, 
(CASE WHEN b.store_sales IS NOT NULL AND 

d.store_sales IS NULL THEN b.store_sales    
      WHEN b.store_sales IS NOT NULL AND d.store_sales 

IS NOT NULL THEN 
(b.store_sales+d.store_sales)   

      WHEN b.store_sales IS NULL AND d.store_sales IS 
NOT NULL THEN d.store_sales  

END) AS store_sales, d.flag AS what_if_flag 
FROM  

sales_fact_1997 b FULL JOIN delta_table d  
ON  

b.product_id=d.product_id AND 
b.time_id=d.time_id AND 
b.customer_id=d.customer_id AND 
b.promotion_id=d.promotion_id AND 
b.store_id=d.store_id; 
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We use ”CASE” clause to decide which tuple field should be visible on the full 
join table, all the delta tuple type of U, I and D can be process in the single SQL 
statement. We can’t skip the what-if deleted delta tuple in the SQL statement, so we 
add flag field of output tuple to distinguish different tuple types for the following 
group-by operation. 

With fullJoinBDM algorithm, set difference operation is replaced with full join op-
eration which is much faster. What-if inserted delta tuples can be directly merged 
with fact table but updated and deleted delta tuples can’t, so we improve this algo-
rithm with different delta tuple type policy. 

B. left join based delta table merging algorithm  

What-if inserted delta tuples can be merged with fact table with union all command, 
so we separate the inserted delta tuples from delta table and directly merge them with 
the results. We can see in table 1 that the other three types of tuple mapping don’t 
have NULL values in the left part, so we can perform left outer join operation instead 
of full join, the time cost can be lower and only measure fields need to be re-written 
with case clause, which will greatly reduced the comparison process time . 

 
Algorithm4. leftJoinBDM 
SELECT  

b.product_id,b.time_id,b.customer_id, 
b.promotion_id,b.store_id, 
b.store_cost,b.unit_sales, 

CASE  WHEN d.product_id IS NULL THEN  
b.store_sales    

       WHEN d.product_id IS NOT NULL THEN 
(b.store_sales+d.store_sales)   

END as store_sales 
FROM  

sales_fact_1997 b LEFT OUTER JOIN 
delta_table d  

ON  
b.product_id=d.product_id AND 
b.time_id=d.time_id AND 
b.customer_id=d.customer_id AND 
b.promotion_id=d.promotion_id AND 
b.store_id=d.store_id 

UNION ALL 
SELECT  

d.product_id,d.time_id,d.customer_id, 
d.promotion_id, d.store_id, d.store_cost, 
d.unit_sales, d.store_sales 

FROM       delta_table 
WHERE      d.flag= 'I'; 

3.3   Pre-merge Based Delta Table Algorithm  

As we discussed in section 2, we can perform SUM based OLAP queries with pre-
merge algorithm, we also develop algorithms for COUNT and AVERAGE functions.  
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Algorithm5. pre-mergeBDM(SUM) 
SELECT  

store.store_state , time_by_day.the_year,    
time_by_day.quarter ,  

          product_class.product_family , 
SUM(sales_fact_view.store_sales)  

FROM  
store, time_by_day , product_class,  

          product , 
(SELECT    
          product_id,time_id,customer_id,promotion_id, 
          store_id,store_sales,store_cost,unit_sales 
FROM      sales_fact_1997 
UNION ALL 
SELECT  
          product_id,time_id,customer_id,promotion_id, 
          store_id,store_sales,store_cost,unit_sales 
FROM      delta_table ) sales_fact_view 
WHERE  

 

          sales_fact_view.store_id = store.store_id  
          AND  sales_fact_view.time_id = 

time_by_day.time_id AND 
sales_fact_view.product_id =  

          product.product_id  
          AND product.product_class_id =  
          product_class.product_class_id  
GROUP BY store.store_state, time_by_day.the_year, 

time_by_day.quarter,  
          product_class.product_family; 
 

 
If aggregate function is COUNT, we use the SUM value of count field as COUNT 

value. This method can be applied in multi-version scenario too. Multi-version what-
if update only occur on updated delta tuple such as factTuplei(1), UdeltaTuplej1(0), 
UdeltaTuplej2(0),…, the SUM value of all the count field of all delta tuples and fact 
tuple is still 1, what-if delete on one fact tuple can only occur once, the re-insertion of 
deleted fact tuple is just stored as a new what-if insertion delta tuple. 

To COUNT and AVG aggregate operation, we use ”SUM(sales_fact_view.count) 
” instead of ”COUNT (measurei) ” , and ”SUM(measurei)/COUNT(count) ” as AV-
ERAGE(measurei). 

4   Experiments 

In order to get a credible experiment results, we perform our test with typical dataset 
FoodMart and design all our algorithms with SQL statements. We perform our test on 
a HP Intel Itanium-64 server with two 1.6G CPUs running Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
ES release 4 (kernel version 2.6.9) with 2GB RAM, 2GB Swap and 80GB hard disk. 
We develop a tool for test data generation, which can generate the give amount of fact 
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tuples and ten delta tuple datasets with the delta rate to fact tuples varies from 1% to 
10%. In our experiments, we use a dataset of 8,000,000 fact tuples.  

We also construct query re-writing algorithms for comparison, what-if updates are 
represented as the union of multiple sub selection statements. We design test SQL 
statements for pure what-if update, what-if deletion, what-if insertion and mixed type 
of 40% update delta tuples, 30% deletion delta tuples and 30% insertion delta tuple. 
The granularity of delta tuple is decided by adjusting where clauses on dimension 
fields. We develop two groups of re-writing query with simple algebra update and 
complex aggregate based update with join and aggregate operations. 

We select the open source main-memory MonetDB database as our testing data-
base which is column sorage(DSM) MMDB and has better performance in OLAP 
queries than many databases. The Power@Size、Throughput@Size 、QphH@Size 
measures in TPC-H test of MonetDB are much more better than typical DRDBs, and 
also better than typical row-storage(NSM) MMDBs. 

A. Performance analysis of different delta table merging algorithms 

We select algorithm 1-5 as our test targets and the original MDX query as a bench-
mark test. We can find that two set operation based algorithms are much costly than 
other algorithms, in both 1% and 10% delta rate conditions, more than 90% percents 
of time spends on the merging procedure between fact table and delta table, as figure 
1(a) and (b) show. 
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                  (a) delta rate 1%                                       (b) delta rate 10% 

Fig. 1. Overall time cost of delta table merging algorithms 

We do further test on the great gap between set operation based algorithms and join 
based algorithms, we design test SQL statements for set operation and join operation 
between fact table and delta table. The average rate of set difference operation to join 
operation is 97.23, the rate remains stable as fact table or delta table increase.We can 
draw a conclusion that in MonetDB, the set difference operation is the bottleneck of 
delta table merging algorithm.  

DSM model is less efficient than NSM model in set operations, so we perform the 
same test in other databases, the results show that set operations are usually less effi-
cient than join operation, but the difference of set operation and join operation in 
NSM database is smaller than DSM database. We will do further experiments with 
other databases in our future work.  
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B. Performance of different delta table merging algorithms 

Now we focus on the performance curve of different delta table merging algorithms 
as delta rate increases.  

In figure 2, time cost grows larger with the increase of delta rate at average ratio of 
about 1% in setBDN algorithm. In improvedSetBDM algorithm, the amount of set 
difference operation tuples grow larger and the join operation tuples grow smaller, the 
whole time cost curve slowly decline 
as delta rate increases at average ratio 
of about 0.2%. Time cost of both join 
based algorithms increases with nearly 
the same ratio of about 0.5%, the 
average time cost of fullJoinBDM 
algorithm is about 10% percents more 
than leftJoinBDM algorithm, it owes 
to the smaller delta tuple set without 
what-if insertion delta tuples in left-
JoinBDM algorithm and the benefit of 
left join substitutes full join. 

We can see the time cost curve rises as delta rate increases because the amount of 
group-by tuples grows. The average ratio of time cost increase is about 1%. The aver-
age time cost of join based algorithms is about 2.25 times of the average time cost of 
pre-merge algorithm. The time cost of group-by and join operations based on delta 
table merging is almost equal, it is important to improve the performance of delta 
`table merging algorithm in massive OLAP applications. Among all the delta table 
based algorithms, pre-merge algorithm has the best performance. 

C. Comparison between delta table merging and query re-writing algorithm 

We measure the performance of simple query re-writing, complex query re-writing 
with aggregate function and delta table merging algorithm under four what-if update 
scenarios of pure update, pure deletion, pure insertion and mixed what-if updates. We 
have the following several observations in our experiments as figure 3 shows: 

(1) In re-writing query algorithm, mixed hypothetical updates take more time 
than single types because of more clauses involved. 

(2) Time cost of complex query re-writing is about 28% more than that of simple 
query re-writing. 

(3) Time costs of three types of hypothetical updates are close to each other be-
cause each tuple should be scanned to determine whether it should be output 
or output with re-computing values. 

(4) To delta table merging algorithm, inserted delta tuples can be directly merged 
with base table with UNION ALL operation while deleted or updated delta 
tuples have to perform join operation to generate target tuples in left join 
merging algorithm and deleted delta tuples spend more time on checking 
whether current merged tuple should be output. 
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Fig. 2. Time cost of different delta table merg-
ing algorithms 
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(a) Comparison of simple what-if updates         (b) Comparison of complex what-if updates 
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(c) Comparison of delta table what-if updates (d) Comparison of mixed query re-writing 
and delta table merging algorithms 

Fig. 3. Time cost of different algorithms between query re-writing and delta table merging 
algorithms 

(5) The comparison of four algorithm shows that complex query re-writing algo-
rithm is more costly than delta table merging algorithm, we can easily construct 
more complex rules for what-if updates and the time cost of query re-writing 
would be even longer; pre-merge algorithm has better performance than others 
but has limitation with aggregate functions which don’t follow the associative 
law in aggregate computations. 

 

5   Policy of Tradeoff in What-If Analysis 

It is difficult to tell which type of algorithm is better in different application scenarios; 
the policy of tradeoff in what-if analysis applications should consider four factors: 

(1) Usability: delta table can represent either regular what-if updates based on other 
tables or arbitrary delta tuples without relation to other tables; re-writing query 
can only represent regular what-if updates based on SQL statements. Query re-
writing and join based delta table merging algorithms can satisfy any SQL 
statements by the generation of what-if data view while pre-merge algorithm 
only supports OLAP queries with aggregate function of SUM, COUNT and 
AVERAGE which are most popular used in practical OLAP applications. 

(2) Space cost: query re-writing algorithms are superior to delta table merging algo-
rithms by zero space cost. The width of delta table is a bit more than the size of 
fact table. If the amount of delta tuples exceed a threshold (for example 10%), 
the space cost should be considered. 
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(3) Time cost: OLAP application on massive dataset provides poor performance, 
and what-if analysis decreases the performance further. The performance of 
what-if analysis is the key problem in many research works. SUM aggregate 
function based what-if analysis should employ pre-merge algorithm to obtain 
high performance. Whether query re-writing algorithm is better than delta table 
merging algorithm depends on the complexity of re-written queries, it is neces-
sary to develop a cost model for what-if updates evaluation. If what-if updates 
involve much costly aggregate computation and only generate small amount of 
delta tuples, then delta table merging algorithm can provide better performance 
with less time cost in merging procedure, but the costly computation repeats 
whenever query is called in query re-writing algorithm.  

(4) Application scenario feature: most what-if analysis applications are under multi-
version, multi-user or co-analysis among users of different levels, cascade what-if 
update is also required. Delta table can store different types of delta tuples together 
with flags to distinguish and easily perform merging procedure with given version 
delta tuples. Multi-version cascade re-writing would lead to complex sub query 
nesting problem and result in poor performance.  

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

We analyze the performance bottleneck of delta table merging algorithm and propose 
improved algorithms based on join operation and pre-merge policy, by experiments 
we obtain the performance feature of each algorithm. We also design complete ex-
periments for query re-writing algorithms under all kinds of conditions to compare 
with delta table merging algorithm. Finally, we discuss the policy of how to select 
proper algorithm for practical what-if analysis application. We will continue our re-
search on delta cube algorithm, version merging, cascade version accessing and ver-
sion management in our future work. 
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Abstract. Data mining on uncertain data stream has attracted a lot of attentions
because of the widely existed imprecise data generated from a variety of stream-
ing applications in recent years. The main challenge of mining uncertain data
streams stems from the strict space and time requirements of processing arriving
tuples in high-speed. When new tuples arrive, the number of the possible world
instances will increase exponentially related to the volume of the data stream. As
one of the most important mining task, how to devise clustering algorithms has
been studied intensively on deterministic data streams, whereas the work on the
uncertain data streams still remains rare. This paper proposes a novel solution for
clustering on uncertain data streams in point probability model, where the exis-
tence of each tuple is uncertain. Detailed analysis and the thorough experimental
reports both on synthetic and real data sets illustrate the advantages of our new
method in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

Keywords: Uncertain data stream, Clustering.

1 Introduction

Recently, data mining on uncertain data stream has attracted a lot of attentions because
of the widely existed imprecise data generated from a variety of streaming applications,
such as the data from sensor network and RFID application. In such applications, the
volume of data is very huge, and tuple’s arriving rate is quite fast so that it is infeasible
to reserve all tuples in memory to be visited for multiple times. A key task for streaming
applications is to devise one-pass algorithms to calculate the high-quality approximate
result efficiently with each tuple visited at most once. Undoubtedly, mining uncertain
data streams is much more difficult than mining deterministic data streams because of
the usage of uncertain data model. As the most widely used uncertain data model, the
possible world model generates a huge number of the possible world instances from
an uncertain data set with the sum of probabilities equal to 1. However, the number of
the possible world instances blowups exponentially when new tuples arrive, making it
impossible to combine medial results generated from all of possible world instances for
the final query results.
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Fig. 1. Cluster Quality Problem

As one of the most important tasks in data mining field, clustering algorithm aims at
finding some clusters on one data set, with the inner similarity of clusters maximized
and the outer similarity among clusters minimized. Currently, most traditional cluster-
ing methods on deterministic data sets treat the distances between tuples as the unique
factor to construct clusters. For example, the k-means algorithm[1] aims at finding k
clusters with smallest value of the sum of squared errors (SSE). Let Cj be the j-th
cluster, and cj the central point of Cj , the SSE of Cj is calculated as follows.

SSE(Cj) =
∑k

j=1

∑
xi∈Cj

‖ cj − xi ‖2

However, the distance between tuples may not be the only critical metric when clus-
tering uncertain data streams. Consider an example that all tuples arriving from an un-
certain data stream at some time point are deployed in Figure 1. The value affiliated to
each tuple represents the corresponding occurrence probability. Clearly, all tuples can
be easily categorized into four clusters according to distance metric, denoted as A, B,
C and D. The distributions of B and D are same, but the probabilities of them differ a
lot. In D, the probability of tuples are small (equal to 20%), but in B, the probability
of tuples are large ( equal to 80%). According to the semantic of the probability value,
we can learn that more tuples will occur in B than in D in a randomly selected possible
world instance, which means that the quality of cluster B is better than D (We will
depict it in detail in next section).

Currently, the uncertainty of a tuple can be described in several ways, such as con-
tinuous (/discrete) probability density function[13] and distribution parameter[2]. Ag-
garwal and Yu proposed one method to handle the distribution parameter case[2]. Their
method can be extended to cope with probability density function case. Above two
cases belong to attribute-level uncertainty, which implies that each tuple must occur but
the values of some attributes are uncertain. Another important case is the point prob-
ability model, in which each tuple t is affiliated with a probability p(t), meaning the
occurring probability of t. The point probability case is a modest and realistic model in
the uncertain stream field, and can be treated as an existential uncertainty [12,13]. The
work by Aggarwal and Yu can not be extended to cope with our model directly [2].

We made following contributions in this paper. First, we define a new metric to mea-
sure the quality of a cluster on uncertain data streams, where the distance between
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Table 1. Possible world instances for B

No. PW prob. No PW prob. No. PW prob. No. PW prob.
1 {t1} .0064 2 {t2} .0064 3 {t3} .0064 4 {t4} .0064
5 {t1, t2} .0256 6 {t1, t3} .0256 7 {t1, t4} .0256 8 {t2, t3} .0256
9 {t2, t4} .0256 10 {t3, t4} .0256 11 (t1, t2, t3) .1024 12 (t1, t2, t4) .1024

13 {t1, t3, t4} .1024 14 {t2, t3, t4} .1024 15 {t1, t2, t3, t4} .4096 16 empty .0016

Table 2. Possible world instances for D

No. PW prob. No PW prob. No. PW prob. No. PW prob.
1 {t5} .1024 2 {t6} .1024 3 {t7} .1024 4 {t8} .1024
5 {t5, t6} .0256 6 {t5, t7} .0256 7 {t5, t8} .0256 8 {t6, t7} .0256
9 {t6, t8} .0256 10 {t7, t8} .0256 11 (t5, t6, t7) .0064 12 (t5, t6, t8) .0064
13 {t5, t7, t8} .0064 14 {t6, t7, t8} .0064 15 {t5, t6, t7, t8} .0016 16 empty .4096

tuples and the probabilities of tuples are considered together. Second, we propose one
novel method to cluster uncertain data streams with detailed analysis and extend a hy-
brid decay mechanism. Finally, experimental results on synthetic and real data sets can
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed method.

This paper is organized as follows. After defining the semantics of clusters’ quality
in Section 2, the detailed algorithms are shown in Section 3 and 4. In Section 5, we
describe the confident decay mechanism as an extension. Section 6 reports experimental
results. Section 7 reviews the related work. Finally, we give a brief conclusion and point
out the future work in Section 8.

2 Semantics of Clusters

Traditionally, we construct clusters over a deterministic database by using the distance
metric, such as Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance, etc. Tuples close to each other
are treated to create one cluster because these tuples share some similar characteristics
in general. However, the distance metric is not enough to judge the quality of a cluster on
uncertain database. Actually, the uncertainty information must be considered together.

As the most widely used model in managing uncertain data, the possible world model
consists of numerous possible world instances where parts of tuples will occur and the
rest will not occur. The probability of each possible world instance is calculated as the
product of the probability of tuples in the instance and the product of the probability of
tuples not existed in the instance. It is important that the sum of the probability of all
possible world instances is equal to 1.

For example, the possible world instances constructed based on B and D in
Figure 1 are shown in Table 1 and 2 respectively. Because each tuple is indepen-
dent to others, there are 24 possible world instances for each data set. For the pos-
sible world instance only containing t1, t2 and t3, the probability is calculated as:
0.8×0.8×0.8×(1−0.8) = 0.1024 (Table 1). For the possible world instance only con-
taining t5, t6 and t7, the probability is calculated as: 0.2×0.2×0.2×(1−0.2) = 0.064
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(Table 2). Let E denote the expected number of tuples in a randomly selected possible
world instance based on an uncertain data set. Then,

E =
∑

w∈W

|w| · p(w)

where W is the whole possible world space, p(w) is the probability of a possible world
instance w, and |w| is the number of tuples in w. In this example, E(B) = 3.2, E(D) =
0.8. In fact, the value of E for an uncertain data base C can be calculated in an easier
way, as shown below.

E(C) =
∑

x∈C

p(t)

According to above analysis, we can learn that the quality of an uncertain cluster C
is deeply influenced by two factors, E(C) and r(C), where r(C) is the radius of C.
Either larger E(C) or smaller r(C) means better quality. We define the quality of an
uncertain cluster in Definition 1.

Definition 1. The Quality of a cluster Q(C) is defined as Q(C) = E(C)
r(C) =

∑
x∈C p(x)

r(C) .

The goal of this paper is to find some groups of tuples with high quality in streaming
model.

3 Algorithm

In this paper, we propose a novel method, named PMicro, to cluster uncertain data
stream with the use of a micro-clustering framework. Firstly proposed in [5] for large
data sets, the micro-clustering model was also adapted in [4] for the case of determin-
istic data streams and in [2] for the case of uncertain data streams. In [2], Aggarwal
and Yu proposed Error based Cluster Feature (ECF) to handle uncertain data streams.
However, their work cannot be applied into the point probability model directly, which
is the core task in our paper.

Obviously, the main challenge is how to integrate the uncertainty into the micro-
clustering statistics and algorithms. Assume a data stream consists of a set of multi-
dimensional records x1,· · · ,xk,· · · arriving at time stamps t1,· · · ,tk, · · · . Each record
xi contains d dimensions denoted by xi = (x1

i , · · · , xd
i ). Different from the determinis-

tic data streams, each record xk is also affiliated with a probability value p(xi). In order
to cope with the point probability model, we define a variety of micro-clusters, named
Probability Cluster Feature (PCF) (Definition 2).

Definition 2 (PCF). A Probability Cluster Feature (PCF) for a set of d-dimensional
points xi1 , · · · , xin with time stamps ti1 , · · · , tin and probabilities p(xi1 ), · · · , p(xin)
is defined as a (2 ·d+3)-dimension vector (CF2x(C), CF1x(C), E(C), t(C), n(C)),
wherein CF2x(C) and CF1x(C) each correspond to a vector of d entries. The defini-
tion of each entry is as follows.

– CF2x(C) maintains the sum of squares of the data values for each dimension, i.e,
the value of p-th entry is

∑n
j=1(x

p
ij

)2.
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– CF1x(C) maintains the sum of data values for each dimension, i.e, the value of
p-th entry is

∑n
j=1 xp

ij
.

– E(C) maintains the expected number of tuples in a randomly selected possible
world instance for dataset C, i.e., E(C) =

∑n
j=1 p(xij ).

– n(C) maintains the number of points in C, i.e, n(C) = n.
– t(C) is the time point of the most recent point, i.e., t(C) = tin .

Property 1 (PCF additive). Let C1, C2 denote two sets of points. PCF (C1

⋃
C2) can

be calculated based on PCF (C1) and PCF (C2).

The correctness of the additive property is straightforward. The values of entries CF2x,
CF1x, E and n in PCF (C1

⋃
C2) are the sum of the corresponding entries in PCF (C1)

and PCF (C2). The value of t(C1 ∪ C2) is equal to max(t(C1), t(C2)). Besides the
simplicity, the additive property is also very useful to cluster a huge dataset.

Algorithm 1. PMicro(cmicro, α)
1: Create a buffer S to reserve at most cmicro PCF, S = ∅;
2: repeat
3: receive current stream point xt;
4: pcf=SelectPCF(S, xt, α)
5: if (pcf is not NULL )
6: update pcf by using property 1 to absorb point xt.
7: else
8: Create a new PCF for xt in S, because xt cannot be absorbed by any present PCF.
9: if (|S| > cmicro)

10: remove the least recently updated PCF entry in S.
11: until data stream ends;

Based on PCF, we propose Algorithm PMicro (Algorithm 1) to cluster uncertain data
streams. It uses two input parameters, cmicro and α. The parameter cmicro limits the
maximum number of PCF in the buffer S. The elastic coefficient α is used in Algorithm
SelectPCF (Algorithm 2) to select one cluster for merging. We will explain the usage
of parameter α in detail in the next section.

Initially, a buffer S is created to reserve some PCFs during the running time. As
mentioned earlier, the maximum size of S is cmicro (Line 1). For each newly arrival
point xt at time t, we invoke subroutine SelectPCF (Algorithm 2) to find one cluster for
maintenance. The goal of subroutine SelectPCF is to return NULL if xt is an outlier, or
to return a PCF if any cluster in S is near to xt (see details in next section). If xt happens
to be near to a PCF (denoted as pcf ), we update pcf by using property 1. Otherwise, we
also generate a new PCF for xt in S. Finally, if the size of S has exceeded the predefined
parameter cmicro, the least recently updated PCF must be removed from S.

4 Select One Candidate Cluster

As mentioned in Algorithm 1, the goal of subroutine SelectPCF is to select one cluster
in a set S “near” to xt. One main issue left is how to judge the priority of the cluster? In
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traditional methods, researchers often treat the cluster nearest the point as the optimal
cluster by using the distance metric. However, the distance metric is not enough in the
uncertain database management field. The Quality of a cluster defined in Definition 1
integrates both the distance metric and the uncertainty. According to this semantic, the
quality of the candidate cluster in S should benefit a lot after absorbing the new point.
In other words, the goal of Algorithm SelectPCF is to select one cluster with maximum
value of �Q(C) = E(C)+p(x)

r(C∪{x}) − E(C)
r(C) , where C is any cluster in S and the radius can

be calculated by r =
√

CF2x(C) − (CF1x(C))2.
A direct solution is to calculate ΔQ(C) for all C ∈ S. However, this method will

result in lots of computation cost. Instead, we propose a heuristic method to handle this
problem. This heuristic method consists of two phases. First, it will select only a small
part of clusters, close to the point. Second, it will select the candidate cluster from such
a small dataset. Clearly, although this method cannot get the optimal cluster in theory,
it is very efficient in practice.

Algorithm 2. SelectPCF(S, x, α)
1: if (∀C ∈ S, d(C,x) > τ · r(C))
2: return NULL; //x is an outlier;
3: else
4: Create an empty set S′.
5: forall (C ∈ S satisfying d(C,x) ≤ α · minC∈S(d(C, x)))
6: add C into S′.
7: return a PCF C in S′ with maximum value of E(C)+p(x)

r(C∪{x}) − E(C)
r(C)

.

Algorithm 2 describes the detailed steps of how to select a candidate cluster out of
S. At first, the algorithm will try to check whether the new tuple is an outlier or not
by checking the distance between the point and the center of a cluster. Parameter τ
is predefined to restrict the range. A NULL will be returned if an outlier is detected.
Otherwise, we will try to construct S′, containing only a small part of tuples in S. In
this step, only part of near clusters from the new point are selected. The parameter α
will be suggested by the experiment. Finally, we should calculate the change of the
cluster quality. It returns the cluster with maximum quality change in S′ (at Lines 4-7).

Example 1. We will take an example as shown in Figure 2. Suppose a new stream
point x(p = 50%) arrives, firstly the distance between x and all clusters will be
calculated , then the nearest distance (between x and cluster C) will be selected as
the minimal distance dmin(minC∈S(d(C, x))), then according to the parameter elas-
tic coefficient α (suppose α=1.2), except B, C, D, all clusters whose distance is more
than 1.2 × dmin will be discarded. Next, our approach will run the second round se-
lection to calculate the quality change of cluster �Q(C), the results are respectively
Q(B) = −0.27, Q(C) = −0.07, Q(D) = +0.13, the calculation detail is elaborated
in Figure 2 ( B and B’ respectively represent the cluster before and after x insert into it,
and the radius is supposed to be calculated already). As a result, the cluster D will be
selected as the final cluster to absorb the new arrival point.
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Fig. 2. SelectPCF Example

5 Extension: Confident Weighted Decay

In static database, each record has same weight on the clustering result, while in the data
stream model, user would like to pay more attention to the recent data comparing to the
old data, thus stream algorithms adopt a time decay mechanism to reduce the affection
of old data. Such as UMicro [2] improved the CluStream [4], the latter adopted the land
mark window, which means points in each time stamp are equal weight. UMicro used
an exponential decay function in order to define the weights of the different data points
for constructing the micro-clusters. The weight Wt(x) of a data point x, at the end of
time interval between [tbegin, tend] is defined as

Wt(x) = 2−λ(tend−tbegin) (1)

The limitation of this method is that in the decay process, it does not consider the data
quality (uncertainty) factor, for instance the 90% confident point and 10% confident
point arrive at the same time, then they will suffer same decay ratio and be eliminated
at the same time. However, in practice, we suppose, the high confident point should have
more weight not only on clustering but also decaying, since the high confident points
are more valuable than the lower ones. We should use this high confident information
during a longer period of time. Based on this intuition, we design a confident weighted
decay mechanism, the decay function is defined as follows:

˜Wt(x) = 2−
1

Q(C)×(tend−tbegin) (2)

We note that all the data structure and algorithms discussed in this paper can be eas-
ily extended to the case of the confident weighted discussed above. As in UMicro [2],
the lazy approach is employed to reduce the update time for the continuously decay-
ing statistics in the micro-clusters. In the lazy approach, the time decay factor for a
micro-cluster is updated only when it is modified by the addition of a new data point
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to the micro-cluster. This approach can maintain the PCF at a modestly accurate, while
without significantly affect on the complexity of the algorithm.

Now we will interpret the decay function from another perspective, for one thing,
when static database progress to data stream, user would like to pay more attention to
the recent data, so the damped window or sliding window model replace the landmark
model. In fact, the inherent different among above three models is the time decay func-
tion, for example, in the landmark window, older data and recent data have the same
weight on the mining result, while, in the sliding window the older points (out of win-
dow) are overall removed from the result, and the damped window model (Equation 1)
balance between above two supreme situations. For another, when the deterministic data
stream develops to uncertain data stream, the time is not the only decay factor under
consideration, due to the data quality also should be emphasized. Thus, we design such
probability and time hybrid decay mechanism comparing to the only time-weighted
decay function which is widely used in deterministic stream.

6 Experiment

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of PMicro on improving the quality of
uncertain data stream clustering. Specifically, we show: i) PMicro can get high quality
clustering result to the pure distance-based method; ii) Our method can achieve supe-
rior performances; iii) We show how sensitive the clustering quality is in relevance to
the parameters. We implemented PMicro as well as comparative method with Matlab
v7R14. All experiments were conducted on a PentiumIV 3.0 GHz PC with 1GB mem-
ory, running Microsoft Windows XP.

Experimental Competitor. In the experiments, we compare our technique against
UMicro[2] method. UMicro is an uncertainty stream clustering method focused on the
effect of uncertainty on the computations of distance. We extend it to include probabil-
ity calculation component. Note that although UMicro[2] is also designed to tackle the
problem of clustering on uncertain stream, but the uncertain model is different, direct
comparison is unreasonable. Thus, before comparison we change our point probability
dataset to the standard error model data. The transform method is described as: larger
deviation or error in UMicro, means the worse of the data quality, as the same, in PMi-
cro, the more smaller existence probability of the data, the worse of the data quality. So
we use xt × pt to simulate the standard error used in UMicro.

Note that the parameters of implementations for the two stream clustering methods
are set to match each other for the purpose of the comparison, and the micro-cluster
number cmicro is set to match the class number of each data set.

Validation Measure. We use Average of Quality (AQ) to measure the effectiveness of
the cluster result. The AQ is defined as the mean of clusters’ quality. Given a set of
clusters Ci(1 < i < k), then we have AQ = 1

k

∑k
i=1 Q(Ci). AQ is a probability num-

ber that allows comparison of the variation of clusters that have significantly different
points. In general, the larger of AQ value is, the greater quality of the clustering result.

Experimental Data Sets. For our competition, we use a number of classic benchmark
data sets which are widely employed in [4], [7] and [2].
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– Synthetic data set is generated using continuously drifting clusters. The probability
of each tuple is given by a random variable which is drawn from the uniform dis-
tribution on (0, 1). As [2], a 20-dimensional data stream containing 600,000 points
are generated by using its methodology. The data set is referred as SynDrift corre-
sponding to the fact that it is a synthetic data set with drifting clusters.

– Network Intrusion Detection data set consists of raw TCP connection records from
a local area network. Each record in the data set corresponds to either a normal con-
nection or a kind of attack types. Also as [4,2], all 34 out of the total 42 continuous
attributes available are used for clustering. The probability part is created from the
uniform distribution on (0, 1).

– Forest Covertype data set is obtained from the UCI machine learning repository
[14]. This data set composes of 581012 points and we choose the all 10 quantita-
tive attributes from 54 variables. It is converted into an uncertain data stream by
adding each data input with a probability obtained from the gaussian distribution
on (0.5, 3) (eliminate the data outrage [0,1]) and flow-in with an even speed.

6.1 Clustering Quality Evaluation

First, the clustering quality of PMicro is compared with that of UMicro. In Figure 3,
the effectiveness of the approach is illustrated with progression of the stream. On the
X-axis, we have illustrated the progression of the data stream in terms of the number
of points. It is clear that in each case, the PMicro method provides superior quality to
UMicro under the AQ criterion. This advantage in cluster quality remains over the pro-
gression of the entire data stream. In the case of the Forest Cover data set, the advantage
is a little less, since most of the probability centralized, thus clusters are relatively less
improved in the cluster quality. In the cases of synthetic data sets, the probability quality
improvement of the our PMicro method is quite high, and could often be greater than
8%. It is because PMicro uses the probability information in order to decide assignment
of points to clusters.

6.2 Performance Results

Second, we test the efficiency of our stream clustering method. In Figure 4, we have
compared the efficiency of the clustering method on different data sets. On the X-axis,
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Fig. 4. Performance of Probability Stream Clustering

we also illustrate the progression of the data stream in terms of the number of points,
whereas on the Y-axis, we illustrate the time cost with the data stream progression.

The result shows the execution time for the three data sets. We can see that both
the execution time of PMicro and UMicro grow linearly as the stream proceeds, and
PMicro is more efficient than UMicro. It is because the processing bottleneck mainly
lies in high dimensions calculation and UMicro usually has double size dimensions (due
to error dimensions) comparing to PMicro. We note that this is quite modest considering
the fact that even the processing step of the PMciro method is twice as much as UMciro
because of the addition of probability information calculation. Thus, PMicro is not only
effective, but is also a very efficient clustering method for data streams.

6.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Finally, we show how sensitive the clustering quality is in relevance to the elastic factor
α , the decay rate λ, and the radius threshold τ .

The elastic factor plays an important role in choosing a proper set of clusters that
is used for the second phase selection. The experiment about the sensitivity of elastic
factor is shown in Figures 5a. It demonstrates that as long as we choose this parameter
not too variant from the standard deviation, PMicro could generate very fairly cluster-
ing result. Another important parameter which may affect the clustering quality is the
different decay mechanism elaborated in Section 5. Figures 5b shows that our probabil-
ity and time hybrid decay mechanism has significantly improved the quality of clusters
result which is in accordance to the intuition. The sensitivity of the radius threshold τ
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(in Algorithm 2) is described in Figures 5c. Further analysis on this parameter provides
a deep understanding of skewness of different data set.

7 Related Work

Clustering a data stream is one of the most challenging tasks in data stream field. The
rate of stream is quite fast and the volume of a stream is huge, so that we can only
devise a space-efficient one-pass algorithm to answer the query in an online style. As
the first piece of work on clustering data streams, STREAM algorithm [3] extended
the well known k-means method for data stream computation. Subsequently, a CluS-
tream named framework was shown for more flexible clustering analysis by using the
micro-cluster methodology. Zhou et al. also proposed CluWin[6], a solution for sliding-
window model, to cluster data streams by combining Exponential Histogram with Clus-
ter Feature.

Most recently, clustering a probabilistic data stream became more and more impor-
tant because of the uncertain nature in many applications. However, most of present
work focused on processing a static uncertain database, which required to visit tuples
multiple times, thus were incapable of processing an uncertain stream. The goals of
FDBSCAN[9] and FOPTICS[10] algorithms were to find density based cluster from
uncertain data. The UK-means[11] algorithm also extended the K-means method.

The first work on clustering a probabilistic data stream was named as UMicro[2],
proposed by Aggarwal and Yu. UMicro used a very general model of the uncertainty in
which it assumed that only standard error of individual entries was available. Authors
showed that the use of even such modest uncertainty information during the mining pro-
cess was sufficient to greatly improved the quality of the results than a purely determin-
istic method. However, this work can not be simply extended to handle the probabilistic
point model, which is the goal of this paper.

8 Conclusion

Clustering uncertain data streams is one of the most critical tasks in data mining field.
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to handle this problem, named PMicro.
Traditional methods often use the distance as the only metric to construct clusters on
deterministic data streams. Contrarily, PMicro method also uses the uncertainty infor-
mation besides the distance metric. According to the experimental results, both the time
consumption and the per-tuple processing cost are very low. One piece of our ongoing
work is to devise novel solutions on other uncertain data models.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a method to trace evolution of trend over
multiple data streams and detect the abnormal ones. First of all, a definition of
trend for single data stream is provided, the advantage of our definition lies in its
low time and space cost. Second, we improve a SVD-based method in order to
select a pair of optimal initial parameters, then a novel chessboard named sketch
is also illustrated aim at adjusting the parameters dynamically. Then, utilizing
the skewness of trend distribution, an anomaly detection strategy is briefly intro-
duced. Finally, we implement experiment on a variety of real data sets to illustrate
effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.

Keywords: Data Stream Trend Analysis, Anomaly Detection.

1 Introduction

Data stream mining has recently received much attention in several communities includ-
ing theory, data mining, financial and telecom network due to several important applica-
tions. Recently, some efforts concentrate on abnormal stream detection over co-evolving
multiple streams [2]. In practice, the inherent evolution of trend over multiple streams
are often correlated (e.g., temperatures in the same building, traces in the same road net-
work, stock prices in the same market, etc). Thus, it is possible to detect the anomaly
from hundreds of streams by using such inherent correlation. First of all, we illustrate
our motivation with two real examples.

Stock Market. Figure 1(a) shows a part of constituent stock streams of Heng Seng
Index (Hong Kong) in one year. It exhibits a clear trend (upward movement) in a long-
term period. Although in a short-term time scale, there are lots of fluctuations, the prices
of mass of stocks generally follow a similar moving direction such as bull market in a
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long time scale (e.g., quarters or years). However, because of the mechanism of insider
trading, it changes the nature balance of random oscillatory, such factor changes the
price trend of one stock which will present a significant different characteristic of evo-
lution. As shown in Figure 1(a), the Northeast Electrical stock stream shows an obvious
opposite moving direction compare with others over T1 time interval. In practice, de-
tecting such abnormal stream will provide the speculators a well opportunity to make a
profit, or for supervisors a well monitoring of the market status.

Telecom. Consider a few number of SNMP streams collected from telecom backbone
network ( Figure 1(b) shows 7 days of 4 streams ). Under normal situation, the network
traffics ( in terms of flows, packets or byte counts ) follow a similar evolution of trend
periodically, for example, at midnight the amount of flow gets down to the valley and
in the morning the traffic volume begins to rise and gets its peak around 3:00 pm, then
trend begins to move downward again. Although there are some short-term fluctuations,
the main evolution of trend exhibits this regular pattern day by day. Assume during an
abnormal period T2, some malfunctions occur in link 3, the pattern of evolution will be
broken up and exhibit a totally different feature of trend. During such kind of periods,
our mission is to detect the link whose evolution of trend is significant different from
others as soon as possible.
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Fig. 1. Motivation of Abnormal Trend Detection

The main challenge of above problems lies in three aspects: (i) How to define the
trend, it is easy to inspect visually, but quantify trend is non-trivial task, moreover, the
definition must easy to be calculated in stream setting with restricted resource. (ii) How
to select the optimal time scale, actually, it’s a balance between sensitivity and accuracy.
(iii) How to monitor the status over multiple data streams efficiently, not only focus on
volume but also distribution.

In this paper, we present a method to resolve above challenges. Our main contribu-
tions are:

– We provide a SWAD named definition of trend, it will be calculated under constant
space and time cost, meanwhile an accuracy evaluation criterion among different
trend definitions is also proposed.
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– We improve a SVD (singular value decomposition) based offline period initial-
ization method and illustrate a novel sketch chessboard for online, automatically
adjustment.

– A strategy to label the abnormal periods based on the skewness is also briefly
elaborated.

The paper is organized as follows: after introducing the related work in Section 2.
We give our definition of trend and accuracy criterion in section 3. Then we illustrate
our approach to choose optimal parameters in Section 4. Section 5 briefly introduce the
strategy to label the abnormal period. Finally, we evaluate our algorithms on a variety
of real datasets in section 6 and conclude in section 7 .

2 Related Work

Trend analysis has a long history in time series analysis field. There is extensive litera-
ture in the statistics community regarding trend analysis [1], as well as in the database
community [4]. Generally, a time series can be decomposed into trend, seasonal, peri-
odic, and irregular fluctuation components. The traditional solution for this problem is
to fitting a trendline [8] which is widely used by regression analysis. However, it’s not
fit for the case of data stream, for one thing, due to there are various of fitting functions
such as linear, logarithmic, power, exponential or polynomial, without prior knowledge,
the selection of appropriate function is a nontrivial task, for another, the drawback of
trendline-fitting technique is its high complexity, even in the simplest case, the com-
plexity of linear regression is also O(n log n) [4] which is also unacceptable by the
stream setting.

The work of anomaly detection on data stream has received much attention in recent
years and can be loosely classified in two categories: single-stream and multiple-stream.
Zhou et al. [5] presented a fractal based method to monitor aggregates and detect burst
with multi-granularity windows over a single data stream. The authors of [6] provide
a method to detect approximate top-k subspace anomalies in multi-dimensional time-
series data. However, these methods were too sensitive to the fluctuations and focused
on the outliers in single stream or burst over multiple data streams. Spiros et al. [2] intro-
duced SPIRIT which was a streaming pattern discovery method in multiple time series
data streams. It can incrementally detect changes and trends based on correlations.

However, none of above methods simultaneously satisfy the requirement in our in-
troduction: ”streaming operation, scalability on the number of streams, evolution of
trend analysis and abnormal detection”. Our method monitors the evolution of trend
over multiple data streams with low cost without any predefined models.

3 Definition of Trend

In order to trace trend in data stream, we have to define what is a trend.

Problem 1. Given a time series data stream, how to find an appropriate trend indica-
tor that can trace the evolution of trend and an accuracy evaluation criterion among
different trend indicators.
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In order to describe our definition of trend smoothly, we take the stock data stream
of Boeing Inc for example. Figure 2a shows the close price, it is plotted as the stair
line. The periods A and C and periods B and D respectively represent the upward and
downward trend cursorily. A careful study reveals the following observations:

Observation 1. In the sliding window model, the average of long sliding window
changes smoothly compared to the average of short sliding window. Generally speak-
ing, the shorter of sliding window’s length, the faster moves of the window’s average.

Through calculating the divergence between two different sliding windows’ averages,
we can trace the evolution of trend. A positive difference indicates the short sliding
window average is larger than the long window average, it means most recent points
are larger than the older ones, the evolution of trend is in an upward movement and
vice verse. If the difference enlarges, the gap between the two averages is widening,
it indicates the upward trend is being strengthened. According to above analysis, we
propose our SWAD trend in Definition 1.

Definition 1 (SWAD Trend). Suppose there is a data stream and two different length
sliding windows α,β, respectively represent the short and long period, and averages of
such windows at time t is swaα,t and swaβ,t, then our SWAD (sliding window average
difference) trend is defined as SWADt=swaα,t-swaβ,t;

Example. Figure 2 gives an example to illustrate our SWAD trend definition. For conve-
nience, the parameters 12/26 (short/long) are used for explanation. In Figure 2a, 12-unit
time sliding window average (swa12) with the 26-unit time sliding window average
(swa26) overlaid the stream plot. The short sliding window average (swa12) moves
faster and fluctuates larger than the long sliding window average (swa26), the swa26
is relatively more smooth. Generally speaking, an upward trend occurs when swa12
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moves above the line swa26 (A time interval) and a downward trend occurs when swa12
moves below the swa26 (B time interval). The divergence of two sliding windows’ aver-
ages make up the SWAD histogram in Figure 2b. The histogram is positive when swa12
is above swa26, that means an upward trend and vice versa.

Ground Truth. As mentioned in Section 2, there are various trend definition in time
series analysis, even if for our SWAD trend, through tuning the parameters, we can get
different judgement of the trend status, thus some ground truth as criterion is needed to
evaluate those accuracy. Our design idea is based on the intuition that if a trader in a
bull (upward trend) market, he will make a profit, the more he earns, the more accurate
of his trend tracing method and vice versa. Although this assumption is derived from
finance domain, it is easy extended to other field. Thus, we provide our Trend Accuracy
Score named criterion in Definition 2.

Definition 2 (Trend Accuracy Score). Suppose there is a data stream <x1,x2..., xn >
and related trend indicator is Tt (t = 1, 2..., n). Initialize m0 = 1, s0 = 0 and T0 < 0,
with the stream advances, we will update m and s at each time stamp t according to
following equation:

⎧
⎨

⎩

st = st−1, mt = mt−1; if (Tt−1 ≥ 0 and Tt ≥ 0) or (Tt−1 < 0 and Tt < 0)
st = 0, mt = st−1 · xt; if Tt−1 ≥ 0 and Tt < 0
mt = 0, st = mt−1/xt; if Tt−1 < 0 and Tt ≥ 0

(1)
The Trend Accuracy Score G at time t is calculated as Gt = mt + st · xt;

The example of Trend Gain Score is that, suppose in the stock stream scenario, an
investor is assigned 1$(m0) initial fund. His operation strategy is that he will use all the
money (m) to buy the stock (s) when the trend (T )presents upward beginning or sell all
his stocks when the trend changes to downward. If the trend does not change direction,
he will hold the current stock and money without operation. Eventually, we use the final
gain (sell all stocks plus money) as the score of his trend tracing method.

4 Period Selection

With the optimal short and long sliding windows length (parameters α,β in Defini-
tion 1), we could calculate the SWAD trend easily. However, in practice, we have no
idea of the proper length of sliding windows beforehand. Thus, we have to resolve fol-
lowing problem:

Problem 2. Given a data stream, and a set of windows wi = w1, w2, ..wn. How to find
the optimal short and long windows ws and wl from those in order to make sure they
can describe two representative time periods and get high Trend Accuracy Score when
calculating SWAD.

4.1 Parameter Initialization

Note that from the view of signal processing, the short and long sliding windows re-
spectively represent the main low-frequency and high-frequency periods. They can be
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used to separate low and high frequency components from the signal. Then, the need
of choosing optimal window size transforms to the requirement of selecting proper fre-
quency. Our solution is based on following observations.

Observation 2. If there is a trend pattern and it repeats in a period of T , then differ-
ent non-overlapping subsequences of the stream should be highly correlated when the
length of time interval is w ≈ T .

According to Observation 2, an SVD-based algorithm is designed for optimal time period
exploration. The basic step in Algorithm 1 is that firstly according to each window length
w, the stream is cut into non-overlapping windows to build a matrix Mw (lines 2), then
use the standard SVD algorithm [3] to obtain the top k singular values σi, i = 1, 2, ...k
(lines 3) of Mw. The sum of squares of discarded singular values σj , j = k + 1, ...w
consist of err(w) sequence corresponding to every window w (lines 4).

Algorithm 1. InitialPara()
Input:
sample stream is S, length is n.
top k singular value is remained.

1. for w = 1 to n/2 do
2. cut the stream S into non-overlapping windows to build athe matrix Mw;
3. σ=SVD (Mw);
4. err(w) =

∑w
i=k+1 σ2

i /w = (
∑m

t=1 x2
t − ∑k

i=1 σ2
i )/w;

5. end for

Then, we choose two appropriate windows that best capture the main periods accord-
ing to err(w). First of all, select the first window ws that exhibits a sharp drop in err(w)

and ignore all other drops occurring at windows c × ws, c = 2, 3... that are approxi-
mately multiples of ws. In the same way, choose the second window wl that exhibits
a sharp drop to be the long sliding window length. If there are several sharp drops in
err(w). We simply choose two smallest ones as the SWAD parameters.

Example. Although the time series stream can be arbitrary, we illustrate our idea with
a signal x = sin(2πt/50) + sin(2πt/40) for example in Figure 3a. It composes of two
sine waves whose frequency components are at 20Hz and 25Hz respectively.

In Figure 3b, we plot the err(w) line, as expected, the line drops sharply at 20 and
25 (unit window length) which essentially corresponds to the potential frequencies of
the original signal. In addition, the 40 and 50 unit window length sharp drops are also
from the 20Hz and 25Hz series respectively.

4.2 Parameter Adjusting

In practice, the stream does not always exhibit stable feature (eg. constant period), such
as the financial stream, it is one kind of typical unstable signal, the periods change
with time lapse. Thus, how to adjust the SWAD calculation parameters dynamically is
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a new challenge. For this purpose, we propose a chessboard named sketch for adjusting
parameters dynamically. As shown in the left of Figure 4, in our sketch, the short-axis
and long-axis respectively denote the length of short and long sliding windows. Every
positive integer point in this coordinate system represents a pair of input parameters for
SWAD calculation.

The background data structure to support our sketch is a quadtree which can be used
to efficiently index regions in a grid. It has been used successfully in image coding and
has the benefit of small overhead and very efficient construction [7]. The main idea has
been illustrated in Algorithm 2. It maintains Trend Accuracy Score (introduced in Sec-
tion 3) of candidate points and updates the quadtree if a more superior point is detected
in order to make sure the root has the largest accuracy score. When calculating the trend
at t, the SWAD procedure will pick up the root as the iuput. A simple update example
is illustrated in Figure 4, at time t0, point O is labelled as the optimal parameter, while
at t1, it is replaced by A1, due to the trend accuracy score of A1 is larger than O.
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Algorithm 2. AdjustPara(xt, C, S)
Input: new arrival point xt, chessboard C, trend accuracy score S,

1. Initialize adjust = FALSE and header=C → root;
2. repeat
3. inorder traversing C to get a point pij .
4. calculate Sij,t according to xt;
5. if Sij,t > Sheader,t then
6. header = pij ;
7. adjust = TRUE;
8. end if
9. until

10. all the points in the high probability region has been checked.
11. if adjust = TRUE then
12. update C to ensure C → root = pij ;
13. end if;

Note that in order to reduce the maintain cost and improve the performance, some
heuristic pruning strategies have been designed to label the high probability region.
For instance, we can use the information from the offline result, it can give some com-
mendatory region where the optimal parameter may appear with high probability.

– Line Pruning: According to Definition 1, the lower triangular region of the chess-
board below the line long = short could be easily cutout. Furthermore, the chess-
board can be divided by the line long = a× short and line long = b× short. We
could choose high probability region according to the domain knowledge case by
case.

– Concentric Circle Pruning: The points nearby the current using parameters will
be given a high priority, from the center of concentric circle we inorder traverse
every point by each circle until the radius is beyond a threshold.

5 Anomaly Detection

In this section, we have a shift of focus from single stream and volume-based analysis to
multiple streams and distribution-based diagnosis. Based on the preparation of previous
sections, the next problem to be resolved is:

Problem 3. When and How to find the abnormal stream whose character of trend is
significantly different from others?

The problem of trend anomaly detection is to find the stream that is not similar to the
majority in the collection. The two important issues of this problem is when to detect
the anomaly and which one is abnormal. Through the observation of stream evolution,
we discover the abnormal grade is correlated with the asymmetry degree of the distribu-
tion. In a lopsided distribution (such as obviously bull trend in stock market or upward
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trend in telecom). The mass of the streams are concentrated on a coherent trend direc-
tion, there are a few streams in a downward trend movement, thus it is an appropriate
period to pick up the abnormal ones. In statistics theory, skewness is used as a mea-
sure of the asymmetry of variable distribution. It denotes as γ and has been defined as
γ = μ3

σ3 , where μ3 is the third moment about the mean and σ is the standard deviation.
Our approach uses skewness to label the abnormal period, meanwhile returns the mi-

nority according to the degree of skewness. The symmetry of trend distribution means
the streams are approximate to a random distribution, the count of anomaly is small,
while asymmetry of trend distribution indicates the trend evolve to one direction, then
the number of abnormal ones is larger than the symmetry stage, hence it is an appropri-
ate period to detect the anomaly.

6 Experiment

In this section, we implement experiments on real dataset to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of our approach in trend tracing and abnormal detection. We
compare our method with two widely used trend chasing methods. They are piece-
wise polynomials trendline (TrendLine) [8] and stream linear regression (LRTrend) [9].
TrendLine is a software package for fitting trendline. LRTrend is a multi-dimensional
linear regression analysis method for time-series data stream [9].

We employ three groups of real datasets in different domains for evaluating our al-
gorithms. A brief description is provided in Table 1. The experiments are conducted on
an Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHZ CPU with 1 GB RAM and the experiment environment is
windows XP Professional and matlab v7R14.

6.1 SWAD Accuracy and Efficiency

In Figure 5(a), we illustrate four representative stock streams on the X-axis and use
the Trend Accuracy Score (Definition 2) as the criterion illustrated on the Y-axis. As
the same, in Figure 5(b), we sample four telecom SNMP streams from the backbone
network and the length of each stream is respectively week, month, quarter and year. It
is clear that in each case, the accuracy of our method is better than other competitors.
Furthermore, the superiority of our method is relatively more pronounced in the case
of the telecom stream than financial stream. This is because the financial stream has
insignificant period, moreover the characteristic of period is also unstable.

Figure 5(c) presents the wall-clock time and space cost of our Matlab implementation
for each algorithm on the sensor network data set. The result shows that the efficiency

Table 1. Experimental Data Sets

Domain Name #Stream Size (MB) #Point Source
Finance Heng Seng 29 4.66 83668 HengSeng H&A Stock.

Dow Jones 30 11.6 193423 US. Dow Jones Stock
Shang Hai 50 23 154230 Shang Hai 50 ETF

Telecom SHTelecom07 144 66.8 252126 ShangHai Telecom
Sensor Sensor Network 200 20 ≈ 30000 MERL Detector Dataset [10]
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Fig. 5. SWAD Accuracy and Performance

of our SWAD method is obviously superior to others. It is because, SWAD only needs
to examine the new incoming point, thus it has almost scalable time cost and constant
memory need with the streams advance. While, the TrendLine and LRTrend require
scanning the points sequentially and buffering points in order to adjust the parameters,
thus the performance of two methods decrease rapidly when more stream data come.

6.2 Period Analysis Offline and Online

Figure 6(a) shows the result of SVD-based period analysis method in telecom data
stream. The result shows that it has significant multiple periods such as 3 hours (36
points) , 6 hours (72 points) , 8 hours (96 points) , 12 hours (144 points). We will use
36 and 96 as the short and long sliding windows in the SWAD calculation. The 72 and
144 are integer multiples of 36, thus they can be interpreted as from the same period.

As the same, Figure 6(b) shows the finance stream result, we can see that the error
line of Dow Jones Index shows decline at windows 12 and 20. The result of part of
sensor network analysis is shown as 32 and 91 in Figure 6(c).

Then, we compare our adaptable, streaming and chesssboard-based approach against
the constant parameter method in Figure 7(a). From the result, we can see our dynamic
method achieves near 5% -10% accuracy improvement. In order to test the effectiveness
of two pruning method, we illustrate the result in Figure 7(b)-7(c) through tuning the
radius and angle of pruning lines. The result is consistent with the intuition, the larger
angel and radius, the more accuracy of trend tracing.
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6.3 Anomaly Detection

Our approach find out anomaly streams in different time intervals . Professional domain
experts examine the result and judge whether they are meaningful alarms or just false
alarms. The result shows that our skewness-based method performs accurate and stable.
Figure 8(a)-8(b) illustrate parts of result over Heng Seng and Dow Jones data sets and
Figure 8(c) shows the average count of anomalies per day over telecom data set.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on the problem of trend tracing in single stream and anomaly
detection over multiple data streams. We define trend as the difference between two
sliding windows averages, then extend the SVD approach and provide a chessboard
named sketch in order to support the parameter initialization and dynamic adjustment
in the calculating process. We also briefly discussed how to incorporate skewness into
the anomaly detection. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on a variety of real
world data sets to show the efficiency and effectiveness of our approach.
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Abstract. Discovering temporal patterns from sequence data has been an im-
portant task of data mining in recent years. In this paper a novel temporal pat-
tern, Intervention, is proposed to capture the partial ordering relations in parallel 
event sequences. It is demonstrated that Intervention is essentially a deviation 
of generalized Markov property holding in parallel event sequences. A measure 
to evaluate the degree of such deviation, Intervention Intensity, is suggested, 
which has an important mathematical property, non-symmetry. As a result, an 
algorithm called MIPES for mining interventions is proposed. The time com-
plexity of MIPES is of O(m2) and is independent of data size, where m is the 
number of event types and is far smaller than the data size in practice. The  
experimental results show MIPES is applicable and scalable. 

Keywords: Parallel Event Sequence, Intervention. 

1   Introduction 

Discovering temporal patterns from event sequences has received considerable atten-
tion recently[1,2,3,4,5]. The goal of temporal patterns mining is to discover hidden 
relations between sequences and subsequences of events widely appearing in a variety 
of knowledge discovery applications, such as biology, medicine, business, finance, etc 
[5]. The existing researches, however, mostly focus on mining frequent subsequences 
from serial event sequences with two major defects[6,7,8,11]. (1) Only serial se-
quences are considered, though the parallel sequences are more common in practice. 
In serial sequences, only one event happens at an instant, whereas several events of 
different types could happen at an instant in parallel sequences. (2) Little attention is 
paid to the intervening phenomenon between different event types. Frequent event 
subsequences, such as episodes[7,8], can only reveal the correlations between the 
events of different types. However, in many cases we are more concerned about the 
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intervention imposed on one type of events by another. For example, in Birth Defect 
monitoring, we are interested in which kind of event types are more effective to inter-
vene the occurrences of the birth defects. 

In this paper, we propose a new class of temporal patterns, Intervention, existing 
widely in parallel event sequences. Our idea is illustrated in the following example. 

Example 1. The parallel sequence in Fig.1 is composed by two single type event 
sequences X(t), Y(t), where X and Y are event types and t is the occurrence time of 
events, 1≤t≤12. Let the length of a period is 2, then the whole lasting time can be split 
into 6 periods. The number of events of type X in i-th period is denoted by xi, 1≤i≤6. 
We say there exists an intervention X Y if the distribution of yi+1 is influenced by xi, 
i.e., the occurrences of events of type X in current period can influence the occur-
rences of events of type Y in next period, and not the other way inverse. X is referred 
to as an intervention source of Y. The precise definition of intervention is given in 
Section 4. 

1210 112 3 4 5 6 7 8 91

Y Y Y

X

Y Y 

X

Y

X X

Y

X X X

Y Y

time 

 

Fig. 1. A piece of parallel 2-type event sequence 

The next problem is how to evaluate the effect of intervention. This study assumes 
that the event sequences can be essentially modeled by Markov Chains, hence the 
intervention can be regarded as the deviation from generalized Markov property 
which states that the frequency distribution of Y(t) in the current period is independent 
on that of X(t) in the previous period. Consequently, we suggest a measure, Interven-
tion Intensity, to evaluate the intervention effect. Intervention intensity is based on 
Kullback-Leibler divergence[9] which is rooted in information theory and is used to 
measure the distance between two distributions. Kullback-Leibler divergence is asym-
metric and is suitable to resist noise. The intervention intensity could be computed by 
appropriately conditioned transition probabilities. These probabilities can be approxi-
mated by kernel estimation from data. More details are described in Section 5. 

Integrating above ideas, we implement an algorithm called MIPES to Mine the In-
terventions from a given Parallel Event Sequence. MIPES is with time complexity of 
O(m2) where m is the number of event types and is far smaller than the amount of 
events and will not degrade the scalability of MIPES. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related 
works. Section 3 gives concise description of Markov Chain and Kullback-leibler 
divergence. Section 4 formulates the problem and describes the intervention in details. 
Section 5 presents the definition of intervention intensity and the estimation method. 
Section 6 presents the comprehension of intervention from the perspective of the 
fluctuation of entropy rate. Section 7 presents the outline and time complexity  
of MIPES. We demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of MIPES through  
experiments in section 8 and present the conclusions in section 9.  
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2   Related Work 

The first popular task of mining from temporal data is mining associate rule [6,10,11], 
whose common approach is based on the apriority method [10]. When a transactional 
database is represented as a set of sequences of transactions performed by one entity 
is used, the manipulation of temporal sequences requires that some adaptations be 
made to the apriori algorithm. To mining frequent patterns from temporal data, the 
most important modification is on the notion of support: support is now the fraction of 
entities, which had consumed the itemsets in any of their possible transactions [11], 
i.e. an entity could only contribute one time to increment the support of each itemset, 
beside it could had consumed that itemset several times.  

Another important temporal pattern is episode, which is essentially small, partially 
ordered collections of event types [7]. An episode is considered interesting if it occurs 
often enough in the data. The frame work of discovering frequent episodes in event 
sequences was introduced by Mannila, et al [7]. They define the frequency of an epi-
sode as the number of time windows and propose a counting algorithm using finite 
state automata for obtaining the frequencies of a set of candidate episodes. Some 
extensions to this windows-based frequency have also been proposed[12,13]. S. Lax-
man, et al, have proposed a new notion for episode frequency based on the  
non-overlapped occurrences of an episode in the given event sequences[8]. 

A few of work has been done with classification and clustering in temporal data 
mining. One classification method to deal with temporal sequences is based on the 
merge operator[14]. This operator receives two sequences and returns “a sequence 
whose shape is a compromise between the two original sequences”[14]. The basic 
idea is to iteratively merge a typical example of a class with each positive example, 
building a more general model for the class. Since traditional classification algorithms 
are difficult to apply to sequential examples, mostly because there is a vast number of 
potentially useful features for describing each example, an interesting improvement 
consists on applying a preprocessing mechanism to extract relevant features. One 
approach to implement this idea consists on discovering frequent subsequences, and 
then using them, as the relevant features to classify sequences with traditional meth-
ods, like Naive Bayes[15]. Besides classification, Ketterlin proposed an approach to 
use hierarchical clustering method to cluster temporal sequences data[16]. 

The existing work did nothing with the intervention phenomenons in parallel event 
sequences, which are common in real world. We focuses on the mining of interven-
tions, which is discussed in detail in the rest of this paper. 

3   Preliminaries 

For the sake of completeness, we begin with an overview of Markov chain and  
Kullback-Leibler divergence. 

A Markov chain is a sequence of random variables X1, X2, X3, ... with the Markov 
property,  

P(Xn+1＝x| Xn＝xn,…, X1＝x1)＝P(Xn+1＝x | Xn＝xn). 
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The possible values of Xi form a countable set S called the state space of the chain. 
Define the probability of going from state i to state j in n time steps as 

p(n)
ij＝P(Xn＝j | X0＝i), 

and the single step transition as  

pij＝P(X1＝j | X0＝i). 

The n-step transition satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, that for any k such 
that 0 < k < n,  

p(n)
ij＝∑r∈S p

(k)
ir p

(n-k)
rj. 

According to probability theory and information theory, the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence is a non-commutative measure of the difference between two probability 
distributions P and Q. Kullback-Leibler divergence measures the expected difference 
in the number of bits required to code samples from P when using a code based on P, 
and when using a code based on Q. Typically P represents the “true” distribution of 
data, observations, or a precise calculated theoretical distribution. The measure Q 
typically represents a theory, model, description, or approximation of P. For probabi-
lity distributions P and Q of a discrete random variable, the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence of P from Q is defined as 

DKL(P||Q)＝∑iP(i)log(P(i)／Q(i)). 

Although it is often intuited as a distance metric, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is 
not a true metric since it is not symmetric (hence 'divergence' rather than 'distance'), 
i.e., DKL(P||Q)≠DKL(Q||P). This property is favorable since it is suitable to resist the 
noise. 

4   Intervention 

Before defining the intervention, we first formalize the framework of the event se-
quences. Given a set E of event types, a single type event sequence is X(t) where X∈
E is an event type and t is the occurrence time of event. A parallel m-type event se-
quence is a tuple (X1(t), …, Xm(t), Ts, Te), where Ts≤t≤Te. Let the length of sampling 
period is w, then the whole lasting time is split into k＝(Ts－Te)／w periods. The 
number of events of type X in i-th period is denoted by xi, where 1≤i≤k. We consider 
only the discrete timelines in which occurrence times of events are positive integers.  

Assuming that the event sequences under study can be approximated by Markov 
Chains, the evolutions of the event sequences are described by the transition prob-
abilities. If two sequences X(t) and Y(t) are independent, then the generalized Markov 
property 

                                                 P(yi+1| yi)＝P(yi+1| yi, xi)                                              (1) 

holds for all i. Based on this idea, the intervention can be defined as the following. 
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Definition 1. Let X(t) and Y(t) be two single type event sequences, Intervention from 
X(t) to Y(t), denoted by X Y, exists if P(yi+1| yi)≠P(yi+1| yi, xi), where P(·) is the 
probability function. X is referred as to the intervention source of Y, and Y is referred 
as to the intervention target of X. 

By definition 1, X Y holds if the frequency distribution of Y in next period depends 
on not only the frequency of Y in current period, but also the frequency of X in current 
period. In other words, the occurrences of X in current period can influence the  
occurrences of Y in next period. 

Proposition 1. The relation of X Y is reflexive, antisymmetrical, and transitive. 

Proof. The reflexivity and transitivity are obvious, hence we only prove the  
antisymmetry by contradiction. Suppose Y X holds, by Definition 1 

P(xi+1 | xi)≠P(xi+1 | xi, yi) 

holds, which implies that xi+1 depends on yi. Since  

P(yi | yi－1)≠P(yi | yi－1, xi－1) 

implies yi depends on xi－1, xi+1 depends on xi－1, i.e., 

P(xi+1 | xi)≠P(xi+1 | xi, xi－1), 

which contradicts the Markov property of X(t).                                                           □ 

Thus interventions are partial ordering relations on different types of events. Based on 
the concept of intervention, the intervention chain is defined as follows.  

Definition 2. A N-order intervention chain is a partially ordered set V of event types 
and has form: V＝X1 X2 … XN. 

As the consequence of Proposition 1, it is easy to prove the Proposition 2. 

Proposition 2. Two (N－1)-order intervention chains: X1 X2 … XN-1, X2 X3 

… XN can be composed to a N-order intervention chain X1 X2 … Xn . 

By emploiting the Proposition 2, the intervention chains with higher order can be 
easily constructed after all the 2-order intervention chains are discovered. Therefore 
this study only focuses the algorithm on the discovery of 2-order intervention chains. 

5   Intervention Intensity 

We refer to the effect of intervention as intervention intensity which reflects the im-
pact imposed by one single type event sequence on another. In this section we de-
scribed the measure schema of intervention intensity. We first discuss the noise-free 
scenarios, then the noisy ones. 
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5.1   The Noise-Free Scenarios  

As per Definition 1, the intervention between two single type event sequences is es-
sentially deviation from the generalized Markov property equation (1). The quantity 
of this deviation can be measured by Kullback-Leibler divergence[9], which results to 
definition of intervention intensity. 

Definition 3. Let X(t) and Y(t) be two single type event sequences, the intervention 
intensity of X Y is defined as  

                                     

1
1

1

( | , )
( ) ( , , ) log

( | )
i i i

i i i
i i

P y y x
I X Y P y y x

P y y
+

+
+

→ =∑ .                            (2) 

Intuitively, the intervention intensity indicates the excess amount of bits that must 
be used to encode the information of the state of the process by erroneously assum-
ing the actual transition probability distribution function is p(yi+1|yi), instead of 
p(yi+1| yi, xi).  

The joint probability P(yi+1, yi, xi) can be approximated by kernel estimation. Given 
a resolution r, P(yi+1, yi, xi) can be obtained by 

                     
( )( )1 1 1

1
( , , ) K max , ,i i i i j i j i j

j

P y y x y y y y x x r
N+ + += − − − −∑ ,            (3) 

where K(·) is step kernel such that K(x＞0)＝1, K(x≤0)＝0, N is the total number of ij 
pairs available. Similarly, P(yi+1, yi), P(yi, xi) and P(yi) can be estimated respectively 
by 

                            
( )( )1 1 1

1
( , ) K max ,i i i j i j

j

P y y y y y y r
N+ + += − − −∑ ,                        (4) 
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= − − −∑ ,                          (5) 

and 

                                              
( )1

( ) Ki i j
j

P y y y r
N

= − −∑ .                                        (6) 

Then the conditional probabilities P(yi+1|yi, xi) and P(yi+1|yi) are computed re-
spectively, i.e., P(yi+1|yi, xi)＝P(yi+1, yi, xi)／P(yi, xi) and P(yi+1|yi)＝P(yi+1, yi)／
P(yi). 

It follows from the nonsymmetry of Kullback-Leibler divergence that the non-
symmetry of I(X Y), which reflects the fact that information flow between two event 
sequences is directional. 

It is obvious that if P(yi+1|yi, xi)＝P(yi+1|yi) then I(X Y)＝0, which means X(t) does 
not influence Y(t). It is consistent with the Markov property and shows the definition 
of intervention intensity is reasonable. 
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5.2   The Noisy Scenarios  

So far, only the noise-free cases are considered in which if X Y holds then I(Y X) 
will be zero because the Markov property P(xi+1 | xi)＝P(xi+1 | xi, yi). In noisy cases, 
however, we can not assure I(Y X) is zero even if X Y holds. 

Fortunately, it is trivial to prove the directional property of intervention intensity, 
as it follows from the nonsymmetry of Kullback-Leibler divergence[9].  

Proposition 3. I(X Y)≠I(Y X). 

By Proposition 3, X Y not Y X can be confirmed if I(X Y)＞I(Y X). It is easy to 
show that this tradeoff will not violate the antisymmetry of intervention which is 
stated in proposition 1. 

6   Understanding Intervention from Perspective of Entropy Rate 

We can understand the intervention from the perspective of entropy rate. As stated in 
section 4, the single type event sequences can be approximated by Markov chains. 
The entropy rate of stochastic process Y(t) is defined as  

( )1 2

1
lim , , ,y n
n

h H y y y
n→∞

= , 

and if Y(t) is a Markov chain, then  

( )1 |y i ih H y y+= [17], 

where H(·) is entropy.  

Proposition 4. Let X(t) and Y(t) be two single type event sequences, I(X Y)＝hy－

hy|x, where hx＝H(yi+1|yi), hy|x＝H(yi+1|yi, xi). 

Proof. By definition 1 and the relation between the joint and conditional probabilities, 
we can obtain:  
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Note the following two remarks on proposition 4: 

(1) As a Markov chain, the uncertainty, namely the entropy, of one event  
sequence Y(t) will increase at the rate of hy without any intervention. 
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(2) With intervention imposed on Y(t) by X(t), the increasing rate of the uncer-
tainty of Y(t) will be reduced, i.e., H(yi+1|yi)≥H(yi+1|yi,xi), which is proved 
strictly in literature [17].  

Consequently, Propostion 4 confirms that intervention from X(t) to Y(t) is equivalent 
to the change of Y(t)’s entropy rate resulted by X(t), more explicitly, the intervention 
imposed on Y(t) by X(t) leads to the reduction of entropy rate of Y(t). 

7   Algorithm to Mine Interventions 

By integrating the ideas stated by previous sections, this section proposes an algo-
rithm called MIPES to Mine Interventions from Parallel Event Sequences. The outline 
of MIPES is shown as follows. 

Algorithm MIPES (X1(t), …, Xm(t), Ts, Te , w, r, R) 
input: X1(t), …, Xm(t) the event sequences; Ts the start time; Te the end time;  
          m the number of event types; w length of sampling period;  

r the resolution 
output: R the set of 2-order intervention patterns with intervention intensity; 
begin 

1.      k＝(Te－Te)／w; 
2.      foreach X(t) in { X1(t), …, Xm(t)} do begin 
3.          count the xi, 1≤ i≤ k; 
4.      end for; 
5.      Generate candidates set C＝{( Xp(t), Xq(t)): 1≤ p ≠ q ≤m }; 
6.      foreach (Xp(t), Xq(t))∈C do begin 
7.          Compute I(Xp Xq) and I(Xq Xp) by equation (2) with resolution r. 
8.          if I(Xp Xq)＞I(Xq Xp) then do begin 
9.             add {I(Xp Xq)} to R; 
10.        else 
11.            add {I(Xq Xp)} to R; 
12.        end if; 
13.     end for;  
14.  end 

The algorithm is straightforward. The major work is computing the intervention in-
tensity between every two single type event sequences (Line 7). Since the number of 
single type sequence pairs is not more than |C|＝m!／(2!(m－2)!)＝(m2

－m)／2, the 
temporal complexity of MIPES is O(m2), which will not lower the performance in 
practice when the number of event types is small. 

8   Experimental Results 

In this section, we apply MIPES to dataset CalIT2 downloaded from UCI[18] to vali-
date the effectiveness and performance of MIPES. CalIT2 consists of 3 months of 
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count data of two event types, In-event and Out-event, recorded every 30 minutes at 
the front door of the Calit2 institute building on the UC Irvine campus. 

The first experiment investigates how the resolution r in equation (3), (4), (5), (6) 
impacts the evaluation of intervention intensity. Without loss of generality, we use the 
records on July 24 of CalIT2. The frequency distribution of In-event and Out-event 
are shown in Fig.2, and the results are depicted in Fig.3. 

A few observations on Fig.3 are as follows. 

(1) The data have noise, and consequently both I(In-event Out-event) and 
I(Out-event Out-event) are not zero. 

(2) In-event Out-event can be confirmed because I(In-event Out-event) ＞
I(Out-event In-event), which is reasonable and consistent with common 
sense that more people into building leads to more people out building. 

(3) Along with r increasing, I(In-event Out-event) and I(Out-event In-event) 
tends to close together, which can be explained as the smaller r favours the 
isolation of noise.  

(4) Nevertheless, excessively small r will limit the amount of available data for 
the estimation of the probabilities and causes small intervention intensity, 
which is observed from the part of curve with r＜3. 

The second experiment examines the performance of MIPES over different scales of 
data, i.e. 100K, 500K, 1000K, 2000K, 5000K. The result is depicted in Fig.4, from 
which we can observe that the time cost increases almost linearly along with the in-
creasing of data size, which implies nice scalability of MIPES. The reason is that 
although the time complexity of MIPES is O(m2) where m is the number of event 
types, the value of m (m is 2 in Calit2) is far smaller than the size of data in practice, 
so the time complexity can be regarded as independent of the size of data. Conse-
quently, MIPES will not sharp decline in performance in practice even though the size 
of data increases remarkable. 
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Fig. 2. Frequencies of In-event and Out-event. The data is sampled every 30 minutes. 
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Fig. 3. Intervention intentisties in different resolutions 
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Fig. 4. Performance on scales of data 

9   Conclusions 

In this paper we have studied the intervening phenomenons appearing widely in  
parallel event sequences. The main contributions include: 

(1) We proposed a new class of temporal patterns called Intervention, which is 
common in parallel event sequences. Furthermore, we revealed that the essence of 
intervention is a deviation from generalized Markov property and is equivalent to the 
change of entropy rate. Additionally, we demonstrated that Intervention is partial 
ordering relation.  

(2) We defined Intervention Intensity based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence to 
measure the effect of intervention imposed on one type of events by another. We also 
proved an important property of the intervention intensity, nonsymmetry.  

(3) We proposed algorithm MIPES by integrating the above ideas. We have  
applied it to real data set to examine the effectiveness and efficiency. The examina-
tion results shows that MIPES is funtionable and scalable. 

In this paper, we concentrate on the intervention mining algorithm that presupposes 
the whole data of event sequences have been observed. Hence, it is an important fu-
ture work to research incremental and outline algorithms which are capable of  
mining interventions in streaming fashion from time evolving event sequences. 
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Abstract. With the development of event-driven applications, event stream 
processing has received more and more attentions in database community. 
However, little work has focused on the problem of data mining and similarity 
analysis among event streams. As the foundation for the data mining such as 
frequent or abnormal event pattern detection, efficient similarity search is de-
sired to be first executed. In this paper, we attempt to take the first step into the 
similarity search in the context of vast event streams. We propose a simple but 
effective model to improve the efficiency of the similarity search. To avoid re-
dundant pair-wise comparison, we adopt the definition of sharing extent to 
dramatically filter dissimilar event streams and speed up the calculation of simi-
larity. Extensive simulated experiments have demonstrated that our model and 
algorithm can lead to higher efficiency when guaranteeing expected accuracy. 

1   Introduction 

Huge amount of stream data implicating primitive or composite events can be gener-
ated in many scenarios such as RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), sensor  
network and stock analysis. Consequently, the events will shape into rapid and time-
varying event streams [1, 2]. Different from the general data stream, the data of event 
stream may represent the state change of the system or monitored object instead of 
numeric values. Furthermore, event stream is more flexible and abundant in semantics 
and the data in the event stream can be correlated for the advanced pattern match [3]. 
Just like data stream processing, event stream processing needs incremental online 
analysis and real-time response. The existing studies mainly focus on the temporal 
pattern match of event stream [4, 5, 6] rather than the advanced analysis and mining. 
Specially, similarity analysis, as the fundamental problem of data mining over event 
stream, has not been tackled. Without effective similarity analysis, further clustering, 
classification, frequent pattern and novelty detection can not be executed. Also, with 
the prior knowledge obtained from similarity analysis, we can build some inherent 
and valuable rules in lots of complicated applications. 

Emphatically, the event definition and transformation are closely related to specific 
application scenarios. For example, the dramatic increase of the stock price measured 
by some threshold level can be defined as an event, the situation when an object enter 
a logic area monitored by RFID or video can be modeled as an event, and each access 
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of websites of interests can be transformed as an event. In this paper, we only propose 
a general similarity analysis framework for all kinds of event streams. The semantics 
of the events will be left to applications. Besides, we will divide the original event 
streams into different logic streams according to some key attributes such as stock 
transaction code, monitored object EPC or web user ID. And similarity analysis will 
be conducted among these logic event streams to potentially reflect the relationships 
of target objects. Furthermore, our proposed similarity measurement model is intui-
tive and efficient. It is intuitional that the distance between two event streams should 
reflect the workload to transform one stream to the other one [7], and thus we will 
utilize edit distance as our similarity measurement guideline, which is commonly used 
in similar strings pattern matching and comparison of biological sequences.  

The basic method for similarity analysis is to compare all pairs of event streams 
and output the results once the similarity conditions are evaluated true. However, we 
note only quite a few fraction of the whole has potential similarities in the real-world 
applications. When the number of event streams or event type is huge and only a few 
pairs of event streams can satisfy the similarity condition, too much computation cost 
would be consumed for the pair-wise way. In this paper, we will solve this problem 
by putting forward the notion of sharing extent, which approximately reflects the 
proportion of shared sub-sequence of event streams. The sharing extent is on the 
assumption that two similar event streams must have “enough” shared sub-sequences. 
Compared to the pair-wise method, the computation of sharing extent is very efficient 
due to one pass scan. 

Candidate Set

Extent of Sharing

...
...

Similar ES pair

Compute the 
similarity

Filtering

Input event streams Expired event 
streams

 

Fig. 1. Process of similarity analysis 

Figure 1 represents the processing procedure of similarity analysis. Firstly, we com-
pute the sharing extent of each event stream pair, and then discard the dissimilar ones to 
construct the candidate set according to certain threshold. Secondly, we can compute the 
final similar pairs in the candidate set. Specifically, our major contributions are listed  
as follows: 

 We utilize the edit distance as the similarity measurement, which is a common 
and simple formalization of the distance between strings or sequences. Also, the 
definition of event stream similarity is first proposed. 
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 A concept of sharing extent is introduced, which is easily computed and can 
approximately reflect the extent of event stream similarity.  

 An efficient way is proposed to query the similar pair from massive event 
streams, and the results can be updated incrementally.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. 
Section 3 introduces necessary definitions. Section 4 presents the method for the 
computation of sharing extent. Section 5 proposes the algorithms for similarity analy-
sis. Section 6 evaluates the results of the experiments and section 7 concludes  
the paper.  

2   Related Work 

As for similarity analysis over event sequences, H. Mannila et al. [7] propose a simi-
larity model using edit distance as distance measurement. However, the time  
complexity of this method is very high. DR et al. [8] focus on the probabilistic charac-
teristic of events, and they propose the relation algebra and probabilistic method to 
describe the distance of events. A.Unal et al. [9] aim at finding the frequencies of 
events in an event stream at different time granularities by examining the distance 
distributions of event occurrences. Besides, different event types can be potentially 
distinguished by different characters, so the approximate string matching technique 
may be helpful for our model. L. Gravano et al. [10] develop a technique of approxi-
mate string joins, which relies on matching q-gram, taking into account of both posi-
tions of individual matches and total number of such matches. A. Arasu et al. [11] 
propose an exact algorithm for set similarity joins, which can give a precise perform-
ance guarantee. Furthermore, S. Sarawagi et al. [12] execute set joins on predicates 
involving various similarity measures. However, the target of all these work differs 
from ours. Their methods perform on static data, while we aim at efficient similarity 
analysis on dynamic event streams and consider the problem of cost optimization  
as well. 

Also, many recent event processing systems [1, 6] offer relatively simple event 
languages and stream-based processing. They detect the complex event from real-time 
event streams based on known rule, but none of them consider the similarity analysis 
of event streams. In summary, to the best of our knowledge, what we focus on is an 
original and valuable topic of event stream processing. 

3   Problem Definition 

An event stream is composed of continuous arrival events.  An event can be classified 
into primitive event (e.g., a product attached with RFID tag is detected at some 
reader) and composite event (e.g., a theft event takes place at a store, which is defined 
as the sequence of product detected at shelf, detected at the exit and un-detected at the 
counter). The composite event is the composition of primitive events using event 
operators, such as OR, AND, NOT, SEQ etc.  
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Let ES be an event stream (e1,e2,…,ek,…), where ei represents the ith event. An 
event can be described as ei = <Ei, ti>, where Ei and ti represent the event type and the 
timestamp respectively. And the event type set is 1 2{ , ,..., }mE E E∑ = , where iE ∈∑ .  

The occurrence time of events is not uniform, which may burst occasionally. For 
each logic event stream, we assume that no more than one event will happen at each 
time point. In the gap time point without any occurrence of events, we just insert a 
symbol ’#’ to represent a special “null” event type. Note that each event type has its 
own weight, which is defined according to the prior knowledge. The more important 
event type has higher weight, and the ’#’ type has the minimun weight. Especially, we 
need to compare the event streams in the current sliding window to reflect the recent 
situation. We will illustrate our problem definition as follows. 

Problem Definition. Given m event streams ES1, ES2,…, ESm, with the window size 
n, design efficient model and algorithm to search all pairs of event streams that are 
similar in the current window and update the results automatically and incrementally.  

According to the characteristics of event streams and the demands of applications, 
the similarity analysis over event streams should satisfy the following requirements: 

(1) Reasonable Similarity Measurement. The choice of similarity measurement is 
the key problem which needs to reflect the change trend and temporal feature of event 
streams. 

(2) Efficient way. In practice only a few pairs of event streams have similarities, so 
pair-wise method will have tremendous cost which is unnecessary especially when the 
amount of event streams is huge. How to search the similar event streams in an  
efficient way is highly necessary for fast on-line stream processing.  

4   Similarity of Event Streams 

In this section we will give the definition of similarity measured by distance function 
between event streams. Firstly, the distance function should support the local time 
shifting, because the time delay of transformation and detection can not be avoided 
completely in the distributed system. Secondly, different event types have different 
impacts on the event stream. We select the weighted edit distance (WED) as the 
measurement of similarity.  

Definition 1 (Similarity). Given two event streams ESi and ESj, where N is the length 
of current sliding window, then the similarity coefficient of these two event streams is 

( , ) 1 ( , ) /i j i jSim ES ES WED ES ES N= −  . (1) 

Where WED(ESi,ESj) is the weighted edit distance between two event streams. Let the 
similarity threshold beδ , if 1 2( , )Sim ES ES δ> , we consider those two event streams 

have similarity.  
Next we will introduce the computation of WED(ESi,ESj), which is a common dis-

tance measurement for the string match and comparison of biological sequences. The 
value of WED(ESi,ESj) is the minimal cost to transform ESi into ESj with insertion, 
deletion and substitution operations. Given two event streams ES1 and ES2, denoted as 
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(e1,e2,…,em) and (f1,f2,…,fn) respectively, the value of weighted edit distance can be 
obtained by the dynamic programming algorithm. We use r(i, j) to denote the minimal 
cost of operations transforming the first i events of ES1 into the first j events of ES2. 
The basic conditions and the recurrence relation for the value r(i, j) are 

( , ) min{ ( -1, ) ( ), ( , -1) ( ), ( -1, -1) ( , )}i ir i j r i j w e r i j w f r i j k i j= + + +  . (2) 

where w(ei), w(fi) are costs of inserting (deleteing) a ei-type or fi-type event, 
respectively, and  

0,                               
( , )

max{ ( ), ( )},     

i i

i i i i

if e f
k i j

w e w f if e f

=⎧
= ⎨ ≠⎩

 . (3) 

With this definition, the weighted edit distance of  ES1 and ES2, namely 
WED(ES1,ES2), is r(n,m). For those event streams arrive simultaneously, let 
m=n=N(sliding window size), we have 

1 2( , ) 1 ( , ) /Sim ES ES r N N N= −  . (4) 

The computation of weighted edit distance has high time complexity and the pair-
wise comparison is not feasible. We will introduce a much more efficient method 
combined with the features of event stream in the next section.  

5   Similarity Analysis Based on Sharing Extent 

In many applications, only a few parts of event streams have similarity. There will be 
huge computation cost by naive method which compares every two event streams. To 
solve this problem, we propose a sharing extent based method which can avoid the 
pair-wise-way computation. We utilize this technique to quickly discard most of the 
dissimilar event stream pairs, and then compute the similarity coefficient to get  
the accurate similar event stream pairs in a smaller candidate set. 

5.1   ES-Sequence 

The sharing extent technique relies on matching ES-sequences (ESS) of length q, 
which are subsequences composed with adjacent events. The intuition behind the use 
of ES-sequences is that if two event streams ES1 and ES2 are similar, they share a 
large number of ES-sequences in common.  

We generate ES-sequence from continuous event streams by sliding the window of 
size q (q>1). The ES-sequences are generated on the fly and we need to consider the 
number of each distinct ES-sequence for each event stream. For some event stream 
ES with length of |ES|, then the number of ESS is |ES| +1-q. 

Suppose the current event stream ES1 in a sliding window is {e1, e3, e2, e2, e3, e5} 
and the length of ES-sequence is defined as 3, then the ES-sequences generated from 
ES1 are e1e3e2, e3e2e2, e2e2e3, e2e3e5. We maintain a set Σq to store all the distinct  
ES-sequences.  

The generation of ES-sequence borrows the idea from the q-gram technique in 
character string matches, but they have totally different semantics. Each event belongs 
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to some event type and has an occurrence time, and the ES-sequence reflects the state 
change of system or represents some composite events. Meanwhile, since each event 
has different impact on the system, the ES-sequence has different weights too. We 
define the weight of ES-sequence as the summation of involed events’ weights.  
That is 

1 2( ) [ ( )  ( ) ,...,  ( )]qW ESS W e W e W e= + + +  . (5) 

The length q of ES-sequence is selected according to the prior knowledge. The effect 
of filtration and the semantics of event composition should be taken into account. 
How to choose the most suitable value of q is our future work. 

5.2   Sharing Extent 

Definition 2 (Sharing Extent). Given two event streams iES  and jES , the sharing 
extent is defined as follows: 

          ( )* *2

( )*( )

k k
k

ij
k ik jk

k

W ESS SN
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W ESS C C
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 . 
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where                              
,      

,      

ik ik jk
k

jk ik jk

C if C C
SN

C if C C

<⎧
= ⎨ >⎩

 . (7) 

We use qΣ to store all the distinct ES-sequences appearing in the iES  and jES , and 
the size of qΣ is m. kEES (k=1, 2,…, m) represents an ES-sequence of qΣ . ikC and 

jkC denote the count of kESS  appearing in the event stream iES  and jES  respec-
tively. And kSN denotes the count of shared kESS  in iES  and jES , as the equation (7) 
shows. The ( )kW ESS denotes the weight of kESS .  

Next we use an example to illustrate the computation process. For n event streams 
ES1, ES2,…, ESn, all distinct ES-sequences are stored in qΣ where elements are de-
noted as ESSk (k=1,…,m). We construct a table called ES_distribution_table, which 
stores the distribution situation of ESSk for each event stream. The rows represent 
event streams and the columns represent ES-sequences at the qΣ set. The value of 
each cell represents the count of ES-sequence appearing in this event stream. When a 
new ESSk is generated, the value of the corresponding cell will be updated by 1. As 
shown in table 1, the value in row 1 & column 1 is 2, which means that ESS1 appears 
twice in ES1. 

Table 1. Example of ES_distribution_Table 

 ESS1 … ESSm 
ES1 2  6 
…    
ESn 4  7 
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As the event streams pass by, the ES_distribution_table is established at the same 
time. We can compute the sharing extent utilizing this table by the equation (6) and 
discard dissimilar event stream pairs. Assuming the sharing extent threshold is δ, if 
SEij>δ, the event stream pair (ESi, ESj) will be put into the candidate set. The reason 
of filtration by sharing extent will be discussed in section 5.4 and the sharing extent 
based similarity algorithm is given in algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1. Similarity analysis algorithm based on sharing extent 
Input: n event streams ES1,ES2,…,ESn, the size of the sliding window N 
Output: Similar set S 
Procedure: 
1. Compute the Sharing Extent of each event stream pair,  

if SE(ESi,ESj)>δ, add (ESi,ESj) into candidate set C; 
2. Compute the similarity coefficient Sim(ESi,ESj) from all pairs of C 
       if Sim(ESi,ESj) >ε, add (ESi,ESj) into the Similar set S. 

5.3   Update Mechanism of Sharing Extent  

We adopt the sliding window model to process the continuous and infinite event 
streams. The sharing extent is computed based on the current sliding window. 
Because of the limitation of the sliding scope, compared to the previous sliding 
window, most events in the current sliding window will not be changed.  We will 
design an incremental maintenance strategy reusing middle results to avoid the 
repeated computations.  

 

Fig. 2. The update mechanism of SE 

We partition the whole window into h hops with each size N/h. When the window 
is updated, the oldest hop is dropped and a new one enters. In this way, we revise the 
computation process. The sharing extent will be computed at each hop, denoted as 
H_SE and then be accumulated to obtain the final sharing extent. The process is illus-
trated in figure 2. When the window slides, we just simply compute the H_SE of the 
newly arriving hop, and the value of sharing extent can be dynamically maintained by 
the addition of new hop H_SE and deletion of the oldest hop H_SE. The update  
algorithm is given in algorithm 2. 
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Algorithm 2. SE-Update Algorithm 
Input: n event streams ES1,ES2,…,ESn of the current sliding window, newly  

arriving  event streams ΔES1, ΔES2,…, ΔESn with one hop size  
Output: Updated Candidate Set C’ 
Procedure:  

1. Delete the expired events and form the new sliding window; 
2. Compute the H_SE of newly arriving event streams; 
3. For each event stream pair ESi ,ESj, subtract the H_SEij of the oldest 

hop from the SEij, and add H_SEij of new hop into it; 
       4.     if SEij>δ,  put (ESi,ESj) into Candidate Set C’. 

There are several benefits to partition the sliding window into several hops: 

(1) Compared with the basic method, this update mechanism considers the posi-
tion factor. For example, an ES-sequence ABC appears at the beginning of the 
current window in ES1 and the same ES-sequence appears at the end of the cur-
rent window in ES2. They may have totally different influences on these two 
event streams. Computing the sharing extent in the small bound of hop can 
take more account of position factors. 

(2) Saving the computation time. When the window slides, we can reuse the H_SE 
value without re-computing the sharing extent for the whole sliding window. 

5.4   Threshold of Sharing Extent  

In this section we give a theoretical analysis to show the efficiency and accuracy of 
sharing extent based methods.  

The value of edit distance is related with the total number of operations and the 
cost of each operation. The sharing extent considers both the number of shared ES-
sequences and the weight value of shared ES-sequences. It is based on two facts: 
similar event streams share more identical ES-sequences, and the weight of shared 
ES-sequence influences the value of similarity coefficient.  

The sharing extent resembles the intuitional idea of edit distance but with simple 
computations. We can acquire a much smaller candidate set by comparing sharing 
extent with threshold δ . For better correctness and efficiency we need to obtain a 
compact candidate set under the precision requirement, so how to define the value of 
δ  is the key problem of sharing extent method.  

Firstly we give a simple observation: suppose each length of two event streams in 
the current sliding window is N. If there is only one different event, their ES-sequence 
sets almost have q differences (the length of ES-sequence is q). If they have two dif-
ferent events, then their ES-sequences sets may have [q+1,2q] differences. We can 
infer that if the number of different events between two event streams is not larger 
than k, the same ES-sequences are at least N+1-(k+1)*q. 

Next we will choose a suitiable value of δ for the given similarity threshold ε . 
From the definition of similarity, the corresponding edit distance value of two event 
streams is (1 )* Nε− .We use k to denote the operation counts of transforming one 

event stream to another. Assuming the weight of each event is 1, then (1 )*k Nε= − , 
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representing the number of different events. If the weight of event is not equal to 1, 
approximately we have (1 )* * / ( )avgt N W Eε λ= − to represent the number of different 

events, where Wavg(E) represents the average weight of event, and λ is an adjusting 
parameter. Based on the observation ahead, the number of the same ES-sequences is 
at least 1 ((1 )* * / ( ) 1)*avgN N W E qε λ+ − − + . 

According to the definition of sharing extent and the factor of different events 
weights, we can use the number of the same ES-sequences to divide the total number 
of ES-sequences and acquire the corresponding threshold of sharing extent as follows:  

       

1 ((1 )* * / ( ) 1)*

1
avgN N W E q

N q

ε λ
δ

+ − − +
=

+ −
 . (8) 

We can adjust the value of λ to get the most suitable threshold δ to obtain efficient 
processing time with high accuracy in terms of the intrinsic feature of the original 
event streams. 

5.5   Complexity 

Next, we will compare the time complexity of sharing extent based similarity analysis 
method and the exact method. 

Assuming m event streams arrive simultaneously and the size of sliding window is 
N, we analyze the time complexity in the current window. The main cost of exact 
method comes from the computation of the edit distance. Computing the edit distance 
of two event streams with length N has time complexity of O(N2). Due to the pair-
wise way, the total time complexity of exact method will be O(m2N2). There will be 
tremendous cost if m or N is very large. 

The execution process of sharing extent method contains two parts: generation of 
the candidate set and exact computation over the candidate set. The time cost of first 
part comes from the generation of ES-distribution-table and the computation of shar-
ing extent. The time complexity is about O(mN+ m2). The time cost of second part 
resembles the exact algorithm. Suppose the size of candidate set is l, then the cost is 
O(l2N2). The candidate set is much smaller than the raw set, so the time cost will be 
reduced dramatically. 

6   Experiments 

In this section we present some results of experiments on exact similarity analysis 
method and SE method. All the experiments were conducted on a PC with 2.5G Pen-
tium processor and 512 MB main memory. We design experiments to evaluate the 
efficiency and precision of these two methods. All these experiments were performed 
on synthetic datasets. 

In the real world, the data implicating the occurrence of events usually conform 
to the normal distribution. Thus, we first simulate 1000 event streams with attrib-
utes following the normal distribution. Then, event values are divided into five 
ranges: (-∞,-2],(-2,-1],(-1,1],(1,2],(2,+∞), and each range represents an event type 
of E1,E2,E3,E4,E5 respectively. Consequently, we can transform every event into 
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corresponding event type according to the range it belongs to. Based on the prop-
erty of the normal distribution, we can infer the appearance probability of E3 is 
68.24%, and the other event types have smaller probability. For simplicity, we 
assume the event occurrence time is uniform with the same interval. In practice, 
‘#’ event type needs to fill in the blank gap. The weights of each event type are 
defined as 0.6, 0.8, 0.5, 0.8, 0.6 respectively and the length of event streams can be 
represented by the number of events. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of execution time with 
different number of event streams 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of execution time with 
different length of sliding window 

The basic parameters are set as follows. The threshold is 0.8, the adjusting parame-
ter λ of SE is 0.35, the length of event stream is 600, the sliding window size is 40 and 
the hop number in each window is 4. Figure 3 compares the execution time of SE and 
exact method with different number of event streams. With the increase of the number 
of streams, the execution time of exact method increases rapidly, while the SE method 
is much better than the exact pair-wise method in terms of execution time. 

Figure 4 shows the effect of sliding window size on the execution time. The execu-
tion time of exact method rises in a quadratic way with increase of sliding window 
size, but the SE method achieves a dramatic reduction in computation time.  
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Fig. 5. Execution time of SE method 
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As shown in Figure 5, the execution time of SE is divided into two parts: genera-
tion of the candidate set and similarity detection. Compared to generating candidate 
set, the time consumed by similarity detection is much less because the candidate set 
is smaller than the raw event stream set.  

From the previous section, we know that the SE threshold δ is very important 
for the precision and efficiency of the SE method, which is influenced by the ad-
justing parameter λ . We test the size of candidate set, the execution time and the 
precision of SE method among 500 event streams with different thresholds and 
adjusting parameters. 

 

Fig. 7. Execution time with different thresholds 

 

Fig. 8. Precision with different thresholds 

According to the theoretical analysis, we know that the SE threshold δ will be in-
creased with the decreasing of λ . Consequently, the performance of SE will be varied 
with different adjusting parameters. From figure 6 and in figure 7, we can observe 
that the size of candidate set decreases with λ , and the execution time is correspond-
ingly reduced as well. However, the precision decreases from 100% to a smaller value 
as shown in figure 8. There will be a tradeoff between the precision and the efficiency 
with different thresholds. We will choose the most suitable threshold range to get 
efficient processing time with high accuracy. 

7   Conclusions  

In this paper, we introduce a suitable measurement for similarity analysis over event 
streams. To improve the processing efficiency, we propose the concept of sharing 
extent and the SE method. The sharing extent implicates the proportion of shared ES-
sequence and the weight influences of compared event streams, which can be simply 
computed and reflects the similarity extent of event streams approximately. We utilize 
the value of sharing extent to discard the dissimilar event stream pairs quickly, and 
then compute the similarity using exact method in a smaller candidate set. By the SE 
method, we can obtain great efficiency and expected precision by adjusting the pa-
rameter. Our future research direction is to choose suitable size of sliding window 
adaptively to achieve best effectiveness according to different applications. 
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Abstract. Name disambiguation in databases is a non-trivial task because peo-
ple’s names are often not unique and usually only a limited information is as-
sociated with each name in the database. For example, in DBLP many authors
share the same name, whereas we do not have any unique identifier to distinguish
them. To make it worst, we may not always be able to access the full contents of
the materials, unless we have joined those organizations (e.g. ACM) who publish
them. As such, how to disambiguate different names with a very limited informa-
tion is a very challenging task. In this paper, we focus ourselves on such situation.
We propose a term-based driven clustering approach for solving it. Specifically,
we first construct some term-based taxonomies to mimic the expert knowledge of
the domain by linking the related terms that appear in there automatically. Each
taxonomy is then transformed into a graph, and we group the entries that belong
to the same author by using either of the two novel models, namely, graph-based
similarity model and graph-based random walk model. The former model aims
at computing the similarity among terms, whereas the later model aims at inves-
tigating how likely would a set of terms be transformed to another set of terms.
Extensive experiments are conducted by using the entries in DBLP. The favorable
results indicated that our proposed approach is highly effective.

Keywords: Taxonomy, Clustering, Name Disambiguation, Graph.

1 Introduction

Name disambiguation in digital libraries refers to the task of attributing the publications
to the proper authors. It is very common that several authors share the same name in a
digital library. For instance, there are at least 50 different authors who call “Wei Wang”
in DBLP and there are more than 400 entries under this name. At present, although
DBLP provides some mechanisms to solve this problem already but wrong associations
can still be found occasionally.

One may argue that we can use some existing techniques such as record linkages [1],
duplication detection [2,3] and citation matching [4] for solving the name disambigua-
tion problem. Unfortunately, this may not always be practical for all digital libraries.
For example, in DBLP, we cannot access the full contents of most papers, unless we
have joined those organizations (e.g. ACM and IEEE) who publish them. In this paper,
we are interested in solving such kind of problem – disambiguate the authors in a digital
library with only a limited amount of information such as authors’ names and papers’

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 320–331, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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titles. Hence, Our problem is how to cluster the entries that belong to the same author
based on the entries’ information only.

Broadly speaking, there are four different directions to solve this problem, namely,
supervised learning [6], unsupervised learning [7], semi-supervised learning [5] and
topic-based modeling [17]. However, supervised learning and topic-based modeling
both require expert knowledge to label the data, which is very time consuming. On
the other hand, the effectiveness of unsupervised learning method and semi-supervised
learning both depend heavily on the data selection and the data preprocessing, which is
difficult to guarantee reliable results are obtained.

In order to avoid obtaining unreliable results, such as in the case of unsupervised
learning, we believe that having domain knowledge, such as in the case of supervised
learning, is very important. In this paper, we try to obtain the domain knowledge auto-
matically by constructing some term-based taxonomies. In each term-based taxonomy,
each term is regarded as a node and all terms are linked together according to their rela-
tionships with each others. Thus, a graph model is resulted after a term-based taxonomy
is built. Based on these graphs, we compute the similarity among entries by not just on
how many common terms entries shared, but also on how the terms are related based
on the graphs (i.e. domain knowledge). For computing the similarity, two models are
proposed in this paper, namely, graph-based similarity model and graph-based random
walk model. The former model aims at computing the similarity among terms, whereas
the later model aims at investigating how likely would a set of terms be transformed to
another set of terms. Eventually, the similar entries will be gradually grouped together
according to either of the models, such that each set of entries, ideally, belongs to a
unique author. In other words, the authors’ names can be disambiguated.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) Up to our
knowledge, we are the first ones to apply taxonomy to perform name disambiguation
in DBLP, even though taxonomy have long been used in text classification problem
[17]; (2) We propose a generic clustering framework which is not only applicable on
DBLP, but also can be applied to any other similar domains. This is very different
from the existing works which are highly domain specific, therefore, attributes like co-
authorship are not considered in this approach; (3) We propose how graph models can
be integrated to the taxonomy for calculating whether two entries belong to the same
author. This technique is not being reported elsewhere; (4) Our approaches do not need
to obtain the domain knowledge manually as supervised approaches.

2 Related Work

In this paper, we propose two models, graph-based similarity model and graph-based
random walk model, to be used together with the hierarchical clustering model to solve
the name disambiguation problem. Both of the graph models rely on some graphs
generated by some term-based taxonomies.

2.1 Name Disambiguation

[7] proposes an unsupervised learning approach using K-way spectral clustering to
solve the name disambiguation problem. Although this method is fast but it depends
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heavily on the initial partition and the order of processing each data point. Further-
more, this clustering method may not work well when there are many ambiguous au-
thors in the dataset. [6] proposes a supervised learning framework (by using SVM and
Naive Bayes) to solve the name disambiguation problem. Although the accuracy of this
method is high but it relies heavily on the quality of the training data, which is diffi-
cult to obtain. In addition, this method will assemble multiple attributes into a training
network without any logical order, which may deteriorate the overall performance of
the framework. [5] proposes a semi-supervised learning method which uses SVM to
train different linkage weights in order to distinguish objects with identical names. In
general, this approach may obtain sound results. Yet, it is quite difficult to generate
appropriate linkage weights if the linkages are shared by many different authors. [17]
uses a topic-based model to solve the name disambiguation problem. Two hierarchi-
cal Bayesian text models, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) and Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), are used. In general, it achieves better experimental results
over the other approaches. Unfortunately, this approach is difficult to implement be-
cause it requires too much labor intensive preprocessing (e.g. manually extract the first
page of each paper) and relies on some special assumptions (e.g. the entries of each
paper is clean and complete). In addition, an approach has been proposed in [24] that
analyzes not only features but also inter relationships among each object in a graph
format to improve the disambiguation quality which provides very good reference to
our work, however, the attributes has been used in their approach like affiliation are not
available in DBLP.

2.2 Taxonomy Building

Taxonomy is a structure that is used to reflect the domain knowledge. A taxonomy
is normally built base on terms. Building a term-based taxonomy generally involves
two steps: terms extraction and terms linking. For terms extraction, some of the most
popular techniques are: domain terminology extraction based on lexical cohesion mea-
sure [8], traditional C/NC-value method combined with statistic measures of term
frequency [9] and Yahoo! Term Extraction1 [10]. Recently, an approach called PAT-
Tree-based local maxima algorithm is proposed [11], which provides another efficient
way to extract terms in a large text collection. In this paper, we adopt this latest algo-
rithm for extracting terms from DBLP. The implementation details will be given in the
next section.

For terms linking, the classical way to solve it is either to create a regular expres-
sion list on the lexical level [12] or to use machine learning methods based on the
co-occurrence of terms in text [13,14]. Recently, some studies [15,16] propose link-
ing terms together by uncovering their semantic relationships. In this paper, we use the
classical methods to solve the term linking problem. The reason is that semantic rela-
tionships among terms cannot be easily obtained in DBLP. Certainly, our framework is
independent of choosing whichever term linking method, and choosing classical method
to solve it is for the shake of convenience.

1 http://developer.yahoo.com
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3 Proposed Models

In this section, we will discuss our models in details, which include how the term-
based taxonomy is built and how the two proposed graph models, graph-based similarity
model and graph-based random walk model, are constructed.

3.1 Overview

Recall that our goal is to cluster the papers which belong to the same author based only
on the entries’ information (e.g. titles and authors). Given a paper titled ”An effective
way to performing indexing in multimedia database” and another paper titled ”Q-SQL:
A quicker SQL query”, then even though they do not share any common terminology,
we understand that these two entries both belong to the database paradigm because the
terms such as ”indexing”, ”SQL”, ”query” and ”database” are highly related to this
area. Hence, we claim that simply using some string matching strategies to measure
the similarity between two entries is not enough. We should include domain knowledge
when we have to compute their similarity. Yet, obtaining domain knowledge is usually
very expensive as it requires experts’ judgments.

In this paper, we try to obtain the domain knowledge automatically by construct-
ing three different term-based taxonomies. In each term-based taxonomy, each term is
regarded as a node and all terms are linked together according to their relationships
with each other. Hence, a graph model will be resulted naturally on each constructed
term-based taxonomy.

Based on these three graphs, we compute the similarity between two entries by not
just how many common terms they shared, but also how the terms are related to each
others based on the taxonomy graph. For computing the similarity between two entries,
two models are proposed: a graph-based similarity model and a graph-based random
walk model. In short, graph-based similarity model calculates how similar two entries
are by computing the similarity of the terms exhibit in two entries according to the three
taxonomy graphs, whereas the graph-based random walk model calculate the similarity
by measuring how many steps that the terms in one entry need to “walk” to the terms in
another entry.

Finally, the entries are gradually grouped together based on a traditional hierarchical
clustering algorithm. The stopping criteria of the clustering will be discussed in the later
sections.

3.2 Term-Based Taxonomy Construction

In our term-based taxonomy, we define term as follows:

Definition 1 (Term). Each term, tk consists of at least one word, wi, e.g. ”Data” is
a term and ”Data mining” also is a term. tk = {w1,w2 . . . wn}, n ≤ k; k is an input
parameter that represents the number of words to make up a term.

The ordering of words in a term is important because changing their orders may result
in different meanings. Hence, the traditional bag-of-words representation, which means
the words in a text is unordered, is not appropriated here [23]. In the followings, we will
describe how we extract the terms and how they are linked together.
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Fig. 1. Overview of Taxonomy Construction

Terms Extraction. All terms are extracted from the paper titles and the session titles
(if the paper is from a conference and the conference contains session titles) in DBLP.
We implement the extraction method called PAT-Tree-based local maxima algorithm
[11]2.

Yet, in order to use this PAT-Tree-based local maxima algorithm, we need to define
an association measurement first. In this paper, we define an association measurement
called LSCPCD, which is a modification of the traditional SCPCD [11]3:

LSCPCD(t1 . . . tn) =
LC(t1 . . .tn)

1
n−1 ∑n

i=1 f (t1 . . . ti)
, (1)

where (t1 . . .tn) is the set of unique left adjacent terms for the n-gram; LC(t1 . . .tn) is the
total number of terms in the set, and f (t1 . . .tn) is the frequency of unique left adjacent
terms in the pool.

Terms Linking. Once we have collected all terms, the next step is to uncover their
relationships. In general, terms can be linked together based on their lexical similarity,
their co-occurrences in texts, and some semantic rules. In this paper, we take the first
two measurements only (i.e. without semantic rules). This is because semantic infor-
mation can hardly be obtained in our domain (DBLP text). Fig. 1 shows an overview of
the taxonomy construction. Initially, we obtain a seed taxonomy from Microsoft Libra
Academic Search4 which can roughly partition DBLP into several distinct computer
science disciplines. We iterate each term in the set of terms and identify their relation-
ships against the seed taxonomy by using lexical similarity and term co-occurrence. For
lexical similarity, two rules are applied:

2 http://rt.openfoundry.org/Foundry/Project/?Queue=367
3 SCPCD is designed for the domains with both English terms and Chinese terms, whereas our

domain contains English terms only. Hence, modification is necessary. Please refer to [11] for
details.

4 http://libra.msra.cn/Default.aspx
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Definition 2 (String Contain Rule). Suppose W1 is a set of words that belongs to term
t1 and W2 is another set of the words that belongs to term t2; if W1 ⊆W2, then t1 and t2
are very likely to refer to the same thing and they will be linked together.

Definition 3 (String Similarity Rule). Suppose s1 is a string representation of the term
t1, and s2 is a string representation of the term t2; if S1 and S2 are very similar, then t1
and t2 are very likely to refer to the same thing and they will be linked together.

The string contain rule is based on a hyper relationship in terms level, whereas the
string similarity rule is based on a lexical level comparison. Now, the only problem
remained here is that how we define “similar” in the string similarity rule. There are
many algorithms that aim at computing the similarity between two strings, such as
soundex, edit distance, and longest common substring [20]. In this paper, we use Jaccard
coefficient to do so because it considers not only the single longest common substring,
but also the other common substrings in there, as it uses every character pairs for the
string matching. Eventually, if the similarity between two terms is greater than a pre-
defined threshold, then a link is established between these two terms.

Apart from the above two rules, from [13], two different terms may both be related
to the same area frequently if they appear in the same paper title simultaneously. Hence,
in this paper, we propose term co-occurrence rule:

Definition 4 (Term Co-occurrence Rule). Suppose there are totally N paper titles,
and each paper title, Pt , contains a list of terms Pt = {t1, t2 . . . tn}. If two terms are in
the same paper, t1 ∈ Pt and t2 ∈ Pt , then t1, t2 co-occur together, and they will be linked
together.

According to our observations and our preliminary studies, the accuracy to link terms
together by using term co-occurrence (Definition 4) is generally lower than that of using
lexical similarity (Definition 2 and Definition 3). The reason is that terms that co-occur
in the paper title may usually mean different issues. For example, consider the paper ti-
tled: “Discovering a Term Taxonomy from Term Similarities Using Principal Component
Analysis”. In this title, “Term Taxonomy” and “Principal Component Analysis” refer to
different issues but they co-occur together. In this paper, we are trying to demonstrate the
feasibility of applying these rules to improve the retrieval results. Certainly, some rules
may have side-effects. We will study this issue more in-depth in our future work.

Finally, three taxonomies will be generated based on the above three rules (refer to
Fig. 1 also). We named them as: (1) String Similarity Rule Taxonomy; (2) String Con-
tain Rule Taxonomy; and (3) Co-occurrence Rule Taxonomy. Note that the relationships
among terms are undirectional. Eventually, three undirected graphs will be generated
where each vertex denotes a term and each link denotes there is a relationship between
two terms (vertex).

3.3 Taxonomy-Based Clustering Approach

Once we have the taxonomies, we can use it as the source to perform hierarchical
agglomerative clustering. The clustering process proceeds according to the following
steps: (1) Initially, each paper represents a single cluster; (2) Compare clusters pair-
wisely and decide if the two clusters with the highest similarity should be merged to
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form a new cluster based on a pre-defined threshold; (3) Repeat Step 2 until there are
no more clusters that can be merged. Among these three steps, Step 2 is obviously the
key step. In this paper, we try two different measurements to see if two clusters should
be merged. The first one is called graph-based similarity model, which computes statis-
tical similarity based on only the linking structure of the taxonomy, and the other one
is called graph-based random walk model, which calculates the distance of two clusters
with random walk algorithm [21].

Graph-Based Similarity Model. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, where V is a set of ver-
texes and E is a set of edges. As we discussed in the previous sections, our term-based
taxonomy is in fact an undirected graph with tk ∈ V and the links among terms are
edges. As we mentioned earlier, initially, each cluster contains one entry where an en-
try is represented by a list of terms. In order to decide whether two clusters should be
merged, we compute the overlapping of the two clusters based on the similarity of the
terms in two clusters. Certainly, the similarity measurement is based on G. Specifically,
we follow the existing approaches which use the well-known Dice Coefficient for mod-
eling the similarity between two clusters, which calculate it by the weights of the edges:

Similarity(c,c′) =
2×W(e1...en)

Wc(e1...ei)+W ′
c(e1...e j)

(2)

where (e1...ei) and (e1...e j) are respectively the set of edges linked to the terms in
c and c′ from other nodes in the taxonomy; Wc(e1...ei) and W ′

c(e1...e j) are the total
weights of the corresponding sets of edges. In our model, each edge has a weight of 1;
W (e1...en) is the total weight of the set of edges linked by other terms to those terms
that are shared by c and c′. The set of terms that are shared by c and c′ can simply be
identified by: (v1...vi)∩ (v1...v j). where (v1...vi) and (v1...v j) are the sets of vertexes c
and c′, respectively. Finally, if Similarity(c,c′) is greater than a pre-defined threshold
parameter θ, then c and c′ will be merged together.

Graph-Based Random Walk Model. The graph-based random walk model is a math-
ematical formalization of a trajectory that consists of taking successive random steps
[22]. In our term-based taxonomy, each cluster is a DBLP entry, which is represented
by a list of terms that can be found in the taxonomy. The basic idea of our graph-based
random random walk model is to compute the probability of the terms from one cluster
can “walk” to the terms in another clusters within a certain number of steps. We use this
probability to denote the similarity between two clusters.

The probability is represented as a score manner such that the higher the score is, the
more dissimilar is two clusters because more number of steps is involved for one cluster
to walk to another cluster. Specifically, given a term-based taxonomy graph G = (V,E),
let S(v1) be a set of vertexes that connect to the vertex v1, then the score from v1 to
another vertex v2 is:

Score(v1,v2) = 1 +
1

d(v1)
∑

v∈S(v1)
Score(v,v2) . (3)

where d(v1) is the number of degrees of v1 (i.e. number of edges in v1). Eq. (3) is
a classical random walk model. Based on this equation, we extend it and apply its
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Algorithm 1. GraphBasedRandomWalkModel(G(V,E),θ,ω,c,c′)
input : A term-based taxonomy graphs G(V,E); v is a node representing a term, v ∈V ; e

is an edge linked among terms, e ∈ E; θ is a threshold parameter; ω is a parameter
for walking steps; c and c′ are clusters that need to be validated

foreach G(V,E) do1

foreach term v in cluster c do2

foreach term v′ in cluster c′ do3

if Score(v,v′) < ω then Score(c,c′) += Score(c,c′);4

else Score(c,c′) += ω;5

end6

end7

end8

if Score(c,c′) < θ then merge c and c′ to form cluster;9

extension to measure the similarity between two clusters, c and c′ as follows:

Score(c,c′) = ∑
v∈c,v′∈c′

Score(v,v′) (4)

Eventually, we apply Eq. (4) to our model to see whether two clusters can be merged.
Algorithm 1 outlines the major steps for this graph-based random walk model.

In Algorithm 1, we need to set up a parameter ω in order to limit the maximum num-
ber of walking steps for each iteration. In addition, the value of ω has to be changed in
different graphs (taxonomies) because the confidences of linking two terms are different
in different graphs, as we mentioned in the previous section. Quite obviously, the lower
the confidence is, the higher value ω should be as there are more links existing from
each vertex. It is worth noting that a larger taxonomy usually requires more walking
steps for a term to walk to another term. Considering the size of taxonomy, the size of
String Contain Rule Taxonomy is smaller than that of String Similarity Rule Taxonomy
and the size of String Similarity Rule Taxonomy is smaller than that of Co-occurrence
Rule Taxonomy, Thus, in this paper, we have the following settings according to our
preliminary testing and observations: (1) For the String Contain Rule Taxonomy, ω = δ;
(2) For the String Similarity Rule Taxonomy, ω = 1.25δ; and (3) For the Co-occurrence
Rule Taxonomy, ω = 1.5δ. In our model, by default, we set the value of δ is 1. These
parameters are tuned based on some empirical studies. The sensitivity of the parameters
will be left as our future work.

4 Experiment Design and Results

In our experiments, we selected ten common names from the DBLP. These names are
shown in Table 1. We then generate ten datasets, each of which contains entries that
appeared in DBLP from one of these authors. We manually checked each of the dataset
through Google, read the information in the papers, and sent e-mails to the authors to
validate whether the datasets are correct. We removed those entries that are ambiguous
and some authors who only have one entry are also removed compared to the datasets
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Table 1. Test Standard Dataset

Name Authors Entries Name Authors Entries
Kai Xu 7 14 Lei Wang 30 108

Qin Zhang 7 20 Jun Zhang 21 91
Wei Wang 16 69 Wei Li 27 118
Ying Liu 12 23 Michael Wagner 5 29
Tao Wang 18 34 Jim Smith 3 19

in [5]. Hence, the datasets that we generated are clean and can be used for evaluating
our proposed work.

For the term-based taxonomy, we extracted terms from over 400K paper titles, and
we only considered the terms that contained up to three words according to our ob-
servations and the general length of a paper title. Punctuation, numbers and stopwords
are removed. There were three taxonomies that were generated from seed taxonomy
against four linking decision rules. Following the standard evaluation process, we use
precision to evaluate our model:

Precision =
PC

PC + PIC
(5)

where PC is the number of pairs of entries being clustered correctly and PIC is the
number of pairs being clustered incorrectly. In the following sections, we use this mea-
surement to evaluate the performances of our graph-based similarity model and graph-
based random walk model. Note that we will use the traditional string match hierarchal
agglomerative clustering method as a baseline method for comparison.

4.1 Evaluation of Graph-Based Similarity Model

In this section, we are going to evaluate the graph-based similarity model. As described
in the earlier sections, when the similarity between two clusters that is calculated by the
intersection of clusters in the graph which means the set of terms in the taxonomy have
linking with both clusters. For the case where exact terms match, cluster A and cluster
B both have term X in their terms lists, for example. We make a rule that states that two
clusters can be merged when at least N% terms in one cluster’s term list are matched
in the other cluster’s term list, and if the percentage of term matches is lower than N%.
Thereafter, the merge will be based on the similarity between clusters. For evaluation
purpose, we set up three levels, namely, 10%, 20%, and 30%. The criterion also applies
to the random walk model and the baseline method.

In this model, there is a threshold to control if the similarity of two clusters is enough
to perform clustering. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), there are two thresholds in the
evaluation, 0.5 and 0.7. Thus, a higher threshold means that the higher similarity between
clusters is required. From the data chart, we know that mean precision values over 70%
have been reached in both thresholds when the terms match level is 20%. We also note
that in the case of authors ’Jun Zhang’ and ’Wei Li’, the precision values are very low
if the terms match level is 10%, which means that authors often use same terms in their
paper titles although they are not the same people. However, the precision values in the
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( a ) 0.5 Threshold ( b ) 0.7 Threshold

Fig. 2. Precision of Graph-based Similarity Model

( a ) 3% Threshold ( b ) 5% Threshold

Fig. 3. Precision of Graph-based Random Walk Model

10% terms match level are generally better than the other two levels for most other authors
because a lower level can make the merge process easier. The same scenario exists for two
thresholds; the model performs slightly better when the threshold is 0.5.

4.2 Evaluation of Graph-Based Random Walk Model

For this model, we set the process that will run up to ten steps when we try to link the
term from one cluster to the other. In addition, there is a need for a total score to check
if two clusters can be merged. The total score for each linking process between two
clusters will be the number of taxonomy multiple by the size of term list multiple by
the max numbers of steps. If the score of one cluster link to the other cluster is less than
a certain threshold of the total score in this model, then we merge these two clusters
together. In the evaluation, we evaluate two thresholds, 3% and 5%.

From Fig. 3(a) and Fig.3(b), we can see the same problem occurs in the random
walk model as well for authors ’Jun Zhang’ and ’Wei Li’ when the terms match level is
10%. The mean values are higher at about 80% compared to the graph-based similarity
model because this model does not only look at the neighboring linking terms of the
cluster’s term list in the graph, but also has the probability to run through the graph to
get a term start from term list up to ten edges. Hence, this model will cover a greater
range of the taxonomies. The performance of the 5% threshold is worse than that of the
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( a ) Based Line Method ( b ) All Three Measures

Fig. 4. Comparisons of Precision with Baseline Method

3% threshold because more walking steps are allowed for each linking process between
the two clusters which increases the probability of errors.

4.3 Comparisons with Baseline Method

This section compares the two models with the baseline method that only checks terms
match among clusters without applying taxonomy. Fig. 4(a) shows the precision of the
baseline method, and the mean values in all levels of terms match are lower than 70%.
Figure 4(b) shows the precision of all three methods, and we pick the mid level of
20% terms match to compare. As we can see from Fig. 9, the graph-based random walk
model performs better than the others and the mean value is about 15% over the baseline
method. The mean value of the graph-based similarity model is also acceptable and is
about 10% over that of the base line method.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

This paper describes a clustering approach for name disambiguation in DBLP based
on term-based taxonomies. By utilizing the graph-based similarity model and graph-
based random walk model and combining them with general hierarchal agglomerative
clustering, the approach efficiently classifies authors and generates sound results than
baseline method. The approach is only based on internal references in DBLP, which
avoids the problems in other previous clustering approaches, manually label and extract
data for example. Last but not least, the taxonomies we built are generic and can be
applied to other digital libraries or can be used for other purposes, examples of which
include paper ranking and social network discovery.
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Abstract. In recent years, blogs have become the major platform for people to 
express their opinions and sentiments in the Web age. The traditional blog 
search engines usually employ topic-oriented techniques, which are not easy for 
users to make better understanding of bloggers' feelings and emotions. In this 
paper, an emotion-oriented clustering approach is proposed according to the 
sentiment similarities between blog search result titles and snippets. Extensive 
experiments were conducted based on a real world blog search engine and the 
experiments show that our approach can cluster blog search result items into 
sentiment groups to allow for better organization and easy navigation, which 
provides users a novel method to explore in the blogosphere. 

1   Introduction 

Most recently, Weblogs (also referred to as blogs) have become a very popular type 
of media on the Web. Blogs are often online diaries published and maintained by 
individual users (bloggers), reporting on the bloggers’ daily activities and feelings. 
The contents of the blogs include commentaries or discussions on a particular subject, 
ranging from mainstream topics (e.g., food, music, products, politics, etc.), to highly 
personal interests [9]. So blogs have turned to be the major platform for people to 
express their opinions and sentiments in the Web age. 

Currently, there is a great number of blogs on the Internet. By February 2008, the 
famous blog search engine Technorati [16] had tracked more than 112.8 million 
blogs. As the number of blogs and bloggers increases dramatically, how to provide an 
effective way to access the blogs and make full use of the blog contents have become 
the major concern for both research and industrial communities. There are some pre-
vious literatures about blog content based analysis [1, 5, 7, 10]. Different kinds of 
tools are also being provided to help users retrieve, organize and analyze the blogs. 
Several commercial blog search engines and blog tagging systems [6, 16] have been 
published on the Web. 
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60673139) and the National High-Tech Development Program (2008AA01Z146). 
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Most of the blog contents are about bloggers’ opinions, feelings and emotions [12]. 
Some commercial web search engines have launched blog retrieval services. But 
these blog search tools are just the applications of the traditional web search tech-
niques in the blog domain, that is, given a query, they only search for topic-related 
information in the blogs. However, the opinions and sentiments, which are very im-
portant feature of the blog documents, are not searched by these tools [22]. For exam-
ple, if a person wants to know other bloggers’ opinions and reviews about certain 
movie, he or she may type the movie’s name, such as “Hancock”, in Google blog 
search engine, and get thousands of searching results which can be divided into two 
types: the informative blogs and the affective blogs. Usually, he or she only reads 
several top blogs in the results, so he or she only gets the opinions about the movie in 
a relatively small area because the opinion of one person may not represent all the 
other people’s opinions. Moreover, the affective blogs are mixed with the informative 
blogs, so it is difficult for users to choose the appropriate blogs to read. From the 
discussions above, we can see that the traditional blog search engines do not provide a 
convenient way for Internet users to explore in the Weblog space and there are still 
some obstacles and limitations for people to make better understanding of bloggers' 
opinions and sentiments when exploring in the blogosphere. 

In this paper, we propose a novel method to group blog search results by sentiment 
clustering. Usually, bloggers express their feelings and emotions in a much complex 
way, but most previous work on sentiment analysis simply classify blogs as positive 
and negative, and do not provide a comprehensive understanding of the sentiments 
reflected in the blogs. Different from binary classification problem, we present a sen-
timent clustering algorithm to group blog search results. The sentiment similarity 
between blog search result items is calculated and by this method we can partition 
blogs into clusters to allow better organization and easy navigation. For business 
companies and governments, they can quickly collect people’s attitudes about their 
products and services. For individual users, our methods can provide them a brand 
new way to explore in the blogosphere. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related 
work on blog mining and sentiment analysis. Section 3 analyzes the sentiment 
characteristics of blog search result items. Section 4 describes sentiment clustering 
and navigation words extraction algorithms for blog search results. Section 5  
provides experimental results on real world blog search engine. Finally we present 
concluding remarks and future work in Section 6. 

2   Related Work 

2.1   Blog Mining 

Blogs have recently attracted a lot of interest from both computer researchers and 
sociologists. According to Mei’s study, blogs mainly have two unique characteristics 
[10]: (1) blogs are mainly maintained by individual persons and the contents are gen-
erally highly personal opinions, and (2) the link structures between blogs generally 
form localized communities. 
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One direction of blog mining focuses on analyzing the contents of blogs. Gruhl et 
al. [7] studied the dynamics of information propagation in blog space. Glance et al. 
[5] gave a temporal analysis on blog contents and proposed a method to discover 
trends across blogs. In [15], the similarity between two blogs was calculated at the 
topic level, and Shen et al. presented the approach to find the latent friends who 
shared the similar topic distribution in their blogs. The other direction of blog mining 
focuses on studying the link structure of blogosphere. Tseng et al. [17] combined blog 
rankings with their social connections to provide a framework to understand multiple 
blog communities and a mountain view visualization was provided to explore differ-
ent communities of interest in blogosphere. Kumar et al. [8] built a time graph for 
blog space, and developed views of the graph as a function of time. 

Blog search is also a hot topic in this area. Mishne et al. [11] studied blog search-
ers' behavior and the result showed that the users are usually interested in the first few 
results only. Google recently has launched a new homepage for blog search so that the 
users can browse and discover the most interesting stories in the blogosphere [6]. It 
groups the blogs into several predefined categories, such as politics, business and 
technology, and the users can find a collection of the most interesting and recent posts 
on the topic. In [20] and [4], the Web search result snippets were clustered into groups 
according to sub-topics of the given query and highly readable names were extracted 
from each cluster to facilitate users' quick browsing through search results. 

Our work is quite different from the existing studies on blogs. Most of existing 
work focuses on providing topic-based search interface or trend analysis for blogs. 
We proposes a novel method to group the blog search results into sentiment clusters, 
which provides a brand new way for uses to explore in the blogosphere and facilitate 
public opinion monitoring for governments and business organizations. 

2.2   Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment analysis is the main task of opinion mining, and most of existing work 
focuses on determining the sentiment orientations of documents, sentences and words. 
In document level sentiment analysis, documents are classified into positive and nega-
tive according to the overall sentiment expressed in them. Turney et al. [18] measured 
the strength of sentiment by the difference of the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) 
between the given phrase and the seed words. In [13], Pang et al. treated the problem 
as a topic-based text classification problem, i.e. there were only two kinds of topic, 
namely positive and negative. The authors employed three machine learning ap-
proaches (Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and Support Vector Machine) to label the 
polarity of IMDB movie reviews.  

Most of prior studies about sentiment analysis attempt to classify the text by the 
overall sentiment the author expressed. However, the emotions that bloggers want to 
express are much more complex. Therefore, it would be too simplistic to classify 
blogs into just positive and negative categories. Different from the traditional classifi-
cation approaches for sentiment analysis, in this paper, we propose a lexicon based 
sentiment clustering method for blog search result items. An interactive clustering 
method for grouping documents by sentiment has been proposed in [2]. However, the 
experiments in that paper are based on long text dataset, and the clustering results are 
restricted to four categories: strongly disliked, somewhat disliked, somewhat liked 
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and strongly liked. Our method can cluster blog search result snippets which are  
usually very short, and extract navigational sentiment words in each cluster. 

3   Blog Search Results Sentiment Analysis 

Given a query key word, our goal is to find the topic relevant blogs and cluster them 
into groups according to their sentiment similarities. For practical usage, the algo-
rithm proposed should take the blog search result titles and snippets instead of the 
whole blog articles as input, since the downloading of original blogs is time-
consuming and the clustering algorithm should be fast enough for online calculation.  

3.1   Blog Search Results Analysis 

The commercial blog search engines usually use traditional Web search techniques 
and rank the results by their topic relevance, which does not consider the latent senti-
ments and opinions expressed in the blogs. Each search result item is composed of 
title, date, author, snippet and URL. Our work focuses on sentiment analysis for the 
titles and snippets. We issue the movie name “Hancock” in Google Blog Search, and 
then several results are collected and shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The titles and snippets for the blog search key word “Hancock” 

Title Snippet 

Hancock 
Go see Hancock. Much respect to Will Smith and 

the directors behind the film, truly inspirational. 
It’s a comedy, It’s a  

fantasy, Yes, It’s  
‘Hancock’ 

Hancock was enjoyable, but no without it problems 
thanks to many unanswered questions… 

Hancock Sucks 
There are a number of factors in Hancock that fuel 

promise and expectations to its viewers.  
Hancock 2008 DVDRip 

direct links 
Hancock 2008 Language: English Runtime: 92 min 

Country: USA Release Date: 2 July 2008... 
Hancock.DVDRip.XviD-

ALLiANCE 
Category: Movies-XviD Size: 827.28 MB Files: 65 

(12 pars)… 

We can see from Table 1 that the blog search result titles and snippets have the 
following characteristics: 

(1) The titles and snippets are highly relevant to the given query key word. That’s 
because the blog search engine employs sophisticated and mature techniques to get 
the most topic relevant articles and snippets; 

(2) Some of the titles and snippets contain the bloggers’ sentiments and opinions. 
As the search results are highly topic-coherent, the sentiment words in search results 
mainly reflect the bloggers’ opinions about the given query key word; 
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(3) Since not all the blogs contain authors’ emotions, there are some informative 
results mixed up with affective ones. For example, the last two result items in Table 1 
tell us the downloading information of Hancock DVDRip. 

From the analysis above we can find that the traditional blog search engines provide 
good topic relevant retrieval interface, however, they do not provide a convenient way 
for users to get bloggers’ opinions and sentiments. In Section 3.2, we employ a lexi-
con based method to filter out the informative result items and extract the sentiment 
words in search result items. 

3.2   Lexicon Based Sentiment Word Mining 

The emotion orientation of words is the foundational and indispensable resource for 
sentiment analysis. The statistics based and learning based sentiment word acquisition 
methods are not suitable for our clustering algorithm, because they always need train-
ing sets or the calculation is really time-consuming. Therefore, we employ a lexicon 
based sentiment word acquisition method to find the emotion words in blog search 
result items. 

WordNet [19] is a large lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and 
adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a 
distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical 
relations. The resulting network of meaningfully related words and concepts can be 
accessed by programming interface. WordNet's structure makes it a useful tool for 
computational linguistics and natural language processing. 

SentiWordNet [3] is a lexical resource for opinion mining. SentiWordNet assigns 
to each synset of WordNet three sentiment scores: positivity, negativity, objectivity. 
The basic assumption of SentiWordNet is that terms with similar polarity tend to have 
“similar” glosses: for instance, that the glosses of honest and intrepid will both con-
tain appreciative expressions, while the glosses of disturbing and superfluous will 
both contain derogative expressions. Therefore SentiWordNet is developed based on 
the quantitative analysis of the glosses associated to synsets, and on the use of the 
resulting vector term representations for semi-supervised synset classification. The 
three scores are derived by combining the results produced by a committee of eight 
ternary classifiers, all characterized by similar accuracy levels but different classifica-
tion behavior. SentiWordNet has been widely used in the previous literatures. Words 
with positive or negative score above a threshold in SentiWordNet are used by some 
participants of the TREC opinion retrieval task [21]. Extensive experiments show that 
SentiWordNet is a very effective and efficient lexicon tool for sentiment analysis. 

Using SentiWordNet, we propose a lexicon based method to mine the sentiment 
words in blog search results. The method includes the following steps: 

(1) Label the words in the titles and the snippets with Part-of-Speech (POS) tags. 
(2) Remove the stop words. 
(3) Stemming. Notice that we only convert the plural nouns into singular form and 

transform the verbs into the present tense. We do not conduct other stemming  
algorithm to the words because we must keep their original sentiment meanings. 

(4) Word sense disambiguation. To get the correct score of a given word in Senti-
WordNet, we must know its POS tag and the sense in the given context. WordNet 
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based sense disambiguation algorithm is employed to find the appropriate meaning of 
the word in result items. 

(5) Words with positive or negative score above a threshold in SentiWordNet are 
picked out as sentiment words in blog search results. Different threshold settings may 
affect sentiment titles and snippets recognizing results, which can be seen in the  
experiment section. 

After these 5 steps, we can extract the sentiment words from the search result items. If 
an item contains at least one sentiment word, we classify it into affective category, 
where we conduct our further sentiment clustering algorithm; otherwise, the result 
item is regarded as having no sentiment indication, and classified into informative 
category. 

3.3   Sentiment Word Similarity Computing 

In Section 3.2 we introduce the lexicon based method to extract sentiment words and 
classify blog search result items into affective and informative categories. For further 
clustering steps, we must calculate the similarity between words in the affective cate-
gory. Several methods have been proposed to compute word similarity based on 
WordNet. 

Extended Gloss Overlaps: Each concept (or word sense) in WordNet is defined by a 
short gloss. The Extended Gloss Overlaps (Lesk for short) measure uses the text of 
that gloss as a unique representation for the underlying concept [14]. The lesk meas-
ure assigns similarity by finding and scoring overlaps between the glosses of the two 
concepts, as well as concepts that are directly linked to them according to WordNet. 
The bigger number of overlap gloss words is, the bigger similarity value between two 
concepts is. 

Gloss Vector: The Gloss Vector (Vector for short) measure creates a co-occurrence 
matrix from a corpus made up of the WordNet glosses [14]. Each content word used 
in a WordNet gloss has an associated context vector. Each gloss is represented by a 
gloss vector that is the average of all the context vectors of the words found in the 
gloss. Similarity between concepts is measured by finding the cosine between a pair 
of gloss vectors. 

Gloss Vector (pairwise): The Gloss Vector (pairwise) measure (Vector_Pairs for 
short) is very similar to Gloss Vector measure, except in the way it augments the 
glosses of concepts with adjacent glosses [14]. The regular Gloss Vector measure first 
combines the adjacent glosses to form one large "super-gloss" and creates a single 
vector corresponding to each of the two concepts from the two "super-glosses". The 
pairwise Gloss Vector measure, on the other hand, forms separate vectors correspond-
ing to each of the adjacent glosses (does not form a single super gloss). 

These three WordNet based algorithms make use of the glosses to find the similar-
ity between words. As terms with similar emotion meanings tend to have similar 
glosses, these algorithms also reflect the sentiment similarity between words. We will 
test the effectiveness of these three algorithms in the experiment section. 
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4   Sentiment Clustering and Navigation Words Extraction for Blog 
Search Results 

4.1   Sentiment Clustering for Blog Search Results 

Different from traditional classifying the blogs into positive and negative categories, 
the goal of sentiment clustering is to make best use of the complexity of people’s 
emotions, and group the documents by their sentiment similarity. That is to say, if two 
documents express similar emotions, they should be clustered into the same group. 
People’s feelings and emotions are complex, so there should be more than just posi-
tive and negative groups in the clustering results. 

We define the affective blog search result items as the items that contains senti-
ment words and the rest are informative items. After sentiment analysis for the blog 
search results, we classify the result items set R into affective and informative  
categories. So we get: 

affective informativeR R R= ∪  (1) 

Suppose the result items ri, rj ⊂ Raffective, and ri, rj contain the sentiment word set SWi, 
SWj respectively, where SWi={sw1,sw2,…,swm} and SWj={sw1,sw2,…,swn}. So accord-
ing to the definition of Raffective, the number of elements in SWi, SWj is greater than or 
equal to 1. We define two kinds of measurement MaxSimij and AvgSimij for sentiment 
similarity between ri and rj : 

max ( , )ij i jMaxSim WordSim SW SW=  (2) 

avg ( , )ij i jAvgSim WordSim SW SW=  
(3) 

where the function WordSim calculates the sentiment word similarity based on the 
algorithms introduced in Section 3. Therefore, the max value and average value of 
the word sentiment relatedness are used to represent the similarity between blog 
search results in Raffective. We will check the effectiveness of these two different 
measurements in the experiment section.  

Based on the defined similarity measurements, we can employ the existing cluster-
ing methods to do sentiment clustering tasks. In this paper, we cluster blog search 
result items based on K-Medoids algorithm, which has already been proved to be an 
effective Web search snippets clustering method. 

4.2   Key Sentiment Words Extraction for Exploring Navigation 

It is not enough for our algorithm to create sentiment coherent clusters, so we must 
also convey the emotion contents of the clusters to the users concisely and accurately. 
The navigation sentiment words are most useful when the user can decide at a glance 
whether the contents of a cluster are of interest. 
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Here we define three properties for the given cluster SCk as follows: 

Sentiment Word Frequency: Since the cluster SCk has the blog search result items 
with the coherent emotions, the sentiment words which appear most frequently can 
represent the emotions expressed in SCk. The property is defined as: 

( )SWF f sw=  (4) 

where f(sw) calculates the appearance frequency of sentiment word sw in SCk. 

Sentiment Word Count per Result: The blog search result item which contains the 
most number of sentiment words can provide a wealth of information about bloggers’ 
emotions. Given a result item ri, the Sentiment Word Count per Result property is 
defined as: 

( )i iSWC Count SW=  (5) 

where Count(SWi) calculates the number of sentiment word in SWi of the given result 
item ri. 

Sentiment Word Strength: The word with higher sentiment strength can be a better 
indicator for bloggers’ emotions. We use sentiment score value of given word sw in 
SentiWordNet to represent sw’s emotion strength. The Sentiment Word Strength 
property is defined as: 

( )SWS SentiWordNet sw=  (6) 

Given a cluster SCk, we can extract the sentiment navigation words by the following 
rules: 

(1) Find the word with the top 3 biggest SWF in SCk; 
(2) If more than 3 words are found, choose the top 3 words according to SWS. 

By the properties of the clusters and the rules, we can find the key sentiment words 
which can help users to make decisions when exploring in the blogosphere. Another 
problem to be considered is how to reorganize the search result items in each senti-
ment cluster. We employ Sentiment Rank function to sort the result items by their 
average emotion strength. The formula is defined as: 

1

( )

( )

m

p
p

i
i

SWS sw

SentiRank r
SWC

==
∑

 (7) 

Given a cluster SCk, we calculate SentiRank of each result item r, and rerank the items 
according to SentiRank value in descent order. Together with key sentiment words 
extraction, we can provide users more readable and useful blog search results. 
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5   Experiments 

Our experiment is conducted on a commodity PC with Windows XP, Pentium D CPU 
and 1GB RAM. Given a query word, we use Google SOAP Search API to find the 
topic relevant blog entries. Titles and snippets can be easily accessed by this API. 
However, this component is not designed for blog search, so the special query term 
“inurl:” is used to restrict the search results in the blogosphere. We restrict the search 
results in the world’s three major blog web sites: MSN Live Spaces, Google Blogspot 
and WordPress.com, which provide us a wealth of information about the bloggers’ 
opinions all around the blogosphere. 

The algorithms of word sentiment similarity computing and word sense disam-
biguation are all implemented based on WordNet. WordNet::Similarity [14] is a 
freely available software package that makes it possible to measure the semantic simi-
larity between a pair of concepts in WordNet. We use this package to calculate the 
Lesk, Vector and Vector_Pairs similarity of the given sentiment words. Another tool 
WordNet::SenseRelate is used to perform word sense disambiguation. It measures the 
semantic similarity between a word and its neighbors and a word is assigned to the 
sense that is most related to its neighbors. 

First we evaluate our algorithm for identifying the affective blogs in the search re-
sult items. We collect 1258 result items from Google with the query key word “Han-
cock”. Since our goal is to cluster the result items with the similar emotions, we do 
not pay attention to the sentiment polarity of the words. Three human annotators label 
the items with Y/N tag, i.e. sentiment result/non-sentiment result. We use the algo-
rithm proposed in Section 3 to mine the sentiment words. Different thresholds of the 
score in SentiWordNet are set to determine whether the one is a sentiment word. If 
the result item contains at least one such word, it is classified into Raffective category 
and the results are compared to the human annotators. The result is shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. The F-score of blog search sentiment results identification 

Figure 1 describes the F-score of recognizing blog search result sentiment items by 
using the algorithm in Section 3. The X-axis is the threshold of sentiment score. From 
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this figure, we can see that the highest F-score 0.65 (with precision 0.49 and recall 
0.93) can be archived when threshold is set to be 0.6. So 0.6 is set to be the final 
threshold of SentiWordNet when we classify the result items. Since our goal is to 
cluster titles and snippets by their embedded emotions, this confirms very high blog 
search sentiment results coverage and an acceptable precision. 

We have ranked the result item in each cluster by their average sentiment strength, 
and we use precision (P) at top N results to measure the performance: 

1

@
k

i i

i i

S N
P N

N=

∩=∑  (8) 

where given k clusters, Ni denotes the top N result items in the ith cluster, and Si de-
notes the set of items in the ith cluster which have been manually recognized as  
coherent to the extracted key sentiment words. The result is shown in Figure 2: 
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Fig. 2. P@N performance for sentiment clustering blog search result items 

In Figure 2, LM represents Lesk word similarity computing algorithm and MaxSim 
result items sentiment similarity computing algorithm. So LA, VM, VA, VPM, VPA 
represent Lesk-AvgSim, Vector-MaxSim, Vector-AvgSim, Vector_pairs-MaxSim, Vec-
tor_pairs-AvgSim respectively. We can see that Vector-AvgSim can produce the best 
P@N performance. We employ Vector-AvgSim algorithm to cluster 200 blog search 
result items with the query key word “Hancock” and extract the key sentiment words 
in each cluster, as shown in Figure 3. 

We can see from Figure 3 that, our method have clustered the dataset into 6 groups 
and the largest group has about 57% of all result items and the smallest group has 
about 2% of all items. According to Figure 2, the key sentiment words in Figure 3 can 
provide a very brief but effective summarization of the sentiments in each cluster. To 
verify the time complexity of our algorithm, we select a query as the example and 
record the time cost of our Vector-AvgSim sentiment clustering algorithm as shown in 
Figure 4, in which the X-axis stands for the number of results returned from blog 
search engine, and the Y-axis is the time spent in second. 
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Fig. 3. Covering distribution and key sentiment words for “Hancock” 
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Fig. 4. Time complexity analysis 

Google uses traditional Web search engine techniques to retrieval the blogs and 
ranks the results by topic relevance and authority scores. Previous sentiment analysis 
systems simply classify the blogs into positive and negative categories. The experi-
ments prove that compared to the other approaches, our method has the following 
advantage. Firstly, our method can reflect the complexity of emotions and it employs 
clusters to group bloggers’ sentiments. Secondly, our method provides a novel and 
effective sentiment-oriented blog search approach. Thirdly, the blog search result 
items can be reorganized by embedded emotions and ranked by sentiment strength. 
Key sentiment words extracted in each cluster are good navigation guidelines for 
users to explore in the blogosphere. 

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

The traditional blog search engines only provide topic-oriented retrieval interface and 
it is not convenient for users to make better understanding of bloggers' opinions and 
emotions. In this paper, we propose a lexicon-based sentiment clustering algorithm to 
group blog search result items according to their emotions. Experimental results  
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demonstrate that we can classify the blog search result items into affective and  
informative categories and generate correct sentiment clusters by their embedded  
emotions, thus could improve users' browsing efficiency through blog search results. 

The product reviews are useful data source for both individual customers and busi-
ness companies. Further research directions include using sentiment clustering 
method to analyze people’s opinions about certain product and help latent customers 
and company leaders to make decisions. 
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Abstract. In the k-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier, nearest neighbors
involve only labeled data. That makes it inappropriate for the data set
that includes very few labeled data. In this paper, we aim to solve the
classification problem by applying transduction to the KNN algorithm.
We consider two groups of nearest neighbors for each data point — one
from labeled data, and the other from unlabeled data. A kernel function
is used to assign weights to neighbors. We derive the recurrence relation
of neighboring data points, and then present two solutions to the classi-
fication problem. One solution is to solve it by matrix computation for
small or medium-size data sets. The other is an iterative algorithm for
large data sets, and in the iterative process an energy function is min-
imized. Experiments show that our solutions achieve high performance
and our iterative algorithm converges quickly.

Keywords: KNN, transductive learning, semi-supervised learning, ker-
nel function.

1 Introduction

The k-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm [1] is a simple and effective super-
vised learning algorithm. One of the disadvantages of supervised learning is that
it requires significant amount of labeled data for training in order to achieve
high performance. But in applications like object identification, text catego-
rization, a large amount of labeled data need a lot of human efforts, whereas
unlabeled data is quite cheap and easy to obtain. This is the reason that trans-
ductive learning or semi-supervised learning has been developed in recent years
[2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10].

Transduction or transductive learning was first introduced by Vladimir Vap-
nik who thinks it is preferable to induction because induction requires solving
a more general problem before solving a specific problem, e.g. decision trees,
SVMs, and transduction solves the specific problem directly. This is so-called
Vapnik’s principle [11]. Transductive learning takes advantage of unlabeled data
to capture the global structure of the data that is assumed to be helpful to pre-
dict class labels. But this approach requires assumptions on the structure of data
— first, cluster assumption that data in the same cluster are supposed to be in
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Fig. 1. (left) The two interlock rings problem in 3D space. Only two points, one for
each class and marked by o and +, are labeled. (right) An example in which simple
local propagation fails and TKNN succeeds. • and � represent labeled points.

the same class, and second, manifold assumption that the high-dimensional data
lie on a low-dimensional manifold [11]. The second assumption is for algorithms
using pairwise distance to avoid the curse of dimensionality.

Consider the two interlock rings problem in Fig. 1 (left). We aim to find the
class label for each point, given only two labeled points. Mixture models cannot
solve it since distribution of points in a cluster is unknown instead of standard
distributions like Gaussian. Radial basis functions (RBFs) and KNN cannot solve
it because of too few labeled points. The difficulty of applying support vector
machines (SVMs) on such data is that it is hard to find the right kernel function
to map the data from the original space to a higher dimensional space where the
data becomes linearly separable. Also, kernel learning is time-consuming. So we
do not consider SVMs in this paper.

Instead, we propose an approach called TKNN, which applies transduction to
the KNN algorithm to solve this problem. Traditionally, the nearest neighbors
in the KNN algorithm are defined on the labeled data only. In this paper, we
re-examine the method and extend KNN by redefining nearest neighbors as
from both labeled data and unlabeled data. Two groups of nearest neighbors are
simultaneously considered for each data point — one group from labeled data,
and the other from unlabeled data. A kernel function or radial basis function
is used to increase weights for nearer neighbors. Then global structure of data
is captured in a graph. Taking advantage of global structure, labels propagate
through the graph, and the two interlock rings problem can be solved completely.

Note that TKNN is more sophisticated than simple local propagation starting
from the labeled points. For the example in Fig. 1 (right), simple local propaga-
tion fails because, without global structure of data, the label propagates across
the sparse area between two classes. Otherwise in TKNN, due to the kernel
function, label propagation in sparse areas gives way to that in dense areas and
finally the sparsest area is identified as the boundary.

Our Contributions are as follows:

– We apply transductive learning to KNN, with the kernel function adjusting
weights for nearest neighbors.

– We derive the recurrence relation between labeled data and unlabeled data,
and propose solutions to the classification problem.
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– We propose an efficient and flexible iterative algorithm for large data sets.
Techniques are applied to achieve fast convergence. And an outlier detection
in labeled data is presented too.

– Experimental results show the performance and efficiency of our algorithm.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
the model formulation, including deriving recurrence relation between labeled
data and unlabeled data. In Section 3 we propose solutions and derive the iter-
ative algorithm and its ability to converge, and also discuss outlier detection. In
Section 4 we report our experimental results and analysis. Section 5 is related
work. Section 6 is the conclusion.

2 Model Formulation

2.1 Problem Description and Notation

In this paper, we aim to solve the problem of classification by applying trans-
ductive learning to the KNN algorithm, i.e., taking advantage of unlabeled data
as well as labeled data.

Assume we are given the set of points D = DL ∪ DU in a p-dimensional
Euclidean space Rp, where DL = {xi}1≤i≤l is the set of labeled points and
DU = {xi}l+1≤i≤l+u is the set of unlabeled points. One class label should be
assigned to each member of D. The set of classes is denoted by C = {cr}1≤r≤|C|
and correspondingly, the set of class labels is denoted by C = {r}1≤r≤|C|. Here,
|C| is the cardinality of C and r is an integer.

The class label of point xi ∈ D is denoted by y(xi) or yi, where yi ∈ C.
Each point in DL has been labeled or assigned to one class in C, while the
class label of each point in DU is unknown and needs to be determined. In
this paper, kl denotes the number of nearest neighbors in labeled data, and
ku denotes the number of nearest neighbors in unlabeled data. The kl nearest
neighbors of a given point xi ∈ D are denoted by {niq}1≤q≤kl

, where niq is xi’s
qth nearest neighbor in DL. Similarly, the ku nearest neighbors of xi are denoted
by {miq}1≤q≤ku , where miq is xi’s qth nearest neighbor in DU .

2.2 Extending KNN

In supervised KNN learning [12][1], the nearest neighbors included only labeled
points. Therefore, it needs a lot of labeled points for good performance. In this
paper, we propose TKNN after extending KNN by including both labeled and
unlabeled points in the nearest neighbors of a point.

After applying the KNN to density estimation [1], for a point x the posterior
probability p(cr|x) can be estimated as

p̂(cr|x) =
k(r)
k

, (1)

where k(r) is the number of points with class label r among the k nearest
neighbors of x. Obviously,

∑|C|
r=1 k(r) = k.
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In supervised KNN learning [12][1], k(r) in Eq. (1) is computed based on
labeled points and p̂(cr|x) can be directly obtained. Differently, in our model
TKNN, there are two groups of nearest neighbors for each point. One group
includes kl nearest neighbors from labeled data, and the other includes ku nearest
neighbors from unlabeled points. With the help of unlabeled data, the amount
of labeled data can be small.

Let kl(r) be the number of labeled points in class cr, and ku(r) be the number
of unlabeled points in class cr. kl(r) can be easily obtained, but ku(r) is not
available. Then p̂(cr|x) in Eq. (1) cannot be directly obtained anymore. But we
can learn p̂(cr|x) by deriving recurrence relation among neighboring data points.
For convenience of description, we define the class matrix.

Class Matrix. The class matrix for a data set describes probabilities that data
are assigned to classes, data as rows and classes as columns. Then the sum of
values in each row is 1.

Definition 1. The class matrix of data set D = {xi}1≤i≤l+u is defined as P =
(pij)(l+u)×|C|, where pij = p(cj |xi).

The class matrix P can be written in two blocks:

P =
[
PL

PU

]

, (2)

where PL’s rows correspond to labeled data and PU ’s rows correspond to
unlabeled data.

PL is defined according to prior knowledge of labeled data. For any point
xi ∈ DL, assume its class label is yi ∈ C. Then the element at the ith row and
yith column is set to 1. Formally, PL = (pij)l×|C|, where

pij = p(cj |xi) =
{

1, j = yi ,
0, j �= yi .

2.3 Kernel-Based Weights for Neighbors

Every neighbor of xi has a weight according to its distance to xi. Nearer neigh-
bors are given greater weights. We use a kernel function, also called radial basis
function, to compute weights.

Kernel Function. In this paper, we use Gaussian function as kernel

K(xi,xj) =
1√
2πh

exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2
2h2

)

, (3)

where ‖ · ‖ is Euclidean distance and h is the bandwidth.
The bandwidth h in Eq. (3) is also called smooth parameter. Its selection

impacts the performance of the kernel-based algorithm.
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Weight Matrix. Based on the kernel function, we define the weight matrix.
The weight matrix of a data set describes impacts of neighbors to each data
point. Its rows and columns are all the data points. For each row, only columns
corresponding to two groups of nearest neighbors are given weights, and other
column are given 0. Then the matrix is not necessarily symmetric. Based on the
weight matrix, a KNN graph is constructed.

Definition 2. Let λ be a real number in [0, 1]. The weight matrix of data set
D = {xi}1≤i≤l+u is defined as W = (wij)(l+u)×(l+u), where

wij =

⎧
⎨

⎩

K(xi,xj), 1 ≤ j ≤ l and xj ∈ {niq}1≤q≤kl
,

λK(xi,xj), l + 1 ≤ j ≤ l + u and xj ∈ {miq}1≤q≤ku ,
0, otherwise,

(4)

where {niq}1≤q≤kl
and {miq}1≤q≤ku are xi’s neighbors from labeled data and

unlabeled data.

The parameter λ, called influence factor of unlabeled data, is used to adjust un-
labeled data’s influence in the graph. If λ = 0, unlabeled data have no influence.
If λ = 1, unlabeled data have the same influence as labeled data.

We row-normalize W, i.e., adding row elements together and dividing each
element by the corresponding row totals. Then we get row-normalized matrix
V. Obviously, the sum of each row’s elements in V equals 1. We call V the
normalized weight matrix. Considering D = DL ∪DU , V consists of four blocks:

V = (vij)(l+u)×(l+u) =
[
VLL VLU

VUL VUU

]

. (5)

where VLL,VLU ,VUL and VUU are l-by-l, l-by-u, u-by-l and u-by-u matrices,
respectively. Superscripts L and U in VLU mean rows from labeled data and
columns from unlabeled data, respectively.

2.4 Recurrence Relation

Applying Eq. (1) to xi, we get estimation for p̂(cr|xi) that is pir:

pir = p̂(cr|xi) =
kl(r) + ku(r)

kl + ku
. (6)

Due to introduction of the kernel function, kl(r) and ku(r) are real numbers
instead of integers. The sum of them can be estimated based on influence to xi

from other data points:

kl(r) + ku(r) = (kl + ku)
l+u∑

j=1

vij p̂(cr|xj) = (kl + ku)
l+u∑

j=1

vij pjr . (7)

Eq. (6) and (7) combine to give

pir =
l+u∑

j=1

vij pjr. (8)
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Eq. (8) can be written in matrix: P = VP. Considering Eq. (2) and (5), Eq. (8)
can be further written as:

[
PL

PU

]

=
[
VLL VLU

VUL VUU

] [
PL

PU

]

. (9)

Since we do not consider the influence to a labeled data point from other points,
we substitute the identity matrix I for VLL, and a zero matrix 0 for VLU .
Eq. (9) becomes

[
PL

PU

]

=
[

I 0
VUL VUU

] [
PL

PU

]

. (10)

From Eq. (10), we obtained the recurrence relation in the data set:

PU = VULPL + VUUPU . (11)

3 Algorithm Derivation

3.1 Solution 1: Matrix Solution

From the recurrence relation in Eq. (11), we have the matrix solution

PU = (I−VUU )−1VULPL, (12)

assuming that the inverse of matrix (I−VUU ) exists. This is the matrix solution.
After PL and V are known, by Eq. (12), we obtain PU , the probability dis-

tributions of all unlabeled points over classes. The class label with the largest
probability for each row of PU is selected for classification decision. Assume
l � u, the time complexity of this solution is O(u2.376 + u2l) which is the time
for matrix inversion and multiplication, where u is the number of unlabeled data.
This solution is appropriate for small and medium-size data sets.

Special Cases. If λ = 0, then VUU = 0 and Eq. (12) becomes PU = VULPL,
and the solution is downgraded to supervised learning — kernel-based weighted
KNN. If λ = 1, the unlabeled data have the same influence as labeled data in
the graph.

3.2 Solution 2: An Iterative Algorithm

In some cases the matrix (I − VUU ) in Eq. (12) is singular or approximately
singular, causing that its inverse (I − VUU )−1 does not exist (when det(I −
VUU ) = 0) or approaches infinity. Then the matrix resolution fails or become
imprecise. In addition, matrix solution is not efficient enough for large data sets.

We present an iterative algorithm that is more efficient and more flexible.
Based on Eq. (8), we propose an iterative process to solve PU .
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Iterative Process

– Initialization:
• Normalized weight matrix V is initialized as in Section 2.3.
• In class matrix P, PL is initialized as in Section 2.2. And PU is initialized

such that each row in it is an uniform distribution over all classes, i.e.,
each element is set to 1

|C| .
– Repeat until convergence:
• Update P’s rows for unlabeled data according to Eq. (8). For all l + 1 ≤

i ≤ n (n = l + u) and 1 ≤ r ≤ |C|,

p
[t+1]
ir ←

n∑

j=1

vijp
[t]
jr. (13)

where p
[t+1]
ir is the new state and p

[t]
jr is the current state.

Please note that when updating pir, we use previously computed pjr’s as soon
as they are available, instead of using old estimated pjr’s.

Another reason that our algorithm converges quickly is that for each unlabeled
point, there are always nearest neighbors from labeled data to influence its label.
Then the rate of label propagation is fast. For most points, their labels can
be stable quickly. That makes our algorithm faster than some previous graph-
based iterative algorithms. In addition, considering V is a sparse matrix, each
iteration’s time complexity is actually O(ku|C|) where k = kl + ku, instead of
O(nu|C|).

Convergence. We can prove that this iterative process is convergent, consid-
ering the nonnegative energy function E = 1

2

∑l+u
i=l+1

∑|C|
r=1

∑n
j=1 vij(pir − pjr)2

decreases monotonically in the process.

Flexibility. This algorithm is also flexible and can be combined with online
learning. During online learning, the learner receives feedback and some unla-
bel data are labeled and added to labeled data. To address this problem, the
algorithm can be slightly modified to allow PL to change according to feedback.

3.3 Outlier Detection

In labeled data DL, there are possibly outliers, which could be labeled by mis-
take. Within the update process, we propose a method to detect outliers in DL.
Different from Section 2.4, we consider the influence all over the data set, in-
cluding both labeled data and unlabeled data. Assume the initial PL is P[0]

L and
its estimation for outlier detection is P̂L. From Eq. (9), we have

P̂L = VLLP[0]
L + VLUP̂U . (14)

From Eq. (12), we have

P̂U = (I−VUU )−1VULP[0]
L . (15)
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Algorithm 1. TKNN – transductive learning with nearest neighbors
Input:
λ: influence factor of unlabeled data.
C: the set of class labels {1, 2, . . . , |C|}.
DL: set of labeled points, {xi}1≤i≤l.
YL: set of class labels for labeled points, {yi}1≤i≤l (yi ∈ C).
DU : set of unlabeled points, {xi}l+1≤i≤n (n = l + u).
k: number of nearest neighbors.
h: bandwidth for kernel method.
pthresh: threshold of p̂(cyi |xi) for outlier detection.
Output:
YU : set of class labels for unlabeled points, {yi}l+1≤i≤l+u.
Method:

1. Detects outliers DO.
2. DL ← DL −DO and l ← |DL|.
3. DU ← DL ∪ DO and u← |DU |.
4. Using λ, obtain row-normalized weight matrix V = (vi,j)n×n with four blocks

denoted by VLL, VLU ,VUL and VUU .
5. Initialize class matrix P = (pi,r)n×|C| with two blocks denoted by PL and PU .
6. if DU is not too large and det(I−VUU ) is not too small then
7. PU ← (I−VUU )−1VULPL.
8. else
9. {Iteratively update elements of PU until convergence.}

10. repeat
11. for all xi ∈ DU do
12. for r = 1 to |C| do
13. pir ←∑l+u

j=1 vijpjr

14. end for
15. end for
16. until convergence
17. end if
18. Retrieve class labels {yi}l+1≤i≤l+u from class matrix PU .

Substitute P̂U in Eq. (14) with Eq. (15) and we have

P̂L =
[
VLL + VLU (I−VUU )−1VUL

]
P[0]

L . (16)

This is the estimation of PL for outlier detection. In Eq. (16), VLL reflects the
influence between labeled data directly, and VLU (I − VUU )−1VUL reflects the
influence between labeled data through unlabeled data, which is first introduced
for outlier detection in this paper. Alternatively, in Eq. (14), P̂U can be obtained
by the iterative process described in Section 3.2, which is more efficient for large
data sets.

Looking for outliers, we compare each row of P̂L with the corresponding row
of P[0]

L . Assume two corresponding rows are the row vector p̂ from P̂L and the row
vectorp[0] fromP[0]

L . Letabe thedotproduct of p̂andp[0].Weknowone component
of p[0] is 1 and others are 0. Then a is the component of p̂ for the class labeled in
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p[0]. For example, if p[0] = [0, 1, 0, 0] and p̂ = [0.1, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2], then a = p̂2 = 0.4.
This is for one data point. For all labeled data, we have the column vector

a = diag
(
P̂L(P[0]

L )T
)

, (17)

where superscript T is matrix transpose, and diag(·) returns a vector that includes
diagonal entries of a square matrix.

We decide if labeled data are outliers by vector a. Assume a is a component of
a. If a < pthresh, a’s corresponding data point could have been mislabeled and
is considered as an outlier. Generally we let the threshold pthresh be 1

|C| . The de-
tected outliers are treated as unlabeled points; labeled and unlabeled data are
re-partitioned before classification.

3.4 Algorithm

Based on our solution to the classification problem and outlier detection, we de-
scribe our algorithm called TKNN in Algorithm 1. We first detect outliers in la-
beled data and treat them as unlabeled. Then for a small or medium-size data set,
we use matrix computation solution. And for a large data set, we use the iterative
process solution.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data Sets

Three data sets are used in our experiments. (1) 2-rings.The 2-rings data set is gen-
erated to simulate the two interlock rings problem. 1000data points are distributed
around two rings in 3D space with Gaussian noise. Only two points are labeled, one
for each class. (2) Digit1. This is from benchmark of [11], two classes, 241 dimen-
sions, 1500 points. Digit1-10 means 10 points are labeled and Digit-100 means 100
points are labeled. (3) USPS. This is also from [11], also two classes, 241 dimen-
sions, 1500 points. Two classes are imbalanced with relative sizes of 1:4. USPS-10
means 10 points are labeled and USPS-100 means 100 points are labeled.

Fig. 2. The convergence of TKNN iterative algorithm on the 2-rings data set. Two la-
beled points are marked with • and �. Parameter configuration: kl = 1, ku = 10. From
left to right: (1) after 1 iteration, accuracy 0.588; (2) after 10 iterations, accuracy 0.773;
(3) after 30 iterations, accuracy 0.919; and (4) after 49 iterations, accuracy 1.0.
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of 1NN, RBF, Consistence method and TKNN

4.2 Experimental Results

First, we have to mention the parameter b. In Section 2.3 we introduced band-
width h of the kernel function. The selection of h has impact to performance. But
h ranges largely for different data sets. Then we define the bandwidth ratio b as
the ratio of h and average distance of a data set. b is relatively stable and after its
selection, h for a specific data is obtained.

Fig. 2 shows the convergence process of our TKNN iterative algorithm on the
2-rings data set. At the beginning of the process, points are randomly classified. It
can be observed that during the process, the number of randomly classified points
decreases and finally reaches zero, and all points are classified correctly, with ac-
curacy 1.0. Fig. 4 (left) shows our algorithm converges faster than the consistency
method [13]. Two reasons contribute to the efficiency. First, we considers labeled
neighbors and unlabeled points can receive impact from labeled data at each itera-
tion. Second, the newest data are immediately used to compute neighbors’ impact
to a point at each iteration.

We compare our algorithm to 1NN (KNN with k = 1), Radial Basis Function
(RBF) and the consistency method as shown in Fig. 3. The Gaussian function is
used for RBF. The best performance is recorded for each method. We can observe
that when the number of labeled points is less (2-rings, Digit1-10 and USPS-10),
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Fig. 4. (left) Convergence comparison of TKNN and consistence method on data set 2-
rings. TKNN converges faster than the consistency method. (right) The effect of band-
width to performance of TKNN. Here kl = 1, ku is 9 for Digit1 and 3 for USPS.
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and b is 0.25 for Digit1 and 0.35 for USPS. (right) The effect of kl of labeled data to
performance of TKNN. Here ku = 9, b = 0.25 for Digit1 and ku = 3, b = 0.35 for USPS.

transductive learning improves more from supervised learning that is 1NN and
RBF here. While both TKNN and the consistency method achieve 1.0 accuracy
on the 2-rings data set, TKNN has the best performance on other data sets.

Fig. 4 (right) for b, Fig. 5(left) for ku and Fig. 5(right) for kl show effect of pa-
rameters. The performance is best when the bandwidth ratio 0.1 < b < 0.3, the
number of nearest unlabeled neighbors 3 ≤ ku ≤ 10 and the number of nearest
labeled neighbors kl = 1. The best value of ku depends on data. The best value
kl = 1 agrees to human intuition that kl/ku should be proportional to ratio of
number of l/u, the ratio of sizes of labeled data and unlabeled data.

5 Related Work

Our work is related to semi-supervised learning, especially graph-based learning.
[4] introduced a method that take advantage of unlabeled data for classification
tasks. After that, semi-supervised learning or trandsductive learning have been ex-
tensively researched. And graphs are introduced in semi-supervised learning [14].
Work in [10][13][15] is most related to our work. [10] proposed a semi-supervised
learning based on a Gaussian random field model. Labeled and unlabeled data are
represented in a weighted graph. The mean of the field is efficiently obtained using
matrix methods or belief propagation. [13] proposed the consistency method that
is a smooth solution which captures the intrinsic structure revealed by labeled and
unlabeled points. Different from [10] and [13], we present an efficient iterative al-
gorithm for large data sets and for circumstances where matrix computation fails
because of the nonexistent inverse matrix. [15] introduced a two-stage approach.
In the first stage, a model is built based on training data. In the second stage,
the model is used to transform unlabeled data into weighted pre-labeled data set
which is used in the classifier. Our work is not two-stage and influence between
labeled and unlabeled data are considered at the same time. [9] proposed a graph-
based approach, mixed label propagation, that explores similarity and dissimilar-
ity simultaneously.
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6 Conclusion

In KNN algorithm, only labeled data can be the nearest neighbors. In this paper,
we extend KNN to a transductive learning algorithm called TKNN. We consider
two groups of nearest neighbors. One from labeled data and the other from unla-
beled data. We then derive the recurrence relation in a data set, considering that
each point receives influence from neighboring points, labeled or unlabeled. A ma-
trix solution is then proposed and a more efficient iterative algorithm is presented.
We compare our algorithm with baseline algorithms. Experimental results show
our algorithm are effective and efficient. Future work will be focused on more pre-
cise estimation of parameters and application on data with more than two classes.
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Abstract. The application of feature subsets with high order correla-
tion in classification has demonstrates its power in a recent study, where
non-redundant interacting feature subsets (NIFS) is defined based on
multi-information. In this paper, we re-examine the problem of find-
ing NIFSs. We further improve the upper bounds and lower bounds on
the correlations, which can be used to significantly prune the search
space. The experiments on real datasets demonstrate the efficiency and
effectiveness of our approach.

1 Introduction

Pattern mining has been a focused theme in data mining research area with a
large number of scalable methods proposed for mining various kinds of patterns,
including frequent patterns [1], correlation patterns [3][13], and diverse patterns
[11]. Those patterns have found broad applications in areas like association rule
mining and classification [15].

In this paper, we re-examine the problem finding non-redundant interacting
feature subsets from binary datasets, which has been proposed recently in [15].
The NIFSs are feature subset with higher order correlation, which is defined
based on multi-information. Finding these high order correlations has important
applications such as quantitative trait locus finding in genetics [15]. While a
NIFS mining algorithm proposed in [15] used some bounds on multi-information
to prune the search space, we found that there are some space to improve those
bounds by careful re-examination of the multi-information.

The contribution of our paper can be summarized as follows: (1) By care-
fully examine the properties of multi-information, we prove serval new bounds
on it. (2) We use these bounds to improve the pruning power of the mining
algorithm. (3) We conduct experiments on two real datasets, which demonstrate
the effectiveness of our new bounds.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related
works. Section 3 presents formal definition, notation and problem description.
Then we present some bounds of joint entropy that will be used to pruning the
pattern searching space in Section 4. Section 6 describes our mining algorithm
and Section 7 presents our experimental evaluation on real datasets. We conclude
our work in Section 8.

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 357–368, 2009.
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2 Related Work

Mining frequent patterns is a matured problem in binary dataset processing.
Since association rule mining introduced in [1], and then the Apriori algorithm
proposed in [2], there are much work on frequent pattern mining, interest mea-
sure of association rule, constrained rule mining, and so on. [3] introduce the
correlation pattern mining pattern, in which the authors used the χ2 correlation
measure, and this work is for the feature pairs. While [10] proposed all-confidence
to measure the correlation of any itemset. The h-confidence proposed in [13] has
the same form with all-confidence, but [13] studied more properties of their
measure. Using information theory approach, [8] extended the correlation pat-
tern mining problem to numeric datasets. The authors used normalized mutual
information and all-confidence to measure the correlation of itemsets. But this
work also focused on the correlation of pair of items.

[9] proposes joint entropy as a quality measure for itemsets, and serval efficient
algorithms to mine those maximally informative k-itemsets. The main goal of
their work is to select distinct items, as well as minimize redundancy within the
resulted itemsets. [7] proposed to find those low-entropy sets, and introduced two
low entropy trees. They discussed properties of their trees and proposed some
mining algorithms. In addition, they also introduced high-scaled-entropy sets
and high-normalized-entropy sets, but they have not proposed any algorithm to
mining those patterns.

In [11], the authors defined subset coverage diversity, discussed the properties
of this diversity measure, and proposed an algorithm to find minimum sample
set with coverage diversity larger than a threshold ρ. The significance of their
work is some pruning strategies to improve the efficiency of their enumeration
algorithm.

In [12], the authors used mutual information to measure the similarity between
two rows (elements). They proposed representative elements selection prob-
lem. There they treat binary dataset as joint probability distribution between
rows and columns, and choose representative elements based on the proposed
optimization criteria.

In [15], the authors explored the problem of finding non-redundant high order
correlations in binary data. Both the algorithm in [15] and ours adopt depth-
first search and use serval strategies to prune the pattern search space, which
are based on some bounds on entropy.

3 Preliminaries and Problem Statement

In this section we introduce some notations we will use. A binary dataset D
is a N × m binary matrix, where each column is a feature. We denote F =
{X1, · · · , Xm} as the whole feature subset. In our discussion, we treat each
feature as a binary random variable, i.e., the domain of each feature Xi(1 ≤ i ≤
m) is DXi = {0, 1}. For convenience, we use X1, X2, · · · to denote those random
variables corresponding to features.
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Definition 1. The entropy of a random variable X, denoted as H(X), is defined
as

H(X) = −
∑

x∈DX

p(x) log p(x)

All logarithms are in base 2, and 0 log 0 = 0 by convention. It is known that
0 ≤ H(X) ≤ log |X |, with H(X) = log |X | only for the uniform distribution
P (X = x) = 1/|X | for all x ∈ X .

Definition 2. The joint entropy of two random variables X and Y , denoted as
H(X, Y ), is defined as

H(X, Y ) = −
∑

x∈DX

∑

y∈DY

p(x, y) log p(x, y)

Definition 3. The conditional entropy of a random variable Y given another
variable X denoted as H(Y |X), is defined as

H(Y |X) = −
∑

x∈DX

∑

y∈DY

p(x, y) log p(y|x)

Before defining the mining problem we are going to solve, we outline a property
of entropy. In this paper, we treat a feature as a binary random variable, and
an feature subset as a set of random variables. For more content of information
theory, the reader is referred to [5,14].

Lemma 1. For any two features X and Y , we have:

H(X |Y ) ≤ H(X)

Definition 4. The multi-information of a set of features {X1, · · · , Xn} is de-
fined as

C(X1, · · · , Xn) =
n∑

i=1

H(Xi) − H(X1, · · · , Xn)

We know that H(X1, · · · , Xn) ≤
n∑

i=1

H(Xi), with equality if and only if the

random variables Xi are independent. Therefore the mutual information is non-
negative. Larger multi-information corresponds to higher correlation, and small
multi-information corresponds to higher diversity (independence). And we know
that when n = 2, the multi-information of two features is equal to their mutual
information.

Definition 5. A set of features {X1, X2, · · · , Xn} is a strongly correlated if
C(X1, X2, · · · , Xn) ≥ β, where β > 0 is a user defined threshold. In this case,
{X1, X2, · · · , Xn} is called a Strong-correlated Feature Subset (SFS).

Definition 6. A set of features {X1, X2, · · · , Xn} is a weakly correlated if C(X1,
X2, · · · , Xn) ≤ α, where α > 0 is a user defined threshold. In this case, {X1, X2,
· · · , Xn} is called a Weak-correlated Feature Subset (WFS).
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Definition 7. A set of features {X1, X2, · · · , Xn} is a Non-redundant
Interacting Feature Subset (NIFS) if the following two criteria are satisfied:

1. {X1, X2, · · · , Xn} is an SFS; and
2. every proper subset X ′ ⊂ {X1, X2, · · · , Xn} is a WFS.

Problem Description. Given a binary dataset D, two thresholds α, β > 0, the
mining problem we are going to solve in this paper is to find all non-redundant
interacting feature subsets from D.

4 New Bounds Based on Pairwise Correlations

Before presenting our new bounds, we introduce a conclusion from [6].

Lemma 2. Let [n] = {1, 2, · · · , n}. For any subset A of [n]we denote H(XA) as
the joint entropy H(Xi, i ∈ A). For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let

Hk =
1(

n−1
k−1

)
∑

A:|A|=k

H(XA)

Then we have the following inequality:

H1 ≥ H2 ≥ · · · ≥ Hn.

And We can write the inequality Hn ≤ H2 explicitly as follows:

H(X1, X2, · · · , Xn) ≤ 1
n − 1

∑

i<j

H(Xi, Xj) (1)

Now we present a similar theorem as the property 3.1 from [11], there the
conclusion is for subset coverage.

Theorem 1. Given n ≥ 3 random variables X1, X2, · · · , Xn, a upper bound of
H(X1, · · · , Xn) is

H(X1, · · · , Xn) ≤ H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) + H(Xn−1, Xn)
2

(2)

Proof. By the chain rule for entropy, we can expand H(X1, X2, · · · , Xn) in two
different ways.

H(X1, · · · , Xn) = H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1)

H(X1, · · · , Xn) = H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) + H(Xn−1|X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn)

Summarization the left hand and right hand of the above two equations
respectively, we have:

2H(X1, · · · , Xn) = H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1)
+H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) + H(Xn−1|X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn)
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where,
H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1) ≤ H(Xn|Xn−1)

H(Xn−1|X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) ≤ H(Xn−1|Xn)

Therefore,

H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1) + H(Xn−1|X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) ≤ H(Xn|Xn−1) + H(Xn−1|Xn)
≤ H(Xn|Xn−1) + H(Xn−1)
= H(Xn−1, Xn)

According to the above inequalities, we have,

2H(X1, · · · , Xn) ≤ H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) + H(Xn−1, Xn)

Which leads to the inequality (2).

Generally, using inequality (2) we can get the following lower bound on C(X1,
· · · , Xn),

C(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + C(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) + C(Xn−1, Xn)

=

(
n−1∑

i=1

H(Xi) − H(X1, · · · , Xn−1)

)
+ (H(Xn−1) + H(Xn) − H(Xn−1, Xn))

+

(
n−2∑

i=1

H(Xi) + H(Xn) − H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn)

)

= 2
n∑

i=1

H(Xi) − 2(H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) + H(Xn−1, Xn))

≤ 2
n∑

i=1

H(Xi) − 2H(X1, · · · , Xn) = 2C(X1, · · · , Xn)

Which leads to the following inequality:

C(X1, · · · , Xn) ≥ C(X1, · · · , Xn−1)+C(X1, X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn)+C(Xn−1, Xn)
2

where
∑
i<j

hi,j = n/2.

By recursively using the above inequality, we can establish a lower bound of
the mutual information of an feature subset using only pairs of feature,

C(X1, · · · , Xn) ≥
∑

i<j

hi,j · C(Xi, Xj) (3)

While [15] establishes the following lower bound, using the inequality (1):

C(X1, X2, · · · , Xn) ≥ 1
n − 1

∑

i<j

C(Xi, Xj) (4)
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As can be seen that the summarization of all coefficients of multi-information
C(Xi, Xj) in the right hands of both inequalities are n/2. Therefore we can show
that the lower bound in inequality (4) is less than the the one in the inequality
(3) by Lagrange multipliers method, which means that ours is more tighter.

On the other hand, due to the fact that for any pair of i �= j we have that
H(X1, · · · , Xn) ≥ H(Xi, Xj), we can get an upper bounds on multi-information
of feature subset {X1, · · · , Xn} as follows [15]:

C(X1, · · · , Xn) ≤
n∑

i=1

H(Xi) − max
i�=j

H(Xi, Xj) (5)

5 New Bounds Based on Mutual Information

5.1 Adding an Feature

In this section, we first present two propositions from [15], then propose an
improvement on the bound given there.

Proposition 1. Let X1 and X2 be two features in the dataset. If the Hamming
distance between X1 and X2 is d, then

0 ≤ H(X1, X2) − H(X1) ≤ d · H
(

1
N

,
N − 1

N

)
.

Proposition 2. Let

ΔH = H(X1, · · · , Xn) − H(X1, · · · , Xn−1)

If the minimum Hamming distance between Xn and Xi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is d, then

0 ≤ ΔH ≤ d · H
(

1
N

,
N − 1

N

)
.

Below we present some new bounds. Using the chain rule for entropy, we have:

H(X1, · · · , Xn) = H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1)

Using the fact that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1) ≤ H(Xn|Xi), we
get the following inequality:

H(X1, · · · , Xn) ≤ H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + min
1≤i≤n−1

H(Xn|Xi) (6)

Therefore we know that the bound given in the inequality (6) is tighter than the
one in the proposition 2, due to the fact that H(X2|X1) = H(X1, X2)−H(X1).
Based on this tighter upper bound, we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 3. (Adding Proposition) Let

ΔC = C(X1, · · · , Xn) − C(X1, · · · , Xn−1).

We have that,
max

1≤i≤n−1
I(Xi; Xn) ≤ ΔC ≤ H(Xn) (7)

Proof. We can rewrite ΔC as follows,

ΔC = C(X1, · · · , Xn) − C(X1, · · · , Xn−1)
= H(Xn) − (H(X1, · · · , Xn) − H(X1, · · · , Xn−1))

Due to the inequality (6), we have,

ΔC ≥ H(Xn) − min
1≤i≤n−1

H(Xn|Xi)

= max
1≤i≤n−1

I(Xi; Xn)

The right hand of inequality (7) is trivial, due to the fact that H(X1, · · · , Xn)−
H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) ≥ 0.

5.2 Replacing a Feature

Using the chain rule for entropy again, we can expand H(X1, X2, · · · , Xn) in
two different ways:

H(X1, X2, · · · , Xn) = H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1)
= H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) + H(Xn−1|X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn)

Using the fact that H(Xn−1|X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) ≥ 0 and H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1)
≤ H(Xn|Xi) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we can get the following inequality:

H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) ≤ H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1) (8)
≤ H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) + min

1≤i≤n−1
H(Xn|Xi) (9)

According to H(Xn|X1, · · · , Xn−1) ≥ 0, we have,

H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) ≥ H(X1, · · · , Xn−1) − H(Xn−1|X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn)

Therefore using the fact that H(Xn−1|X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) ≤ H(Xn−1|Xn) and
H(Xn−1|X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) ≤ H(Xn−1|Xi) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, we have the
following inequality:

H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) ≥ H(X1, · · · , Xn−1)−min
(

min
1≤i≤n−1

H(Xn−1|Xi),H(Xn−1|Xn)
)

(10)
(10)
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Proposition 4. (Replacing Proposition) Let

ΔC = C(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) − C(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn−1)

We have,

max
1≤i≤n−1

I(Xi; Xn)−H(Xn−1) ≤ ΔC ≤ H(Xn)−max
(

max
1≤i≤n−1

I(Xi;Xn−1), I(Xn−1; Xn)
)

.

Proof. We can rewrite ΔC as follows:

ΔC = H(Xn) − H(Xn−1) − (H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn) − H(X1, · · · , Xn−2, Xn−1))

Using the inequality (9), we have that,

ΔC ≥ H(Xn) − H(Xn−1) − min
1≤i≤n−1

H(Xn|Xi)

= max
1≤i≤n−1

I(Xi; Xn) − H(Xn−1)

On the other hand, using the inequality (10), we have that,

ΔC ≤ H(Xn) − H(Xn−1) + min
(

min
1≤i≤n−1

H(Xn−1|Xi), H(Xn−1|Xn)
)

= H(Xn) − max
(

max
1≤i≤n−1

I(Xi; Xn−1), I(Xn−1; Xn)
)

6 The Mining Algorithm

In this section, we present our NIFS mining algorithm, which follows the frame-
work in [15]. The novelty of mining algorithm are: (1) In the initialization step
in NIFS miner (Figure 1), we do not need to calculate the Hamming distance
between any pair of features. (2) In the DFS-Explore() sub-procedure we use the
new bounds on joint entropy of feature subsets proposed in previous section to
prune the pattern search space.

NIFS Mining Algorithm
Input: binary dataset D, thresholds α and β.
Output: all NIFSs in D.

1. calculate the entropy H(Xi) of each feature Xi ∈ D, the joint
entropy and mutual information of each pair of features in D.

2. for each node V at the first level of the search space do
3. DFS-Explore(X);

Fig. 1. NIFS mining algorithm
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Procedure DFS-Explore(U)
1. update ub(X) by inequality (1), lb(X) by inequality (5)
2. update ub(X) and lb(X) by adding or replacing feature
3. if lb(X) > α then
4. if lb(X) ≥ β then
5. if criterion of NIFS definition are satisfied then
6. output X;
7. else
8. if ub(X) ≥ β then
9. calculate H(X);
10. if C(X) ≥ β then
11. if criterion of NIFS definition are satisfied then
12. output X;
13. DFS-Explore(the sibling of X);
14. else
15. if ub(X) ≤ α then
16. DFS-Explore(the first child of X);
17. else
18. calculate C(X);
19. if C(X) ≥ β then
20. if criterion of NIFS definition are satisfied then
21. output X;
22. DFS-Explore(the sibling of X);
23. else
24. if C(X) ≤ α then
25. DFS-Explore(the first child of X);
26. else
27. DFS-Explore(the sibling of X)

Fig. 2. DFS-Explore

Before calculating the multi-information of a node in the search space, we first
check its upper and lower bounds. The pairwise lower bound (inequality (3)) can
be applied whenever the algorithm examines a new node. The adding proposition
(Proposition 7) can be applied to the child nodes of a candidate feature subset and
the two inequalities on replacing feature (Section 5.2) canbe applied to the siblings.

The algorithm is performed in depth-first recursion [4]. Whenever NIFS miner
finishes examining the current node X and its subtree, it proceeds to one of X ’s
siblings, denoted by X ′. The replacing inequalities in Section 5.2 can be applied
to get upper and lower bounds on the multi-information of X ′. Figure 1 and 2
show our NIFS miner. For more detail, the reader is referred to [15].

In the worse case, where the whole feature combinations should be checked,
the running time of the above mining algorithm is exponential in the number
of features. While the experimental results in Section 7 show that the running
time of NIFS miner is quadratic in the number of features, which demonstrate
the effectiveness of the pruning methods discussed in the previous section.
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7 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present experiments to evaluate the performance of our im-
proved NIFS mining algorithm. While our work mainly focuses on improving
the efficiency of the mining algorithm, we can also use the found feature subsets
to improve the classification accuracy as in [15]. All experiments were run on a
Windows XP machine with Intel Pentium4 2.4GHz CPU and 2GB RAM. Our
algorithm is implemented using Java.

We report our experimental results on the performance of our NIFS miner in
comparison with the one in [15]. And our experiments were performed on voting
dataset from UCI machine learning repository. The voting data set contains 435
rows which correspond to 435 congressman, and 16 columns which correspond
to 16 key votes. The votes can be ’yes’ or ’no’ and are denoted by 1 and 0.

In the first group of experiments, we test the scalability on the voting data
set. We set α = 3, β = 3.1, and number of column is 16. Figure 3(1) shows
the shows the execution time of NIFS miner on the voting data set. As can be
seen, the execution time of two algorithms increases with the increase of the
number of rows. When we fix the number of row as 435, and still set α = 3,
β = 3.1. We get the time performance in varying number of column as Figure
3(2). As can be seen, the execution of two algorithm quadraticly increases with
respect to number of column. But as anticipated, our approach has the better
time performance than the one in [15].

In the following two experiments, we use the whole voting data set. Figure 4
shows the results by varying α while fix β = 3.3. As can be seen, the execution
time increases significantly with the increase of α. While we fix α = 3.0, we have
the result as shown in Figure 4 where varies the threshold β. As can be can,
in contrast, the execution time decreases significantly with the increase of β.
Also as anticipated, our approach has the better time performance than the one
in [15].

Figure 5 examines the effectiveness of our pruning strategies. The effects
of pruning strategies based on bounds discussed in Section 4 are shown in
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Fig. 3. Voting data: varying number of row and column, respectively
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Figure 5(1). We see that the advantage is not significant just using the bounds
based on pairwise correlation. But Figure 5(2) shows that the advantage of our
approach increases with increases of the number of rows, using the bounds based
on mutual information in Section 5. The bottom of Figure 5 shows the pruning
effect of various bounds we proposed in previous sections.
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8 Conclusion

We re-examined the problem finding non-redundant interacting feature
subsets from binary data. After presenting some improved bounds on the multi-
information, we propose an improved algorithm to mine NIFSs. The experimen-
tal results justify the efficiency of the mining algorithm and effectiveness of new
bounds.
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Abstract. Nearly all text classification methods classify texts into predefined 
categories according to the terms appeared in texts. State-of-the-art of text 
classification prefer to simplely take a word as a term since it performs good on 
some famous datasets; some experts even pointed out that phrases don’t 
improve or improve only marginally the classifiction accuracy. However, we 
found out that this is not always true when we try to categorize texts about 
similar topics in the same domain. With words only we can not categorize those 
texts effectively since they nearly share the same word set. Then we suppose the 
results might be improved if we also use phrases as terms.  To testify our 
supposition, we propose our own phrase extraction way as well as select proper 
feature selection method and classifier by conducting experimental study on a 
data set which comes from paper abstracts in the field of Databases. 
Accordingly, we also develop a system called AutoPCS which can be used to 
help experts in choosing relevant topics for newly coming papers from a 
predefined topic list only by their abstracts. 

Keywords: Text Classification, Phrase-based, BOP, Similar Texts 

1   Motivation 

When there is a research paper submitted to a conference, some submission systems 
would ask its contributor to choose several relevant topics for the paper from a given 
predefined topic list so that the conference organization can arrange several 
corresponding reviewers to judge the paper. Those given predefined topics may cover 
most of the research areas in a certain domain. A snapshot of a manual relevant topic 
selection system can be seen in Fig. 1. 

This topic selection process can be regarded as a manual text classification way. It 
might be simple and accurate if the researcher is familiar with most of the topics in 
the domain. But it becomes much unreliable and time-consuming if the researcher is a 
freshman of the research field who do not know most of those topics. In addition, 
there are also some conferences which would not ask contributors but some experts in 
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(a) Relevant topics selection             (b) Predefined topic list 

Fig. 1. Snapshot of the manual relevant topic selection in submission system of PAKDD2009 

this domain to choose relevant topics for the paper. This might spend lots of time and 
they may disagree in whether or not to classify a document under a certain category. 
Besides, manual classification is incautious, which may also bring false classification. 
In order to solve these problems, we would like to provide some automatic relevant 
topics recommendation or checkout function to the manual categorization submission 
system by developing an Automatic Publication Categorization System, AutoPCS. 

As a fundamental task in Information Retrieval and Data Mining, text 
categorization (or text classification) has been studied extensively in the past several 
decades. The classical approach to text categorization has so far been using a 
document representation in a word-based space, however, the main drawback of 
which is it destructs the semantic relations between words by using words in a phrase 
separately [7]. A classical example which has been proposed in [7] is “White House” 
or “Bill Gates”. Given a BOW (Bag-Of-Words) of a document in which words “bill” 
and “gates” occur, one can suggests that the document is about accounting or 
gardening, but not about computer software. Whereas given a document 
representation that contains a phrase “bill gates”, the reader will hardly be mistaken 
about the topic of discussion. 

These fairly obvious observations led researchers to an idea of enriching the BOW 
representation by phrases. Bag-Of-Bigrams (pairs of consequent words) was proposed 
firstly in early 90s [8]. However, it always showed only marginal improvement or 
even a certain decrease. As far as we concerned, the word-based BOW is efficient 
enough for text classification because we are always classifying texts from different 
fields like “Corporate/Industrial”, “Markets” and “Government Finance” in Reuters 
dataset. Since each category has some solely-used domain words, adding phrases into 
the bag cannot improve much. But the situation becomes quite different when it 
comes to classifying similar texts. Similar texts means texts of similar topics which 
almost share the same word set, e.g. texts from two similar topics “Data mining” and 
“Text Mining”. The three words “Data”, “Mining” and “Text” are very common in 
text about either topic. 

Since similar texts nearly share the same word set, it is difficult to classify them 
only by words (or BOW). But different topics have respective terms which are usually 
phrases; therefore, a phrase-based representation (We can call it as Bag-Of-Phrases, 
or simply BOP) is expected to be more efficient. In this paper we would like to 
overview some related works in recent years on the problem of using phrases for text 
classification. Then we try to use BOP in classifying similar texts in our dataset. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the problem 
of text categorization; in Section 3 we briefly reviews related works on text 
classification in history, especially the most recent works on the problem of using 
phrases for text classification; in Section 4 we propose our BOP method of 
incorporating words and phrases in document representations; Section 5 presents our 
experimental study on classifying similar texts; Section 6 gives a introduction to the 
automatic new paper categorization system (AutoPCS) we developed for paper 
submission system. Finally we make a conclusion in Section 7. 

2   Problem Statement 

In order to better state the problem in text classification, we would like to give a simple 
formulation to text classification as follows. Assume we are given a training set: , ,  (1) 

In this formula (1), each document  belongs to a document set  and the label  
is within a predefined set of categories , , … , . Each ,  represents 
that  is labeled as . The goal of text categorization is to devise a learning 
algorithm which can generate a classifier or a hypothesis :  that can label 
unlabeled each document in D accurately, with the help of the training set . 

Designing a learning algorithm for text classification usually follows the classical 
approach in pattern recognition, where data instances (i.e. documents) first undergo a 
transformation of dimensionality reduction, and then a classifier learning algorithm is 
applied to the low-dimensionality representations. This transformation is also 
performed prior to applying the learned classifier to unseen instances. 

The incentives in using dimensionality reduction techniques are to improve 
classification quality and to reduce the computational complexity of the learning 
algorithm and of the application of the classifier to unseen documents. Typically, 
dimensionality reduction techniques fall into two basic schemes: feature selection and 
feature generation. Feature selection can also be called as feature reduction, which 
tries to select the subset of features (words in text classification) that are most useful 
for text classification. In contrast, feature generation which can also be called as 
feature induction, tries to generate new features which are not necessarily words for 
representation. 

After feature selection or feature generation, the next step is to choose a proper 
classifier. There have been lots of excellent algorithms proposed by researchers in this 
field such as Naïve Bayes, Bayes Networks, K Nearest Neighbors, Decision Trees, 
Decision Rules, Neural Networks, SVMs and so forth. Different classifier performs 
best in different situation. 

3   Related Works 

The classical approach to text categorization has so far been using a document 
representation in a word-based space which relies on classification algorithms that are 
trained in a supervised learning manner. In the early days of text categorization, 
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classifier design has been significantly advanced [1] with lots of strong learning 
algorithms emerged such as [2], [3], [4]. Later, despite numerous attempts to 
introduce more sophisticated techniques for document representation, the simple 
minded independent word-based representation, known as bag-of-words (BOW), 
remains very effective. Indeed, to date the best multi-class, multi-labeled 
categorization results for the well-known Reuters-21578 dataset are based on the 
BOW representation [5] [6]. 

A sufficient effort has been expended on attempting to come up with a document 
representation which is richer than BOW. A widely explored approach is in using n-
grams of words (or phrase) in addition to or in place of single words (or unigrams). 
However, after many years of unsuccessful attempts to improve the text 
categorization results by applying n-grams (usually n=2), many researchers agree that 
there might be a certain limitation in usability of phrases for text categorization. 
According to [7], this can probably be explained by two considerations: (a) the results 
achieved on these corpora are so high that they probably cannot be improved by any 
technique, because all the incorrectly classified documents are basically mislabeled; 
and (b) the corpora are “simple” enough so only a few extracted keywords can do the 
entire job of distinguishing between categories. 

There are mainly two kinds of approaches to incorporate n-gram of words into the 
document representation: the first one applies n-grams together with unigrams, while 
the second one excludes unigrams from the representation and bases on n-grams only. 
However, in most cases the second approach leads to a certain decrease in the 
categorization results, while the first approach can potentially improve the results. 
This observation indicates that the simple BOW representation is powerful enough, so 
the classification results cannot be probably improved by replacing the BOW 
representation but only by extending it. 

Now we give a particular presentation to the state-of-the-art of using n-gram of 
words into the document representation. [9] uses document representation based on 
Noun Phrases (obtained by a shallow parsing) and Key Phrases (the most meaningful 
phrases obtained by the Extractor system). The results achieved by either scheme are 
roughly the same as their baseline with BOW representation. [10] uses both unigrams 
and bigrams as document features and extract the top-scored features using various 
feature selection methods. Their results indicate that in general bigrams can better 
predict categories than unigrams. However, despite the fact that bigrams represent the 
majority of the top-scored features, the use of bigrams does not yield significant 
improvement of the categorization results while using the Rocchio classifier. [11] 
combines BOW and Bag-Of-Ngrams (BON) as document features. By n-grams the 
authors mean all continuous word sequences in texts. They use several common 
classifiers with the highest results obtained by the SVM classifier. [12] does feature 
induction with combination of single words and word pairs. The word pairs are of the 
Head/Modifier type, i.e. nouns are extracted with their modifiers. The authors show 
that using pairs without BOW, the results of both classifiers decrease, while using 
both pairs and BOW, the results are marginally above the BOW baseline. For 
extracting bigrams, [13] use the following method: first, they sort words according to 
their document frequency and consider only highly ranked words. Then they extract 
bigrams such that at least one of their components belongs to those highly ranked 
words. After that the authors filter the resulting bigrams according to their tf·idf and 
Mutual Information with respect to a category. One of few relatively successful 
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attempts of using bigrams is demonstrated by [14], who propose a very sophisticated 
feature induction technique to improve the text categorization results on Reuters and 
ComputerSelect datasets. They apply a string distance measure which is similar to the 
String Kernel [15]. Basing on this measure the authors introduce a score according to 
which they rank bigrams. Then they extract highly ranked bigrams so that less than 
1% of all bigrams are extracted. Using the SVM classifier, the authors achieve a 
significant improvement on the ComputerSelect dataset, while the improvement on 
the Reuters dataset is again statistically insignificant. Nevertheless, this result on 
Reuters is highly noticeable: 88.8% break-even point is clearly the state-of-the-art 
result. The success of this technique may be explained by the fact that documents of 
the Reuters dataset are very well structured (many of them are even not free text but 
tables) and the string similarity method used by the authors manages to capture this 
clear structure. 

4   Phrase-Based Text Classification for Similar Texts 

Now we propose our own method for classifying similar texts. Most of the time, we 
are classifying texts from totally different fields, each of which has some solely-used 
domain words, so the word-based BOW is effective enough for text classification. But 
the situation becomes quite different when it comes to classifying similar texts. 

4.1   Similar Texts Analysis 

Since similar texts are texts of similar topics which almost share the same word set, 
we cannot classify them only by words. In this situation, a phrase-based 
representation (BOP) is expected to be much more effective than BOW. Take the 
example we mentioned above: We have collected a small document set which 
contains 158 documents from two similar topics “Data mining” and “Text Mining”. 
There are 120 documents from “Data Mining” while other 38 from “Text Mining”. 
As it is performed in the table 1 below, the average number of the three words “text”, 
“data” and “mining” contained in documents of the two topics are not quite 
different, but the number of “text mining” in documents of “Text Mining” is 
apparently more than those of “Data Mining”. On contrast, the number of “data 
mining” in documents of “Data Mining” is much more than those of “Text Mining”. 

Table 1. The average number of "text", "data", "mining", "text mining" and "data mining" in 
the small document set which consists of 22 documents in  “Data Mining” and 18 documents 
in “Text Mining” 

  120 documents in 
“Data Mining” 

38 documents in “Text 
Mining” 

text  0.20 0.51 
data  0.52 0.36 

mining  0.50 0.41 
text mining  0.08 0.36 
data mining  0.42 0.05 
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The same problem also exists between some other similar topics such as 
“Information Retrieval” and “Web Search”, “Information Security” and “Privacy 
and Trust”, and so forth. There are still some other similar topics which may not have 
the same word set, but there is also a great intersection between their word sets. In 
this situation, BOW is not very applicable either. Therefore, in order to classify 
documents from similar topics more effectively, we propose to use phrases combined 
with words in classifying similar texts. 

4.2   Using BOP in Text Categorization 

It is necessary to explain that phrases we defined in bag-of-phrases (BOP) method are 
different from those in [10]. In [10] phrases are only Noun Phrases (obtained by a 
shallow parsing) and Key Phrases (the most meaningful phrases obtained by the 
Extractor system); while in our BOP method, phrases are frequently-used continuous 
word sequences (including a single word) in texts. In order to extract them from texts, 
we use an n-gram word sequence extractor which can get all word sequences no 
longer than n (including unigram), then only those word sequences which have 
appeared more than a threshold times in all texts are chosen as features in our BOP 
method. 

After we get all potential phrases and words (word can also be seen as single-word 
phrase) as features for BOP, feature selection is necessary to reduce dimensionality 
and overcome the statistical sparseness of document representations. After feature 
selection we have to choose a suitable classifier which is also very influential to the 
results. Those previous attempts to incorporate phrases or n-grams in the past decade 
lead us to the following two strategies: (a) There are too much n-gram phrases (not 
words) in our phrase bags, it is necessary to make sure that the phrases we will use are 
all highly discriminative features. That means we should only choose those n-gram 
phrases which are “better” than all their components (“better” means more 
discriminative). Just like the phrase “data mining”, which can be chosen only if it is 
“better” than both “data” and “mining”; (b) In order to improve results that have 
been achieved, we should enrich the existing model rather than propose a new one. 
That implies that we prefer to choose feature selection method and classifier from 
existing ones [7]. 

Based on the two strategies above, we would like to find out which phrases are 
“better” than their components firstly. For each category we sort all the unigrams 
according to their Mutual Information measure with respect to the category [7]. Then 
we compare the rank of each n-gram phrase to its component unigram words. If the 
rank of n-gram phrase is better than all of its components, then it can be chosen, 
otherwise it should be removed from the phrase bag. After this process, the number of 
phrases left in the bag decrease sharply. 

For the next step, we have to select a feature selection (FS) method for the phrases 
in the bag. There are lots of FS methods proposed. There are some class-independent 
measures such as document frequency. It is the simplest feature selection method 
which based on Zipf’s Law. By this method, N most common phrases and those terms 
that appear in fewer than M documents (M usually 1 or 2) should be removed.  
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However, we prefer to use other methods which consider classes while selecting 
features such as Information Gain [16], Chi-Square (CHI) [17], Gain Ratio [18] and 
so forth.  

1) Information Gain, which is also known as Expected Mutual Information, tries to 
keep only the terms distributed more differently in the training set of the 
categories.  

2) Chi-square measures the lack of independence between a term t and a category 
ci and can be compared to the chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom 
to judge extremeness. 

3) Gain Ratio is commonly used as a splitting criterion in decision tree induction. It 
is defined whenever a data set is split into two or more subsets. The more a split 
helps create subsets with homogeneous classes, the better the gain ratio. 

Since we don’t know which FS method performs better for similar texts, we would 
like to use all of these methods and choose the most proper one. Later, we have to 
choose a proper classifier to learn the relationships between features and predefined 
categories. There have been lots of excellent algorithms proposed such as Naïve 
Bayes [19], Bayes Networks [20], K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [21], Decision Trees 
[22], SVMs [23] and so forth. 

1) Naïve Bayes: A very cheap but very successful classifier which assumes that all 
of the attribute values are independent given the class label. 

2) Bayes Networks: This is a classifier which tries to improve the results of Naïve 
Bayes by relaxing the naïve Bayes independence assumption. 

3) KNN: It formalizes the intuition that class of the unseen example is likely to be 
same as to the one of the closest known instances. Degree of similarity is to be 
defined according to a suitable criterion. 

4) Decision Trees: The basic idea of decision tree is to classify texts through a 
decision tree. The most important advantage is their capability to break down a 
complex decision-making process into a collection of simpler decisions, thus 
providing a solution which is often easier to interpret. 

5) SVMs: A SVM is an algorithm which computes the linear separation surface 
with maximum margin for a given training set. Only a subset of the input vectors 
will influence the choice of the margin; such vectors are called support vectors. 
When a linear separation surface does not exist, for example in presence of noisy 
data, SVMs algorithms with a slack variable are appropriate. 

5   Experimental Study 

Our experimental data set contains 917 abstracts from 15 different categories. These 
abstracts come from conference papers in Databases field from ACM Digital 
Library1( ACMDL). To make this data set, we collected thousands of abstracts of 
conference papers from famous conferences of Databases in ACMDL, and then we 
label category for each abstract according to the name of session it belongs to, e.g. if  

                                                           
1  ACM Digital Library: http://portal.acm.org/ 
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Fig. 2. Category name and the number of abstracts in each category of experimental data set 

a paper belongs to a session named “Data Mining”, then the category of its abstract 
can be labeled as “Data Mining”. Since the limitation of our resources, although we 
find hundreds of different session names, most of them only contain no more than 10 
abstracts. Therefore, we only have chosen some popular categories, each of which 
contains no less than 30 abstracts. All categories and the number of abstracts in each 
category of the data set are given in Fig. 2. 

Firstly, we use an 3-gram word sequence extractor to extract all phrases no longer 
than 3 (including words), and only those word sequences which appear more than 3 
times in all texts are chosen as features in our BOP method. Secondly, we remove 
those less discriminative phrases from the bag with the consideration we described in 
section 4.2. In order to make a comparison between BOP and BOW, we also use the 
classical BOW method to deal with the data sets with nearly the same first step and 
third step (The second step of BOP is not necessary for BOW)  

In the third step, in order to choose a proper feature selection (FS) method for the 
phrases in the bag, we use some common FS methods including Information Gain 
(IG), Chi-Square (CHI), Gain Ratio respectively. After feature selection, we have to 
 

Table 2. Accuracy of Naive Bayes Classifier 

Feature Number 50 80 100 300 500 1000 

Information 
Gain 

BOP 0.6375 0.6308 0.6414 0.6282 0.5976 0.5631 
BOW 0.5878 0.5851 0.5918 0.5439 0.5173 0.4840 

Chi-Square 
BOP 0.6667 0.6467 0.6667 0.6693 0.6454 0.6069 

BOW 0.5904 0.6130 0.6157 0.5864 0.5439 0.5040 

Gain Ratio 
BOP 0.6247 0.6313 0.6260 0.6366 0.6340 0.5703 

BOW 0.5365 0.5551 0.5418 0.4861 0.4834 0.4436 
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Table 3. Accuracy of Bayes Networks Classifier 

Feature Number 50 80 100 300 500 1000 

Information 
Gain 

BOP 0.6866 0.6985 0.6972 0.6960 0.6960 0.6959 
BOW 0.5851 0.5851 0.5851 0.5851 0.5851 0.5851 

Chi-Square 
BOP 0.6906 0.6972 0.6972 0.6959 0.6959 0.6959 

BOW 0.5851 0.5851 0.5851 0.5851 0.5851 0.5851 

Gain Ratio 
BOP 0.6830 0.6910 0.6910 0.6910 0.6910 0.6910 

BOW 0.5538 0.5790 0.5790 0.5790 0.5790 0.5790 

Table 4. Accuracy of K Nearest Neighbors Classifier 

Feature Number 50 80 100 300 500 1000 

Information 
Gain 

BOP 0.5046 0.4993 0.5046 0.4050 0.3293 0.2059 
BOW 0.4295 0.4335 0.4069 0.2939 0.2606 0.1676 

Chi-Square 
BOP 0.5857 0.5697 0.5339 0.4940 0.4117 0.2869 

BOW 0.4934 0.4601 0.4495 0.3404 0.3032 0.1941 

Gain Ratio 
BOP 0.5212 0.5358 0.5371 0.5027 0.4907 0.3912 

BOW 0.5086 0.4688 0.4462 0.3732 0.3559 0.3187 

Table 5. Accuracy of Decision Trees Classifier 

Feature Number 50 80 100 300 500 1000 

Information 
Gain 

BOP 0.2311 0.2311 0.2311 0.2311 0.2310 0.2310 
BOW 0.2181 0.2181 0.2181 0.2181 0.2181 0.2181 

Chi-Square 
BOP 0.2311 0.2311 0.2311 0.2311 0.2311 0.2311 

BOW 0.2181 0.2181 0.2181 0.2181 0.2181 0.2181 

Gain Ratio 
BOP 0.2308 0.2307 0.2307 0.2307 0.2307 0.2308 

BOW 0.2178 0.2179 0.2178 0.2178 0.2178 0.2178 

Table 6. Accuracy of SVM Classifier 

Feature Number 50 80 100 300 500 1000 

Information 
Gain 

BOP 0.5843 0.6096 0.6162 0.6082 0.5830 0.5206 
BOW 0. 5559 0.5731 0.5745 0.5585 0.4854 0.3670 

Chi-Square 
BOP 0.6096 0.6282 0.6162 0.6003 0.5790 0.5139 

BOW 0.5559 0.5665 0.5625 0.5625 0.4907 0.3710 

Gain Ratio 
BOP 0.5889 0.6167 0.6141 0.5424 0.5133 0.3966 

BOW 0.5193 0.5113 0.5060 0.4117 0.3373 0.2364 
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Fig. 3. The accuracy of the BOP + Bayes Networks classifier 

choose a proper classifier from the following algorithms: Naïve Bayes, Bayes 
Networks, K Nearest Neighbors, Decision Trees, SVMs and so forth. The results with 
ten-fold cross-validation on the data set are given in the Table 2 to Table 6 and Fig. 3. 

As we can see from Table 2 to Table 6, BOP performs better than BOW in most 
situations here, which proves that BOP is more effective for our data set. What’s 
more, Bayes Networks performs much better than the other classifiers on our data set. 
it performs the best when there are only 80-100 words and phrases chosen in the BOP 
by using Information Gain feture selection method. 

6   Introduction to AutoPCS 

According to the experimental study in the last section, we decide to use BOP + 
Information Gain + Bayes Networks to do text classification for AutoPCS. Different 
from classifying unseen text into one of the predefined category, AutoPCS tries to 
find out three most relevant topics for each text. Therefore, we have to make a small 
adjustment to the classifier. We still use the BOP representation combining 
Information Gain feature selection method to get about 500 high-discriminative 
phrases and words in the bag. However, for an unseen text, the modified Bayes 
Networks classifier does not categorize it with only one category, but top three 
categories which ranked according to their relevant values. 

AutoPCS is a domain-irrelevant tool. To have AutoPCS categorize new papers into 
three relevant topics according to its abstract effectively, it should be given a 
predefined list of topics in a certain domain, as well as a plenty of former accepted 
papers which have been categorized with their most relevant topics (only the most 
relevant one topic for each paper is enough) as training input. Since the topics of a 
certain domain are changing every year, the AutoPCS can be updated if only we add 
the newly accepted papers with their categorizations as additional input. A snapshot 
of AutoPCS is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. A snapshot of AutoPCS 

7   Conclusion 

In this paper, we try to develop a tool named AutoPCS which can be used to help 
experts in choosing relevant topics for newly coming papers from a predefined topic 
list only by their abstracts. This topic selection process can be regarded as a text 
classification problem. Therefore, we tried to use classical BOW based text 
categorization method to help us but failed. The reason we concluded is that papers 
submitted to the same conference are all about a certain domain. Although concerning 
about different topics, they still share lots of common words. But different topics have 
their respective terms which are usually phrases, so a phrase-based representation 
(BOP) is expected to be more effective. In fact, a sufficient effort has been taken on 
attempting to use phrases or n-grams to represent a document which is richer than 
BOW. However, they are unsuccessful in improving the text categorization results on 
some famous data sets. 

After an overview to related works in history, we design our own way to extract phrases 
from texts; through experimental study we find out proper feature selection method and 
classifier for our case. Finally, we decide to use BOP + Information Gain + Bayes 
Networks to do text classification for AutoPCS. Since AutoPCS has to label each new paper 
with three most relevant topics, we also have to make some adjustment to the output of our 
classifier. We believe that AutoPCS can be a good helper for conference organizations. 
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Abstract. Incremental approaches learn drifting user interests mainly
from user feedbacks. Most of those existing approaches assume that data
instances in user feedbacks are binary labeled. This paper presents a
novel probabilistic approach that learns drifting user interests from nu-
merically labeled feedbacks instead of binary labeled ones. The approach
models user interests as a set of probabilistic concepts, considers numeri-
cal instance labels as probabilities that the user likes those instances, and
uses feedbacks to update user interest models incrementally based on an
exponential, recency-weighted average algorithm. Experimental results
on different learning tasks show that the approach outperforms existing
approaches in numerically labeled feedback environment.

Keywords: Incremental Learning, Concept Drift, Interest Model.

1 Introduction

Mining user interests is one of the essential processing phases of Web-based
systems providing personalized services. It has become urgent for those systems
of being able to track the users’ interest as it changes over time [1]. Incremental
approaches derived from concept drift learning area have been investigated to
learn drifting user interests by many researchers. Those approaches use user
feedbacks as labeled training data to track changes of user interests and to
update user interest models incrementally.

In applications of personalized services, feedback values (i.e. data labels) rep-
resenting degrees of user interest or user rankings may exist as continuous num-
bers (e.g. NewsDude [2]). The so-called numerically labeled feedbacks actually
contain information more accurate than the binary labeled ones (i.e. labeled as
Positive or Negative). However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the ex-
isting incremental approaches for concept/interest drift learning (Rocchio [3],
MTDR [4], FLORA [5], etc.) take numerically labeled feedbacks into considera-
tion, which results in no improvements in those approaches’ performance when
learning from numerically labeled feedbacks than from binary labeled ones.

Contributions: this paper presents PALDI, a novel Probabilistic Approach
for Learning Drifting Interest from numerically labeled user feedbacks. The ap-
proach outperforms other existing incremental approaches when the feedback

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 381–391, 2009.
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values are in numerical forms and shows higher adaptability benefiting from
being less influenced by system parameter selection.

2 Modeling User Interest

PALDI models user’s interest as a set of interest concepts. An interest concept
is a probabilistic concept [6]. Let X be a subset of the personalized content
instances, an interest concept can be expressed as a real-valued function c :
X → [0, 1]. For any instance x ∈ X , c(x) is interpreted as the probability that x
is a positive example of interest concept c. Set X is called the instance domain
of interest concept c. An interest concept is an abstraction to the features of a
number of personalized content instances. The closer c(x) is to 1, the more similar
x is to the abstract feature of c. Thus an interest concept can be considered as a
category that involves a set of instances in probability, while an instance belongs
to one or more interest concepts in probability.

Given an instance x′ and an interest concept c : X → [0, 1], we say x′ is
positive to c if x′ ∈ X .

Let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} be the set of interest concepts describing a certain
user’s interest and Xi be the instance domain of ci in C, let XC =

⋃
i Xi denote

the union of Xi. Given x ∈ Xc, let px = {ci|x ∈ Xi, ci ∈ C} denote the set of
all the interest concepts in C whose instance domain contains x. Thus the user’s
interest to a certain personalized content instance can be expressed as condi-
tional probability Prpx(I|x) where I denotes random event ”being interested”.
According to the law of total probability, we have:

Pr
px

(I|x) =
∑

ci∈px

Pr(I|x, ci) × Pr(ci|x) (1)

Since x ∈ Xi is true for any ci ∈ px, so we have Pr(I|x, ci) = Pr(I|ci). Thus
Eq. 1 can be written as:

Pr
px

(I|x) =
∑

ci∈px

Pr(I|ci) × Pr(ci|x) (2)

It can be seen from Eq.2 that the probability the user likes instance x depends
on the probability the user likes interest concept ci (i.e. Pr(I|ci)) and the prob-
ability instance x is positive to ci (i.e. Pr(ci|x) or ci(x)). Obviously, conditional
probability Pr(ci|x) can be expressed as the feature similarity between ci and x.
Thus a user’s interests can be modeled by maintaining the feature and interest
probability of each interest concept. Consequently, we have the following defini-
tion: a user interest model, UP = {< D1, w1 >, < D2, w2 >, . . . , < Dn, wn >}
is a set of interest concepts where each interest concept ci is a two-tuple con-
sisting of a computable feature Di and an interest weight wi representing the
probability that the user likes ci.

According to the above definition of user interest model, the incremental
learning of drifting user interest thereby refers to the incrementally updat-
ing process upon the interest weight wi and interest concept feature Di (i
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= 1, 2, . . . , n) of interest concepts in model UP using user feedbacks. A user
feedback UF =< x, d > is a two-tuple consisting of instance x and its feedback
value (i.e. data label) d representing the probability that the user likes x. Thus
the incremental learning process can be expressed as wnew

i = δ(wold
i ,UF)

and Dnew
i = φ(Dold

i ,UF) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), where function δ and function φ refers
to the expressions for calculating wi and Di respectively.

Given user interest model UP, according to Eq.2, the predicted user’s
interest to a new personalized content instance x′′ can be given by:

Pr(I|x′′) =
∑

ci∈px′′
Pr(I|ci) × Pr(ci|x′′)

=
∑

i∈[1,n]

wi × Sim(Di, x
′′) (3)

where Sim(Di, x
′′) refers to the feature similarity between x′′ and interest

concept ci.
In this paper, text-based representations are used as the computable descrip-

tion to the features of personalized content instances and interest concepts in
consideration of the ubiquity of text information among different types of per-
sonalized contents (e.g. news [2], Web pages [7], TV programs [8], movies [9],
etc.). Specifically, we use TF-IDF weighted term vectors to describe features of
instances and interest concepts, and cosine similarity measure to calculate the
feature similarity between instances and interest concepts [4].

3 ERWA-Based Learning Algorithm

Table 1 describes the general learning algorithm of PALDI. For each user feed-
back < xj , dj > obtained by the system, the maximum similarity between in-
stance xj and each interest concept is first calculated. If the maximum similarity
is less than the threshold θ, meaning that xj is dissimilar to all of existing inter-
est concepts, a new concept is created to describe the feature of xj .The feature
and interest weight of each interest concept in the user interest model are then
updated using the above feedback. A threshold M is applied to limit the num-
ber of interest concepts in a single interest model to avoid the infinite increase
of interest concepts when the variation in instances’ features is very broad [4].
When the limit has been reached, no new concept will be created and existing
concepts will be updated to describe the lately learned instance instead.

The incremental learning algorithm for updating interest weight wi and con-
cept feature Di (i.e. Step 5 and 6 in Table 1) will be detailed in the rest of this
section.

3.1 Learning of Interest Weights

According to the theorem of probability, the relation between the probability
and the frequency of a random event e can be given by:

Pr(e) = lim
n→∞

ne

nt
(4)
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Table 1. Learning algorithm of PALDI

Input: model: target interest model
ci: the th interest concept in model,
Di: feature descriptor of ci,
{< x1, d1 >, < x2, d2 >, . . . , < xm, dm >}: sequence of feedbacks,
θ: decision threshold constant (0,1),
M : threshold number of interest concepts in model.

Output: modified model.
Function: Size(model) returns number of interest concepts in model.

Steps:
1. For each xj in {< x1, d1 >, < x2, d2 >, . . . , < xm, dm >} do
2. let s = Sim(Di, xj) such that Sim(Di, xj) = maxk{Sim(Dk, xj)}
3. if s < θ and Size(model) < M then
4. create new concept c′ =< D′, w′ > with D′ = xj , w′ = dj

5. For each ci in model do

6. wnew
i = δ(wold

i , < xj , dj >)
7. Dnew

i = φ(Dold
i , < xj , dj >)

8. End for
9. End for

Meaning that probability can be approximated by frequency when n is suffi-
ciently large. Accordingly, the probability the user likes a certain interest con-
cept can be approximated by the weighted average wi of the probabilities the
user likes the instances that are positive to the concept, in the sense that a in-
terest concept involves a number of instances in probability. Besides, the impact
of previously learned instances should be gradually weakened as user’s interest
changes over time [1]. Consequently, an exponential, recency-weighted average
algorithm is introduced into PALDI to update wi incrementally.

Exponential, recency-weighted average (ERWA) [10] is an iterative method
for calculating weighted average. It adds the contribution of component r into
the current average value Qold to form the new average value Qnew with an
expression like Qnew = Qold + α(r − Qold). The method assures that the most
recently added component holds the largest contribution to the overall average
value (when updating rate α remains constant), which conforms to the goal of
interest drift learning, i.e. reflecting the most recent changes of drifting user
interests.

The selection of learning rate or updating rate (i.e. α in the above expression)
is a key issue that impacts the performance of incremental learning approaches
using ERWA. In literature [11], uniform updating rate was used for all feedbacks
and the updating using a certain feedback UF =< x, d > was only performed
upon the very interest concept category most similar to x. The approach above
resulted in a low computational complexity, but a limited flexibility as well. The
updating based on the above approach is incomplete in condition that a certain
instance may be positive to more than one interest concepts. In literature [4],
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a certain feedback was used to update multiple short term interest descriptors,
which improved the completeness. Yet, uniform updating rate was used ignoring
the various similarities between certain instance and different interest concepts.

Based on ERWA method, we calculate interest weight wi as:

wnew
i = δ(wold

i , < xj , dj >) = wold
i + βj

i (dj − wold
i ) (5)

where wold
i and wnew

i are the value of wi before/after the updating respectively,
dj refers to the feedback value of the jth feedback in feedback sequence, and
βj

i ∈ [0, 1] represents the updating rate for wi corresponding to the jth feedback.
We believed that the contribution of a certain instance’s feedback value to

the interest weight wi should depend on the similarity between the instance and
the interest concept as well as depend on the order of instances in the feedback
sequence. Besides, the updating extent of interest model in a single learning
cycle should differ among different users in consideration of the various changing
speeds and ranges of users’ interests. Consequently, the updating rate of PALDI
for learning of wi is determined by both the instance similarity factor rx

i and
the updating extent preference factor q (i.e. βj

i = qr
xj

i ). The instance similarity
factor rx

i (i.e. conditional probability Pr(ci|x) in Eq. 2) refers to the feature
similarity between instance x and interest concept ci, whereas the updating
extent preference factor q ∈ [0, 1] maintains the user preference of updating
extent in a single learning cycle. The closer q is to 1, the faster the interest
model is adapted to tracking interest drifts. By incorporating the above two
factors, Eq.5 can be written as:

wnew
i = wold

i + qr
xj

i (dj − wold
i ) (6)

where xj is the instance corresponding to the jth feedback.
In the actual learning situation, the updating extent preference factor q is to

be set directly by the user, whereas the instance similarity factor rx
i is calculated

as follows: for each feedback UFj =< xj , dj >, feature similarity between in-
stance xj and each interest concept in current user’s interest model, Sim(Di, xj) is
measured successively. Then r

xj

i can be obtained by normalizing Sim(Di, xj) as:

r
xj

i =
Sim(Di, xj)∑

k

Sim(Dk, xj)
(7)

As the similarity variety between a certain instance and different interest con-
cepts has been considered during the incremental learning of each single in-
terest weight, Eq.6 can be then applied uniformly to every interest concept in
the interest model without thresholding the update scope of interest concepts,
which reduces the number of system parameters and subsequently boosts the
adaptability of the approach.

3.2 Learning of Concept Features

Corresponding to the uniform expression for learning the interest weights of
interest concepts, a uniform algorithm for learning concept features should be
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designed and applied to all the interest concepts within a single model. In the
sense that a interest concept could be expressed as a fuzzy set [12], the method
for calculating category features of fuzzy sets may be adapted to the learning of
interest concept features.

For a certain interest concept ci : Xi → [0, 1], its feature Di can be accordingly
calculated as [12]:

Di =

∑

xj∈Xi

[ci(xj)]γxj

∑

xj∈Xi

[ci(xj)]γ
(8)

where exponent γ chosen from (1,∞) in advance determines the degree of fuzzi-
ness of the fuzzy set. It can be concluded from Eq.8 that interest concept feature
Di may also be calculated in the form of weighted average, of which the com-
ponents are instance features and the weights are powers of instance-concept
similarities. On the purpose of emphasizing the contribution of most recently
learned instances, Eq.8 is transformed into an ERWA form as:

Dnew
i = φ(Dold

i , < xj , dj >)
= Dold

i + q(rxj

i )γ(xj − Dold
i ) (9)

where the meaning of parameter q and r
xj

i remains the same as Eq.6.

4 Experimental Evaluation

The main objective of our experiments is to evaluate the prediction accuracy
and recovery speed of PALDI in condition of drifting user interests. The perfor-
mance of PALDI was compared with MTDR [4] in our experiment. The latter
is an interest drift learning approach designed to track multiple target concepts.
The MTDR learning approach uses Rocchio algorithm to update its long term
interest descriptors, while the short term interest descriptors are updated using
ERWA based algorithm with a uniform learning rate. According to the exper-
imental results presented in literature [13], MTDR outperforms other existing
interest drift learning approaches including Rocchio, FLORA, etc. The system
parameters of MTDR were set to the same value as literature [4] in our experi-
ment. The parameters of PALDI were set as follows: we set q = 1 to adapt the
interest model as fast as possible and set γ = 1.1 to keep the updating rate of
concept feature close to the rate of interest weight. Parameter θ and M was set
to the same value as the corresponding parameter of MTDR due to the similar
effect of the corresponding parameters between the two approaches.

In order to make MTDR approach able to learn user interest from numerically
labeled feedbacks, each data label Lj in user feedbacks was first binarized to form
a binary label Bj before being learned by the approach:

Bj =
{

Positive, Lj ≥ 0.5
Negative, Lj < 0.5 (10)
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4.1 Dataset

We derived our datasets from a subset of the Reuters-21578 data collection
named ModApte split. The subset contains 9603 documents for the training set
and 3299 documents for the test set. Each document in the subset has been
assigned one or more topics. There are totally 1661 documents in the subset
being assigned multiple topics, which conforms to our assumption that a single
instance may be positive to multiple concepts. Documents were selected to form
our set of personalized content instances from the topics used in the experi-
ment of literature [4] (i.e. Trade, Coffee, Crude, Sugar and Acq). 100 documents
(80 for training and 20 for test) that formed a tight cluster were selected from
each of the five topics. These documents were pre-processed by removing stop
words, stemming the remaining words, identifying bigrams and extracting them
as individual terms, and counting term frequencies as other information retrieval
processes did.

On the purpose of evaluating the proposed approach in the environment of
numerically labeled feedbacks, data labels of the instances were generated ac-
cording to the following method:

The user interests towards the content instances of a certain topic are assumed
to be normally distributed [14]. The data labels of the instances of topic T are
generated according to the distribution of N(0.9, 0.0036) if T is assumed to be
liked by the user; correspondingly, if T is assumed to be disliked, the labels are
generated according to the distribution of N(0.1, 0.0036). All the data labels are
limited in the range of [0,1].

4.2 Learning Tasks

The effectiveness of PALDI to learn the evolution of user interests was measured
by observing the performance of the approach on three learning tasks with dif-
ferent levels of difficulty. A learning task is a scenario that describes a user’s
interests that change over time. The scenario consists of a sequence of learning
phases, each of which represents a stable period of the user’s changing interests.
A target topic group indicating the user’s interests was assigned to each learning
phase. Instance labels for both training data and test data were generated using
the aforementioned method before each learning phase started. Each learning
phase was divided into 10 evaluation cycles. Each evaluation cycle simulated an
iteration of user’s feedback, and consisted of (a) incrementally learning 10 doc-
uments (2 documents of each topic) selected randomly from training data, and
(b) measuring the prediction accuracy of the interest model using the entire test
dataset (100 documents). The final results of each learning task were averaged
over 10 runs. The number of training documents in each evaluation cycle (i.e. 10)
was determined by referring to the actual number of feedbacks that the system
obtains in one user session of typical personalized services, so as to make the
learning tasks close to realistic applications.

As the learning approaches were evaluated in the environment of numerical
data labels, we used normalized mean absolute error (NMAE) to measure the
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Fig. 1. The performance of PALDI and MTDR

prediction accuracy by comparing predicted probability of user interest, Pr(I|xj)
with the actual generated feedback value dj as:

NMAE =

m∑

j=1

|Pr(I|xj) − dj |

m
(11)
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Table 2. Learning tasks and evolution of target concepts over evaluation cycles

Learning phase (Evaluation cycles)
1 (1-10) 2 (11-20) 3 (21-30) 4 (31-40) 5 (41-50)

Learning task 1 Trade Coffee Crude Sugar Acq
Learning task 2 Trade,

Coffee
Coffee,
Crude

Crude,
Sugar

Sugar,
Acq

-

Learning task 3 Trade,
Coffee,
Crude

Coffee,
Crude,
Sugar

Crude,
Sugar,
Acq

- -

The learning tasks of the experiment and target topics of each learning phase of
the tasks are summarized in Table 2.

4.3 Results

Figure 1 presents the experimental results, where part a, b, c are the result
on learning task 1, 2, 3 respectively. The ordinate scale of the three figures is
the prediction accuracy (1-NMAE). PALDI outperformed MTDR on all three
learning tasks in both the recovery speed and the prediction accuracy within sta-
ble periods, which confirmed the design of PALDI. In comparison of the three
figures, the prediction accuracy of PALDI within stable periods declined succes-
sively in learning task 1, 2, and 3 in response to the increasing learning difficulty
of the tasks. Yet there are no obvious declines of its prediction accuracy in a
single learning task as the times of interest drift accumulates. Thus it can be
concluded that, by applying PALDI, relatively stable prediction accuracy can be
obtained in the situation of drifting user interests.

Figure 2 shows the average prediction accuracy of the two approaches on
different learning tasks. In all the three learning tasks, the average performance
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Fig. 2. Average performance of PALDI and MTDR
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of PALDI is noticeably higher than MTDR, which further confirms that PALDI
is more suitable for learning user interests from numerically labeled data.

5 Conclusions

This paper presented PALDI, a novel Probabilistic Approach for Learning Drift-
ing Interest from numerically labeled user feedbacks. PALDI is superior to other
existing incremental approaches for interest drift learning in the following aspects:

Processing of Feedbacks: By learning feedbacks as probabilities instead of
as discretized labels, PALDI avoids the loss of information during discretization
and thus improves the learning accuracy.

Presentation of Interest Models: PALDI models user interests as a set of
probabilistic concepts and incorporates the impact of instance-concept similarity
in learning and predicting users’ interests, which improves the completeness of
interest learning.

Learning Algorithm: PALDI incorporates ERWA-based algorithm to update
the interest weights and concept features of interest concepts so as to empha-
size the contributions of the most recently learned instances. Recovery speed of
interest models is thus increased.

System Parameters: PALDI updates every interest concepts in user interest
model with a uniform expression. By eliminating the threshold parameters for
limiting the updating scope of concepts, the number of system parameters is
reduced, and adaptability of the approach is thereby boosted.

Experimental results on different learning tasks show that the approach out-
performs existing approaches in numerically labeled feedback environment.

In the future, we plan to experimentally evaluate the learning performance of
PALDI with different parameter settings in detail and to quantify the impact of
parameter settings to the performance.
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Abstract. Relationships between companies and business events of company 
relation changing can act as the most important factors to conduct market 
analysis and business management. However, it is very difficult to track com-
pany relations and to detect the related events, because the relations change  
rapidly and continuously. Existing technologies are limited to analysis of non-
temporal relations or temporal tracking web data in a single feature. Our work 
targets temporal and multiple-type relation mining. The proposed method 
automates relation instance extraction from the Web, temporal relation graph 
creation, and business event detection based on the created temporal graph. In 
the experiment, more than 70 thousand relation instances were extracted from 
1.7 million English news articles, and a temporal relation graph of 255 compa-
nies from 1995 to 2007 was generated, and acquisition events and cases of 
competition relation evolution were detected. These results show our method is 
effective. 

Keywords: Business Activity Analysis, Knowledge Acquisition, Graph Theory. 

1   Introduction 

Lots of business activity analysis applications have been developed until now. Some 
of them analyze only structured data of business activities within a company to find 
problems and to make decision in the company. Other applications analyze un-
structured data as well within companies or from the Web to discover relations among 
companies, but those relation types are limited to single or a few. Therefore, the exist-
ing application can’t give an overall view on business activities of a given company 
or multiple companies.  

Our research aims to mine temporal company relations from the Web. It can guar-
antee the recall of relation discovery by collecting huge amount of data on the Web. 
Also it can create a global view of the business relation by tracking multiple kinds of 
relations (i.e., competition, cooperation, acquisition, incorporation, supply chain and 
stock share) between companies. After extracting temporal and multiple type relation 
instances to construct temporal relation graphs, trends of companies (even an indus-
try) or useful and interesting business events can be detected as well. This is a new 
challenge in web information extraction. 

The novel features of our approach are: 1) we deal with temporal relations among 
companies, which best reflect the trend of business, using data from the Web; 2) we 
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deal with multiple types of relations among companies, which give an overall view of 
business. 

We give an introduction of related work in section 2. Our method is proposed in 
section 3. In section 4, the implementation and results are presented. Finally we  
conclude it in section 5. 

2   Related Work 

In this section, we discuss the related work from two perspectives: applications and 
algorithms. 

2.1   Business Activity Analysis Application 

In terms of the data source, we could classify business activity analysis applications 
into three types. 

The first type uses the structured data within a company, but does not deal with re-
lations between companies. For instance, Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) is 
software that aids in monitoring business activities [14]. Customer Relationship Man-
agement (CRM) collects customer information within a company and does data min-
ing on this data to set up a market orientation production and management system 
[17]. Customer relation data is easier to get than company relation information, and 
structured data is simple to process.  

The second type analyzes company relations based on the collected structured or 
semi-structured data of companies’ activities. Hou et al. presented a company rela-
tionship analysis technology [7]. Grey et al. presented a supply-chain analysis method 
[6] which can be used in B2B marketplace. In an enlarged scale of industry which 
includes thousands of small companies, it becomes difficult to collect enough volume 
of detailed activity data.  

The last type collects data from the Web. A typical application is user’s opinion 
extraction system. This kind of system collects user’s opinions from the Web and 
analyzes them [11][19]. Morinaga et al. proposed a temporal users’ opinions analysis 
system, which only deals with a single simple relation between companies and prod-
ucts [15]. Liu et al. proposed a novel system for using the Web to discover compara-
ble cases [13]. Liu et al. presented a web site comparison system [12]. These systems 
don’t track and analyze temporal relationships or they only track a simple type of 
relation. 

Our work belongs to the last type, a web data mining application. In the real world, 
multiple types of relations do exist at the same time [3], and they always have impact 
to each other. Besides, they always change rapidly with time. Therefore, temporal 
comprehensive mining of multiple types of company relation mining is required.  

2.2   Information Analysis and Graph-Based Analysis 

In company relation mining, a company’s relations can be modeled as a graph. How 
to create a graph according to data sources and how to do analysis on this graph are 
two main topics for this kind of algorithm. 
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How to create a graph depends on what kind of data this system is using. Some al-
gorithms extract relations from un-structured data like text and HTML pages. This is 
a traditional information extraction problem. The problem definition and a basic  
survey were given in [5][2]. According to the survey, relation extraction is still a 
challenging problem in terms of the accuracy. Some other algorithms mine useful 
information from the structured data such as event log, transaction data, etc. 
[1][8][10]. These approaches don’t deal with the temporal graph.  

How to do company relation analysis is a conventional graph analysis problem. 
Social network analysis is a typical method. It includes a set of techniques for identi-
fying and representing patterns of interaction among social entities. It can be applied 
in a variety of applications [20][18] which have a sociometric characteristics. This 
kind of conventional social network analysis technology tends to compute the central-
ity, density, and distance of the nodes in a graph [4]. But it lacks the advanced  
analytic feature of temporal event detection.  

In terms of how to create a graph, we developed not only technologies to extract 
relation instances but also new technologies to create temporal relation graphs from 
the relation instances with filtering and interpolation. In terms of how to analyze the 
graph, we developed new technologies to detect important events on the temporal 
graph, while the existing technologies mainly handle a non-temporal graph. 

3   Proposed Method 

3.1   Overview 

We realize the multiple-type relation extraction and the temporal relation analysis in 
the following steps. (1) The first step is to extract temporal relation instances from the 
Web. Here multiple types of relation are handled. (2) Then the temporal graphs are 
created based on these relation instances. (3) And the significance of each company at 
a specific time is calculated based on its temporal graph, and comprehensive relations 
are constructed. Now, each graph consists of weighted links corresponding to com-
pany relationships, and weighted nodes corresponding to companies. (4) Business 
events are detected by applying a rule-based method to the temporal graphs. The 
architecture of our method is shown in Figure 1. 

3.2   Relation Instance Extraction 

In general, a news article contains three sections: title, content and publishing time, 
Figure 2 shows an example.  

The part of content displayed with red color font contains the information of com-
petition relations between companies. This part means that “Oracle” has “competi-
tion” relation with “Red Hat”, “Novell” and “Microsoft” on “2007-01-24”. We call 
them three relation instances. Each relation instance has the following parts: Com-
pany A, Company B, Relation Type X, and Date t. We use RI(A, B, X, t) to denote it. 
The date is very important. It is the key point to do temporal analysis. We define a 
template for HTML page to extract such information.  
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Fig. 1. Architecture of our method 

We set some candidates of relation types, and ask people to look in news corpus to 
see which type appears more frequently. Finally we decide six types of relation, com-
petition, cooperation, acquisition, incorporation, supply chain and stock share, are 
best ones. They represent an overall view on business. 

The technology we used to extract the relation instance is basically a NLP-rule-
based method. But a rule-based method has its disadvantages. It requires a lot of hu-
man labor to define the rules and cannot extract those instances which don’t match 
any pre-defined rules. To overcome it, we integrate a machine learning method into 
our system. Figure 3 shows our method to extract relation instance. At first, the input 
news sentence is segmented into words, and part of speech (POS) of the words is 
tagged. The SVM-based classifier called “SVM sifter” is designed to select the candi-
date sentences of relation description. All selected sentences are called “instance 
candidates”. 

Title:Oracle Beefs up Linux Support with management toolsTitle:Oracle Beefs up Linux Support with management tools

Publishing time: 2007-1-24

Content: … Oracle has unveiled its Management Pack……The 
move makes Oracle a bona fide rival to Red Hat, Novell and 
Microsoft, according to Al Gillen, an OS software analyst……  

 

Fig. 2. An example of news article 

The NLP-rule-based extractor (RE) performs syntactic analysis on the instance 
candidates and then uses pre-defined rules to match the text. In the very first step, 
input news sentence has already been segmented and tagged with POS. Here all 
words are first matched with a predefined keyword list. The keyword list includes 
company names, addresses, industry names and key verbs. All matched words  
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Fig. 3. Relation instance extraction 

or word combinations are tagged as entities. Then the labeled entities are matched 
with every rule. The instance candidates could be classified into three parts: The first 
part contains no subjects (company names) and matches none of the pre-define rules, 
and it is discarded directly. The second part matches one or more rules, and it is col-
lected as the accepted relation instance. The third part contains subjects but does not 
match any rule. They will be output to the next step. 

The SVM arbiter reads the third part of output of RE. And it determines whether 
the input sentence contains a relation instance. The conventional rule-based method 
gives high precision and low recall, while SVM arbiter amends recall in this case. 

3.3   Temporal Relation Graph Creation 

Before creating the temporal relation graph based on the extracted instances, un-
reliable instance should be filtered out. There are several reasons: Firstly, some rela-
tion instances are false due to the error in our extractor. Secondly, we use publishing 
time as the time of a relation instance, but sometimes this is not the actual relation 
occurring time. Finally, there are conflictions among relation instances.  

Multiple types of relation were considered in our work. And some type of relation 
has impact on others. So this feature can be used to filter out some un-reliable  
instances. This is an advantage of multiple type of relation. 

3.3.1   Relation Instance Filtering 
We use S(A, B, X, t) to denote the strength of the relation between company A and 
company B with relation type X at time t, and calculate it using the following formula: 

( ) ( ) ( )∑
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==
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i
iXBA ntstXBAS

1
,, ms,,,  (3.1) 

Where Ct is the number of relation instances on A, B, X within time t, ni is the ith rela-
tion instance, ms(ni) is the matching score of this relation instance in the news article.  
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There are two kinds of relation: 1) event-like relation, which can only occur once, 
and 2) continuous relation, which can last for a long time. Assuming X is event-like 
relation, if more than one relation instances are detected, e.g., both R(A, B, X, t1) and 
R(A, B, X, t2) (t1<t2) exist, we take the value S’

A,B,X(t) calculated using Formula 3.2 as 
the new relation strength of this kind of relation. 
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Next we solve the direction confliction for event-like relation. We select the relation 
direction with larger strength as the real relation direction and delete the other relation 
direction. 

Then we filter all relation, including both event-like relation and continuous rela-
tion, with a threshold. The relation strength which is smaller than a threshold is set to 
0. Here the thresholds for event-like relation and continuous relation are different.  

Finally we solve the confliction between special relation types. If an event-like re-
lation X1 and a continuous relation X2 can not occur at the same time t0, we compare 
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XBAXBA tsts , we filter out all relation X2 after 

time t0; otherwise we filter out relation X1. 

3.3.2   Temporal Relation Interpolation 
For the continuous relation, the relation always continues for a time period. But from 
the relation instances, we can only see some relation occur at some specific time but 
not occur at other time. The interpolation could be done to guarantee the continuous 
characteristic. If a relation doesn’t exist at a time tn, we will try to use the relation 
before tn, and the relation after tn, to do interpolation. A simple linear or exponential 
interpolation just works.  

Now we have each type of temporal relation. These temporal relations could be 
used to create temporal graphs. Each company corresponds to a node of a graph, and 
each relation corresponds to a link of a graph. And the weight of a link is equal to the 
strength of the related relation.  

3.3.3   Comprehensive Relation Calculation 
It is not a good way to display all the relations in a single graph because it will be 
very complex. We could build a comprehensive relation between all companies. The 
comprehensive relation between two companies shows how deeply they relate to each 
other in this community in the sense of business. We simply use weighted company 
relation strength of each relation type and sum them up. The weight for every type of 
relation could be calculated with the probability of each type of relation. And in case 
not enough data exists, an experience value could be used. Here only continuous  
relation types are calculated. 

3.4   Business Event Detection 

With temporal relation graph on each type of relation and temporal comprehensive 
relation graph, the trend in companies and industry are more likely to be discovered. 
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3.4.1   Company Significance Calculation 
In this paper, we define the significance of a company as the importance of a com-
pany to this business community. In a business relation network, a company has lar-
ger significance if it has more relations with other companies. We use the significance 
of a node in this graph to represent the significance of a company. 

We use PageRank [16] to compute the significance. Assuming the adjacent matrix 
of a graph is A, we can compute the largest eigenvector of matrix EA λ+  where E is 
the matrix consists of all ones. The ith element in the eigenvector represents the signifi-
cance of ith company. And we normalize it to let the biggest one always be equal to 1.  

The graph we used is the comprehensive relation graph. The significance changes 
over time, so we compute the significances of all companies at every time unit. Then 
all the significances of a company form a temporal significance chart.   

3.4.2   Rule-Based Business Event Detection 
Business events depend highly on the prior knowledge. Each domain has its own 
definition of event mining. We use a basic rule-based method to do event detection. 
Rules are compiled by people with prior business knowledge. The example rules are 
shown as follows: 

1) For Company A, if
( ) ( )

1

01

01 Th
tt
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−

, then A developed rapidly from t0 to t1 

2) For Company A, if
( ) ( )
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10 Th
tt
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−
−

, then A had a problem from t0 to t1. 

The simplest event is acquisition and merging event, which could be detected directly 
through analyzing the acquisition and incorporation relation strength. 

4   Implementation and Experiment 

4.1   System Implementation 

255 companies, which produce/sell computer and electronics products, were col-
lected. The aliases of each company were prepared manually. For instance, “3M”, 
“MMM” are aliases of 3M Corporation. By search engines, 1.8 million web pages, 
which were published from January 1st, 1995 to July 1st, 2007 and contain company 
names, were analyzed. More than 100 templates were defined to extract text of con-
tent, the title of every news article and the time stamp. And finally about 1.7 million 
of articles were successfully extracted.  

More than 4,000 sentences were tagged for training SVM sifter and SVM arbiter, 
and total 146 rules were created by human to build relation extraction module. Gate 
[9] was applied in rule based extraction, and SVM-Light as SVM training tool. Re-
garding its extraction accuracy, closed test was done on the tagged samples. And the 
overall accuracy for all kinds of relation is from 60% to 80%. Finally 4864, 40057, 
8069, 1952, 14108, 1764 instances for cooperation, competition, acquisition, incorpo-
ration, supply chain and stock share were detected respectively.  
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Month and year were used as time units to build the temporal graph. In order to aid 
visual comparison in the graph, relation strength was normalized from absolute value 
to a period of 0 to 1. 

4.2   Extraction and Mining Results 

4.2.1   Acquisition Event Detection Result 
We detected the following acquisition events in Table 1. Each row in Table 1 shows 
an acquisition event. The first company acquired the second company. 

Table 1. Acquisition event 

No. Company Company Time 

1 3Com USR 1997-02-17 

2 AMD ATI 2003-06-23 

3 EMC BMC 2002-05-21 

4 Corel  Borland 2002-2-8 

5 Cisco Linksys 2003-3-20 

6 EMC Dantz 2004-10-11 

7 EMC RSA 2005-10-6 

8 Seagate Maxtor 2004-7-26 

9 Veritas Seagate 1999-6-25 

10 Symantec Veritas 2002-1-30 

11 Toshiba Westinghouse 2001-2-5 

12 Lenovo IBM 2002-2-17 

13 LexMark IBM 1998-7-27 

14 Ricoh IBM 2002-2-6 

15 Corel Novell 1996-1-31 

16 Novell CNet 2000-1-25 

Only one error, Novell/CNet acquisition, is in this set. This is caused by the falsely 
extracted acquisition relation instance. 

There are two types of acquisition relationships. One is that one company acquires 
the other company entirely. The other is that one company acquires parts of the other 
company. We compare the significances of these two companies to tell the type.  

The significance of 3Com on Feb. 1997 is 0.1698. The significance of US Robotics 
on Feb. 1997 is 0.0003. From the significance chart of 3Com and US Robotics shown 
in Figure 4, we could easily know that 3Com acquired US Robotics entirely. The 
vertical blue line shown in Figure 4 indicates the acquisition date. All acquisition case 
1~11 in Table 1 follow this rule. 
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Fig. 4. Company significance comparison between 3Com and US Robotics 

In Figure 5, IBM always has much larger significance than Lenovo. After the ac-
quisition event date 2002-2-17, the significance of IBM did not decrease. So we can 
definitely say Lenovo acquired a department of IBM. From Figure 5, we also know 
that when Lenovo acquired IBM’s department in 2002, IBM kept its leader status in 
this industry but Lenovo spent years to fit in this overseas acquisition. All cases 
12~15 in Table 1 are this kind of acquisition relationship. 

4.2.2   Complicated Event Detection Example 
With all the data we get, more complex events could be detected. But prior knowl-
edge is required to obtain it. Here we give some as an example. 

We show a part of the competition relation graph in 1995, 1996 and 1997 respec-
tively in Figure 6~8. Each node in the figure represents a company, and each link 
corresponds to a competition relation between two companies. The number labeled on 
a link is the normalized competition relation strength. We select some companies 
from the total 255. In each graph, the nodes in the left frame don’t have any other 
links to other companies which do not appear in this graph. The companies shown in 
the right part of the figure are some kernel companies we selected from the total 
graph. They may have other links to other companies which do not appear in this 
graph. We could display the whole graph and detect the same event. But the graph is 
too large to be displayed in a page. So what we show here is the part of the graph. 

 

Fig. 5. Company significance comparison between Lenovo and IBM 
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Fig. 6. Part of the company competition graph in 1995 

The nodes in the left frame in Figure 6 form a relatively independent group. These 
companies are all Japanese companies. Here all news we collected is English news 
which mainly reports about company activities in countries where English is the native 
language, especially in the 1990’s. We could infer that in 1995 these Japanese compa-
nies don’t compete with companies in the western world. They tend to be a close 
group. In 1996, they remain as a group but some of them begin to compete with com-
panies in the western world. The precedents are Sony, Toshiba and NEC. In 1997, the 
original members are divided into two parts. The first one remained in this group. This 
group evolved into a group producing camera related products. Other Japanese compa-
nies escaped this small group successfully and became involved in the whole big 
community. But Panasonic is an exception. Though it belongs to the big community, it 
only has competition relation with the original group member.  

In this procedure, Sony, Toshiba are more open than other companies. This  
predicted their future development opportunity in some sense. 

 

Fig. 7. Part of the company competition graph in 1996 
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Fig. 8. Part of the company competition graph in 1997 

 

Fig. 9. Company significance comparison between Sony and Panasonic 

The significance comparison between Sony and Panasonic is shown in Figure 9. 
We could see that though their starting points are almost same in 1995 in the western 
world market, Sony developed much better than Panasonic subsequently in western 
world market, especially from 1995 to 1997. 

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we studied the problem of temporal company relation mining. Our work 
focuses on multiple types of relation and temporal relation analysis. Those are new features 
in this area. We proposed a new approach of creating temporal relation graphs from the 
Web. Based on the temporal graphs we created, we developed a new approach on business 
event mining. The experiments showed that this temporal relation mining approach can be 
applied on large amounts of data. The results showed some interesting cases.  

We started the work in temporal company relation mining area. It is worth to do 
more work on it. Here, we give some future directions.  

Our method is validated, and is effective in extracting useful information (i.e., 
company relations, business events) from news articles. But we believe it can be ap-
plied to other sources (i.e., BLOG data, reports, etc.). And it will result in higher  
information extraction accuracy by using multi-source information fusion. 

We plan to do automated industry and sub-industry clustering based on the relation 
graphs. Because of the data we collected, the companies are not easy to be clustered 
based on their industry. All companies are those who produce/sell electronics or  
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computer related product. They tend to form a tight community. Next we will work 
on more companies from diverse industries. 

The proposed method can be easily expanded to support multiple languages. Actu-
ally, it has been applied to several other languages (i.e., Chinese, Japanese) and gen-
erated similar result as English. With multi-lingual support, it enables to build a more 
global view on the business environment.  
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Abstract. StreetTiVo is a project that aims at bringing research results
into the living room; in particular, a mix of current results in the areas
of Peer-to-Peer XML Database Management System (P2P XDBMS),
advanced multimedia analysis techniques, and advanced information re-
trieval techniques. The project develops a plug-in application for the
so-called Home Theatre PCs, such as set-top boxes with MythTV or
Windows Media Center Edition installed, that can be considered as
programmable digital video recorders. StreetTiVo distributes compute-
intensive multimedia analysis tasks over multiple peers (i.e., StreetTiVo
users) that have recorded the same TV program, such that a user can
search in the content of a recorded TV program shortly after its broad-
casting; i.e., it enables near real-time availability of the meta-data (e.g.,
speech recognition) required for searching the recorded content. Street-
TiVo relies on our P2P XDBMS technology, which in turn is based on a
DHT overlay network, for distributed collaborator discovery, work coor-
dination and meta-data exchange in a volatile WAN environment. The
technologies of video analysis and information retrieval are seamlessly
integrated into the system as XQuery functions.

1 Introduction

Things are changing in the living room, under the TV set: TV is going digital
and consumer electronics gets networked. The so-called “set-top” boxes that are
needed for digital television have appeared in the houses of many; and, many of
these set-top boxes are rather powerful computers connected to the Internet, run-
ning Windows Media Center or its open-source MythTV equivalent. A related
trend is the increasing demand for multimedia information access. Presently,
“ordinary” people own hundreds of gigabytes of multimedia data, resulting from
their digital photo cameras, hard-disk video recorders, etc. However, search-
ing multimedia files is usually restricted to simple look up in the meta-data of
files, such as file names and (human-edited) descriptions. More advanced mul-
timedia retrieval requires highly compute-intensive pre-processing of the data

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 404–415, 2009.
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(e.g., speech recognition and image processing). As a rough estimation, it takes
a moderate computer more than one order of magnitude more time to derive the
auxiliary data that would enable better search facilities.

The idea of StreetTiVo is to unite the computing power of those Media Cen-
ter devices (peers) in the living rooms. By distributed and parallel execution of
compute-intensive multimedia analysis tasks on multiple peers, near real-time
indexing of the content can be provided using just the ordinary hardware avail-
able in the network. StreetTiVo divides the Media Center devices into groups
and assigns each group a short time slice of a recording (e.g., ten seconds), to run
multimedia analysis tools on those time slices only. Thus, the peers form virtual
digital streets and are virtual neighbours of each other. Note that StreetTiVo
uses the P2P concept in a strictly legal way, as it is not used to distribute the
video files themselves. Users can only watch the content that they have recorded
themselves. What is exchanged by StreetTiVo are only the results of multimedia
analysis of those videos, i.e., generated meta-data.

Summarizing, the goal of the StreetTiVo project is: unite Media Center de-
vices using P2P technologies to cooperatively run compute intensive multimedia
analysis applications just in everybody’s living room so that they could produce
results in near real-time.

Imagine for example, if only a tiny fraction of the millions of people record-
ing the Champions League soccer competition would participate in StreetTiVo!
Useful media analysis tools would include the transcription of the text spoken
by the presenters during the match, but also the cross-media analysis to recog-
nize goals and other exciting moments (e.g., from audio volume and/or camera
motion patterns). After each group of media centers has exchanged its partial
analysis results with the other groups (that recorded the same match), all Street-
TiVo participants obtain the complete set of automatically derived annotations,
so that meta-data could be used for direct entry to the most exciting moment(s)
of the game, or, the automatic generation of a summary including all highlights.

In this paper we describe the P2P data management approach of StreetTiVo
in Section 2. The current system architecture is presented in Section 3. We
briefly describe the three major components: XRPC, ASR and PF/Tijah. This
first version of StreetTiVo was chosen to be simple, so that we could quickly
demonstrate the cooperation between XRPC, ASR, PF/Tijah in a non-trivial
application setting. A distributed architecture is adopted, in which all StreetTiVo
users (i.e., clients) are managed by a central server. In Section 4, we explain the
envisioned P2P model and discuss the challenges on our way to make StreetTiVo
a truly P2P application. We conclude in Section 5.

2 P2P Data Management

From a network communication perspective, DHT-based overlays have gained
much popularity in both research projects and real-world P2P applica-
tions [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]. DHT networks have proven to be efficient and
scalable (guarantees O(logN) scalability) in volatile WAN environments [6,13].
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From a data management perspective, XML has become the de facto stan-
dard for data exchange over the Internet, and XQuery the W3C standard for
querying XML data. The infrastructure of StreetTiVo is therefore provided by
MonetDB/XQuery� [14], a P2P XML DBMS that supports distributed eval-
uation of XQuery[15] queries over DHT networks [1,3,4,6]. Each peer runs
an XDBMS, MonetDB/XQuery [16], to manage its local data. Communica-
tion among peers is done by remote execution of XQuery functions using
XRPC [17,18], a simple XQuery extension for Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)
that enables efficient distributed querying of heterogeneous XQuery data sources.

The current implementation of StreetTiVo as XQuery expressions applies a
Dutch automatic speech recognition system (ASR) [19] to the recorded pro-
grammes, and provides a full-text retrieval service of the ASR output by em-
ploying the MonetDB/XQuery extension PF/Tijah [20]. When a TV program
is broadcast, all participants (peers that are recording this TV program) jointly
extract the (Dutch) spoken text using the ASR component, and exchange local
partial ASR results with each other. ASR produces XML documents contain-
ing speech texts and some meta-data, for example, start/end timestamp of a
sentence in the video file. Each participant stores all resulting XML documents
of the recording in its local MonetDB/XQuery that can then be queried using
PF/Tijah. The meta-data of the retrieved sentences provide sufficient informa-
tion for the StreetTiVo GUI to display only the desired video fragment.

GUI

StreetTiVo

StreetTiVo

StreetTiVo

ASR

Multimedia feature

MonetDB/XQuery

extraction engineMonetDB/XQuery

Search

1. register−recording($channel, $startDT, $duration, $clntAddr): fragment
2. start−asr($progID, $fragID, $start, $end)

4. get−speech−text($progID, $fragIDs)

Coordinator

StreetTiVo Client

XRPC

3. add−finished−fragment($progID, $fragID, $text, $clntAddr): fragment

PF/Tijah
(IR engine)

XRPC

4

2

1 3

Fig. 1. StreetTiVo architecture: client-
server model

〈recording progID=“bbc1 20080425 200000”〉
〈participants〉
〈participant host=“x.example.org” /〉
〈participant host=“y.example.org” /〉

〈/participants〉
〈fragments〉
〈fragment fragID=“1” start=“0” end=“10”〉
〈owner host=“x.example.org” /〉〈/fragment〉

〈fragment fragID=“2” start=“10” end=“25”〉
〈assignee host=“y.example.org” /〉〈/fragment〉

〈fragment fragID=“3” start=“25” end=“30”〉
〈assignee host=“x.example.org” /〉〈/fragment〉

〈fragment fragID=“4” start=“30” end=“38”/〉
〈/fragments〉

〈/recording〉

Fig. 2. Information maintained for each
recording

3 StreetTiVo Architecture

The current version of StreetTiVo uses a simple client-server network model, as
shown in Figure 1. In this setup, we assume that the coordinator is a reliable
host, while the clients join and leave unpredictably (similar to the early work of
[21]). While our next step will be to replace this model with a more sophisticated
DHT-based P2P model, we first detail the current implementation.

Each peer runs a MonetDB/XQuery server and communicates with other
peers via XRPC, by sending SOAP XRPC request/response messages. The cen-
tral StreetTiVo coordinator is responsible for registration of recordings, and the
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generation and distribution of ASR tasks. For each recording, the coordinator
maintains a list of participating peers and a list of tasks (called fragments). A
recording is divided into short fragments (usually several seconds) to be analyzed
parallelly by the participants. For each fragment, the coordinator maintains if
it is being processed by a peer (i.e., it has an assignee), or if its speech text is
already available (i.e. it has an owner). All meta-data are in XML format and
stored in MonetDB/XQuery.

Example 1. The XML snippet in Figure 2 shows the recording element for the
TV program bbc1 20080425 200000. The progID is determined by channel, date
and start time. The TV program is recorded by two peers and is divided into
4 fragments. The attributes start and end of a fragment indicate the relative
start/end timestamps of the fragment in the video file. Fragments are assigned
to the participants in the order they register, so initially fragments 1 and 2
are assigned to the hosts x.example.org and y.example.org, respectively. So far,
x.example.org has finished analyse fragment 1 (indicated as the owner of the
fragment) and has been assigned a new job fragment 3. The host y.example.org
is still processing fragment 2. Since there are no more participants, fragment 4 is
waiting to be assigned.

All interfaces between coordinator, clients and the local ASR engine have been
defined as XQuery functions. A small Java program implements the XQuery
function (start-asr() in Figure 1) that triggers the ASR engine. The interaction
between one StreetTiVo client and the coordinator is shown in details. Collabo-
rative speech recognition works as follows.

Step ①. When a TV program is scheduled for recording, the StreetTiVo client
sends an XRPC request to the coordinator to execute the function register-
recording(). The coordinator responds with a fragment, which has not been pro-
cessed by any participants, and inserts the client as an assignee into the fragment
element. For reliability reason, each fragment is assigned to multiple clients.

If the request is the first registration for a TV program, the coordinator first
needs to generate ASR tasks. An easy way to do this is to divide the whole
recording into equal sized fragments. To get high quality ASR result, the ASR
segmenter should be used, which is able to filter out the audio that do not con-
tain speech and generates fragments accordingly (see Section 3.2). Information
provided by the ASR segmenter ensures that the ASR speech recognizer pro-
duces more accurate results. However, the better quality comes at a high cost of
speed, because the coordinator must record the TV program itself and run ASR
segmenter afterwards. So, there is a trade-off between speed and quality.

Step ②. Upon receipt of the response from the coordinator (in Step ①), the
StreetTiVo client starts its local ASR engine to analyze the fragment specified
in the response message, by calling the interface function start-asr().

Step ③. After the ASR engine has finished analyzing a fragment, the Street-
TiVo client reports this by calling add-finished-fragment() on the coordinator
and passing among others the retrieved text as parameter.
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Step ④. After having finished one task, the StreetTiVo client is expected to
request a new task (get-job()), until the coordinator responds with an empty
task, which might mean that there are sufficient number of assignees for each
fragment, or that the coordinator has received the ASR results of all fragments.

Step ⑤. If there are no new tasks, the StreetTiVo client waits for some predefined
time to give the other participants the opportunity to finish their ASR tasks,
and then attempts to retrieve the speech text of the missing fragments. The
StreetTiVo client can directly ask the coordinator for the missing fragments
(get-speech-text()), since all ASR results are also stored at the coordinator, but
the preferred procedure is to just call the coordinator’s get-fragments() function
(not shown) to find out what participant owns which ASR result, and retrieve
the fragments’ texts from those nodes.

Once the ASR results are locally available, StreetTiVo users can search for
video fragments by entering keywords in the GUI. The keywords are subsequently
translated into Tijah queries. PF/Tijah returns matching sentences ranked by
their estimated probability of relevance.Each sentence is tagged with its relative
start/end timestamps in the video file, this way, the desired video fragments can
be retrieved. In summary, StreetTiVo has three major components: XRPC takes
care of communication among peers, ASR provides video analysis functions, and
PF/Tijah enables retrieval of video fragments using keywords. In the remainder
of this section, we give a brief overview of these techniques.

3.1 XRPC: Distributed XQuery Processing

XQuery 1.0 [15] only provides a data shipping model for querying XML docu-
ments over the Internet. The built-in function fn:doc() fetches an XML document
from a remote peer to the local server, where it subsequently can be queried. The
recent W3C Candidate Recommendation XQuery Update Facility (XQUF) [22]
introduces a built-in function fn:put() for remote storage of XML documents,
which again implies data shipping. There have been various proposals to equip
XQuery with function shipping style distributed querying abilities [23,24,25]. On
the syntax level, we consider our XRPC proposal an incremental development of
these. XRPC adds RPC to XQuery in the most simple way: adding a destination
URI to the XQuery equivalent of a procedure call (i.e. function application).

Remote function applications in XRPC take the XQuery syntax: execute at

{Expr}{FunApp (ParamList)}, where Expr is an XQuery xs:string expression that
specifies the URI of the peer on which the function FunApp is to be executed.
As a running example, we assume a set of XQuery DBMS (peers) that each store
a movie database in an XML document filmDB.xml with contents similar to:

〈films〉
〈film〉〈name〉The Rock〈/name〉〈actor〉Sean Connery〈/actor〉〈/film〉
〈film〉〈name〉Green Card〈/name〉〈actor〉Gerard Depardieu〈/actor〉〈/film〉

〈/films〉

We assume an XQuery module film.xq stored at the host example.org that
defines a function filmsByActor():
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Fig. 3. Overview of the ASR decoding system

module namespace file=“films”;

declare function film:filmsByActor($actor as xs:string) as node()*
{ doc(“filmDB.xml”)//name[../actor=$actor] };

With XRPC, we can execute this function on a remote peer, e.g. x.example.org,
to get a sequence of films in which Sean Connery plays in the film database
stored on the remote peer.

import module namespace f=“films” at “http://example.org/film.xq”;

〈films〉 { execute at {“xrpc://x.example.org”} {f:filmsByActor(“Sean Connery”)} } 〈/films〉

which yields: 〈films〉〈name〉The Rock〈/name〉〈/films〉. We introduce here a new
xrpc:// network protocol, accepted in the destination URI of execute at, to indi-
cate a peer’s ability of handling XRPC queries. The generic form of such URIs
is xrpc://〈host〉[:port] [/[path]], where xrpc:// is the network protocol, 〈host〉[:port]

identifies the remote peer, and [/[path]] is an optional local path at the remote
peer.

The SOAP XRPC Protocol. The design goal of XRPC is to create a dis-
tributed XQuery mechanism with which different XQuery engines at different
sites can jointly execute queries. This implies that our proposal also encompasses
a network protocol, SOAP XRPC, which uses the Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) [26] (i.e. XML messages) over HTTP. XML is ideal for distributed envi-
ronments (think of character encoding hassles, byte ordering), XQuery engines
are perfectly equipped to process XML messages, and an XML-based message
protocol makes it trivial to support passing values of any type from the XQuery
Data Model [27]. The choice for SOAP brings as additional advantages seam-
less integration of XQuery data sources with web services and Service Oriented
Architectures (SOA) as well as AJAX-style GUIs. The complete specification of
the SOAP XRPC protocol can be found in [17]. Here we show, as an example,
the XRPC request message that should be generated for the query above:

〈?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?〉
〈env:Envelope xmlns:xrpc=”http://monetdb.cwi.nl/XQuery”

xmlns:env=”http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope”
xmlns:xs=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”
xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”
xsi:schemaLocation=”http://monetdb.cwi.nl/XQuery

http://monetdb.cwi.nl/XQuery/XRPC.xsd”〉
〈env:Body〉
〈xrpc:request xrpc:module=”films” xrpc:method=”filmsByActor” xrpc:arity=”1” xrpc:iter-count=”1”

xrpc:updCall=”no” xrpc:location=”http://x.example.org/film.xq”〉
〈xrpc:call〉
〈xrpc:sequence〉
〈xrpc:atomic-value xsi:type=”xs:string”〉Sean Connery〈/xrpc:atomic-value〉

〈/xrpc:sequence〉
〈/xrpc:call〉

〈/xrpc:request〉
〈/env:Body〉

〈/env:Envelope〉
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3.2 ASR: I Know What You Said

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) supports the conceptual querying of video
content and the synchronization to any kind of textual resource that is accessi-
ble, including other annotations for audiovisual material such as subtitles. The
potential of ASR-based indexing has been demonstrated most successfully in the
broadcast news domain. Typically large vocabulary speaker independent contin-
uous speech recognition (LVCSR) is deployed to this end.

The ASR system deployed in StreetTiVo was developed at the University
of Twente and is part of the open-source SHoUT speech recognition toolkit1.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the ASR decoding system. Each step provides the
input for the following step. The whole process can be roughly divided into two
stages. During the first stage, the Speech Activity Detection (SAD) is used to
filter out the audio parts that do not contain speech. This step is crucial for the
performance of the ASR system to avoid that it tries to recognize non-speech
audio that is typically found in recorded TV programs such as music, sound
effects or background noise with high volume (traffic, cheering audience, etc).
After SAD, the system tries to figure out ‘who spoke when’, a procedure that
is typically referred to as speaker diarization. In this step, the speech fragments
are split into segments that only contain speech from one single speaker. Each
segment is labelled with its corresponding speaker ID. Next, for each segment
the vocal tract length (VTLN) warping factor is determined for vocal tract
length normalisation. Variation of vocal tract length between speakers makes it
harder to train robust acoustic models. In the SHoUT system, normalisation of
the feature vectors is obtained by shifting the Mel-scale windows by a certain
warping factor during feature extraction for the first decoding step.

After having cleaned up the input sound and gained sufficient meta informa-
tion, speech recognition can be started in the second stage. Decoding is done
using the HMM-based Viterbi decoder. In the first decoding iteration, triphone
VTLN acoustic models and trigram language models are used. For each speaker,
a first best hypothesis aligned on a phone basis is created for unsupervised acous-
tic model adaptation. Optionally, for each file a topic specific language model
can be generated based on the input of first recognition pass. The second de-
coding iteration uses the speaker adapted acoustic models and the topic specific
language models to create the final first best hypothesis aligned on word basis.
Also, for each segment, a word lattices is created. A more detailed description
of each step can be found in [19].

3.3 PF/Tijah: XML Text Search

PF/Tijah [20] is another research project run by the University of Twente with
the goal to create a flexible environment for setting up search systems by inte-
grating MonetDB/XQuery that uses the Pathfinder compiler [28] with the Tijah

1 For information on the use of the SHoUT speech recognition toolkit see
http://wwwhome.cs.utwente.nl/~huijbreg/shout/index.html
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XML Information Retrieval (IR) system [29]. The main features supported by
PF/Tijah include the following:

• Retrieving arbitrary parts of textual data, unlike traditional IR systems for
which the notion of a document needs to be defined up front by the appli-
cation developers. For example, if the data consist of scientific journals one
can query for complete journals, journal issues, single articles, sections from
articles or paragraphs without adapting the index or any other part of the
system configuration;

• Complex scoring and ranking of the retrieved results by means of so-called
Narrowed Extended XPath (NEXI) [30] queries. NEXI is a query language
similar to XPath that only supports the descendant and the self axis step, but
that is extended with a special about() function that takes a sequence of nodes
and ranks those by their estimated probability of relevance to the query;

• PF/Tijah supports incremental indexing: when new ASR fragments are added
to the database, their text will be automatically indexed by PF/Tijah, without
the need to re-index the entire database from scratch;

• search combined with traditional database querying, including for instance
joins on values. As an example, one could search for programmes mentioning
“football” that are broadcast on the same channel as programmes mentioning
“crime”.

StreetTiVo inserts fragments containing the transcripts of ASR whenever they
are available. Therefore, they will not be nicely grouped per programme in the
database, nor will they be in chronological order. The combination XQuery and
NEXI text search enables StreetTiVo to search matching fragments, combine the
fragments with the same programme identifier, combine their scores (or take the
score of the best matching fragment), rerank programmes by the scores of their
fragments, and display the matching programmes along with their best matching
fragments: all of this is done in one query.

4 Next Steps

1. register−recording($channel, $startDT, $duration, $clntAddr)
2. start−asr($progID, $fragID, $start, $end)

5. get−speech−text($progID, $fragIDs)

3. report−finished−fragment($progID, $fragID, $clntAddr)
4. get−fragments($progID)

streettivo
P40 (keys [40,53])

streettivo
P54

Hash("bbc1_20080425_200000") => 42

streettivo
P73

streettivo
P65

streettivo
P82

streettivo
P8

streettivo
P23

1

4

1
3

4

1
3 4

5

5
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3

Fig. 4. StreetTiVo architecture: P2P model

Our next step in the develop-
ment of StreetTiVo is to re-
place the client-server model with
MonetDB/XQuery� [14], which
integrate the P2P data structure
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs)
into XQuery (see Figure 4). A
DHT [1,3,4,6] provides (i) robust
connectivity (i.e., it tries to pre-
vent network partitioning), (ii)
high data availability (i.e., prevent
data loss if a peer goes down by
automatic replication), and (iii) a
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scalable (key, value) storage mechanism with O(log(N)) cost complexity, where
N is the number of peers in the network. A number of P2P database prototypes
have already used DHTs [5,7,8,10,11].

In a StreetTiVo system using a DHT model, peers are managed by a DHT ring.
There is no single StreetTiVo coordinator. All peers are unreliable and each can
be both a coordinator and a client, thus, each peer must additionally support the
functions provided by the coordinator, as discussed in Section 3. The process to
collectively speech extraction using ASR is similar as in the client-server model,
except several small changes:

Example 2. Figure 4 shows an example scenario, in which three peers N65, N73
and N82 will record the TV program with progID=“bbc1 20080425 200000”.
All participants use the same hash function to calculate the hash of the progID,
which is 42 here. Since the peer P40 is responsible for keys [40, 53], it is chosen
as the coordinator for this TV program. The participating peers register the
recording at P40 (Step ①). Generating ASR tasks is still done by the (temporary)
coordinator, P40. When a peer finished an ASR task, it reports this at the
coordinator (Step ③), but without sending the extracted text. All participants
will repeat steps ④, ② and ③ to process more fragments, until there are no more
ASR tasks. Finally, the participants exchange the ASR results by first finding
the owner of each fragments from the coordinator (Step ⑤), and then retrieving
the missing ASR results from each other (Step ⑤).

Note that, in the DHT model, the availability of the recording meta-data (i.e.,
the recording elements maintained by a coordinator as discussed in Section 3) is
guaranteed thanks to the automatic replication facility provided by the underly-
ing DHT network, that is, all data on a peer managed by the DHT network are
replicated on the peer’s predecessors and successors. Thus, if peer P40 would fail
in our example, all request with key 42 would be routed by the DHT network
to P23 or P54. Also note that, the ASR results are not managed by the DHT
network. Basically, all StreetTiVo peers can retrieve these data, but only the
peers that have recorded the particular TV program can display the video. The
availability of the ASR results is affected by the number of participants (more
participants ⇒ higher availability). However, this is not a crucial issue, since
every StreetTiVo peer is able to run ASR on a missing fragments.

The challenges in integration of XQuery and DHT are:

(i) how a DHT should be exploited by an XQuery processor,
(ii) if and how the DHT functionality should surface in the query language.
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Fig. 5. Tight coupling

In MonetDB/XQuery�, we propose to avoid any
additional language extensions, but rather introduce
a new dht// network protocol, accepted in the desti-
nation URI of fn:doc(), fn:put() and execute at. The
generic form of such URIs is dht://dhtid/key, where
dht:// is the network protocol, dht id is the ID of the
DHT network to be used. Such an ID is useful to al-
low a P2P XDBMS to participate in multiple (logical)
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DHTs simultaneously (see Figure 4). The key is used to store and retrieve values
in the DHT.

In the architecture shown in Figure 4, we run the DHT as a separate pro-
cess called the Local DHT Agent (LDA). Each LDA is is connected to one
DHT dht id. We propose a tight coupling between the DHT network and the
XDBMS [14], in which each DHT peer uses its local XDBMS to store the data
(i.e. XML documents) and the local XDBMS uses its underlying DHT network
to route XQuery queries to remote peers for execution (i.e. pass XRPC requests
to the LDA). A positive side-effect of this tight coupling is that the DBMS gets
access to the information internal to the P2P network. This information (e.g.
peer resources, connectivity) can be exploited in query optimization. To realize
this coupling, we need to extend the DHT API (put() and get()) with one new
method: xrpc (key, q, m, f(ParamList)) : item()*, where f(ParamList) is the
XQuery function that is to be executed on a remote DHT peer determined by
key. The parameters q and m specify XQuery module, in which the function fr

is defined and the location of the module file. With this method, an XRPC call
on a peer p0 to a dht://dhtx/keyy URI is handled as follows:

1. The XRPC request(q, m, f, ParamList) is passed to the Local DHT Agent
ldax

0 of p0, which in turn passes the request to the DHT network dhtx.
2. The DHT dhtx routes the request using the normal DHT routing mechanism

to the peer pi responsible for keyy.
3. When the LDA ldax

i on pi receives such a request, it performs an XRPC call
containing the same request to the MonetDB/XQuery instance on pi.

4. When ldax
i receives the response message, it transports the response back

via dhtx to the query originator p0.

Use Cases. Below we show how two main StreetTiVo functions can be imple-
mented as XQuery module functions, which then can be executed using XRPC
and the tightly coupled DHT semantics.

(i) Collaborator Discovery. In StreetTiVo, every TV program has a unique identi-
fier progID, and for each recorded TV program a recording element is maintained
by the peer responsible for the key hash(progID) with lists of participants and
fragments. If a peer is going to record the TV program “bbc1 20080425 200000”,
it should register the recording at the coordinator of this TV program. This can
be done by the following XRPC call:

import module namespace stv = “streettivo” at “http://example.org/stv.xq”;

let $key := hash(“bbc1 20080425 200000”),
$dst := fn:concat(“dht://dhtx/”, $key)

return execute at {$dst} {stv:register-recording(bbc1, “2008-04-25T20:00:00”, “1H”, “x.example.org”)}

(ii) Distributed Keyword Retrieval. Assume a StreetTiVo user wants to search
in today’s newscast “bbc1 20080425 20-0000”, he/she has recorded, for video
fragments that were about the situation in Tibet, but the ASR results are not
completely available (yet) on his/her local machine. Then the search request
might be sent to other StreetTiVo peers that have recorded the same newscast.
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The following pseudo-code first retrieves the list of fragments from the coordina-
tor, and then sends a search request to each peer that owns ($frags//owner/@host)
the ASR results of a fragment:

import module namespace stv = “streettivo“ at “http://example.org/stv.xq“;

let $key := hash(“bbc1 20080425 200000“),
$dst := fn:concat(“dht://dhtx/“, $key)
$frags := execute at {$dst} {stv:get-fragments(bbc1, “2008-04-25T20:00:00”}

return for $p in $frags//owner/@host return
execute at {$p} {stv:search(“situation in Tibet”)}

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described StreetTiVo, a P2P Information Retrieval sys-
tem that enables near real-time search in video contents by just using existing
hardware in the living rooms to collectively run compute-intensive video analysis
video content analysis tools.

Thanks to its implementation in a high-level declarative database language,
it is straightforward to extend StreetTiVo with other types of functionality. We
plan to complement the current media analysis with image processing techniques
to automatically detect celebrities in news broadcasts or goals in soccer matches.
Maybe even more interesting is that StreetTiVo users can also easily share their
own human made annotations. For example, people usually schedule a recording
several minutes before/after the start/end of the to be recorded TV program, to
prevent missing part of the program. If just one StreetTiVo user has annotated
the exact start/end timestamp of the TV program, the information can be shared
in the platform with other StreetTiVo users who have recorded the same program,
and the unnecessary parts of their recordings can be removed transparently.
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Abstract. Spatial features are important properties with respect to data integra-
tion in many areas such as ocean observational information and environmental 
decision making. In order to address the needs of these applications, we have to 
represent and reason about the spatial relevance of various data sources. In the 
paper, we develop a qualitative spatial representation and reasoning framework 
to facilitate data retrieval and integration of spatial-related data from ocean ob-
servational systems, such as in situ observational stations in the Gulf of Mexico. 
In addition to adopt the state-of-the-art techniques to represent partonomic, dis-
tance, and topological relations, we develop a probability-based heuristic 
method to uniquely infer directional relations between indirectly connected 
points. The experimental results show that the proposed method can achieve the 
overall adjusted correct ratio of 87.7% by combining qualitative distance and 
directional relations. 

Keywords: Data integration, qualitative spatial representation and reasoning. 

1   Introduction 

Historically, environmental, hydrographic, meteorological, and oceanographic data 
have been collected by numerous local, state, and federal agencies as well as by  
universities around the Gulf of Mexico (GOM). The GOM observing systems are 
organized into two groups pertaining to (1) in situ observations (see Figure 1), and (2) 
satellite observations. Each in situ observation contains a number of stations and each 
station (represented as a point in Figure 1) provides public Web data source access 
[7]. Nowadays, users have to manually interact with these large collections of Internet 
data sources, determine which ones to access and how to access, and manually merge 
results from different observational stations. Without an adequate system and 
personnel for managing data, the magnitude of the effort needed to deal with such 
large and complex data sets can be a substantial barrier to the GOM research. 
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We intend to answer complex queries by developing a mediator-based data integra-
tion system to access the underlying distributed and heterogeneous Web sources of 
various locations. The integration system should be able to not only answer the tradi-
tional keyword-based queries, but also take the consideration of the spatial 
terms/concepts in the search. The examples of the spatial-aware queries are: 

• The water level in Houston coastal area (see Figure 1). 
• The wind speed in the area close to TABS F (see Figure 1). 
• The water temperature to the south of TCOON  068 (see Figure 1). 

Every GOM in situ observational station contains geospatial information including 
addresses and geographic references ((x, y)-coordinates). This information can be 
exploited and used to provide spatial awareness to integration systems. Yet most peo-
ple use place names to refer to geographical locations, and will usually be entirely 
ignorant of the corresponding coordinates. In the paper, our focuses are to investigate 
the methods that represent the spatial features of the underlying data sources for quali-
tative spatial reasoning. We employ a qualitative notion instead of a quantitative no-
tion of spatial information because the chosen representation does not need to worry 
about the real data and measurements. Verbal descriptions are typically not metrically 
precise, but sufficient for the task intended. Imprecise descriptions are necessary in 
query languages where one specifies some spatial properties such as the wind tem-
perature not far away from Corpus Christi coast.   

In order to support expressive spatial queries as well as to carry out qualitative spa-
tial reasoning in an intuitive way, four relations have been proposed in [13]: Par-
tonomic relations, Distance, Topological relations, and Directional relations. To the 
best of our knowledge, the BUSTER system [12,13,15] is the only implemented data 
integration system that supports two spatial features, partonomy and neighborhood 
graphs, in query answering and data retrieval. But the BUSTER system does not in-
corporate the distance and directional relations. Their research efforts have concen-
trated on specific aspects of spatial reasoning in isolation from each other, partially 
due to the lack of a comprehensive spatial reasoning framework. 

Often partonomic, distance, topological, and directional information is available 
about objects in a scene and it is necessary to use a combination of the two or more 
types of spatial information in order to infer new facts that could not be inferred by 
considering individual type of relations in isolation. In the paper, we consider all of 
the above four spatial features. In particular, the framework utilizes inferences on 
combined spatial information about distance and directional relations. Unlike the 
BUSTER system where the build of neighborhood graph is straightforward because it 
deals with regions with the natural border, we have to utilize the Delaunay triangula-
tion to determine the direct neighbor of point objects with no obvious border (see 
Figure 1). In addition, we propose a probability-based heuristic method to uniquely 
infer the directional information of indirectly connected points. 

2   Related Work 

Techniques for representing and reasoning about qualitative spatial information have 
been extensively studied in Artificial Intelligences (AI).  The efficient spatial problem 
solving in this line of research depends on the abstraction of spatial details. Three 
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levels of spatial abstraction have been identified in terms of topology, ordinal and 
metrics [13], which correspond to the topological, directional and distance relations 
defined in Section 1, respectively.  

The spatial abstraction and reasoning approaches developed in AI research are in-
adequate for the field of information retrieval and data integration because we have to 
explicitly represent and reason spatial relevance as well as retrieve conceptually rele-
vant data.  Although it is possible to use OWL (Web Ontology Language) to describe 
as well as reason about spatial properties, OWL has very limited build-in inference 
capabilities, and an extension of the formal semantics to integrate spatial relations into 
OWL turns out to be undecidable [8]. A better solution is to evaluate the queries with 
conceptual and spatial criteria separately. As a result, Stuckenschmidt et al. [13] pro-
posed to represent the spatial information in four relations: partonomic, topological, 
directional, and distance relations. But the four relations have never been applied to a 
real system and the scenarios handled are relative simple in [13] with the four rela-
tions considered separately, while the proposed probability-based heuristic method 
takes into the consideration the combination of distance and directional relations. 
BUSTER system [12,13,15] is the only implemented system that supports the par-
tonomic and neighborhood relations, which are derived from the geographic tessella-
tion of homogeneous decomposition. Spatial relevance is determined by the weighted 
sum of the partonomic and neighborhood relations. In addition, a system of eight 
calculus RCC-8 is widely used in GIS applications to describe the region connection 
relations [2,4,11].   

In the rest of the paper, we use Texas area as an example to present the framework 
and the same idea can be applied to other GOM US states, such as Florida.  

 

Fig. 1. Texas stations and partonomies 
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3   Qualitative Spatial Representation and Reasoning 

In this section, we propose a framework to qualitatively represent the four spatial 
relations: partonomic, distance, topological, and directional relations.  

3.1   Partonomic Relation 

We consider areas A1,…,An as a partition of a larger area A if (1) A1 ∪ … ∪ An=A and 
(2) Ai ∩ Aj=0 for all i ≠ j from (1,….,n) [13]. Partonomies are created by recursively 
applying the above partition method to divide an area, such as A1, to multiple smaller 
areas A11,…,A1m.  Figure 1(a) represents station partonomies in Texas area from north 
to south: 1. Beaumont, 2. Houston, 3. Corpus Christi, and 4. Brownsville, and Figure 
1(b) shows the corresponding decomposition tree, where S represents a station or a 
buoy. Each partonomy contains several different types of stations, and one type of 
station can appear in more than one partonomy. For example, TABS, TCOON, and 
NWLON stations can be found in all four partonomies, and the partonomy Corpus 
Christi includes TABS, Army Corps of Engineers Wave Sites (ACEWS), TCOON, 
NWLON, and NDBC Moored (NDBCM) buoys. For more details about stations in 
each area, please refer to Figure 1(b). 

This partition is sort of coarse and other finer partitions may be created based on 
the application needs. The simple queries can be answered by partonomic information 
including the water level in the Houston area or in the south Texas, etc.  

3.2   Distance Relation 

The Texas observational systems can be classified to three categories: coast, offshore, 
and ocean based upon their distance from the land. The coastal stations are the ones that 
are installed on the shore and are just a little bit stick out to the water from the land. 
Figure 2 shows that there are four kinds of costal stations: ACEWS, TCOON, NWLON, 
and NDBC C-MAN. The offshore stations usually are the buoy systems that are not 
close to the land but within the continental shelf. All of the TABS and part of NDBCM 
buoys fall in this category (see Figure 1).  The ocean stations are those far away from 
the land and are outside of the continental shelf. The only station in Figure 2 that can be 
put in this category is NDBCM Buoy 42002 in the partonomy Brownsville.    

 

Fig. 2. Station neighborhood graph in Brownville area 
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Correspondingly, we adopt from [5] the five-step distance with five symbols: very 
close (VC), close (C), medium (M), far (F), and very far (VF). The concept of distance 
in [5] is defined as the straight line length between two point objects. The distance 
between two nearest coastal stations, between one costal station and one offshore 
station, and between one offshore station and one ocean station in one area are usually 
defined as very close or close, medium, and far, respectively. For example, in Figure 2 
the distance is very close from TCOON 051 to TCOON 018, close from TCOON 017 
to TCOON 047, medium from TCOON 051 to TABS K, and far from TABS K to 
NDBC 42002. The last symbol very far is used to describe the distance that is farther 
than far, for example, between a Texas coastal station and a Florida coastal station 
(not shown in Figure 2).  

Based upon the above distance concept, the distance addition operation is defined 
as X + Y  = succ(X, Y) if X=Y, otherwise X + Y = max(X, Y). For instance, VC + VC = 
C, C + C = M, C + M = M, and C + F = F, etc.  The operations obey the associative 
law. A real example for C + C = M is that in Figure 2 TCOON 003 indirectly links to 
047 through 017, so the distance between 003 and 047 is M. The neighborhood graph 
is introduced in Section 3.3 and Figure 2 is a subgraph of Figure 3(e).  

The simple queries can be answered by combining partonomic and distance rela-
tions including the water level close to TABS J, and the salinity not far away (me-
dium) from TCOON 047, etc (see Figure 2). 

3.3   Topological Relation 

Topology is useful in information integration and retrieval because many spatial mod-
eling operations require only topological information instead of coordinates (latitude 
and longitude).  In GIS, the mostly considered topological relationships are neighbor-
hood (what is next to what), containment (what is enclosed by what), and proximity 
(how close something is to something else). Because there is no containment relation-
ship between any observational sites, we only consider the neighborhood and  

 

 

Fig. 3. Neighborhood graphs of Texas stations 
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proximity relationships in the paper. To be more specific, proximity graphs are ex-
ploited to represent the neighborhood of a set of points in the Euclidean plane. The 
neighborhood graph of the ocean observational stations is a graph G = (N, E), where 
N represent stations and E the imaginary edges between two neighboring stations.  

We now look at four types of neighborhood relations, minimum spanning tree 
(MST), relative neighborhood graph (RNG) [14], Gabriel graph (GG) [6], and Delau-
nay triangulation (DT) [1]. A point in MST has the least number of neighbors while a 
node in DT has the most neighbors. In other words, for a given set of points N, each 
neighborhood graph (the graph giving for each point its set of neighbors) in the fol-
lowing list is a subgraph of the subsequent one [9]: MST ⊆ RNG ⊆ GG ⊆ DT. 
Stronger requirement of neighborhood makes it relatively difficult for two points to 
be neighbors. In the paper, we do not consider MST neighborhood relation because 
each point has the least neighbors in the above four neighborhood relations. 

The Texas stations and the corresponding neighborhood graphs of RNG, GG, and 
DT are shown in Figure 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d), respectively. It is easy to tell from 
Figure 3(b) that the RNG graph is not a good candidate for our application because 
most nodes only have two direct neighbors. Too few direct neighbors complicate the 
queries in which the user is requesting the information around a station.  Although 
more edges have been added in Figure 3(c), the GG graph still has the similar not-
enough-direct-neighbor problem. In the same area we expect that the closely 
neighboring nodes are connected. For example, both coast stations N1 and N2 are 
located in Houston area but N1 is not directly linked to N2. On the other hand, the DT 
graph Figure 3(d) generates some extra unnecessary neighbors. The problems in Fig-
ure 3(d) are two folds: (1) a coastal station should not connect to an ocean station 
because the environmental and weather situation in one area is quite different from 
that of another remote area. For example the coastal station P1 should not be the direct 
neighbor of the ocean station P2. (2) A coastal station in one region should not link to 
the coastal station in another region. The reason is that the coastal stations are usually 
classified as C (close) in terms of distance and the correlation between two coastal 
stations in different regions is low. For example, P3 in Houston should not link to P4 
in Corpus Christi. 

As a result, an intermediate neighborhood graph between GG and DT will suit our 
application needs.  There are two ways to achieve this goal: one way is to add more 
edges to produce an enhanced GG graph and another way is to delete unnecessary 
connections from DT to create a reduced DT graph. We have chosen the latter one 
because it is relatively easy and straightforward to implement. We have designed two 
rules to eliminate extra edges: (1) coastal stations in one area do not connect to coastal 
stations in another area; (2) a coastal station does not link to an ocean station. The 
first rule is proposed to add the partonomic factor to the neighborhood graph, and the 
second rule is exploited to handle the connection of far away stations. The results of 
applying both rules are shown in Figure 3(e), respectively.  

3.4   Directional Relation 

Qualitative direction is a function between two points in the plane that maps onto a 
symbolic direction. The n different symbols available for describing the directions are 
given as a set Cn. The value of n depends on the specific system of direction used, 
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e.g., C4={North, East, South, West} or more extensively C8={North, Northeast, East, 
Southeast, South, Southwest, West, Northwest} (see Figure 4(a)). In the paper, we 
employ the cone-shaped direction system C8. For instance, the direction Northeast 
refers to a cone-shaped section with the angular degree [22.5o, 67.5o]. This type of 
direction system results in the feature that the allowance area for any given direction 
increase with distance [5].  

In the qualitative directional reasoning, we should be able to reason directional in-
formation of indirectly connected points, or the composition of two directional rela-
tions to derive a new directional relation. A typical composition is like: given B is east 
of A and C north of B, what is the directional relationship between A and C (see  
Figures 4(b), 4(c), and 4(d))? The composition table of the eight cone-shaped cardinal 
direction relation is shown in Table 1 [5,10]. For 64 compositions in Table1, only 8 
can be inferred exactly with one answer, 8 (represented by *) may be any of the eight 
directions, and the remaining 48 generate two possible answers, three possible an-
swers, or four possible answers. The reason is that the mere directional relationships 
do not provide enough information to infer the result of a composition. For example, 
C may be east (see Figure 4(b)), northeast (see Figure 4(c)), or north (see Figure 4(d)) 
of A depending on directions and distances between A and B and between B and C. In 
our application domain, we need to provide a unique and precise answer for each 
user’s spatial query instead of two, three, or four possible answers. Next, we first 
present a probabilistic solution [3] to reason a unique composition answer for the 
scenarios, such as Figures 4(c), where the two distances, A to B and B to C, are the 
same, e.g, medium. Then we propose the heuristics to improve the above probabilistic 
method for the cases where two composition distances vary. For example, AB is me-
dium, and BC is close and far in Figures 4(b) and 4(d), respectively. 

Table 1. The composition results for eight cone-shaped cardinal direction relations 

      N     S   E   W  NE  NW  SE  SW 
N      N      * N,NE, 

E 
N,NW, 
W 

N,NE N,NW N,NE, 
E,SE 

N,NW, 
W,SW 

S      *       S S,SE, 
E 

S,SW, 
W 

S,SE, 
E,NE 

S,SW, 
W,NW 

S,SE S,SW 

E E,NE, 
N 

E,SE, 
S 

E * E,NE E,NE, 
N,NW 

E,SE E,SE, 
S,SW 

W W,NW, 
N 

W,SW, 
S 

* W W,NW, 
N,NE 

W,NW W,SW, 
S,SE 

W,SW 

NE NE,N NE,E, 
SE,S 

NE,E NE,N, 
NW,W 

NE NE,N, 
NW 

NE,E, 
SE 

* 

NW NW,N NW,W, 
SW,S 

NW,N, 
NE,E 

NW,W NW,N, 
NE 

NW * NW,W, 
SW 

SE SE,E, 
NE,N 

SE,S SE,E SE,S, 
SW,W 

SE,E, 
NE 

* SE SE,S, 
SW 

SW SW,W, 
NW,N 

SW,S SW,S, 
SE,E 

SW,W * SW,W, 
NW 

SW,S, 
SE 

SW 

Dehak et. al. [3] proposed a probabilistic method to uniquely determine the angular 
relationshipγ  between two points, A and C, giving the angular value α  from A to B 

and the angular value β  from B to C. Under the assumption of uniform distribution 

for all points in a circular region and no knowledge of the point coordination informa-
tion (longitude and latitude), γ  is calculated as: 
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Equation (1) works well if two distances (AB and BC) are similar. 

 

Fig. 4. The eight direction system and a composition example when 
2

παβ =−  

In our application domain, we have the knowledge of cardinal directions, such as 
north or southwest, between two points, but the real angular information between two 
points is unknown. So we have to employ the average angular degree of a cone-
shaped section to represent the angle of a direction. For example, the direction north-

east is between 
8

π
 and 

8

3π
 and is represented by the average angle 

4

π
. In this case, 

the values of α  and β  can only be 0, 
4

π
, 

2

π
, 

4

3π
, π , 

4

5π
, 

2

3π
, or 

4

7π
 for 

eight directions, respectively. As a result, Equation (1) only returns two types of γ  

values when αβ −  is in the first or fourth quadrant: γ  is right on the delimiter of 

two cone-shaped sectors when 
4

7

4

ππαβ or=− , or γ  is the average angle of a 

cone-shaped sector when 
2

3
,

2
,0

ππαβ or=− . For instance, α  = 0, β =
4

π
, 
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then γ = 
2

βα +
=

8

π
, which is the degree that separates east and northeast. In the 

above example, to determine a direction for AC, we may use some heuristics or ran-
domly pick one if the two distances, AB and BC, are the same. 

On the other hand, the two distances can vary widely, for example, AB is medium 
and BC is far in Figure 4(d). If we do not take the distance into consideration, the 
result of Equation (1) may drift away from the real angle between A and C. To handle 
the above disparate distance problem, we propose heuristics to improve the perform-

ance of Equation (1) according to the αβ −  value and length of AB and BC. Next, 

we discuss the heuristics proposed for various scenarios. 

Heuristics 1: When 
2

παβ =−  or 
2

3π
, AC is in the same direction with the 

longer one of AB and BC, or AC is in the same direction with the middle section be-
tween AB direction and BC direction if AB and BC are of same length. For example, 

in Figure 4, α =0, β =
2

π
, and γ =

4

π  according to Equation (1). Suppose the dis-

tance of AB is medium, C is east of A if BC is short (see Figure 4(b)), C is northeast of 
A if BC is medium (see Figure 4(c)), or C is north of A if BC is far (see Figure 4(d)). 

Heuristics 2: When 
4

παβ =−  or 
4

7π
, AC is in the same direction with the 

longer one of AB and BC, or AC is in the same direction with BC if AB and BC are of 
same distance. For example, B is east of A and C is northeast of B, then α =0, 

β =
4

π
, and γ =

8

π  according to Equation (1). Suppose the distance of AB is medium, 

C is east of A if BC is short (see Figure 5(a)), or C is northeast of A if BC is medium 
or far (see Figure 5(b) and 5(c)).  

Heuristics 3: When 
4

3παβ =−  or 
4

5π
, the direction of AC is determined by the 

result of Equation (1) if  AB and BC are of same length. Otherwise, γ  is in-

creased/decreased by 
8

π
 if AB is shorter than BC, or γ  is increased/decreased by 

2

π
 

if AB is longer than BC. The reason we do this is because usually the value γ  falls in 

the third or fourth direction from AB direction. For example, in Figure 10, B is east of 

A and C is northwest of B, then α =0, β =
4

3π
, and γ ≈ 1.95, which is about 112o 

and north of A according to Equation (1). Suppose the distance of AB is medium, in 
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Figure 6(a) C is east of A because BC is short and γ  is decreased by 
2

π
 to 0.38 

(about 22o), while in Figure 6(d) C is northwest of A since BC is far and γ  is in-

creased by 
8

π
 to 2.34 (about 134o). Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show two possible locations 

of C when AB and BC are of same length. 

 

Fig. 5. Composition results when 
4

παβ =−  

Another heuristics we utilize is when one of AB and BC is very close and the length 
of AB and BC varies, the direction of AC is inferred the same as the longer one of AB 
and BC. For example, in Figure 2, the distance between TCOON 051 and TABS J is 
close and the distance from TCOON 051 to TCOON 018 is very close, then the direc-
tion from TABS J to TCOON  018 is the same as that from TABS J to TCOON 051, 
which is southwest. 

 

Fig. 6. Composition results when 
4

3παβ =−  

4   Experiments 

In the experiments, the effectiveness of the proposed heuristics method is tested based 
on the Texas in situ stations (see Figure 1). The compared three methods are all based 
on the probabilistic method in [3]: the first one is called exact probabilistic method 
uses the exact angular degree, the second one is called approximate probabilistic 
method which does not use the exact α  and β  values and employs the average 

angular degree to represent each direction in Equation (1), and the last one is called 
heuristic method which is developed from the second method and is enhanced with 
heuristics as proposed in Section 3. In the approximate probabilistic method a  
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direction is randomly selected if γ  is the delimiter of two directions, while in the 

heuristic method the second direction anti-clockwise is chosen. 
Twenty stations are randomly selected from the four areas of Texas partonomies: 2 

from Beaumont, 6 from Houston, 8 from Corpus Christi, and 4 from Brownville. 
Among the above selected stations, 9 are from coast, 10 from offshore, and 1 from 
ocean (see Table 2).  The total numbers of tested compositions for the chosen stations 
are 97, 153, and 11, respectively.  

The overall results are shown in Table 3. Correct ratio (CR) is calculated as (cor-
rect infer (CI))/(total compositions). For example, CR of exact probabilistic method in 
coastal area is 69/97=71.1%. Gap score (GS) is the directional difference between the 
inferred result and the real result. For example, the GS is 1 if the inferred direction is 
east and the real direction is northeast. In Table 3, the heuristic method has slightly 
better performance than that of exact probabilistic method and is significantly better 
than the approximate probabilistic method in terms of CR in coastal and offshore 
area. To be more specific, the heuristic method achieves the CR of 74.2% and 75.2%, 
exact probabilistic method 71.1% and 69.9%, and approximate probabilistic method 
60.8% and 59.5%, respectively in coastal and offshore area. From the perspective of 
GS, the heuristic method is the best among three methods with most GS as 1. The 
result generated for the ocean area is not conclusive because we only have one ocean 
station with 11 compositions in Texas, which is NDBC 42002 (see Figure 2).  

On the other hand, sometimes there is more than one path to reach from one station 
to another station in the composition operation, so the final CR can be adjusted better to 
some extent. For example, in Figure 2 TABS J can reach TCOON 018 through TCOON 
047 or through TCOON 051. Both composition results will be counted corrected even if 
only one composition can successfully reason that TCOON 018 is southwest of TABS J. 
In Table 3, ACI, AGS, and ACR represent adjusted correct infer, adjusted gap score, 
and adjusted correct ratio, respectively. The performance of overall ACRs is at least 
13% higher than overall CRs for all three methods. Without the exact angular degree of 
α  and β , the heuristic method achieves the overall ACR as 87.7%. 

Table 2. Selected stations and compositions 

Coast Offshore Ocean  
TCOON/NWLON C-MAN ACEWS TABS NDBCM NDBCM 

Stations 5 1 3 7 3 1 
Compositions 48 18 31 91 62 11 
Total Compositions 97 153 11 

Table 3. Overall composition results 

 Exact  Probabilistic  Approx. probabilistic Heuristic 
 Coast Offshore Ocean Coast Offshore Ocean Coast Offshore Ocean 

CI  69 107 10 59 91 10 71 114 9 
GS 41 68 1 45 71 1 33 46 2 
CR 71.1% 69.9% 90.9% 60.8% 59.5% 90.9% 74.2% 75.2% 81.8% 
Overall CR 71.3% 61.3% 74.3% 
ACI 89 133 10 78 111 10 86 133 10 
AGS  15 28 1 20 45 1 12 22 1 
ACR 91.8% 86.9% 90.9% 80.4% 72.5% 90.9% 88.7% 86.9% 90.9% 
Overall ACR 88.9% 76.2% 87.7% 
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Table 4. Composition results when βα ≠  

 Exact Probabilistic Approximate probabilistic Heuristic 
 VSL VDL VSL VDL VSL VDL 
compositions 114  82  114 82 114  82 
CI 73 48 64 31 71 58 
GS 61 49 61 55 54 27 
CR 64.0% 58.5% 56.1% 37.8% 62.3% 70.7% 

But results in Table 3 do not really reflect the usefulness and effectiveness of the 
proposed heuristics for the cases where the length of AB and BC vary because in the 
tested 261 (97+153+11) compositions there are 65 compositions where AB and BC 
have the same direction ( βα = ), 114 compositions where βα ≠  and AB and BC 

are of the same length (represented as VSL), and only 82 compositions where 
βα ≠  and the length of AB and BC diff (represented as VDL). The heuristics pro-

posed in Section 3 are for VDL-type compositions. As we know from Table 1, AC 
simply has the same direction as AB and BC when βα =  and no equation or heuris-

tics is needed at all. So 65 compositions with βα =  should be excluded from  

consideration. In Table 4, three methods obtain close performance for VSL-type com-
positions and their CRs are 64.0%, 56.1%, and 62.3 %, respectively. As for VDL-type 
compositions, the heuristic method significantly outperforms other two methods. 
Especially, the CR of approximate probabilistic method is only 37.8% which is way 
too low. The proposed heuristics improves the performance of the exact probabilistic 
method and approximate probabilistic method by 12.2% and 32.9%, respectively. 

5   Conclusion 

In the paper, we developed a framework to represent and reason the spatial relationship 
qualitatively for ocean observational systems. The framework considers four spatial 
relations, partonomic, distance, topological, and directional relation as well as the 
effects of their combinations. With only qualitative distance and directional informa-
tion, the proposed probability-based heuristic method obtains very good results. The 
proposed framework can be utilized to represent spatial features of observational sys-
tems in other areas or other domains. In our future work, we are going to further im-
prove the accuracy of the probabilistic method and investigate the methods to represent 
and reason the spatial relations between two areas and between a point and an area.  
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Abstract. This paper presents a visualization methodology called Radial Edge-
less Tree (RELT) for visualizing and navigating hierarchical information on 
mobile interfaces. RELT is characterized by recursive division of a polygonal 
display area, space-filling, maximum screen space usage, and clarity of the hi-
erarchical structure. It is also general and flexible enough to allow users to cus-
tomize the root location and stylize the layout. The paper presents the general 
RELT drawing algorithm that is adaptable and customizable for different appli-
cations. We demonstrate the algorithm’s application for stock market visualiza-
tion, and also present an empirical study on an emulated implementation with a 
currently used cell phone interface in terms of their performances in finding de-
sired information.  

Keywords: Hierarchy visualization, mobile interface, tree drawing, aesthetic 
layout, stock market visualization. 

1   Introduction 

With the increasingly powerful processing and rendering capabilities of modern com-
puters and display technology, sophisticated visualization techniques have been 
widely applied to various application domains. There are numerous examples of ap-
plication data, such as financial statistics, remote-sensing results, real-time data, gene 
sequences, etc, that can be intuitively represented and analyzed using information 
visualization tools.  

Numerous types of modern-day information are structured hierarchically, such as 
product catalogs, Web documents, computer file systems, organizational charts, etc. 
Visualization of hierarchical data improves not only the understanding of the data and 
the relationship among the data items, but also the way of manipulating and searching 
for desirable data items. 

As a simple form of graph, a tree represents a hierarchical structure that provides 
efficient content search. Research has been conducted on transforming a graph to a 
tree representation [1]. The ability of visualizing and navigating hierarchical informa-
tion, usually represented as a tree, is urgently needed and becomes an emerging chal-
lenging research topic. 

With the increasing number of users of mobile devices, such as PDAs and cellular 
phones, the need for searching and navigating time-critical data on small screens 
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becomes apparent. Various approaches have been proposed for browsing the Web 
information on small screen devices [3,4] and some with innovative interaction tech-
niques [5,17]. Although many visualization techniques have been proposed for view-
ing tree structures, little progress has been made on maximizing the space usage for 
displaying hierarchical structures on small screens.  

To achieve the objective of effective visualization of trees on small screens with 
space optimization, we proposed an approach, called Redial EdgeLess Tree (RELT) 
[7], for visualizing and navigating hierarchical information on mobile devices such as 
a PDA and cellular phones. RELT implements a simple area partitioning algorithm 
which minimizes the computational cost. By arranging a set of tree nodes as non-
overlapped polygons adjacent in a radial manner, RELT maximally utilizes the dis-
play area while maintaining the structural clarity.  

This paper generalizes RELT with the following additional characteristics, and re-
ports new experimental results: 

• The root can locate anywhere on the viewing space; and 
• A given hierarchical structure can be represented and navigated in either concen-

tric or multi-centered mode depending on the viewer’s preference or the applica-
tion requirement. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the current 
hierarchy visualization techniques. Section 3 presents the generalization concepts and 
a corresponding general layout algorithm. Section 4 applies the RELT to stock visu-
alization. Section 5 reports the experimental results on the performance of an emu-
lated implementation of RELT compared with that of an existing cell phone interface. 
Finally, Section 6 summarizes the paper and discusses the remaining challenges. 

2   Related Work 

Various approaches have been investigated for visualizing hierarchical information 
and can be generally classified into Connection and Space-filling categories. The 
Connection approaches draw the hierarchical information in a node-edge diagram. 
Each information object is visualized as a node. An edge depicts the relationship 
between two connected nodes. All the connection approaches essentially focus on two 
major layout issues: how to locate the nodes, and how to connect the related nodes? 

The method by Reigold and Tilford [11] is possibly one of the best known tech-
niques which simply locate child nodes below their common ancestors. H-trees 
[6,8,15] positions the child nodes in the vertical or horizontal direction of their com-
mon ancestors. Concentric circles are created on a radial tree [6,8] with nodes placed 
on them according to the nodes’ depths in the hierarchy. The elegance of this tech-
nique is in keeping adjacent branches from overlapping. Researchers have also devel-
oped hierarchy information visualization in 3D, such as Cone Trees [8,12,13], and 
Balloon Views [8,9] by projecting the Cone Tree onto a plane. 

The Space-filling approaches are generally divided into two techniques, rectangu-
lar space-filling such as Tree Maps [8,10,16], and radial space-filling such as Infor-
mation Slices [2] and InterRing [18]. Without edges between nodes, space-filling 
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techniques use the position and adjacency to express the parent-child relationship. For 
example, by mapping a tree structure onto nested rectangles, enclosure is applied to 
express the parent-children relationship in Treemap. Space-filling techniques are 
gaining attention in the recent years.   

Information Slices [2] is a radial space-filling technique which uses a series of 
semi-circular discs to visualize hierarchical information. Each disc represents multiple 
levels of a hierarchy and the number of levels can be user defined. The child nodes on 
the same level are fanned out according to their size. InterRing is another radial 
space-filling method which can be constructed by the several rules [18]. 

Both the connection and the space-filling approaches are effective methods for  
hierarchy information visualization. Although the effectiveness varies according to 
the data’s properties, connection approaches are essentially advantageous in revealing 
the information structure while space-filling approaches are good at maximizing the 
space usage by getting rid of connecting edges. 

The above approaches, when simply adapted to mobile interfaces, usually cannot 
show the structure as effective as on desktop screens. Connection approaches are 
usually chosen to be adapted for mobile interfaces due to their desirable property of 
showing a clear structure. Magic Eye View and Rectangular View [19] are typical 
examples. However, the drawback, i.e. uneconomic space-usage, is as distinct as their 
advantage. The biggest limitation of these approaches for mobile interfaces is their 
loss of legibility or the overall sense of a hierarchy when reduced in size. 

Despite their economical screen usage, space filling methods have their own prob-
lems in the process of adaptation. For InterRing [18] and Information Slices [2], effi-
ciency of space usage depends significantly on how balance the tree is. The branches 
whose depths are much bigger than the others greatly decrease in the performance of 
space usage. Moreover, these two methods visually express a node by a part of cirque 
on which it is difficult to label. Tree Maps fully utilize the display space. The hierar-
chical structure on a Tree Map is, however, hidden behind the enclosure relationships. 

In summary, none of the above hierarchy visualization methods can achieve both 
structural clarity and economic space usage on mobile devices. Next section describes 
the RELT methodology that aims at achieving both goals. 

3   General Radial Edgeless Trees 

3.1   Methodology and Terminology 

Assume a university’s web site to be visualized and navigated on a mobile screen, as 
depicted in Figure 1, where schools of “Management”, “Engineering”, and “Science” 
each have a few departments. The root (“University”) locates at the top-left corner of 
the screen as shown in Figure 2(left). It is sometimes desirable to view the overall 
structure with the root at the center of the screen. More generally, we should allow the 
root to be displayed anywhere on the screen, depending on the user’s preference and 
the requirement of the application domain. With the generalized RELT, it is straight-
forward to display a layout with the root at the bottom-left corner (Figure 2(right)) or 
one of the other corners. 

With a rooted tree like the university structure, a center-rooted layout can be visu-
alized as in Figure 3(left), where each level-2 node, i.e. a school, shares a border with 
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the root, and each level-3 node shares a border with its level-2 parent. We will call 
this type of center-rooted layout as concentric, or simply CC. As shown in Figure 
3(right) with the university example, departments locate under the school they belong 
to, which in turn locates adjacent to the university. 

University 

Management Engineering Science

Acct Mrkt Fin MIS Civil Comp Elec Mech Chem Math Phys Chem 
 

Fig. 1. A university Web structure 

 

   

Fig. 2. University structure visualized on RELT: RELT layout with root at top-left (left); An 
alternative layout with root at bottom-left (right) 

  

Fig. 3. Center-rooted: Concentric layout (left); Multi-centric layout (right) 

Another type of center-rooted layout is to consider the sub-area of each child node 
as a center-rooted sub-tree, as illustrated in Figure 3(b). We will call this later type of 
layout as multi-centric, or simply MC. In this case, the schools form the sub-centers 
with their departments around them. In fact, different layout types may be used for 
different levels of details whenever desirable. 
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Given any of these layouts, the user is able to navigate down and up the hierarchy, 
namely zoom in and out, to view and upper lower level structures. For example, to 
view the detailed information on the Department of Computer Engineering, the user 
can select “Comp” in any of the top-level views in Figures 2 and 3. By selecting 
“Comp” in Figure 2(a) that has the root at the top-left, we obtain the zoom-in view, 
where the entire display space is filled by the sub-tree rooted at “Comp”. Therefore 
with a single user interaction, several levels of hierarchy (five in the university exam-
ple) can be reached. 

How a node is selected depends on which interaction technique is supported for 
navigation. A touch-screen interface (by either a finger or a stylus) would apparently 
suit the RELT methodology very well. A single touch on a node would serve the 
selection of the node. With a key or button based interaction support, direction but-
tons may be assigned to the moving directions within a predefined radial range, 
and/or up and down the hierarchical levels, plus a confirmation button, as we experi-
mented on a cell phone emulator to be discussed in Section 5.  

In general, the number of levels on a single display can be determined based on the 
application, or maximized to the extent that the polygonal nodes have enough space 
for text labels. If color coding can easily discriminate and identify multiple groupings 
and levels of information, each tree node may be drawn by just a few colored pixels 
and thus maximize the size of the hierarchy being visualized. We therefore consider 
the RELT methodology to be generally scalable.  

In discussing the concept and terminology on how to draw the general RELT lay-
out, we will refer to a tree node as a vertex that occupies a polygonal area in the draw-
ing space. A rooted tree T = (V, E, r) is a tree with a vertex as the root, r∈ V, and, 
only one path can exist from r to any other vertex. V is the vertex set and E is the edge 
set. All leaf vertices form a subset of V, denoted as L ⊂ V. For two directly connected 
vertices, the one closer to the root is the parent and the other is the child. In a typical 
node-edge type of drawing, a directed edge (v, u)∈ E  is used to express the parent-
child relationship, where v is the parent and u is the child. In a RELT drawing, the 
relationship between a parent and its children is shown by their adjacency on a radial 
sector and/or positions relative to each other.  

In general, there are three types of vertices in V for a RELT layout: 

1. v = r: T(v) represents the tree itself covering the entire display space. 
2. v ≠ r AND v∉ L: T(v) represents the sub-tree rooted at v and contains the po-

lygonal area that covering all the descendents of v’s vertices.  

3. v ∈ L: T(v) covers the area for only v itself.  
If v∉ L, i.e. type 1 or 2, then the set of v’s children can be expressed by: 

 CV = {u | (v, u) ∈ E}  (1) 
CVi is the ith child of v. 

The display space is recursively divided into several non-overlapping polygonal areas 
each visually representing a vertex. Three types of “area” are defined for the general RELT: 

1. WA(v) represents the entire area under vertex v. 
2. OA(v) is the area occupied by v itself. 
3. DA(v) is the area occupied by all of v’s descendants. 
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3.2   Rules and Algorithm 

A radial edgeless tree can be constructed by applying the following four general rules 
for space allocation: 

1. Every T(v) has WA(v) where T(v) should be drawn. WA(v) is assigned to v by its 
parent. WA(r) is the entire display area. 

2. How OA(v) is determined inside WA(v) depends on the layout type (LT) speci-
fied by the user. 

3. If v is a non-leaf vertex, it divides its area DA(v) to be distributed to its children. 
4. The area size of a leaf vertex is proportional to one of the vertex’s properties, 

such as the weight. 

A radial edgeless tree can be represented as a function RELT(V, r, LT) in which V 
is the vertex set, r specifies the root vertex, and LT indicates the layout type. The 
user-provided LT parameter determines whether the hierarchy is viewed concentric, 
i.e. the CC layout, or children surrounding their parents that form multiple  
sub-centers, i.e. the MC layout, as introduced in Section 3.1. The RELT algorithm is 
presented in pseudocode below.  

Algorithm RELT 
Input: vertex set V, root r, layout type LT 
Begin 
Set root location  // User decides root location 
DFS     // Depth first search to traverse the tree 
if vertex v is not yet processed then 
 if vertex is a non-leaf 
  OA(v) = createOA(v, LT); //calculate the area occupied by v: see Appendix 
  if v has more than one child 
   DA(v) = WA(v) – OA(v) 
   DF (DA(v)) -> WA(CV)  // v distributes DA(v) to its children 
  else      // v has only one child 
   DA(v) = WA(v)  // DA(v) belongs to the only child 
 else       // leaf vertex 
        WA(v) = OA(v) = DA(v) 
end 

Each vertex v may be assigned a corresponding variable w(v) which we call the 
weight of v. One way to calculate the value of w(v) is to use a weight function WF: 

 w(v) = WF(w(CV1),w(CV2)… w(CVn)) (2) 

Equation (2) basically says that, the value of w(v) depends on the overall weight of 
v’s children. Different weight functions may be defined to meet different application 
requirements (see Section 4.2 for the weight function used to visualize the stock mar-
ket). Figures 3 through 5 in this paper are all generated using the following simple 
weight function: 
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1. If  v ∈ L, w(v) = WF(1) = 1; 
2. Otherwise, assuming the given v has n children, then 

w(v) = WF(1, w(CV1), w(CV2)…w(CVn)) = 1 +∑
=

n

i 1

w(CVi )  

A leaf vertex v has no children, and thus requires no distribution. Only its own area 
OA(v) needs to be calculated. For a non-leaf vertex v, after OA(v) is constructed, vÊs 
remaining area, i.e. DA(v), is distributed to its children. The distribution is determined 
by a distribution function DF(). Here, we propose DF() that partitions the distribution 
area based on the size of DA(v) and the children’s weights:  

DF(DA(v), w(CV1), w(CV2)…w(CVn)) → WA (CV)    (3) 

DF() also allocates the position of WA (). For a vertex v, in our implementation, 
DF() positions WA() of v’s children in clockwise order.  

We now discuss the complexity of the RELT algorithm. As discussed in Section 3.1, 
a given tree T = (V, E, r) has n vertices which are divided into three types. RELT ap-
plies depth first search to traverse the tree. Table 1 illustrates the vertex types and their 
corresponding operations used in the RELT algorithm. All the operations in the right 
column can be computed in  linear time. Therefore the overall time complexity is O(n), 
where n is the number of vertices. 

In summary, RELT recursively partitions the display area into a set of non-
overlapping polygons. Because every part of screen is utilized, economic screen estate 
is achieved. Parent-child relationships are explicitly represented by adjacent relation-
ships, and thus the structural clarity is maintained. 

Table 1. Vertex types and corresponding operations 

Vertex Type Operation 

v=r 
createOA (v, LT) 
DA(v) = WA(v) --- OA(v) 
If |CV| > 1, DF (DA(v)) → WA(CV) 

v≠r AND v∉L 
createOA (v, LT) 
DA(v) = WA(v) 
If |CV| > 1, DF (DA(v)) → WA(CV) 

 v∈L WA(v) = OA(v) = DA(v) 

4   Application in Stock Visualization 

The continuing improvement in the computational and graphic capabilities for mobile 
devices is making timely retrieval of time-critical data a possibility. Stock marketing 
on mobile devices is one of the appealing and useful activities. Applying hierarchy 
visualization and navigation techniques to monitoring the market trend and instant 
changes could significantly reduce the browsing time. The current practice is to clas-
sify securities into different sectors which are further divided into specific industries, 
as illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Market 

Technology Consumer Goods Industrial Other 

Software Household 
Goods 

Aerospace 
Defense 

Auto 
Mobiles 

Unknown 

SNPS CASH BDK LEA LLL MUI MYG DCN 

LEVEL 2:  
SECTOR 

LEVEL 3:  
INDUSTRY 

LEVEL 1:   
WHOLE MARKET

LEVEL 4: 
STOCK  

Fig. 4. A typical stock market classification 

4.1   The Current Treemap Approach 

The most popular stock mar-
ket visualization tools cur-
rently in use is the treemap 
approach, called portfolio 
map [14]. Treemap is a space-
constrained and rectangular 
space-filling technique for 
visualizing hierarchical in-
formation. None of the other 
approaches emphasizes the 
economic usage of the screen 
estate. Figure 5 visualizes the 
“10 stocks now 799”. Tradi-
tional stock coloring indicates 
stock price performance. 
Green stands for price up and 
red for down, black indicates 
an unchanged price, and gray means that users do not own any shares. The size of rec-
tangle indicates the market capitalization of the corresponding company. 

“How does the market look like today” is the essential question that a stock visu-
alization tool needs to answer. What makes this question really tough is that a good 
answer must contain both macro and micro views. Neither simply answering the mar-
ket as a whole is up, nor answering a certain stock is down will satisfy the user. A 
good answer may be like: the whole market rallied but technology stock is down, 
especially the software industry stock; “SNPS”, however, performs well among the 
software stocks. None of the current approaches including Treemaps can offer simul-
taneous display of both a big picture and individual stock details. 

4.2   The RELT Solutions 

RELT offers alternative solutions that overcome the major drawbacks of the ap-
proaches discussed above. Assume we would like to emphasize the price change of 
each individual stock as well as the capitalization of the corresponding company. We 
can use the color scheme similar to the one used for the Treemap in Figure 5, and 
make the size of the polygonal vertex for each stock a function of the company’s 
capitalization. The corresponding weight function can then be customized as follows: 

Fig. 5. Treemap for stock market visualization 
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Fig. 6. A RELT visualization of stock market with (left) the center-rooted concentric layout and 
(right) the root at the top-left 

 

1. If  v ∈ L, w(v) = WF(Cpt(v)) = Cpt(v), where Cpt(v) is the capitalization of  the 
company represented by v; 

2. Otherwise, assuming the given v has n children, then w(v) = WF(1000, w(CV1), 

w(CV2)…w(CVn))  = 1000 +∑
=

n

i 1

w(CVi )  

It is generally more difficult to tell the difference of the sizes between two arbitrar-
ily shaped polygons than between two regular shapes such as rectangles. We therefore 
use a large constant (1000) in w(v)  above, instead of 1 as in Section 3.2, to emphasize 
the size difference, i.e. the difference between the companies’ capitalizations. Giving 
more weight to a non-leaf vertex v would contrast the relative proportion of 
DA(v)/WA(v). The results are visualized in Figure 6, that includes a layout view with 
the root at the center and at the top-left corner.  

We believe that RELT outperforms the Treemap in visualizing the tree structure, 
since RELT shows multiple levels on a single display while the Treemap shows only 
one level, as illustrated in Figure 5. This also implies that only one level of hierarchy 
may be reached (i.e. zoom it or out) by a user interaction with the Treemap. Multiple 
user interactions are needed to navigate from the high-level market overview to indi-
vidual stock (company) performances. 

5   Emulated Comparison with a Current Cell Phone Interface 

In order to evaluate whether the RELT methodology provides a more efficient inter-
face for navigation, this section presents an experimental comparison of our imple-
mentation on an emulator with one of the currently used cell phone interfaces, Sprint 
PCS Vision Phone®.  The comparison is performed for the RELT center-rooted layout 
since the Sprint top-level interface looks similar and provides the navigation structure 
from the center as pictured in Figure 7. The hierarchical information to be navigated 
by both interfaces is the Sprint cell phone’s 5-level functions and services as de-
scribed below. 
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5.1   Sprint Interface 

The Sprint interface has 9 top level service 
categories, as shown in Figure 7(a). There 
are totally 43 second level sub-categories 
under the 9 services, and each second level 
sub-category may include 0 to 6 third  
level items or sub-sub-categories. A third 
level sub-sub-category may include a few 
items at the fourth level. The last level is 
the 5th level. The entire hierarchical struc-
ture can be represented as a tree that has 
about 150-250 nodes. Some of the nodes at 
levels 2 through 5 are leaves, which should 
be the cell phone functions that the user 
wishes to arrive at in the shortest time, or 
with the fewest user interactions.  

5.2   Emulated RELT 

RELT has been implemented on a SUN 
cell phone emulator as in Figure 7(right) 
that reads in the Sprint hierarchy structure as an XML file. The default selection is at 
the root, i.e. “Menu”, at the beginning, and the selected node is highlighted in the 
inverse color as shown in Figure 7(right). Each screen display shows several levels of 
hierarchy (3 in this experiment), and a selection on a lower level node will make that 
node a root, whose child and grand-child nodes are then displayed as illustrated in the 
two examples in Figure 8. The left image shows when the level 2 node “Messaging” 
becomes the root, and the right one shows the level 3 node “Sound” to be the root.  

The text labels are arranged to maximize the space usage while avoiding cluttering, 
particularly the overlap with the polygon edges. We use a simple approach in labeling 
the almost arbitrarily oriented polygons. The approach finds the center point as well 
as the longest side of the polygon to be labeled. It then rotates the text label around 
the text's midpoint to the same angle as the longest side of the polygon. The label is 
then placed in the polygon such that its midpoint coincides with the polygon’s mid-
point. Though this approach may not generate perfectly aesthetic labeling, it is simple 
and fast with quite satisfactory display results as shown. 

5.3   Results Comparison 

To make a fair comparison, we have also implemented the Sprint interface on a com-
puter screen with the same size as that of the RELT interface. Interactions with the 
interfaces are through mouse clicks. We conducted an empirical study on the per-
formance of each interface on the given example of hierarchical information (i.e. 
Sprint cell phone functions).  

Eighteen Computer Science graduate students were involved in this study as the 
subjects, of whom half performed first on Sprint and then the RELT interface and the 

Fig. 7. Sprint PCS Vision Phone®(left) 
and RELT emulator (right) 
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other half performed on RELT followed by Sprint. The subjects were asked to per-
form the following 9 different actions on both interfaces, 

1. Find if you called Mike on March 23; 
2. Find whether David has called you on March 10; 
3. Find the Settings of the Receiver Volume of the Speaker; 
4. Go to Stopwatch Lap2; 
5. Find the Settings of the Power-off Tone; 
6. Launch Tetris game; 
7. View the Picture Album; 
8. Find the Settings of the Messaging Signature; and 
9. Find the Directory Services. 

     

Fig. 8. Views of levels 2, 3 and 4 (left) and levels 3, 4 and 5 (right) on RELT 

A touch-screen interface is assumed for both Sprint and RELT, the user can 
touch directly on the screen to select desired functions without pushing any buttons. 
Each “touch” is simulated by a mouse click on the selected node. We compared the 
number of clicks (touches) on the screen performed and total time in seconds taken 
for each action on both Sprint and RELT interfaces, as shown in Figure 9. An action 
is considered complete after the node for the corresponding action is touched. The 
numbers in the figures for both RELT and Sprint are averaged over the 18 
 subjects. 
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Fig 9. Number of clicks performed (left) and total time (in sec) taken (right) 
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In Figure 9(left), RELT shows superior performance over Sprint with 0.3 to 6.8 
fewer touches on average for the 9 actions.  Figure 9(right) shows the mixed results 
on the speed of performing the 9 actions. Although on average six actions (verses 
three) were completed in shorter times on Sprint than on RELT, the total averaged 
time difference is very close, i.e. 18.16 (Sprint) vs 18.89 (RELT). We observed that 
those who performed faster on Sprint had been using the similar cell phone interface 
and thus were fairly familiar with the Sprint interface (as evidenced below), while the 
RELT interface is totally unfamiliar to all the subjects. 

We also asked the subjects several general questions in a questionnaire. When 
asked “In your experience in using cell phones, finding a piece of information on the 
current cell phone is …”, 6 subjects chose “easy”, 7 chose “OK but improvements are 
needed”, 2 with no response, and 3 felt unsatisfactory. Seventeen subjects responded 
positively to the question “Have you used the provided Sprint interface before, or are 
you familiar with this particular interface?”, with only one negative. In response to the 
question “If you have to choose one of the two user interfaces, which one you will 
choose?” 10 subjects reported to choose RELT, 7 choose Sprint, and one did not indi-
cate any preference. 

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

The ubiquitous data management and processing using mobile devices create a new 
era for information visualization, and also multiple challenges for effective user inter-
face design. This paper has presented the RELT approach for visualizing hierarchical 
information on mobile interfaces. Two issues, economical space usage and clear hier-
archical structure have been effectively addressed in RELT. The algorithm has been 
implemented to generate all the RELT figures in this paper. It has a linear time com-
plexity and can be easily adapted to suit various applications. We have demonstrated 
this adaptability by visualizing the stock market performance, where the size of each 
leaf vertex is made a function of the corresponding company’s capitalization. 

The RELT display and interactivity are also ported to a cell phone emulator plat-
form in order for us to have a meaningful comparison with some existing cell phone 
interfaces. Having experimented a real-world hierarchical information on the RELT 
emulated interface and the Sprint PCS interface, we found that RELT outperforms 
Sprint for the given example. This is of course only a preliminary experiment. More 
empirical evidences need to be established before general conclusions can be made. 
Our immediate future work is to conduct comprehensive usability study with varied 
navigation schemes, in comparison with Sprint and other popular cell phone interfaces. 
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Abstract. Ontology has been widely adopted as the basis of knowledge sharing 
and knowledge-based public services. However, ontology construction is a big 
challenge, especially in collaborative ontology development, in which conflicts 
are often a problem. Traditional collaborative methods are suitable for central-
ized teamwork only, and are ineffective if the ontology is developed and main-
tained by mass broadly distributed participators lacking communications. In this 
kind of highly collaborative ontology development, automated conflicts detec-
tion is essential. In this paper, we propose an approach to classify and detect 
collaborative conflicts according to some mechanisms: 1) impact range of a re-
vision, 2) semantic rules, and 3) heuristic similarity measures. Also we present 
a high effective detecting algorithm with evaluation.  

1   Introduction 

Ontology has been widely adopted as the basis of knowledge sharing and knowledge-
based public services. In this kind of knowledge-based systems, a rich and high-
quality ontology model is the premise of satisfactory knowledge services. Therefore, 
besides ontology-based knowledge service, it is also important to get support for  
ontology creation and maintenance. In fact, ontology construction itself is a big chal-
lenge, especially when the ontology is expected to have relevance and value to a 
broad audience[1]. 

In most cases, the ontology is constructed manually by centralized teams, which 
is a complex, expensive and time-consuming process (e.g. [10]). In recent years, some 
methods and tools for collaborative ontology construction are also proposed which 
meet the requirements of public ontologies having relevance and value to a broad 
audience better. For these systems, it is essential to keep knowledge in consistency. 

However, collaborative developments are often accompanied by conflicts. In tra-
ditional way, collaborative conflicts are usually handled by mechanisms of locking or 
branching/merging provided by version management systems (e.g. CVS). The con-
flicts occur when two developers revise the same file in a same phase. However, in 
ontology, the basic units are concepts and relationships between them, without ex-
plicit file-based artifact. Therefore, conflicts in this environment much more likely 
exist. The rich semantic relationships in ontology model exacerbate the situation, 
since different parts of the ontology model have much more complicated impacts on 
each other. On the other hand, in large-scale collaboration-based ontology develop-
ment, there are many participators, most of them are not aware of the existences of 
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their co-workers at all, let alone communicate enough, this exacerbates the problem. 
Therefore, it is obvious that effective conflicts detection and resolution are essential 
for large-scale collaborative ontology development. For these, in this paper, we pro-
pose an approach to classify and detect three kinds of collaborative conflicts accord-
ing to some mechanisms. Also we present a high effective detecting algorithm with 
evaluation. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related 
work. Section 3 addresses the overview of our framework. Section 4 proposes an 
approach to detect collaborative conflicts. Section 5 shows experiments with evalua-
tion. The last section is our conclusion. 

2   Related Works 

KAON [5] focuses on that changes in ontology can cause inconsistencies, and pro-
poses deriving evolution strategies in order to maintain consistencies. Protégé [8] is 
an established line of tools for knowledge acquisition, which is constructed in an 
open, modular fashion. OntoEdit [7] supports the development and maintenance of 
ontologies, with an inferencing plugin for consistency checking, classification and 
execution of rules. OntoWiki [3] fosters social collaboration aspects by keeping track 
of changes, allowing comment and discuss every single part of a knowledge base, 
enabling to rate and measure the popularity of content and honoring the activity of 
users. OILEd [12] is a graphical ontology editor that allows the user to build ontolo-
gies with FACT reasoner [2] to classify ontologies and check consistency. 

As far as conflicts detection and resolve are concerned, some works, such as [5] 
provides concurrent access control with transaction oriented locking, Noy[8] provides 
discussion thread for users to communicate. In some cases, even rollback. 
SCROL[11] provides a systematic method for automatically detecting and resolving 
various semantic conflicts in heterogeneous databases with a dynamic mechanism of 
comparing and manipulating contextual knowledge of each information source. Cupid 
[6] is an approach uses a thesaurus to identify linguistic matching and structure 
matching. Peter Haase[4] discusses the consistent evolution of OWL ontologies, and 
presents a model considering structural, logical, and user-defined consistency.  

Almost all current ontology construction tools provide functionality for consisten-
cy checking. But based on our humble knowledge, none of them distinguishes col-
laborative conflicts from logical inconsistency. It is helpful to differentiate them from 
each other, because some collaborative conflicts may not result in logical inconsis-
tency, but violate user defined rules or other exception (we will explain in section 
3.3). Furthermore, concurrent access control with transaction oriented locking as 
database is not suitable for ontology, for the rich semantic relationships among ontol-
ogy entities. Therefore, we need new approach to overcome these deficiencies. 

3   Overview of Our Approach  

3.1   System Framework 

Fig.1 shows a framework of our collaborative ontology building tools. It adopts B/S 
architecture, and uses OWL[9] as ontology language. There are two parts, one is  
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private workspace, each user has his own private workspace, and the other is public 
workspace. When a user logins to his own private workspace successfully, he could 
select an ontology segment from server. All revisions the user performs will be trans-
ferred into a Command-Package and stored until submission. In the public workspace, 
there are 5 main processes: 1) a command package pool stores all packages received 
from each user. 2) For every period, the collaborative conflicts checking process, 
which includes three sub-processes, i.e. hard soft and latent conflicts checking. All 
conflicts will be handled by Conflicts Handler, in this paper we omit the detail of the 
process. 3) The 2nd checking is consistency checking, which deals with logical incon-
sistency, and all inconsistency will be handled by another handler which is also omit-
ted in this paper. 4) After 2 proceeding checking, some mistakes still remain for they 
can not be found automatically. Therefore, experts’ review is necessary. 5) Lastly, all 
correct revisions will be executed to update ontology base. In this paper, we focus on 
collaborative conflicts detection. 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of Collaborative Ontology Building Process 

3.2   Ontology Commands 

In our method, we provide a set of commands named Onto-Command for users to 
modify the ontology content, each of which is composed of an operation and some 
operands (ontology entity). Table 1 lists a part of atomic commands.  

Definition 1(OC:Onto-Command). OC=<Name,E,V> is a function s.t. E E’, 
where, Name is the command name, E is an ontology entity set , V is the value of 
parameter. 

 
Our system differentiates these commands into three kinds:  

Table 1. A Part of Ontology Commands 

Name Parameter (E) 
AddClass/DelClass (aClass) 
AddSubClass/DelSubClassRelation/DelEquClass/DelSameClass (aClass,supClass) 

AddDataProperty/AddObjProperty/DelObjProperty (aProp) 
AddDifferentClassRelation/AddEquivalentClass/AddSameClass (aClass1,aClass2) 
AddDifferentIndividual/AddEquivalentIndividual (aInd1,aInd2) 
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where, DEL means commands of this kind is for deleting entity, ADD is for adding, 
and MOD is for modifying. 

3.3   Collaborative Conflicts and Logical Inconsistency 

As mentioned in the last paragraph of section 2, some conflicts may not always result 
in ontology logical inconsistency, but violate user-defined rules or get result unex-
pected. For example, fig.2(a) shows an original ontology segment, which depicts the 
relation between Animal and Plant as well as their subclasses. If one participator adds 
Eat object property between Rat and Apple, meanwhile the other participator moves 
Apple to be a subclass of Computer, as showed in fig.2(b). There is no inconsistency 
at all in fig.2(b), but what the 1st participator wants is ‘Rat eats a kind plant’, instead 
of ‘Rat eats a kind Computer’. Therefore, in our opinion, collaborative conflicts 
should be handled different from logical inconsistency. 

Legend: subClassOf ObjectProperty OWL Basic Relation
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Fig. 2. (a) Original Ontology Segment. (b) Result of Accepting All Revisions. 
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Fig. 3. An Example of Logical Inconsistency 

 
Definition 2(Collaborative Conflicts). We call two revisions performed by different 
participators on the same ontology entity conflict with each other, if one changes the 
semantic of the entity, while the other still uses its original semantic.  

 
Definition 3 (Logical Inconsistency). We call a revision on ontology O, is inconsist-
ent with a set of consistency conditions K, iff Kk ∈∃ such that O’ does not satisfies 
the consistency condition k(O’), where O’ is the result from O by the revision. 
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For example, suppose one participator adds a concept Aweto, and then makes it as a 
subclass of both Animal and Plant as fig.3 shows. It is obvious that these changes 
breaks the logical condition ‘Animal owl:differentFrom Plant’. 

4   Collaborative Conflicts Detection 

In this section we address how to detect collaborative conflicts. Firstly we introduce 
Command Impact Range, and base on it we classify 3 kinds of collaborative conflicts, 
and finally propose two algorithms with comparison between them. 

4.1   Command Impact Range 

Because subtle semantic relationship exists among entities in ontology, change one 
entity may produce chain reaction. This means that for each revision, there is a set of 
entities may be impacted. Therefore, for each atomic Onto-Command we define a 
unique IR(Impact Range) value, table 2 lists some of them. 

Look back on fig.2(b), for example, if a user uses DelClass command oc to de-
lete class ‘Carnivore’. According to table 2, IR(oc)={Carnivore, prey, Tiger }. 

Table 2. A Part of IRs Value  

OC Name E IR(oc) 
DelClass (aClass) Return EU {o| o.Domain=aClass } U { o| o.Range=aClass }U … 

DelInstance (aIndividual) Return EU { ins| ins is the same as aIndividual } 

DelProperty (aProperty) Return EU {r| r.actOn(aProperty)= true, r is Restriction } 

AddObjProperty (class1,class2) Return EU {class| (aClass.directSubclassOf(aClass2)}… 

4.2   Three Kinds of Collaborative Conflicts 

In our method, according different criterions, we classify three kinds of collaborative 
conflicts, i.e. hard soft and latent conflicts. They are following. 

4.2.1   Hard Conflicts 
Hard conflicts are easy to detect according to the impact range and command type. 
Before go on we will introduce two functions, which are used to judge whether it is 
possible for two commands conflict with each other. 
 
OTC (OC Type Conflicts Table) is a function table returns whether it is possible for 
two commands (oc and oc’) conflict with each other. As table 3 lists, F/T is false/true, 
which means that it is impossible/possible for oc directly conflicts with oc’.  

In our opinion, if two participators perform the same operation on the same en-
tity with same value, we will unite two operations as one. Therefore, there is no con-
flict if both participators perform commands to delete or add the same class. i.e., 
OTC(DEL,DEL)=F and OTC(ADD,ADD)=F. 
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Table 3. Onto-Command Type Conflicts Rules 

OCKind(oc’) 
OTC(oc,oc’) 

MOD ADD DEL 
MOD OTC_MOD(oc,oc’) F T 
ADD F F T OCKind(oc) 
DEL T T F 

Table 4. A Part of OTC_MOD Conflicts Rules 

oc oc’ OTC_MOD(oc,oc’) 
AddEquivalentIndividual AddDifferentIndividual If (oc.E=oc’.E) T Else F 

AddEquivalentClass AddDifferentClassRelation If (oc.E=oc’.E) T Else F 
AddEquivalentClass AddDisjointWithRelation If (oc.E=oc’.E) T Else F 

AddEquivalentProperty AddDifferentPropertyRelation If (oc.E=oc’.E) T Else F 

OTC_MOD (MOD OC Conflicts Table) is a function table returns whether it is 
possible for two MOD commands (i.e. OCKind(oc) =MOD) directly conflict with 
each other. Table 4 lists a part of them.  

For example, if one participator use command AddEquivalentClass oc1 to make 
class1 and class2 equivalent, while the other use command AddDifferentClass oc2 to 
make class1 and class2 different, then OTC_MOD(oc1,oc2)=T. 
 
Definition 4 (Hard Conflicts ‘@’). Given 2 commands oc and oc’ performed by 
different users, oc@oc’ if OTC(oc,oc’) ∧ (IR(oc) IR(oc ')) NULL≠I . 
 
For example, look back on fig.2(b), if user U1 performs a DelCalss command oc for 
delete class Carnivore, and user U2 performs AddSubClass command oc’ to add a 
subclass Lion to Carnivore. In this case, )'oc(IR)oc(IR)oc'DR(oc, I= ={Carnivore} 

and OTC(oc,oc’) holds, then oc@oc’, that means oc conflicts with oc’ directly. 

4.2.2   Soft Conflicts 
In some cases, there is nothing wrong if both revisions happen alone, but would result in 
inconsistency if both were accepted. Therefore, we define Semantic-Rule-Set which includes 
a set of semantic rules, in order to deal with these cases. Table 5 lists a part of these rules. 

Definition 5 (Semantic Rules). Given an entity e and two commands oc and oc’, 
where, )'oc(IR)oc(IRe I∈ . SEM is a semantic rule judges whether e1 is inconsistent 

with e2, where e1 and e2 originate from e by executing oc and oc’ respectively.  

Table 5. A Part of Semantic Rules in Semantic-Rule-Set 

SEM Description 
Same VS Different Check whether there is an entity is the same as e1 but different from e2  

Same VS DisjointWith Check whether there is an entity is the same as e1 but disjoint with from e2 
Functional Same VS 

Different 
Check whether there is an entity is the same as e1 but different from e2 
according the  principle of functional object property 
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For example, Functional Same VS Different is one semantic rule, whose principle 
is that for a functional object property P in OWL, Y=Z if P(X, Y) and P(X, Z). 
Therefore,  

{functional&diff

0, c,s.t. FunctionalSameAs(c,e1) c.differentFrom(e2)
0, c,s.t. FunctionalSameAs(c,e2) c.differentFrom(e1)SEM (e,oc,oc')

1, otherwise

∃ ∧
∃ ∧= , 

where, 

(a) differentFrom means ‘owl:differentFrom’ or ‘owl:disjointWith’. 
(b) e1 and e2 originate from e by executing oc and oc’ respectively. 

(c) {FunctionalSameAs(c1,c2)
1, p, c, s.t., p(c, c1) p(c, c2), where, p is a functional property

0, otherwise 
=

∃ ∃ ∧  

 

Definition 6 (Soft Conflicts ‘#’). Given 2 commands oc and oc’ performed by differ-
ent users, oc#oc’ if ¬ OTC(oc,oc’) ∧ ( ,e,SEM ∃∃ s.t. SEM(e,oc,oc’)=0), where, 
e IR(oc) IR(oc '), SEM∈ ∈I Semantic-Rule-Set. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Another Segment. (b)Result Revised By U1. (c) Result Revised By U2. 

For example, fig. 4 (a) shows another ontology segment. If participator U1 adds a 
functional object property Favorite from Cat to Rat and Mouse by command oc, ac-
cording to the principle of functional object property, we can infer that Rat is the 
same as Mouse. Meanwhile participator U2 moves Mouse to be a subclass of Com-
puterEquipment that is different from Animal by command oc’. We can infer that it is 
also different from Rat. i.e. 0)oc'oc,(e,diff&functionalEMS = , and ¬ OTC(oc,oc’) therefore, 

oc#oc’ . Fig.4 (b) and (c) show the result. 

4.2.3   Latent Conflicts 
Different from hard and soft conflicts, which can be detected explicitly, some con-
flicts are not so easy to judge. Look back on the first example in section 3.3, suppose 
that the second participator only inserts new concept Fruit between Apple and Plant, 
instead of moving Apple to be a subclass of Computer, then the result is acceptable. 
Fig. 5 shows the comparison, where (a) shows the acceptable result, and (b) shows 
unacceptable case. In this case, it is not easy to judge whether the changes on concept 
Apple is acceptable or not, for lacking absolute standard. Therefore, heuristic meas-
ures must be adopted to deal. In our system, we define a set of similarity measures, 
and differentiate them into two types. Table 6 lists a part of them. 
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Two Types of Heuristic Similarity Measures:  

(1) HSemSIM: calculates similarity based on semantic information. 
(2) HStruSIM: calculates similarity based on the structure information.  

 

 
(a)                                                                       (b) 

Fig. 5. (a) Acceptable Result. (b) Unacceptable Result. 

Table 6. A Part of Characteristic and Heuristic Similarity Measures 

Measure type Measure Heuristic matcher Description 
Entity Name Compare the name or label of e1 and e2 

Class Property Compare matched property of e1 and e2 
Property Domain & Range Compare matched domain and range of e1 and e2 

Class Restriction Compare matched restriction of e1 and e2 
Semantical 

Restriction On Property Compare matched property of e1 and e2 
Direct Sup/Subproperty Compare matched direct sup/subproperty of e1 and e2 
Direct Sup/Subclass Compare matched direct sup/subclass of e1 and e2 Structural 

Depth Distance Compare hierarchy distance of e1 and e2 

For example, Depth Distance is one structural measure that calculates similarity 
between two ontology classes or two object properties, based on the fact that the 
deeper the two entities locate in one hierarchy, the higher the similarity is. Therefore, 

DepthDistance

2 depth(LCA(e1, e2))
HStruSim (e1,e2)

depth(e1) depth(e2)

×
=

+
 

where, LCA(e1,e2) gets the nearest ancestor of e1 and e2. 
 
Similarity Aggregation: for all measures, OntoSIM is given: 

1

2

1 2

0,OntoSemSIM (e1,e 2) t

OntoSIM(e1,e2) 1,OntoSemSIM (e1,e 2) t

OntoSemSIM (e1,e 2) OntoStruSIM (e1,e 2),otherwise

<

= >

λ +λ

⎧⎪
⎨
⎪⎩

 

where,  0 1 N
OntoSemSIM(e1,e2) Min(HSemSim (e1, e2), HSemSim (e1, e2)), ....HSemSim (e1, e2))=  

i i

i

i M W HStruSim (e1, e2)i 0
OntoStruSIM(e1,e2)

i M Wi 0

=∑ ×=
=

=∑ =

  

1 2 1 2
t 0.3, t 0.95, 0.6, 0.4= = λ = λ =  

where, N is the number of semantical matchers. M is the number of structural match-
ers. i

w  is the weight of each individual structural measure. 
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Definition 7 (Latent Conflicts‘!!’):Given 2 commands oc and oc’ performed by diff-
erent users. oc!!oc’ if ¬ OTC(oc,oc’) ∧ e (IR(oc)  IR(oc'))∃ ∈ I ,s.t. OntoSIM(e1,e2)<t, 
t [0,1]∈ , where e1 and e2 originate from e by executing oc and oc’ respectively. 

4.3   Checking Algorithm  

This section presents two algorithms for collaborative conflicts detection. The 1st is 
simple with high complexity that is unacceptable. The 2nd is high effective named 
CCD. We will give their performance comparison with experiments in section 5.3. 

4.3.1   Simple Algorithm 
Algorithm 1 lists the simple algorithm. It scans command-pool by 2 loops and gets all 
possible command pairs. For each pair, we do three kinds of conflicts checking, and 
each detected conflict will be added to appropriate conflicts set.   

 
Algorithm 1. Simple Conflicts Detector Pseudo Code                                                                        
Input Data: All Commands in Command-Pool 
Result: three conflicts sets with initialization hardConflicSet={}, softConflictSet={}, latentConflictSet={} 
0   scan Command-Pool by 2 loops and get all possible pair <c,c’> where c is different from c’  
1   for each command pair <c,c’> do 
2     calculate intersection entity set S:= (IR(c)I IR(c’))    
3     if (OTC(c, c’) and S is not empty) hardConflictSet := hardConflicSetU {<c,c’>}  

4     for each entity e in S do 
5       for each semantic rule SEM in Semantic-Rules-Set do 
6         if (SEM (e,c,c’) is zero) softConflictSet := softConflictSetU {<c,c’>}  

7       end 
8       if (OntoSIM(c.execute(e) , c’.execute(e))<T) latentConflictSet:= latentConflictSetU {<c,c’>} 

9     end; 
10  end ; 

Complexity Analysis. Because 1) in line 0, it scans pool by two loops which makes 
complexity O(n 2 ). 2) The number of entities that one command may impact is finite 
(by our statistic, none exceeds 100), i.e. O(IR)=O(C). 3) The number of SEMs in 
Semantic-Rules-Set and the number of heuristic similarity measures in OntoSIM are 
both finite. Therefore, the total complexity is O(n 2 ), this is unacceptable. 

4.3.2   High Effective Collaborative Conflicts Detection Algorithm (CCD ) 
In order to detect conflicts effectively, we define a structure STRU_CON_SET (see 
fig.6). Each instance of this type holds an entity e, and a command set IRSet , 
where, oc IRSet  s.t. e IR(oc)∀ ∈ ∈ , i.e IRSet stores all commands whose impact range 
includes e. All instances are stored and sorted by e in Sorted-List v. 

Theorem 1: IRSetscs'oc,oc .∈∀ , oc@oc’ if OTC(oc,oc’) holds.  

Theorem 2: IRSetscs'oc,oc .∈∀ , oc#oc’ if 0)'oc,oc,e.scs(SEM.t.s,SEM  oc)OTC(oc, =∃∧¬ .  

Theorem 3: IRSetscs'oc,oc .∈∀ ,oc!!oc’ if ¬ OTC(oc,oc’) ∧ OntoSIM(e1,e2)<t,where e1 
and e2 are produced from e by executing oc and oc’ respectively. 
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Algorithm 2 presents a high effective checking algorithm named CCD. It scans 
Command-Pool only once, for each command c in the pool, we compare it with can-
didate commands that may conflict with c in Sorted-List v by binary searching. The 
remainder is similar with Algorithm 1. 

  

Fig. 6. STRU_CON_SET Data Structure 

 
Algorithm 2. CCD Pseudo Code 
Input Data: All Commands in Command-Pool 
Result: three conflicts sets with initialization hardConflicSet={}, softConflictSet={}, latentConflictSet={} 
0   create and init a Sorted-List<STRU_CON_SET > v. 
1   for each command c in Command-Pool do 
2      for each entity e in IR(c) do                        
3         STRU_CON_SET scs :=do binary search in v by e, if not found create a new and insert into v 
4         for each command c’ in. IRSet of scs do 
5           if (OTC(c, c’)) do hardConflictSet := hardConflicSetU {<c,c’>} and get next c’ 

6           for each semantic rule SEM in Semantic-Rules-Set do 
7              if (SEM (e,c, c’) is zero) softConflictSet := softConflictSetU {<c,c’>} and get next c’ 

8           if (OntoSIM(c.execute(e) , c’.execute(e))<T) latentConflictSet:= latentConflictSetU {<c,c’>} 

9         end  
10        scs.IRSet:= scs.IRSet U {oc} 
11     end 
12  end 

 
Complexity Analysis. As stated in Algorithm 2, in line 1 it scans the pool by a loop, 
whose complexity is O(n). In line 3 the binary retrieval’s complexity is O(Log 2 (n)). 
Other loops’ complexities are all O(C), just the same as Algorithm 1. Therefore, the 
total complexity of CCD is O(n)*O(Log 2 (n)). In the worst case is O(n 2 ). The cost is 
the extra spending of v whose space complexity is O(n). 

5   Case Study and Experimental Design 

We developed our system by Java1.5 and MySql. Client runs on web, and the server 
was conducted on Intel Centrino Duo T2400 1.83GHz PC with 2GB RAM, running 
WindowsXP sp2. Table 7 lists the detail of the experiment data, which comes from 
FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization). 
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Table 7. Experiment Data for Collaborative Conflicts Detection 

Entity type Number Entity type Number Entity type Number 
Class 82 TransitivePropertiy 14 FunctionalProperty 13 

Individual 233 FunctionalProperty 13 InverseFunctionalProperty 9 
Restriction 113 Data-Property 105 SymmetricProperty 12 

ObjectProperty 212 Data-Range 176 InverseFunctionalProperty 9 
 

5.1   Experiment 1 

In order to evaluate, we compare the manually determined real conflicts(R) against 
the detected result P returned by CCD, and determine the true positives, I, as well as 
false positives, F=P-I. Then we have: (1) Recall=|I|/|R|, (2) Precision =|I|/|P|.  

5.1.1   Hard and Soft Conflicts Detection Result 
This experiment is to evaluate the hard and soft conflicts checking algorithm, fig. 7 
(a) and (b) show the result. 
 

Analysis. From fig.7 we can infer, 1) the algorithm is good enough for detecting soft 
conflicts. 2) As far as the hard conflicts are concerned, at the start of X axes, both 
precision and recall change radically, because the data for analysis is not enough. 3) 
With number increasing, the precision/recall of hard conflicts converge 95%/94%, 
and we consider the constant is the real data we need.  

Legend:
 

(a)                                                                         (b) 

Fig. 7. (a) Hard and Soft Precision Graph. (b) Hard and Soft Recall Graph. 

5.1.2   Latent Conflicts Detection Result  
This experiment is to analysis the impact of heuristic matchers on latent conflicts 
detection result. The threshold is 0.65. Firstly there are few matchers in OntoSIM, 
and then add a number, finally we add enough. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) show the result. 

Legend:  
(a)                                                                                        (b) 

Fig. 8. (a) Latent Precision Graph. (b) Latent Recall Graph. 
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Analysis. From the two figures, we can infer, 1) at the start of X axes, the result of 
‘Few Matcher’ changes radically. We also believe that is because of the data for 
analysis is not enough, 2) with more and more conflicts coming, the results converge 
to a constant, and we consider the constant is the real data we need, too. 3) ‘Enough 
Matchers’ produces higher precision and recall than ‘Few Matcher’ and ‘A Number of 
Matchers’. Therefore, we can say that heuristic matchers play an important role in the 
collaborative conflicts detecting process. 

5.2   Experiment 2 

In this experiment, we adopt ‘Enough Matchers’ in OntoSIM with threshold 0.65, 
and make a running time comparison between Simple and CCD algorithm. Table 8 
and fig.9 present the performance comparison. 
 

Analysis. 1) It clearly shows that with commands increasing, the running time of 
CCD increases flatly, while the performance of optimized simple algorithm is far 
worse than CCD. 2) According to the analysis in section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the running 
time of Simple algorithm should be (N/ Log 2 (N)) times of the time of CCD. From the 
last two lines of table 8, we can see that the experiment result complies with it per-
fectly. 3) Notice that the running time of Simple algorithm does not increase by the 
way of N 2  parabola, this is because we optimize the checking algorithm. 
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Fig. 9. Running Time Comparison between Simple Algorithm and CCD 

Table 8. Running Time and Comparison between Two Algorithms (time is in seconds) 

N (Commands Number) 
Comparison 

200 250 300 350 400 450 500 

Running time of Simple(s) 4.6079 5.9016 7.4763 8.9776 10.1837 11.492 13.869 
Running time of CCD (s) 0.1605 0.1746 0.1976 0.2134 0.2192 0.2237 0.2374 

Time(Simple)/Time(CCD) 28.70 33.79 37.81 42.05 46.44 51.36 58.41 

N/ Log 2 (N) 26.16 31.51 36.46 41.41 46.27 51.06 55.76 

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

Ontology construction itself is a big challenge, especially in large-scale collaboration-
based ontology development, because, 1) in ontology, the basic units are concepts and 
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relationships between them, without explicit file-based artifact, which makes conflicts 
much more likely exist; 2) Most of participators are not aware of the existences of 
their co-workers at all, let alone have enough sufficient communications. Therefore, it 
is obvious that effective conflicts detection and resolution are essential for large-scale 
collaborative ontology development.  

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to deal with collaborative conflicts in 
our ontology construction system. The main contributions are: 1) differentiate col-
laborative conflicts from logical inconsistency. 2) Classify three kinds of collabora-
tive conflicts, i.e. hard conflicts soft conflicts and latent conflicts. 3) Propose a formal 
method to detect collaborative conflicts with an effective algorithm and evaluation.  

In the future, we will adapt the method to be a real time agent for more efficiency. 
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Abstract. Along with a massive amount of information being placed online, it 
is a challenge to exploit the internal and external information of documents 
when assessing similarity between them. A variety of approaches have been 
proposed to model the document similarity based on different foundations, but 
usually they are not applicable for combining internal and external information. 
In this paper, we introduce a link-based method into content analysis, which is 
based on random walk on graphs. By defining similarity as the meeting prob-
ability of two random surfers, we propose a computational model for content 
analysis, which can also be integrated with external information of documents. 
Empirical study shows that our method achieves good accuracy, acceptable per-
formance and fast convergent rate in multi-relational document similarity 
measuring.  

Keywords: link graph, content analysis, document similarity. 

1   Introduction 

Document similarity needs to be measured in a variety of applications for clustering, 
filtering, sorting and retrieving, etc. For example, in a personalized digital library, the 
computing of document similarity is the foundation of collaborative filtering [1]. But 
along with astonishing amount of information being placed online, the computation of 
document similarity encounters great challenges in two aspects: (1) the complexity of 
internal and external information of a document; (2) the large scale of document 
amount. For this reason, the ability to measure similarity between documents in an 
accurate and efficient way is a key determinant for many applications.  

A variety of approaches have been proposed to model document similarity based on 
different foundations. Some traditional approaches calculate similarity according to 
document contents (especially document-term relationship), such as Vector Space 
Model [2], n-gram measures [3] and Latent Semantic Analysis [4], etc. Recently, by 
exploiting link structure of objects, some methods focusing on link-based object ranking 
are proposed by researchers [5, 6, 7]. If viewing documents as nodes and relationships 
among documents as edges, document similarity can be measured by these link-based 
object ranking methods with the contents of documents ignored.  
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In this paper, we propose a new approach by using link-based content analysis to 
measure document similarity effectively. This approach takes advantage of document-
term relationship and builds a link graph among documents. Then link analysis is 
imported to assess the similarity between documents. There are plenty of link analysis 
methods introduced in [12]. Our approach propagates the similarity between docu-
ments with a certain transition probability, and has a theoretical foundation based on 
random walk theory [9]. Moreover, internal and external information of documents 
can be combined effectively using our method, which is not applicable for most simi-
larity measuring methods mentioned above.  
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Fig. 1. (a) Documents and citation relationship. (b) Document-term relationships. (c) Transition 
probability based on contents. (d) Transition probability based on references. 

As Figure 1(a) shows, the content of a document can be modeled as a collection of 
<Term, TF> pairs, where TF is term frequency in the corresponding document. Using 
some simple statistics, we obtain a matrix describing relationship between documents 
and terms as seen in Figure 1(b). Transition probability based on contents between 
documents is derived from relationship matrix, via normalization step and matrices 
product step (explained in Section 3.2 and shown in Figure 1(c)). External informa-
tion is also considered (discussed in Section 4). From the citation relationship shown 
in Figure 1(a), we can get transition probability shown in Figure 1(d). Given a ratio of 
importance between contents and citation relationship in measuring the similarity, we 
can combine these two kinds of transition probabilities as a whole, which is the input 
of similarity computation. Based on random walk theory, we define similarity as the 
meeting probability of two surfers. Given a document-pair (a, b), its similarity is 
determined by similarities of all its direct-connected document-pairs and transition 
probabilities from (a, b) to these pairs (details can be found in Section 3.3).  

The internal information (that is content) and external information (namely, outside 
links) of documents can be combined effectively using the same computational 
model. Experiments on real datasets are conducted to test the accuracy and perform-
ance of our link-based content analysis. Observation on convergence indicates that 
similarity result of the first iteration is acceptable for most cases.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. In 
Section 3, we introduce link-based content analysis. Afterwards, Section 4 describes 
how to combine internal and external information. The results of experiments are 
shown in Section 5 and this study is concluded in Section 6. 
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2   Related Works 

Measuring pair-wise document similarity has been extensively studied for decades, 
with lots of methods proposed. These methods can be roughly divided into several 
types according to the document information they focus on. Generally, related works 
of document similarity measuring can be considered from three views: content analy-
sis, link analysis and their combination.  

(1) Content analysis 

Analysis of content (or internal information) is a traditional information retrieval 
task. Early methods treat a document as a bag of words and calculate cosine similarity 
according to the tf-idf weight [13], such as Vector Space Model and its variations [2, 
14]. Considering the sequence of terms, n-grams [3] are introduced to gauge the simi-
larity. A more complicated approach is Latent Semantic Analysis [4], which maps 
each document and term vector into a lower dimensional space associated with con-
cepts. Aslam et al. [15] propose an information-theoretic measure for document simi-
larity in an axiomatic manner, which is a different research route from others.  

(2) Mining links of documents 

Some documents (especially web pages) have rich outside links (or called external 
information). Viewing documents as nodes and external relationships as edges, the 
corpus of documents can be modeled as a graph, and exploiting this link structure may 
be one of the best ways to measure document similarity. There are multiple link-based 
object ranking methods. SimRank [5] provides a wonderful definition for similarity on a 
link graph and takes O(N2) time for each iteration. The intuitive underlying model of 
SimRank is “random surfer-pairs”, a concept derived from random walk theory. Xi et al. 
[6] use a Unified Relationship Matrix (URM) to represent a collection of heterogeneous 
objects and their relationships, and compute the similarity iteratively over the URM. 
Besides, Yin et al. [7] proposed a hierarchical structure called SimTree to represent 
similarities between objects in a compact way. These link-based object ranking methods 
usually involve iterative computation and ignore the inside attributes of an object.  

(3) Combining content and outside links 

Researchers have introduced techniques for combining link-based and content-
based methods to improve the accuracy of web document classification [16]. Multiple 
models are developed. Jin et al. [17] introduce a probabilistic model that integrates 
content matching and link information in a single unified framework to improve re-
trieval. Zhu et al. [18] design an algorithm that carries out a joint factorization on both 
the linkage adjacency matrix and the document-term matrix, and represents web 
pages in a low-dimensional space.  

The intuitive model of our method is based on random walk on graphs, which is a 
special Markov Chain [10]. We apply link-based idea to content analysis, and inte-
grate it with outside links naturally, thus making it different from other methods.  

3   Link-Based Content Analysis 

In this section we introduce link-based content analysis method.  
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3.1   Modeling the Content of a Document 

Before modeling the content of a document, a cleaning step is performed to remove 
stop-words, and stem leftover words using the Porter Stemmer algorithm [19]. The 
stop-words list is taken from SMART Retrieval System [20], and a complete manifest 
can be found in [21].  

We model the content of a document as a set of <Term, TF> pairs, where TF is the 
frequency of this term occurring in this document. Formally, let D denote the content 
of a document. Supposing that D contains n different terms, we describe D by 

},,,,{ 11 ><><= nn TFTermTFTermD L  (1) 

For a corpus of documents, we give simple definitions for some terminologies 
which will be used in the rest of this paper. 

Definition 1. (Document Vector) The document vector of a corpus is an ordered 
array of all document objects in this corpus. Let DV denote it.  

Definition 2. (Term Vector) The term vector of a corpus is an ordered array of all 
different terms in this corpus. We signify it by TV.  

Obviously, the relationship between document vector and term vector can be modeled 
as a weighted bipartite graph with two disjoint sets corresponding to documents and 
terms. A relationship matrix can be deduced from this bipartite graph, with |DV| rows 
and |TV| columns, where |DV| denotes the number of documents in DV and analo-
gously for |TV|. Let R denote relationship matrix.  

We take a corpus example of documents shown in Figure 2(a) for the convenience 
of following analysis. Note that term T4 only occurs in document C. We present the 
bipartite graph corresponding to corpus example in Figure 2(b). The relationship 
matrix between documents and terms is easy to obtain in Figure 2(c).  
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Fig. 2. (a) A corpus example of documents. (b) Weighted bipartite graph. (c) Corresponding 
relationship matrix R. 

3.2   Transition Probability between Documents 

From the viewpoint of Random Walk Theory, given a directed unweighted graph 
G(V, E), supposing there is a random surfer standing on node a, he has identical pos-
sibility to visit each node at which he can arrive on next step, and zero possibility to 
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other nodes. If it is a weighted graph, the possibility will be adjusted according to 
edge weight. This possibility is entitled “transition probability” by researchers.  

Treating every document in DV as a node and transition probability of each pair of 
documents as an edge, the corpus of documents can be viewed as a graph. However, 
the transition probability between two documents can’t be ascertained directly. The 
reason is, from the view of a random surfer in document A, he do not know any inter-
nal information (the content) of another document B. He only knows the terms in A. 
So our solution is using terms as the bridge between two documents.  

A normalization step is performed before computing of transition probability. 
From the probability theory, transition probabilities of a node to all other nodes 
should sum to 1. For a matrix M, we use MN to denote the normalized matrix. The 
terminology “transition matrix” is defined by researchers to represent the normalized 
probability matrix from object sets O1 to O2, and we use T(O1, O2) to denote it. More-
over, given the i-th element a in O1 and the j-th element b in O2, let P(a, b) denote the 
element in the i-th row and the j-th column of T(O1, O2).  

Base on the above discussions, the transition matrix from documents to terms can 
be described as T(DV, TV) = RN, and the transition matrix from terms to documents 
can be described as T(TV, DV) = (RT)N, where R is given in Section 3.1 and RT is the 
transpose of R.  
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Fig. 3. (a) The computation model of P(A, B). (b) Transition matrix of the corpus example. 

We model the computation of transition probability from document A to B as two 
steps (shown in Figure 3(a)). The first step is a random walk from document A to 
some term Tn with transition probability P(A, Tn), and the second step is another ran-
dom walk from term Tn to document B with transition probability P(Tn, B). Serial 
steps mean a multiplication. Considering all terms including Tn , we take 
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n
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to represent the transition probability from document A to B, where |TV| is the number 
of different terms in term vector TV.  

Considering the transition matrix of documents, supposing A and B are the i-th and 
the j-th documents in DV respectively, we get P(A, B) = Tij(DV, DV), P(A, Tn) = 
Tin(DV, TV) and P(Tn, B) = Tnj(TV, DV). Thus we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 1. The transition matrix of documents, T(DV, DV), can be computed by  

),(),(),( DVTVTTVDVTDVDVT ⋅=  (3) 
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Proof. From Equation (3) we can get ),(),(),(
||

1

DVTVTTVDVTDVDVT nj

TV

n
inij ⋅=∑

=
, 

which can be also obtained from Equation (2).  

Taking the corpus shown in Figure 2(a) as an example, we can obtain T(DV, TV) 
and T(TV, DV) using relationship matrix R shown in Figure 2(c). The transition matrix 
of documents is computed by Equation (3) and shown in Figure 3(b) with another 
view in Figure 1(c). Note that the transition probability from a document to itself is 
not equal to zero, which means the random surfer has possibility to stay in his current 
position on next step.  

3.3   Assessing Similarity 

Let Sim(A, B) denote the similarity between object A and B in a link graph. If A = B, 
we define Sim(A, B) = 1, otherwise we define Sim(A, B) as the meeting probability of 
two random surfers starting from A and B respectively (similar definition is found in 
[5]). It is easy to get Sim(A, B) = Sim(B, A) according to this definition.  

A B

A1

A2

An

B1

B2

Bm
P(A,An) P(B,Bm)

(a) 

0.1486.0524.0
486.00.1585.0
524.0585.00.1A

B

C

A B C

(b)  

Fig. 4. (a) The computation model of Sim(A, B). (b) S(DV) of the corpus example. 

In our method, the meeting probability (or similarity) is reinforced step by step. 
Each step of random surfers means a re-distribution of meeting probabilities, and 
results of the (k+1)th step are based on results of the k-th step. Assessing similarity 
Sim(A, B) is an iterative process. We model the (k+1)th iteration of Sim(A, B) (we 
denote it by Simk+1(A, B)) in Figure 4(a). Supposing document A has n outgoing edges 
and B has m outgoing edges, there are n×m document-pairs needing to be considered. 
Let d be a decay factor (usually d = 0.8) and we represent Simk+1(A, B) by 
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j
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+ , where A ≠ B (4) 

For the convenience of derivation, we take the objects not in {A1, A2, ..., An} or {B1, 
B2, ..., Bm} into consideration. Since transition probabilities from A or B to these ob-
jects are zero, they make no contribution to Simk+1(A, B). Denoting similarity matrix 
of the k-th iteration by Sk(DV) and supposing A and B are the p-th and the q-th docu-
ments in DV respectively (p ≠ q), we get  
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Based on Equation 5, we give a theorem as follows. 

Theorem 2. The (k+1)th iteration of similarity matrix Sk+1(DV) can be computed by 

MDVDVTDVSDVDVTdDVS T
kk +⋅⋅⋅=+ )),(()(),()(1  (6) 

where (T(DV, DV))T is the transpose of transition matrix T(DV, DV), and M is a cor-
rection matrix making every element on diagonal of Sk+1(DV) to be 1.  

Proof. In fact, Equation (6) is the matrix form of Equation (5).  

A notice here is the initialization of Sk(DV) when k = 0. Since we can’t foreknow the 
similarity between two objects before iteration, it is reasonable to simply define 
(S0(DV))ij = 1 for i = j, and (S0(DV))ij = 0 for i ≠ j. Hence, S0(DV) is an identity matrix 
and is symmetrical, which ensures Sim(A, B) = Sim(B, A) on all iterations.  

Our similarity computation method can be viewed as an extension of SimRank [5] 
on directed weighted graph. The naive method of SimRank is only applicable for 
undirected unweighted graph. Besides, the starting points of our method and SimRank 
are different. SimRank measures the Expected-f Meeting Distance on a graph, while 
our method evaluates the meeting probability of two random surfers. SimRank gets an 
iterative formula similar to Equation (4), and the mathematic proof of convergence 
given in the Appendix of [5] is also adaptable for our method with a few changes.  

Let’s consider the example shown in Figure 2(a). Using the transition matrix 
shown in Figure 3(b), we can compute its similarity matrices easily by Equation (6), 
and the convergent result S(DV) (via 10 iterations) is presented in Figure 4(b).  

We summarize the major steps of link-based content analysis method as follows.  

1. Preprocessing. Remove stop-words from document contents and stem the left 
words (Section 3.1).  

2. Obtain relationship matrix R between documents and terms using statistical tech-
nologies (Section 3.1).  

3. Compute transition matrix of documents T(DV, DV) by Equation (3) (Section 3.2).  
4. Initialization. Set k = 0 and S0(DV) to be a |DV|-by-|DV| identity matrix.  
5. For the (k+1)th iteration, compute Sk+1(DV) using Equation (6) (Section 3.3).  
6. If Sk+1(DV) is not convergent when compared with Sk(DV), let k = k+1 and then 

jump to step 5; else return Sk+1(DV).  

3.4   Complexity Analysis 

For simplicity, we suppose |DV| = n and average(|D|) = m in a corpus of documents, 
and the average outgoing edge number of a node is d. The time cost on our link-based 
content analysis can be roughly divided into two parts: (1) Computation of transition 
matrix. According to Equation (2), the time consumed by transition matrix computa-
tion is O(mn2). (2) Iterative computation of similarity matrix. According to Equation 
(4), supposing the number of iterations is k, time complexity for iterative computation 
is O(kd2n2). In real datasets, m and d are usually constants, and k < 10 in most cases.  

There are some methods for improving performance of SimRank, such as pruning 
SimRank [5], fingerprint SimRank [11], etc. These methods are also suitable for  
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improving the performance of our link-based content analysis, but it is not the key 
point of this paper. The aim of our work is to introduce a link-based method into con-
tent analysis, and combine internal and external information (introduced in Section 4) 
for more accurate similarity measuring. In addition, the convergence feature studied 
in Section 5.3 indicates that the result is acceptable when k = 1.  

4   Combining Internal and External Information  

Relationships between documents can be explored from different aspects, for instance 
references, publication date, authors, and so on. The best way to describe external 
information of documents is using a link graph. Extensive studies have been per-
formed on exploiting the link structure such as web graph. In this section, we focus on 
how to integrate external information into link-based content analysis.  

4.1   Integration of Transition Matrices 

Usually, there is more than one kind of relationships between documents, and we only 
consider the ones independent with each other. For example, references and authors 
are independent, while references and “cited-by” are not. A relationship matrix R can 
be obtained according to each relationship. Similar with link-based content analysis in 
Section 3.2, the transition matrix between documents can be described as T(DV, DV) 
= RN. Taking documents shown in Figure 1(a) as an example, transition probabilities 
of citation relationship are shown in Figure 1(d).  

For a corpus of documents, supposing there are K different relationships between 
documents, we can get K different transition matrices T1(DV, DV), T2(DV, DV), ..., 
TK(DV, DV). Considering the transition matrix computed by link-based content analy-
sis (let T0(DV, DV) denote it), we give different weights to these K+1 transition matri-
ces and compute a weighted mean matrix. That means the integrated transition matrix 
T(DV, DV) can be calculated by the following formula.  
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i
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where wi is the weight of Ti(DV, DV) and 1
0

=∑
=

K

i
iw . Then, similarity matrix S(DV) is 

computed iteratively using Equation (6).  

4.2   Estimating Weights 

In Equation 7, the weights are usually determined by experts. That is not a perfect 
solution, because different people have different evaluations of importance. Inspired 
by machine learning methods such as decision tree and neural networks, we design an 
approach to learn weights from training dataset.  

Usually we take a portion of classified documents (e.g. 10%) as training dataset. 
For a transition matrix Ti(DV, DV), we get corresponding similarity matrix S(DV) by 
Equation 6 and cluster documents based on S(DV). Correct classified documents are 
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counted (we denote the sum by Ci) and let accuracy(Ti) be the ratio between Ci and 
|DV|. The weight of Ti(DV, DV) can be estimated by  

)()(
0
∑

=
=

K

x
xii TaccuracyTaccuracyw  (8) 

5   Empirical Study 

We have described a method for link-based content analysis and a solution to com-
bine internal and external information. In this section, the accuracy and iterative proc-
ess of similarity propagation will be tested, compared with (1) VSM [2], a traditional 
content-based method. We implement it strictly following this equation 
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term in a document. (2) SimRank [5], a link-based approach on graph.  

The similarity score between two objects is hard to ascertain without performing 
extensively user studies. ACM Computing Classification System [22] (CCS) is a 
credible subject classification system for Computer Science, which provides an identi-
fication of similar papers by organizing these papers in the same category. Note that 
CCS is only a rough evaluation of similarity. Our dataset is crawled from three cate-
gories in ACM CCS, and contains 5469 documents with the ineffectual papers re-
moved. There are three kinds of information in this dataset: (1) Document-term in-
formation. Terms are extracted from ABSTRACT of each paper. This relationship is 
used for content analysis. (2) Reference information. If document A refers to docu-
ment B, there is an edge from A to B, so we can construct a citation relationship which 
is a directed weighted graph. (3) Author information. If A and B share the same au-
thor, an edge between A and B exists. Thus author relationship can be described as an 
undirected weighted graph. More details are listed in Table 1.  

All experiments are performed on a PC with a 1.86G Intel Core 2 processor, 2 GB 
memory, and Windows XP Professional. All algorithms are implemented using Java. 

Table 1. Details of each relationship 

Information Details (5469 documents in total) 

document-term 
11,312 different terms; each document contains 43.9 terms on aver-

age, and a term exists in 21.2 documents on average 
reference 29,304 references in total; 5.4 references per paper 

author 
7238 different authors; each author appears in 2.2 documents and 

there are 1.7 authors per document on average  

5.1   Similarity Evaluating 

In this section we report experiments to examine the accuracy of our method, com-
pared with others. For the given ACM dataset, we compute the similarity matrix of 
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documents in five different ways. To be specific, based on document-term relation-
ship, we obtain two similarity matrices using VSM and our link-based content analysis 
respectively. Another two are obtained by using SimRank on reference relationship 
and author relationship. At last, by combining internal and external information, we 
obtain a holistic similarity measuring of this dataset. 

We use PAM [8] to cluster papers into groups based on similarity matrix. Compar-
ing these groups with CCS categories, we define accuracy as the maximal ratio be-
tween the number of correct classified papers and the total number of papers.  

Table 2. Accuracy of different approaches 

  

Approach Max Accuracy 
VSM 0.4452 
Link-Based Content 0.5072 
SimRank (reference) 0.5009 
SimRank (author) 0.4876 
Combination 0.5681 

 

Fig. 5. Average progress of each iteration 

Table 2 shows the accuracy of different approaches. The accuracy of VSM is not 
very good compared with other methods, mainly because VSM behaves weak in large 
amount of short documents (e.g. web pages). Anyway, our link-based content analysis 
gets comparable accuracy with SimRank. Then, we compute weights via accuracy 
according to Equation 8, and obtain a combination of internal and external informa-
tion by Equation 7. The accuracy of this combination is 56.81% and higher than oth-
ers, which means a more accurate similarity measuring. 

To observe the reinforcement of similarity in iterative process of our link-based 
content analysis, we take average(Simk(A,B)/Sim(A,B)) to denote the average progress 
of each document-pair on the k-th iteration. In Figure 5, the similarity score increases 
iteration by iteration, and the rising amplitude of each iteration indicates the effect of 
this iteration to final convergent similarity.  

5.2   Performances 

We have discussed issues about time complexity in Section 3.4. Supposing there are n 
documents and a document has m terms on average, VSM takes O(mn2) time and for 
the worst case, time complexity is O(|TV|n2). In comparison, our link-based content 
analysis takes O(kd2n2) time, where d is the average number of outgoing edges. 

Table 3. Performances of different approaches 

Approach Time/Iteration (sec) Iteration Num Total (sec) 
VSM 1665 1 1665 
Link-Based Content 5858 5 29289 
SimRank (reference) 1101 9 9908 
SimRank (author) 1030 9 9270 
Combination 5519 5 27593  
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Table 3 lists performances of different approaches. We can see link-based content 
analysis takes longer time than VSM and other link-based methods. That is because 
viewing terms as bridges between documents, outgoing edge number of a document is 
usually big. As we have said before, there are some technologies to improve the per-
formance of our method. In next subsection, convergence feature indicates that we 
only need to perform the first iteration when using link-based content analysis. More-
over, our link-based content analysis can be combined with external information such 
as references and authors. Transition matrix of this combination is dense too, which 
results in a performance similar to link-based content analysis.  

5.3   Convergence Feature 

Iterative process is common for link-based methods based on random walk on graphs. 
In this set of experiments, the convergence rate will be measured from two aspects: 
maximum difference and accuracy. If let Simk(A, B) denote the similarity score on the 
k-th iteration, maximum difference Mk can be described as max(|Simk+1(A,B) - 
Simk(A,B)|), where (A, B) is an arbitrary pair of documents. When Mk is less than the 
tolerance factor of convergence (e.g. 0.001), iterative process will stop. 

 
Fig. 6. (a) Maximum differences of different approaches. (b) Accuracy in iterative process. 

We get maximum difference and the accuracy of each link-based method on each 
iteration shown in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) respectively. Comparing with other 
methods, link-based content analysis has remarkable advantage on the first iteration. 
In Figure 6(a) the maximum difference M1 of link-based content analysis is 0.03, 
which means the increase of similarity score on latter iterations is very limited. The 
reason is that dense links between documents can accelerate similarity propagation 
and result in faster convergence rate (but also consume more time on each iteration). 

Based on this feature, we can draw a conclusion that in most cases, similarity com-
puted by the first iteration of link-based content analysis is acceptable for most appli-
cations. That usually means Sim1(A,B) ≈ Sim(A,B) and we can replace Sim(A,B) by 
Sim1(A,B) to avoid expensive computing cost of iterative process.  

6   Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduce a link-based method to content analysis, and by exploiting 
document-term relationship, we propose a link-based content analysis to measure 
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document similarity iteratively. Moreover, our link-based content analysis can be 
combined with external information to obtain a more accurate similarity measuring. 

The contributions of our work are summarized as follows.  

• We introduce a link-based method into content analysis research. Traditionally, 
link analysis and content analysis are mutual noninterference, and they differ in re-
search routes and theory models. Our method is a link-based content analysis based 
on random walk on graphs.  

• The internal and external information of documents can be combined effectively 
using the same computational model. That means our method not only suits for 
content analysis (utilizing internal information), but also is applicable for utilizing 
external information such as references, authors and publication date, etc.  
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Abstract. A logical balanced tree structure can be overlaid on a peer-to-peer 
(P2P) network to support both exact match and range queries. Load balancing 
mechanisms are needed for handling skew problems in a tree-structured 
network. Traditional load balancing operations, such as sequentially probing for 
helper nodes and readjusting the tree structure after moving a node, may incur 
high costs. This research develops two new parallel load balancing strategies: 
vicinity load balancing and virtual group load balancing. The former adopts 
parallel transmission techniques to distribute the load of an overloaded node 
over a set of neighboring nodes, and the latter redirects the load of an over-
loaded node to a lightly loaded region. Simulation results indicate that these 
strategies are efficient not only in time and message, but also in the work load 
of participant nodes. 

Keywords: Peer-to-peer network, load balancing, balanced tree, parallel  
transmission. 

1   Introduction 

A peer-to-peer (P2P) network is an internet communication model which allows a 
group of users to share the computing power, bandwidth, and other resources of 
participant computers. These autonomous computers form a self-organizing overlay 
network on the internet so that they can share resources without centralized control. 
There are two classes of P2P overlay networks: unstructured and structured [11]. In 
an unstructured P2P system, the overlay network does not form any particular 
topology and the peers can freely join the system by following some simple rules [5], 
[7]. Because of the unstructured nature, flooding is the most feasible mechanism for 
sending a query in the network. However, if there are a large number of peers in the 
system, the costs of locating an unpopular item using flooding are very high.  

On the other hand, various topologies, including mesh [14], [16], ring [4], [15], 
multi-dimensional space [13], XOR metric [12], list [1], and tree [2], [3], [8], [9], 
[10], have been proposed to organize the peers in a structured P2P overlay network. 
Because every data item stored in the network is assigned a unique key and the key is 
mapped to a peer according to the overlay topology, a data item can be easily found 
using the key. Many of the structured P2P network systems use a distributed hash 
table (DHT) as a substrate to support a hash-table based insertion and retrieval of data 
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items. These DHT-based systems are scalable with respect to network size and 
efficient in terms of overlay routing hops for searching a data item. However, since 
they use hash tables to map data items, DHTs support only exact match queries. One 
effective means for supporting range based data partitioning and retrieval is to build a 
balanced tree overlay network. 

BATON is a balanced tree overlay network proposed for a P2P system [8]. The 
overlay network is based on a binary balanced tree structure, where each tree node is 
maintained by a peer in the network. Upper level nodes in a tree structure are more 
frequently accessed because a message needs to be routed through a common ancestor 
before it can reach a node at the same level. In order to reduce the access load of 
nodes near the root, BATON maintains both vertical and horizontal routing 
information. Therefore, each node in the tree structure stores not only links to its 
parent and children nodes, but also links to its adjacent nodes and some selected 
nodes at the same level. The tree overlay structure also acts as a distributed index 
structure. BATON assigns to each node in the tree a range of index values according 
to the inorder traversal sequence. Initially we would like to distribute the data items 
evenly across all nodes. However, the data distribution may become uneven after data 
items are inserted into and/or deleted from the system. In addition, certain data ranges 
may be frequently accessed because they contain some popular data items. These 
situations cause undesired data and execution skew problems, where most queries are 
executed on only a few nodes.  

In order to remedy these skew problems, we need efficient strategies to perform 
load balancing. NbrAdjust and Reorder are two basic load balancing operations 
proposed in the literature [6]. The NbrAdjust operation moves a portion of data 
from the overloaded node to its neighbor. The Reorder operation first tries to find a 
lightly loaded helper node and then does the load balancing in three steps: (1) Mov-
ing all data from the helper node to its neighbor; (2) Logically inserting the empty 
helper node as a neighbor to the overloaded node; (3) Splitting the load of the over-
loaded node between the two neighboring nodes. BATON implements its load bal-
ancing strategies based on these two operations [8]. On the other hand, P-Ring  
applies the same principle but improves the load balancing performance by keeping 
a set of helper nodes handy [4]. However, these load balancing strategies are basi-
cally sequential algorithms, which try to balance the load of the overloaded node 
with the helper nodes one at a time. This is an expensive approach. Furthermore, if 
we have a highly skewed situation, the problem is getting worse because the over-
loaded node and its neighbors are already busy with the overwhelming demands and 
cannot help much in executing the load balancing algorithms. Thus, we need paral-
lel load balancing strategies that do not rely on active participation of the over-
loaded nodes. 

This paper proposes two parallel load balancing strategies for tree-structured P2P 
networks: vicinity load balancing and virtual group load balancing. The former strat-
egy first probes neighboring nodes of the overloaded node to find possible helper 
nodes and then distributes the load over them. The latter strategy tries to locate a 
lightly loaded region and then redirects the load to the region. Because we send mes-
sages in parallel, it takes less time and requires smaller number of messages to find 
the potential helper nodes. The time complexity of this step is in the order of O((log2 
n)2) and the message complexity is in the order of O(n), where n is the number of 
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nodes participated in this step. Similarly, parallel propagation of range and routing 
information reduces the costs of load distribution. In this step, the time complexity is 
in the order of O(log2 N) and the message complexity is in the order of O(N), where N 
is the number of tree nodes. In addition, we intentionally simplify the role played by 
the initiator of the algorithm so that the overloaded node does not need to pay too 
much attention to the load balancing process. Simulation results indicate that the pro-
posed strategies perform well and are better than the BATON load balancing methods 
in most cases. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides necessary back-
ground information about BATON. Section 3 presents the two new parallel load  
balancing strategies. Section 4 describes the simulation results. Finally, Section 5 
concludes this paper. 

2   BATON Network 

BATON (BAlanced Tree Overlay Network) is a balanced tree structure overlay net-
work designed for P2P networks [8]. Each node in the tree handles a range of index 
values, which are assigned to the nodes according to an inorder traversal of the tree. 
In addition to the basic parent-child link information, each node in the tree structure 
also maintains links to its adjacent nodes in the inorder traversal sequence and some 
selected nodes at the same level. Links to the selected nodes at the same level are 
stored in a left routing table and a right routing table, which contain the links to nodes 
that are 2i nodes away from the node (i = 0, 1, 2, …). An example of the BATON tree 
structure is shown in Fig. 1.  

Because BATON is a balanced tree structure, we can search for an exact index 
value in O(log N) steps, where N is the number of tree nodes. A node is free to join or 
leave a P2P system, which may cause imbalance in a BATON tree. Therefore, we 
need to balance the tree after node addition or deletion by adjusting the tree structure 
and updating the routing tables. It takes O(log N) messages for performing both of 
these operations on a BATON tree.  

Each node in a BATON tree manages a range of index values. The computational 
load on a node is the number of queries issued against the data items managed by the 
node. Therefore, we can share the load of an overloaded node with its adjacent nodes 
by adjusting the data range between them. However, if the adjacent nodes are also 
heavily loaded, this range adjustment operation may propagate to other nodes. This 
sequential load balancing process will incur high costs. An alternative way of doing 
load balancing is to use a helper node. We first try to find a lightly loaded helper node 
using neighbor routing tables. Then we pass the load of the helper node to its adjacent 
node, remove the helper node from its original position, and insert it as a new adjacent 
node of the overloaded node. Finally, we split the load of the overloaded node be-
tween the node and its newly inserted empty adjacent node. Because moving the 
helper node may cause imbalance in the tree structure, we need to adjust the tree 
structure and update the routing tables. If the load is too heavy to be balanced using 
only one helper node, we need to repeat this process. Although the costs of each op-
eration are in the order of O(log N), repeatedly readjusting the tree structure may 
incur very high costs. Neither sequentially propagating load through neighboring  
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Fig. 1. An example of index architecture and range values in a BATON tree structure 

nodes nor repeatedly readjusting the tree structure is an effective way of doing load 
balancing in a tree-structured network. Thus, we need load balancing strategies that 
can efficiently distribute the extra load over multiple helper nodes in parallel.  

3   Parallel Load Balancing Strategies 

In order to effectively handle a highly skewed dataset, we propose two parallel load 
balancing strategies: vicinity load balancing and virtual group load balancing. The 
vicinity load balancing strategy distributes the heavy load over a set of neighboring 
nodes which manages a continuous range of the index values. On the other hand, the 
virtual group load balancing strategy moves the heavy load to another lightly loaded 
region. The proposed strategies perform well because of using three basic techniques: 
(1) Combining multiple messages for the same target node into a single message; (2) 
Sending messages in parallel; (3) Reducing the work load of the overloaded node 
when doing load balancing. We present these strategies in the following subsections. 

3.1   Vicinity Load Balancing 

The basic concept of the vicinity load balancing strategy is to use multiple neighbor-
ing nodes to share the heavy load. This strategy consists of two phases: probing for 
participant nodes and sending update information to affected nodes. Because the in-
dex values are partitioned into continuous ranges, we need to probe neighboring 
nodes to find enough logically adjacent nodes for sharing the heavy load. Without 
loss of generality, we only probe the nodes on the right side of the overloaded node, 
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but the algorithm can be extended to search both sides with similar costs and results. 
Sending messages to all nodes in the right routing table of the overloaded node can 
probe a large number of nodes. However, this is wasteful of resources if only a few 
neighboring nodes are needed. We propose a round-based probing approach, which 
will double the total number of nodes searched at the same level after each round.  

Probing Phase. Probing nodes in the routing table cannot cover every node because 
the routing table only contains links to nodes that are 2i nodes away from the node. In 
order to probe 2i nodes, we send messages to the first (i +1) nodes in the right routing 
table in parallel. Among these nodes, we dedicate the last one as a leader node, which 
will collect all response messages and decide whether the next round of probing is 
necessary. When the jth node in the routing table receives the probing message, if 
j > 2 and the node is not the last node, it will send probing messages to the first (j - 1) 
nodes in its own right routing table. In addition, the node will send a probing message 
to the first node in its left routing table if j > 2. Fig. 2 illustrates the three steps of 
probing 16 nodes. In the first step, node 0 sends probing messages to the first five 
nodes in its right routing table: node 1, node 2, node 4, node 8, and node 16, and noti-
fies them that node 16 is the leader node of this round. Because node 4 is the 3rd node 
in node 0's routing table and it is not the last node in this round, node 4 needs to send 
probing messages to the first 2 nodes in its own right routing table. Similarly node 8 
needs to send probing messages to nodes 9, 10, and 12 as shown in step 2. In addition, 
nodes 4, 8, and 16 also send probing messages to nodes 3, 7, and 15, respectively. 
This process continues until every node receives the probing message. In the mean 
time, node 16 will receive response messages from all nodes participated in this round 
and decide whether it should initiate the next round of probing.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Probing 16 nodes at the same level 

This probing process only propagates messages among nodes at the same level. Since 
index values are assigned to nodes according to the inorder traversal sequence, we need 
to consider nodes at other levels in the probing phase. Note that at least one of the two 
adjacent nodes of any internal node in a BATON tree is a leaf node [8]. Therefore, if the 
overloaded node is an internal node, we can use its right adjacent leaf node to initiate the 
probing process. On the other hand, if the internal overloaded node does not have a right 
adjacent node, we can initiate the probing process from the overloaded node itself. 
Thus, the probing messages are propagated at a level that is mainly composed of leaf 
nodes. However, some nodes at this level may still have child nodes. In this case, we 
need to probe these child nodes, too. For probing internal nodes, it is necessary to probe 
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the right adjacent node of each probed leaf node. If the intended recipient node does not 
exist, we will have a missing node situation. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, node d 
can relay the message through its parent node c to node f, because if a node x contains a 
link to another node y then the parent node of node x must also contain a link to the 
parent node of node y [8]. The execution time of probing m nodes at the same level is 
T(m) = T(m/2) + ((log2 (m/2) - 1). The general solution to this equation is T(m) = 3 + ((k 
- 1)(k - 2)/2), where m = 2k, k > 2, and T(4) = 2. Other operations such as probing adja-
cent nodes and child nodes only take constant time. Thus, the time complexity of the 
probing process is in the order of O((log2 n)2) and the message complexity is in the 
order of O(n), where n is the number of nodes probed.   

Updating Phase. When the probing phase finishes, the last leader node has received 
response messages from all the nodes probed. It can distribute the heavy load over the 
participant nodes by reassigning their index values. Therefore, the leader node needs 
to notify the participant nodes about their new range values. For those nodes that 
contain links to the participant nodes in their routing tables must change their routing 
tables accordingly. The leader node also needs to notify these affected nodes about 
the new range values. In order to reduce the number of messages, we propose a 
method that combines messages sent to the same node into a single message and 
transmits messages to multiple nodes in parallel. 

The leader node first divides participant nodes into buckets, each of which contains 
a set of consecutive nodes at the same level. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, the left 
subtree of the root node contains all participant nodes, which are divided into five 
different buckets because of the missing right child node of node 4. Secondly, the 
leader node passes all range values and routing tables of the nodes in the same bucket 
to the first node in the bucket.   

 

Fig. 3. An example of participant nodes and the buckets they form 

Knowing all range values and routing tables of the nodes in the bucket, the first 
node can combine the update information for a node into a single message. However, 
if the first node sends out all update messages at the same time, the node will be 
overwhelmed by this task because of the large number of messages. Thus, the node 
will divide the affected nodes into groups and notify them in parallel. For example, as 
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shown in Fig. 4, the bucket of nodes 11, 12, 13, and 14 is divided into five groups of 
consecutive nodes. Nodes 12, 13, 15, 19, and 21 become seed nodes of these five 
groups. This arrangement makes sure that each node will receive only one update 
message. Thus, the first node in the bucket sends messages to all seed nodes, and then 
the seed nodes initiate the updating process in its own group. This process of the ex-
ample bucket is illustrated in Fig. 5. Because the group length is in the order of O(N) 
and the message can be transmitted to all nodes in a group in O(log N) steps, the time 
complexity of this process is in the order of O(log N). On the other hand, because 
each node receives only one message, the message complexity of this process is in the 
order of O(N), where N is the number of tree nodes. 

 
Fig. 4. Seed nodes and corresponding consecutive groups in an example bucket 

 

Fig. 5. Updating affected nodes through seed nodes 

3.2   Virtual Group Load Balancing 

Virtual group load balancing strategy moves the heavy load to another lightly loaded 
region. The main advantage of this approach is that the neighboring nodes of the over-
loaded node do not share the heavy load, so they can continue to work on their tasks. 
Redirecting the heavy load to a virtual group is very efficient if we have an over-
loaded area instead of a single overloaded node. However, the drawback of this ap-
proach is that we need to modify the original query processing and index updating 
algorithms to incorporate the existence of the virtual group.  

In the first step of the virtual group load balancing process, the overloaded node 
sends messages to all nodes in its routing table and finds out the node that has the 
lightest load. Then, the lightly loaded node will establish a virtual group to share the 
heavy load by going through the above mentioned probing phase and updating phase 
of the vicinity load balancing process. For example, as shown in Fig. 6, node 9 is the 
overloaded node and node 73 is the lightest loaded node in node 9’s routing table. 
Node 9 redirects its load to node 73, and node 73 forms a virtual group marked by the 
dotted rectangle to share the load.  
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Fig. 6. An example of virtual group load balancing. 

4   Performance Evaluation 

This section presents the simulation results of vicinity load balancing, virtual 
group load balancing, and sequential adjusting strategies. We did compare the 
performance between the two methods used in BATON: adjusting with an adjacent 
node and inserting an empty helper node. One set of experiment results indicated 
that the number of messages sent in the latter approach was 30 times larger than 
the former approach. Because the costs of readjusting tree structure were much 
higher than the costs of other operations, we will not present the simulation results 
of this approach. The simulation programs were written in Python and run on a 
Linux system. We used a randomly generated BATON tree with 1000 nodes as the 
experiment data set. The experiment results were average values of 500 different 
experiments.  

We first compared the three load balancing strategies used in a system with a sin-
gle overloaded node. In the experiments we assigned each node a default 0.8 unit 
load, and then varied the load of the single overloaded node from 2 to 17 units. The 
load balancing strategies shared the heavy load with helper nodes and ensured that the 
load of every node was within a 1.2 units load threshold. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 indicate 
that the total messages sent and time units used in vicinity and virtual group strategies 
are much smaller than the sequential adjusting method when the load of the over-
loaded node is heavy. As shown in Fig. 9, the number of participant nodes in the two 
parallel methods is larger than the sequential method because the round-based probing 
phase may probe more nodes than necessary.  

Then, we compared the three load balancing strategies used in a system with mul-
tiple overloaded neighboring nodes. We assigned 3 units of load for all overloaded 
nodes and varied the number of overloaded nodes from 1 to 19 in these experiments. 
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 indicate that the costs of the virtual group load balancing strategy 
are the lowest among the three methods tested. In addition, as shown in Fig. 12, the 
number of participant nodes in the virtual group load balancing strategy is the small-
est because it does not probe heavily loaded nodes. 
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Fig. 7. The total number of messages sent in a single overloaded node system 
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Fig. 8. Time units used in a single overloaded node system 
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Fig. 9. Number of participant nodes in a single overloaded node system 
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Fig. 10. The total number of messages sent in a multiple overloaded nodes system 
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Fig. 11. Time units used in a multiple overloaded nodes system 
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Fig. 12. Number of participant nodes in a multiple overloaded nodes system 
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4.1   Working Load 

We use the number of messages sent by each node to represent the working load of 
the node that participates in a load balancing process. This experiment assigned a 
single 5 units overloaded node and measured the number of messages sent in each 
node using the three strategies. It is shown in the following table that the sequential 
adjusting method causes more nodes to send larger number of messages. Another set 
of experiments indicated that the overloaded node and its neighboring nodes sent 
more messages using the sequential adjusting strategy. Note that we did not include 
the costs of data migration in the experiments because they are similar in the three 
strategies after readjusting the index ranges.  

Table 1. Number of nodes at different levels of working load 

Number of messages sent per node 
 

Low (1 to 10) Medium (11 to 20) High (21 to 30) 
Sequential adj 99 5 8 

Vicinity 46 4 0 
Virtual group 53 6 0 

5   Conclusions 

In tree-structured P2P networks, traditional load balancing operations either use an 
existing adjacent node or insert a helper node as an adjacent node to share the heavy 
load of the overloaded node. This approach is adequate for handling the data skew 
problem caused by data insertion and deletion, but this sequential approach may trig-
ger a sequence of load balancing operations in case of execution skew. In order to 
handle both skew problems, we propose two parallel load balancing strategies for 
tree-structured P2P networks. The vicinity load balancing strategy, which consists of 
a probing phase and an updating phase, tries to find enough neighboring nodes to 
share the load in a round-based fashion. On the other hand, the virtual group load 
balancing strategy moves the heavy load to a lightly loaded region instead of moving 
helper nodes to the overloaded node. Because we combine all the messages that are 
intended to be sent to one node into a single message and send the messages in paral-
lel, the time complexity and message complexity of the proposed strategies are lower 
than the sequential load balancing strategies. Furthermore, in order to reduce the work 
load of the overloaded node, we assign leader nodes to collect response messages and 
initiate next round of probing if necessary. Simulation results indicate that the over-
loaded node is relieved from the work of the load balancing process in the proposed 
strategies.  

Moving indexes instead of moving nodes can save the costs of readjusting the tree 
structure, but we need to modify query processing and index updating algorithms for 
redirecting the query to the virtual group. We will further study issues about imple-
menting these algorithms and evaluating their performance in the future work. 
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Abstract. Message processing can become unsecured resulting in un-
reliable business collaboration in terms of authorization policy conflicts,
for example, when (1) incorrect role assignment or modification occurs
in a partner’s services or (2) messages transferred from one organiza-
tion are processed by unqualified roles in other collaborating business
participants. Therefore, verification mechanism based on access policies
is critical for managing secured message processing in business collabo-
ration. In this paper, we exploit a role authorization model, Role-Net,
which is developed based on Hierarchical Colored Petri Nets (HCPNs) to
specify and manage role authorization in business collaboration. A prop-
erty named Role Authorization Based Dead Marking Freeness is defined
based on Role-Net to verify business collaboration reliability according
to partners’ authorization policies. An algebraic verification method for
secured message processing is introduced as well.

Keywords: Role Authorization, Reliability Verification, Secured Mes-
sage Processing, Hierarchical Colored Petri Net.

1 Introduction

Business collaboration is about coordinating the flow of information among or-
ganizations and linking their business processes into a cohesive whole. Emerging
web service and business process technologies have provided a technology founda-
tion for cross-organization business collaboration [1]. However, security concerns
are crucial for the success of collaborative business and become one of the main
barriers that prevent widespread adoption of this new technology.

Role Based Access Control (RBAC) as an access control mechanism has been
widely accepted in the business world [2]. In RBAC, users are assigned with roles
to process messages or perform tasks [3, 4]. However, in business collaboration
environment, role assignments or modifications are more complicated and prone
to error because different parties and services are involved in. For example,
incorrect role assignment or modification may occur in any parties’ services,
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or messages transferred from one organization may be processed by unqualified
roles in other collaborating business partners. Therefore, verification mechanism
for such variation of role authorization is critical to manage secured message
processing in business collaboration.

1.1 A Motivating Example

Let us take an example of Bank Home Loan Application (see Fig. 1) which
involves four collaborating parties: Customer, Bank, Credit Rating Agency
and Property Agent. The loan application process begins with receiving an
application from a Customer. The Bank will then cooperate with Credit
Rating Agency to check the Customer’s credit level. The Property Agent
will also be involved to assess the value of the property. The risk assessment
will be executed at the Bank side when the results for the credit check and
value assessment are returned. The eligible applications are approved while the
unacceptable high risk applications are rejected.

Due to space limit, we only present in this paper the role based authorization
policies of Bank which are separated into two categories according to the types
of message transfer:

– Intra-organization message transfer: When a message is transferred
between services within the same organization, individual service must be
assigned with roles in order to process the message according to authorization

Fig. 1. Bank Home Loan Application Activity Diagram
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policies. For example, the role of Risk Administrator in Bank is assigned
to Risk Assessment service to deal with huge-amount loan application.

– Cross-organization message transfer: Since all involving organizations
in business collaboration are peers with equal rights, their internal authoriza-
tion policies can not be totally revealed to each other. However, individual
organizations need to send their collaborators the message being processed
as well as the role requirement to enforce that the message can be dealt
with by a qualified role of the collaborators. For instance, the Bank may
require the role of Credit Check Manager to process the credit check re-
quirement message at Credit Check service of Credit Rating Agency to
protect client’s privacy.

1.2 Role Authorization Policy Conflicts

We can observe from the above motivating scenario that collaboration autho-
rization control and enforcement are governed by the authorization policies of
collaborating organizations. Any authorization policy conflicts within or across
organization can lead to unsecured message processing in business collaboration
as follows:

• Incorrect role assignment or modification in a service within one
organization: Any message should be associated with a set of required roles
before it can be processed in a service, and any service should be assigned
with a set of available roles for processing different types of messages. Af-
ter a message has been imputed in a service, the required role need to be
checked against the set of available roles. If the two types of roles are not
matched, e.g. the available role assignment or modification is incorrect, then
we can conclude that the authorization policy has conflict. For instance,
let us assume that there is a Value Assessment service after Credit Check
service in Bank to evaluate Customer’s collateral, and the service is as-
signed as the exclusive role of Value auditor to process message. However,
if value audit manager is the required role for processing this message,
then no matched role exists in Value Assessment service, and the business
process will be suspended due to authorization policy conflict. Let us look at
another example in relation to role modification. The risk administrator
and risk officer are two available roles assigned to Risk Assessment ser-
vice to process message. The risk officer can process small-amount loan
applications while the risk administrator can deal with both huge- and
small-amount loans. However, when one huge-amount loan application is be-
ing processed in Bank, the role of risk administrator may be removed
from Risk Assessment service at runtime. Therefore, there does not exist any
matched role that the Risk Assessment service can be assigned to handle the
huge-amount loan application.

• Unexpected role access in collaborating business partner: Business
partners are peers with their own authorization policies that are agnostic to
each other. Therefore, without central control, it is difficult to guarantee that
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the message is processed by the expected roles in business partners’ service.
For instance, due to confidential reason for corporate clients, message sent
from Credit Check Requirement service at Bank side may require to be
processed by the role of Credit Check Manager at Credit Check service in
Credit Rating Agency. However, if the message is handled and modified
by an unexpected role in Credit Rating Agency, e.g. a general credit
check officer, then Bank may not accept the credit check result.

In summary, in collaborative business environment, organization does not only
require the correct role assignment to process messages for its own services, but
also the right role to handle messages it passes to its collaborating partners. In
order to guarantee that the messages transferred within or across organizations
can be processed by the qualified roles and the role assignment or modification
to specific service at design time or runtime is proper, each message transferred
between services within one organization or in various partners need to carry the
information of the required roles. Moreover, each service should be assigned with
a set of available roles that can deal with different messages. If the required roles
are matched with the available roles, then the service can process the message
as an operational role that is selected from the intersection of the two types of
role set. Based on the operational role and organizational authorization policy,
the set of required roles for next service are generated. If the two types of roles
are not matched at specific service, then authorization policy conflicts can be
detected. According to this mechanism, the authorization policies can then be
coordinated to enforce secured message processing in business collaboration.

Even with the above assumed setting, message processing can still become un-
secured resulting in unreliable business collaboration in terms of authorization
policy conflicts occurred within or across organizations. Therefore, model and
techniques are required to verify business collaboration reliability in terms of au-
thorization policies for secured message processing. In our project, a Role-Net is
developed based on Hierarchical Colored Petri Net [5]. It has following features:
(1) A Role-Net is separated into two layers, which correspond to local organiza-
tion and its collaborators respectively. (2) A Role is modeled as a RO-Token in
Role-Net. Its movement among consecutive transitions thereby models the role
assignment at specific services, which consequently generates a role flow. How-
ever, before a Place, the RO-Token is called Operational Role which represents
the role that processes and modifies the message at previous service; while after
a place the RO-Token represents Required Role which is used to describe the
roles required in the next service. (The detailed petri net terminology such as
Token, Place and Transition will be explained in section 2.1). (3) There are two
types of tokens moved within Role-Net: AO-Token and RO-Token, each of which
correspond to application message and role. These two types of tokens are dy-
namically combined and moved together in Role-Net. The correlation of the two
types of tokens can guarantee that the desired message can only be processed
by the specific service as the designated role.

In our previous work [6], the structure and the execution policy of Role-
Net were introduced. In this paper, we will focus on providing a verification
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mechanism for secured message processing in business collaboration. A property
named Role Authorization Based Dead Marking Freeness is defined based on
Role-Net to verify business collaboration reliability. An algebraic verification
method for secured message processing is also introduced.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the specification of Role-
Net is briefly described. The reliability property based on Role-Net is presented
in section 3 associated with the algebraic verification method. Discussion on
related work is introduced in section 4 while conclusion and future work are
presented in section 5.

2 Specifications of the Role Authorization Model -
Role-Net

2.1 Structure of Role-Net

In Role-Net (see Fig. 2), Places denoted as circles are used to model the state
of business collaboration and provide function to transfer Role-Tokens from rep-
resenting Operational role to Required role according to organizational autho-
rization policies. Transitions depicted as black bars are used to model services.
The flow relations in Role-Net which link the transitions and places in Fig. 2
represent the execution order of services in business collaboration.

Role-Net, as mentioned above, is separated into two layers to model the inter-
organizational role authorization in business collaboration. The upper layer is
used to model the business process in local organization and the lower layer is
used to simulate the projection of local organization’s view on its collaborators’
processes. In Fig. 2, we give an example of Role-Net of Bank from our motivat-
ing scenario. The upper layer models loan application process at Bank side while
lower layer simulates the projection of Bank on Credit Rating Agency’s Role-
Net and Property Agent’s Role-Net. They are linked by Refinement Function
at the transitions which are represented as Credit Check Requirement Service and
Property Value Assessment Requirement Service respectively. a. . .j in the figure
are AO-Tokens which indicate the messages transferred in the business collabo-
ration. r1. . .r7 and rε

0. . .r
ε
5 including Rε

1 and Rε
2 are RO-Tokens while r1. . .r7, Rε

1,
and Rε

2 represent operational roles in the services of local organization and the
services of collaborators, and the rest are required roles. We present the formal
definition of Role-Net’s two layers based on Hierarchical Colored Petri Nets as
follows:

Definition 1. The upper layer of organization Gi’s Role-Net is a tuple ρupper
Gi

= (P upper
Gi , T upper

Gi , Fupper
Gi , Γ upper

Gi , Δupper
Gi , Θupper

Gi , Ωupper
Gi ), Where:

– Pupper
Gi is a set of places in upper layer of Gi’s Role-Net which graphically

are represented as circle in Fig. 2.
– T upper

Gi is a set of transitions graphically represented as dark bars in Fig. 2.
tτGi∈T upper

Gi is a set of empty transitions for distributing and collecting tokens,
e.g., t2 and t7 in Fig. 2. Pupper

Gi ∩T upper
Gi = NULL.
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Fig. 2. Role-Net of Bank

– Fupper
Gi =(pu×V×tu)∪(tu×V×pu) is the flow relation between places and

transitions, where pu∈Pupper
Gi , tu∈T upper

Gi , and V is the sets of variables V=
{x,y,...} to represent the tokens.

– Γ upper
Gi (pu, a, r)→Boolean is a correlation function to evaluate the rela-

tionship of RO-Token and AO-Token at specific place, where a∈AO-Token,
r∈RO-Token, and pu∈Pupper

Gi
. Γ upper

Gi guarantees that the AO-Token can only
be moved with assigned RO-Tokens at specific places.

– Δupper
Gi (pu, a, r)→rε is a function to change RO-Token from representing

the operational role r that accessed the AO-Token at previous transition
to the required roles rε which are needed by the next transition, according
to role authorization policies, where pu∈Pupper

Gi
, a∈AO-Token, r,rε ∈RO-

Token.
– Θupper

Gi (tu, ϕ, rε)→Boolean is comparison function, where tu∈T upper
Gi ,

rε∈RO-Token, and ϕ is a threshold variable representing the role element
selected from the set γ. γ is the set of available roles that are permitted to
process and modify the AO-Token in the transition at upper layer of Gi’s
Role-Net. The TRUE result of Θupper

Gi function reflects the existence of qual-
ified roles for specific transition t.

– Ωupper
Gi (tuβ , a) → L is refinement function on transition tuβ to connect Role-

Net’s lower layer, where tuβ∈T upper
Gi

represents transition including link be-
tween two layers of Role-Net. L={g(x), {e(x),ρlower

Gi
,r(x)}} x∈V. g(x) is a

function to decide which ρlower
Gi

shall be initiated in other collaborators. e(x)
and r(x) are the guard functions of corresponding lower layer to evaluate
whether or not the ρlower

Gi
is available to initiate and exit.

Definition 2. The lower layer of organization Gi’s Role-Net is a tuple ρlower
Gi

= (P lower
Gi , T lower

Gi , F lower
Gi , Γ lower

Gi , Ψ lower
Gi

), Where:
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– P lower
Gi , T lower

Gi , F lower
Gi , Γ lower

Gi are as same as relevant elements in upper
layer of Role-Net.

– Ψ lower
Gi

(tl, a, rε)→(b, Rε) is a switch function to transfer the value of AO-
Token and RO-Token, where tl∈T lower

Gi , a, b∈AO-Token (a�=b), rε, Rε∈RO-
Token. rε is required roles transferred from Role-Net’s upper layer to lower
layer. Rε is the operational role in lower layer and is returned from Role-
Net’s lower layer to upper layer. When Rε arrives at the upper layer, it is
an input to Θupper

Gi to detect the qualified role set. Since any modification on
AO-Token and RO-Token in collaborators is unknown to organization Gi,
the switch function in Gi’s lower layer is only used to transfer the value of
two types of tokens after they have been modified in collaborator.

2.2 Execution Policy of Role-Net

There are two types of tokens that are operated within a Role-Net: the Application-
Oriented Token (AO-Token) and the Role-Oriented Token (RO-Token). The AO-
Tokenwill move together with the relevantRO-Token to correlate the message flow
and role flow. The execution policies of Role-Net are described as follows:

– Token at Place
1. Each RO-token is correlated to a specific AO-token. If a RO-Token and

an AO-Token are received separately, the Place will abandon the token
as an unexpected role or message respectively.

2. (i) Before Places in upper layer, the RO-Token r represents the Opera-
tional role that has processed the correlated message at previous Tran-
sition. After Places in upper layer, the RO-Token rε will represent the
Required role which will be required by the next transition. (ii) The
place in lower layer is used to receive the AO-Token and RO-Token from
upper layer, and return the two correlated tokens together to upper layer
after they are processed by the services of the collaborating partners.

– Token at Transition

• Transition in upper layer of organization Gi’s Role-Net

1. If the transition has link between upper layer and lower layer of a
Role-Net, the AO-Token and RO-Token rε (as Required roles) will
move together to the lower layer of Role-Net as cross-organizational
message transfer. The transition in upper layer will identify the two
types of tokens when they are returned.

2. Detecting qualified roles is implemented when Required role rε

arrives at transition in upper layer with AO-Token where no link
between lower layer and upper layer in this transition or returned
RO-Token Rε arrives at the transition with AO-Token from lower
layer under the condition that link between lower layer and upper
layer exists in this transition. (i) Each transition in upper layer of
organization Gi’s Role-Net has a set of available roles γ which are
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qualified to process message in this transition. However, depending
on the properties of message and role authorization policies, all or
part of them may not be authorized to process message at runtime.
Therefore, a threshold ϕ is dynamically decided at runtime by choos-
ing roles from γ at each transition. If the transition in upper layer
of Role-Net has link to lower layer, then ϕ is selected from Rε and
is used to verify whether the AO-Token is modified by the Required
role rε at collaborator’s Role-Net. (ii) If rε’s element equals to the
threshold ϕ, the role in threshold will be moved to the set 
 as qual-
ified role to process the message in this transition and the threshold
will be degraded for the next role in γ. The comparison will continue
until all role elements in required roles rε and available roles γ (or Rε)
have been dealt with. (iii) If 
 is not empty, then the role elements
in this set will be authorized the permission to process the messages
in this service. The RO-Token thus represents the role that actually
processes the message and is moved with AO-Token together to the
next places. If 
 is empty, then there is no matched role to deal with
this message at this service. The process will be suspended due to
the role authorization runtime error.

• Transition in lower layer of organization Gi’s Role-Net
1. Transition at lower layer of organization Gi’s Role-Net is used to

transfer the value of AO-Token and RO-Token. It means that the lo-
cal organization Gi is agnostic to its collaborator’s internal process,
including how to deal with the message AO-Token and which role is
assigned to the collaborator’s service to process the message. These
modifications on AO-Token and RO-Token are implemented accord-
ing to collaborator’s own authorization policies, and transition in the
lower layer of local organization Gi’s Role-Net can only identify and
exchange the result of modification on tokens.

3 Detecting Authorization Policy Conflicts

In this section, we define a reliability property named as Role Authorization
Based Dead Marking Freeness based on Role-Net to verify authorization policy
based business collaboration reliability for secured message processing. An alge-
braic approach to detect authorization policy conflicts is also presented in this
section.

The labeled transitive matrix L∗
BP [7] used in Petri-Net expresses the rela-

tionship between •t and t• based on transition t (•t is the set of pre-places of
a transition t while t• represents the set of post-places of a transition t). How-
ever, it does not elaborate the role authorization relationship between •t and t•.
We extend the transitive matrix by associating role authorization impact called
role-embedded transitive matrix and use it to verify the Role Authorization Based
Dead Marking Freeness property.
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We firstly describe the syntax of two types of matrix algebraic operators �
and � which are used to generate role-embedded transitive matrix and verify
the Role Authorization Based Dead Marking Freeness property. The grammar
of definition follows BNF-like notation:

M ::= M1 � M2|M1 � M2

Where:

• M1�M2: Given an n×m matrix M1, an m×n matrix M2, and an n×n matrix
M3 where M1=[cij ], M2=[dji], and M3=[eii] (i=1..n, j=1..m). Then

M3 = M1 � M2 ⇒ [eii] =
m⋃

j=1

[(cij)] ∩ [dji])

• M1�M2: Given an n×m matrix M1, an m×n matrix M2, and an n×n matrix
M3 where M1=[cij ], M2=[dji], and M3=[eii] (i=1..n, j=1..m). Then

M3 = M1 � M2 ⇒ [eii] =
m⋂

j=1

[(cij)] ∩ [dji])

The proposed algebraic operators guarantee that each result of an operation
on matrix is still a matrix to which we can again apply algebraic operators. Here
below we formally define how these two operators can be used.

Definition 3. A role-embedded transitive matrix:

LRo
BP = (A−)T � Diag(γ1, γ2, ...γn) � A+

⇓
[cjg ] =

n⋃

k=1

(
n⋃

i=1

([(a−
ij)

T ] ∩ [bik]) ∩ [a+
kg])

where

• γh(h=1,2,...,n) is the available role set of each transition, or Ξ if the transition
is empty transition tτGi. Diag(γ1, γ2, ...γn) = [bik] is n×n matrix (i,k=1..n). Ξ
represents the set indicating all role elements in business collaboration.

• A−=[a−
ij ] and A+=[a+

kg] are n×m matrix (i,k=1..n, j,g=1..m). T means
transpose matrix. x∈P, y∈T. (n transitions, m places)

a−
ij =

{
Ξ (x, y) In ρ

upper/lower
Gi

∅ (x, y) Not In ρ
upper/lower
Gi

a+
ij =

{
Ξ (y, x) In ρ

upper/lower
Gi

∅ (y, x) Not In ρ
upper/lower
Gi

• [cjg] is role-embedded transitive matrix. LRo
BP = [cjg ] is then m×m matrix.

• ⇓ means ”refer to” for detailed matrix computing method.
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Marking of Petri-Net based model is an allocation of tokens to the places of
the net formally defined as a function M: P→R|P |, where R|P | is |P |×1 vector.
The marking reflects the state of the petri net after each transition firing. In a
marking k, if a token in place p, then Mk(p)=1, otherwise Mk(p)=0. A Petri-Net
based model is called Dead Marking Free if there do not exist places having no
enabled transition. It means that the change of marking from state k to state k+1
is not impeded by the absence of a transition firing during the execution of the
model. Hence, we extend the property Dead Marking Freeness by embedding role
authorization impact called Role Authorization Based Dead Marking Freeness.
This reliability property is used in Role-Net to verify authorization policy based
business collaboration reliability by detecting whether there exist places having
no enabled transition caused by the errors of role authorization at design time
and runtime. Here we present the formal definition of this property.

Definition 4. A Role-Net is authorization based dead marking free if

∀M∗Ro
k , ∃M∗Ro

k (w) = SRo
w �= ∅ w = 1..m

where:

– M∗Ro
k =[SRo

w ] (w=1..m) is named RO-Token transitive marking which is
used to detect whether the transition is qualified to facilitate the change of
RO-Token marking, e.g., M∗Ro

8 =
[∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ rε

3 ∩ γ5 ∅ ]
in upper layer of

Bank’s Role-Net in Fig. 2. RO-Token transitive marking is calculated as:

M∗Ro
k = MRo

k−1 � LRo
BP ⇒ [SRo

w ] =
m⋂

i=1

([Qi] ∩ [cig])

Where:
• MRo

k−1 = [Qi] (i=1..m) is called RO-Token marking which indicates the
state of Role-Net from the movement of RO-Token point of view, e.g.,
MRo

7 in upper layer of Bank’s Role-Net in Fig. 2 is
[∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ rε

3 ∅ ∅ ]
.

• LRo
BP is role-embedded transitive matrix. LRo

BP =[cig] (i,g=1..m).
• ⇒ means ”refer to” for detailed matrix computing method.

Here we present an example on how Role-Token marking and RO-Token transi-
tive marking work together to detect authorization policy conflicts. (See upper
layer of Bank’s Role-Net in Fig. 2) Let us assume:

K = 8, MRo
k−1 = MRo

7 =
[∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ rε

3 ∅ ∅ ]

LRo
BP =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∅ γ1 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
∅ ∅ Ξ ∅ Ξ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
∅ ∅ ∅ γ3 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ Ξ ∅ ∅
∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ γ4 ∅ ∅ ∅
∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ Ξ ∅ ∅
∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ γ5 ∅
∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ γ6 ∪ γ7

∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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M∗Ro
8 = MRo

7 � LRo
BP =

[∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ rε
3 ∩ γ5 ∅ ]

, then ∃ w=8,

SRo
8 =

{
rε
3 ∩ γ5 Role exists
∅ NO role exists

Let us assume that the Bank expects the Risk Assessment service as the role
of risk administrator to process the loan case due to huge-amount loan
application. rε

3={”Risk Administrator”} and γ5= {”Risk Officer”, ”Risk
Administrator, ”Bank Manager”}. There exists SRo

8 which is not empty. The
Role-Net of Bank is role authorization based dead marking free. However, if
the risk officer is the only available role for this service, then γ5={”Risk
Officer”} and SRo

8 =∅. The runtime role authorization error will be detected
resulting in the suspension of business collaboration execution in this service.

Consequently, we can conclude that unsecured message processing in business
collaboration in terms of authorization policy conflicts can be modeled and de-
tected in Role-Net as follows: (1) Incorrect role assignment or modification
in a service within one organization can then be seen as the inconsistent
design on available role set γ in specific service where the qualified role is not
initially set up in γ, or as incorrect runtime modification on available role set
γ which leads to rε

i ∩ γ = ∅; (2) Unexpected role access in collaborat-
ing business partner can be detected as the returned RO-Token Rε

i is not
equivalent to the required role in rε

i .

4 Related Work

Research has been done in the area of role authorization in business collabora-
tion. We shall look into some of the representative work.

Paci et al [8] proposed an approach to decide whether the choreography can
be implemented by a set of web services according to the match of access control
policies and credential disclosure policies in various organizations. However, this
work only addresses the access control in design time. The security breaches in
run time are not discussed, which is a common scenario in enterprize world.

The authors in [9] focused on extending the specification WS-BPEL with role
authorization constraints in business collaboration. A language named BPCL
to express these constraints based on XACML and an algorithm to check the
consistency of the access control model were developed. However, the authors
did not elaborate how these role authorization constraints can facilitate the au-
thorization policy based verification for secured message processing at runtime.

Liu and Chen [10] developed another extended RBAC model, WS-RBAC.
Three new elements were introduced into the original RBAC model, namely
enterprize, business process and web services. However, this model was designed
for organizational behavior level web services security. Reliability verification on
message level was not investigated by the authors.

In a summary, existing approaches are insufficient in: (1) describing role autho-
rization in business collaboration with regard to the organization’s peer nature;
(2) detecting role authorization errors and verifying collaboration reliability for
secured message processing.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

Message processing can become unsecured resulting in unreliable business collab-
oration in terms of authorization policy conflicts. In this paper, we exploit a role
authorization model (Role-Net) to provide a verification mechanism by intro-
ducing a reliability property named as Role Authorization Based Dead Marking
Freeness and an algebraic verification method.

Currently we are working on how to dynamically determine the required roles
for each service according to authorization policies at runtime. A Role-Net sim-
ulator will be developed as well to implement the verification approach.
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Abstract. Automated discovery of web services with desired functionality is an
active research area because of its role in realising the envisioned advantages of
the semantic web, such as functional reuse and automated composition. Existing
approaches generally determine matches by inferring subsumption relationships
between a request and a service specification, but may return poor results if ser-
vice profiles are overspecified or provide only partial information. We present a
two-staged consistency-based matchmaking approach where services that poten-
tially match the request are identified in the first stage, these services are queried
for concrete information, and finally this information is used to determine the
matches. We evaluate our matchmaking scheme in the context of the Discovery II
and Simple Composition scenario proposed by the SWS Challenge group. Prelim-
inary evaluation shows that our approach is robust while handling overspecified
profiles, does not return false positives, and is able to handle partial information
in service and requirements specification.

1 Introduction

Automated discovery of web services with desired functionality is an active research
area because it is crucial for realising the envisioned advantages of the semantic web,
such as functional reuse and automated composition. This scenario is expected to be
frequently encountered in E-Commerce and application integration scenarios, but also
in e-Science with Semantic Grid technology, with enterprises or end user applica-
tions attempting to compose complex interactions from offered services in a variety
of application contexts: brokering, purchasing, supply chain integration, or experiment
assembly.

A web service discovery request typically consists of a functional requirement such
as book a hotel room, a set of additional requirements such as price < 100, input and
output (IO) requirements such as one of the service inputs should be of type CreditCard,
Quality of Service (QoS) and other non-functional requirements. For a given web ser-
vice discovery request, matchmaking is the process of discovering a set of web services
from one or more repositories such that all the matched services provide the required
functionality and satisfy the constraints imposed by the request. Earlier approaches to

� This work was partially supported by the Australian Research Council (ARC) under grant
DP0988961.

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 492–505, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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address the matchmaking problem adopted a keyword-based search mechanism [1]. In
the web services context, keyword search schemes are ineffective in practice because of
either the absence of sufficient textual descriptions or the ambiguity in the semantics of
the textual descriptions [2], and formalisms to precisely represent service functionality
are desired. OWL-S [3] attempts to address this problem with an approach based on the
OWL family of Description Logics.

Several OWL-S based matchmaking approaches have been proposed for service dis-
covery [4,5,6,7,8,9,10]. The approaches fall under two major categories: Input-Output
(IO)-based and description-based. IO-based approaches [4,5,6] select matches by de-
termining the relationship between the IO profile of a request and the IO profile of a
service. While IO-based matching allows to eliminate some services from consider-
ation, in general, a large number of inappropriate services may remain because ser-
vices with identical IO signatures yet different functionality cannot be differentiated.
Description-based approaches [7,8,10,9] adopt a more rigorous logical inference pro-
cess to eliminate false positives by inferring subsumption relationships between a re-
quest and a service specification. However, services with functionality contradicting the
request may be returned, and a matching service may be ranked poorly if its description
does not completely satisfy a request [9,11,12,13].

In this paper, we present a consistency-based matchmaking scheme to address these
issues. Our matchmaking scheme is a two-stage process, where in the first stage, a
set of conceptual service profiles that seem to match the request are shortlisted, and
subsequently, in the second stage, the concrete information about these services is ob-
tained by querying the services directly to determine whether the services do meet the
requirements or not.

Our matchmaking process (shown in Figure 1) utilises both the general service de-
scriptions and detailed information obtained from services. The conceptual descrip-
tion of a service holds information that represents terminological or general knowledge
about it. For example, an airline service might be described as “sells airline tickets be-
tween Australian cities for less than $100”. The concrete description of a service holds
instance-level information. For example, the same airline service might provide infor-
mation such as “sells tickets between Adelaide and Melbourne for $69”. The concrete
information of a service are specialisations of its conceptual description.

Given a set of service descriptions and a discovery request, our matchmaking ap-
proach identifies the set of matching services profiles in two stages: first, we deter-
mine the set of conceptual descriptions that are consistent with the request (potential
matches), and second, we restrict the selected candidates to those that indeed offer con-
crete descriptions that are consistent with the request (concrete matches). Unlike ex-
isting proposals, where only the conceptual knowledge is used to determine matching
services, both conceptual and instance-level information are utilised in matchmaking.
As a result, only the services that indeed satisfy the request are returned.

We evaluate our consistency-based matchmaking scheme in the context of the Dis-
covery II and Simple Composition scenario proposed by the SWS Challenge group. We
show that our matchmaking scheme (1) is robust with respect to overspecified service
profiles, (2) always returns functional semantic matches (no false positives), and (3) is
able to handle unspecified values in the service specifications.
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Fig. 1. Consistency-based Matchmaking Process

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The sales portal scenario used for
evaluation is presented in Section 2. Related description-based matchmaking proposals
and their shortcomings are discussed in Section 3. Our consistency-based matchmaking
scheme is detailed in Section 4. In Section 5 we evaluate our approach in the context
of the sales portal scenario. In Section 6, an overview of other related work is pre-
sented, followed by a summary of our contributions and an outline of future directions in
Section 7.

2 A Sales Portal Scenario

We adopt the Discovery II and Simple Composition1 scenario proposed by the SWS
Challenge group as a platform to evaluate our consistency-based matchmaking scheme.
The sales portal proposed in the scenario has two vendors (Rummage and Hawker) who
sell computers and accessories. The sales processes of these vendors are exposed as
web services, where sales services offer a comprehensive description of the available
products. In the adopted scenario, Rummage offers 3 services and Hawker offers 1
service. The services, 4 representative requests, and expected matches for the requests
in the sales portal scenario are presented in Table 1.

3 Description-Based Matchmaking: A Discussion

Description-based semantic matchmaking is the process of identifying a set of services
whose descriptions satisfy the requirements in a discovery request. A semantic ser-
vice description (also referred to as a service profile) is a representation of a service’s
properties such as functionality, attributes, restrictions on attribute values etc., usually
authored in a declarative formalism such as OWL DL and SHOIQ(D). In general,
a service description contains conceptual and instance-level information. The concep-
tual layer holds information that represents terminological or general knowledge about
a service, while the concrete layer holds instance-level or specific information about
the service offerings. Both conceptual knowledge and concrete knowledge are essential

1 http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/Scenario: Discovery II and Simple Composition
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Table 1. Services and Queries in the Sales Portal Scenario

Services Description
S01 Notebook (GTIN: 1), MacBook 13’, $1099.0, 13’ flat screen, 1.83 Intel Duo Core,

512 MB, 60 GB, color: white, Vendor: Rummage
S02 Notebook (GTIN: 2), MacBook 13’, $1699.0, 13’ flat screen, 2.0 Intel Duo Core, 1

GB, 100 GB, color: black, No OS supplied, Vendor: Rummage
S03 Notebook (GTIN: 3), MacBook 13’, $1099.0, 13’ flat screen, 1.83 Intel Duo Core,

512 MB, 60 GB, color: white, Windows XP, 56K Modem, Vendor: Hawker
S04 Web cam (GTIN: 4), iSight, VGA 640x480, $149.0, Vendor: Rummage

Requests Description
Q01 Services that sell MacBook 13’, for $1099.0 with 13’ flat screen, with Intel Duo Core

1.83, 60 GB HDD, 512 MB RAM,and white in colour
(Expected matches: S01 and S03).

Q02 Services that sell Notebooks for less than $1600.0 (Expected matches: S01 and S03)
Q03 Services that sell Notebooks with pre-installed Windows XP (Expected match: S03).
Q04 Services that sell Notebooks that don’t have a pre-installed OS

(Expected match: S02).

to model service descriptions. Matchmaking processes in description-based schemes
depend heavily on the completeness and quality of the service description. Descrip-
tion logics provide the two abstractions in the form of TBox (terminological box) and
ABox (assertive box). Since most DL based approaches operate only on the concep-
tual level, instance information must be lifted to concepts and predicates. However, this
approach does not scale well to large, detailed profiles [9,12].

3.1 Formal Matchmaking

Subsumption is the predominant inference mechanism for semantic matchmaking in
most of the description-based approaches [7,5,8]. In general multiple degrees of match
for a given request Q and service S are considered (in order of preference): exact (S ≡
Q), plug-in (Q � S), subsumed (S � Q), intersection (¬(S � Q � ⊥)) and mis-
match (S � Q � ⊥). Even though the approach improves upon pure IO matchmaking,
additional information in service profiles and the Open World Assumption (OWA) can

Table 2. Sales Portal Scenario: OWL DL Observations

S01 S02 S03 S04
Q01 SUBSUME (+) DISJOINT (+) INTERSECTION

(⊕)
DISJOINT (+)

Q02 SUBSUME (+) DISJOINT (+) SUBSUME (+) INTERSECTION
(−)

Q03 INTERSECTION
(−)

INTERSECTION
(−)

SUBSUME (+) INTERSECTION
(−)

Q04 PLUG-IN (−) PLUG-IN (+) PLUG-IN (−) PLUG-IN (−)
(+) Consistent, (−) Inconsistent, and (⊕) Consistent but poorly rated
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lead to counter-intuitive results. Hence, false positives may be returned and profiles that
provide the required functionality may be rated poorly. Table 2 shows the results of DL
matchmaking applied to the scenario in Section 2. We use (+) to indicate that the ob-
servations are consistent with the expectations listed in Table 1. For instance, the query
Q01 is rightly matched with S01, S02, and S04. The inconsistent results are denoted as
(−). Instances where the matches are poorly rated are denoted with (⊕). The results
support the following observations:

Intersection Matches. Subsumed matches are too strong in situations where a service
description contains more information than what is requested2. Hence, the intersection
match (¬(S � Q � ⊥)) is required to select profiles that are similar to the request, but
do not satisfy the requirements precisely. The intuition behind this type of match is that
if a profile and request overlap, the service may be similar to the one requested. How-
ever, undesirable service profiles may be returned: Consider the combination Q02 and
S04. Even though S04 offers only Web cams it is matched with the request Q02 from
a Notebook sales service because the disjointness between Web cams and Notebooks
cannot be derived under OWA. Such false positives also arise with the following pairs
(Q03,S01), (Q03,S02), (Q03,S04), (Q04,S01), (Q04,S03), and (Q04,S04). Conversely,
intersection matches cannot be ignored, since it is unlikely that a single profile will suit
all requests (such as (Q01,S03) where S03 provides a modem that is not requested
in Q01). Rather, intersection matches must be considered selectively to avoid false
positives.

Overspecified Profiles. The existence of additional information in a service profile that
is not in a request will result in poor ranking [7]. We refer to such profiles as being
overspecified profiles for the given request. For example, S01 is preferred over S03 for
Q01 in Table 2. While both S01 and S03 match the query Q01, S03 matches only by
intersection because S03 offers more information about its product than requested. This
limitation is counter-intuitive since vendors prefer to furnish more information about
their services to match a wide variety of requests.

Unspecified Values. The OWA in DL matchmaking approaches implies that properties
that are not constrained in a profile can take on any value and is therefore a potential
intersection match to a query that requires that property. As a result, queries such as Q04
are not handled properly and result in false positives such as (Q04,S01), and (Q04,S03).
The limitation of this approach is that there is no difference between a situation where
an attribute has no value to that where an attribute does not exist at all.

4 Consistency-Based Matchmaking

Our consistency-based matchmaking is a two staged approach where in the first stage a
set of conceptual profiles that could match the request are identified based on conceptual
information, and subsequently in the second stage the concrete services are queried to
determine whether a service indeed meets the requirements.

2 Similarly, plug-in matches are too strong in cases where the request is overspecified.
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Formally, every web service is augmented with two profiles: a conceptual profile
and an instance profile. The conceptual profile represents the terminological knowl-
edge about a service which is used to determine potential matches. The instance profile
represents knowledge about the concrete capabilities of a service. We assume that the
instance profile can be obtained by querying the service directly. The purpose of divid-
ing a service’s profile into two distinct parts is partly to ease the effort to describe a
service and partly to support efficient discovery while avoiding undesired matches.

Our matchmaking process (shown in Figure 1) begins with a user formulating a
service request for desired functionality and other requirements, such as QoS attributes.
The consistency-based matchmaking scheme consists of two stages:

Step 1. Identify potential matches
– Conceptual profiles that are consistent with the request are selected from a

repository. The conceptual profiles are used to limit the search process to a few
likely candidates that potentially match the request.

Step 2. Filter those services that do not satisfy the request
– The instance profile of each candidate service identified in Step 1 is built by

querying the respective services for concrete information.
– Each of the gathered instance profiles is compared with the request to assess

if the service can satisfy the request. Concrete profiles that are not consistent
with the requirements are considered mismatches.

We refer to the instance profile building process described above as the on-line ap-
proach. Alternatively, we are also able to operate with a database of instance profiles
in an off-line setting. Due to amount and volatility of information, most often it is not
practical to map all the instance-level details onto the conceptual domain. Conversely,
it is not possible to completely ignore the conceptual knowledge in favour of instance-
level knowledge because the conceptual knowledge captures inherent relationships that
may go unnoticed if only the instances are considered. Since all the concrete informa-
tion available about a service can be queried, it can be assumed that the instance profile
is complete.This allows us to apply the Closed World Assumption (CWA) where a par-
ticular service that cannot be shown to definitely match a request is assumed to be a
mismatch.

The consistency-based approach offers the following benefits.

– Only the services that match both the conceptual and the instance profile are re-
turned, thereby eliminating potential false positives. The additional instance level
check ensures that the returned matches only include the services that can be shown
to offer the requested service.

– The clear distinction of the conceptual and instance profiles potentially reduces the
likelihood of a profile being overspecified. Moreover, values at the instance level
need not be transformed into conceptual entities, and the conceptual profiles can be
kept general.

– The approach is potentially more efficient than a pure instance level checking
scheme because only the services that have been identified as potential matches
on the conceptual level are checked for consistency.
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– The distinction between conceptual and instance profiles also provides the oppor-
tunity to use different formalisms that are best suited for each level. For example,
variants of logic (DL, FOL) could be used as the formalism to model at the con-
ceptual level, while on-line querying or instance databases could be used to gather
instance level information.

4.1 Matchmaking as a Constraint System

Our consistency-based matchmaking scheme is modelled as a constraint system in
which request and service profiles are represented as constraints. Note that the match-
making scheme as such is generic and could be implemented using other methods that
support logical entailment. We define a common template called service constraint to
model both requests and service profiles.

Definition 1 (Service Constraint). A service constraint p is defined as a triple p =
〈A, D, C〉 where A = {a1, . . . , an} is a set of service attributes, D = {Da1 , . . . , Dan}
is the set of domains such that Da is the set of allowed values of a , and C is a set of
constraints specifying the conceptual properties of a service. A service constraint p′ =
〈A′, D′, C′〉 specialises p iff A ⊆ A′ and C ⊆ C′ and ∀d ∈ D, d′ ∈ D′ : d′ ⊆ d.

Let ⊥ denote the infeasible constraint representing either an empty profile that does not
offer any service or a request that cannot be fulfilled.

Example 1 (BudgetNotebooks). A conceptual profile for a service that sells notebook
computers for at-most $1500 could be
A = {category , provider , price,name, gtin, screen, processor , memorySize, hddSize,

modem, color , os},D = {Dcategory = {Notebook , Webcam}, . . . ,Dprice = R}
C = {category = Notebook , price ≤ 1500 .0}

Example 2 (Q02). A service request for services that sell notebooks for $1600.0 or less
could be
A = {category , price},D = {Dcategory = {Notebook , Webcam}, Dprice = R}
C = {category = Notebook , price < 1600 .0}

To access advertised services, we assume the existence of a registry (e.g., UDDI [1] or
semantic registry [14]) that publicises service profiles. We define both conceptual and
instance profiles in our abstract representation of a service registry called Environment.

Definition 2 (Environment). An environment E is defined as a tuple 〈S, EC , EI〉
where, S is a set of concrete services, EC is the set of conceptual service profiles for ser-
vices in S, and EI denotes the set of instance level profiles over S. Let suppliers(p) ⊆
S denote the services that conform to instance-level profile p ∈ EI .

The environment that hosts the sales portal discussed in Section 2 is shown in Figure 2.
EService is the generic profile that all the other profiles specialise. A profile is spe-
cialised by adding constraints. For example in Figure 2, the BudgetNotebooks profile
specialises the profile NotebookSales by restricting the value of the attribute price to
at-most $1500.
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Fig. 2. Environment: Sales Portal Scenario

In our approach, conceptual profiles allow complex constraints over its attributes,
whereas specialisation into instance profiles is limited to equality predicates to assign
values to attributes. Therefore, a conceptual profile can be specialised into another con-
ceptual or instance profile whereas all the instance profiles are specialised only by ⊥.
We refer to the specialisation of a conceptual profile into an instance profile as instan-
tiation. For example in Figure 2, the instance profile S01 instantiates the conceptual
profile BudgetNotebooks.

Example 3 (S01). An instance profile that specialises the conceptual profile from
Example 1 is C = {gtin = 1 , price = 1099 .0 , name = Macbook13 , memorySize = 512 ,

screen = 13InchFlatScreen1 , processor = Intel1 .83DuoCore1 , hddSize = 60 , color =

white, provider = rummage}

Consistency at the Conceptual Level. The conceptual profiles that are consistent with
the request are shortlisted in this step. We use logical entailment as a means to determine
whether a service profile matches a request or not. Our consistency check is formalised
as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). A CSP is defined as follows:

Definition 3 (CSP). A CSP is defined as a triple 〈X, V, R〉 where

– X is a set of variables {x1, x2, . . . , xn}
– for each x ∈ X , Vx denotes the set of allowable values for variable v
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– R is a set of constraints that need to be satisfied for any given assignment to the
variables in X .

A CSP is satisfiable if there exists at least one valid assignment for all the variables
in X . A service constraint can be treated as a CSP where service attributes are the
constraint variables (X = A) with appropriate domains (V = D), and constraints
(R = C). A consistent conceptual profile is defined as follows:

Definition 4 (Consistent Conceptual Profile). Given a service request Q = 〈A, D, C〉
and an environment E = 〈S, EC , EI〉, ccpE(Q) denotes the set of conceptual pro-
files from EC that are consistent with Q: ccpE(Q) = {〈A′, D′, C′〉 | 〈A′, D′, C′〉 ∈
EC ∧ A′ ∩A �= ∅ ∧ the CSP 〈A ∪ A′, D∪̇D′, C ∪C′〉 is satisfiable} where D∪̇D′

denotes the union combination3 of corresponding domains in both operands.

If there is at least one solution for the CSP then S ∈ ccpE(Q) otherwise S /∈
ccpE(Q). For example, the CSP formulated to check for consistency between
BudgetNotebooks and Q02 from Examples 1, 2 is 〈V, D, R〉, where

X =

{
category , provider , name, gtin, screen, processor ,

memorySize, hddSize, modem, color , os, price

}
,

V = {Vcategory = {Notebook , Webcam}, . . . , Vprice = R},
R = {category = Notebook, price ≤ 1500.0, price < 1600.0}.

In this step only the conceptual profiles that have common attributes with the request
and that have non-conflicting constraints are selected. This is similar to the intersection
matches for selecting overlapping profiles. The consistency check can be performed
using a constraint solver with flexible instance reasoning such as ILOG’s JConfigura-
tor [15], or Seimens COCOS [16], or can be carried out using a (DL) reasoner such as
Racer.

A profile S being in ccpE(Q) implies that the instance profiles that specialise S are
potential matches for Q. All the concrete profiles that specialise any profile in ccpE(Q)
are candidates for the second stage in our matchmaking process.

Consistency at the Instance Level. The candidate services identified in the previous
step are checked further to determine whether their instance profiles satisfy the require-
ments in the request. Similar to the previous step, instance-level consistency is formu-
lated as a CSP. This requires an additional restriction on some domains in the instance
profile to accommodate the CWA for overspecified requests. Specifically, for a request
〈A, D, C〉 and a matching instance profile 〈A′, D′, C′〉, we write D̂ to refer to the set
of domains for attributes in A such that D̂a = ∅ if a ∈ A \A′ else D̂a = Da ∪D′

a. We
now formally define the consistent instance profile.

Definition 5 (Consistent Instance Profile). Given an environment E, a request Q =
〈A, D, C〉, and a set of candidate instance profiles P = {S1, . . . , Sn}, where P ⊆ EI ,
cipE(Q, P ) denotes the set of instance profiles that are consistent with Q: cipE(Q, P )
= {〈A′, D′, C′〉|〈A′, D′, C′〉 ∈ EI ∧ the CSP 〈A ∪ A′, D̂, C ∪ C′〉 is satisfiable}.

3 Union combination denotes the union of corresponding domain values of every attribute.
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If there is at least one solution for the CSP then S ∈ cipE(Q, P ); otherwise S /∈
cipE(Q, P ). In this step only the instance profiles with attribute values that definitely
meet the restrictions in the request are selected. Matches for a given request Q are:
∪S∈cipE(Q,P ), supplier (S). For example, consistency check between the instance
profile S01 and Q02 from Examples 3, 2 is modelled as a CSP 〈V, D, R〉 where

X =

{
category , provider , name, gtin, screen, processor ,

memorySize, hddSize, modem, color , os, price

}
,

V = {Vcategory = {Notebook, Webcam}, . . . , Vprice = R},
R = {category = Notebook, price = 1099.0, . . . , price < 1600.0}.

The consistency test at the instance level may alternatively be implemented in a num-
ber of ways, including querying over a database of instance profiles, logic inference in
FOL, and on-line querying of services. Since all the information about the service is rig-
orously tested in this step to ascertain whether the service definitely meets the request,
the matches returned in this step supersede the ones derived through pure conceptual
reasoning (see Section 5).

4.2 On the Interpretations of Instance Profiles

All the attributes A of the concrete profiles S = 〈A, C〉 ∈ EI are bound to concrete
values from the defined range using equality constraints. If no equality relationship is
defined over an attribute then this implies the absence of any information about that
attribute. Under the CWA, the meaning of unspecified attribute is that such an attribute
does not exist. For example in Figure 2, the os property of the service S01 does not have
a value associated with it hence S01 does not offer the os property (Vos = ∅). That is,
if a query restricts an unknown attribute of a profile then the service is not a match for
the query. For example, S01 is not a match for the query Q03 that restricts the attribute
os. It has been shown that under the CWA more accurate web service matches can be
obtained than with the general open semantics [9,12].

Table 3. Characteristics of Consistency-based Matchmaking Scheme

(a) Interpretation of instance Profiles

Attributes in Profile Existent Non-existent
Attribute
Value

Query
Restriction

Known
Value (+) (−)
Open (+) (+)
Existence (−) (+)

Unknown
Value (−) (−)
Open (+) (+)
Existence (−) (+)

(+) Potential Match (−) Mismatch

(b) Sales Portal Scenario: Observations

Requests S01 S02 S03 S04

Q01 (+) (−) (+) (−)

Q02 (+) (−) (+) (−)

Q03 (−) (−) (+) (−)

Q04 (−) (+) (−) (−)

(+) Match (−) Mismatch
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Inspired by prior research in the database domain to provide additional semantics
for null values, we explore the possibility of explicitly specifying that an attribute does
not exist. In our approach, an attribute whose value is InvalidType implies that the at-
tribute is not offered. InvalidType is an universal type whose instances can be assigned
to attributes irrespective of their prescribed data type. For example in Figure 2, the os
attribute of the service S02 is assigned to the special type InvalidType hence it is under-
stood that S02 does not offer the property os. Service requests may be modelled to take
advantage of this modelling style in order to search for services that do not offer certain
properties. For example in Table 1, the query Q04 searches for services that do not offer
the os property.

Table 3a presents the possible interpretations of instance profiles. For example in
S02, the value of the attribute os is InvalidTypewhich implies that SO2 does not offer
os. Therefore, S02 is a potential match for a query like Q04 that requires the absence of
the os attribute.

5 Evaluation: Matchmaking in the Sales Portal Scenario

The results of the evaluation of our consistency-based matchmaking scheme are pre-
sented in this section. The services offered by Rummage and Hawker in the sales portal
scenario were modelled within the abstract environment that holds conceptual and con-
crete service details. The environment used in the evaluation is presented in Figure 2.
The service discovery requests from Table 1 were modelled within our framework.
For each of these requests, the consistency-based matchmaking scheme was applied.
The candidate profiles that are selected in the conceptual matchmaking stage are the
following:

Q01: {BudgetNotebooks}; Concrete profiles → {S01,S03}
Q02: {BudgetNotebooks}; Concrete profiles → {S01,S03}
Q03: {BudgetNotebooks,StandardNotebooks}; Concrete profiles → {S01,S03,S02}
Q04: {BudgetNotebooks,StandardNotebooks}; Concrete profiles → {S01,S03,S02}

Subsequently, the respective concrete profiles were queried to isolate the services that
do match the requests. The results are presented in Table 3b.

Our results support that following observations:

Absence of False Positives. All results are consistent with the expected results as spec-
ified in Table 1; there are no false positives because of the rigorous testing at concrete
layers of the service descriptions. Therefore, the false positives (Q02,S04), (Q03,S01),
(Q03,S02), (Q03,S04), (Q04,S01), (Q04,S03), (Q04,S04) from Table 2 are not present
in our approach.

Overspecified Profiles. For the query Q01, subsumption-based matchmakers penalise
the profile S03 for providing a more detailed description. In our approach, S01 and
S03 both match equally well since the attributes that are not restricted by the service
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requests are ignored. Therefore, excess information that is not restricted in a request
does not play any role in the matching process.

Unspecified Values. The flexible modelling paradigm in our approach allows OWA,
CWA and reified representation (InvalidType) to restrict the existence of certain at-
tributes in queries. For example, query Q04 restricts the existence of the OS attribute.
The matchmaking between Q04 and the service S01 is interpreted as: “attribute ’os’
with an unknown value exists in the profile but the query restricts its existence”. As
shown in Table 3a, a mismatch is returned in this case. Profiles S02 and S03 are also
checked in a similar fashion4.

Our preliminary evaluation suggests that our consistency-based matchmaking ap-
proach is robust while handling additional information in service specifications, al-
ways returns functional semantic matches (no false positives), and supports unspecified
values.

Our consistency-based matchmaking process has been implemented within the
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) framework to support the (semi-)automatic compo-
sition of web services [17,18]. The combination of MDA and multi-level consistency-
based matchmaking facilitates a more interactive composition process (if so desired).

6 Related Work

Other than the DL based approaches mentioned in the introduction, the following works
are relevant in the context of this paper:

Our work is similar to [19] in that both the approaches advocate querying instance
level information about the services to improve accuracy. However, different match-
making schemes are employed. In [19], a set-theoretic matchmaking approach is used to
assess suitability of a service with respect to a request. In this scheme, a service profile
(or a goal) is modelled as “intentions”, that is, a universally (or existentially) quantified
expression over a set of relevant objects (service capabilities), where the quantification
determines whether a profile matches a goal. The main drawback of this approach is
that explicit intention modelling is required; the absence of such information reduces
the problem to subsumption reasoning and may result in counter-intuitive matches (see
Section 3). There is no explicit consideration of gathering intention and its represen-
tation in [19]. Conversely, our approach does not require any additional information
besides the service profiles.

In our previous work [18], an interactive CSP-based algorithm that composes ser-
vices by checking consistency between requirements and service specifications was
presented. This work assumes the existence of a database of instance profiles prior to
composition. Here, we present the characteristics of the consistency-based matchmak-
ing scheme especially in situations where concrete details about the service capabilities
cannot be predicted prior to matchmaking.

Carman and Serafini [20] propose interleaving planning and execution of service
composition. The execution of services produces information that can be used to

4 Note that S04 is not considered at this stage because the profile WebcamSales is not selected
in the first stage.
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extend and revise a plan to ensure a request is met. This approach does not scale
to handle all services because executing a service may have permanent effects and
compensation actions may be required. Moreover, the relationship between any two
service interfaces have to be specified prior to planning. In our approach, no such pre-
specification is required because consistency between services and requests is assessed
during matchmaking by gathering instance level details when required.

7 Conclusion

We presented a consistency-based matchmaking approach where services that poten-
tially provide the requested functionality are identified, candidate services are queried
for more information to isolate those services that indeed meet the request to prune
undesired results. Our evaluation shows that our matchmaking scheme is robust while
handling over-specified profiles, always returns matches where every individual match
provides the requested functionality, avoids false positives, and is able to handle omit-
ted attributes effectively. Further work in this direction includes developing a ranking
mechanism based on an optimisation scheme where attributes are qualified with weights
and extending our work to situations where a service offers only a part of the required
functionality. We also plan to incorporate our matchmaking process within a framework
for semi-automated web service composition.
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Abstract. Composite Web Service selection is one of the most important issues in 
Web Service Composition. During the selection process, while the decision mak-
ing during the selection process is much easy in the term of the functional proper-
ties of Web Service, it is very difficult in terms of the non-functional properties. In 
this paper, we investigate the problem of composite Web Service selection. We 
propose the utility function to be the evaluation standard as a whole by consider-
ing all QoS parameters of each component service based on the definition in [16]. 
We map the multi-dimensional QoS composite Web Service to the multi-
dimensional multi-choice knapsack (MMKP). And we propose a fast heuristic al-
gorithm with O(nlm+nllgn) complexity for solving the problem.  

1   Introduction 

The rapid development of internet results in more and more Web Services published 
on the internet. Together with the e-business development, a single service often can-
not satisfy the functional needs in most practical situation. To complete a service of 
complex function often requires a batch of atomic service to work together. So Web 
Service Composition (WSC) has become the core Service-Oriented Computing tech-
nology. And the composite Web Service selection is the one of the most important 
issues in Web Service Composition. What Web Service selection cares about is 
mainly on how to select atomic service so that the resulting composite service satis-
fies both the functional and QoS requirements. As more and more web services are 
published on the internet, the number of Web Services with same or similar function 
properties but different QoS properties grows sharply. This fact makes a challenge for 
the composite Web Service selection: to give an optimal or approximate choice solu-
tion in real time. While the decision making during the selection process is much easy 
in the term of functional properties, it is very difficult in term of the non-functional 
properties. This triggers substantial amount of research in composite Web Service 
selection, such as in [18, 10, 7, 17, 19, 2, 9], in which they mainly focus on the non-
functional properties, i.e. QoS of Web Services. 

In this paper, we study the problem of the composite Web Service selection. We 
propose the utility function to be the evaluation standard as a whole, considering all 
QoS parameters of each component service based on the definition in [16]. We map 
the composite Web Service selection model with multi-dimensional QoS constraints 
and the general flow structure to the multi-dimensional multi-choice knapsack 
(MMKP) and propose a fast heuristic solution with O(nlm+nllgn) complexity.  
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related research to 
our work. Section 3 proposes the utility function definition with QoS attributes. We 
also describe a QoS-based service selection model and transform the model to MMKP 
and MCKP in Section 3. Section 4 discusses a heuristic algorithm F-HEU with 
O(nlm+nllgn) complexity to solve the MMKP. Finally, we conclude the paper in 
Section 5. 

2   Related Work 

Majority of existing methods on composite Web Service selection can be divided into 
two groups, local optimal and global optimal. 

For local optimal methods, EFlow[1] and CMI[6] focus on optimizing service se-
lection at a task level, i.e. a single task. However, under the most practical case, the 
global optimal case can satisfy the service request, while such local strategies cannot 
tackle the global constraints and optimal problem for the composite services. Thus, 
the global optimal solution is the main objective of composite Web Service selection. 
Based on the constraints’ dimensions, the global selection problems can be divided 
into four categories:  

 Selection problem with single QoS constrain and a sequential flow structure;  
 Selection problem with multi-dimension QoS constraints and a sequential flow 

structure;  
 Selection problem with single QoS constraint and a general flow structure; and 
 Selection problem with multi-dimensional QoS constraint and a general flow 

structure.  

[16] maps the second category of the selection problem to a multi-dimension multi-
choice knapsack (MMKP) at first, then proposes a heuristic algorithm WS-HEU based 
on the algorithm M-HEU [11]. The worst case running time of M-HEU, a heuristic 
based on the aggregate resource consumption, is O(mn2(l −1)2). Here, n is the number of 
tasks, l the number of candidate services in each service class (assumed constant for 
convenience of analysis) and m the constraint dimensions. The algorithm C-HEU in 
[12] is a heuristic algorithm by constructing convex hull [5] to solve the MMKP, with 
complexity being O(nlm+nl1gl+nl1gn). The optimality achieved by this algorithm is 
between 88% and 98%. There are other algorithms [1, 13, 14] for MMKP. 

A few algorithms are also proposed to solve the fourth category of the selection prob-
lem. GODSS in [15][15] is an algorithm for global optimal solution of dynamic Web 
service selection based on genetic algorithm. The running time of GODSS is 
O(((m+n+L)N2+(m+n)NN*)T). Here m is the number of the objective functions, n the 
number of constraints, N the number of services in a service class, N* the size of assis-
tant population, L the number of tasks, T the number of repetitions. [8] presents a fast 
method for quality driven composite Web services selection. The workflow partition 
strategy is to divide an abstract workflow into two sub-workflows so that the number of 
candidate services that should be considered is decreased. Then it utilizes a mixed inte-
ger linear programming for solving the service selection problem. In [17], the selection 
problem with multi-dimension QoS constraints and a general flow structure is mapped 
to the 0-1 Integer Programming (0-1 IP) problem. And the paper proposes WFlow  
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Algorithm which finds a feasible solution at first and then trying to optimize the solution 
through upgrades and downgrades. WFlow is with O(N2(l −1)2m) complexity. In the 
next sections, we will map the fourth service selection problem with multi-dimension 
QoS constraints and a general flow structure to MMKP and present a heuristic algo-
rithm to solve it. 

3   QoS-Based Service Selection Model 

This paper focuses on four workflow structures (shown in Figure 1). They are sequen-
tial, parallel, conditional and loop structure. The QoS model based on these four 
workflow patters will be presented, and this QoS-based service selection model will 
be mapped into MMKP. 

t1 tn

a) Sequence

ta tb

tn

t1

b) Parallel

c) Conditional

t1 t3t2

d) Loopl

ta tb

tn

t1
p1

pn

n

 

Fig. 1. Four Workflow Structures 

Table 1. QoS Aggregation Rules 
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3.1   QoS Model for Composite Web Service 

The QoS attributes of Web Service include response time, service time, availability, 
reliability, service cost and loss probability etc. The QoS information of atomic ser-
vices is already given by the QoS broker or service registry. The QoS of a composite 
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Web service is calculated by aggregating the QoS of constituent Web services. Here 
depending on the computing nature, the QoS attributes are divided into four groups 
[8]: 1) time, such as response time; 2) cost, such as service cost; 3) probability, such 
as reliability; and 4) capacity, such as throughput. In this paper, only main three 
groups are taken into account. The rules for aggregating the QoS of workflow patterns 
are described in the Table 1 [8]. 

3.2   Definition of Utility Function 

In general, the QoS attributes can be divided into two groups, the positive attribute 
(the higher, the better) and the negative attribute (the lower, the better). Based on the 
definition in [16], the utility function is defined as follows: 

Definition 1 (Utility Function). Suppose there are x positive QoS attributes and y 
negative QoS attributes. The utility function for a service sij is defined as: 

- -
* * ,

1 1
ij

q qyx i iij ij
F C

i i

β βα αμ μ
ω ω

α βα βσα β σ
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3.3   Web Service Selection Model 

Here we describe a Web Service selection model, which is to choose services sij from 
the service candidate class Si for Task ti in the workflow W, maximize the sum of 
utility of the chosen services and at the same time make the QoS of the workflow W 
with chosen services satisfy the QoS requirement. 

- W is a workflow, which consists of four structures mentioned above. And T is the 
set of tasks in W, i.e. T={t1,…,tn}, it W∈ . 

- S is the set of service classes, S={S1,…,Sn}. And Si includes all services with simi-
lar function that ti requires and different QoS, Si = {si1,…siNi}. That is to say Si is 
the service candidate class for Task ti. 

- R is the QoS requirement. 
- The QoS vector of service sij is [q1,…qm], and these attributes are divided into three 

groups: time, cost and probability. 
- The utility uij of sij can be calculated by Equation 1. 
- The function Time(t1,…, tn,w) calculates the time value of workflow W based on 

the QoS aggregation rules in Table 1. Cost(t1,…, tn,w) and Probability(t1,…, tn,w) 
are to calculate the cost and probability of the workflow respectively. 
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So the Web Service model can be formulated as follows: 
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3.4   Mapping to MMKP 

To map the selection model to MMKP, the aggregate of QoS of constituent Web 
services must be linearized. Depending on the three QoS attributes (time, cost and 
probability), three steps are needed to linearize the computing of the two categories of 
QoS attributes. 

tn

1) Conditional

p1

pn

2) after transformation

tatb

t1

ta t'1 tbt'n

 

Fig. 2. Transformation of Conditional Structure 

1) Loop 2) after transformation

n

t1 t'2 t3t1 t2 t3

 

Fig. 3. Transformation of Loop Structure 

 

Step 1: Linearize the Time of Computing. 

a) Transform the conditional and loop structure to the sequence, as shown in Figure 
2 and Figure 3. 
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According to the transformation in Figure 2, there is some computing transformation: 
 t’i.time=pi*ti.time 
 Each service sij in the service class Si for ti will be transformed to s’

ij with 
s’

ij.time=pi* sij.time (j=1,…,l) 
According to the transformation in Figure 3, there is some computing transformation: 

 t’2.time=n*t2.time 
 Each service s2j in the service class S2 for t2 will be transformed to s’

2j with 
s’

2j.time=n* s2j.time (j=1,…,l) 

b) Add additional attributes based on the path in the simplified graph. 
Now there are only parallel and/or sequence structures in the graph. Calculate 
the number of the paths in the graph and number them Pathi (i=1,…,j). Add at-
tribute ak (k=1,…,j) for Pathi. Then take following transformation: 

 ti.ak = ti.time, where ti belongs to Pathk 
 ti.ak = 0, where ti doesn’t belong to Pathk 
 Make sij in Si to have the corresponding change according to ti. 

So the constraints on time will be transformed into the constraints on ak, 
k=1,…,x. It can be formulated as follows: 

                               1 1

*
n Ni

k
ij timeij

i j

a x R
= =

≤∑∑ , k=1,…,j                                   (3) 

Step 2: Linearize the computing of cost. 

Transform the conditional structure to sequence just as we do in linearizing the com-
puting of time and set 

 t’i.cost=pi*ti.cost 
 Each service sij in service class Si for ti will have the corresponding change with 

s’
ij.time=pi* sij.time (j=1,…,l) 

So the constraints on cost will be formulated as follows: 

                                        1 1

*
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ij costij
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cost x R
= =

≤∑∑                                           (4) 

Step 3: Linearize the computing of probability. 

a) Transform the parallel and loop structure to the sequence, as is shown in Figure 4 
and 5. 
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Fig. 4. Transformation of Parallel Structure 
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1) Loop 2) after transformation

n

t1 t'2 t3t1 t2 t3

 

Fig . 3-5. Transformation of Loop Structure 

According to the transformation in Figure 4, there is no transformation in computing. 
According to the transformation in Figure 5, there is some computing transformation: 

 t’2.probability=(t2.probability)n 
 Each service s2j in the service class S2 for t2 will be transformed to s’

2j with 
s’

2j.probabilty=(s2j.probability)n , where j=1,…,Ni.   

b)  Add additional attributes based on the path in the simplified graph 
Now there are only conditional or sequence structure in the graph, such as the 
graph shown in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6. A Simplified Graph After the Operation Described Above 

So the computing of probability of Figure 6 can be formulated as follows: 
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Relax the inequality in Formula (5c) and make further adjustment, we have the  
followings: 
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Then we can set 
iω , i=1,…,n based on the historical information to make the solu-

tions of the probability constraint in Formula (5a) to be included in the solution of the 
inequality in Formula (5d) and at the same time the non-solutions of the probability 
constraint are excluded from the solutions of the inequality in Formula (5d). For ex-

ample set
1 1

log log( )
n n

i i
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=∑ ∑ . Based on the Formula (5d), the probability attrib-

utes of services and 
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R  will be changed correspondingly as follows: 
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After a series of operations, the Web Service selection model is transformed into 
the MMKP shown below: 
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3.5   Mapping to MCKP 

Here we will map the multi-dimensional multi-choice knapsack (MMKP) to multi-

choice knapsack (MCKP). We use the vector ω as a slack variable to agglomerate 

the constraints into one single constraint. So MCKP can be expressed as 
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It is obviously that if the choice X={a11,…,anNi} does not satisfy the constraints of 
MCKP, X will definitely not satisfy the constraints of the MMKP.  

4   Heuristic Selection Algorithm for MMKP 

In this section, we will propose a new heuristic selection algorithm to solve MMKP. 
Then we will analyze its computational complexity. 

4.1   A Heuristic Selection Algorithm 

Below is the heuristic algorithm that we propose to solve the MMKP. The pseudo-
code of the algorithm presented below is preceded by the definitions of some  
variables used in the algorithm. 
 
snf:  a Boolean variable. If snf is ture, current_choice will not be feasible. 
penalty:  a slack variable to transform multidimensional QoS to single  

dimension. 
isfeasible( ):  a function returning true if the solution satisfies the constraints and 

false otherwise. 
Utility( ):  a function returning the total utility value earned from the selection 

choice. 
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initial_penalty( ): return the initial penalty vector. 
adjust_penalty( ): return the penalty vector based on the current resource usage. 

Begin Procedure Adjust_selected_item (p, current_choice, snf) 

1. temp←current_choice 
2. update temp with p                    
3. fp←isfeasibility( temp) 
4. if( fp==ture ) 
5.    update current_choice with p 
6.    update u_c←utility(current_choice) 
7.    update snf←false   // set signal of finding feasible solution in this iteration 
8.    return 
9. else 
10.    if snf 
11.       update current_choice with p; 
12.    return 
End Procedure 

Begin Procedure initial_penalty( ) 

/* Calculate the initial penalty vector. */ 
1. sumR←vector summation of QoS vectors of each item in each group. 
2. avg ← sumR/(n*l) 
3. q← avg /|avg|*m;                        
4. return q. 
End Procedure 

Begin Procedure adjust_penalty(q) 

/* Update the penalty vector using information about the QoS of the current choice */ 
1. q ←apply appropriate formula on vector q, total resource vector and available 

resource vector. 
2. return q; 
End Procedure 

Begin Procedure F-HEU() 

/* Find solution for MMKP. Services in each service class are in increasing order of 
the value of the utility */ 
1 current_choice←the item with lowest utility value from each group 
2 if  isfeasible(current_choice) 
3     u_c←utility(current_choice) // set the current utility value if the current 
  choice is feasible 
4 else 
5     u_c←0 // set the current utility value zero 
6 endif 
7 penalty = initial_penalty( ) 
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8 for repeat←1 to 3 do // only three iterations for finding solution 
9    saved_choice←current_choice // save the current solution 
10    u ←u_c //save the current utility 
11    initialize current_choice, u_c, and snf 
12    for each service class Si in MMKP do 
13 Transform each QoS vector of each service to single dimension using 

vector penalty . 
14 Chi ← pick_up_efficient_points (Si’)  // pick up the frontiers.  
15 Sei ← point_to_segment(Chi)  // link points to produce segments and 

 record their slope. 
16    endfor 
17    Se ← Combine(Sei , n) // combine Sei (i=1,…,n) in a special way 
18    If ( no solution for MCKP ) // verify the combination of the service 

  with lowest r              
19     return Solution not found // from each service class 
20    endif 
21    for each segment in Se do 
22       p1, p2 ←The items associated with the segment. 
23       adjust_selected_item (p1, current_choice, snf) 
24       adjust_selected_item (p2, current_choice, snf) 
25    endfor 
26    if Utility(current_sol) < u then // new solution is inferior than the saved

  one 
27       current_sol←saved_sol 
28       u_c ← u 
29    endif 
30    penalty←adjust_penalty(penalty)   
31 endfor 
32 if u_c == 0 then 
33    return Solution Not found 
34 else 
35    return current_choice 
36 end 
End Procedure. 

4.2   Computational Complexity 

Now we analyze the worst-case complexity of the heuristic algorithm F-HEU. First 
we assume that there are n service classes, l services in each service class and m-
dimension QoS vector. It is obvious that the running time of initial_penalty( ) and 
adjust_penalty() is of O(nlm) and O(m) respectively. The time complexity of the pro-
cedure Adjust_selected_item () is of O(m). Lines #12–#16 iterates n times. So the 
running time of Line #15 is of O(nlm). The running time of the procedure 
pick_up_efficient_points() is of O(l), so that of Line #17 is of O(nl). The worst run-
ning time of the procedure point_to_segment() is of O(l), so that of Line #18 is of 
O(nl). The worst running time of Line #19 is of O(nllgn). Lines #21–#25 iterates at 
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most O(nl) times. So the worst running time of Line #25,26 is O(nlm). So the overall 
worst running time of the procedure F-HEU can be calculated as follows: 

O(nlm) + O(nlm)+ O(nl)+ O(nl)+ O(n(l-1)lgn)+ O(n(l-1)m)+ O(m)= O(nlm+nllgn) 

The running time of F-HEU is O(nlm+nllgn). 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we study the problem of the composite Web Service selection. We pro-
pose the utility function to be the evaluation standard as a whole, by considering all 
QoS parameters of each component service based on the definition in [16]. We map 
the composite Web Service selection model with multi-dimension QoS constraint and 
a general flow structure to MMKP and MCKP. Then a heuristic algorithm F-HEU 
with O(nlm+nl1gn) complexity is proposed to solve the MMKP.  
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Abstract. Mining interesting patterns in data streams has attracted special atten-
tion recently. This study revealed the principles behind observations, through 
variation of intervention events to analyze the trends in the data streams. The 
main contributions includes: (a) Proposed a novel concept intervention event, 
and method to analyze streams under intervention. (b) Proposed the methods to 
evaluate the impact of intervention events. (c) Gave extensive experiments on 
real data to show that the newly proposed methods do prediction efficiently, and 
the rate of success is almost reach 92.6% recall in adaptive detection for inter-
vention events in practical environment. 

Keywords: Intervention Events, Data stream, Detection, Prediction. 

1   Introduction 

With the rapid development of modern sensor device technology, huge data are gen-
erated every day in forms of stream, Data streams have raised challenges to data min-
ing for their characters. Among these challenge tasks, mining pattern form streams 
with intervention is specially difficult but meaningful. 

Motivating example. Consider the traffic prediction on the freeway: There is a loop-
sensor located on the Glendale on-ramp to the 101-North freeway in Los Angeles. 
The sensors are located around stadium in order to inspect the traffic stream near 
stadium. By investigating the variation in stream, people detect the game event  
occurred in the stadium as illustrated in Fig.1.  

In Fig.1, with the time evolving, the traffic data are varying temporally. The data 
distribution in time window is following some interesting rules. The shapes of traffic 
distributions in date1 and date2 are similar. Check date2 and date3, some obvious  
difference between them, the difference will raises an alarm indicating some event 
happened. The event monitors will check associated media news and conclude that 
there is a game play during date3. 
                                                           
* Supported by the National Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 60773169, the 11th 

Five Years Key Programs for Sci. &Tech. Development of China under grant No. 
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Fig. 1. The traffic observation data collected by the loop-sensor 

The above principle about intervention can be applied in many fields, such as: birth 
defect analysis, nuclear leak detection, malfunction detection, and so on. Mining this 
new knowledge brings special challenges: How to detect intervention events adap-
tively in stream? When intervention event’s status changing, how to analyze its im-
pacts? How to apply the mining results of intervention events? 

2   Related Work 

Researchers proposed many (traditional) mining methods to deal with the problems in 
data streams [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The literatures [10, 11] gave frameworks based 
on regression analysis to deal with incidents detective and trends analysis. Due to the 
limitation of regression, it only analyzes changes in a local scope. Thus regression is 
not widely applied in mining data stream. Literature [12] applied statistical methods 
to mine the data stream, but it needs prior distribution judging. This limits the applica-
tion objects and causes high computation cost. Literature [13] proposed a high-order 
model “Concept Drift” to reveal the rule behind the varying of data. However, current 
researches on “concept drift” usually needs prior methods to model over patterns as 
its concepts, and then to monitor the varying of data stream. For those researches on 
“concept drift” ignore the backward direction. This would bring new problems, such 
as: How to use these detected patterns to analysis the trends of the data?  How to 
evaluate the change rate of these patterns, and how to predict their impact to the data 
streams? To tackle these problems, a series of novel strategy was proposed in this 
paper.  

3   Problem Statements 

According to the motivating example, we have the following assumption: 

Stability Assumption. During the process of a data stream, if no outside intervention 
exits, the stream will retain a stable status; in another words, unstable status means 
intervention events happened. 

3.1   Basic Definitions and Terminologies 

To describe the concept and principle formally, the basic notations and descriptions 
are listed as Tab. 1. 

date1 date2 date3 

Time window 

Different distribution raises 
Alarm: Some thing happened 

Similar distribution indicates 
Every thing fine 
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Table 1. Symbols 

Symbols Descriptions and Examples 
d Describes the size of time window. Example: process start time is t1, end time is 

t2, then d=t2-t1.   
Wt The t-th time window, t refers to the time in this study 
Nw  The number of data item in window W, or abbr. as N when w is understood. 
SqureSum SqureSum  is  Sum of Square between groups, it defined by:  
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Complexion Entropy (CE) is borrowed from thermodynamics. It describes mole-

cules’ distribution status among chambers. It is applied to analysis the distribution 
status of stream in t-th Window (Wt). We call the newly distribution-describe variance 
as Complexity Entropy (CE). It can be calculated as: 

 

 CE (t)=log (N! / ∏
=

k

1i
i )!(N ) 

 
(E1) 

Observation 1. Consider an intervention observation system. Denote observation 
distribution at time t as Distr (t): Then there exists threshold h such that, SquareSum 
(SCE(t1), SCE (t2)) <= h implies Distr(t1) ≈ Distr (t2).  

Definition 1 ( Sequence significant difference Ps(t) ). Let S = (X1,X2,…Xt..) be a 
temporal sequence, SCE (t) be sequence of CE value in date t , and N(t) be the value of 
SquareSum computation between 2 neighbor data items, then Inf(ti)= N(t+1)/N(t) is 
called inflation ratio at time t; the Sequence significant difference of S, denoted as 
Ps (t) (or abbr. P (t) when S is understood) is defined as follows: 

 

N(t)= SquareSum (SCE (t), SCE (t+1)) (E2)  

 

 
(E3)  
(inflation ratio) 

Definition 2 (Intervention Event and intensity). Let P (t) be the sequence signifi-
cant difference value of observation sequence O(t) (t=0,1,2,…).Suppose that interven-
tion observing system consists of two sequences: (a) observation sequence (refer to 
the input data stream); (b) intervention events sequence. Assume the variation of 
stream is caused by the varying of intervention events sequence. 

(1) (Intervention event) Let k>0 be a predefined threshold by experiments. We 
say intervention event e happen at t if P (t) >k； 

(2) The Intervention Intensity at time t of intervention event E, denoted as I (t), 
is defined as: 

 
I (t) =P (t)–P (t-1) (E5) 

N(t)/N(t-1)     if N(t)>N(t-1); 

N(t-1)/N(t)    if N(t)<=N(t-1); 
Inf(t) = 
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Definition 3. The Intervention Events Scheduler (IES) is defined as a 4-tuple, ( O 
(t), Q, P, C, S(t)), where: 

(1) O (t) = {item1, item2, item3,…itemt} is its observation sequence, and t is the 
tick of its observed time and its value in a finite set. 

(2) Q={q1,q2,…qn}  is a finite set of intervention events; 
(3) Mt is the transition matrix between intervention events; 
(4) MC is the confusion transition matrix between intervention events and observa-

tion, confusion matrix is concept from HMM which uses to describe the rela-
tions between intervention events and observation; 

(5) S(t)={event1, event2, event3…eventt} is the state sequence of interven-
tion(happened or not, binary sequence), and t is the time tick. 

Observation 2. In IES model, state sequences S(t) is a Markov chain. 

4   Algorithms for Intervention Events   

This section proposes three algorithms to implement the Intervention Events Sched-
uler (IES) model, and all the algorithms are designed in one data scan style. The main 
structure of IES is listed in Fig.2 (a). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
(a) IES Model (b) algorithm Interv-detect 

Fig. 2. IES Model and algorithm Interv-detect 

Algorithm Interv-detect describes the detection step in IES. As it is listed in the 
Fig. 2 (b), the key idea of Interv-detect is as follows: Computes the sum of square of 
the sequence of CE; Calculates the sequence of significant degree P (t); Detects the 
happening of intervention events by contrasting the Ps (t) with threshold. 

Algorithm IES-gen-matrix is listed in Fig. 3 (a), and it generates the parameters 
needed by IES model, including: states transition matrix, confusion matrix between 
states and observations. Algorithm Intervention-Prediction gives the methods to 
predict intervention events and the details are listed in the Fig. 3(b). 
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                (a) algorithm interv-detect                      (b) algorithm IES-gen-matrix 

Fig. 3. Algorithms to detect intervention events and to generate confusion matrices 

5   Experiments and Discussions 

The experiments are conducted on a Linux machine with a 1.7GHZ CPU and 512 Mb 
main memories. The experiments are based on the data sets “Dodgers” [14] 
downloaded from UCI Machine Repository. It is generated by a loop sensor around 
the Glendale on ramp for the 101 North freeways in Los Angeles. There are totally 
50,400 traffic records, and 67 events.  

5.1   Experiment 

Three experiments were carried out in this section: In the experiment 1, the correct-
ness and completeness of our algorithms are analyzed. The final result of IES analysis 
is listed in the Fig. 4. The entire observed traffic data set (from April to October) was 
processed: We test different detective threshold k in order to give guideline about 
setting k’s value: when k is 30, the detective accuracy is 65.4%, when k is 12, the 
detective accuracy is 92.6%, and when k is set to 11, the entire 81 events were de-
tected correctly. The total processing time is within 800 milliseconds. The more, 
process efficiency is inverse correlated to the window size d.  
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Fig. 4. Results of intervention events detection from 4/12/2005 ~ 10/1/2005 

In experiment 2, half of the detected events in last experiment were used as train-
ing, and the rest were used to verify the results of prediction. The transition and con-
fusion matrix obtained in our experiment is listed in the Table.3: 
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Table 2. The basic configuration of experiments 

Experiment purpose To verify the correctness of the give algorithms 
CE section number p 5 
Window 10 
Detective Threshold k 11, 30, 50 
Time range 4/12/2005  ~  10/1/2005 

Table 3. Results of matrices generation 

Transition_Matrix0: Confusion_Matrix0: 
0.33, 0.11 
0.11, 0.45 

0.0160, 0.0299, 0.0145, 0.00243, 0     
0.392, 0.431, 0.114, 0, 0   

Experiment 2 uses half of the events with their events to train algorithm, and the 
whole processing time costs 550 milliseconds. During the process, it updates parame-
ters of IES model incrementally for every input observation data, and the prediction 
accuracy was 61.4%. 

6   Conclusions and Future Work  

This paper provides methods to mine intervention events in data stream. It is very 
useful to support intervention decision making in many fields, such as birth defect 
analysis, nuclear leak detection, and malfunction detection, etc. The research for min-
ing intervention rule is just in its beginning. A lot of researches are to be done, such 
as, investigate the multi-status conditions about intervention events; analyze complex 
problems caused by combining of difference intervention events. These traits will be 
added to IES in the next research report; they will be especially useful in analyzing 
the complex data stream problems with interventions. Interested readers may refer to 
our full paper [15]. 
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Abstract. An improved range data distribution method is proposed, which is 
suitable for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous database cluster with 
consideration of full use of different computing resources of nodes. In order to 
avoid the problem of load imbalance caused by the hot accessing, an online mi-
grating algorithm is presented during the parallel processing. The experimental 
results show that the improved range partition method and the rebalancing strat-
egy of online migrating algorithm not only significantly improve the throughput 
of database cluster but also keep the balanced state well. At the same time, the 
cluster system has achieved better scalability. 

Keywords: Data distribution, Heterogeneous database cluster, Over-loaded 
nodes, Load balancing. 

1   Introduction 

The system balance and performance improvement in database cluster mainly in-
cludes two aspects: the balanced data distribution and the workload balance. Although 
several kinds of dynamic load balancing methods are proposed in [2,5,7], they are 
closely related to the data distribution approaches. Some other works have discussed 
the issues of data distribution algorithms in distributed environments[1,3, 9,11]. In 
another point of view, the heterogeneity is unavoidable in database cluster. Different 
nodes have different computing capabilities due to a variety of CPU calculation 
power, memory capacity and disk IO bandwidth etc. Some works have focused on the 
parallel processing in shared memory DBMS[5], and some mainly considered the I/O 
parallelism in parallel disk systems[4,10] or the I/O load balancing in heterogeneous 
file system by Jose[8]. Others have only taken into account the calculation power of 
each CPU in the heterogeneous cluster[6,7]. Only when all the computing resources 
of each node are fully used, the cluster system can obtain highly parallel processing 
performance. 
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In this paper, we mainly discuss an improved data distribution method based on the 
widely-used Range partition algorithm, which means distributing the data non-
uniformly or asymmetrically among the nodes in cluster according to the different 
computing capabilities of homogeneous or heterogeneous nodes. For the problem of 
the hot data accessing in future time, we further design a specific on-line algorithm 
through migrating the hot data so as to share the workloads with the under-loaded 
nodes, which can dynamically re-balance both of the distribution of the data and the 
workloads in the cluster system. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes an improved data 
distribution algorithm. Section 3 introduces how the online migrating algorithm rebal-
ances the database cluster system because of the hot data accessing. Section 4  
provides system architecture and analyzes the experimental results. Section 5 offers 
concluding remarks. 

2   An Improved Data Distribution Algorithm 

When initializing the data allocation in the database cluster, we assume that the whole 
data in the cluster system are called global data and all the global data have the same 
accessing probability. The global data are allocated in hybrid mode and classified into 
two types: replicated data and partitioned data. We will mainly focus on developing 
an improved data distribution method about the global partition data in this paper. 

For the partitioned data, we propose an Improved-Range (IR) partition algorithm 
which is not only fit for the symmetric distribution in homogeneous cluster but also fit 
for the asymmetric distribution in heterogeneous cluster. The IR partition scheme is a 
weighted Range partition method according to the different comprehensive compute 

capability of heterogeneous nodes. That means ∑n

1i i
P DD

＝

＝ , where 

Φ∩∩ ＝n21 DDD L . The range of every interval iD  is closely related to the 

compound weighted compute value of different nodes, and the cardinality of iD  can 
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compound weighted compute value of single node i, while the denominator TW  is the 

sum of the weighted compute value of all nodes in database cluster, that is  
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Since the compound compute capability in a single node is mainly associated with 
three types of computing resources mentioned above, the weighted compute value of 
some node is given by  
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Where 
C

iW , R
iW and I

iW denote the CPU speed, available memory and IO access 

rate weights of the ith node taken up in the cluster respectively, and the formula must 
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satisfy the constraint that is 1
3

1

=∑
=j

je , which combines three different types of re-

sources into a uniform evaluation value. 

3   The Process of Dynamic Workload Balancing 

Although the IR data distribution scheme maybe works well in both homogeneous 
and heterogeneous cluster under the assumption of the same accessing probability, the 
data accessing rate of different nodes often changes indefinitely as increasing of the 
workloads in the real applications. After longer running time, the cluster system may 
incur some over-loaded spots because of the hot data accessing. In order to achieve 
load balancing in database cluster, we can use a bivariate function to distinguish the 
states of over-loaded and under-loaded nodes with formula (3), the two variables ti 
and xi denote the response time from some node and the number of transactions dis-
patched to the node respectively. 
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To solve the problem of the data skew, we propose a dynamic on-line data migrat-
ing algorithm. We consider the over-loaded node as the source node (S) and the node 
set that will receive the migrated hot data are looked as the destination nodes (D). 
Before the migrating procedure, the cluster system should timely get both of the 

source node S come from the max{ ),( ii xtf | ),( ii xtf > 2 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and the 

destination set D got from the set { )},({min
1

ii

m

j
xtf

=
| 0 ≤ it ≤ t2 , 0 ≤ ix ≤ x2 , 

1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Obviously, all the status functions in the destination set D should satisfy 

the constraint ),( ii xtf ≤ 2  if there exist m minimal nodes. The online hot data 

migrating procedure is just as illustrated below: 

Procedure On-line Migrate(S, D) 

Step 1.  statistic the hot data hotD  and partition 

iθ = )1/(Dhot +m , (1<i≤m); 

Step 2.  lock the hot data of the source node, queue 
the transactions which need to access the migrating 
data; 

Step 3.  replicate every part of partitioned hot data 

to corresponding Di which receive the amount of iθ  hot 

data; 
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Step 4.  log the changes of distribution into meta data 
of scheduler; 

Step 5.  delete the hot data of S which have been mi-
grated; 

Step 6.  unlock the hot data and take up the transac-
tions from the queue to execute; 

Step 7.  check if the system is balanced, then exit the 
procedure; 

Step 8.  else loop to step 1. 

4   Experiments and Performance Analysis 

In the database cluster, we develop a middleware to apply the balance methods of data 
and workloads distribution described in section 2 and section 3. The architecture of 
database cluster system shows in figure 1. To simplify the measurement of the com-
pound weighted value of the nodes, we only simulate the type of OLTP requests. As a 

result, we can assume the vector )5.0,2.0,3.0(e , each iW  will have the same 

weight for different resources in some application. We can focus on the data distribu-
tion and the performance of the cluster system. 
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Fig. 1. Cluster middleware architecture 

The ideal geometric increasing of throughput as increasing of nodes has been 
shown in Fig 2, which is an ideal case marked with dotted line without considering 
any extra cost such as communication cost. Whereas, in the actual test the through-
put goes up almost linearly along the trends of dotted line when applied our im-
proved-range partition method in the database cluster, which has pictured with solid 
square line. But for the traditional range partition method, the max transaction 
throughput of it grows slowly with increasing of nodes and the cluster will quickly 
achieve the saturation point because of hot access. Even though more nodes are 
added to the database cluster, the scale up of the database cluster is still finite. 
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Fig. 2. Transaction throughput with Improved Range(IR) partition method 

In the graph 3, the balanced curve denotes the middleware system applied with our 
online migrating algorithm and the unbalanced curve is on the contrary. In the way of 
range distribution, the cluster system gets to unbalanced workloads in shorter time 
and the average response time of transaction processing increases slowly since that 
more and more transactions are blocked in waiting queue. When applying the IR data 
distribution method and the online migrating algorithm, the cluster system can avoid 
hot accessing for longer time. And the average response time of transaction is de-
creasing as increasing of nodes, the cluster system can scale up to more nodes. 
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Fig. 3. Average response time 

5   Conclusion 

The performance improvement of database cluster is mainly related to the data distri-
bution strategy and the workload allocation scheme. In this paper, we have proposed 
an Improved-Range (IR) data distribution method, which is not only suitable for the 
uniform data distribution in the homogeneous cluster, but also suitable for the  
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non-uniform data distribution in the heterogeneous cluster. For the problem of load 
imbalance caused by the data skew during the parallel processing, we present an 
online migrating algorithm to move the hot data to the under-loaded nodes so as to 
make full use of its computing resources. 

Our experimental results show that the improved range partition method does keep 
the balanced state well. At the same time, the throughput of the database cluster is 
significantly improved compared to the traditional range partition method. And the 
rebalancing strategy of online migrating algorithm can improve the performance of 
parallel processing and decrease the average response time of transaction as increas-
ing the nodes. As a result, the cluster system achieves better scalability. 
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Abstract. The use of services-oriented computing by enterprises has increased 
noticeably, with the aim of speeding up application processes and in response to 
changing e-business needs. This paper addresses the efficient processing of  
e-business real-time transaction services using the emerging web services tech-
nology and considers a services-oriented computing environment in which multi-
ple service providers provide identical real-time transaction services. An efficient 
mechanism called the sensorial value-planned mechanism for web services 
(SVM-WS) is proposed for differentially treating e-business real-time transaction 
services according to their importance, such as inquiry and purchase requests. The 
results of a performance evaluation of an experimental setup for a web services  
e-business system demonstrate the feasibility of the scheme. 

1   Introduction 

Web services technology provides a new computing model for greatly accelerating 
application processing and responding to changing business needs within and across 
enterprises. Web services transactions are increasingly becoming key additions to 
business processes that access multiple web services, which need to combine various 
web services transactions. As fundamental components of e-commerce and enterprise 
application integration as well as on-demand computing, web services are expected to 
greatly enhance the promise of distributed computing [1, 2]. The demand for real-time 
transaction services has been increasing conspicuously in many web services  
e-business applications. The current trend is for multiple service providers with com-
mon interfaces to provide the same web services over the Internet [3, 4]. This implies 
that web services can be dynamically determined and executed, which would make 
their execution more flexible and robust. The Internet purchasing example illustrated 
in Fig. 1 involves the following three web services: (1) credit validation, (2) inventory 
management, and (3) customer accounting [5]. Each of these web services must be 
executed in real-time. A web service transaction is executed by the web services 
transaction model (WSTM) selecting an available web services and interpreting the 
script that defines the process. The services aggregator is responsible for managing 
various types of web services and communicating with the universal web services 
registry (UDDI) to update the service directory, which is a central registry of service 
providers whose methods and interfaces are listed in this registry. 

In this paper, we consider a services-oriented computing environment in which 
identical real-time transaction services are provided by multiple service providers, one  
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Fig. 1. The business process of the web services Internet purchasing [1, 6, 7] 

of which can be chosen during the run-time phase to execute transaction services on 
the basis of minimizing the execution cost. A novel value-based scheduling strategy 
called sensorial value-planned mechanism for web services (SVM-WS) is proposed 
here for differentially treating e-business real-time transaction services according to 
their importance, such as inquiry and purchase requests. The essential objective of our 
approach is to maximize the profit by preferentially serving high-priority services 
based on the principles of (1) cost-effectiveness, by exploring adaptive web services 
from different service providers to ensure communication quality and reduce the de-
pendency over remote transaction services, (2) differential profit treatment, by prefer-
entially executing the purchase requests to be completed while trying to execute as 
many requests for inquiry services as possible, and (3) variable value setting involv-
ing the dynamic determination of mean values based on the system load for each 
inquiry and purchase transaction services in real-time to satisfy diverse data needs. 
Simulation results demonstrate that the SVM-WS can deliver good performance in a 
web services e-business system. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the web ser-
vices e-business system, Section 3 presents real-time transaction services processing 
and the SVM-WS method. Section 4 describes the simulation model and performance 
results, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

2   Web Services E-Business System 

In a web services computing environment, a communication network interconnects 
multiple sites. Each site contains a transaction generator, a web services selection man-
ager, a communication interface, a scheduling policy, a cache manager, and a resource 
manager. The transaction generator is responsible for generating the workload for each 
site. The arrival of data and/or messages at a site is assumed to be independent of the 
arrivals at other sites. Real-time web services transactions are classified into inquiries 
and purchases, where the former involves only read operations on requested data items. 
To effectively execute a web services transaction, the actions of web services needed by 
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transactions must be processed through WSTM. While interpreting the transaction 
script, the web services selection manager selects the appropriate web services from 
among multiple web services for execution. The real-time scheduler is based on the 
transaction scheduling policy described in Section 3. A communication interface at each 
site is responsible for sending/receiving data or messages to/from other sites. The uni-
versal web services registry (UDDI) is used by the service provider and service  
requester to publish web services and find desired web services, respectively. Once 
applications are built as web services, they are described by a web services description 
language (WSDL) that tells requesters how to invoke them. The WSDL and XML 
metadata of the services are wrapped in a simple object access protocol (SOAP) mes-
sage that can be sent to the UDDI. 

3   Real-Time Transaction Services Processing 

The design of the scheduling strategy for real-time transaction services processing is 
driven by its real-time constraints. Generally, such e-business systems will execute 
the transaction assigned with the highest execution priority based on a particular for-
mula. I briefly describe the following transaction services scheduling strategy using 
the notations as listed below. 
 

Ti a real-time transaction service in the system 
Ces(Ti) estimated communication delay of transaction service Ti 
Cep(Ti) elapsed communication delay of transaction service Ti 
Crt(Ti) remaining communication delay of transaction service Ti, obtained from 

Ces(Ti)-Cep(Ti) 
Ees(Ti) estimated execution time of transaction service Ti 
Eep(Ti) elapsed execution time of transaction service Ti 
Ert(Ti) remaining execution time of transaction service Ti, obtained from Ees(Ti) - 

Eep(Ti) 
P(Ti) priority of transaction service Ti 
S(Ti) slack time of transaction service Ti 
V(Ti) mean value of transaction service Ti 
W weight of adjusted the value and urgency of transaction service. 

3.1   Earliest Deadline 

The earliest deadline strategy (ED) assigns high priorities to transaction services with 
early deadlines [7]. All (sub)transaction services have the same deadlines. The prior-
ity assignment formula is given by:  

i
i

1
P(T )  

D(T )
←  

3.2   Highest Value 

The disadvantage of ED is that it does not consider the values of transactions. Assign-
ing high priorities to transactions with high values is called Highest Value (HV) [8]. 
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As ED, all (sub)transaction services have the same value. The priority assignment 
formula is given by:  

P(Ti) ← V(Ti) 

3.3   Highest Reward and Urgency 

In contrast to ED, HV focuses on completing transaction services with high values. 
However, the urgency of transaction service is not considered. To eliminate the disad-
vantage, Highest Reward and Urgency (HRU) considers both the deadline and value as 
design factors. It gives a high priority to a transaction service with high value and 
shortest remaining execution time, and the priority assignment formula is given by: 

i
i i

i

V(T )
P(T )  S(T ) W

E (T )rt
← − ∗  

HRU considers the reward ratio of scheduling a transaction service and provides an 
adjustable policy for various system load conditions [9, 10]. 

3.4   Sensorial Value-Planned Mechanism for Web Services 

Scheduling strategies for web services computing environments that consider a differ-
entiated real-time data services for e-business applications have not been discussed 
previously. The enormous popularity of using the Internet has increased the demand 
for real-time transaction services in many web services e-business applications, such 
as searching for airfares and buying flight tickets. The proposed SVM-WS method as 
shown in Fig. 2 can differentially treat e-business real-time transaction services based 
on their class, such as browsing, searching, and payment requests.  

 

ws i

ii i
i

i i

Exec_Cost (T ) calculated by the selection strategy for multiple web services providers

Factor < 1 if T inquiry requests  Factor V(T ) S(T )
P(T )= -  , for 

FactorE (T ) Exec_Cost (T )
dynamicdynamic
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←
∈×
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⎧
⎨ ≥ ∈⎩

∈∀

 

Fig. 2. Pseudo code of the SVM-WS method 

4   Simulation Model and Performance Evaluation 

This section describes the simulation model expanded from [8-11] that was developed 
using the popular open-source discrete-event SimJava package to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed method [12]. Most of workload parameters are similar to 
these values used in previous studies [7-9, 11]. We compared the transaction schedul-
ing policies of the ED, HV, HRU and SVM-WS under various conditions. In this 
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experiment of increasing load, we varied the arrival rate from 20 real-time web ser-
vices transaction services/second (abbreviated as real-time services/sec) to 120 ser-
vices/sec in increasing steps of 20 in order to model different system loads. As shown 
in Figs. 3a and 3b, the performance order based on the MissRatio and LossRatio met-
rics is SVM-WS > HRU > HV > ED regardless of a normal load or a high load. The 
excellent performance of the SVM-WS results from the following reasons. The cost-
effective scheme is employed in the SVM-WS to satisfy the execution quality of ser-
vice and concern considering the minimal execution cost for web services since such 
a remote web service requires expensive cost for accessing data objects. However, the 
value-based priority assignment strategy also depends on the value of transaction 
service. The highest utilization of different profit treatment will preferentially give the 
high priority to purchase services. Hence, an inquiry request will have a better chance 
to be executed completely under the adjustment of the reflecting value of transaction 
service determined by the various value-setting scheme based on the different system 
load. In addition, I also observed narrowly the impact of the increasing arrival rate of 
real-time services for inquiry and purchase requests. 
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Fig. 3a. MissRatio for increasing load        Fig. 3b. LossRatio for increasing load 

5   Conclusions 

Web services technology is becoming an important topic for building distributed 
applications based on open data communication and standard data formats. Web ser-
vices transaction services are increasingly becoming key additions to business proc-
esses that access multiple web services, which need to combine various web services 
transaction services. This paper has addressed the efficient processing of e-business 
real-time transaction services using the emerging web services technology. Our  
approach exploits the current capability of the services-oriented computing environ-
ment where the same real-time transaction services are provided by multiple service 
providers, with the proposed SWM-WS mechanism differentially treating e-business 
real-time transaction services according to their importance, such as inquiry and pur-
chase requests.  
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Abstract. In RFID middleware, passive event refers to one kind of com-
posite event, some of whose constituent sub-events do not occur under
certain condition. To process complex RFID business logic, we should be
able to define a wide variety of passive event types and perform efficient
event detection. In this paper, we design an event definition language
which well supports specifying complex hierarchical passive event, and
propose a detection algorithm with some optimization techniques for
recognizing passive event. We finally compare our work with Esper in
detection performance.

1 Introduction

RFID system consists of four components: tag, interrogator, middleware and
application. RFID middleware, which is also named RFID edge server, is a fun-
damental infrastructure which facilitates data and information communication
between automatic identification physical layer and enterprise applications. In
RFID middleware, we can devise RFID business logic into hierarchical compos-
ite event and automate business processing as event detection based on CEP
(Complex Event Processing) [1] technology.

In complex event processing, passive event refers to one kind of composite
event, some of whose constituent sub-events do not occur under certain condi-
tion. In contrast to passive event, we define active event as another kind of event
which can be detected just by waiting for notice of upcoming event. Primitive
event is the simplest active event. To process complex RFID business logic, in
addition to active event types, we must also be able to define a wide variety
of passive event types with rigorous semantics. Meanwhile, in passive event de-
tection process, RFID middleware has to perform efficient queries on event’s
absence in runtime context besides waiting for notice of primitive event occur-
rence. Though most work on event processing proposes negation operator to
address passive event issues [3,4,5,6,7,8,9], we argue that it needs more in-depth
exploration in RFID event processing research.
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Our contribution is an expressive and rigorous event definition language which
especially well supports specifying passive event and an efficient event detection
algorithm based on Petri net structure with a suit of optimization technology for
recognizing passive event. Our work is based on a prototype of RFID middleware
PKU RFID Edge Server (PRES), a pure Java middleware which is compatible
with ALE [2]. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first
present an overview of RFID event in section 2. Section 3 and 4 is a formal
presentation of RFID event definition language and event detection algorithm
respectively. Experiment and discussion is demonstrated in section 5, followed
by a conclusion in section 6.

2 RFID Event Preliminaries

RFID Event is the specification of significant occurrence in or around RFID
middleware. There are two kinds of RFID event: primitive event and composite
event. When a tag passes through the range of transmission, or through the gate-
way of a RFID reader, it generates a series of “tag is seen” events. These events
are instantaneous and atomic, which form main primitive event stream flowing
into RFID middleware. Another kind of primitive event is messages sent by ex-
tern business application while executing a particular step of business process.
Composite event types are aggregated event types that are created by combining
other primitive or composite event types using a specific set of event operators
such as disjunction, conjunction, sequence, etc [10]. In this paper, we will use
capital letters like E and A to represent (composite or primitive) event type,
while use corresponding lowercase letters e and a to represent event instance.
The event time of event instance e is a time interval represented by [e ↑, e ↓].
In a clear context, we will say event to represent event type. We use subscript
to distinguish different instances of the same event type like e1 and e2 and use
expression like E(t, t′) to represent an instance of E occurs over the interval
[t, t′]. For simplicity, we assume event time is discrete.

3 Event Definition Language

Most event definition language will propose a set of event operators like con-
junction, disjunction and sequence. However, there is still no standard language
exists for describing all composite events possible to detect. Starting from com-
mon composite events abstract from business logic of RFID applications like
monitoring and supply-chain management, we propose an event definition lan-
guage for PRES, which aims to provide a well support for passive event. Since
we mainly focus on the definition and detection of passive event, we divide event
operators into active event operator and passive event operator, instead of di-
viding them into temporal event operator and logic event operator. Note that
complex passive event type definition may be embedded with both active event
operator and active event operator.
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Though our concern is passive event, we present four active event operators for
the sake of completeness of event definition language. Meanwhile, passive event
can be defined by combining primitive event using both passive event operator
and active event operator. Formal semantics of active event operators is defined
as following:

� E = A&B : E(t, t′) ⇔ ∃t1, t2, t
′
1, t

′
2(A(t1, t2)∧B(t′1, t

′
2)∧ t = min(t1, t′1)∧ t′ =

max(t2, t′2))
� E = A|B : E(t, t′) ⇔ A(t, t′) ∨ B(t, t′)
� E = A → B : E(t, t′) ⇔ ∃t1, t

′
1(A(t, t1) ∧ B(t′1, t

′) ∧ t1 < t′)
� E = w(A, T ) : E(t, t′) ⇔ t′ − t ≤ T ∧ A(t, t′)

Passive event operator is used to express absence of some event under some
certain conditions. No matter defining negation operator as binary or ternary
operator, the essence is imposing stronger constraints on event absence. From
the perspective of event detection, these constraints actually tell event detection
engine when to check the absence of the corresponding event. Thus, we need a
more flexible mechanism to specify constraint on event absence. We propose six
passive event operators for RFID application.

We assume there is a start timestamp t0, and define Phi(T ) as a sequence
of timestamp, where Phi(T, i) = t0 + T • i. Using ∂(A, t, t′) to denote that
∀t1, t

′
1 : t ≤ t′1 ≤ t′ ⇒ ¬A(t1, t′1), we present formal semantics of passive event

operators as following:

� E = A B : E(t, t′) ⇔ ∂(A, t, t′) ∧ B(t, t′)
� E = before(A, B, T ) : E(t, t′) ⇔ ∃t1(t − t1 = T ∧ ∂(A, t, t1) ∧ B(t1, t′))
� E = after(A, B, T ) : E(t, t′) ⇔ ∃t1(t′ − t1 = T ∧ ∂(A, t1, t′) ∧ B(t, t1))
� E = between(A, B, C) : E(t, t′) ⇔ ∃t1, t2(t2 − t1 > 0 ∧ ∂(A, t1, t2) ∧B(t, t1) ∧

C(t2, t′))
� E = between(A, T1, T2) : E(t, t′) ⇔ ∂(A, t, t′) ∧ t = T1 ∧ t′ = T2

� E = between(A, T ) : E(t, t′) ⇔ ∃i > 0(t = Φ(T, i−1)∧t′ = Φ(T, i)∧∂(A, t, t′))

Take E = between(A, B, C) as an example, given B occurs in the time interval
[t, t1] and A occurs in the time interval [t2, t′], if t1 < t2 and there is no A
instances whose end timestamp fall into the time interval [t1, t2], we say E occurs
and the time interval of this event instance is [t, t′].

4 Event Detection

Since it is rather natural to represent complex event using Petri net because of
its hierarchy and concurrency properties, we propose a Petri net structure-based
event detection algorithm. It is straightforward to use place to represent event
type, use transition to represent event operator and use token to represent event
instance. However, using P/T system or colored Petri net [11] to model complex
passive event will make the net structure quite complicated. Thus, instead of
designing a new net system extended from P/T system or colored Petri net, we
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Fig. 1. Petri net-like structures for each event operator

propose a set of Petri net-like structures based on ten event operators, which are
illustrated as in figure 1.

Structures shown in figure 1 are basic components of more complicated struc-
ture for hierarchical composite event and we call them basic net. Note that
in basic net, we use inhibit arc to connect the event (place) which needs to
check absence. We call this kind of event negated event. For example, in com-
posite event E = between(A, B, C), A is a negated event. For each compos-
ite event, we transform event definition to an abstract grammar tree, which is
finally transformed to a Petri net-like structure. If a place has no pre transi-
tions, we call it input place; and if a place has no post transitions, we call it
output place.

In a net structure, input place represents primitive event, output place rep-
resents composite event. Each kind of transition is associated with a special
firing rule, according which composite (or sub-composite) event instances is
generated. So based on Petri net-like structure, to describe event detection al-
gorithm, we just need to describe how each kind of transition play the token
game.

The detection process is like this: input places wait for notification of primitive
event instances, and transitions play token games according to corresponding fir-
ing rule; once a token is generated in output place, a composite event instance
is detected. So, the whole detection algorithm is actually divided into ten kinds
of firing rules associated with event operators. Firing rules includes not only
condition checking on tokens but also query plans. Each inhibit arc associated
with passive event operator requires a query plan to check absence of the corre-
sponding event.

To optimize query plan, we introduce the following two query functions, where
N represents non-negative integer.

� α : PE → {N,−1}. α(A) retrieves the end timestamp of latest A instance. If
there is no A instance, α(A) returns -1;

� β : PE × N → N . β(A, t) retrieves the number of A instances before a
timestamp t.
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While playing the token game, each place will hold a token collection represent
corresponding event instances. Token collection usually can not be shared be-
cause of different effect of consumption policy. Since tokens in negated place will
not be consumed while transition firing, we can optimize detection efficiency
by sharing token collection of the same negated place type. Token collection of
negated place is used to check absence of event, so there is no need to keep all
negated event instances. Among the six basic net of passive event operators, we
need only keep the latest negated event instance in detection process except op-
erator before(A, B, T ) given that B is a composite event type. In that situation,
we need to keep all A instances for query function β. When a B instance b is
detected and β(A, b ↑) = (A, b ↑ +T ), one E instance is detected.

5 Experiment

To evaluate our work, we make a comparison with Esper [8] which is an open
source component for CEP and ESP (Event Stream Processing) applications.
Note the comparison is only about CEP part of Esper. Equivalence of semantics
of event type is a foundation of performance comparison, since the number of
detected event instance may vary enormously for two similar but not equivalent
event types. However, defining equivalent active event types is much easier, so in
this paper we make a performance comparison with Esper based on active event
types. For passive event types, we checked event processing time versus the num-
ber of primitive events. The hardware environment for performance evaluation
is Intel Pentium IV CPU at 2.4GHz and 1GB RAM .The operation system is
Windows XP Professional with JDK 1.6.0 05. We generate primitive event at a
rate of 1000 per seconds, and process 20 event types in parallel each time. Exper-
iment result is illustrated in figure 2 and figure 3. Experiment result shows that
our algorithm is efficient for both active event type and passive event type. A
more matured comparison strategy for passive event is one of our future works.

Fig. 2. Active event processing time Fig. 3. Passive event processing time

6 Conclusion

Passive event is one common kind of event in RFID middleware, while its
definition faces some logic difficulties and expressiveness problems. Aiming at
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expressing a wide variety of RFID business logic with rigourous semantics, we
design an event definition language embedded with a set of passive event oper-
ators and active event operators, of which semantics is specified formally. Our
language especially well supports specifying complex hierarchical passive event.
We propose a Petri net structure-based event detection algorithm with efficient
query plan organization for passive event. Experiment shows that detection al-
gorithm is efficient and scalable. Technology presented in this research has inte-
grated into our Java-based RFID middleware.
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Abstract. Today’s DBMS are constantly upon large-scale workloads
(e.g., internet) and require a reliable tool to benchmark them upon a
similar workload. Usually, benchmarking tools simulate a multi-user
workload within a single machine. However, this avoids large-scale
benchmarking and also introduces deviations in the result. In this
paper, we present a solution for benchmarking DBMS in a fully
distributed manner. The solution is based on the TPC-C specifi-
cation and aims to simulate large-scale workloads. We validate our
solution through implementation and experimentation on three open-
source DBMS. Through experimentation, we analyze the behavior of
all systems and show how our solution is able to scale up the benchmark.

Keywords: Database, Benchmarking, Distributed System.

1 Introduction

Performance analysis and workload measurement appear as important issues in
Computer Science, especially in database technology. Along the years researchers
have been proposing different ways to benchmark Database Manager Systems
(DBMS). The TPC-C appears as the most popular specification for benchmark-
ing transactional DBMS.

Today’s transactional DBMS are constantly upon large-scale workloads (e.g.,
internet) and require a reliable tool to benchmark them upon a similar workload.
Usually, benchmarking tools based on TPC-C simulate a multi-user workload
within a single machine. However, this avoids large-scale benchmarking and also
introduces deviations in the results. Moreover, most of these tools are developed
for a particular DBMS. This means that the benchmark logic needs to be adapted
to the DBMS features and sometimes needs to be implemented directly in it.
Optimizations can be implemented to achieve requirements of the DBMS. For
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example, by using stored procedures, the source code will be compiled and stored
in the DBMS memory and this could affect the evaluation’s result.

Indeed, developing a tool driven to a particular DBMS yields to two problems:
(i) it is impossible to evaluate a wide list of DBMS. (ii) the workload tends to
be unreal.

In this paper, we present a solution for benchmarking DBMS in a fully dis-
tributed manner that also aims to simulate large-scale workloads. Our solution
called TPCC-C3SL is a distributed system developed in Java that complies with
the TPC-C specification.

TPCC-C3SL was developed to be executed in a fully distributed way yielding
scalability to the benchmark. Furthermore, its architecture allows the injection
of failures (e.g., network failures) and overload situations during benchmarking.

To be platform independent, this tool was developed as open source software
and makes extensive use of patterns and several frameworks for object persis-
tence and record log tracks.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 shows some related
work. Section 3 describes the architecture of TPCC-C3SL. Section 4 presents
the validation of our tool through benchmarking some open-source DBMS and
Section 5 concludes the text.

2 Benchmarks Tools

In general, the DBMS vendors implement their own benchmark tool [17] and
make the code available to the community in the TPC website. Also available
on the internet are some open-source implementations such as OSDL-DBT2 [16],
TPCC-UVa [8] and BenchmarkSQL [15]. However, these tools should be more
carefully viewed under two issues.

Firstly, they simulate a multi-user environment in a single node where each
emulated user executes as a new Thread. However, this is not scalable since this
node can run out of resources quickly whenever benchmarking is carried out
with a large number of emulated users. A better approach should comprehend
a distributed manner: one machine executes the DBMS and other machines
emulate the users.

Secondly, they are tied up to a specific OS and/or DBMS (e.g., implemented
as stored procedures) and cannot be used elsewhere. We claim that this may
affect the benchmarking results since the code is implemented directly in the
DBMS and, therefore, can take advantage of the internal DBMS functions that
are already optimized. A fair approach should comprise an open-source, DBMS-
independent benchmarking tool.

3 TPCC-C3SL

TPCC-C3SL benchmarks in a fully distributed manner. Assuming that one
wants to simulate 128 concurrent users but has only 64 machines, it suffices
to replicate TPCC-C3SL over all 64 machines and simulate two users within
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package br.ufpr.tpccufpr.vo;

@Entity

@Table(name = "WAREHOUSE")

public class Warehouse implements Serializable {

private Long id;

@Id

@Column(name = "W_ID")

public Long getId() {

return id;

}

public void setId(Long id) {

this.id = id;

}

}

Fig. 1. Java class with JPA Annotations

each machine. Likewise, if 128 or more machines are available it is possible to
have only one simulated user per machine.

Furthermore, TPCC-C3SL allows final users to evaluate any DBMS
without changing the source code. To accomplish this task we used an object-
relational mapping framework [10]. This framework enables the usage of meta-
data included in the source code, known as annotations. The annotations
permit the execution of Data Definition Language (DDL) and Data Manipulation
Language commands against the DBMS without using any implicit Structured
Query Language SQL instruction. An example of annotation can be seen in the
Figure 1.

The annotation @Entity instructs the DBMS to create (or update) a new
table if it does not exist and @Table defines that the name of this table will
be WAREHOUSE. The annotations over the getId() method regards the id
attribute. @Column indicates that a column must be created in this table and
the name of this column will be W ID. @Id defines that this column will be a
primary key.

As a TPC-C implementation, the main functionality of our system is to con-
tinuously execute the 5 transaction types defined in the specification during the
benchmark execution. The TPC-C specifies a fixed frequency distribution (FD)
for the number of transactions that must be executed. An additional feature
that we have added is the configurable weighted transactions. This enables users
to adjust the transaction’s FD in order to adapt the benchmark to their par-
ticular needs. But it should be noted that modifying a transaction’s frequency
distribution may violate the TPC-C specification.
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4 Distributed Benchmarking

To validate our tool, we benchmarked three open source DBMSs: Post-
greSQL [14], MySQL [18] and a pure Java DBMS, the Apache Derby [19]. We
considered two different scenarios: (1) all simulated users submit transactions
from the same machine and (2) all simulated users submit transactions from
different machines. The first scenario is called Server, a centralized approach,
and the second one Multi-Server, a distributed approach.

In the Server scenario only one machine was used. It was an Intel Xeon
Quad Core processor at 2 GHz, 2 GB RAM and two 250GB SCSI HD con-
figured for RAID-0 running Ubuntu 8.04 LTS Server Edition for 64bit proces-
sors. In Multi-Server we used 5 other machines to run the simulated users.
All of them shared the file system (with 5TB) and ran the same OS (De-
bian 4.1.1-21 -Linux version 2.6.24.7). Table 1 shows the characteristics of these
machines.

Table 1. Client machines configuration

Name Processor Memory
(in GB)

macalan Dual-Core AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 2220 at 2800
MHz

20

caporal AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 242 at 1600 MHz 4
talisker AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 242 at 1600 MHz 4
cohiba Intel(R) Xeon(TM) at 3.60GHz 4
bolwmore Dual-Core AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 2220 at 2800

MHz
32

We remark that in the Server scenario, the base machine had much more com-
puting power than all five machines used in the Multi-Server scenario. Figure 2
presents the results of the PostgreSQL’s benchmark1.

Each scenario was executed 4 times. The first execution simulated 10 con-
current users and the following executions simulated 30, 50 and 100 concurrent
users. During the execution, the simulated users submitted several transactions
in parallel against the DBMS.

The set of all completed transactions per minute is called tpmC by the TPC-
C. In the more restricted execution, i.e., 10 to 30 concurrent users, it has been
observed that the tpmC is higher in the centralized approach. However, when
50 concurrent users are simulated, the distributed approach exhibits better per-
formance than the centralized approach. This trend gets more evident when 100
concurrent users are simulated. The tpmC obtained in the Server scenario is
only half of the one in the Multi-Server scenario.
1 For space reasons, we present only the PostgreSQL’s result. The results of MySQL

and Apache Derby showed a similar behavior.
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Fig. 2. PostgreSQL’s benchmark

As expected, this was due to the Server scenario configuration, since a singlema-
chine is responsible both for handling the entire set of simulatedusers andexecuting
the DBMS. During the experiment, the machine ran out of computing resources,
affecting the overall performance. By contrast, the Multi-Server scenario scaled up
correctly and avoided the overload of the DBMS machine with simulated users.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new tool for benchmarking DBMS, called TPCC-
C3SL, which is based on the TPC-C specification.

TPCC-C3SL allows the distribution of users across multiple processing nodes
in order to simulate a multi-user environment. This allows a considerable number
of transactions to be submitted in parallel to simulate a large-scale environment
(e.g. internet). The results showed that the way the transactions are submitted
affects the DBMS’s performance. As a result, we suggested that for benchmarking
large-scale user access, the performance evaluation of DBMS should be primarily
supported by a Multi-Server method that deals with large-scale workloads.

We also showed that users can adjust the TPCC-C3SL for their needs. Our
tool allows users to modify the transaction’s frequency distribution to better
reflect their needs.

TPCC-C3SL was also developed using the three-layer concept: presentation,
business logic and persistence. Based on these ideas, we believe to have taken a
step further towards the generalization of TPC-C benchmarking.
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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks have enormous potential to aid
data collection in a number of areas, such as environmental and wildlife
research. In this paper, we study the problem of how to generate en-
ergy efficient aggregation plans to optimize many-to-many aggregation
in sensor networks, which involve a many-to-many relationship between
the nodes providing data and the nodes requiring data. We show that
the problem is NP-Complete considering both routing and aggregation
choices, and we present three approximation algorithms for two special
cases and the general case of the problem. By utilizing the approxima-
tion algorithms for the minimal Steiner tree, we provide approximation
ratios on the energy cost of the generated plan against optimal plans.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, Data Aggregation, Energy Effi-
ciency, In-Network Execution.

1 Introduction

As an important way for people to acquire data from physical world, wireless
sensor network (WSN) has received much concern from research society [1,3,6].
One of the most common usage of a WSN is data collection/aggregation. Because
of limited power of a sensor, energy efficiency is the primary concern.

Recently, a type of data aggregation in sensor networks, namely many-to-many
data aggregation, has been presented [2]. In many-to-many data aggregation,
there are multiple nodes that provide data (i.e., their readings), which are called
producers, while another set of nodes require the aggregated data from part of
the producers, which are called consumers. The relationship between consumers
and producers is many-to-many, i.e., one producer may be needed in computing
aggregates acquired by multiple consumers, and one consumer may require data
aggregated from multiple producers.

In this paper, we study the problem of how to generate energy-efficient aggre-
gation plans for many-to-many aggregation in a sensor network. Different from
the problem in [2] restricting that the multiple routing trees are fixed, this paper
focuses on a new problem in which the input only includes the network topol-
ogy, the producer and consumer sets and their supply and demand relations.
The output, an aggregation plan, consists of two parts: the first one is the set of
routing tree rooted at a producer and spans all consumers of this producer, and
the second part is the forwarding strategies adopted by each node in the routing
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trees, i.e., the decision to forward the aggregated data or to forward the data
separately when two data r1 and r2 arrive at it.

The contributions of this paper are listed as follows. First, we focus on the
many-to-many aggregation problem in WSN with both routing choices and ag-
gregation schemes that is considered by few works, and show the hardness of the
problem, i.e., the problem is NP-Complete. Second, we propose three approxi-
mation algorithms to get close to the optimal solution for three different cases
of the problem, in which the two cases are commonly-used special cases. Finally,
we proved the ratio bounds of the three algorithms.
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Fig. 1. The energy costs in different routing strategies. v7 requires v0 + v1, and v8

requires v1 + v2. (a) The cost is 9 since there is one piece of data transmitted on each
edge. (b) The cost is 10. Note that v1 sends its data through v1v3 only once, and the
values of v1 and v2 are transmitted through v3v6 and v6v7.

2 Problem Statement

A sensor network is abstracted as a connected, undirected graph G(V, E), where
V indicates the set of sensors and E stands for the links of the sensors. Let |V |
and |E| denote the number of sensors and links, respectively. Each sensor vi ∈ V
has one reading ri, which is a real number, i.e., ri ∈ R.

The class of aggregate functions we concern meets the following requirement.
For any function f in the class, f : 2R → R, and f(S) = f({f(A), f(B)}) for
arbitrary real number sets S, A and B that A ∪ B = S and A ∩ B = ∅.

Given a set of consumers C (C ⊆ V ) that consists of n sensors, ∀ci ∈ C, ci

requires an aggregation result f(Pci), where Pci is a given set of sensors called
the producer set of ci. Denote the set of producers as P = ∪n

i=1Pci and let the
number of producers is m, we can analogously define the consumer set Cpi for
pi ∈ P , to which pi provide its reading. Clearly, C = ∪m

i=1Cpi .

Definition 1 (Aggregation plan). Given a connected graph G(V, E), the set
of consumers C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} and the set of producers P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm},
an aggregation plan A consists of a set of routing trees and the forwarding strate-
gies of all the nodes on these trees. A is valid if ∀ci ∈ C, ci is able to calculate
f(Pci) according to the data it receives.

Figure 1 shows two aggregation plans with different routing strategies. In this
example, v7 and v8 require v0 + v1 and v1 + v2, resp.

Definition 2 (The Optimization Problem for Many-to-Many Aggrega-
tion). The Optimization problem for many-to-many Aggregation (in short, the
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OA problem) problem is to find out an optimal aggregation plan Aopt, so that
E(Aopt) is minimized among all the valid aggregation plans.

The OA problem is NP-Complete, however, because its special case with one
consumer is NP-Complete. In this case, since every producer has a directed
path to the consumer, the consumer and the producers are connected. Denote
the number of edges of a minimal Steiner tree MST (P ∪ C) that spans P ∪ C
as |MST (P ∪ C)|, and E(Aopt) ≥ |MST (P ∪ C)|. On the other hand, one
can construct an aggregation plan A based on |MST (P ∪ C)| so that E(A) =
|MST (P ∪ C)|. Hence the special case is equivalent to a MST problem on the
graph, which is known as NP-Complete [8], so the OA problem is NP-Complete.

3 Solutions

In this paper, we focus on the approximation algorithms to the OA problem.
Before our study for the general case, we discuss two special cases of the problem
and propose two constant-approximated algorithms, resp. We do not give the
proofs of the theorems due to page limitation.

3.1 Special Case I

This special case restricts that all the consumers require the aggregated result
f(V ) of the entire network. To achieve the optimality, algorithm 1 employs the
mechanism that first aggregates the data of the whole network to a randomly
selected consumer c0 via a spanning tree of the network, and then disseminate
the data to all the consumers along the paths of a tree that spans the consumers.

Algorithm 1. Optimal aggregation I
INPUT: Network G(V, E), consumers C
OUTPUT: An optimal aggregation plan Aopt for special case I

1: construct a spanning tree Tc0 of G rooted at c0

2: v forwards f(Subtreev) to its parent on Tc0 , ∀v ∈ V
3: construct MST (C) rooted at c0

4: v forwards f(V ) to its children on MST (C) for all v involved in MST (C)
5: return A that consists of Tc0 , MST (C) and the forwarding strategies

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 outputs an optimal aggregation plan Aopt for special
case I, i.e., E(Aopt) = |V | − 1 + |MST (C)|.
To our best knowledge, the lowest ratio bound of the polynomial-time algorithms
on graph MST problem is β = 1+ ln 3

2 ≈ 1.55 [7], so Algorithm 1 can employ this
approximation algorithm to reduce computational complexity. Denote the energy
cost of the tree generated by the approximation algorithm be |MST ′(C)|, it
means that |MST ′(C)| ≤ β · |MST (C)|. Because |V |−1 ≥ MST (C), the energy
cost of a plan Aapp generated by the approximation algorithm is bounded by

E(Aapp)
E(Aopt)

=
|V | − 1 + |MST ′(C)|
|V | − 1 + |MST (C)| ≤ |V | − 1 + β · |MST (C)|

|V | − 1 + |MST (C)| ≈ 1.275
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3.2 Special Case II

We continue to study a more general case, in which either Pci ∩Pcj = Pci = Pcj

or Pci ∩ Pcj = ∅ for arbitrary consumer ci and cj . Hence, ∀Pci , there is a set of
consumers Ci that require f(Pci). Let a cluster of nodes be Di = Pci ∪ Ci and
the number of distinct clusters nc ≤ n, and denote the nc clusters with their
producer sets and consumer sets as D1(P1, C1), D1(P1, C1), . . . , Dnc(Pnc , Cnc).

The key idea of the approximation algorithm for special case II is that con-
structing two routing trees for each cluster independently. The first routing tree
of Di spans Pi, and the value f(Pi) is obtained by a producer vi in the tree,
while the second one spans Ci ∪ {vi} so that f(Pi) can be disseminated to all
the nodes in Ci from vi. The pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Near-optimal aggregation II
INPUT: Network G(V, E), consumers C and producer sets {Pci}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
OUTPUT: An aggregation plan A for special case II

1: aggregate P∪C into nc distinct clusters D1(P1, C1), D1(P1, C1), . . . , Dnc (Pnc , Cnc )

2: for i = 1 to nc do
3: construct MST (Pi) rooted at vi that spans Pi

4: v forwards f(Childv) to its parent on MST (Pi), ∀v ∈ MST (Pi)
5: construct MST (Ci ∪ {vi}) rooted at vi

6: v forwards f(Pi) to its children on MST (Ci ∪ {vi}), , ∀v ∈ MST (Ci ∪ {vi})
7: end for
8: return A with MST (Pi), MST (Ci ∪ {vi}) and the forwarding strategies

Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 outputs an aggregation plan A for special case II with
approximation ratio E(A)

E(Aopt)
≤ 2, where Aopt is an optimal aggregation plan.

Note that if Algorithm 2 employs Robinsy’s approximation algorithm [7] in find-
ing out a minimal Steiner tree to generate an aggregation plan A′, it is easy to
see that Algorithm 2 runs in polynomial time and E(A′)

E(Aopt)
≤ 2 + ln 3.

3.3 General Case

In the general case, the consumers can have arbitrary producers and vice versa.
We propose an efficient algorithm to get close to the optimality for this case.
The basic idea is to divide the consumers and producers into groups, and then
perform data aggregation on these groups independently. Nodes in the same
producer group send their readings or partially aggregated data to one producer
in the group, while nodes in the same consumer group share the data that has
been aggregated on a specific consumer.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 3 generates an aggregation plan A that its energy cost
A is bounded by E(A)

E(Aopt)
≤ 2 · min{np, nc}.

Similarly, Algorithm 3 can utilize the approximation algorithm in [7] to reduce
the computational complexity. In this case E(A)

E(Aopt)
≤ (2 + ln 3) · min{np, nc}.
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Algorithm 3. Near-optimal aggregation III
INPUT: Network G(V, E), consumers C with {Pci}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, producers P = ∪n

i=1Pci

OUTPUT: An aggregation plan A for special case III

1: aggregate P into np groups gp1, gp2,. . . , gpnp

2: aggregate C into nc groups gc1, gc2,. . . , gcnc

3: if nc > np then
4: for i = 1 to np do
5: construct MST (gpi) rooted at vgpi

6: v forwards f(Childv) to its parent on MST (gpi), ∀v ∈ MST (gpi)
7: construct MST (Sgpi) rooted at vgpi

8: v forwards f(gpi) to its children on MST (Sgpi), ∀v ∈ MST (Sgpi)
9: end for

10: else
11: for i = 1 to nc do
12: construct MST (Sgci) rooted at vgci

13: v forwards f(Childv) to its parent on MST (Sgci), ∀v ∈ MST (Sgci)
14: construct MST (gci) rooted at vgci

15: v forwards f(Sgci \ {vgci}) to its children on MST (gci), ∀v ∈ MST (gci)
16: end for
17: end if
18: return A that consists of the routing trees and the forwarding strategies

4 Related Work

Efficient data gathering and aggregation in wireless sensor networks has been
long studied in many articles [2,4,3,10,6,14], which is defined as the process of
aggregating the data from multiple sensors to eliminate redundant transmission
and provide fused information to the base station [10].

Existing data aggregation techniques can be categorized into several types.
One of them is cluster/grid-based approaches [11,12,13], while another type of
works focus on the efficient algorithms for constructing routing trees in aggre-
gation [5,15,6]. The concept of many-to-many data aggregation is proposed by
Silberstein et al. [2]. They consider the optimization problem for many-to-many
aggregation relying on given multiple routing trees with optimal solutions.

Numerous approximation algorithms has been proposed for the classical
Steiner tree problem on graph, in which [7] has the best approximation ratio
1 + ln 3

2 to our best knowledge. The hardness of the problem is proved in [8].

5 Conclusion and Future Works

We study the OA problem which requires an efficient aggregation plan for many-
to-many data aggregation in sensor networks, and show that the problem is NP-
Complete considering both routing and aggregation strategies. We then propose
three approximation algorithms to handle three different cases of the problem.
For the two special cases, we prove that the proposed algorithms have constant
approximation ratios, and for the general case, the approximation ratio is no
larger than (2 + ln 3) · min{np, nc}.
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Next, we plan to evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms by experiments, and
since nc and pc may be large in the worst cases, one possible future work will
seek for tighter approximation ratios.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new probabilistic model, Bag of
Timestamps (BoT), for chronological text mining. BoT is an extension
of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), and has two remarkable features
when compared with a previously proposed Topics over Time (ToT),
which is also an extension of LDA. First, we can avoid overfitting to
temporal data, because temporal data are modeled in a Bayesian manner
similar to word frequencies. Second, BoT has a conditional probability
where no functions requiring time-consuming computations appear. The
experiments using newswire documents show that BoT achieves more
moderate fitting to temporal data in shorter execution time than ToT.

1 Introduction

Topic extraction is an outstanding agenda item in practical information manage-
ment. Many researches provide efficient probabilistic methods where topics are
modeled as values of latent variables. Further, researchers try to avoid overfitting
via Bayesian approaches. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [5] is epoch-making
in this research direction. In this paper, we focus on documents with timestamps,
e.g. weblog entries, newswire articles, patents etc. Topics over Time (ToT) [9],
one of the efficient chronological document models, extends LDA with per-topic
beta distributions defined over the time interval normalized to [0, 1]. However,
since beta distribution parameters are directly estimated with no corresponding
priors, ToT may suffer from overfitting to temporal data. In general, we can ob-
serve overfitting to temporal data in two ways. First, same topics are assigned to
word tokens from documents having similar (i.e., close) timestamps even when
those word tokens relate to dissimilar semantical contents. Second, different top-
ics are assigned to word tokens from documents having dissimilar timestamps
even when those word tokens relate to semantically similar contents. We will
later show that ToT suffers from the latter case in our experiments.

In this paper, we propose Bags of Timestamps (BoT) as a new probabilistic
model for Bayesian topic analysis using temporal data. Our approach is similar
to mixed-membership models [6], where reference data of scientific publications
are treated in a Bayesian manner along with word frequency data. In BoT, we

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 556–561, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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attach an array, called timestamp array, to each document and fill this array with
tokens of document timestamps. Further, a Dirichlet prior is also introduced for
timestamp multinomials, not only for word multinomials. We will show that BoT
can realize more moderate fitting to temporal data than ToT.

2 Previous Works

Recent researches provide efficient and elaborated document models for utilizing
temporal data. In Dynamic Topic Models [4], a vector is drawn, at each position
on time axis, from a normal distribution conditioned on the previously drawn
vector. This vector is used to obtain topic and word multinomials. However,
normal distribution is not conjugate to multinomial, and thus inference is too
complicated. On the other hand, Multiscale Topic Tomography Models [8] seg-
ment the given time interval into two pieces recursively and construct a binary
tree whose root represents the entire time span and each internal node represents
a shorter time interval. Leaf nodes are associated with a Poisson distribution for
word counts. These two researches do not explicitly discuss overfitting to tempo-
ral data. In this paper, we focus on this problem and propose a new probabilistic
model, Bag of Timestamps (BoT). We can compare BoT with Topics over Time
(ToT) [9], because both are an extension of LDA. ToT has a special feature that
it can model continuous time with beta distributions. However, beta distribution
parameters are estimated in a non-Bayesian manner. This may lead to overfit-
ting to temporal data. BoT discards sophisticated continuous time modeling and
takes a simpler approach. We attach an array, called timestamp array, to each
document and fill timestamp arrays with tokens of document timestamps. Each
timestamp token is drawn from a per-topic multinomial in the same manner as
word tokens. Therefore, our approarch is similar to mixed-membership models
[6] where references of scientific articles are generated along with word tokens
within the same LDA framework. We can introduce a Dirichlet prior not only
for per-topic word multinomials but also for per-topic timestamp multinomials.
Therefore, we can expect that overfitting to temporal data will be avoided. Fur-
ther, BoT requires no time-consuming computations of gamma functions and of
power functions with arbitrary exponents, which are required by ToT.

However, ToT may avoid overfitting with likelihood rescaling [10]. Here we
introduce notations for model description. zji is the latent variable for the topic
assigned to ith word token in document j. njk is the number of word tokens
to which topic k is assigned in document j, and nkw is the number of to-
kens of word w to which topic k is assigned. A symmetric Dirichlet prior for
per-document topic multinomials is parameterized by α, and a symmetric Dirich-
let prior for per-topic word multinomials is parameterized by β. tj is the ob-
served variable for the timestamp of document j. In case of ToT, tj takes a
real value from [0, 1]. ψk1 and ψk2 are two parameters of a beta distribution
for topic k. By applying likelihood rescaling for beta distribution, the condi-
tional probability that zji is updated from k′ to k in Gibbs sampling for ToT

is njk+α−Δk=k′∑
k njk+Kα−1 · nkxji+β−Δk=k′∑

w nkw+Wβ−Δk=k′ ·{ (1−tj)ψk1−1t
ψk2−1
j

B(ψk1,ψk2)

}τ where Δk=k′ is 1 if
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k = k′, and 0 otherwise. τ is a parameter for likelihood rescaling and satisfies
0 ≤ τ ≤ 1. When τ = 1, we obtain the original ToT. When τ = 0, ToT is re-
duced to LDA. Therefore, we can control the degree of fitting to temporal data
by adjusting τ . BoT will be also compared with ToT after likelihood rescaling
in our experiments.

3 Bag of Timestamps

We modify LDA to realize an efficient chronological document modeling and
obtain BoT as described in the following. First, a topic multinomial is drawn
for each document from a corpus-wide symmetric Dirichlet prior parameterized
by α. Second, for each document, topics are drawn from its topic multinomial
and assigned to the elements of both word array and timestamp array. yjs is the
latent variable for the topic assigned to sth timestamp token in document j. Let
njk be the number of both word and timestamp tokens to which topic k is as-
signed in document j. Third, we draw words from word multinomials in the same
manner with LDA, where per-topic word multinomials are drawn from a corpus-
wide symmetric Dirichlet prior parameterized by β. Fourth, we draw timestamps
from timestamp multinomials, where per-topic timestamp multinomials are also
drawn from another corpus-wide symmetric Dirichlet prior paremeterized by γ.
Then the conditional probability that zji is updated from k′ to k is njk+α−Δk=k′∑

k njk+Kα−1

· nkxji+β−Δk=k′∑
w nkw+Wβ−Δk=k′ as in case of LDA [7]. Further, let nko be the number of to-

kens of timestamp o to which topic k is assigned. Then the conditional that yjs
is updated from k′ to k is njk+α−Δk=k′∑

k njk+Kα−1 · nkyjs+γ−Δk=k′∑
o nko+Oγ−Δk=k′ . BoT is more than

just introducing timestamps as new vocabularies because two distinct Dirichlet
priors are prepared for word multinomials and timestamp multinomials.

By using document timestamps, we determine observed configuration of times-
tamp arrays as follows. We assume that all documents have a timestamp array
of the same length L. The timestamp arrays of documents having timestamp o
are filled with L/2 tokens of timestamp o, L/4 tokens of o− 1, and L/4 tokens
of o+1, where o−1 and o+1 are two timestamps adjacent to o along time axis.
When a document is placed at either end of the given time interval, we leave L/4
elements of its timestamp array empty. Obviously, this is not the only way to
determine configuration of timestamp arrays. However, we use this configuration
in this paper for simplicity.

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments to reveal differences between BoT and ToT. The num-
ber of topics is fixed to 64. α is set to 50/K, and β is 0.1 for both ToT and
BoT [7]. γ, playing a similar role with β, is set to 0.1. We test three timestamp
array lengths: 32, 64, and 128. In this order, dependency on temoral data gets
stronger. We abbreviate these three settings as BoT32, BoT64, and BoT128. In
ToT, we test 0.5 and 1.0 for τ . These two settings are referred to by ToTsqrt
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and ToTorig. Preliminary experiments have revealed that 300 iterations in Gibbs
sampling are enough for all settings. We use the following three data sets.

“MA” includes 56,755 Japanese newswire documents from Mainichi and Asahi
newspaper web sites (www.mainichi.co.jp, www.asahi.com). Document dates
range from Nov. 16, 2007 to May 15, 2008. While we collapse the dates into 32
timestamps for BoT, the dates are mapped as is to [0, 1] for ToT. We use MeCab
[1] for morphological analysis. The number of word tokens and that of unique
words are 7,811,336 and 40,355, respectively. It takes nearly 90 minutes (resp.
105 minutes) for 300 iterations in case of BoT64 (resp. BoT128) on a single
core of Intel Q9450. The same number of iterations require 135 minutes for both
ToTorig and ToTsqrt. “S” consists of 30,818 Korean newswire documents from
Seoul newspaper web site (www.seoul.co.kr). Document dates range from Jan.
1 to Dec. 31 in 2006. We map the dates to real values from [0, 1] for ToT, and to
32 timestamps for BoT. KLT version 2.10b [2] is used for Korean morphological
analysis, and we obtain 5,916,236 word tokens, where 40,050 unique words are
observed. The execution time of BoT64 (resp. BoT128) is 60 minutes (resp.
70 minutes) for 300 iterations. Both ToTorig and ToTsqrt require 100 minutes.
“P” includes 66,050 documents from People’s Daily (people.com.cn). The dates
range from May 1 to 31 in 2008. We use a simple segmenter prepared for Chinese
word segmentation bakeoff [3] with its prepared dictionary. So far as comparison
between BoT and ToT is concerned, we think that this segmenter is enough. “P”
includes 41,552,115 word tokens and 40,523 unique words. We map the dates to
[0, 1] for ToT and discretize them into 24 timestamps for BoT. The execution
time of 300 iterations is about 360 minutes (resp. 400 minutes) for BoT64 (resp.
BoT128). Both ToTorig and ToTsqrt require 690 minutes.

Fig. 1 includes six graphs showing the results for “MA” under various settings.
The horizontal axis represents time, and the vertical axis shows the percentage
of the assignments of each topic to word tokens from the documents at each
position on time axis. Every graph has a plot area divided into 64 regions. Each
region corresponds to a distinct topic. When a region occupies a larger area, the
corresponding topic is assigned to more word tokens. Top left graph is the result
for LDA. While the graph shows poor dynamism in time axis direction, this
is not a weakness. LDA is efficient in distinguishing topics enduring over time
(e.g. stock news, weather forecasts, news of a person’s death). However, LDA
cannot control the degree of fitting to temporal data. Top right, middle left, and
middle right graphs are obtained by BoT32, BoT64, and BoT128, respectively.
More intensive temporal dynamism appears in middle right than in top right.
We can say that the degree of fitting to temporal data is controlled by adjusting
timestamp array length. Bottom left and bottom right graphs show the results for
ToTorig and ToTsqrt, respectively. Each region has a smooth contour, because
ToT can model continuous time. However, many topics are localized on narrow
segments of time axis. Namely, same topics are rarely assigned to word tokens
from distant positions on time axis. With respect to ToTorig (bottom right), only
7˜20 topics among 64 are observed at every position of time axis. In contrast, by
using ToTsqrt (bottom left), we can find 44˜51 topics at each position of time
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Fig. 1. Graphs of topic distribution changes for MA dataset

axis. However, many of these 44˜51 topics are assigned to very few word tokens.
Likelihood rescaling seems to result in partial success. For both “S” and “P”,
we have obtained similar results.

We can also estimate the degree of overfitting to temporal data as follows. For
each topic k, we sort words by nkw . Many of top-ranked words may represent se-
mantical content of the corresponding topic. We select 100 top-ranked words for
each k. As the number of topics is 64, we have 64 lists of 100 top-ranked words.
Further, for each word, we count the number of topics whose top-ranked word lists
include the word. For example, when we apply LDA to “MA”, the word “sakunen
(last year)” appears in 25 among 64 lists. This kind of words may not help in fo-
cusing on a specific semantical content. In contrast, “bouei (military defence)”
appears only in two among 64 lists. When many different topics are assigned to
a word focusing on a specific content, poor topic extraction will result. For “P”,
“aoyun (Olympic games)” appears only in four among 64 lists for both LDA and
BoT64. However, when we use ToTorig, “aoyun” appears in 17 among 64. This
suggests that ToT assigns different topics to word tokens only because they ap-
pear in documents far apart in time. This corresponds to the second overfitting
case described in Section 1. Table 1 includes other examples.

We can give another evidence. For “MA”, 64 lists of 100 top-ranked words
consists of 3,189 and 2,934 unique words when we use LDA and BoT64, respec-
tively. However, when we use ToTorig, only 1,177 unique words are observed.
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Table 1. Examples of words presenting the difference between BoT and ToT

dataset word LDA BoT64 ToTsqrt ToTorig

MA Minshu-tou (a political party) 5 5 8 16
(Japanese) Ilaku (Iraq) 1 1 1 6

S Lee Seung-Yeob (a baseball player) 1 1 1 7
(Korean) Hannara (a political party) 2 3 3 14

P Sichuan (a province) 16 20 28 32
(Chinese) Shenghuo (Olympic Flame) 10 10 17 21

Namely, the same word appears in many different lists of top-ranked words. For
both “S” and “P”, we have obtained similar results. ToT tends to assign different
topics to word tokens from documents having dissimilar timestamps even when
they relate to a similar semantical content. ToT may be efficient when the given
document set rarely includes outstanding contents ranging over a long period of
time. However, when we are interested in both the semantical contents ranging
over a long period of time and those localized on a small portion of time axis,
BoT is a better choice, because BoT can respect both semantical similarity and
temporal similarity, at least for Chinese, Japanese, and Korean documents.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new probabilistic model to realize an efficient and
intuitive control of the degree of fitting to temporal data of documents. As future
work, we plan to model timestamp array lengths also in a Bayesian manner to
realize more flexible control of the degree of fitting to temporal data.
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Abstract. This paper presents an efficient solution to the group key
exchange problem in the password-based scenario. Our scheme can com-
bine existing group protocols to get a hybrid group key exchange protocol
which is efficient in terms of both computation and communication when
the number of group users is very large. Our solution allows users to se-
curely join and leave the group at any time—the so-called dynamic case.
Moreover, we prove its security in the random oracle model.

Keywords: password authenticated, group key exchange, provably
secure.

1 Introduction

A group key exchange protocol allows a group of users to exchange information
over public network to agree upon a common secret key from which a session key
can be derived. This common session key can later be used to achieve desirable
security goals, such as authentication, confidentiality and data integrity. Secure
virtual conferences involving up to one hundred participants is an example.

Due to the usefulness of such protocols, several papers have attempted to de-
sign secure group key exchange protocols. In order to protect against an active
adversary who may inject messages, impersonate one or more of the parties, or
otherwise control the communication in the network, these protocols need in-
corporate some authentication mechanism to be authenticated ones. The most
classical way to add authentication to key exchange protocols is to sign crit-
ical message flows. Unfortunately, such techniques require the use of complex
infrastructures to handle public keys and certificates. One way to avoid such
infrastructures is to use passwords for authentication. Humans directly benefit
from this approach since they only need to remember a low-quality string chosen
from a relatively small dictionary (e.g. 4 decimal digits). However, since pass-
words are easily-guessed strings, many password-based systems are vulnerable
to replay attack or dictionary attacks [1]. To design a secure password-based
system is a precise task that has attracted many cryptographers.
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During the last decades, the design of 2-party password-based authenticated
key establishments has been explored intensively [2,3,4,5]. Nonetheless, very few
group key exchange protocols have been proposed with password authentication.
In [6,7], Bresson et al. firstly showed how to adapt their group Diffie-Hellman
protocols to the password-based scenario. However, as the original protocols
on which they are based, the total number of rounds is linear in the number
of players, making their schemes impractical for large groups. More recently,
several constant-round password-based group key exchange protocols have been
proposed in the literature by Abdalla et al. [8,9], by Dutta and Barua [10],
and by Kim, Lee, and Lee [11]. All of these constructions are based on the
Burmester and Desmedt protocol [12,13]. However, as the original protocols on
which they are based, if the group is large, then such solutions will involve a
large number of computations for each participant, also making their schemes
impractical for large groups. Other protocols, such as the Dutta and Barua’s
protocol for authenticated key exchange [14], do consider the group setting, but
not in the password-based scenario.

In this paper, we propose an efficient solution to the group key exchange
problem in the password-based scenario. It is very attractive while the number
of group users is very large. We deal with the problem using ideas similar to
those used in the Dutta and Barua’s protocol [14]. Our solution consists of two
stages. In the first stage, all group users are divided into several subsets and
each user executes a regular group key exchange among its user subset. In the
second stage, the users that represent the subsets authenticate each other and
help to establish a new session key so that this value is known and only known
to the members of the whole group. Our protocol has several advantages. First,
our scheme can combine efficient regular group protocols to get a hybrid group
key agreement protocol which is efficient in terms of both computation and
communication. Second, our solution allows users to securely join and leave the
wireless group at any time—the so-called dynamic case—[7]. Third, our solution
is password-only authenticated: users need remember only short passwords, and
no cryptographic key(s) of any kind. Finally, we can prove its security in the
random oracle model[21].

2 Our Hybrid Protocol

In this section, we introduce our hybrid password-based group key exchange pro-
tocol. It combines a 2-party password-based key exchange, a regular password-
based group key exchange and a MAC-based key exchange. Our scheme can
combine existing regular group protocols to get a hybrid group key agreement
protocol which is efficient in terms of both computation and communication.

2.1 Description of the Hybrid Protocol

We assume all group users are divided into several subsets and subset has a rep-
resentative. And passwords are pairwise shared among the users in each subset
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and among the representatives. Our solution consists of two stages. In the first
stage, each user executes a regular group key exchange among its user subset.
In the second stage, each user executes a MAC-based key exchange in an au-
thenticated way under the aid of the representative of its subset to establish a
new session key so that this value is known and only known to the members of
the whole group. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume all
group users are divided into two subsets: user subset A and B. Also we assume
UA is the representative of A and UB the representative of B. We denote by H :
G → {0, 1}l is a random oracle with l the security parameter.

The protocol runs as follows:

1. Users execute a regular group key exchange P1 among its subset A or B
to establish a secure common agreed key skA = (x, k1) and skB = (y, k2)
respectively, where x, y represents the higher parts and k1, k2 represents the
rest parts of skA and skB respectively. Note skA and skB are only known to
the members in subset A and B respectively.

2. The two representatives help to execute a MAC-based key exchange between
A and B in an authenticated way. At first, each player U chooses a random
nonce NU and broadcasts TU = (U, NU ). Then UA and UB execute a 2-party
password-based key exchange P2 to establish a secure common agreed key
k3. Afterward, UA computes X = gx and the MAC digest of the string X
under the key k3: α1 = MACk3(NAB‖X), and sends (X, α1) to UB, where
NAB is the concatenation of such NU that U is either UA or UB. Similarly,
UB also computes Y = gy and α2 = MACk3(NAB‖Y ) and sends (Y, α2)
to UA. Upon receiving the message from the other side, each representative
verifies the the MAC digest is valid in the straight way. If α2 is valid, UA

proceeds to compute the MAC digest of the string Y under the key k1:
β1 = MACk1(NA‖Y ) and broadcasts (Y, β1) among A, where NA is the
concatenation of all such NU that U is a member in A. If α1 is valid, UB

proceeds to compute β2 = MACk2(NB‖X) and broadcasts (X, β2) among
B, where NB is the concatenation of all such NU that U is a member in B.
Upon receiving the message from the representative, each user checks that
the MAC digest is valid. If it is valid, he proceeds to complete the MAC-
based key exchange to establish a secret key gxy. Please note, to guarantee
the security, the session key is set to be the hash (random oracle) of the
secret key gxy.

The solution can be easily extended to the more general case where all group
users are divided into more than two subsets. Actually, we can combine two sub-
sets as one and set a user to be their representative when the members in the two
subsets have established a common agreed key. In this case, we can combine all the
subsets into one by repeating the operations of the second stage after each user has
executed a regular group key exchange P1 among its subset. Our proposal is es-
sentially a solution to tree-based group key agreement in password-based setting.
The procedure in combination can be designed in an optimized way so that a user
is enabled to join or leave the group efficiently. The algorithm of the combination
designed in non-password-based setting [14] still works in our case.
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Furthermore, we can prove our hybrid password-based key authenticated pro-
tocol described above is secure in the random oracle model. The security mode
is that used in [22]. Due to limitation of the paper length, the complete proof is
omitted here.

2.2 Practical Considerations

Our protocol has been considered a lot from practical prospective.
First, our solution assumes that all group users are divided into several sub-

sets in the first stage. This requirement is reasonable because, in real life, the
membership of the group is not built once and for all but is built incrementally
as the network topology evolves [15,16,17].

Second, our scheme can combine efficient regular group protocols to get a
hybrid group key agreement protocol which is efficient in terms of both compu-
tation and communication. Since executing the existing regular group protocols
among all the users may be expensive from computation or communication point
of view when the number of users in the whole group is large, our solution applies
the regular group key exchange operation on the subsets of small size. Besides,
these operations can be done in parallel. In real life, the participants may be part
of several pools at the same time and, therefore, may run multiple key exchanges
in parallel. Our solution will be especially efficient in this case. Moreover, in our
case, both the computation cost and communication cost are linear in the loga-
rithm of the group size if the size of each subset is upper bounded by a constant.
Since our proposal is essentially a solution to tree-based group key agreement in
password-based setting, the costs largely depend on the depth of the tree. None
of the existing password-based solutions has the attractive feature. For some of
them, such as [6,7], the total number of rounds is linear in the group size. For
some of them, such as the one proposed by M. Abdalla et al. [9] , the amount of
the most expensive part of computation by each user is linear in the group size.

Third, our solution is also straightward to allows users to securely join and
leave the group at any time —the so-called dynamic case—[7]. When a user
joins or leaves the group, the related subset, say A, re-establish a fresh session
key sk

′
A = (x

′
, k

′
1) among the subset A and sends gx

′
to the subset B in an

authenticated way. In the end, the group will accept a new session key gx
′
y

among the whole group. We note that re-running the protocol from scratch is
always possible, and hence the goal of such operations is to provide an efficient
means to update the existing session key into a new one. Other constant round
protocols in the literature, such as the one proposed by M. Abdalla et al. [18]
and the two in [19,20] do not have the attractive feature. In addition, some
optimization could also be achieved on how to update the session key skA in the
first stage but it depends on the underlying protocol.

Finally, our solution is password-only authenticated protocol: users need re-
member only a short password, and no cryptographic key(s) of any kind. How-
ever, some previous protocols, such as the protocol proposed recently in [9],
assume that each participant must store a pair of secret and public keys; in
some sense, this obviates the reason for considering password-based protocols
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in the first place: namely, that human users cannot remember or securely store
long, high-entropy keys.

3 Conclusion

We have presented an efficient hybrid password-based authenticated group key
exchange protocol. Our protocol has been considered much more from practical
prospective. It is very attractive while the number of group users is very large.
Furthermore, we proved its security in the random oracle model.
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Abstract. The paper proposes an optimal distributed k Nearest Neighbor query 
processing algorithm based on Data Grid, called the opGkNN. Three steps are 
incorporated in the opGkNN. First when a user submits a query with a vector Vq 
and a number k, an iDistance[3]-based vector set reduction is first conducted at 
data node level in parallel. Then the candidate vectors are transferred to the 
executing nodes for the refinement process in which the answer set is obtained. 
Finally, the answer set is transferred to the query node. The experimental results 
show that the performance of the algorithm is efficient and effective in mini-
mizing the response time by decreasing network transfer cost and increasing the 
parallelism of I/O and CPU.  

1   Introduction 

In high-dimensional databases, a k-Nearest-Neighbor(k-NN) query is a popular and 
expensive query operation which is to find the k most similar objects in the database 
with respect to a given object. Although a considerable amount of related work has 
been carried out on multi- or high-dimensional indexing and k-NN query in 
high-dimensional spaces [4], they all focus on a centralized (i.e., single-PC-based) 
k-NN query which do not scale up well to large volume of data. Therefore the design of 
high performance k-NN query methods becomes a critically important research topic.  

Grid technology, especially data grid, provides a new and high performance com-
puting infrastructure [1] which motivates us to speed up a query performance by using 
grid techniques. Compared with a CGkNN query algorithm proposed in [5], the paper 
considers an optimal grid- based distributed k-NN query(opGkNN) that mainly focuses 
on the optimal enabling techniques to further improve the query efficiency.  

As discussed in [5], for the grid-based similarity query, the challenges include two 
main aspects: 1) The instability of data grid environment, and 2) The heterogeneity of 
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data grid environment. So in this paper, to address the above challenges, based on the 
CGkNN [5], we propose an optimal distributed k-NN(opGkNN) query processing 
technique in data grid. It includes two optimal enabling techniques such as an adaptive 
load balancing scheme and a histogram-based minimal query radius estimation.  
Extensive experiments indicate that this method is better than the CGkNN [5]. The 
contributions of this paper are as follows: 

● We introduce an optimal Grid-based k-Nearest-Neighbor(opGkNN) query  
algorithm including three enabling techniques to further improve search efficiency of a 
k-NN query. 

●   Extensive experimental studies are conducted to validate its query efficiency. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Preliminary work is given in Section 2. 
In Section 3, two enabling techniques, viz., the adaptive load balancing scheme 
and the histogram-based estimation of minimal query radius are introduced to 
facilitate a fast k-NN search over data grid. In Section 4, we propose an opGkNN 
query processing algorithm. In Section 5, we perform comprehensive experiments 
to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed method. We conclude the paper in 
Section 6. 

2   Preliminaries 

Definition 1. A data grid is a graph which is composed of Node and Edge, formally 
denoted as G=(N,E), where N refers to the set of nodes, E refers to a set of edges 
representing the network bandwidths for data transfer. 

Definition 2. The nodes in a data grid, formally denoted as N=Nq+Nd+Ne, can be 
logically divided into three categories: the query node(Nq), data nodes(Nd) and exe-
cuting nodes(Ne), where Nd is composed of α data nodes( i

dN ) and Ne is composed of β 
executing nodes( j

eN ), where i
dN is the i-th data node, j

eN  denotes the j-th executing 
node, for i∈[1,α] and j∈[1,β] (cf. Figure 1). 

 

P3

P2

P1

Pm

P4

P5

P6  

Fig. 1. The architecture of a data grid environment Fig. 2. An example of query polling 
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Table 1. Meaning of Symbols Used 

Symbols Meaning Symbols Meaning 
Ω a set of vectors d(Vi,Vj) the distance between two vectors 
Vi the i-th vector and Vi∈Ω Ω′ the candidate vector set 
D the number of dimensions Ω′′ the answer vector set 
n the number of vectors in Ω |•| the number of vectors in ● 
Vq a query vector user submits α the number of the data nodes 
Θ(Vq,r) the query sphere with centre Vq 

and radius r 
β the number of the executing 

nodes 

As defined in Definition 2, in a data grid, the functionalities of the query node, the α 
data nodes and the β executing nodes are same to that of [5]. The list of symbols used 
throughout the rest of this paper is first summarized in Table 1.  

3   Optimal Enabling Techniques 

To better facilitate efficient k-Nearest-Neighbor query processing in data grid envi-
ronment, in this section, based on the enabling techniques proposed in [5], we introduce 
two optimal techniques including a dynamic load balancing scheme(including a 
query-polling(QP)-based method to estimate processing capacity of each node and a 
optimal start-distance(SD)-based data partition scheme) and a histogram-based esti-
mation of minimal query radius, respectively. The purpose of them is to minimize the 
transfer cost and maximize the query parallelism. 

3.1   Dynamic Load Balancing Scheme in Data Nodes 

●   A QP-Based Approach to Estimate the Processing Capacity of Each Node  
For many existing parallel database systems, the study of data partition is critically 
important to the efficiency of parallel query processing. Different from some traditional 
parallel systems, the data grid is a heterogeneous environment in which the processing 
capacity of each node is different. It is relatively hard to accurately model a processing 
capacity of a node. So we propose a query-polling(QP)-based approach to deal with 
this challenge.  

Specifically, in our QP-based approach, the processing capacity of each data node can 
be measured by the average corresponding time of a same query from different users’ 
ends, which is shown in Figure 2. Formally, given m users and x nodes, let the total cor-
responding time of the i-th node from the j-th user be Tij, where i∈[1,x] and j∈[1,m]. Thus 
for m users and x nodes, we can obtain a table called the User-Time(UT) table. 

Based on the UT table, for the i-th node, its processing capacity (denoted as ρi) is 
reciprocal to the average corresponding query processing time, which is shown below: 
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That is, as shown in Eq.(1), the average corresponding time can be modeled by a 
function of ρi: 

Based on the above analysis, for the i-th node, the percentage of its processing ca-
pacity can be derived as follows: 
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where i∈[1,x] and j∈[1,m]. 

Algorithm 1. Query polling Algorithm 

Input: Ω: the vector set, the x nodes, m users; 
Output: ρi: the processing capability of x nodes; 
1.  for i:=1 to x do 
2.    for j:=1 to m do   
3.        send a query to the i-th node to perform the query respectively from the j-th user’s end;  
4.      record the corresponding time Tij; 
5.    the processing capacity of the i-th node (ρi) can be obtained by Eq. (1); 
6.  the percentages of the processing capacity of each node can be obtained by Eq. (2); 

●   An Optimal SD-Based Data Partition Scheme  
As mentioned in [5], to maximize the parallelism of vector set reduction at data node level, 
based on the query-polling technique mentioned above, an optimal start-distance(SD)-based 
data partition scheme is proposed, which is suitable for the optimal data partition in the 
heterogeneous nodes since the processing capacity of each node is different.  

Algorithm 2.  Vector allocation in data nodes 

Input: Ω: the vector set, the α data nodes; 
Output: Ω(1 to α): the placed vectors in data nodes; 
1.  The high-dimensional space is equally divided into α slices in terms of start-distance; 
2.  for j:=1 to α do   
3.     the |n×Per(j)| vectors(Ω(j)) are randomly selected from the each sub-range of start    
           distance respectively; 

/*  Per(j) is defined in Eq. (2)  */ 
4.     Ω(j) is deployed in the j-th data node; 
5.  end for 

3.2   Histogram-Based Estimation of MQR 

As we know, k-NN query is a time-consuming operation which starts with a small 
query sphere, then incrementally enlarges its radius, till k nearest neighbor vectors are 
found. It is possible that a k-NN query will be progressively improved if we can esti-
mate a minimal query radius(MQR) for some k in k-NN queries as accurate as possible. 
Therefore we propose a novel histogram-based approach to estimate the value of MQR 
for opGkNN queries.  
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Fig. 3. Radius estimation for query Θ(Vq,rk) 

Specifically, in high-dimensional spaces, for any cluster Cj that intersects with the 
query Θ(Vq,rk), we estimate the approximate number of vectors that can be retrieved by 
the query based on Eqs.(3-4). Assuming a radius rk, for any intersecting cluster Cj, 
there are two cases to be considered: 1) the inequality d(Oj,Vq)+rk≤CRj holds, or 2) 
cluster Cj partially intersects with the range query Θ(Vq,rk). 

In the first case, we estimate the number of vectors retrieved by the query Θ(Vq,rk) 
from cluster Cj: 
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In the second case, the query sphere Θ(Vq,rk) partially intersects with a cluster Cj, 
the number of vectors retrieved by the query from cluster Cj is estimated based on a 
smaller radius that corresponds to the intersection and is approximated by 
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The query area in Figure 3(b) is represented by a shaded circle that is contained in 
the cluster, which is smaller than the real intersection, and leads to an underestimation 
of the number of vectors contained, therefore an overestimation of radius rk.  

Algorithm 3.   k-NN radius estimation 
Input: Vq, k, S: Maximum histogram bin of any cluster Cj 
Output: Estimated radius rk 
1.  sum←0; rk←rB 
2.  for i=1 to S do 
3.    for each cluster Cj do 
4.       rk←i*rB 
5.       if (d(Oj,Vq)+rk≤CRj) then sum←sum+ ( )| | k

j
j

d

CR
rC ∗ ; 

6.     if (d(Oj,Vq)+ rk >CRj) then sum←sum+
2

( , )
| | j k j q

j
j

d
CR d V

CR

r O
C

+ −⎛ ⎞∗⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

; 
7.     if (sum>k) and flag(contained)=TRUE then return rk , break; 
8.     if flag(intersected)=TRUE and (sum>k) then return rk , break; 
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4   The opGkNN Query Algorithm 

As mentioned above, in essence, an opGkNN query is completed by iteratively in-
voking the range queries based on data grid. Similar to the CGkNN [5], the algorithm is 
composed of three stages: 1). Global vector set reduction(i.e., GVReduce), 2). Hash 
mapping, and 3). Refinement (i.e., Refine), which are detailed in [5]. Algorithm 4 shows 
the detailed steps of our proposed opGkNN algorithm. It is worth mentioning that steps 
5-9 are executed in parallel. 

Algorithm 4.   opGkNNSearch(Vq, k) 
Input: a query vector Vq, k 
Output: the query result S 
1.  r←0, Ω′←Ф, Ω′′←Ф;    /* initialization   */ 
2.  a query request is submitted to the query node Nd; 
3.  the minimal query radius (Rmin) is obtained by the histogram;       
4.  r←Rmin; 
5.  Ω′←GVReduce(Vq, r);      
6.  the β nodes are discovered by the GRMS as the executing nodes; 
7.  the candidate vector set Ω’ is sent to the β executing nodes by hash mapping; 
8.  Ω′′←Refine(Ω′,Vq,r );  
9.  the answer vector set Ω′′ is sent to the query node Nq;  
10.  if (‖Ω′′‖>k) then  /* if the number of answer vectors is larger than k */ 
11.    remove the (‖Ω′′‖-k-1) vectors from Ω′′ which are farthest to Vq 
12.  else if (‖Ω′′‖<k) then   
13.    while (‖Ω’’‖<k) 
14.       r←r+∆r;                 
15.       Ω′←GVReduce(Vq, r);   
16.       the candidate vectors in Ω′ are disseminated to the β executing nodes by hash mapping; 
17.       Ω′′←Refine(Ω′,Vq ,r);     
18.       the answer vector set Ω′′ is sent to query node Nq;  
19.       if (‖Ω′′‖>k) then remove the (‖Ω′′‖-k-1) vectors from Ω′′ which are farthest to Vq 
20.  return Ω′′ 

5   Experimental Results 

In this section, to verify the efficiency of the proposed method, we conduct two simu-
lation experiments to demonstrate the performance of the opGkNN method. We have 
implemented the iDistance[3]-based vector set reduction algorithm in C language and 
the index is deployed at the data node level. B+-tree is used as a single-dimensional 
index structure. All experiments are run in a local network. We use two data sets as 
experimental data: (i). The color histogram data from UCI KDD Archive [6], which 
includes 68040 32-D color histogram features, the value range of each dimension is 
between 0 and 1; (ii). The computer randomly generated 100-D 5,000,000 vectors 
which are uniformly distributed, with each dimension’s value ranging between 0 and 1. 
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5.1   Effect of VSR 

In the experiment, we study the effect of vector set reduction(VSR) on the per-
formance of the k-NN query processing. Two methods are performed and compared 
for this purpose. The first does not adopt the VSR algorithm and the second uses this 
algorithm. Figure 7 shows that when k is fixed, the total response time using the 
vector set reduction is superior to that of no VSR. Meanwhile, with the increase of k, 
the performance gap becomes larger since the candidate vectors which are filtered by 
the iDistance[3] dramatically reduces the network transfer cost, therefore the time Tr 
for VSR is far less than the response time of network transfer, and Tr can be  
neglected. 

5.2   Effect of Histogram 

In the last experiment, we study the effect of histogram on the performance of distrib-
uted k-NN query processing. The speedup refers to the ratio of the response time for a 
single-PC- based k-NN query to that of Grid-based one. We also use the second data set 
as the experimental data and comparatively perform the two experiments by using two 
schemes: adopted and not adopted. In Figure 5, the speedup gap between two schemes 
is increasing rapidly with the increase of k, it is expected that the histogram-based 
estimation of minimal query radius can effectively boost up the query performance by 
significantly reducing the loop time of range searches. 

6   Conclusions 

In this paper, based on the CGkNN [5], we have presented a optimal Grid-based 
k-Nearest- Neighbor(opGkNN) query processing, which specifically caters for the 
different bandwidth of nodes in the data grid. Two optimal enabling techniques, viz., 
adaptive load balancing scheme which includes the query-polling(QP)-based proc-
essing capacity estimation of each node and the start-distance(SD)-based data parti-
tion policy, and the histogram-based estimation of query radius are proposed to reduce 
the query response time. The experimental studies demonstrate the validity of the 
proposed opGkNN method.  
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Abstract. In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), energy is one of the most im-
portant resources that should be economically used. But most routing  
approaches employed by WSNs are hop-by-hop relay schemes, which cause 
sensors along a routing path not only collecting its environmental data, and then 
sending the data to base station, but also relaying data received from its 
neighbors toward base station. This will result in an unbalanced energy con-
sumption problem. In the paper, we propose a routing approach, named Routing 
Assistant Scheme with Localized Movement (RASLM) which deploys mobile 
sensors to help relay of packets for nodes along an active routing path so as to 
prevent them from dying much earlier than others. This scheme can also stabi-
lize the routing path to ensure that the sensed data can be sent to the base station 
safely and smoothly. Experimental results show that the RASLM can effec-
tively improve the system lifetime in event-driven wireless sensor networks. 

Keywords: RASLM, wireless sensor networks, event-driven, mobile nodes, 
energy hole problem. 

1   Introduction 

A WSN often consists of a huge number of sensor nodes. But, sensor power is lim-
ited. To overcome power constraint of sensor nodes so as to prolong a WSN’s system 
lifetime and balance workload of its nodes, the ability of movement of sensor nodes 
or base station (BS) has become one of the hottest research topics nowadays.  

Many studies on WSNs have tried to prolong a network’s lifetime by balancing 
power consumption among static sinks or nodes. In a uniformly distributed and ho-
mogeneous node environment, if static nodes or static sinks are used, energy hole near 
base station can not be avoided [1]. Wu and Chen [4] proposed an approach to solve 
energy hole problem.  

To follow the trend of sensor network development, in this paper, we propose a 
routing approach, named Routing Assistant Scheme with Localized Movement 
(RASLM) for a uniformly distributed event-driven WSN. This scheme deploys mo-
bile nodes to help relay of packets for nodes along an active routing path in such an 
environment. The propose is to prolong lifetime of a node N on the active routing path 
that has suffered from relaying too many packets. The mobile nodes located near N 
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when necessary can move toward N and share relaying burden with N so as to miti-
gate N’s energy consumption speed. Experimental results show that RASLM can 
effectively prolong lifetime of a WSN for a uniformly distributed event-driven WSN. 
In the following, we use energy consumption rate and workload interchangeably, even 
though someone defines them differently. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces background and 
related work of the paper. In section 3, we explain the preliminaries used in this study. 
Section 4 presents the detail of RASLM scheme. The performance of the proposed 
scheme is evaluated in section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper and addresses our 
future work. 

2   Background and Related Work 

In this section, we classify studies relevant to mobility of wireless sensor networks into two 
categories, those based on mobile sinks (base stations), and those based on mobile nodes. 

2.1   Mobile Sinks 

Many researchers have tried to improve a WSN’s lifetime by using single or multiple 
mobile sinks. Wu et al. [2] proposed a method called Dual Sink which combines mo-
bile and static sinks to change routing destination. A node forwards packets to one of 
the sinks based on distance between it and the sinks. This approach truly extends the 
lifetime of a wireless sensor network, but too much overhead is required to maintain 
the routing path. Wang et al. [5] proposed an optimal predefined mobility trajectory of 
the base station to balance the energy consumption of sensors in event-driven WSNs. 
However, the two approaches are all developed on static sensor environments.  

2.2   Mobile Sensor Nodes 

Unlike the sink mobility, there are a lot of studies trying to solve unbalanced energy 
consumption problem for WSNs. Yang et al. [3] proposed a local load balance solu-
tion by modifying the Hungarian-method-based optimal solution, and integrating with 
movement assisted sensors to redeploy their positions into a balanced grid. Leu et al. 
[6] adjusted node energy reserved for sending packets generated by itself, its direct 
out-neighbors and other outer coronas to prolong system life.  

3   Preliminaries 

Energy consumption in an event-driven environment and in a message-evenly-generated 
environment is different in that in an event-driven environment nodes collect environ-
mental data only when they are triggered by external events or by user commands. 
When not triggered or requested to relay packets, they do nothing but listen to its up-
stream nodes. In a message-evenly-generated environment, nodes generate packets 
periodically with the same sensing rate. In both environments, nodes close to base sta-
tion should relay packets for those far away, consequentially resulting in an energy hole. 
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In the following, we will use nodes and sensors interchangeably and analyze energy a 
sensor in an event-driven but uniformly distributed environment may consume. 

3.1   Event-Driven Environments 

In such a network, sensors, e.g., nodes A, B, D and W shown in Fig. 1, might be trig-
gered at the same time. They forward data packets/messages to the base station through 
a hop-by-hop routing approach. Node A forwards its sensing data to the base station. 
The packets it generates need to be relayed six times before they can arrive at the base 
station. Node C relays packets for, e.g., nodes A and B. Node D, in addition to trans-
mitting its packets, also relays packets generated by nodes A and B. Node B does the 
same, but it only relays packets for node A. The workload and power consumption of 
nodes A, B, C, D and E are different. Obviously, nodes close to base station will  
exhaust their energy far faster than those far away from the base station. An active 
routing path (an active path for short) P in a WSN is a routing path established when 
P’s source node, e.g., node A or node W, is triggered by its surrounding events. The 
source node then broadcasts a route request packet. After the events are solved or  
removed, and the source node stops sending packets, P will be in an inactive state.  

3.2   Energy Hole Problem and Non-surveillant Zones 

Basically, in an event-driven WSN, if nodes triggered by events, e.g., nodes A and B, 
continue to transmit their sensing data to the base station through one or several rout-
ing paths, nodes on the path but near the base station, like nodes E and F in Fig.1, will 
die soon, producing a non-surveillant zone (NSZ). Situation becomes worse when 
nodes E and F are articulation nodes. An articulation node is a node that joins at least 
two upstream paths and at least one downstream path. This might be very dangerous 
for critical monitoring missions, such as fire monitoring and detection, and chemi-
cal/nuclear reaction detection. So, to prolong the lifetime of an event-driven WSN, we 
have to first reduce energy consumed by articulation nodes. The nodes are very often 
not far away from the base station. 
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Fig. 1. An event-driven based wireless sensor network in which nodes are randomly distributed 
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In this study, a node computes its energy consumption rate periodically. A node N 
with a very high energy consumption rate will soon exhaust its energy. However, if 
N’s nearby “duty-free” nodes can share burden of relaying packets with it, N’s life-
time and of course the WSN’s lifetime can be effectively prolonged. 

3.3   Mobility Models 

To reduce the probability of forming NSZ or energy holes in an event-driven WSN, 
we assume that when events occur, all its sensors are able to move to accurate posi-
tions by themselves. We use the mobility model of sensors similar to that defined by 
Chellappan et al. in [7] to migrate sensors. In this model, sensor mobility is something 
like a flip, and the authors assumed that a sensor could move from its current position 
to a new location by using the power of propellers, fuels, coiled springs unwinding 
during flips, external agents launching sensors, etc, implying this sensor’s movement 
consumes no battery energy of its own. 

4   Proposed Protocol 

In the following, we would like to introduce how RASLM prolongs lifetime of an 
articulation node on an active path. 

  

Fig. 2. Node y’s EAZ is the intersection region 
of node x’s and z’s communication ranges 

Fig. 3. Node y’s EAZ is the intersection 
region of nodes x’s, w’s and z’s commu-
nication ranges 

4.1   Effective Assistant Zone 

In RASLM, when a node N on an active path realizes that its energy consumption rate 
is higher than a predefined threshold δ, it broadcasts a Request-Assist Packet (RAP) 
to request its neighbors to come to relay packets for it. The effective assistant zone 
(EAZ) of a node, e.g., node y, as shown in Fig. 2, is defined as the intersection region 
of communication ranges of node y’s immediate upstream and immediate downstream 
nodes, i.e., nodes z and x, respectively. Node y’s EAZ is the only region that its 
neighbors coming to help it can communicate with both its immediate upstream and 
downstream nodes. Fig.3 show another example. 
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4.2   Broadcasting RAPs 

A RAP packet as shown in Fig.4 consists of five main fields. The first is RAP-ID 
which comprises two sub-fields, sender ID and serial-number. The former shows who 
sends the packet, whereas the latter is a number used to discriminate different RAPs. 
Each time when a node broadcasts a new RAP, it increases its serial number by one to 
ensure the uniqueness of the RAP-ID. The second field is the sender’s coordinates 
with which an assistant node can realize where it should move to. The third field is 
TTL (time to live) value which is used to control the broadcast range of a RAP 
packet. When the energy consumption rate of a node is higher, it broadcasts a RAP 
packet with a higher TTL so that many more nearby nodes can receive the packets 
and come to help the packet sender. The fourth field is a list of direct neighbors which 
records the sender’s immediate upstream and downstream nodes. An assistant node 
on deciding to help the sender of a received RAP packet must keep its antenna work-
ing while moving toward the sender. Once they can receive all the radio signals sent 
by those nodes listed in the RAP received, it can realize that it is now in the EAZ, 
thus stopping its movement. This is helpful in shortening an assistant node’s moving 
distance, consequentially saving its moving energy. The last field is timestamp Ts 
which is used to tell receiving nodes that this “call for help” will time out at time-
stamp Ts+Tm, where Tm, a predefined time period, is time interval of a call-for-help 
round. 

 
RAP-ID 

Sender ID Serial-No. 
Sender’s Coordinates TTL List of direct neighbors Timestamp 

Fig. 4. Format of a Request-Assist Packet (RAP) packet 

4.2.1   Call for Help 
The initial value of TTL field is 1, which can be adjusted according to system re-
quirements. The value can be either statically or dynamically set. When the network 
scale is small, broadcasting RAPs with static TTL, which is fixed to a constant, is not 
harmful to system lifetime. But, when the network scale is large, TTL value should be 
adjusted according to actually need of the relay nodes. On each call for help, the 
sender node S evaluates its own workload W(S) by using the formula 

1 2W(S)= _ ( )
( 1)m A

Data Length u e j e
T N

⋅ ⋅ + ⋅
⋅ + , where Data_Length is the length of a 

packet that a sensor sends out, u  is number of sensor node along a routing segment 

between S and the source node of the routing path, j=u-1, mT  is time interval of a 

call-for-help round, and AN is number of assistant nodes. If the burden is still higher 

than its threshold, it broadcasts a RAP with a TTL TTL n= +  to call for many more 
assistant nodes, where n, a system-size parameter and n≥0, is an integer whose value 
is related to node density of the sensing field and the energy consumption rate of S. 

Values of TTL n+  range between 1 and l
r

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ , where l is the side length of  
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underlying sensing field, and r is the transmission radius of a sensor node. When a 
RAP with TTL=1 is broadcasted, the maximum number of assistant nodes that can 

come to help S is 
2

2

r
m

l

π ⋅⋅  nodes, where m is number of nodes distributed to the sens-

ing field. When the TTL increases to i, 0 li r
⎡ ⎤> ≥ ⎢ ⎥

, maximum number of nodes that 

may come increases to 
2 2

2

i r
m

l

π ⋅⋅ . If h% of nodes on receiving RAPs for TTL=i can 

come to help S, the new workload of S, 
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average, where W(S) denotes the previous workload of S atTTL q= , and 0≤h≤100. 

If W(S)'≤ δ, we can derive that ( )

( )

W S
i q

W S
≥

′
, and then 

oldn i TTL= − . The new RAP 

would be broadcasted with new oldTTL TTL n q n= + = + .  

5   Experiments and Discussion 

Two experiments were performed in this study. The first evaluates how nodes are 
distributed after RASLM is enabled in WSN. The second measured lifetime of a 
WSN given different node-failure  rates. 

5.1   Sensor Nodes Distributed in RASLM System 

In Fig. 5a, four nodes are triggered by events. They establish four routing paths con-
nected to the base station. Node 0 is denoted as the base station. The topology gener-
ated after active nodes sent out RAPs with TTL=1, and non-active nodes moved to the 
chosen EAZs is shown in Fig. 5b. We can see that the RASLM scheme called for 
sufficient assistant nodes. However, some senders, e.g., nodes 27 and 16, have called 
for too many assistant nodes, causing unnecessary energy consumption for node 
movement. 

5.2   System Lifetime Measured at Different Node-Failure Rates 

In the second experiment, we measured the system life given different node-failure 
rates to further verify the effectiveness of RASLM. In Fig.6, we can see system life-
time grows when node failure rate increases. When the event-triggered ratio is 10%, 
the system lifetimes that had been shown were only at node-failure rates 10%, 20% 
and 30%, because in the whole field only small portions of nodes participated in 
packet generating and packet relaying. Other nodes did not consume their energy. 
That is why there were no available values which are higher than 30% at event-
triggered ratio 10%.   
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Fig. 5. The network topology and position change of assistant nodes before and after the  
experiments. The experiment was performed in the 1000×1000 m2 sensing field in which 49 
nodes (excluding base station) were distributed and event-triggered ratio is 5%. 
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Fig. 6. System lifetime measured at different 
node-failure rates with different event-triggered 
ratio (ETR) 
 

Fig. 7. System lifetime measured at different 
node-failure rates with event-triggered ratios 
at 20% and 30% compared to AODV-
RASLM (Dynamic TTL) 

 
Fig. 7 shows system lifetime measured at different node-failure rates from 10% to 

50% when the event-triggered ratios are at 20% and 30%. We can see that AODV 
with RASLM has actually improved system lifetime of a WSN compared that with 
pure AODV routing, because the RASLM scheme not only called for assistant nodes, 
but also evenly shared the burden of relaying job. That means RASLM can balance 
the energy consumption along the routing path even some heavy burden nodes exist. 

6   Conclusions and Future Research 

In the paper, we have addressed the energy hole problem which may occur both in 
message-evenly-generated sensing environment, and event-driven wireless sensor 
networks. This problem may cause some other problems, such as fire alarms can not 
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be sent to administrators, and collected data can not arrive at its destination database. 
Therefore, we propose a routing support scheme named RASLM which can prolong 
lifetimes of uniformly distributed event-driven WSNs by using mobile nodes that 
share relay burden with nodes along an active path so as to prevent these nodes from 
exhausting energy quickly. The latter can ensure that the sensed data to be sent to 
base station safely and smoothly. 

In the future, we would like to analyze the reliability and performance models for 
RASLM so users can predict how reliable the system is and what the behavior the 
system may perform is. 
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Abstract. An approach to clustering short text snippets is proposed, which can 
be used to cluster search results into a few relevant groups to help users quickly 
locate their interesting groups of results. Specifically, the collection of search 
result snippets is regarded as a similarity graph implicitly, in which each snippet 
is a vertex and each edge between the vertices is weighted by the similarity be-
tween the corresponding snippets. TermCut, the proposed clustering algorithm, 
is then applied to recursively bisect the similarity graph by selecting the current 
core term such that one cluster contains the term and the other does not. Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed algorithm improves the KMeans  
algorithm by about 0.3 on FScore criterion.  

Keywords: Clustering, Short Text Clustering, Graph Partitioning. 

1   Introduction 

Currently, the number of web pages in the World Wide Web has increased exponen-
tially and the search engine has been proved to be a successful technique to retrieve 
useful information from the huge number of web pages. However, as more and  
more web pages are being accumulated day by day, a search engine usually returns a 
huge number of results corresponding to a single query. Consequently, users may 
spend a lot of time on browsing the results list to find their expected pages. For in-
stance, given the query of milk powder, the number of web pages Google returns can 
reach up to 2,390,000. In addition, different web sites often publish the web pages 
with similar or even the same content. This phenomenon is especially common in the 
news domain where an event is usually reported on different web sites. Hence, it is 
necessary to reorganize the search results to facilitate users’ browsing. 

Many researchers have employed the technique of text clustering to reorganize  
the search results. The key step of the text clustering method [1, 2, 3] is to compute 
the similarity between two documents, and many similarity metrics heavily rely on 
the co-occurrence of terms between the two documents. However, the search results 
are usually composed of short text snippets, such as titles, which make the traditional 
similarity metrics not suitable for the clustering task of search results owing to the 
limited number of common terms among them.  
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Intuitively, short texts are usually clustered into groups according to some core 
terms. For instance, given three sentences: 

S1: How many products does Google have? 
S2: How many products does Yahoo! have? 
S3: Whether Yahoo! is a good web company? 

S2 and S3 are usually clustered into a group because they are describing the different 
profiles of the same term Yahoo!, even if S2 shares more common terms with S1 than 
S3. This shows that the core terms play an important role in short text clustering. 

In this paper, we propose a short text clustering method which can be used to clus-
ter search results. The proposed algorithm, TermCut, is to recursively bisect clusters 
according to a core term in each iteration. The core terms are found based on mini-
mizing the Mcut criterion [2], in which the collection of search results is treated as a 
similarity graph. A comparative study with the KMeans algorithm as baseline is con-
ducted to evaluate our method’s clustering accuracy. Experimental results indicate 
that TermCut obtains a higher accuracy than the baseline. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. TermCut, the proposed algorithm, is 
presented in detail in Section 2. In Section 3 we explain the evaluation criteria and 
present the experimental results. Section 4 concludes our work and discusses future 
work. 

2   The Proposed Algorithm 

2.1   Text Model 

Throughout this paper, we use n, M and K to denote the number of documents, the 
number of terms and the number of clusters, respectively, in the entire corpus. The 
vector-space model is employed to represent short texts, and each short text d is con-
sidered to be a vector in this model. In particular, we employ the TF-IDF term weight-
ing model. Since TF of each term in a short text is usually very low, it can be 
smoothed to be 1 or 0, as Zhang and Lee [4] do in their method. Specifically, if a term 
appears in the short text, the TF of this term is smoothed to be 1; and 0 otherwise. In 
addition, the dot product is used to compute the similarity between texts.  

2.2   Mcut Criterion 

The Mcut criterion [2] is a graph based criterion function which models the collection 
of texts as a graph. It measures the quality of clusters according to the min-max  
clustering principle—minimizing the inter-cluster similarity and maximizing the in-
tra-cluster similarity. If a collection of short texts C is clustered into K clusters 
{C1,C2,…,Ck,…,CK}, their Mcut is defined to be Eq. (1).  
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The similarity between a pair of short texts is usually not accurate owing to the 
limited co-occurring terms between two short texts. The Mcut criterion can weaken 
the impact of the sparseness of short texts by summing up all the pair-wise similarities 
within a cluster. However, the Mcut criterion has a computational complexity of O(n2) 
considering that the number of clusters and the average number of terms in each short 
text are small and independent of n. Next, we further propose an efficient method to 
compute the Mcut with a complexity of O(n+M). In the case of short texts, the  
numerator part of the MCut can be calculated as Eq. (2). 
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We use F(tm,Ck) and F(tm,C-Ck) to denote the frequency of tm in Ck and the  
frequency of tm in C-Ck respectively. Hence, Eq. (2) can be further simplified as:  
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On the other hand, the denominator part of the Mcut takes into account the  
intra-similarity. It sums up all the pair-wise similarities between the short texts in Ck, 
which can be calculated as: 
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Using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the Mcut criterion function can be deduced into Eq. (5). 
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The value of idf(tm), F(tm,Ck) and F(tm,C-Ck) can be computed by scanning all the 
short texts in the corpus one time in O(n) time and the computational complexity of 
Mcut is O(M). Hence, the complexity of Mcut can be reduced to O(n+M). 

2.3   The TermCut Algorithm 

The basic idea of the proposed algorithm, named TermCut, is to find the core term 
which can minimize the Mcut in each iteration. One cluster is then divided into  
two clusters—one cluster containing the current core term and the other not. The 
pseudo-code of TermCut algorithm is given in Fig. 1. 
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Algorithm TermCut 
1.  Initialize the clusters list to contain a single cluster with all the short texts 
2.  Repeat 
3.    Select a cluster Ck from the clusters list randomly 
4.    Init CoreTerm:=null 
5.    CoreTerm:=FindCoreTerm(Ck) 
6.    If CoreTerm<>null 
7.      Divided the cluster Ck  into two clusters according to CoreTerm 
8.      Register the two generated clusters into the clusters list 
9.    End If 
10.    Remove the cluster from the clusters list 
11.  Until  No cluster left in the clusters list 

Fig. 1. The pseudo-code of TermCut algorithm 

In the TermCut algorithm, the clustering process begins with a single cluster contain-
ing all the short texts. We then find the core term in each iteration based on minimizing 
the Mcut criterion. If we find a core term for a cluster, the original cluster is bisected and 
replaced by the two new generated clusters from the clusters list. Otherwise, if any core 
term for a cluster cannot be found, the cluster is simply regarded as an atomic cluster. 
This process continues until there is no cluster in the clusters list. The function, Find-
CoreTerm, called in Step 5 in TermCut in Fig. 1 is used to find the core term to bisect the 
original cluster. The pseudo-code of FindCoreTerm function is shown in Fig. 2. 

In the FindCoreTerm function, we generate two clusters Ck1 and Ck2 according to 
each term t in the given cluster Ck, where Ck1 covers all the texts containing term t and 
Ck2 covers the rest texts in Ck not containing t. The Mcut criterion for the new set of 
clusters is calculated, and the term which minimizes the Mcut is selected as the core 
term candidate. If the decrease between the Mcut criterion value of the original set of 
clusters and the minimized Mcut is above a threshold, the candidate is returned as the 
 

Function FindCoreTerm(Cluster Ck) 
1.  Init CoreTerm:=null, MinMcut:=maxValue, OriginalMcut:= Mcut(C1,…,Ck,…,CK) 
2.  For each term t in the cluster Ck 
3.    Generate two clusters Ck1 and Ck2  from Ck where Ck1 with all the texts containing t  and  

Ck2 with the rest of texts in Ck 
4.    If Mcut(C1,C2,…,Ck1,Ck2,…,CK)< MinMcut 
5.      CoreTerm:=t 
6.      MinMcut:= Mcut(C1,C2,…,Ck1,Ck2,…,CK) 
7.    End If 
8.  End For 
9.  If OriginalMcut-MinMcut >threshold 
10.    Return CoreTerm 
11.  else 
12.    Return null 
13.  End If 

Fig. 2. The pseudo-code of FindCoreTerm Function 
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core term; otherwise, the threshold is not satisfied and we simply return null to denote 
no core term can be found. The threshold is set to a negative number for starting the 
clustering process, because according to Eq. (1) the initial value of Mcut is 0. 

3   Experiments 

In this section, we conduct two experiments to verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method. The first one is clustering the search results returned by Google. The 
second one is clustering questions, which are typical short text documents. 

3.1   Search Result Clustering 

We build up a web application which can extract the search results from Google 
including links and titles corresponding to a given query. These search results 
are then clustered using TermCut according to their corresponding titles. The 
resulting clusters are labeled as their corresponding core terms, and the only 
cluster without any core term is labeled as the term others. Here we define the 
cluster labeled with the term others as impure cluster and the rest clusters as 
pure clusters. Any pure clusters containing only one search result are merged 
into the impure cluster. 

We hire a three-expert group and randomly choose 50 Chinese queries for testing. 
A pure cluster is determined as false if it contains any incorrect search result judged 
by experts; and true otherwise. Our method for this test generates 6.84 pure clusters 
for each query in average; whereas 1.38 clusters and 5.46 clusters are judged to be 
false and true respectively. The manual evaluation shows that our method reports a 
relatively good performance for a practical search engine. 

3.2   Question Clustering 

We conduct a comparison between the TermCut and the KMeans algorithm using the 
ground truth test dataset of questions selected from our system BuyAns [6]. In our 
system, each question is a short text, which is used to simulate the snippets a search 
engine could return. In total, 453 Chinese questions are selected and manually classi-
fied into 4 coarse-grain and 13 fine-grain classes. To test the effectiveness of the pro-
posed TermCut method, the FScore measure [1, 3] is employed. We utilize the Macro 
Averaged FScore and Micro Averaged FScore [5] of the entire clustering result to 
evaluate a clustering method’s performance.  

Performance comparison between our algorithm and KMeans algorithm is shown 
in Table 1 where the threshold of the TermCut algorithm is set to -1.5. The input 
cluster number of KMeans is 13 which is the same with the number of the fined-grain 
classes of the ground truth dataset. Since the KMeans algorithm we implemented 
selects the initial centroid randomly, the result shown in Table 1 is the average result 
of running 100 times.  
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Table 1. Performance comparison of TermCut and Kmeans as the baseline 

 MicroFScore MacroFScore 
TermCut 0.77 0.68 
KMeans (K=13) 0.49 0.31 

The above experimental results exhibit that KMeans performs badly on clustering 
short text, like the search result snippets, whereas the proposed method TermCut 
performs much better on these data collections.  

4   Conclusion 

We propose a short text clustering method to cluster search results. An algorithm, 
TermCut, is presented to find the core terms based on minimizing the Mcut and gen-
erate clusters according to the core terms. Experiments show that the proposed  
algorithm can help efficiently and effectively organize the search results.  

In the future, we will use even big corpora to fully test the proposed method and 
investigate its performance with external semantic knowledge (such as Wikipedia). 
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Abstract. Join is a fundamental operator in a Data Stream Management System 
(DSMS). It is more efficient to share execution of multiple windowed joins than 
separate execution of everyone because the former saves a part of cost in com-
mon windows. Therefore, shared window join is adopted widely in multi-
queries DSMS. When all tasks of queries exceed maximum system capacity, the 
overloaded DSMS fails to process all of its input data and keep up with the rates 
of data arrival. Especially in a time-critical environment, queries should be 
completed not just timely but within certain deadlines. In this paper, we address 
load shedding approach for shared window join over real-time data streams. A 
load shedding algorithm LS-SJRT-CW is proposed to handle queries shared 
window join in overloaded real-time system effectively. It would reduce load 
shedding overhead by adjusting sliding window size. Experiment results show 
that our algorithm would decrease average deadline miss ratio over some ranges 
of workloads. 

Keywords: Data stream, load shedding, quality of service, query deadline. 

1   Introduction 

Data stream is defined as a real-time, continuous, ordered sequence of data items [1]. 
One primary characteristic of Data Stream Management System (DSMS) is that its 
data is active and its query is passive. It is impossible to control the arrival rates and 
contents of the stream data. When the arrival rates are bursty, resources in DSMS, 
including CPU and memory, are not enough to meet all requirements of the current 
system, and then the system becomes overloaded. Therefore, load shedding which is 
to drop redundant tuples is a new challengeable issue. Join is a fundamental operation 
for relating information from different data streams in streaming systems. The execu-
tion of multiple queries over shared windows separately wastes the system resources, 
because the common join’s execution between these queries will be repeated. Imple-
menting multiple queries shared join in a single execution plan avoids such redundant 
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processing [8]. The shared join operation processes every window once in a join exe-
cution and produces multiple output data to the next operators in the operator  
network. The shared join is at the very core of the query plan in a continuous query 
system. Therefore, it should actively take effective measures to avoid its system  
degradation sharply when such a system is overloaded. 

In this paper, we propose a load shedding algorithm for shared window join to effi-
ciently handle huge fluctuant overload in real-time DSMS. The algorithm realizes 
queries’ execution by adjusting processing window sizes, and only drops tuples in the 
largest window during overload. Experiment results show that this algorithm has 
better performance. 

2   Related Works 

Load shedding over data streams is discussed broadly since 2002. According to the 
ways of dropping tuples, it is classified into random load shedding and semantic load 
shedding [3]. From the perspective of system implementation architecture, it is classi-
fied into load shedding based on closed loop control, such as [9], and load shedding 
based on opened loop control [2-7]. From the perspective of the query plan, it can be 
classified into load shedding aimed at non-join characteristics [2, 3] and load shed-
ding aimed at join characteristics [4-7]. From the perspective of real-time property, all 
above approaches don’t consider real-time property. There are some load manage-
ment approaches in real-time DSMS, such as [10] which presented a two-level load 
management method aimed at periodic queries. But these approaches don’t specially 
consider the situation of shared join operation over real-time data streams. 

The shared execution of multiple queries over data streams could optimize the sys-
tem resources utilization, so it is a good query optimization way [12]. Hammad et al 
[8] discussed the scheduling strategy of shared join queries under normal workload. 
At present, the study of load shedding for shared window join is rarely. The literature 
[7] firstly discussed this problem, and proposed two load shedding strategies (uniform 
strategy and small window accuracy strategy) to improve query throughput. But these 
strategies are not suitable for time-critical situation where queries should be  
completed within their deadlines.  

3   Preliminaries 

Sliding window is a recent segment of data stream. It is classified into time-based 
sliding window being discussed in this paper and count-based sliding window [1]. 
Our target is to provide firm real-time query services, in which overdue results have 
no value for the system. There are two input streams S1 and S2, and N real-time binary 
join queries shared one window join. CPU restriction is one of the reasons for mem-
ory restriction [6], so we only consider that the system has limited CPU and unlimited 
memory. 

Compared with the unary operators, such as select and project, join is a high over-
head operator in a data stream processing system. Shared window join could reduce 
the number of join probe, and improve system execution efficiency. For example, in 
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intelligent system building, plenty of sensors monitor the temperature and smoke 
viscosity of each room. A monitoring system receives sensor data continuously, and 
produces alarming and statistic information for users. There are two queries. 

Q1: SELECT S1.Timestamp, S1.RoomID, S1.Temp, S2.Smoke FROM S1 [Range 6 
seconds], S2[Range 6 seconds] WHERE S1.RoomID=S2.RoomID AND S1.Temp>40 
AND S2.Smoke>0.03 DEADLINE 5 seconds; 

Q2: SELECT S1.RoomID, AVG (S1.Temp), AVG (S2.Smoke) FROM S1[Range 10 
minutes], S2[Range 10 minutes] WHERE S1.RoomID=S2.RoomID GROUP BY 
S1.RoomID DEADLINE 2 minutes; 

The above two queries would waste system resources if they are separately executed. 
Because these queries are all join operations on stream S1 and S2, and their join condi-
tions are same, implementing them in a single shared execution plan would avoid 
redundant processing. As shown in Fig.1, the processing of the shared query plan 
performs the shared window join operator firstly and then routes the output to the 
select operator (σ) of Q1 and the aggregate operator (avg) of Q2. 

4   LS-SJRT-CW Algorithm 

A new LS-SJRT-CW algorithm (Load Shedding for Shared window Join over Real-
Time data streams based on Changeable Window size) is proposed to handle overload 
of shared window join. This algorithm adjusts practical processing window size ac-
cording to sample ratios for all queries, and finally drops tuples only in the largest 
sliding window. The basic idea of adjusting window size has been mentioned in [13]. 
Different from them, this paper mainly discusses load shedding algorithm based on 
adjusting the processing window size. The LS-SJRT-CW does not need to buffer the 
dropped tuples, and then reduces the overhead of load shedding. 

 Sample Ratio 

The data sample ratio is used to measure the percentage of input tuples processed to 
produce query results. We allow the users to specify the relationship between output 
quality and sample ratio by a two-dimensional QoS graph [11] which is shown in 
Fig.2. For simplicity, the QoS graph is shown as a piece-wise linear function of sam-
ple ratio with one critical point, at which a query reaches its tolerable quality (TQ) 
with the least sample ratio. When a DSMS is overloaded, the sample ratio of each 
current query could be decided by the two-dimensional QoS graph according to users’ 
quality requirements. Assume that SRi is the sample ratio of query Qi, and ni (ni>0) 
denotes the number of operators in the query plan of Qi. Oij (Assume that j=1 in this 
paper) denotes the j-th operator of query Qi, and is the current scheduled join opera-
tor. There are m r UnitTime= ⋅  (UnitTime denotes one unit time) tuples in its one side 
input queue. When there is no other join operator in this query plan, RT (Remain 
Time) of one side join direction is estimated as follows. 

1
( )i pn

ij ip ikp j k j
RT m c s

−

= =
= ⋅ ⋅∑ ∏  (1) 
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Where cip is the execution cost of operator Oip, and sik is the selectivity of operator Oip. 
The sample ratio of one join direction of the binary join operator Oij is computed 
as ( ) /(2 )ij i ij ijSRO D T RT= − ⋅ , where Tij is the wasted time. 

The sample ratio Pi of the window segment Segi could be computed by SROij 
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the 
LS-SJRT-CW 

 Adjusting Window Size 

Assume that the deadline Di of query Qi is the shortest one in all deadlines. The sys-
tem set up the sample ratio of query Qi, i.e., SRi (SRi≤ 1) to ensure that the deadline Di 
of query Qi is in the range of quality. (SRi<1) means that we should sample tuples in 
window Wi (Wi=Wi-1+Segi). If the window size of query Qi+1 is larger than that of 
query Qi, the results of window Wi+1 share these of window Wi. Because of dropping 
some tuples on query Qi, the precision of query Qi+1 would be also reduced. However, 
the query Qi+1 may have ability to process some tuples dropped by Qi within its  
deadline. The architecture of the LS-SJRT-CW is shown in Fig.3. 

Wi' denotes the adjusted sliding window. After getting the sample ratio of the join 
operator, we could compute the new window size Ti' based on the initiation window 
size Ti.  

' ( ) (1 )i i iT SRO T i N= ⋅ ≤ ≤  (2) 

From the point of intuition, this approach has little overhead to release system 
workload by adjusting the window size according to the sample ratio of join  
operator. 

 Algorithm Description  

When the system is overloaded, it should be shed after making sure SRi (1≤i≤N)  
according to the QoS graph. The LS-SJRT-CW algorithm is described as follows. 

Step1. Compute the new processed window size '
iT (1≤i≤N) of each query and each 

Segi after adjusting it.  
Step2. Change all window sizes in accordance with each '

iT , and finally drop  

redundant tuples in the largest window. 
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Step3. Recover the initiation window size immediately once detecting that the  
system is normal. 

The main drawback of the LS-SJRT-CW algorithm is that its output tuples aren’t 
strictly processed on the basis of the window size specified by users. 

5   Experiment 

We carry out many simulated experiment results to evaluate our proposed algorithm. 
Join is fully matched in the experiment, and its overhead is proportional to the win-
dow size. We choose the small window first algorithm (LS-SWF for short) proposed 
in [7] to compare with our algorithm. The system is under unstable workload, and the 
maximum workload is about 1.5 times maximum system capacity. 

 Evaluation Metrics 

In our experiments, we use Average Miss Ratio (AMR) as the metric of evaluating the 
algorithm’s performance. 

1 1

ˆ
N N

i i
i i

AMR m m
= =

= Δ∑ ∑  (3) 

Where ˆ im  and Δmi are the count of output tuples of the i-th query and the count of 

those missing their deadlines respectively, and N is the count of queries. Those 
dropped tuples are part of tuples that missed their deadlines when computing  
the AMR. Therefore, the AMR reflects the system throughput. The smaller the AMR, 
the larger the throughput, and vice versa. 

 Experiment Results 

There are three kinds of query deadline distributions in this experiment. (1) the short-
est deadline distributes in a small window, denotes as set1; (2) the shortest deadline 
distributes in a medium window, denotes as set2; (3) the shortest deadline distributes 
in a large window, denotes as set3. 
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Fig. 4. AMR under different deadline distribution 
 

Fig. 5. AMR under different workload 
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The LS-SWF and the LS-SJRT-CW are compared on AMR shown in Fig.4 and 
Fig.5. Although LS-SWF is a better load shedding algorithm for shared window join, 
it is not suitable for real-time situation. Therefore, its AMR is larger than one of the 
LS-SJRT-CW under the same deadline distribution. The LS-SJRT-CW would de-
crease AMR under greater changeable workloads, that is, the number of output tuples 
that are not missed deadlines is more. The number of effective window segments  
is little in the query distribution set3 where the query with minimum deadline distrib-
utes in maximum window, so scheduling overhead is decreased. Thus, the AMR of the  
LS-SJRT-CW in set3 are smaller than these in set1 and set2. Gradient of each curve is 
larger and larger with increasing workload in Fig.5. When the system is seriously 
overloaded, the LS-SWF shows poor performance. This is why the slope of the  
LS-SWF is greater than that of the other algorithm. 

6   Conclusion 

The problem of load shedding for shared window join over real-time data streams is 
described in this paper. An algorithm LS-SJRT-CW based on adjusting sliding win-
dow size is proposed to handle overload of shared window join effectively. The  
LS-SJRT-CW algorithm would decrease AMR. For future work, we will experiment 
further with different workloads and configurations. In addition, we plan to study 
adaptive join and asymmetric shared window join. 
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Abstract. The analysis and management of uncertain data has attracted a lot of 
attention recently in many important applications such as pattern recognition 
and sensor network. Frequent itemset mining is often useful in analyzing uncer-
tain data in those applications. However, previous works just focus on the static 
uncertain data instead of uncertain streams. In this paper, we study the problem 
of mining top-k FIs in uncertain streams. We propose an efficient algorithm, 
called UTK-FI, based on sliding-window and Chernoff bound techniques for 
finding k most frequent itemsets of different sizes. Experimental results show 
that our algorithm performs much better than many established methods in  
uncertain streams environment. 

1   Introduction 

Top-k Frequent itemset (top-k FI) mining in certain data streams has been thoroughly 
studied. However, previous approaches almost coped with the certain data streams 
that contain precise data. Actually, a number of applications today need to analyze 
streaming data that is uncertain, such as medical data managing and mobile object 
tracking. These applications has attracted a lot of attention recently [1, 2]. Since large 
amounts of uncertain streaming data could arrive at high speed, there are two main 
challenges to handle it, the first one stems from the limited memory and CPU re-
course, the other is how to deal with the exponential blowup in the number of FIs. 
While streaming data is highly time sensitive, people are generally more interested in 
the most recent transactions than those in the past, and dated uncertain transactions 
are no longer interesting. In this situation, sliding window model can be used to deal 
with these recent transactions directly. 

Most previous algorithms like Lossy Counting algorithm [3] for processing data 
streams are controlled by an error parameter ε set by the users. However, the setting 
of ε is quite subtle, which often leads to a dilemma. ε too big yields inaccurate results 
and makes the number of itemsets large while setting it too small leads to excessive 
memory consumption. To solve the above questions, we propose an algorithm, called 
UTK-FI (Top-K Frequent Itemset mining in Uncertain streams), for finding top-k FIs 
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in a sliding window, and we apply Chernoff bound technique [4] to reset ε that is not 
given by user and neither fixed with the window sliding, and design an increasing 
expected support function to compute the potentially expected support for each item-
set. Our experiments show that UTK-FI algorithm is significantly efficient. 

2   Preliminaries 

An uncertain stream S is a continuous sequence of transactions, {T1, T2, …, Tn, …}. A 
transaction Ti (Ti ⊂ S) contains a number of items, and each item x in Ti is associated 
with a probability PTi (x), which expresses the possibility that x exists in Ti. A possible 
world model in [5] can be adopted to interpret the uncertain streams. Each probability 
PTi (x) with an item x deduces two possible worlds, pw1 and pw2. In pw1, item x exists 
in Ti, and in pw2, item x does not exist in Ti. Each possible world pwi is associated 
with an existence probability, denoted as P(pwi) that the possible world happens, then 
we can get P(pw1)=PTi (x) and P(pw2)=1-PTi (x).  

A sliding window is a window that slides forward for every time unit with a fixed 
size, w. We use tτ and Swτ = < tτ-w+1,…, tτ> to denote the current time unit and the 
current sliding window, respectively. Let Wtl = {pw1, pw2, …} be the set space of all 
possible worlds in tl. Let Фi,j be the set of items in the ith transaction Ti in pwj over tl, 
|Ttl| be the number of transactions that arrive in tl, and P(pwj) be the probability of pwj. 
Assuming that all items in each sliding window are independent, we have 
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We define tran(Sw) as the set of transactions over a sliding window Sw, |tran(Sw)| as 
all the number of transactions in tran(Sw), WSw as the worlds space that consists of all 
items in tran(Sw) over Sw, and |WSw| as the number of possible worlds in WSw. For an 
uncertain stream, we do not determine whether a transaction contains X, since X is 
associated with a probability. We can depend on the possible worlds model to propose 
the notion of expected support count of an itemset over Sw, denoted as E_S(X, Sw). 
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where S(X, pwj) denotes the absolute support count of X with respect to pwj, pwj∈WSw. 
Given a support threshold, σ (0 < σ ≤ 1), we define X as a frequent itemset over Sw 

if E_S(X, Sw) ≥ σ |tran(Sw)|. Given σ and X, X is a top-k FI if there exists no more 
than (k-1) FIs whose expected support count is higher than that of X. 

3   Increasing Expected Support Function 

In uncertain streams, we cannot obtain the true support count of X, but has to make an 
approximation. Many methods often use an error parameter ε to estimate the support 
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of X. However, the setting of the parameter is quite subtle, which often leads to a 
dilemma. Since all itemsets whose expected support count over time unit tl is less than 
rσ|tran(tl)| are discarded, we define the potentially expected support count (denoted as 
PE_S(X, tl)) of the itemsets as follows. 

if  E_S(X, tl) < rσ|tran(tl)| 
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We can define the expected support count of X over time unit tl, as E_S(X, tl). 
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where S(X, pwj) denotes the support count of X with respect to pwj, for pwj∈Wtl, and 
|Wtl| denotes the number of possible worlds in the set Wtl over tl. 

Clearly, we can get the potentially expected support count over the current window 
Swτ (denoted as PE_S(X, Swτ)), which is defined as the following formula. 
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Based on Chernoff bound method, we do not use the fixed error ε = rσ to control 
the mining process, where r is the relaxation ratio, but εn= [(2σln(2/δ)/n)]1/2, where δ 
is the reliability parameter, n is the number of transactions observed in each window.  

Support σ, δ are the two given parameters, let SwR= < tR-w+1,…, tτ> be the most  
recent R time units in Swτ, where 1≤ R ≤ w. The increasing expected support function 
of an itemset, denoted as IE_S(R), is defined as the following formula. 
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An X is a potentially frequent itemset (denoted as PFI) if PE_S(X, SwR) ≥ IE_S(R). 
Given σ, δ, and a PFI X, if there exists no more than (k-1) PFIs whose potentially 
expected support count is higher than that of X, then X is defined as a potential top-k 
FI, denoted as ptop-k FI. Support F and C are the set of ptop-k FIs over tτ and Swτ, 
respectively. Hence, the task of finding ptop-k FIs over an SW is to update C with F.  

4   UTK-FI Algorithm 

Our algorithm utilizes a Top-K Prefix tree, called TK_Ptree, to store all the ptop-k 
FIs. Each entry in TK_Ptree presents an itemset X, which contain three fields: item, tid 
and PE_S(X). Item denotes the last item of X. tid registers the ID of a time unit, in 
which X is inserted the tree. PE_S(X) presents the potentially expected support count 
of X. For the first sliding window Swfirst = < t1,…, tw+1>, we find all the top-k FIs from 
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Table 1. The UTK-FI Algorithm 

ALGORITHM UTK-FI (S, w, σ, r, δ, k ) 
S: uncertain stream;   σ: minimum support;   k: user-specified value 
r: relaxation ratio;   δ: reliability parameter;  w: window size 

1. The TK_Ptree T has been initialized according to the Swfirst 
2. F←Ø, C←Ø 
3. foreach arriving tτ such that tτ⊂ Swτ do 
4.    find all ptop-k FIs X over time unit ti 
5.    if X belongs to T then 
6.      update the PE_S(X) of each entry in F 
7.      PE_S(X)←PE_S(X)+PE_S(X, tτ) 
8.      C←F ∪ C 
9.      if ((τ-tid(X)+1<w) and (PE_S(X)<IE_S(τ-tid(X)+1))) or ((τ-tid(X)+ 

1 ≥ w) and (PE_S(X)< IE_S(w))) then 
10.         remove the entry containing X and its descendants from T 
11.    if X does not belong to T then 
12.      generated a new entry of form (X, τ, PE_S(X)) 
13.      tid(X)←τ 
14.      PE_S(X)←PE_S(X, tτ) 
15. foreach expiring tτ-w+1 such that tτ-w+1 ⊂ Swτ do 
16.    find all ptop-k FIs X over time unit tτ-w+1 
17.    if (X such that X ⊂ T) and ((τ-tid(X)+ 1 ≥ w) then 
18.      PE_S(X)←PE_S(X)-PE_S(X, tτ-w+1) 
19.      remove the entries with PE_S(X)=0 in F 
20. output C with k FIs if PE_S(X)>σ |tran(w)| 

tran(ti), where ti ⊂ Swfirst. According to these top-k FIs, we initially construct the 
TK_Ptree in the following way: For each mined X, if X does not belong to TK_Ptree, 
recursively we can create a new entry of form (X, i, PE_S(X)). On the other hand, if X 
belongs to the tree, we should insert PE_S(X, ti) into PE_S(X).  

Table 1 presents the UTK-FI algorithm. After initializing the tree, we should slide 
the window, and process the added transactions in the arriving time units and deleted 
transactions in the expiring time units. For an expiring time unit tτ-w+1, if X satisfies 
the condition in line 17, its support must be subtracted from PE_S(X). For an arriving 
time unit tτ, if X meets the condition in line 9, we should remove it from the 
TK_Ptree, otherwise, we insert the PE_S(X, tτ) into the PE_S(X).  

5   Experiments 

We perform experiments on a PC computer with 2.0 GHz Pentium 4 CPU, 1.0 GB 
main memory. We compare UTK-FI with UTK-LC algorithm that is an improved 
Lossy Counting algorithm for finding Top-K FIs on Uncertain streams. We generate a 
synthetic dataset, T15I4D100K, applying IBM synthetic dataset generator [6]. During 
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generating T15I4D100K. We randomly assign probability values 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 
0.5, 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2 to the items of each transaction, respectively. In these experi-
ments, the default parameters setting is: w =100,000, r=0.1 and δ=0.01.  

Table 2. Pecision and Recall forT15I4D100K with varying ε 

      UTK-FI UTK-LC 
ε (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) 
0.005 100.00 100.00 98.00 99.00 
0.01 100.00 100.00 90.00 91.00 
0.03 100.00 100.00 87.00 84.00 
0.04 100.00 100.00 81.00 80.00 
0.05 99.00 98.00 78.00 75.00 
0.07 98.00 98.00 70.00 71.00 
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Fig. 1. Memory usage and Runtime for T15I4D100K with varying ε 
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Fig. 2. Precision and Recall for T15I4D100K with varying k 
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We first study how ε affects the two algorithms. Table 2 shows that UTK-FI algo-
rithm can achieve over 98% precision and recall. However, the precision and the 
recall of UTK-LC descends clearly. Especially, when ε=0.07%, UTK-LC only obtain 
70% precision and 71% recall. Fig.1 (a) and (b) show that the memory usage and the 
runtime of UTK-FI remain nearly invariable when changes ε from 0.005 to 0.07, but 
that of UTK-LC are changed largely. From the runtime viewpoint, UTK-FI is about 
2.5 times faster than UTK-LC. 

We evaluate how the parameter k impacts on the performances of UTK-FI and 
UTK-LC. Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (b) show that UTK-FI algorithm can obtain 100% 
precision and 100% recall, and UTK-LC can only achieve average 85% recall and 
84% precision by varying k from 20 to 120. Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) show that the 
number of ptop-k FIs kept by UTK-LC is approximately 3 times larger than that of 
UTK-FI, and UTK-FI is nearly 3 times faster than UTK-LC. 

 

Fig. 3. Memory usage and Runtime for T15I4D100K with varying k 

6   Conclusion 

In this paper, we studied the problem of finding top-k frequent itemsets on uncertain 
streams, which is different in semantics from the past proposals of top-k frequent 
itemsets on certain data streams. A novel algorithm, UTK-FI based on time-sensitive 
sliding window and Chernoff bound was developed and evaluated. We evaluated the 
performances of our methods through the above experiments, and the experimental 
results showed that UTK-FI algorithm is efficient and feasible. 
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Abstract. Signcryption is a novel cryptographic primitive. In this work,
by combining ring signature with ID-based signcryption , we build a se-
curity model of anonymous signcryption and have proposed an ID-based
anonymous signcryption scheme based on the bilinear pairings to adapt
to the anonymous setting. And we prove that our proposed scheme is
secure and satisfies the confidentiality and unforgeability. By compari-
son our scheme with the other two schemes, we show that our scheme is
more efficient in terms of computational cost and the length of ciphertext.

Keywords: anonymous signcryption, security proof, ID-based ring
signature.

1 Introduction

Message security and the sender’s identity authentication for communication
in the open channel is a basic and important technology of internet. In 1997,
Zheng [1] first proposed a new cryptographic primitive: signcryption, which can
perform digital signature and public key encryption in a logic step, at lower
computational costs and communication overheads than the above sign-then-
encrypt way. Since then, there are many signcryption schemes proposed.

It is only recently that a formal security proof model[5] is formalized pro-
viding security proof for Zheng[1] in the random oracle model. By combining
ID-based cryptology and signcryption, Malone-Lee proposed a first ID-based
signcryption scheme. But Libert and Quisquater[9] pointed out that Malone-
Lee’s scheme [6] is not semantically secure. Chow et al [8] proposed an ID-based
signcryption scheme that can provide both public verifiability an forward secu-
rity. In 2003, Boyen [6] proposed a secure identity-based signcryption scheme
with ciphertext anonymity and provable secure in the random oracle model.
Their security proof model is slightly different from that of [5] which includes
the ciphertext anonymity. In 2004, Libert and Quisquater [7] modified Boyen’s
security proof model to non-dentity based signcryption scheme and proposed
a signcryption scheme. Unfortunately, Tan showed that the scheme did not
satisfy the above properties in [10]. Recently, Duan et.al presented ID-based
signcryption scheme [11] in the multi-user setting, and Ma et.al gave a short
signcryption scheme [12]. Up to now, the most efficient ID-based signcryption
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scheme[13] was proposed by Barreto et al and the security of the scheme was
based on recently studied computational assumptions: the q−BDH Inversion
problem.

In some cases, we hope to realize anonymous authentication and encryption.
For example, the famous Watergate scandal in the history of the United States.
An anonym sends some information to Woodward and Bernstein and proves
the information authenticity. Only Woodward and Bernstein can obtain these
information. We call the technology which is able to anonymous authentication
and encryption, as anonymous signcryption.

Ring signcryption is an important technology to realize anonymous signcryp-
tion. And some ring signcryption schemes [3,4] were proposed. But these scheme
are not efficient. To raise efficiency of anonymous signcryption, In this work, by
combining ring signature scheme idea and ID-based signcryption idea, we pro-
pose an ID-based anonymous signcryption scheme to make a user anonymously
produce a ciphertext for the recipient on half of the group, and show that the
scheme is secure in the random oracle model. The security of the scheme is based
on DDH problem and the CDH problem.

2 Preliminaries

Let G1 be a cyclic additive group generated by the generator P , whose order is
a prime q, and G2 be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same prime order q.
We assume that the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) in both G1 and G2 are
hard. An admissible pairing e : G1 × G1 −→ G2, which satisfies the following
three properties:

– Bilinear: If P, Q ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Z∗
q , then e(aP, bQ) = e(P, Q)ab;

– Non-degenerate: There exists a P ∈ G1 such that e(P, P ) �= 1;
– Computable: If P, Q ∈ G1, one can compute e(P, Q) ∈ G2 in polynomial

time.

We note the modified Weil and Tate pairings associated with supersingular ellip-
tic curves are examples of such admissible pairings. The security of the ID-based
signcryption scheme discussed in this paper is based on the following security
assumption.

Definition 1. Given two group G1 and G2 of the same prime order q, a bilinear
map e : G1×G1 −→ G2 and a generator P of G1, the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-
Hellman problem (DBDHP) in (G1, G2, e) is to decide whether h = e(P, P )abc

given (P, aP, bP, cP ) and an element h ∈ G2 .

Definition 2 (Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Assumption). Let
G be aCDHparameter generator. Given (P, aP, bP ) in G1, It is hard to compute abP

Lemma 1. [Ring Forking Lemma] Consider a generic ring signature scheme
with security parameter k. Let A be a probabilistic polynomial time Turning
machine which receives as input the digital identities of users in a set L and
other public data; the machine A can ask q queries to random oracle.
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Assume that A produces, within time bound T and with non-negligible probabil-
ity of success ε ≥ 7Vq,n

2k , a valid ring signature (L′, m, R1, · · · , Rn, h1, · · · , hn, δ)
for some ring L′ ⊂ L of n user.

Then, in time T ′ ≤ 2T and with probability ε′ ≥ ε2

66Vq,n
, we obtain two valid

ring signatures (L′, m, R1, · · · , Rn, h1, · · · , hn, δ) and (L′, m, R1, · · · , Rn, h′
1, · · · ,

h′
n, δ′) such that hj �= h′

j , for some j ∈ {1, · · · , n} and hi = h′
i for all i =

1, 2, · · · , n such that i �= j.

3 Formal Model of ID-Based Anonymous Signcryption

An ID-based anonymous signcryption scheme consists of the algorithms <Setup,
Key Extract, Anonymous-Signcrypt, Unsigncrypt>. Malone-Lee[6] define
the security requirements for ID-based signcryption schemes. These security re-
quirements include indistinguishable against adaptive chosen ciphertrext attacks
and unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attacks. In the following, we
modify his definitions to adapt for our ID-based anonymous signcryption scheme.

Definition 3. (Confidentiality.) An ID-based anonymous signcryption scheme
is indistinguishable against adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks property(IND-
IDAS-CCA2), if no polynomially bounded adversary has a non-negligible ad-
vantage in the following game.

Setup. The challenger C runs Setup algorithm with a security parameter k and
sends the system parameters to the adversary A.

Phase 1. A performs a series of queries in an adaptive fashion. The following
queries are allowed:

Key extraction queries: A chooses an identity ID. C computes private key
sID = Extract(ID) to response to A.

Anonymous-signcryption queries: A produces a signer list L = (ID1, · · · ,
IDn), the recipient identity IDB and a message m. C randomly selects a user
IDi as the signer andcomputes δ = Anonymous−signcrypt(m, L, SIDi, IDB)
and sends δ to A, where SIDi is the secret key of the user with identity IDi.

Unsigncryption queries: given a ciphertext δ. The challenger C runs Un-
signcrypt algorithm on input (δ, sIDB , L = (ID1, · · · , IDn)) and returns
its output to A, where SIDB is the secret key of the receiver IDB .

Challenge. At the end of phase 1, A generate two equal length plaintext m0,
m1 and a signer list L = (ID1, · · · , IDn) and the recipient IDB on which he
wants to be challenged. He cannot have query the private key of IDB as the first
phase. The challenge flips b ∈ {0, 1}, then computes delta∗ = Anonymous −
signcryption(sID1 , · · · , sIDn , IDB, mb) to return it to the adversary A.

Phase 2. A can ask a ploynomially bounded number of queries adaptively again
as in the first phase. But he cannot make a key extraction query on IDB and
cannot make an unsigncryption query on δ∗.
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Output. A outputs a bit b′ and wins the game if b′ = b.
The advantage of A is defined as AdvA =| 2P [b′ = b] − 1 |, where P [b′ = b]

denotes the probability that b′ = b.

Definition 4. (Unforgeability). An ID-based anonymous signcryption scheme
is existential unforgeable against adaptive chosen message attack (EUF-IDAS-
CMA) if no polynomially bounded adversary has a non-negligible advantage in
the following game.

1. The challenger C runs the Setup algorithm to produce system parame-
ters with a security parameter k, and sends the system parameters to the
adversary F .

2. F makes a number of queries to the challenger. The attack may be con-
ducted adaptively, and allows the same Key Extract, Signcrypt and Un-
signcrypt queries as the Definition 3.

3. Finally, F produces a new triple (δ∗, L = (ID∗
R1

, · · · , ID∗
Rn

), ID∗
B) where L

is the signer list and ID∗
B is the identity of the recipient.

4. F wins the game if (I) the signcryptext δ∗ is a valid ciphertext under the
ring L∗ and the recipient with the identity IDB and (II) the query (δ∗, L =
(ID∗

R1
, · · · , ID∗

Rn
)) has not been submitted by the adversary as public input

to Signcrypt oracle.

The advantage of F is defined as the probability Adv(F) = Pr[F win the above
game].

4 Our Proposed Scheme

In this section, we give a novel ID-based anonymous signcryption scheme, which
is a combination of ring signature and signcryption scheme. The details of our
scheme are as follows:

Setup: given a security parameter k, the PKG chooses bilinear map groups
(G1, G2) of prime order q > 2k, e : G1 × G1 → G2 and a generator P ∈R G1.
It then chooses a master s ∈R Zq, a system-wide public key Ppub = sP . Let
H1, H2, H3 and H4 be four cryptographic hash functions where H1 : {0, 1}∗ →
G1, H2 : G2 → {0, 1}n ,H3 : {0, 1}∗ × G2 → Zq and H4 : {0, 1} × G1 × {0, 1} →
G1. The public parameters are

(G1, G2, P, e, H1, H2, H3, H4, Ppub, k)

Extract: for a given user’s identity string ID ∈ {0, 1}∗, the algorithm responses
as follows: Compute QID = H1(ID) ∈ G1 and Set the user’s private key SID =
s · QID, where s is a master secret of PKG.

Anonymous Signcrypt: given a message m, a receiver’s identity IDB , and Let
L = (IDA1 , IDA2 , · · · , IDAn) denote n users’ identity. For a user with identity
IDs, it executes the following steps:
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1. For i = 1, · · · , n and i �= s, randomly select xi ∈ Zq to compute Ri = xiP .
2. randomly choose xs ∈ Zq to compute ω = e(Ppub,

∑n
j=1 xjQIDB ) and set

Rs = xsP − ∑n
j=1,j �=s(H3(Ri, ω)QAj + Ri), where QAj = H1(IDAj ).

3. compute c = H2(ω) ⊕ m and U =
∑n

i=1 xiP
4. compute S =

∑n
i=1 xiH4(L, U, m) + xsPpub + H3(Rs, ω) · SIDAs

Finally, the resultant ciphertext on the message m is δ = (c, S, U, R1, · · · , Rn).

Unsigncrypt: given δ = (c, U, S, R1, · · · , Rn), and the identity list L in the ring,
where L = (IDA1 , · · · , IDAn). The receiver with identity IDB can compute as
follows to recover and verify the message:

1. compute ω = e(U, SIDB ) and m = H2(ω) ⊕ c
2. accept the message if and only if the following equation holds e(S, P ) =

e(U, H4(L, U, m)) · e(Ppub,
∑n

j=1(Ri + H3(Ri, ω) · QAj ))

Security Analysis: In the following, we prove that the proposed anonymous
signcryption scheme is secure in the random oracle model.

Theorem 1. (Confidentiality) Assume that an IND-IDAS-CCA adversary A
has an advantage ε against our anonymous signcryption scheme when running
in time τ , asking qhi queries to random oracles Hi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), qse anonymous-
signcryption queries and qus queries to the unsigncryption oracle. Then there is
an algorithm B to solve the DBDH problem with probability .

Theorem 2. Let us assume that there exists an adaptively chosen message and
identity attack F making qhi queries to random oracles Hi (i=1,2,3,4), qe queries
to key extract oracle and qs queries to the signcryption oracle. If F can produce
a forged ring signcryption with non-negligible probability. Then, there exists an
algorithm B is able to solve the CDH problem.

Efficiency Analysis: In the following,n, we analyze efficiency of the proposed
scheme by comparing our scheme with recent schemes in literatures [3,4]. To
reduce the signature length on supersingular curves, we instantiate pairing-based
schemes using Barreto-Naehrig curve and adopt the embedding degree 6 and a
large prime p with the size 160bits. Then, to achieve 1024 bit DL difficulty, the
sizes of G1 and G2 elements need 171 bits and 1026 bits, respectively. In the
following Table 1, the efficiency of our scheme is shown by comparison with
that of [4,3]. In Table1, Let Ps be scalar multiplication on the group G1, Pe be
pairings computation, Pm be multiplication operator in group G2.

Table 1. Comparison of our proposed scheme with [3]’s scheme and [4]’s scheme

Scheme Size Unsigncryption Signcryption

[3] 171*2+n*1186*n bits n(2Ps + Pm) + 3Pe (3n + 2)Ps + (n + 2)Pe + 1Pm

[4] (n+2)*171+160*n bits 2nPs + 3Pe (3n + 2)Ps + 1Pe

ours (n+2)*171+160 bits nPs + 4Pe 3nPs + 1Pe
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5 Conclusions

Anonymous signcryption is a useful tool to realize anonymity technolgy. In this
paper, by combining ring signature with ID-based signcryption scheme, we build
security model of ring signcryption and give a detail instance based on the bilin-
ear pairings to adapt to anonymous setting. And the proposed scheme is provably
secure and satisfies the two primitive properties of signcryption: confidentiality
and unforgeability. Finally, Comparing our scheme with the other two schemes
[3,4], we show that our scheme is more efficient in terms of computation cost
and the size of ciphertext.
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Abstract. In this paper a novel technique is proposed to detect the
pseudo period on time series streams. To address the memory limita-
tion, a new summary method called scale smoothing is proposed for its
scale smoothing property on data compression. Based on such summary
data, a prune-based detection algorithm is designed to probe the pseudo
period more efficiently. With the extensive experiments on the real and
synthetic data sets, our method outperforms the wavelet-like methods.

Keywords: time series stream, pseudo period, scale smoothing, period
detection.

1 Introduction

The periodicity is an instinct of many time series streams in real domains, such
as SAT data, so period detection is a quite important and basic issue to the
analysis of streams. For example, once people find the period of SAT data, they
can use the historical data to forecast weather more accurately. But the real
data tend to be noisy. As a result the data seem to repeat in a certain period,
whereas a tiny difference exists between pair of data in a periodic interval. This
kind of time series stream is called pseudo periodical time series stream.

For period detection of such streams, there are two problems: one is that the
memory is limited; the other is that the data typically arrive at high rates. For
the first, we adopt a DWT-like summary, called scale smoothing. While to solve
the second a basic approach is proposed, and a prune-based detection approach
is designed to compute the period approximately but efficiently enough.

Contribution:
• To address the infinite of time series stream, a new compressed method,

scale smoothing, is introduced. It provides a lower compress ratio change rate
than DWT-like methods to improve the utilization rate of memory;

• Two novel period detection algorithms, BPDA and RPDA, based on the
scale smoothing are designed. BPDA can detect the pseudo period accurately
� Supported by National Science Foundation 60703068 and 60873068.

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 611–616, 2009.
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but less efficiently than RPDA. The detection by RPDA benefits the efficiency
but suffers a bit error.

• Extensive experiments on the real and synthetic data sets show our algo-
rithms scale smoothing, BPDA and RPDA are efficient and effective.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect.2 briefly discusses
related work; Sect.3 provides background material; Sect.4 discusses scale smooth-
ing method to construct the summary; Sect.5 introduces the pseudo period de-
tection algorithm BPDA and RPDA; Sect.6 reports the experimental results;
finally, we summarize the paper in Sect.7.

2 Related Work

There are two critical problems for our research:(1) compression of time series
streams; (2) efficient period detection algorithm.

To compress the time series streams, there are many methods ([1] is a suvery by
DeVore), including DFT, DCT, PAA [2], DWT, histogram[3] and sampling [4,5].
Among these synopsises, wavelet has been found extremely useful and popular in
stream processing field[6,7]. In [8] Anna give a novel method, called IncDWT, to
get the B-term[9] wavelet coefficients by on-pass of the stream. It is infeasible for
the period detection on stream data because of the reconstruction of raw data. [10]
proposed a DWT-like approach of just using the consecutive average coefficients to
approximate the stream, and detect the period. But for such DWT-like summary,
at each time the data are compressed to the half size, that is half of the memory is
unused and the compress ratio sharply becomes high.

To solve the issue of detection period, there are also some methods, such
as, in the literature [5], the author studied the issue of relax trend, which is
similar to ours, but the sketch cannot handle the stream data. While in the
literature [11] the authors used DFT and Circular Autocorrelation to detect
accurate periodicity in time series, and their methods can process stream data,
but they do not consider the finite of memory. Recently, Lv-an in [12], introduced
the concept of pseudo period, but that paper focused on how to manage patterns,
not pseudo period detection.

3 Background

Definition 1 (time series stream). A time series stream X = (x0, . . . , xi,
. . . , xn) is a series of infinite items, where n → ∞, xi is an item at timestamp
i and xi ∈ R.

X [i] denotes the i-th item of X , i.e., X [i] = xi, and X [i . . . j] denotes a subse-
quence of X started at xi and ended at xj .

A similarity measure function F is used to evaluate the similarity degree of two
fragments, where the higher the degree is, the more similar the fragments are.

Definition 2 (pseudo period). Let X be a time series stream, we say T is

pseudo period of X ⇐⇒ μF (T ) = 1
[n/T ]

∑� n
T �

i=1 (F (X [0 . . . n − iT ], X [iT . . . n])
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is maximum and μF (T ) > θ for T ∈
[
1 . . .

⌊
n
2

⌋]
, where n is the amount of X’s

arrival items and θ is a threshold.

Definition 3. [13,14,15][autocorrelation] Let X be a series, then the autocorre-
lation auto corr(d) is defined as:

auto corr(d) = corr(X [0 . . . n − d], X [d . . . n]); (1)

where

corr(X, Y ) =
∑

i [(X [i]− μX) ∗ (Y [i] − μY )]
√∑

i (X [i] − μX)2 ∗
√∑

i (Y [i] − μY )2

and μX(μY ) denotes the average of sequences X(Y ).

4 Scale Smoothing

Definition 4 (scale). The scale of a summary of a stream X is the ratio of the
size of X and the size of the summary:

scale =
|X |

|Summary(X)| (2)

where Summary(X) denotes the summary of X, and | • | denotes the size of •.
Usually, with a fix data size, the larger the scale is, the most the information
lost. So a novel compressed method, scale smoothing, is introduced to construct a
stream’s summary when the data volume is far beyond the limitation of memory.

Scale smoothing uses the average of X [i ∗ k, · · · , (i + 1) ∗ k − 1] to be the i-th
item of scale k, denoted by xk

i . Eq.3 can be used to estimated xk+1
i ’s evaluation

x̂k+1
i . And x̂k

W , the last one of k-scale, may be only paretically used, so the
remainder of its should be added with k + 1− (k ∗W ) mod (k + 1) new arrivals
to generate an item at (k + 1)-scale.

x̂k+1
i =

k − (i mod k)
k + 1

x̂k
i+[i/k] +

(i mod k) + 1
k + 1

x̂k
i+1+[i/k] (3)

where i = 0, 1, . . . ,
⌊

k
k+1 (W − 1)

⌋
, and [•], �•� are the integral part and floor of

• respectively. For the new arrivals, their average is appended to the window.

5 Period Detection Algorithm

5.1 Mean Autocorrelation Measure

Due to the fact that if T is a period of a stream, if slipping the stream to T -
length clips, then those clips should also be correlate, Eq.1 is modified from Eq.4.

auto corr(d) =
1

⌊
n
d

⌋

�n
d �∑

j=1

corr(X [0 . . . d − 1], X [j ∗ d . . . (j + 1) ∗ d − 1]) (4)

Eq.4 is called mean autocorrelation, which is adopted in the following, while the
old one is basic autocorrelation.
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5.2 Basic Period Detection Algorithm

The idea of Basic Period Detection Algorithm (BPDA) is directly from the
definition of Def.2: whenever a new value added to the window, compute the
μauto corr(d) for each possible vale, and select the value of d at the maximum of
μauto corr(d) ≥ θ, to be the period of this moment.

Theorem 1. The time complexity of scale smoothing is O(W ), while the com-
plexity of period detection is O(W 2), so the time complexity of BPDA is O(n +
W 2 ln(1 + n/W )).

5.3 Reduced Period Detection Algorithm

As shown by Theorem 1, the BPDA is inefficient because the computation of
auto corr(d) is so costly. So a Reduced Period Detection Algorithm (RPDA) is
put forward with two improvements against BPDA.

Lemma 1. If μauto corr(d) > θ, then it must hold that:

p∑

i=1

auto corr(i ∗ d) > p − (1 − θ) ∗
[ n

2d

]
(5)

where p ∈ [1, n/(2 ∗ k)].

Lemma 2. If auto corr(d) > θ1, then the below must be hold:

j∑

i=1

corr(X [0 . . . d − 1], X [i ∗ d . . . (i + 1) ∗ d − 1) > j − (1 − θ1) ∗
[n

d

]
(6)

where j ∈
[
1, n

d

]
, and θ1 = p − (1 − θ) ∗

⌊
n
2d

⌋
−

∑p−1
i=1 auto corr(i ∗ d), p and θ

come from lemma 1.

The proof of lemma 1 and 2 is omitted for the limited space. So we can use lemma
1 and 2 to terminate the computing of μauto corr(d), when ∃p ∈ [1 . . . [n/(2d)]]
that Eq.5 dose not be hold, and ∃j ∈

[
1, n

d

]
that Eq.6 dose not be hold.

Observation 1. If a time series stream X has a pseudo period T , then the
autocorrelation of X will be summit near the T , 2 ∗ T , · · · , and low at others.

According to Observation 1, we reexamine our basic period detection algorithm
by skipping some low probabilistic periods. The main idea is that we maintain
a candidate set storing the periods with high probability. Whenever a new item
add to the window, only the candidates will be tested. And the candidates set
need refresh periodically, such as every time the scale changed.

To address the high complexity of computing the autocorrelation, we proposes
a computation pruning approach to terminate the process of computation earlier.
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Fig. 1. Stability of autocorrelation
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6 Performance Evaluation

Our experiments are written by C++, and run on a PC with 256M RAM,2.00GHz
CPU, Windows R© XP. We use both synthetic and real data sets to test our algo-
rithms’ performance. The four synthetic data sets we used are all sinusoidal data
withamplitudeA = 10,N(0, 0.2A)Gaussnoise, and theperiods are 531, 1031, 3031
and 5031 respectively. The real data sets are monthly SAT[16] data of Shenyang,
China from 1951 to 2004, and a sunspot daily data from 1945 to 2007.

Fig.1 shows the autocorrelation function at different scale with T = 531
(Fig.1(a)) and T = 1031 (Fig.1(b)). As illustrated by Fig.1, the autocorrelation
at different scale are almost the same as the original without the smoothing.

As Fig.2(a) illustrated, with the increasing of n, the runtime of all algorithms
increase. The time reduced by RDPA is remarkable; RDPA’s is nearly 39% of
BDPA. And the lazy refreshing reduces the process time. With the increase
of window’s size W , the running time of our period detection algorithms are
increase, Fig.2(b) is the result.

The precision is defined as precision = 1− 1
n

∑ |T −T̂ |
|T | , where T is the data’s

real period and T̂ is determined by our algorithms.
As shown by Fig.3, with the increasing of W , the precision of our methods

are all increased. And the period T has only a slightly influence to the precision.
Fig.4 shows that T may cause precision be higher. The curves in Fig.4 are first
down and than raise up is that when T is small we can finding the period at low
scale, which means we have a more exact result, with the increasing of T the
finding scale is also increasing, so the precision is down, but when the period is
larger, a bigger denominator increases the precision.

We use the scale smoothing and wavelet method to compress the time series
stream respectively, Fig.5 is the result. As Fig.5 shown, our scale smoothing
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time series stream compress method is better than wavlet. As shown in Fig.6,
mean autocorrelation is better than basic’s. The basic at BPDA is too low, that
because it report some 4s, which are false positives.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, to detect pseudo period of time series streams with limited memory,
a novel data stream approximate algorithm, scale smoothing is introduced. And
then a novel pseudo period detection algorithm BPDA and its improvement
RPDA are proposed. The massive experiments on synthetic and real data sets
show that the algorithms are efficiency and effectiveness. In the future, we will
study the properties of mean autocorrelation, and make the bound of lemma 1
and lemma 2 tighter, to make our pseudo period detection more efficiency.
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Abstract. Data broadcasting is accepted as an effective solution to disseminate 
information to a large number of clients in wireless environments. Data broad-
cast scheduling attracts extensive attention, especially for multi-item queries. 
However, most previous works focusing on this issue do not take data replica-
tion in broadcast schedule into consideration, which leads to poor performance 
when the access probability of data items is skewed. In this paper, we proposed 
an efficient schedule algorithm called the affinity path approach. It firstly cre-
ates paths based on affinity of different data items, and then broadcast the paths 
based on the square root rule with data replication. Experiments prove that our 
approach reduces the average access time significantly. 

Keywords: broadcast scheduling, affinity path, multi-item queries. 

1   Introduction 

The rapid development of wireless communication technology leads to the increasing 
concern to the important issue of effective information delivery in wireless environ-
ment. Due to the asymmetry in the wireless communication environment and the 
scalability of broadcast, which can make the information available simultaneously to 
a large number of clients, the data broadcasting has become an attractive and efficient 
solution for data dissemination [1, 2]. 

Lots of researchers have proposed their methods on designing broadcast schedules 
for multi-item queries. [3] introduces a scheduling method for multi-item queries 
called QEM. The measure Query Distance (QD) is defined, which shows the coher-
ence degree of a query’s data set in a schedule. [4] presents the Modified-QEM, 
which releases the restriction that the QD of previously expanded queries cannot be 
changed. Actually, a “move” action could be executed so that the QD of the new 
coming query is optimized and the better performance may be able to achieve. A 
broadcast data clustering approach for multi-item queries is proposed in [5]. Firstly, 
the data affinity between two data records is computed representing the degree of 
their referencing together in a query. Secondly, combine the pair with the highest data 
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affinity to form a segment. It forms a broadcast schedule finally by merge segments 
with the highest segment affinity in sequence. 

In this paper, we investigate an efficient broadcast scheduling approach called the 
affinity path approach, which can get much lower access time than the previous 
works especially when the access probability of data items is skewed. In the affinity 
path approach, we first find out the affinity of every pair of data items, and then we 
create affinity paths according to the data affinity by greedy algorithms. These affinity 
paths are considered as the atomic data item and are scheduled based on the square 
root rule [6]. The experiment results show that the affinity path approach could attain 
a considerable improvement. 

The organization of the rest part is as follows. We first present a formal definition 
of the broadcast scheduling for multi-item queries problem in section 2, and then 
describe the affinity path approach in section 3. The performance evaluation is illus-
trated in Section 4, and finally all of the above comes to a conclusion in section 5. 

2   Preliminaries 

We first introduce some notations which will be used in the rest of the paper. 

di : a data item in the database. 
N : the number of data in the database. 
D : the set of database, where D={ d1, d2, ……dN}. 
qi : a query issued by a mobile client which access at least two data items. 
M : the number of queries in Q. 
Q : the set of all queries, where Q={ q1, q2, ……qM}. 
QDS(qi) : the set of data items that qi accesses (Query Data Set). 
freq(qi) : the reference frequency of the query qi. 
σ : the broadcast schedule. 

The problem of data scheduling in this paper is to find a broadcast schedule σ  which 
minimizes total access time (TAT) [7], denoted by 
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avg qAT  is the average access time of the query qi based on σ . 

The data affinity of two data items denotes the degree that they are required to-
gether in a query. We introduce the definition of the data affinity between two data 
items di and dj, which is defined in [5]: 
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Actually, the affinity of two data items is the sum of frequencies of queries that ac-
cess both of them. The affinity of a pair of data items will be high if they are required 
together by many queries.  
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3   The Affinity Path Approach 

3.1   Motivation 

Compared with single-item queries, scheduling for multi-item queries is more com-
plex because we must consider the access frequency of both data item and request. If 
we design the scheduling algorithm without considering the relation of data items 
accessed by a query, there may exist many half-satisfied queries, which means some 
of the data items they require are satisfied while some are not. As a result, the average 
access time is prolonged greatly. On the other hand, if we focus mainly on the access 
frequency of queries and satisfy the query with all the data items it requires at a time, 
the other request must wait for a long time once we decide to satisfy a query with a 
large QDS. We can see the consideration of both data items and requests in the defini-
tion of data affinity. So it is a reasonable parameter used in our approach. 

In most of previous studies of broadcast scheduling for multi-item queries, re-
searchers do not consider data replication which means each data item appears exactly 
once in a periodic cycle of broadcast schedule. “Replication or non-replication” is 
meaningless to users, because it does not affect users’ access protocol. We try to 
make a tradeoff between the data items and requests by take data replication into 
consideration. 

3.2   An Example 

Let us take an example to show the process of the affinity path approach. Suppose 
that there are 12 data items and 11 queries, and the frequency values and data sets of 
queries are as Table 1. 

We first construct a weighted graph that contains 12 vertexes, each vertex denotes 
a data item. There is an edge between two data items if the data affinity between the 
two data items is greater than 0. The weight of the edge between di and dj is aff(di, dj). 

Then, we create the paths. First, we select the edge with the largest weight as the 
initial of a path, here is the edge(d1, d3), and delete it from E, Then we extend the path 
with edges, which is selected in E. It must satisfy the following tow conditions: 1) it 
must contain the vertex d1, and 2) it has the largest weigh among all the candidates 
satisfying condition 1). It is edge(d1, d2) in this example. We delete that edge in E and 
extend the path, now the path is (d2, d1, d3). After that, we continue to extend the path 
in the same way from the endpoint of the edge with the larger weight until the other 
endpoint of the selected edge is already exist in the path. In this example, when we 
expand the path to (d8, d5, d2, d1, d3, d6), we will find the largest edge from d8 is (d8, 
d1), it is noticed that the other vertex d1 already exists in the path, then we stop ex-
tending the current path, delete all the edge between any two vertexes in the path from 
E, and calculate the average weight of the path. After that we continue to create an-
other path in the same way. For the above example, we can create seven paths which 
are listed in Table 2. 

At last, we consider each path as a whole data item with the same size, and then we 
broadcast the path base on the square root rule, where the probability of a path refers 
to its average weight. We do not take the length of path into consideration, because 
we have considered the affect of length in calculating average weight of path.  
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Table 1. The set of queries Table 2. The set of paths 

query QDS frequency 
q1 d1, d2 3 
q2 d1, d3 3 
q3 d1, d3, d4 3 
q4 d1, d2, d4, d5 2 
q5 d1, d3, d6, d8 1 
q6 d1, d4, d7, d9 1 
q7 d2, d5, d10 2 
q8 d2, d3, d6, d11 2 
q9 d4, d7, d12 1 
q10 d5, d8 2 
q11 d2, d6, d9 1  

Number Average 
weight 

Data set of 
path 

P1, 1.00971 d6, d3, d1, d2, 
d5, d8 

P2, 0.715452 d4, d1, d7 
P3, 0.445453 d5, d10, d2, d4, 

d3, d11 
P4, 0.343443 d11, d6, d9 
P5, 0.333333 d9, d2 
P6, 0.305556 d7, d12, d4, d9 
P7, 0.25 d9, d1  

3.3   Algorithm 

We describe the affinity path approach by three steps as follows: 

Step 1: construct graph 
We construct a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of all data items and each vertex 
denote a data item, every pair of vertexes have a edge with a weight which equals to the 
affinity of the corresponding pair of data items. The algorithm is described as follows. 

Input: The set of data items D = { d1, d2, ……dN }. 
Output : a graph G = (V, E). 

Algorithm: 
1. for each data item di, create a corresponding vertex vi in the graph; 
2. if(aff(di, dj) > 0){ 
3.    create a edge e(di, dj) between vi and vj; 
4.    weight(e(vi, vj)) = aff(di, dj);  
5. } 

Step 2: create paths 
First, we select the edge with the largest weight in E as the initial of the path and 
delete the edge from E. Then we extend that path from the endpoint vi with the larger 
value of frequency by adding a edge in E which contains the same vertex vi. This edge 
must be the one with largest weight among all the candidates and will be deleted from 
E once selected. After that, we continue to extend the path from the endpoint of the 
path in the similar way until the two vertexes of the selected edge are both included in 
the path. The difference is that each time we choose the endpoint vi with larger weight 
of the corresponding edge as the vertex to extend Then we delete all the edges in E 
between the vertexes that selected to the path and calculate the average weight for the 
next step. We continue to create other paths until no edge exists in G. The algorithm 
is described as follows. 

Input: the weighted graph G. 
Output: the PathSet containing sets of affinity paths with average weight. 
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Algorithm: 
1.  initiate PathSet = empty; 
2.  while(E is not empty){ 
3.  find edge e(va, vb) in E with largest weight; 
4. initiate Plist = { va, vb}; 
5.  delete e(va, vb) from E; 
6.  set vt = the vertex with larger value of frequency between va and vb; 
7.  while(E is not empty){ 
8.     find the edge e(vt, vs) in E with largest weight; 
9.     if(vs already exist in Plist)  break; 
10.    else  extend Plist with e(vt, vs); 
11.    delete e(vt, vs) in E; 
12.  set vt = the endpoint of the edge with the larger weight between the head 

and tail edge in the Plist; 
13. } 
14.  add Plist into PathSet; 
15. calculate the average weight of Plist; 
16.  } 

Step 3: broadcast path 
We consider each path as a whole data item with the same size, and then we broadcast 
the path based on the square root rule [6], where the probability of a path refers to its 
average weight. 

4   Experiments and Evaluation 

In this section, we compare our affinity path approach with the data clustering ap-
proach proposed in [5]. In our experiment, the parameter of Zipf distribution’s default 
value is 1. The default value of both number of query types and data items is 500. The 
access time of the affinity path approach is the average access time evaluated after 
broadcasting 100,000 data items which is long enough to generate a stable result. 
Fig.1 depicts the effect of Zipf parameter. The figure indicates that when the Zipf 
parameter increases the average access time of the affinity path approach falls 
sharply. The reason for this result is that when the access probability of data items 
skewed, data items in queries with a higher access probability will broadcast fre-
quently in the affinity path approach, while in the data clustering approach all the data 
have a broadcast interval equal to the length of periodic cycle, that is each data items 
appearance exact once in a broadcast cycle. So, the affinity path approach is espe-
cially suitable for scheduling multi-item queries with skewed access probability. 

The effect of number of data items is showed in our second experiment. The result 
of experiment with number of data items varies from 200 to 1200 is illustrated in 
Fig.2. With the increase of number of data items for the data clustering approach, the 
length of periodic cycle is increasing linearly and the average access time is increas-
ing sharply because the time to access a data item is proportional to the length of 
periodic cycle. While in the affinity path approach, the performance of average access 
time is less affect by increase of number of data items because of data replication. 
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Fig. 1. Effect of Zipf parameter Fig. 2. Effect of number of data items 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we have studied the issue of broadcast scheduling for multi-item que-
ries. Most previous works are based on the consumption that each data item appears 
exactly only once in a periodic cycle. However, such limitation is meaningless to 
users’ access and brings poor performance. 

To find an efficient solution, we loosen the restriction that each data item appears 
exactly once in a periodic cycle. In the affinity path approach, we create affinity paths 
based on the affinity between different data items and broadcast these paths according 
to the square root rule. Through experiment results, we show that the affinity path 
approach performs much better than the previous approaches, especially when the 
access possibility of data items is skewed. 
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Abstract. With the system becoming more complex and workloads becoming 
more fluctuating, it is very hard for DBA to quickly analyze performance data 
and optimize the system, self optimization is a promising technique. A data 
mining based optimization scheme for the lock table in database systems is 
presented. After trained with performance data, a neural network become 
intelligent enough to predict system performance with newly provided 
configuration parameters and performance data. During system running, 
performance data is collected continuously for a rule engine, which chooses  
the proper parameter of the lock table for adjusting, the rule engine relies on the 
trained neural network to precisely provide the amount of adjustment. The 
selected parameter is adjusted accordingly. The scheme is implemented and 
tested with TPC-C workload, system throughput increases by about 16 percent. 

Keywords: database self-optimization, rule engine, neural network predictor. 

1   Introduction 

Optimizing the DBMS with manual work gets more and more difficult due to the 
following facts. Firstly, it is time consuming to analyze a lot of performance data 
before tuning the DBMS. Secondly, it is difficult for DBA to continuously monitors 
and analyzes fluctuating workload and to react to it properly. In addition, embedded 
DBMS usually has on DBA at all. Lastly, there is not enough number of experienced 
database management experts, and the cost for the manpower is prohibitive. Database 
research community is trying to build database systems [1] with the ability of self-
managing and self-optimization. DBMS could perform the work of parameters 
setting, optimization, system healing, and protecting the system against malicious 
attacks by itself, without much human intervention. 

We present a lightweight data mining based database system self-optimization 
scheme in this paper. The lock table is used as the case for study. The training module 
feeds historical lock table performance data to a neural network to get it trained. The 
neural network learns from the data through a lightweight data mining process. After 
trained, the neural network is intelligent enough to predict lock table and system 
performance according to lock table parameters. A rule engine makes decisions on 
which parameter to be adjusted during system running, and gets quantitative hints 
from the neural network predictor to get the job done. 
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2   Related Works 

Database self-optimization techniques can be categorized into two classes: Global 
Tuning & Optimization, and Local Tuning & Optimization [2].  

Local Tuning & Optimization tries to solve specific database tuning problems such 
as data distribution, index selection, buffer replacement policies choice, multi 
programming level setting and so on [1]. On the other hand, Global Tuning & 
Optimization focuses on the construction of a brand-new database system with  
the ability of self-optimization. The DBMS can automatically maintain a subtle 
equilibrium among the resources used by individual system components to achieve 
the best overall performance. Paper [3] and paper [4] propose database systems with 
self-tuning ability. Traditionally successful DBMS systems enjoy a large number of 
customers and possess of a large code base, radical modifications to the code base is 
not a good idea. As mentioned in [4], these systems need to cope with the complexity 
of integrating self-tuning functions into the already existed system code base. No 
practical systems using this approach exist until now except a prototype is presented 
in [5]. Other than rewriting the code base of the DBMS, another approach is to view 
the database system as a black box. The tuning component is decoupled from target 
database system cleanly, there is no need to integrate the self-tuning capability into 
database system code base. During DBMS running, the tuning module continuously 
monitors the performance of the system [6], and tunes some critical parameters that 
are externally accessible for better performance [7]. In [8] an agent-based local self-
tuning scheme for index selection is proposed, the experiment result shows its 
feasibility. In [9] Benoit used a decision tree to make tuning decisions, several 
iterations of parameter adjusting are needed. Our work differs from previous work in 
that a neural network based predictor is used to avoid several iterations of tuning. 

3   Data Mining Based DB Self-optimization 

3.1   Lock Table Performance Behavior 

Modeling lock table running behavior is the precondition of tuning.1) Lock 
Granularity: DBMS commonly provides various lock granularities for various 
concurrencies. Lock granularity directly affects system concurrency. When lots of 
users access the system concurrently, locks of small granularity are usually used to 
avoid locking conflicts and increase system concurrency. When memory is in short, 
the system will elevate some tuple-level locks to a table-level lock, to make room for 
new lock requests. Table level locks, which are large in granularity, often lead to 
decreased concurrency and poor system throughput. 2) Lock Table Size and Memory 
Consumption: In real life when memory budget is limited, Arbitrarily extending lock 
table size leads to negative effects because reduced buffer size decreases cache hit 
during data accesses. 3) Solving the Deadlock Problem: DBMS periodically detects 
deadlocks, if the time interval is too long, maybe some deadlocks cannot be handled 
timely, transaction response time will get postponed. If the time interval is too short, 
DBMS maybe do some futile work in deadlock detection, system process power is 
wasted and performance get decreased. 4) Locking Time Out Parameter: We can set a 
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parameter, namely locking time out for SQL execution. When the transaction cannot 
get the necessary locks before time out, the transaction is aborted. With some 
transactions aborted, other blocked transactions can move on, system throughput is 
ensured. Above-mentioned parameters should be adjusted according to workload 
fluctuations, data access conflicts, and resource consumption status. 

3.2   ABLE Toolkit and Its Application 

The self-optimization scheme for lock table is implemented using the Java language, 
the ABLE toolkit (Agent Building & Learning Environment)[10] is used as the 
underlying framework and running platform. 

We develop a rule engine to solidify expert knowledge on lock table tuning, the 
rules come from DBA’s experience and the database-tuning guide, and are expressed 
using ABLE rule language [10]. According to current performance data, some 
parameter may be chose to be adjusted according to the rules. A neural network based 
predictor is also implemented to help determine the amount of parameter adjustment. 

3.3   Self-Optimization System Implementation 

【1】System Architecture. Figure 1 shows the architecture the self-optimization 
system. 1) Performance Data Collecting Module is responsible for gathering lock 
table settings and performance metrics. During training, the data is used to train the 
neural network; during running, the data is handed over to the rule engine for further 
processing. 2) Training Module uses the performance data to train the neural 
network to make it capable of predicting. 3) Rule Engine uses rules in the rule set to 
make decisions on which parameter to be adjusted. 4) The function of the Neural 
Network based Predictor is to predict lock table performance with provided lock table 
parameters. To make the neural network capable of the job, it is trained beforehand as 
mentioned before.  

 

Fig. 1. Self-Optimization System Architecture 

【2】Performance Metrics for the Lock Table. Two performance metrics can be 
used to indicate the performance of the lock table, namely Deal Lock Rate, and 
Average Lock Wait Time. We define the Deal Lock Rate to be the number of 
deadlocks that occur for every 10,000 transactions. The Average Lock Wait Time is 
calculated from the amount of time spent waiting for locks and the number of locks 
granted. The two performance metrics can be obtained directly from DBMS 
management API or calculated from the data obtained from the API. The two  
metrics maybe conflict with each other, one of them should be discarded. 
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【3】Prepare Training Data Set. A serial of experiments are conducted to find out 
the relationship between Deadlock Check Time and lock table performance. The 
experiment result is shown in figure 2. Figure 2 shows the Deadlock Rates and 
Average Lock Wait Times corresponding to various Deadlock Check Time intervals. 
The X-arises of the figure represents Deadlock Check Time intervals, ranges from 
10000ms to 1000ms. The Y-axis on the left side represents Deadlock Rate, and the Y-
axis on the right side represents system throughput (Transactions per Minutes) and 
Average Lock Wait Times.  

 

Fig. 2. Lock Table & System Performance vs. Deadlock Check Time 

From figure 2, we can see that the relationship between Deadlock Check Time and 
Deadlock Rate is not a monotone relationship. It is hard to find out a commonly 
acceptable deadlock rate for various OLTP workloads. We choose Average Lock Wait 
Time to be the major lock table performance indicator. When deadlock check time 
interval is below 3000ms, the curve of Average Lock Wait Time and the curve of 
system throughput flatten out. For OLTP workloads, we choose 1000ms as a 
threshold for Average Lock Wait Time. When Average Lock Wait Time is greater than 
1000ms, it is necessary to adjust lock table parameters to achieve better performance. 

The relationships between other lock table parameters and lock table performance 
are also determined through experiments. The parameters include Lock Table Size, 
SQL Lock Time Out, and Max Locks. When experimenting on specific parameter 
concerned, other parameters are set to default values, and the concerned parameter is 
varied by small steps from the low bound of its domain to the high bound, lock table 
performance and system throughput are measured and recorded. We do not try to 
experiment with every possible parameter combinations, trained predictor should tell 
what performance the system will get when using specific parameter combination. 
【4】Training the Neural Network -- Lightweight Data Mining. After enough 
performance data is collected, it is used to train the neural network. The data scheme 
for training is < Lock Table Size, Deadlock Check Time, Lock Time Out, Max Locks, 
Average Lock Wait Time>, the preceding 4 parameters are input values, and the fifth 
parameters is an output value. 7000 training samples and 3000 testing samples are 
prepared for training and testing respectively. 
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The predictor is a back propagation neural network. We use a 3 layer neural 
network to ensure the precision of predicting as well as low cost of running, the 
numbers of neurons in input layer, hidden layer and output layer of the network are 4, 
6, 1 respectively. After trained, the neural network changes its internal structure and 
becomes more intelligent to predict lock table performance according to provided 
parameters. The result of the testing shows that, within the tolerable error bound of 
± 5%, the network predicts correctly. 
【5】Tuning the Lock Table. During DBMS running, performance data collected is 
handed over to the rule engine to decide whether any parameter should be adjusted. 
The rule engine provides the predictor with various parameter values increased by 
small steps, the parameter setting for the best predicted-performance is chose for 
actual parameter adjustment. The rule engine evaluates three rules in sequence. 1) 
When tuple level locks are elevated to table level lock, it indicates that the lock table 
size is too small, the rule engine tries to increase lock table size. 2) When Average 
Lock Wait Time is greater than the preset threshold (i.e. 1000 ms), the rule engine try 
to decrease deadlock detection interval or SQL lock wait time to reduce lock wait 
time. The two parameters can both be used to cut down the Average Lock Wait Time, 
the policy is that adjusting Deadlock Check Time twice for every adjustment of Lock 
Time Out. 3) When the lock table usage percentage is below the preset threshold, the 
rule engine tries to decrease the size of lock table to release memory for other using, 
e.g. database page buffer. 

4   Experiments 

The experiment is conducted on a HP Proliant DL 380 G4 with two Intel Xeon 
3600MHz CPUs, and 5GB RAM. The operating system is Windows 2003. We use 
IBM DB2 version 7.2 as the experimenting DBMS. 10 warehouses’ of data is 
populated into the database and the TPC-C workload is run on the DBMS. 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of Optimization Effects 

The experiment result is shown in figure 3, the system throughput (Transaction per 
Minute) increase by 15.85 percent, from 3250 to 3765, a considerable increase. From 
the figure, we can also see that the tuning effect of our self-optimization scheme is 
inferior to IBM Configuration Wizard. Besides the lock table, IBM Configuration 
Wizard tunes other critical performance parameters, thus it gets more performance 
improvement. The result encourages us to extend the scheme to support other DBMS 
sub systems optimization to achieve more overall performance improvement. 
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5   Conclusions  

A data mining based database system self-optimization scheme for lock table is 
presented. A neural network is trained with historical performance data of the lock 
table is used as a predictor. The self-optimization process is driven by a rule engine, 
which chooses proper parameters to be adjusted during runtime, and gets quantitative 
hints from the neural network predictor to accomplish parameter adjusting. With the 
help of predictor, the self-optimization system avoids several rounds of tuning and 
evaluating. Experiment result demonstrates the feasibility of the scheme. 
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Abstract. Time discord detection is an important problem in a great variety of 
applications. In this paper, we consider the problem of discord detection for 
time series stream, where time discords are detected from local segments of 
flowing time series stream. The existing detections, which aim to detect the 
global discords from time series database, fail to detect such local discords. 
Two online detection algorithms are presented for our problem. The first 
algorithm extends the existing algorithm HOT SAX to detect such time 
discords. However, this algorithm is not efficient enough since it needs to 
search the entire time subsequences of local segment. Then, in the second 
algorithm, we limit the search space to further enhance the detection efficiency. 
The proposed algorithms are experimentally evaluated using real and 
synthesized datasets. 

Keywords: Time discord, Online detection, Time series stream. 

1   Introduction 

Time discord is such subsequence that is the least similar to other sequence of time 
series. The detection of discords in time series data is an important problem in a great 
variety of applications, such as space shuttle telemetry, mechanical industry, 
biomedicine, and financial data analysis [1-3]. In real applications, time series data 
often has the form of data streams in which time series data points continuously 
arrives. For example, cardiogram time series of certain a patient often continuously 
flow during his/her each treatment. 

In this paper, we consider the problem of discord detection for time series stream, 
where time discords are detected from local segments of flowing time series stream. The 
existing methods, which aim to detect the global discords from the entire time series 
database but a segment of time series, fail to detect such local discords. In addition, the 
existing methods need to capture the entire time series before detecting time discords 
and that is impossible in the case of flowing time series stream environment. In  
this paper, two online detection algorithms are presented. The first algorithm BFHS 
(stands for Brute Force HOT SAX) is simple and intuitive. It extends the existing 
algorithm HOT SAX to local segments of time series stream to detect the local discords. 
However, this solution is not efficient enough since it needs to search all the possible 
time subsequence of local time series segment during each detecting. Then, in the 
second algorithm DCD (stands for Detection of Continuous Discords), we limit the 
search space to further enhance the detection efficiency. The proposed algorithms are 
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experimentally evaluated using real and synthesized datasets. There are some other 
related works [4-6]. Different from our work, these works mainly focus on finding of 
time discord or anomaly from static time series database. The problem of text data 
streams clustering is studied in [7]. The concept-drifting mining problem is studied in 
[8]. The aggregate query over data streams is studied in [9]. Different from these work, 
our work focus on time series streams but general data stream or text stream. 

2   Basic Notations and Definitions 

Some basic time series notations are similar to the previous works [2-4]. We denote a 
time series as T = t1,…,tm that is an ordered set of m real-valued variables. A 
subsequence C of T of length m is a sampling of length n≤m of contiguous position 
from p, that is, C = tp,…,tp+n-1 for 1≤p≤m–n+1. We can extract all possible 
subsequences of length n from a given time series T by sliding a widow of size n 
across T. We use function Dist to measure the distance between two given time series 

M and C, the Euclidean distance is used, that is, ∑
=

−=
n

i
ii cmCMDist

1

2)(),( . It 

is easy to know the function Dist is symmetric, that is, Dist(C, M) = Dist(M, C). 

Definition 1. Non-Self Match: Given a time series T, containing a subsequence C of 
length n beginning at position p and a matching subsequence M beginning at q, if | p – 
q|≥ n, we say M is a non-self match of C and their distance is Dist(M, C). 

Definition 2. Time Series Discord: Given a time series T, the subsequence D of length 
n beginning at position l is said to be the discord of T if D has the largest distance to 
its nearest non-self match. That is, ∀ subsequences C of T, non-self matches MD of D, 
and non-self matches MC of C, min(Dist(D, MD)) > min(Dist(C, MC)). 

We use time series buffer B to contain the local segment of flowing time series. In 
general, at certain a time point t, suppose B contains a time series of length n, B≡T = 
t1,…,tn, and tnew is the next arriving time series data point. At next time t+1, the time 
series in B is changed as B≡T’= t2,…, tn, tnew. In general, the length of time series 
buffer is specified in advance. We use (m, n)(t) to denote the time subsequence whose 
position is m of time series buffer and length is n at time t. Then (p-1, n)(t+1) and (p, 
n)(t) are the same time subsequence for a given times series stream. The time discord 
found from B at time t is the local discord at time t and denoted as LD(l, n)(t). 

Definition 3. Non-Similar Distance: Given a time series T, for any subsequence P of 
T, Q is the nearest non-self match of P, the distance from P to Q is the non-similar 
distance of P. 

The non-similar distance of local discord is the distance between local discord and its 
nearest non-self match. We use the vector V of length n to record the non-similar 
distances of n historical local discords. Assume the vector at time t is V=d1, d2, …, dn, 
then d1 is the non-similar distance of the local discord at time t-n, dn is the non-similar 
distance of the local discord at time t-1, and if the non-similar distance of the local 
discord at time t is dnew, the vector V at time t+1 is changed as V= d2, …, dn, dnew. 
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Definition 4. Available Discords: Assume the local discord at time t is LD(l, n)(t), 
and the local discord at time t+1 is LD(k, n)(t+1). We say LD(k, n)(t+1) is available if 
the following conditions hold (a) k≠l, and (b) valid (dist, V) = true, where dist denotes 
the non-similar distance of LD(k, n)(t+1). 

The condition (a) assures the local discord at time t+1 is not same to the local discord 
at time t. The condition (b) avoids generating too many trivial local discords. The 
purpose of function valid is to determine the interesting discords through  
the historical non-similar distances of local discords. Our problem is to find the 
available discords from the given time series stream. 

3   The Presented Detection Algorithms 

3.1   Online Detection Algorithm Framework 

The online detection framework in Fig.1 firstly initializes some basic data structures 
and related variables, such as, the time series buffer and the vector V etc. Then the 
time series data points are added into time series buffer B. Next, the function 
FindDiscord is firstly called to find the local discord from B. The non-similar distance 
of the local discord, dist, is added into V. Next, we read the new time series data 
points from the flowing stream. After that, we continue to find the local discord from 
the updated time series in B by calling the FindDiscord function. If the local discord 
is available and different with the previous local discord (step 9), then we output the 
found local discord. Next, the position of the local discord and its non-similar distance 
are saved (steps 12 and 13). The loop continues until the time series stream is stopped. 
The valid function is defined as valid(dist, V) ≡dist > mean(V)* threshold, where 
mean(V) function is the mean value of vector member, threshold and the number of 
vector member n are specified in advance. 

A simple solution for FindDiscord function is to use the existing algorithm such as 
HOT SAX to find the discord from time series buffer. Such FindDiscord function is 
adopted in BFHS algorithm. But, BFHS algorithm is low since HOT SAX needs to 
search the entire local segment while detecting each time. 

3.2   DCD Algorithm 

In DCD algorithm, we adopt a new FindDiscord function, which is shown in Fig. 2. 

Definition 5. Small match: For any subsequence P of a given time series T, Q is the 
non-self match of P, if Dist(P, Q)<dist, where dist is the non-similar distance of 
current local discord of time series, then Q (P) is a small match of P (Q). 

Next, let observe the possible changes of local discords at two continuous time point. 
Assume current time is t. The position of current local discord is l. The position of the 
nearest non-self match of current local discord is lnn. Then at next time t+1, we have 
two cases: (a) The non-similar distance of the local discord at time t+1 is smaller than 
that of the local discord at time t, (b) The non-similar distance of the local discord at  
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time t+1 is larger than that of the local discord at time t. For case (a), we have two 
sub-cases. (a1) The time series subsequence containing the arriving data points is the 
nearest non-self match of the local discord at time t (i.e. LD(l, n)(t)), and the non-
similar distance of LD(l, n)(t) may be smaller than that of other time subsequences. 
Then the local discord at time t may be not local discord at time t+1. (a2) The position 
of the current local discord at time t is equal to 1 (i.e. LD(1, n)(t)). Then the local 
discord will be changed as a non-discord subsequence at time t+1 because the first 
data point of LD(1, n)(t) will be deleted with the flowing of time series stream. For 
case (b), due to deleting some time series points of time series buffer, there may be 
some subsequences whose non-similar distances are larger than that of the local 
discord at time t. These subsequences may become the new local discord at time t+1. 
For case (a), the non-similar distance of local discord at time t+1 will be smaller than 
that of the local discord at time t, we need to search all possible subsequences of time 
series buffer to find the new local discord at time t+1. For case (b), we can reduce the 
search space using the following lemma 1. Due to the limit of space, the proof of 
lemma1 is omitted here. 

 

Fig. 1. The description of online detection framework 

Lemma 1. Assume current time is t, B≡T= t1, t2,…, tm, the current local discord is 
LD(l, n)(t) and its non-similar distance is dist. Then at next time t+1, assume the 
arriving data point is tnew and local discord is LD(k, n)(t +1). If l≠1 and Dist(tl,…,tl+n-1,  
tm-n+2,…,tm, tnew)>dist (i.e. the above case (b)), we have: if k≠l-1 (i.e. the local discord 
at time t+1 is not same to the local discord at time t) and k≠m-n+1 (i.e., the local 
discord at time t+1 is not the time series subsequence containing the arriving data 
point), then (k+1, n)(t) (i.e. tk+1,…tk+n ) and (1, n)(t) (i.e. t1,…,tn) are small match. 

In Fig.2, Candidate denotes the possible time subsequences could be the local 
discords. The Search function is similar to the discord discovery function of existing 
HOT SAX algorithm and is to quickly find the small matches of time subsequences. 
Due to the limit of space, the Search function is omitted here. 

Algorithm 1: Online Detection Framework 
Input: A given time series stream and the length of discord is n 
Output: The local discords 
1. Initialize ();  
2. Read the time series data points into B; 
3. [prev_loc, dist] = FindDiscord(B, n);  
4. Output the local discord LD(prev_loc, n)(t); // t is the current time; 
5. Add dist into V;  
6. While (the time series stream is not stopped) do 
7.     Read the next data point into B; 
8.     [loc, dist] = FindDiscord(B, n); 
9.     If loc != prev_loc-1 && valid(dist, V) then 
10.          Output the local discord LD(loc, n)(t); // t is the current time;  
11.     End 
12.     prev_loc = loc; 
13.     Add dist into V; 
14. End // end of while
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Fig. 2. The description of FindDiscord function 

4   The Experimental Evaluation 

The experimental computer system hardware is AMD Atholon 4400 CPU and 1G 
memory and the OS is Microsoft Windows XP. The algorithms are implemented 
using Mathlab 7.4.0.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. The experimental results 

The first real dataset is the sensor dataset shown in Fig. 3(a). This dataset contains 
about 7000 data point. The period of this dataset is not fixed and is about 1000. From 
this figure, we can see that the seventh period has an anomaly. In this test, the length 
of discord is 256, the length of time series buffer is 3000, and the arguments of valid 
function are: n=600 and threshold=2. The running results of our algorithms on this 

Algorithm 2: FindDiscord  
Input: B: the time series buffer at time t+1; n: the length of discord;  
Output: The position and non-similar distance of local discord at time t+1. 
1. read the next data point tnew;  
2. currDist=Dist(tloc,…,tloc+n-1,  tm-n+2,…, tm, tnew); /* loc: the position of local discord at 
time t; dist: the non-similar distance of local discord at time t. */ 
3. if currDist < dist    // The case (a1) 
4.      Candidate = 1:|B|-n+1;  
5. else if loc=1       // The case (a2) 
6.      Candidates = 1:|B|-n+1;  
7. else             // The case (b) 
8.      Candidates = {The small match of subsequence (1, n)(t)}∪ {The local discord at 
time t}∪{The subsequence (m-n+1, n)(t+1) }; 
9. [loc, dist] = Search (Candidates, n, B); 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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dataset are shown in Fig. 3(d). In this figure, the above part shows the found discords, 
included in two dashed biases, at each time point. The biases indicate the changing 
trend of time series of sensor dataset between 1000 and 7000. The changes of non-
similar distance are given in the below part of this part. The largest changing point is 
indicated by a dashed vertical line. From this line, we can see that the largest non-
similar distance appears at position 6053 of time series at time point 3300. Compared 
with Fig. 3(a), we can see that this indicated point is matched with the anomaly. The 
second real cardiogram dataset is shown in Fig. 3(b) and contains about 10000 data 
point. The running results of our algorithms on this dataset are in Fig. 3(e). In this 
test, the length of discord is 256 and the length of time series buffer is 2500. The 
arguments of valid function are: n=600 and threshold=1.5. The third dataset is 
synthesized and shown in Fig. 3(c). The results for this dataset are in Fig. 3(f). The 
arguments of valid function are: n=100 and threshold=1.05. 

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we consider the problem of local time discord detection for time series 
stream. Two online detection algorithms BFHS and DCD are presented for our 
problem. The proposed algorithms are experimentally evaluated using real and 
synthesized datasets. How to determine the algorithm parameters such as valid 
function arguments n and threshold etc. according to the detailed application and 
enhance the detection algorithm efficiency is our future work. 

Acknowledgments. This paper is supported by the NSFC (60703111, 60773198). 
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Abstract. Finding linear correlations in dataset is an important data mining task, 
which can be widely applied in the real world. Existing correlation clustering 
methods may miss some correlations when instances are sparsely distributed. 
Other recent studies are limited to find the primary linear correlation of the 
dataset. This paper develops a novel approach to seek multiple local linear 
correlations in dataset. Extensive experiments show that this approach is 
effective and efficient to find the linear correlations in data subsets.  

Keywords: Data Mining, Linear Correlation, Principal Component Analysis. 

1   Introduction 

Linear correlations reveal the linear dependencies among several features in a dataset. 
Finding theses correlations is an interesting research topic. For example, in sensor 
network, a latent pattern, which is the linear correlation of multiple time series data 
received, can be used to detect the data evolution [8]. Principal component analysis 
(PCA) is able to capture linear correlations in a dataset [4]. PCA assumes that all 
instances in a dataset are in the same correlation. However, instances collected from 
the real world may have different characteristics, so the linear dependencies among 
features may be different in different data subsets.  

Some clustering methods are developed to find data clusters in subspaces [2, 3, 5, 9]. 
Correlation clustering methods, such as 4C, try to seek clusters in a linear correlation 
[6, 7]. The first step of these methods is to generate ε–neighborhoods first. However, 
it is hard to generate high quality ε–neighborhoods to find linear correlations, when 
the distribution of instances in the correlations is sparse. In [1], a method called 
CARE is proposed to find local linear correlations. This method adopts PCA to 
analyze the linear correlations on both feature subsets and instance subsets. CARE 
focuses on finding the primary linear correlations from the whole dataset. It is not 
suitable to find linear correlations that exist in data subsets. 
                                                           
* This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under grant 

No. 60773169 and the 11th Five Years Key Programs for Sci. &Tech. Development of China 
under grant No. 2006BAI05A01. 

** Correspondence author. 
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The study of this paper focuses on finding multiple linear correlations in data 
subsets. We refer such correlations only existed in the subset of dataset as local linear 
correlations. The main challenge for us is that the number of data subsets is so large 
that it is hard to enumerate all subsets in reasonable runtime. Thus, we design a 
method to search linear correlations by constructing hyperplanes. The time 
complexity of our proposed method is polynomial. 

Our Contributions. (1) analyzing the limitations of applying current methods on 
finding linear correlations in data subsets; (2) developing a heuristic algorithm SLICE 
(significant local linear correlation searching) to find multiple local linear correlations 
in data subsets. The basic idea of our method is using a heuristic to construct 
hyperplanes that represent linear correlations; (3) conducting extensive experiments to 
show that SLICE is effective to find correct correlations in both synthetic and real-
world datasets. 

2   Significant Local Linear Correlation Searching 

Firstly, we use the definition of strongly correlated feature subset proposed in [1] to 
measures both accuracy and significance of the local correlation. 

Definition 1 (Significant Local Linear Correlation). Given a data matrix D 
containing M tuples, each tuple has d features. Let CD be the covariance matrix of D, 
and {λi} (1≤ i ≤ d) be the eigenvalues of CD, where λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ … ≤ λd, The data subset S 
= 1{ ,..., }mj jx x (0 ≤ jt ≤ M, t = 1, 2, …, m) is in a significant local linear correlation if 

following conditions are true: 

1 1
( , ) /

k N
t t

t t
f S k λ λ ε

= =
= ≤∑ ∑  (1) 

m / M ≥δ (2) 

where ε, δ and k (k ≤.N) are user defined parameters. The meanings of these user 
defined parameters are as same as in [1]. The computation cost would be very large if 
each subset is enumerated and tested to make sure it is in a significant local linear 
correlation or not. Given a data matrix with M tuples, there are total 2M data subsets to 
be tested, which is impractical for real-world applications.  

Our SLICE (significant local linear correlation searching) adopts a heuristic to find 
the data subset within a significant local linear correlation. Suppose the dataset has M 
tuples and d features, the heuristic searching begins with an initial seed (d tuples), and 
let S be the set of the d tuples, then S absorbs the next “best” tuple in rest tuples 
iteratively until the value of f(S, k) becomes larger than ε , which is introduced in 
Definition 1. If |S| satisfies the requirement in Definition 1, the linear correlation 
established on S can be regarded as a significant local linear correlation. The concept 
of the “best” of a tuple will be discussed later in this section. We introduce the 
definition of distance from a tuple to a hyperplane firstly. 

Definition 2 (Distance from a tuple to a hyperplane). Given a d dimensional data 
subset S and a tuple x. The distance from x to the hyperplane established on S, 
denoted as d(x, S), is defined as follows. 
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where f(S, k) is defined in Definition 1. 
According to Definition 1 and Definition 2, we can see that if the distance from a 

tuple to the hyperplane is small, the increase of f(S, k) would be small after S absorbs 
this tuple. So, in the process of searching, the tuple with the minimal distance to the 
hyperplane is the “best” tuple to be absorbed. Our approach to find the “best” tuple is 
efficient and incremental. The computational complexity of updating the covariance 
matrix of S in each iteration is O(d2) (d is the dimensionality). Considering the 
computational complexity of PCA, the time complexity of finding the minimum 
distance between a tuple and the hyperplane is O(d2+d3). Thus, finding the “best” 
tuple in each step costs O(n(d2+d3)) at most. 

The second key point of SLICE is how to arrange the initial seeds to start the 
searching to find all significant local linear correlations. If the number of features is d 

and the size of dataset is M, there are d
MC different initial seeds to be tested. It is easy 

to see that the computational cost is large when the dimensionality is large. 
Fortunately, we can use a pruning strategy to set the initial seeds for searching. Then 
the whole process can converge very fast. SLICE does not choose the tuples as initial 
seeds which have been absorbed by a hyperplane again. Algorithm 1 describes the 
implementation details of SLICE.  

 

 
Algorithm 1. SLICE (D, ε, δ, k) 

 
Input: D: a d-dimensional data set D, ε, δ, k: user defined parameters. 
Output: SS: data subsets that are in a significant local linear correlation. 
Begin 
1 M ← |D|, C ← D, SS ← ∅  
2 while |C| > d 
3     seed ← ∅  
4     while |seed| < d   
5         seed ← seed∪RANDOM(C, d)  
6     end 
7     S ← SEARCH(D, seed, ε, δ, k)    
8     if |S| ≥ M·δ  then  
9         SS ← SS ∪{S}  
10     end 
11     C ← (C – S) 
12 end 
End. 

 

The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(t ·n(d2+d3)), where t is the times of 
invoking searching method. In the worst case, t = n/d. If ε is small, the number of 
tuples got in Subroutine SEARCH(D, seed, ε, δ, k) is small. In this case, t would  
be large. So we can see that t is associated with parameter ε. Our experimental results 
show that t is less than n in most cases. 
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3   Experimental Study  

To evaluate the performance of SLICE, we test it on several synthetic datasets and a real 
world dataset. SLICE is implemented using Matlab 7.6. The experiments are performed 
on a 1.8GHz PC with 2G memory running Windows Server 2003 operating system. The 
characteristics of experimental datasets are presented as follows. 

 Synthetic datasets: we generate 500 distinct datasets. These synthetic datasets 
are categorized to 5 different groups. For example, “D300F4C3” means each 
dataset in this group has 300 tuples with 4 features, and contains 3 predefined 
local linear correlations.  

 Real world dataset: we use NBA statistics dataset1 to test the performance of 
SLICE. We use all 458 players’ statistical scores in season 2006.. 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of algorithms, we conduct SLICE on these 500 
synthetic datasets. We compare the discovered correlations with predefined 
correlations in datasets. If SLICE finds all predefined correlations, we mark this run 
as a success. We set k=1. The values of ε, δ  and success rate2 are list in Table 1. From 
Table 1, we can conclude that our SLICE has high probability to reach all linear 
correlations in these synthetic datasets. 

Table 1. Results for testing on synthetic datasets 

D300F3C3 D400F3C4 D600F3C4 D600F4C4 D500F4C5 
ε =0.0006 

δ =0.3 
Rate=100% 

ε =0.0006 
δ =0.2 

Rate=95% 

ε =0.0006 
δ =0.2 

Rate=99% 

ε =0.0001 
δ =0.2 

Rate=97% 

ε =0.0001 
δ =0.18 

Rate=100% 

Next, we compare SLICE with 4C and CARE, since 4C and CARE are mostly 
recent works close to ours to the best of our knowledge. 

a) Comparison with algorithm 4C: 4C is a kind of correlation clustering algorithm 
[6]. This algorithm has to generate ε − neighborhoods at first. In the synthetic 
datasets, each correlation intersects with another correlation. Therefore, for this kind 
of datasets, the generated ε − neighborhoods contain tuples in different correlations 
that would mislead searching the correct correlation clusters. Due to the space limit, 
we only give the results in dataset D300F3C3 here (Figure 1). Similar results are 
found in other datasets.  

b) Comparison with algorithm CARE: In this experiment, we use CARE to find 
linear correlations in tuple subset. Figure 2 illustrates the hyperplane found by CARE 
in dataset D300F3C3. Based on this result, we can see the main limitation of CARE is 
that it is only capable to find the primary linear correlation of the dataset. Due to the 
space limit, we only give the results in dataset D300F3C3 here (Figure 2). Similar 
results are found in other datasets. 
                                                           
1 http://sports.espn.go.com/nba/statistics 
2 We define the success rate is the percent of SLICE finds all predefined correlations over 500 

datasets. 
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Fig. 1. (a) D300F3C3 dataset. (b) Correlation found by 4C in D300F3C3 dataset. (c) Correlation 
found by CARE in D300F3C3 dataset. (d) Correlations found by SLICE in D300F3C3 dataset. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Correlations found by CARE in NBA dataset. (b) Correlations found by SLICE in 
NBA dataset. 

As the authors of [1] had demonstrated that CARE can better results than 4C, we 
just compare our SLICE with CARE in NBA dataset. We use the same parameters in 
CARE and SLICE (ε = 0.0006, δ = 0.5, k = 1). Table 2 lists the linear correlations 
discovered by CARE and SLICE. In common sense, different players have different  
 

Table 2. Success rates of SLICE for each group of datasets 

CARE 0.090645 * minutes – 0.976344 * assists – 0.196303 * rebounds = 0.796832 
0.157510 * minutes – 0.898574 * assists – 0.409580 * rebounds = 8.273140 SLICE 
0.112557 * minutes – 0.121851 * assists – 0.986146 * rebounds = -8.695694 

Correlated ε–
neighborhoods  
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Fig. 3. Varying data size Fig. 4. Varying feature size 

responsibilities in a match. We believe the results of SLICE are much closer to the 
real world compared the result of CARE. 

In order to evaluate the efficiency and scalability of algorithms, we generate 10 
datasets with different data sizes. Moreover, we generate 10 datasets with different 
dimensionalities to evaluate the scalability of SLICE on feature size. All these 
synthetic datasets has 4 predefined local linear correlations. The parameter k = 1, and 
ε = 0.0001, δ = 0.2. The results are showed in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

4   Conclusions  

Finding linear correlations in dataset has many real world applications. In this paper, 
we propose a method to find local linear correlations in data subsets. The full work of 
this paper could be seen in the place3. In future, we plan to integrate user interests in 
our method to find interesting local linear correlations. Furthermore, developing a 
method that can guarantee to find all correct linear correlations in polynomial time 
complexity in each execution is a challenging work.  
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Abstract. Query rewriting using views is a technique for answering
a query that exploits a set of views instead of accessing the database
relations directly. There are two categories of rewritings, i.e., equiva-
lent rewritings using materialized views applied in query optimization,
and maximally contained rewritings used mainly in data integration.
Although maximally contained rewritings are acceptable in data inte-
gration, there are cases where an equivalent rewriting is desired. More
importantly, the maximally contained rewriting is a union of contained
queries, many of which are redundant. This paper gives an efficient al-
gorithm to find a complete and equivalent rewriting that is a single con-
junctive query. We prove that the algorithm is guaranteed to find all
the complete and equivalent rewritings, and that the resulting rewriting
is guaranteed to be an equivalent one without additional containment
checking. We also show that our algorithm is much faster than others
through complexity analysis and experimentation.

1 Introduction

Query rewriting using views [1][8] amounts to replacing tables in a query using
view definitions. Different applications require different kinds of query rewritings.

In query optimization using materialized views [1][11], the rewriting should
be equivalent, but not required to be complete, i.e., it can use either base tables
or views. While in data integration [8][10] and other applications such as query
migration [7][9], the rewriting must be complete, i.e., it can refer to views only
since it can not access database tables directly. In this case, equivalent rewriting
does not always exist when there is an insufficient number of views. In order
to obtain the best rewriting result under this constraint, maximally-contained
rewriting is needed.

In maximally contained query rewriting algorithms [8], the output is a union
of all of contained rewritings that can be found, i.e., the maximally contained
� The views in this article are not intended to represent official opinions from IBM

Corporation or IBM Canada Ltd.
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rewriting Q′
M is Q1 ∪ Q′

2 ∪ ... ∪ Q′
n, where Q′

i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a conjunctive con-
tained rewriting of query Q using views. Among all those contained conjunctive
rewritings Q′

1, . . . , Q
′
n, there might be a single conjunctive rewriting Q′

i that is
equivalent to query Q. Obviously, answering Q using Q′

i will be much more ef-
ficient than using Q′

M . Since Q′
i is already equivalent to Q, there is no need to

evaluate all other contained rewritings in Q′
1, . . . , Q

′
n .

However, existing algorithms will include all of the contained conjunctive
queries into the result, thereby rendering the evaluation of the rewriting in-
efficient. The problem is exacerbated if the query or the view set is large, which
will result in a large number of contained rewritings.

A naive approach to eliminating the duplicate conjunctive rewritings is to
conduct containment checking [2] on each conjunctive rewriting against the orig-
inal query. This approach is not efficient since many non-equivalent conjunctive
rewritings may be generated by the same view.

We propose a Tail Containment Mapping (hereafter TCM) rewriting algo-
rithmwhich expands the idea in bucket algorithm [8]. It produces complete and
equivalent rewritings (hereafter CE rewritings) for conjunctive queries and views.
TCM bucket algorithm removes inappropriate views while forming the buckets,
so that each produced rewriting in the end is automatically a CE rewriting
without extra containment checking. Our experiment shows that our algorithm
is much faster than the naive approach that removes redundant rewritings af-
terwards. The data in the experiment contains hundreds of relations, views, and
queries that are collected from an e-commence application [7].

2 Equivalent and Complete Rewriting

A rewriting of a query using views is a query that refers some views and/or
database tables. Given a query Q and a set of views V s over the same database
schema. A query Q′ is a rewriting of Q using V s, if Q′ refers to one or more views
in V s. More specifically, Q′ is a contained rewriting of Q, if Q′ ⊆ Q; Q′ is an
equivalent rewriting of Q, if Q′ ⊆ Q and Q ⊆ Q′ ; Q′ is a maximally-contained
rewriting of Q if Q′ ⊆ Q, and for any contained rewriting Q” of Q, Q” ⊆ Q′; Q′

is a complete rewriting if Q′ refers to views only.

2.1 Expanding Maximally Contained Rewriting Algorithms

Bucket algorithm. Complete rewriting algorithms such as bucket algorithm
[8] can find maximally contained rewritings, which implies that if there are equiv-
alent rewritings, these algorithms can find them. The only problem is that these
algorithms do not generate a single conjunctive query as the result; instead, it
produces a union of all contained conjunctive queries.

The bucket algorithm proceeds in two stages. First, it constructs a bucket for
each subgoal of the query. The subgoal is called the owner of the corresponding
bucket. A view V is added to the bucket if one of the subgoals of V matches the
owner subgoal. If there are multiple subgoal of V matching the owner subgoal
of a bucket, view V is added to the bucket multiple times.
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Example 1. Given a query and four views as below :
Q(x, r) : −A(x, y), A(y, z), B(z, r).
V1(y, z, r) : −A(y, z), B(z, r). V2(x, y, z) : −A(x, y), A(y, z).
V3(r, z) : −A(r, z), B(z, r). V4(z, r, w) : −B(z, r), C(r, w).
The buckets of subgoals A(x, y), A(y, z), and B(z, r) are:

A(x, y) A(y, z) B(z, r)
V1(x, y, r′) V1(y, z, r′′) V1(y′, z, r)
V2(x, y, z′) V2(x′, y, z) V3(r, z)
V3(x, y) V3(y, z) V4(z, r, w′)

When a view is put into the bucket, the distinguished variables of the view
are renamed. All the distinguished variables selected from the view subgoal that
matches the owner subgoal of the bucket are renamed to the corresponding query
variables. Other distinguished variables are renamed to fresh variables (primed
variables) so that they are not the same as other variables.

In the second stage, the algorithm performs Cartesian products between views
in all the buckets. For each combination of views, create a candidate rewriting by
joining them together. Then containment checking is applied on each candidate
rewriting against the query, to make sure it is indeed contained in the original
query. Based on the buckets in Example 1, there are 27 contained rewritings
generated in the combination stage. To save space, we only list some of them
below:

Q′
1(x, r) : −V1(x, y, r′), V1(y, z, r). Q′

2(x, r) : −V2(x, y, z′), V1(y, z, r).
Q′

3(x, r) : −V2(x, y, z), V1(y
′, z, r). Q′

4(x, r) : −V1(x, y, r′), V2(x
′, y, z), V1(y

′, z, r).
Q′

5(x, r) : −V1(x, y, r′), V3(r, z). Q′
6(x, r) : −V2(x, y, z′), V3(r, z).

Q′
7(x, r) : −V2(x, y, z), V4(z, r, w′). Q′

8(x, r) : −V1(x, y, r′), V2(x
′, y, z), V3(r, z).

A naive approach to expanding the bucket algorithm. A naive approach
of expanding the bucket algorithm for CE rewritings is to remove properly con-
tained conjunctive queries from the rewritings of bucket algorithm. For each
contained rewriting we can conduct the containment checking with Q. If the con-
junctive rewriting contains Q, it is a CE rewriting. Otherwise it is not equivalent
to Q, and will be eliminated. Among the 27 contained rewritings in Example 1,
25 rewritings need to be removed, and the CE rewritings are:

Q′
2(x, r) : −V2(x, y, z′), V1(y, z, r).

Q′
3(x, r) : −V2(x, y, z), V1(y′, z, r).

In general, there may be a large number of contained rewritings that need to
be removed when the sizes of the query and view set are large. Some of the
produced rewritings are eliminated due to the same reason. In Example 1, all
contained rewritings that refer V3 or V4 are eliminated in the end. Hence, if we
can remove V3 and V4 before generating the rewritings, the algorithm will be
much more efficient.

A closer inspection on the example reveals that there are at least three cases
when a view should not be used in CE rewriting. One is when the view contains
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an extra table. For example, V4 introduces a subgoal C(r, w) that can not be
mapped to any subgoal in Q. Hence V4 can not be included in the bucket. Another
case is when a view introduces extra constraints on variables. For example, in
V3 there is another join condition on the first attribute of A and the second
attribute of B. In this case, in the expansion of the rewritings that refer V3, such
as Q5’, the two subgoals A and B from V3 will not be able to be mapped to any
subgoal in Q. A third case is that V1 can not be used in the bucket A(x, y), even
though it can be used in another bucket A(y, z) in the same query. This will be
explained further in Section 3.2.

Based on the observations above, we can see that views V3 and V4 should not
be used to generate CE rewriting of Q. Therefore, we should eliminate them
from the buckets before rewritings are constructed. In addition, V1 should not
be added to the first bucket.

3 TCM Algorithm

We introduce the TCM algorithm that generates CE rewritings by screening the
views to be used in the buckets, so that the rewritings produced in the combination
stage are automatically CE rewriting without extra containment checking.

Definition 1. (TCM mapping) Given queries V and Q, and a mapping from
the variables in V to the variables in Q is called a TCM mapping if each subgoal
of V can be mapped to one of the subgoals in Q.

Similar to containment mapping [2], TCM mapping requires that all relations
referred by V also occurs in Q, and all join conditions in V are retained in Q.
These two conditions guarantee that query Q has the same or stricter conditions
than the query V . What differs from the containment mapping is that TCM
mapping dose not require the mapping between the head variables of V and Q.

Example 2. V4 does not have a TCM mapping to Q, since the subgoal C(r, w)
can not be mapped to any subgoal in Q. V3 does not have a TCM mapping to
Q either because the variable r in A(r, z) and B(z, r) can not be mapped to two
different variables in Q.

Theorem 1. If Q′ is a CE rewriting of Q, each view referred by Q′ must have
a TCM mapping to Q.

Intuitively speaking, Theorem 1 shows that views that do not have TCM map-
ping to a query Q can never be used to generate equivalent rewritings of Q, no
matter how they are combined with other views. Based on this, we develop the
first rule of our algorithm:

Rule 1. If a view dose not have a TCM mapping to the given query, remove it
before running the bucket algorithm.
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Example 3. By applying Rule 1, the resulting intermediate result of the Bucket
algorithm is as follows:

A(x, y) A(y, z) B(z, r)
V1(x, y, r′) V1(y, z, r′′) V1(y′, z, r)
V2(x, y, z′) V2(x′, y, z)

Using Rule 1 only is not enough to guarantee the resulting rewritings are all CE
rewritings. For example, in the combination {V1(x, y, r′), V1(y, z, r′′), V1(y′, z, r)}
from the bucket in Example 3, the following rewriting can be generated:

Q′
1(x, r) : −V1(x, y, r′), V1(y, z, r′′), V1(y′, z, r).

After simplification, Q′
1 becomes Q′

1(x, r) : −V1(x, y, r′), V1(y, z, r), whose ex-
pansion is:

Q′exp
1 (x, r) : −A(x, y), B(y, r′), A(y, z), B(z, r).

Q′
1 is a properly contained rewriting, i.e. Q′

1 ⊂ Q, because in the expansion of
Q′

1, subgoal B(y, r′) can not be mapped to any subgoal of Q. Although V1 has
a TCM mapping to Q, it is mapped to the subgoal A(y, z), not A(x, y). Hence
we need to refine the TCM mapping to Bucket-TCM mapping as below.

Definition 2. (Bucket-TCM mapping) Given a bucket (or subgoal) A(x1, . . . , xn)
in query Q, and a subgoal A(y1, . . . , yn) in a view V. A mapping θ is a Bucket-TCM
mapping from V to Q wrt A(x1, . . . , xn) if

– A(y1, . . . , yn) is mapped to the subgoal A(x1, . . . , xn); and
– All other subgoals in V are mapped to some subgoals in Q.

Different from the TCM mapping, Bucket-TCM is relevant to one particular
subgoal. With this definition we can see that V1 does not have a Bucket-TCM
mapping to Q wrt the bucket A(x, y), hence V1 can’t be added to this bucket.
Generalizing from this observation, we developed the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Given a rewriting Q′ : −V1, . . . , Vn of query Q : −A1, . . . , An,
which is generated using a bucket-based algorithm. Each view Vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
is selected from a the Ai. Q’ is a CE rewriting iff each Vi has a Bucket-TCM
mapping to Q wrt Ai.

Based on Theorem 2, we develop the second rule for our algorithm:

Rule 2. When adding a view V to a bucket A of query Q, V must have a
Bucket-TCM mapping to Q wrt A.

Example 4. For the buckets in Example 3, V1(x, y, r′) in the bucket of A(x, y)
does not have a Bucket-TCM mapping to Q. Hence V1 should not be added to
the bucket of A(x, y). The resulting buckets are changed as below:

A(x, y) A(y, z) B(z,r)
V2(x, y, z′) V1(y, z, r′′) V1(y′, z, r)

V2(x′, y, z)
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In the combination stage of the bucket algorithm, two rewritings are generated
as below, which are both CE rewritings.

Q′
2(x, r) : −V2(x, y, z′), V1(y, z, r).

Q′
3(x, r) : −V2(x, y, z), V1(y′, z, r).

4 Conclusions

We identifies the problem of Complete and Equivalent (CE) rewriting, and pro-
pose an efficient algorithm to generate the CE rewritings. The algorithm can
find all the CE rewritings. Moreover, the rewriting is guaranteed to be equiva-
lent without additional containment checking. We also conduct an experiment
that shows performance gain of our algorithm.
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Abstract. There exist numerous online data sources on the Web. It is desirable 
to facilitate end-users to build XML-based wrappers from the data sources for 
further composition and reuse. This paper describes Grubber, a tool that allows 
end-users to develop XML-based wrappers from these data sources with just a 
few mouse clicks and keystrokes. An active learning algorithm was proposed 
and implemented to reduce end-users’ effort. Experimental results on real-
world sites show that the algorithm can achieve a high degree of effectiveness. 
Compared with other similar tools, Grubber includes a number of usability 
improvements to lower the barrier of usage and we believe it is suitable for 
mass end-users to build situational applications. 

Keywords: XML, Web data sources, Data extraction, Wrapper. 

1   Introduction 

Recently, a new paradigm of software development prevails, which allows end-users 
to build situational applications through composing online data sources. Situational 
applications refer to software created for a small group of users with specific needs 
[1]. Some mashup creation tools like Yahoo! Pipes [2] can be seen as the typical tools 
to enable this paradigm. However, web data is usually presented in HTML pages, 
which are not appropriate for programmable composition and reuse. If end-users were 
able to wrap these data resources into XML resources, they can develop situational 
applications more efficiently by reusing the full extent of web resources.  

In this paper, we present a tool called Grubber to enable end-users to develop 
XML-based wrappers from web data sources. An XML-based wrapper is a program 
that extracts data from HTML pages and outputs XML documents. To reduce end-
users’ effort, an active learning algorithm is proposed and experimental results on real 
sites show that the algorithm achieves a high performance. In addition, a number of 
usability improvements have been made to Grubber to lower the barrier of usage. 
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2   Related Work 

In the past few years, many wrapper generation approaches have been proposed [3]. 
These approaches can be categorized into manual, supervised and un-supervised. Manual 
approaches require programming expertise. Un-supervised methods [4, 5] can achieve 
high automation degree. But it is not suitable for situational applications, for end-users 
usually need to decide to extract the interesting data for their special use. Supervised 
methods are more suitable. Thesher [6] and the system by Utku Irmak [7] are two 
excellence supervised tools. But they are not target for situational applications. 

Some mashup creation tools provide ability to extract data from web pages. 
Yahoo! Pipes [2] provides two modules (Fetch Page and Regex) to extract data from 
web pages. But the two modules require knowledge of HTML and regular expression. 
Marmite [8] provides an easy way to extract data. However, at current version (0.2), 
Marmite just supports extracting links, prices, time and tables from web pages. 

3   Grubber – The Development Tool 

3.1   Data Model 

In this study, a data model is a collection of concepts for describing data embedded in 
web pages from the same data source. It defines data relationships, data semantics and 
constraints. We use type (or schema) as an abstraction to model the data embedded in 
web pages. A type is defined recursively as follows [4]: 

i. The atomic type (or attribute) T, represents a set of simple data values, 
such as strings and numbers.  

ii. If T1, …, Tn  are types, then their ordered list < T1, …, Tn > is also a type, 
which is called as a tuple type. 

iii. If T is a type, then the set {T} is also a type, which is called as a list type. 

The attribute and tuple type usually has a label to define the data semantic. We also 
use the term value to denote an instance of a type. From the above definition, we can 
see that one type may nest in another, which is similar to XML schema. Given a data 
model populated with values, we can easily generate an XML document. 

3.2   A Running Scenario 

Grubber is built as an extension of Firefox. The user clicks the “Discovered sources” 
button to begin the wrapper creation process, which comprises 4 steps (see Fig.1): 

Step 1 (initializing): The user provides a name for the wrapper, e.g., “Amazon”.  

Step 2 (labeling): The user selects the interesting data (e.g., text strings, images,  
links) presented in the web page and assigns each data value a label which will be 
mapped to an attribute of the target data model. For a multiple-valued attribute, the 
user just needs to label one of them. The output of this step is a set of “is-a” labeling 
statements, e.g., “the text string ‘$29.67’ is an instance of the ‘price’ attribute”. After 
labeling at least one instance value for each attribute, the user enters the next step. 
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Fig. 1. A screenshot taken from Grubber, representing a scenario of building XML-based 
wrappers from web data sources with just a few mouse selections and keystrokes 

Step 3 (correcting): An active learning algorithm is employed in the background to 
learn the data model and identify data values. The algorithm takes a set of statements 
and the DOM tree of the current page as input, and outputs a data model populated 
with values, which is displayed in the “Output Pane” in the right bottom corner. Each 
column represents an attribute or a tuple type. The user can correct misidentified 
values using “adding” or “removing” operations, which will be translated into new 
statements. After each correction, Grubber runs the active learning algorithm using 
the new set of statements. When the user is satisfied with the data model and values, 
the wrapper construction process is finished. 

Step 4 (testing): After the above three steps, a XML-based wrapper is created and the 
user can test the wrapper by clicking the “View this source” menu item in the sidebar. 
The wrapper starts the following procedure when it is invoked: (1) construct a HTTP 
query, send it to the target data source and receive a responding document; (2) extract 
data values which confirm the defined data model from the document; (3) generate 
and response an XML document containing the extracted data values. 

3.3   The Active Learning Algorithm 

Fig.2a shows the modules of the proposed algorithm. The whole algorithm takes a 
DOM tree and a set of statements as input, and outputs a data model with populated 
data values. Before describing the processes of the algorithm, we first introduce two 
observations used in the algorithm and our similarity measure of two subtrees: 

 O1: If two subtrees hold values of the same type, they have the same path. 
 O2: If two subtrees s1 and s2 both hold values of some type t, and the subtree s3 

does not hold any data of t, we have: Sim(s1, s2)﹥Sim(s1, s3) and Sim(s1, s2)﹥
Sim(s2, s3) where Sim(s1, s2) denotes the similarity of s1 and s2. 

We use cosine similarity to measure the similarity of two subtrees s1 and s2:  
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Fig. 2. (a) Modules of the active learning algorithm. (b) An example DOM tree, each node has 
a name with a suffix to differentiate with others. 
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A feature vector is used to represent a subtree’s structure and visual layout. A feature 
can be a tag, an attribute, a text string, etc. In Grubber, we use the following types of 
features: (a) Tag features: tag name, attributes; (b) Layout features: left position, 
width, height of tags; (c) Text features: links, content, common text, length, isNum, 
isStartNum, isURL, isEmail, isPrice, isTime, isUppercase, isLowercase, etc.  

We use binary-valued features, that means if a tree possesses the ith feature then 
the value of the ith vector component is 1 (otherwise, 0). The product <x1• x2> is the 
number of common features of s1 and s2, and || x1|| || x2 || is the geometric mean of the 
two vectors. Thus, Sim(s1, s2) is between 0 and 1. 

Now we give a brief introduction to the sub-processes of the algorithm as follows: 

Construct the highlighted subtree. A highlighted subtree is a minimum subtree of 
the given DOM tree that contains all the highlighted nodes and their ancestors. In this 
process, we first identify the highlighted nodes using the “is-a” statements of the 
given statements, and then search for their ancestors by traversing the tree upward. 

Search similar subtrees. This process is performed by traversing the highlighted 
subtree in a top-down manner. When visiting a subtree s=T(r) (we use T(r) to denote a 
subtree rooted at r), we compute a set of similar subtrees containing s as follows: (a) 
Find a set of candidate subtrees using observation O1. (b) Filter out those subtrees 
from the set whose similarities to s are less than a threshold θ. θ is initially given a 
default number and can be adjusted by user interaction. If there are missing subtrees, 
the user can add them by highlighting and θ will be decreased to accept the missing 
subtrees. Contrarily, θ is increased when removing incorrectly identified subtrees. The 
threshold adjustment strategy is based on the observation O2. In our scenario, a set of 
similar subtrees {T(DIV1), T(DIV2),…} (see Fig.2b) are found in this process. 
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Align the similar subtrees. The main idea of similar subtree alignment (see Fig.2b) 
is using the occurrence order and frequency of features. A feature is a skeleton feature 
if it occurs once and only once in every similar subtree. We firstly align those nodes 
that possess the same skeleton features and use them as boundary separators. And 
then align the nodes occurring between these separators recursively. 

Compute the data model with populated data values. In this process, attributes in 
the same similar subtree form a tuple type and the responding data vales form tuple 
instances. In some cases, data values may be presented as part of strings, e.g., “Kathy 
Sierra and Bert Bates” is part of the node “#text4”. To extract such values, patterns 
(regular expressions, e.g. “by (\w+)”) are generated from the highlighted instances. 

Table 1.  Experimental results on real web sites  

No. Site A C1 Acc1 O C2 Acc2 
1 Google 9 9 100.0% 0 9 100.0% 
2 Yahoo! 8 7 87.5% 1 8 100.0% 
3 Yahoo! Travel 6 6 100.0% 0 6 100.0% 
4 AOL-Movie 8 7 87.5% 1 8 100.0% 
5 Chow 4 4 100.0% 0 4 100.0% 
6 IMDB-Tops 8 8 100.0% 0 8 100.0% 
7 Sparknotes 4 4 100.0% 0 4 100.0% 
8 IRS-Gov 3 3 100.0% 0 3 100.0% 
9 Amazon 6 6 100.0% 0 6 100.0% 

10 BlackBook 7 7 100.0% 0 7 100.0% 
11 Dig 6 6 100.0% 0 6 100.0% 
12 Indeed 6 6 100.0% 0 6 100.0% 
13 Bankrate 8 8 100.0% 0 8 100.0% 
14 Yahoo! NBA 5 4 80.0% 1 5 100.0% 
15 ESPN 3 2 66.7% 1 3 100.0% 
16 NBA-Rank 4 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 
17 SportNews 4 4 100.0% 0 4 100.0% 
18 Ubid 8 8 100.0% 0 8 100.0% 
19 NSF-Search 10 10 100.0% 0 10 100.0% 
20 Quote 4 4 100.0% 0 4 100.0% 
21 IMDB-Movie 17 16 94.1% 2 17 100.0% 
22 NSF 10 9 90.0% 1 10 100.0% 
23 Weather 11 11 100.0% 0 11 100.0% 
24 Gocurrency 1 1 100.0% 0 1 100.0% 
25 UCC 1 1 100.0% 0 1 100.0% 

Total 
－ 161 151 93.8% 7 157 97.5% 

4   Evaluation 

(1)   Empirical Evaluation 

We randomly chose 25 popular sites from Google Directory [9] and built wrappers 
from them. The evaluation procedure comprised two phases: 

In the labeling phase, we labeled one value for each attribute and used 0.75 as the 
default threshold. Column A denotes the number of attributes for each site. Without 
any correcting operations, we counted the number of attributes whose data values are 
completely and correctly identified. The results are placed in Column C1 and the 
accuracy ratios are placed in Column Acc1. We gained an average accuracy of 93.8%. 
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In the correcting phase, Column O shows the number of operations applied for 
each site. We place the results after correcting in Column C2 and Acc2, which have the 
same meaning to the Column C1 and Acc1. We got an average accuracy of 97.5% in 
this phase. Compared with EXALG [4] (80% accuracy) and related work by Zhao 
H.K. et al [5] (92% accuracy), our approach achieves a higher accuracy with the help 
of end-users. They are both currently the best related works in the literature. 

(2)   Usability Discussion 

By examining Grubber and other related tools, we carry out the following common 
aspects that affect usability and give a qualitative analysis of the usability of Grubber. 

Sample web pages gathering. For one data source, only one sample web page is 
needed for labeling and the user provides sample web pages implicitly. Instead of 
collecting multiple sample pages manually, our approach can save much effort. 

Labeling interface and effort. We provide a browser-based labeling environment, 
instead of exposing raw HTML code or DOM tree to end users. For multiple-valued 
types, Grubber usually only requires to label one value. 

Data model (Schema) definition. The user just needs to provide the meaning of atom 
and tuple types. Grubber learns data relationships and complete data models. 

User Expertise. Little user expertise is required in Grubber. The user doesn’t need to 
write any code or master special IT knowledge like HTML, regular expression, etc. 

5   Conclusion 

This paper proposed Grubber, a tool allowing end-users to develop XML-based 
wrappers from web data sources. We put forward an active learning algorithm to 
reduce end-users’ effort. Experimental results on popular sites indicate that the active 
learning algorithm can achieve high performance. In addition, Grubber includes a 
number of usability improvements to lower the barrier of usage and is more suitable 
for end-users to build situational applications. 
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Abstract. Multi-hop relay technology based on IEEE 802.16j has been intro-
duced in vehicular networks, where a group of mobile stations (MSs) is within a 
mobile relay station (MRS). MRS is usually fixed on a large vehicle and it can 
help significantly reduce signaling overhead during group handover (GHO) 
process for every MSs in moving vehicles. This paper proposes a Markov 
chain-based analytical model to evaluate the overall performance of GHO for 
IEEE 802.16j-enabled vehicular networks in comparison with single handover 
(SHO). In particular, a channel borrowing mechanism is proposed to facilitate 
the effective operation of GHO. The simulations are conducted in terms of 
handover calls blocking probability using SHO and GHO schemes. 

Keywords: vehicular networks, MRS, group handover, channel borrowing. 

1   Introduction 

Vehicular networks have recently attracted much attention from both academia and 
industries as not only a means to enable safe driving but also a platform to provide 
on-vehicle entertainment. As far as wireless communication technology is concerned, 
while the majority of the existing work on vehicular networks focuses on IEEE 
802.11 as specified by wireless access vehicular environment (WAVE) [1], fairly 
recent research starts investigating into the potential application of IEEE 802.16 in 
vehicular networks [2]. IEEE 802.16j introduces the concept of mobile relay station 
(MRS), which relays data between base station (BS) and MS’s [3]. MRS in vehicular 
networks can be fixed on a large vehicle such as a coach or a shuttle bus. The advent 
of MRS can not only enhance the signal strength but also significantly reduce signal-
ing overhead by handing over multiple service connections simultaneously, i.e., group 
handover (GHO). A better network selection algorithm for group handover is pro-
posed in [4], which may reduce the handover blocking and delay. Reference [5][6] 
proposed channel borrowing algorithm and adaptive QoS platform, which an acceptor 
cell that has no enough channels can borrow them from neighboring cell as long as 
this donor cell has some channels available after satisfying a minimum QoS level. 

                                                           
* This work was supported by the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) under the 
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This paper proposes a GHO scheme with channel borrowing. The number of chan-
nels allocated to each service flow in a BS is more than the minimal resource  
requested which is the minimal value to maintain its lowest level of QoS, so it can 
release some channels for borrowing when the BS have no enough free channels re-
source. In the rest of the paper, by GHO we mean GHO with the support of channel 
borrowing. The major contribution of this paper lies in its comprehensive modeling 
and evaluation of GHO for the first time to the best of our knowledge.  

2   Preliminaries 

As the typical application of GHO scheme is for vehicular networks, there are two possi-
ble communication situations: (1) a single MS connecting to a BS directly can hand over 
to a target BS individually; (2) a group of MSs connecting with BS through an intermedi-
ate MRS is considered as one single unit and hands over to the target BS in one go. This 
paper considers the situation where both situations coexist, as shown in Fig. 1.  

Backbone networks

Mobile 
RS

Moving 
direction

Internet

…

MS1

MS3MS2

MS5

MS4MS6

Serving BS Target BS 

 

Fig. 1. System model 

The proposed GHO scheme with channel borrowing can adjusts the grade of service 
(GoS) of the existing service connections and release some channels in target BS for 
coming GHO when the target BS don’t have enough channels. Breq is the number of 
requested channels for handover, Bavb is available channels in the target BS. Then the 
BS can provide some borrowed channels from the existing service connections by 
reducing the existing connection’s GoS. In order to guarantee the handover blocking 
probability (HBP), we must ensure 

boravbreq BBB +≤ by adjusting the GoS, where Bbor 

denotes the number of channels that should be borrowed from the existing connections.  

In the proposed scheme, we use the following parameter definitions: 
iBS (jBS) : number of rtPSs (nrtPSs) connecting with BS directly; 
iRS (jRS) : number of rtPSs (nrtPSs) connecting with BS through a MRS; 
bR (bN) : number of channels currently used by a rtPS (nrtPS); 
bR_min (bN_min) : minimum number of channels used for maintaining a rtPS(nrtPS); 
RR (RN) : number of channels released by a rtPS (nrtPS); 

The maximum number of channels borrowed from other connections in the target BS 
can be calculated as 
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{ } )()()()(max min_min_ NNRSBSRRRSBSbor bbjjbbiiB −⋅++−⋅+=  
(1) 

when )( min_NNRSbor bbjB −≤ , only nrtPS connections in the MRS releases some 

channels for borrowing. The rtPS in the MRS and others connections’ channel in this 
BS will not be adjusted. The released channels of every nrtPS in MRS for GHO is 
calculated as  

RSborN jBR /=  (2) 

when )()()( min_min_min_ NNBSNNRSborNNRS bbjbbjBbbj −+−≤≤− , all nrtPS in the BS and 

MRS are needed to release channels. The released channels are then used for GHO, in 
which the released channels of every nrtPS can be calculated as 

)/( BSRSborN jjBR +=  (3) 

when )()()()( min_min_min_min_ NNRSRRRSborNNBSNNRS bbjbbiBbbjbbj −+−<<−+−  

)( min_NNBS bbj −+ , all of nrtPS in the BS and MRS are requested to decrease their 

channels to the minimum number of channels that can sustain a service at the low 
level of QoS, and the rtPS in this MRS are also requested to release channels, in 
which the released channels of every nrtPS and rtPS can be calculated as 

min_NNN BBR −=  (4) 

RSNBSRSborR iRjjBR /))(( +−=  (5) 

when borRRRSNNBSNNRS Bbbibbjbbj <−+−+− )()()( min_min_min_ }max{ borB< , all of 

nrtPS in the BS and MRS are requested to decrease to the minimum number of chan-
nels that can sustain a service just as equation (4) shown, and all of rtPS in the BS and 
MRS are also requested to releases some channels for GHO. The released channels of 
every rtPS for group handover MSs is calculated as  

)/())(( BSRSNBSRSborR iiRjjBR ++−=  (6) 

Otherwise, because of user’s differences, some users’ nrtPS connections will be 
blocked to release more channels and guarantee the group MSs rtPS handover. 

3   Analytical Model 

In this section, we described analytical models for assessing the GHO scheme. We 
consider that all types of service calls arrival follow a Poisson process with rate λ , the 
channel holding time is an exponential distribution with service rate μ , the user dwell-

ing time is assumed to be an exponential distribution with a mean of η/1 , and the 

group MSs is composed of fixed multiple times as many as the single one.  
In section II, we have described the system application scenario of GHO which is 

composed of two parts. Therefore, two types of handovers need to be considered 
respectively. The state of marked target BS is defined by three-dimensional Markov 
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chain (i, j, t). where i is the sum of the number of rtPS; j is the number of nrtPS; t is 
the type of handover, and t=0 means single MS’s call using GHO scheme and t=1 
means group MSs’ calls using GHO scheme. And we assume the number of group 
MSs in one moving vehicle is k times as many as the single one. Bs, Bg respectively 
denotes the sum of used channel by all of the single MS and group MSs. We represent 
the state of reference BS with a three-dimensional Markov chain with all state transi-
tions shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, where  

snR _λ ,
gnR _λ : new calls arrival rate of rtPS for single MS and group MSs; 

snN _λ ,
gnN _λ : new calls arrival rate of nrtPS for single MS and group MSs; 

shoR _λ ,
ghoR _λ : handover calls arrival rate of rtPS for SHO and GHO; 

shoN _λ ,
ghoN _λ : handover calls arrival rate of nrtPS for SHO and GHO; 

)0,,( BSBS jip  and )1,,( RSRS jip denote the probability of the system transition balance state 

single MS and group MSs, and that satisfies the regularity conditions such that 

∑ ∑
∈ ∈

=+
Cji Cji

RSRSBSBS

BSBS RSRS

jipjip
),( ),(

1)1,,()0,,(  and )(|),,,{( iijijiC RSBSRSRSBSBS +=  

})( Bbjjb NRSBSR ≤⋅++⋅ .  

According to the system transition balance state equation and the regularity condi-
tion equation, then we use the SOR algorithm to get the value of each )0,,( BSBS jip  

and )1,,( RSRS jip [7]. And then we can get the values of HBP as follows: 

The HBPs of rtPS is 
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Fig. 2. Markov state transition diagram for a 
single MS using GHO scheme 

Fig. 3. Markov state transition diagram for a 
group of MSs using GHO scheme 
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where ='
_hoRC }|),{( min_min_min_min_min_ RNRSRRSNBSRBS bBbjbibjbiji −>+++ , 

}|),{( min_min_min_min_min_
''
_ RNRSRRSNBSRBShoR kbBbjbibjbijiC −>+++= . 

The HBPs of nrtPS is 

∑∑
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nNRSRSnNBSBS Cji
RSRSRS

Cji
BSBSBShoN jipjipP  
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where }|),{( min__min_min_min_min_
'

_ NrHOrevNRSRRSNBSRBShoN bBBbjbibjbijiC −−>+++= ,  

=''
_ hoNC }|),{( min__min_min_min_min_ NrHOrevNRSRRSNBSRBS kbBBbjbibjbiji −−>+++ . 

In the actual handover process, the longest handover calls admission control (CAC) 
delay that can ensure the QoS is denoted as tmax maxt. During the actual handover CAC 
process, we define TCAC_delay denotes the time of handover CAC process; Rnego_fail 
denotes the HBP in this process; Tcac denotes the time of handover CAC process for 
each time; so the actual delay of handover CAC process can be denoted as: 

)1/( __ failnegocacdelayCAC RTT −=  (9) 

During the handover process, if the practical delay TCAC_delay > tmax maxt, a handover drop-
ping will happen. So we should reduce the HBP using the GHO scheme with channel 
borrowing. 

4   Evaluation Results and Discussion 

In SHO and GHO scheme simulation, we assume that the number of total channels is 
35 [8], and the system traffic load is the same under the two different schemes. The 
channel number range occupied by one rtPS is from 2 to 4. The channel number range 
occupied by one nrtPS is from 1 to 3. And both rtPS and nrtPS in group handover 
have the following parameters: the new calls arrival rates of rtPS and nrtPS for single 
MS and group MSs in GHO are 2/__ λλλ == snNsnR

, kgnNgnR 2/__ λλλ == , where 

λ the calls arrival rate of rtPS and nrtPS is for SHO. The handover calls arrival rate 
for GHO initial value are respectively ,3.0 _ snRλ  

gnR _3.0 λ and it is λ3.0 for SHO. Both 

calls completion rate 
Rμ and

Nμ are taken to be 0.5. The dwelling time is assumed to 

be exponentially distributed with mean values NR ηη = =0.5.  
With the traffic loads increasing, we compared the performance of the proposed 

GHO scheme with SHO scheme. Fig. 4 shows the average HBP using the two differ-
ent schemes. The GHO scheme improves handover efficiency with the rtPS and nrtPS 
traffic loads increasing. These results also prove that the GHO scheme reduce the 
HBP to ensure the HDP and delay for the group MSs in MRS’s handover process. As 
we all know, the handover call blocking and dropping is more undesirable than new 
calls blocking. With settled traffic load and average number of group MSs, the results 
of HDP of GHO with vehicles moving at different velocity are shown Fig. 5. From 
the results, we can conclude that the decrease of HDP improves the connection QoS 
for group users in vehicular networks.  
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5   Conclusions 

This paper has dealt with the performance analysis of GHO with channel borrowing 
for the IEEE 802.16j-enabled vehicular networks. Then we used the Markov chain 
model to conduct the performance analysis for SHO and GHO. The proposed GHO 
scheme reduces the HDP and handover delay to satisfy the the QoS in handover  
process. The analysis results show that GHO scheme has better overall system per-
formance than the conventional SHO scheme. In the future, we will make further 
optimization in GHO process by considering dynamic two-level resource allocation.  
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Abstract. In real applications, a few unexpected examples unavoidably
exist in the process of classification, not belonging to any known class.
How to classify these unexpected ones is attracting more and more atten-
tion. However, traditional classification techniques can’t classify correctly
unexpected instances, because the trained classifier has no knowledge
about these. In this paper, we propose a novel entropy-based method to
the problem. Finally, the experiments show that the proposed method
outperforms previous work in the literature.

1 Introduction

For the present of unexpected instances in test set, the trained classifier can’t
correctly classify them. In practice, this phenomenon is very common. For ex-
ample, the evolution of species may cause that many new unknown or undefined
species emerge. If new species are classified to some known or predefined old
species, it is obviously unsuitable, even leads to terrible consequences. Take
SARS(Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) as an example, a kind of new dis-
ease having broken out in south China and spread to other countries. Initially,
SARS was considered as a kind of common flu, and hence the patients got the
incorrect treatment. Ultimately, When treating SARS as a new virus for treat-
ment, this kind of new virus was completely overwhelmed. Currently, identifying
unexpected instances[6] is an interesting topic in the data mining and machine
learning communities.

With the absence of labeled unexpected (or negative) instances, traditional
classification methods can’t be applied directly. The crucial point of this problem
is how to find or generate the negative instances and put them into the train-
ing data set for learning. Once negative instances are obtained, the traditional
classification approach is directly for the rest task.

Q. Li et al. (Eds.): APWeb/WAIM 2009, LNCS 5446, pp. 659–664, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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In order to solve the above problem, we present an entropy-based approach
to identify unexpected instances hidden in the test set. Experimentally, The
proposed technique outperforms existing ones.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

– This is the first work of using entropy maximization techniques to identify
directly unexpected instances in test set.

– Besides text data, the proposed method also can deal with other types of
data (e.g. nominal).

– Even when the proportion of unexpected instances is very small, the
performance remains consistent.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related research
works and Section 3 briefly introduces the proposed approach. The experiments
are shown in Section 4, followed by the conclusion in Section 5.

2 Related Work

PU learning(learning from Positive and Unlabeled examples) gets more and more
focus in recent years. Now several different approaches are proposed to this
problem. For example, the outstanding method LGN[6] firstly generates artifi-
cial negative instances based on the different distribution of equal words within
training and test set respectively, and then use Näıve Bayesian classifier for the
rest. Howerer, the assumption that every positive word has the same distribution
is not easily satisfied in practice; Besides this, it only concerns text data, not
other types.

Other approaches [1,5] also have similar shortcomings, e.g., when the per-
centage of unexpected instances is very small, these classifiers have very poor
performances.

In this paper, however, a simple but effective approach is introduced. This
new method directly classifies the unexpected instances hidden in test set us-
ing entropy, which firstly chooses negative instances and then realizes the rest
classification. Besides text data, it also can apply to other types of data.

3 Our Approach

In this section, we propose the method named Näıve Bayesian classifier based
on Entropy(NB-E) to find unexpected instances for classification.

3.1 Preliminaries

Entropy H(x). The entropy of the probability distribution P (x) on set {x1,
· · · , xn} is defined as [4]:

H(x) = −
n∑

i=1

P (xi) log P (xi)
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where n is the number of known or predefined classes, and P (xi) is the class
posterior probability of instance x belonging to the ith class.

The basic motivation is to use entropy as the direct measurement of confidence
for correct classification, namely, the bigger the entropy H(x), the smaller the
probability of correct classification, and vice versa. Therefore, the instances with
the biggest entropy have nearly equal confidences to belong to any predefined
class, i.e., the highest probability to be unexpected.

As an extreme example, there are three documents xa, xb and xu belonging to
three different classes respectively. After preprocess, the term vectors are xa �
{w1, w2}, xb � {w3, w4} and xu � {w5, w6}. Here, xa and xb are training instances
for two positive classes C1 and C2, and xu as the negative example hidden in
test set.

Then, C1 and C2 have the same prior probability, namely, P (C1) = P (C2) =
1
2
;

Subsequently, by the näıve bayesian formula, the class conditional probabilities
are as follows:

P (w5|C1) = P (w6|C1) = P (w5|C2) = P (w6|C2) =
1
6
;

Then, the posterior probabilities of xu are listed as follows:

P (C1|xu) = P (C2|xu) =
1
2

Since H(xu) is biggest, the conclusion is made that xu has higher probability of
being unexpected or negative.

3.2 Näıve Bayesian Classifier Based on Entropy(NB-E)

As a highly effective classification technique, Näıve Bayesian classifier[2] is
employed within this paper.

Based on the property of entropy, the proposed approach is presented in
Algorithm 1, which mainly has the following four steps:

– From Line 3 to 5, TF-IDF technique is applied to do feature selection for
document data;

– The entropy of the class posterior probabilities of any test instance, is com-
puted and sorted by ascending order(Line 7 to 12). For any positive class, the
top k instances are removed from test set and are labeled as the correspond-
ing positive class, namely, every positive class has more k new instances for
learning.(Line 14 to 17);

– From Line 19 to 24, by descending order, every instance is sorted based on
the entropy. The biggest n instances chosen from test set are added into
training set(labeled as “-”). At the same time, all positive training instances
are viewed as one class (denoted as“+”);

– From Line 25 to 31, there are only two different classes within training set.
Finally, the multinomial Näıve Bayesian classifier is directly applied classifi-
cation. Finally, the hidden unexpected examples are returned (Line 32).
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Algorithm 1. NB-E()
Input: training set P , testing set U , negative percentage α, threshold

parameter δ, choice factor n;
Output: unexpected instances set Ue;
Ue = φ;1

C = {c1, . . . , cn} is the set of classes appearing in the training set;2

if P is the document data then3

Using TF-IDF technique to extract representative attribute words for every4

class;
end5

Build a näıve Bayesian classifier(NB) with the training set P ;6

for each instance di ∈ U do7

Use NB to classify di;8

H(di) = − ∑
cj∈C

P (cj |di) log P (cj |di);
9

j ← argmax
cj∈C

P (cj |di);
10

Bj = Bj

⋃ {di};11

end12

k← �δ × argmin
cj∈C

|Bj |�, δ∈(0, 1) and the default value is 0.8;
13

for each class ci ∈ C do14

Sort all the instances in Bi according to the ascending relation of the15

entropy of every instance’s posterior probability;
Remove the first k instances from U and throw them into P as the16

instances of ci;
end17

Build a new Näıve Bayesian classifier(NB) with P ; /* here, P is updated */18

for each instance di ∈ U do19

Use NB to classify di;20

H(di) = − ∑
cj∈C

P (cj |di) log P (cj |di);
21

end22

Rank the entropy of all instances in U by the descending order and choose the23

top n instances and insert into P as the instances of unexpected class “-”;
Merge all positive classes in P and view them as a whole positive class “+”;24

Build a new Näıve Bayesian classifier(NB) with P ; /* here, P is updated */25

for each instance di ∈ U do26

Use NB to classify di;27

if P (−|di) > P (+|di) then28

Ue = Ue

⋃ {di};29

end30

end31

return Ue;32
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4 Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Dataset

For the evaluation, we mainly use two kinds of representative data collections –
20 newsgroups1 and uci letter.2

Here, several parameters are set as follows:

– α is the proportion of negative instances hidden in test set with respect to
positive ones. In order to simulate various situations, α has 8 different values,
namely, {5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%};

– n is the number of selected likely negative instances. As different cases, n
has 2 rows of different values, i.e., {5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 30, 30, 30}(denoted as
NB-E) and a constant 10(denoted as NB-E+) respectively.

Additionally, as to the number of positive sub-classes, there are mainly 2 different
assumptions: 2 positive sub-classes existing in the training set and 3 ones.
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Fig. 1. The comparison results with different values for α in 2 and 3-classes experiments

4.2 Experimental Results

As for document data, we mainly compare NB-E with LGN [6], which has the
best performance among former approaches, however, previous works are never
done for nominal data, hence no comparison here.

Fig.1 shows that as to document data, NB-E outperforms LGN, especially
when the number fo positive sub-classes increases; Both at document and nom-
inal data, NB-E has consistent performances, without being influenced by the
number of positve sub-classes too.

Fig.2 shows that the values of parameter n has little influence on the final
results, only if not too big or too small; On the other hand, because the num-
ber attribute words of document data is greater than the one of nominal data,
document data have higher accuracy and F-score values.
1 http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups
2 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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Fig. 2. The comparison results with different values for n in 2 and 3-classes experiments

5 Conclusion

To identify unexpected instances hidden in test set, we propose a novel entropy-
based approach called NB-E, which is simple but very useful. Meanwhile, the
experiments prove that this approach has excellent performances, such as high
F-score and accuracy at document and nominal data.

There are still some places to be improved, however, e.g., much more datasets
are evaluated; The cluster techniques are applied to improve the accuracy of the
chosen negative instances; Besides these, many other classification methods are
used together, inclusive of logic regression, SVM and ensemble methods, etc.
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Abstract. Scalability, consistency and reliability are among the key require-
ments for orchestration of BPEL processes. We present a fully decentralized 
approach to orchestration of BPEL processes that is of continuation-passing 
style, where continuations, or the reminder of the executions, are passed along 
with asynchronous messages for process orchestration. Furthermore, we iden-
tify and address some consistency issues that are more challenging for decen-
tralized orchestrations. 

Keywords: Continuation-passing messaging, Decentralized orchestration, Dy-
namic process structure, Consistent orchestration. 

1   Introduction 

WS-BPEL [4], or simply BPEL, is the de facto standard for services composition 
based on the process technology. Individual web services are composed into BPEL 
processes. Today, orchestration of BPEL processes is typically carried out by central 
BPEL engines that are faced with scalability and reliability challenges. In view of 
these challenges, several research groups have proposed approaches to decentralized 
process orchestration. They are based on static definitions of processes for decentrali-
zation: they either pre-allocate resources in the distributed environment, even for the 
parts that will not be executed [1-3], or involve central repositories for process man-
agement tasks that cannot be properly planned in advance [7, 8]. 

Our approach is fully decentralized. It does not involve static process instantiation 
or a central repository. We further identify and address some consistency issues that 
are more challenging for decentralized orchestration. Our performance result shows 
high scalability of the approach [9]. 

2   Centralized and Decentralized Services Composition 

In BPEL, processes and composite services are synonymous. A BPEL process con-
sists of activities that are either basic or structured. Basic activities include activities 
for providing and invoking services, for assignments, etc. A service is provided 
through an invokable operation at a site with a receive activity. There are two types 
of invocations, a synchronous request-response invocation with an invoke activity 
and an asynchronous invocation with a send (an invoke without output parameter in  
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Process:
flow( link(s_to_i),

sequence(
      send(i, getInvoice),

    send(i, sendShippingPrice, 
in: shipping_price, 
target(s_to_i)),

receive(invoiceCallback)
),
invoke(s, arrangeShipping, 

                  out: shipping_price, 
                  source(s_to_i))

)

Service getInvoice at site i :
sequence(

receive(getInvoice),
receive(sendShippingPrice, 

           in: shipping_price),
send(engine, invoiceCallback)

)

(a) Centralized

Process:
flow(

invoke(i, getInvoice), 
sequence(

invoke(s, arrangeShipping, 
              out: shipping_price),

send(i, sendShippingPrice, 
           in: shipping_price)
)

)

Service getInvoice at site i :
sequence(

receive(getInvoice),
receive(sendShippingPrice, 

          in: shipping_price),
reply(getInvoice)

)

(b) Decentralized
 

Fig. 1. Centralized and decentralized compositions of example services 

the BPEL standard) and a receive (callback) activity pair. A structured activity con-
sists of a collection of constituent activities. Some structured activities specify the 
order in which the constituent activities are executed, such as in sequence (se-
quence) or in parallel (flow); some allow selective execution of one of its constituent 
activities based either on the incoming message (pick) or on the outcome of a Boo-
lean expression (if-else). 

Fig 1 shows an example process adapted from the purchase-order process in the 
BPEL standard specification [4]. The process consists of two parallel branches. 

The standard BEPL specification assumes a central engine at which the executions 
of the activities are conducted. The process-aware data variables are shared by all 
activities in all branches. In Fig 1-a, the s_to_i link synchronizes two activities in the 
two branches so that send(i, sendShippingPrice), the target activity of the link, 
cannot be executed before invoke(s), the source activity of the link. This assures that 
the shipping_price value sent to the asynchronously running getInvoice service is 
the one returned by the arrangeShipping service. 

Decentralized composition assumes no central engine. Activities are carried out at 
the locations determined at run time. Data are sent directly from its source, without 
the involvement of a central engine. In Fig 1-b, the second branch sends ship-
ping_price directly after the return of the arrangeShipping service. The synchroni-
zation between the two branches is achieved by the message (rather than the link). 
Since the invoking branch (i.e., the first branch) does not interact with the getInvoice 
service, it does not have to invoke the service asynchronously. The getInvoice ser-
vice now does not have to send a return message to the central engine. 
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3   Process Structure and Its Dynamics 

BPEL processes are block structured extended with synchronizations between parallel 
branches. A block can be an (basic or structured) activity or a service body. Blocks 
can be arbitrarily nested. 

We can represent a process as a directed graph where the nodes are blocks, and the 
directed edges are the order in which the blocks are executed. A block with constitu-
ent blocks can either be represented unexpanded with a single node, or expanded with 
nodes for the constituent blocks.  

The graphical representation of a block must be structurally sound (also called 
symmetrical control structure in [5]). That is, it consists of a start node and an end 
node; every node is reachable from the start node; and the end node is reachable from 
every node. The execution of a process can generally be regarded as progressively 
marking the graph from the start node to the end node. A block for a selective struc-
tured activity is undecided if a selection of a constituent activity has not been made. If 
undecided blocks are represented as unexpanded nodes, all nodes will be marked 
when the execution terminates. 

The graph of a process may change during the process execution. Fig 2 illustrates 
the changing structure of the example decentralized process. Fig 2-a is the process 
structure (fully expanded) at the start of an execution. In Fig 2-b, after the invocation 
of the external service getInvoice, the node for the invoke activity is replaced by the 
activities of the service body (except the first receive activity that is considered as 
having been executed after the invocation). Notice that the synchronization between 
the two branches (dashed line) becomes visible only after the invocation. 

It is sometimes useful to graphically represent the remaining activities of a process 
at a certain point of its execution. A continuation graph during the execution of a 
process is the sub-graph with the nodes that have not been executed. For a partially 
executed block with parallel branches, we add a virtual start node preceding the first 
activities of each branch. A continuation graph of a block is also structurally sound. 
Fig 2-c is the continuation graph after the synchronization message is delivered. The 
flow node is the virtual node of the partially executed block with two parallel 
branches. 

 f low 

reply 

join 

f low

receive

reply

invoke(s)

send(i)

join

invoke(i) 

f low

invoke(s) 

send(i) 

join
 

 (a) At process start  (b) After invocation (c) Continuation graph  
 of getInvoice   after send-receive 

Fig. 2. The changing process structure 
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4   Decentralized Execution with Continuation-Passing Messaging 

Traditionally, a message for services orchestration contains only a basic activity. 
Information like activity execution order is maintained at the central engine. With 
continuation passing messaging, information like activity execution order is carried in 
messages in terms of continuations. The service sites can interpret the messages and 
conduct the execution of services without consulting a central engine. More specifi-
cally, a message contains a control activity, a continuation and an environment. The 
control activity is the activity to be carried out immediately. The continuation is a 
stack of activities that will be carried out after the control activity. This corresponds to 
the path from the current node to the end node in the continuation graph. The envi-
ronment contains information of run-time status and process-aware data variables. 
Expressions can be evaluated within an environment. Fig 3 illustrates the messages 
for the orchestration of the example process starting at site p. The environment parts 
of messages are not shown in the figure. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Messages of the example process 

This basic messaging scheme is also extended with process management and re-
covery support [9]. Process management is achieved through scope management. In a 
scope with multiple branches, the scope manager functions like the virtual start node 
in the continuation graph. An important property is that the current location of any 
branch can be obtained at its scope manager. Recovery support is achieved with a 
second continuation (called failure continuation) that is automatically generated dur-
ing message interpretation.  

5   Execution Consistency 

We deal with two consistency issues for the orchestration of BPEL processes. Both 
are related with the dynamic nature of the process structure. Although none of the 
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Messages (C: control, K: continuation): 
1. sequence(  receive(getInvoice),  

                       receive(sendShippingPrice),  
                       reply(getInvoice) ) 

2. sequence(  receive(arrangeShipping),  
                       reply(arrangeShipping) ) 

3. flow( invoke(i, getInvoice),  
  sequence( invoke(s, arrangeShipping),  

                          send(i, sendShippingPrice) ) )  
4. C: invoke(i, getInvoice); K: join(p) 
5. C: invoke(s, arrangeShipping);  

    K: send(i, sendShippingPrice):join(p) 
6. C: send(i, sendShippingPrice); K: ┴ 
7. C: join(p); K: ┴ 
8. C: join(p); K: ┴ 
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issues are specific to decentralized process orchestration, they are more challenging 
when only partial information about a process is available at branches. 

5.1   Consistent Activity Pairing 

When a message arrives at a site, it is possible that there is no matching receive ac-
tivity awaiting. A naïve way to handle this situation is to throw a “service unavail-
able” exception, which, in the worst case, could lead to the rollback of the entire 
process. This could be inappropriate in some cases. In Fig 3, if message 6 arrives at 
site i before i reaches the corresponding receive activity, i should wait till the match-
ing receive activity is in place. On the other hand, it is possible that a site is waiting 
for a message that will never be sent, because, for example, the other branch selects a 
constituent part other than the one containing the expected send activity. In this situa-
tion, the site should throw an exception rather than waiting for ever. 

We refer to this issue as consistent pairings of activities for communication be-
tween parallel branches. The BPEL standard requires that pairings are declared at 
flow activities in terms of links, so that they are visible by static analysis tools.  How-
ever, consistent activity pairing is a dynamic issue (due, for instance, to selective 
activities and late binding to services) that cannot be sufficiently addressed based on 
static analysis. The BPEL standard therefore further assumes that the established 
correlations should enable the central engine to handle this, though the specification 
does not mandate any specific form of handling. Activity pairing in a distributed set-
ting is closely related to consistency issues in process choreography. [6] gives a con-
sistency criteria for potentially successful interactions between partner processes. 

To facilitate dynamic support for consistent activity pairing, we register additional 
information in the environment parts of messages. This includes potential pairings 
visible at the start of multiple branches. When a site receives a message with a poten-
tial pairing activity of that site, it waits for that pairing activity if it has not been avail-
able yet. When a site executes a selective activity like pick and if-else and excludes a 
constituent part that contains one of the pairing activities of a potential pairing, it 
informs the corresponding branch (via the scope manager) to invalidate the registered 
pairing. An attempt to execute an activity of an invalidated pairing will result in an 
exception. 

5.2   Consistent Updates 

The BPEL standard allows concurrent updates of process-aware variables at different 
parallel branches. This may leave the values of variables non-deterministic. 

Deterministic variable values require consistent updates. Basically, if two parallel 
branches update the same variable, the updates must be synchronized with either a 
message or a link. Generally with multiple parallel branches, for every data variable, 
there is exactly one update path across the branches. 

This seemingly obvious requirement for consistent update of process-aware vari-
ables has been surprisingly overlooked. The BPEL standard leaves this as an issue to 
be addressed at the application level. The closest related work seems to be ADEPTflex 
[5] where it states that “different branches are not allowed to have write access to the 
same data element, unless they are synchronized”. We do not know of any work on 
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consistent update that takes into account the dynamic nature of process structuring 
during execution. 

To support consistent updates, we associate every variable with an update token 
and devise a mechanism that guarantees that, at any time, there is at most one branch 
holding the token of a variable. Only the branch holding the token has the right to 
update the variable. Our mechanism has the property that, in normal cases, tokens are 
passed around with orchestration messages and no extra communication for coordina-
tion is needed. 

6   Conclusion 

Our contributions presented in this paper are twofold. First, we present decentralized 
composition and orchestration of services with changing structures. It addresses the 
scalability and reliability constraints of the centralized approach, because there is no 
central performance bottleneck and point of failure. It does not unnecessarily 
pre-allocate resources or involve central repositories as in most of the existing decen-
tralized approaches. The continuation-passing approach is novel for distributed com-
puting. Second we identify and address some consistency issues that take into account 
the dynamic nature of process structures at run time.  
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Abstract. Wiki technology is used popularly not only on Internet but also in 
intranet of enterprises. However with the rapid growth of pages in wikis, lots of 
useful information may be hidden in them and difficult to be grasped. If a wiki 
has some functional modules to catch and take a good use of the information, it 
will become more powerful and suitable for enterprises and benefit the enter-
prises a lot. We choose the method of external program as better solution and 
implement it. It can empirically help wiki have some computational capabili-
ties, monitoring mechanism and better collaboration by distilling, processing 
and centralizing the wiki information. 
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1   Introduction 

Wiki technology is used popularly not only on Internet but also in intranet of en-
terprises now. In late 2006 IBM Research deployed a wiki which currently contains 
about 400 project proposals [1]. Intel also has company-wide internal wiki, called 
Intelpedia, which has grown to tens of thousands of users and over 8000 pages in the 
six months since its launch [2]. 

Wiki provides a very collaborative, efficient and concise web environment to en-
terprises. However, with the rapid growth of pages in wikis, lots of useful information 
may be hidden in them and difficult to be grasped. If a wiki has some functional mod-
ules to catch and take a good use of the information, it will become more powerful 
and suitable for enterprises. In this paper, comparing to other ways, we present a use 
of external program to meet this need. The external program can help wiki have some 
computational capabilities, monitoring mechanism and better collaboration by distill-
ing, processing and centralizing the wiki information. 

Section 2 comes up with the idea of making wiki more powerful and suitable for 
enterprise, and discusses how to do and what to do. In Section 3, we provide three 
possible scenarios which are suitable for using external program. Section 4, 5 describe 
implementation and conclusion. 
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2   Deal With the Wiki’s Information  

We think wiki should have some more functional modules which are computational 
capabilities, monitoring mechanism and better collaboration. These works are origi-
nally done by artificial way which waste a lot of work and time and may have some 
blind spot of management. If we do something to meet this need, no matter they are 
internal or external, will make the wiki more powerful and suitable for enterprise and 
will benefit the enterprises a lot. 

2.1   How to Do? 

Wiki software is a type of collaborative software allowing web pages to be created 
and edited using a common web browser. It is usually implemented as an application 
server that runs on one or more web servers which is divided into presentation layer 
and logical layer. The content is stored in a file system, and changes to the content are 
stored in a relational database management system. 

Fig. 1 shows three methods we present to make wiki stronger. We think the third 
one is obviously better than the other two. 

 

Fig. 1. The three methods 

Method 1 is to rewrite the wiki source and rebuild the wiki.  
This method solves the question from the ground floor. It could be a very effective 

way, but also has some problems. Firstly, it demands the developers to go down to the 
wiki's source to understand its architecture and relevant functions before modifying. The 
modification needed is difficult and time-consuming. Secondly, it is not very safe be-
cause the core code may be modified wrongly by accident and some main functional 
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modules may break down. Besides, should we rebuild the wiki from a pure content 
management system to an integrated multi-functional content management system? It 
may disobey the wiki's original intention. 

Method 2 is to write background programs which run at server side.  
This method aims to use programs to extract the needed information from file sys-

tem and database of the wiki and do some further work. We think it is possible but not 
a good one because it is hard to analyze the wiki's data file and database, and it is 
even harder to trace a page with its original file to its "current looking" after adding 
lots of changes saved in the database. 

Method 3 is to write external programs which run at client side. 
We think this method is obviously the best and most lightweight way to deal with 

the problem. Firstly, its implement is quite simple and the HTML data is easy to be 
analyzed. Secondly, external program fetches the information directly from the client 
browser, so everyone accessible could use the program personally to serve himself, 
and users can even build a wiki external programs library by sharing the programs. 
Thirdly, it is impossible to affect running of the wiki server and hardly do harm to the 
system. Fourthly, the people who use the program have the same permission rights as 
they login the wiki from web browser. Fifthly, there are not many differences when 
they reuse an external program to another wiki. The only change is to deal with the 
HTML pattern differences between the two wikis. At last, it maintains wiki's feature 
of being a content management system and divides the function more clearly. 

So we apply this method for the following work. 

2.2   What to Do? 

External programs’ critical steps are distilling, processing and centralizing. 
First thing we need to know is that what information we should distill from the 

wiki to benefit enterprises. As we described before, computational capabilities, moni-
toring mechanism and better collaboration are the best supplement to a wiki. That 
means we could distill the data of which needs automatic calculation, of which helps 
the different levels' managers do the supervision well, of which can go a step further 
to coordinate the time and event better.  

The flow of an external program is as follow. It should pass the login authentica-
tion of the target wiki first. Distilling is to retrieve the information we want to proc-
ess. It includes finding the target wiki pages, fetching the HTML code of these pages, 
and removing the useless information such as HTML tags and some junk information. 
Processing is to deal with the distilled data according to different enterprise needs. 
Centralizing is to clean up the results and put them together, which is processed by 
the Processing step. 

3   Possible Scenarios in Enterprise  

In this Section, we will provide three possible scenarios can be well done by external 
program: data calculation, daily reports checking and activity coordination which 
stand for computational capabilities, monitoring mechanism and better collaboration 
mentioned before. 
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3.1   Data Calculation: Let Wiki Have More Computational Capabilities 

It is familiar to see a flat table full of data in a wiki, especially in enterprises. Because 
the table on the web pages (including wiki pages) is hard to be converted into an Of-
fice Excel sheet, it is troublesome to calculate them by hand or by copying-and-
pasting for a lot of times. If we have an external program, we can extract the numbers 
from the wiki and process them by the way we want. 

There is much data written in the wiki pages needed to be calculated, and because 
its fixed format, it’s easy for external programs to analyze. This case takes place es-
pecially in the companies who usually record lots of structured data to the intranet 
built by wiki technology. 

3.2   Daily Reports Checking: Let Wiki Have Monitoring Mechanism 

Some manager in enterprise always asks their employees to write something about 
their work on their own wiki page daily. It is too much work for the manager or his 
secretary to check all these daily reports which may be a necessary measure of em-
ployees' performance. The work can be well done by an external program. 

 

Fig. 2. Monitoring on the Daily Report of wiki 

For example, everybody in an enterprise has its own daily report page which can 
be accessed by using http://wiki'sURL/${name}/DailyReport. So by using a list of the 
employees' names, the external program, after it extracts and processes the useful 
data, can tell who do not write the daily report that day and centralize the others' to 
one file by day which shows as Fig. 2. 

Like daily report, a lot of things need to be supervised can be done by external 
programs after making rules to employees on how to write wiki pages with a pre-
defined structure. It is without question a powerful enhancement on management. 

3.3   Activity Coordination: Let Wiki Have Better Collaboration 

Wiki is known as a collaborative tool, but we think it can be more collaborative with 
the help of external programs. 
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We take activity coordination as an example. Arranging meetings, especially tele-
conferences, it’s really troublesome for the manager. The more people are involved, 
the more difficulty to coordinate everyone's time. With wiki, the manager can estab-
lish one single schedule page to let everybody involved fill the busy time. This is 
much better than using a lot of emails or phone calls to finally determine a proper 
time. However the disadvantage of this method is that if there are more than two 
meetings in a week which involve not quite different group of people, someone will 
fill the meeting schedule at least twice. 

Considering some companies may ask employees to maintain a personal schedule 
with the same pattern, as Fig. 3 shows, it is effective to use external program to proc-
ess all the personal schedule of the people who are on the meeting list. There will be a 
result calculated by the program telling the proper time to hold the meeting. 

 
Fig. 3. Coordination of the Personal Schedule of wiki 

4   Implementation 

The three cases mentioned in Section 3 have already implemented in the Wiki of Web 
and Software Technology R&D Center of THU ( http://166.111.134.22/west ) and it 
works well. The wiki is built with MoinMoin [3]. 

 

Fig. 4. Implementation 
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We implement the external program idea with a web application, as Fig. 4 shows. 
In the server side of the application we use Jakarta Commons httpclient package [4] 
provided by Apache to simulate a http client. Then it logins the system and gets the 
content of the target page. We use htmlcleaner 2.1 package [5] or Java method to 
extract the useful data of the target page’s htmlscript. Based on the data we distill, we 
can do some further work as needed. Though the method is simple, it can let the pro-
gram be really strong and can help the enterprise a lot. 

5   Conclusion 

Wiki technology is used popularly not only on Internet but also in intranet of enter-
prises. If a wiki has some functional modules to catch and take a good use of the in-
formation, it will become more powerful and suitable for enterprises and benefit the 
enterprises a lot. We choose the method of external program as better solution and 
implement it. It can empirically help wiki have some computational capabilities, 
monitoring mechanism and better collaboration by distilling, processing and centraliz-
ing the wiki information.  
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Abstract. Dependence is a common relationship between objects. Many works 
have paid their attentions on dependence, but many of them mainly focus on 
constructing or exploiting dependence graphs on some specific domain. In this 
paper, we give a generic definition of dependence and make equivalence to the 
situation of graphs, and propose an algorithm called DepRank, which quantifies 
the dependence degree of a node pair based on probabilities of all dependence 
paths. Empirical study shows that DepRank method has reasonable results and 
maintains a well balance between accuracy and efficiency.  

Keywords: link graph, probabilistic measure, object dependence. 

1   Introduction 

Dependence is a common feature of relationship that extensively exists. Generally, 
the relationship between objects can be modeled as a graph, with nodes and edges 
corresponding to objects and links respectively. Dependence is measured based on 
description of this graph; before that, we give a probability-theoretic definition of 
dependence, which says “dependence degree of object A on object B is the probability 
of B determining A”. Supposing dependence degree of object A on B is Dep(A←B), it 
describes the degree of determinant and can be utilized by many other applications.  

In this paper, we propose an effective method called “DepRank” to perform a 
probabilistic measure of dependence. Based on the view of random walk theory [4], 
we define “dependence path”, which is a path without duplicate nodes. Hence, the 
probability of B determining A can be deduced as the sum of dependence values con-
tributed by all dependence paths. Explicitly description is given in Section 3.  

Taking a material-supply network among different companies shown in Figure 1 as 
an example, the directed edge from C to A means company C supplies materials to 
company A (so A has a dependence on C), and analogously for other edges. Our De-
pRank method measures the dependence of company A on company B by computing 
the sum of dependence values on each path from B to A that visits a node no more 
than once. DepRank method will computes Dep(A←B) as Figure 2 shows.  
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Fig. 1. A material-supply network Fig. 2. A computation of Dep(A←B) 

2   Related Works 

By surveying related studies in recent years, these studies about dependence can be 
summarized as two types: (1) studies focusing on how to construct or exploit depend-
ence graphs; (2) studies trying to assess the dependence between objects. 

For the first type, lots of works have been done in some special domains [1, 2]. For 
the second type, we mainly introduce Memon et al. [3], who propose a method to 
discover dependence in terrorist networks based on shortest paths. The dependence of 
u on v is measured in Equation (1), where occurence(u, v) is the number of times that 
node u uses node v in the communication in shortest paths, and path(u, w) is the num-
ber of shortest paths between u and v, and d(u, v) is the geodesic distance between u 
and v.  
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A comparison between Memon et al.’s method and DepRank will be given in ex-
periments. The search of dependence paths on a graph in DepRank algorithm can be 
induced as a depth-first search (DFS) problem introduced in [5]. Besides, DepRank 
algorithm is based on link graph. Its survey can be found in [6].  

3   DepRank Method  

A Probability-Theoretic Definition. Since our goal is to provide a numeric measure 
of dependence, we first clarify our intuitions about dependence.  

Intuition 1. The dependence of A on B is related to the extent of B determining A. The 
more extent of B determining A, the higher dependence degree of A on B.  

Intuition 2. The maximum dependence of A on B is reached when A = B.  
Furthermore, we assume the dependence of an object on itself is 1, which means 

the dependence degree of arbitrary pair of objects is between 0 and 1. From the view 
of semantics, dependence is the state of being determined, influenced or controlled by 
something else (see in [7]). For the material-supply network among companies shown 
in Figure 1, both company C and company D supply materials to company A, and we 
introduce determinant(C, A) to capture the probability of C determining A.  
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Definition 1. For two objects A and B, the dependence of A on B is defined as the 
probability of B determining A. 

Equivalence to Dependence Paths in Graph. We propose a measure of dependence 
via heterogeneous links in a graph. Definition 1 we have given is a generic definition 
and does not rely on any specific domain. If we want to use this definition in practice, 
we should map it to a practical representation. 

Most researchers consider random walk from the view of random surfers, such as 
works done in [8]. In our work, we exploit it from the view of nodes. Given a graph 
G(V, E), supposing there is a node A, it has identical probability to be visited by surf-
ers from adjacent nodes connected by incoming edges of A on the next step, and pos-
sibility of zero by surfers from other nodes. Applying this motivation to dependence 
measuring, we model random walk paths that make contributions to determinant 
probability as dependence paths. As Figure 3(a) shows, given a graph G(V, E), sup-
posing S(A) is the set of all direct neighbors of node A connected by incoming edges 
and node B∈S(A), for S(A) ≠ {}, Dep(A←B) can be calculated by  

Dep(A←B) = determinant(B, A) = 1/|S(A)| (2) 

where |S(A)| is the number of incoming edges. For S(A) = {}, Dep(A←B) = 0. 

A

S1

S2

Sn

A

S1
S2

Sn

B

A
B1 B2 Bn

(a) (b) (c)  
Fig. 3. (a) Direct neighbors. (b) Indirect neighbors. (c) A node pair. (d) A linear structure. 

In Figure 1, determinant(C, A) is 1/2, which means Dep(A←C) = 1/2. Note that 
Equation (2) is only effective on direct neighbors of A connected by incoming edges. 
For other cases, we employ Theorem 1. Before that, dependence path path(B→A) is 
denoted as a random walk path from B to A without duplicate nodes. The reason why 
visiting duplicate nodes is not permitted is due to eliminating dependency cycles in 
travel. Naturally, Dep(path(B→A)) is defined to be the dependence value of this path. 
Assuming path(B→A) = B→N1→...→Nn→A, we can get 

Dep(path(B→A)) = )())(()(
1

1 11 n

n

i ii NADepNNDepBNDep ←⋅←⋅← ∏ −
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Theorem 1. Given a directed and unweighted graph G(V, E), supposing S(A) is the set 
of all direct neighbors of node A connected by incoming edges and node B∉S(A), and 
m is the number of different path(B→A), we can estimate Dep(A←B) by  

Dep(A←B) = ∑ = →
m

i iABpathDep
1

))((  (4) 

Proof. We use a forward propagation model to simulate determinant probability of B to 
A as shown in Figure 3(b). Backward propagation is not suggested, because duplicate 
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nodes in a path produce cycles, and cycles make no contribution to influence the deter-
minant of B to A. The influence of B propagates along the walk path starting from B, 
and we use all possible paths from B to A without duplicate nodes to estimate the prob-
ability of B determining A in the propagation process.  

Equation (4) can be expanded by Equation (3) and every facient in Equation (3) 
can be computed by Equation (2). As an example shown in Figure 1, there are 4 dif-
ferent path(B→A) and a expansion of Dep(A←B) has been given in Figure 2.  

We now discuss a special case. For a linear structure shown in Figure 3(c), 
Dep(A←Bi) = 0.5i-1 based on Theorem 1, where ni ≤≤1 . This result is reasonable 
too, in which dependence degree decreases along with the increase of distance.  

DepRank Algorithm. We propose DepRank, a method that can quantify dependence 
degree of a node pair effectively. A notice here is the search of dependence paths on a 
graph in DepRank algorithm, which can be induced as a depth-first search (DFS).  

Major steps of DepRank algorithm are given as follows.  
 

Algorithm 1. (DepRank Algorithm) 
Input: A directed and unweighted graph G(V, E); A←B. 
Output: Dep(A←B). 
Method: 
1. If A = B, return 1 and exit.  
2. Obtain S(A), a node set of all direct neighbors of node A connected by incoming edges. 
3. If B∈S(A), return 1/|S(A)| and exit.  
4. Else if B∉S(A), (Theorem 1) 

(1) Obtain all possible paths from B to A without duplicate nodes by DFS(B, A). 
(2) For every path path(B→A), compute Dep(path(B→A)) using Equation (3). 
(3) Return the sum of all Dep(path(B→A)) values and exit. 

For DFS(B, A) in Algorithm 1, we write the pseudocode as follows.  

Subroutine. (DFS(B, A): Depth-First Search from B to A) 
Input: A directed graph G(V, E); (B, A). 
Output: A list of all possible path(B→A). 
Method: 

a static list L 
a global list set LS 
dfs (B) 
        add B to the end of L 
        for each node C connected by a outgoing edge of B 
                if (C is A) 
                        add A to the end of L 
                        add a copy of L into LS 
                        remove A from L 
                else if (L contains C) 
                        print info “C has been visited” 
                else dfs (C) 
        remove B from L 
return LS 
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The depth-first search from B to A can be viewed as a problem of enumerating all 
simple paths in Graph Theory [9]. If the graph is dense, the size of simple paths may 
be astonished. Algorithm 2 can deal with sparse graph efficiently, but if your target is 
a large dense graph, some restrictions should be added to avoid huge complexity, e.g., 
only those dependence paths with length < n are considered, where n is a manageable 
number (we recommend 10).  

4   Empirical Study 

A Comparison on Terrorist Networks. We have introduced the work done by 
Memon et al. [3]. They model the terrorist network as an undirected and unweighted 
graph, which is also adaptable to DepRank method.  

 

Fig. 4. A fictitious terrorist 
network 

Table 1. Results of [3] 

 A B C D E F
A  0.3 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.2
B 0.2  0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2
C 0.2 0.2  0.2 0.4 0.2
D 0.2 0.3 0.3  0.3 0.2
E 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.3  0.2
F 0.2 0.2 0.35 0.25 1  

  

Table 2. Results of DepRank 

 A B C D E F 
A 1 0.5 0.5 0.43 0.31 0.1 
B 0.33 1 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.1 
C 0.25 0.25 1 0.25 0.25 0.13 
D 0.29 0.33 0.33 1 0.33 0.15 
E 0.2 0.31 0.33 0.33 1 0.33 
F 0.2 0.31 0.5 0.49 1 1 

  

A comparison of these two methods is conducted on a fictitious terrorist network 
shown in Figure 4. Dependence scores computed by the method in [3] (Equation 1) 
and DepRank are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Although these two 
methods have different theoretical models, they get similar results. It is hard to evalu-
ate whose method is more accurate without performing extensively user studies; it lies 
on how the dependence is defined. It seems that dependence is not well defined in [3], 
while we give a generic definition of dependence and make equivalence to probabili-
ties of dependence paths in graph.  

Tests on Synthetic Datasets. To evaluate the scalability of DepRank, a set of synthetic 
graphs are generated. Graphs G(V, E) with different scales on |V| and |E| are generated 
and can be divided into two types: (1) graphs with a fixed edge number per node on 
average and varying sizes of node; (2) graphs with a fixed node size and varying 
number of edges. The first type is for performance test on nodes, while the second is 
for performance test on edges. The conjunctions of edges and nodes are random.  

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the performance of DepRank algorithm on different 
node sizes and different edge sizes. Every experiment is repeated 100 times by choos-
ing random node pairs for DepRank computation. For Figure 5 we assume |E|/|V| is 5 
on average, and for Figure 6, we assume |V| = 500 with varying edge sizes. The 
maximum length of a dependence path is set to be 10. Figure 5 shows time cost in-
creases linearly along with |V| when |E|/|V| is fixed, which means the performance of 
DepRank is linear correlative to the scale of graphs with a roughly similar |E|/|V|. 
When |V| is fixed in Figure 6, the performance of DepRank algorithm increases 
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Fig. 5. Performances on different node sizes  Fig. 6. Performances on different edge sizes  

rapidly while |E|/|V| is rising, which means |E|/|V| influences performance of DepRank 
remarkably. So, we suggest that when |E|/|V| > 5, only the dependence paths with a 
length below some manageable number are considered.  

5   Conclusions  

In this paper, we give a generic definition of dependence and then map it to the graph 
model. Considering a material-supply network, DepRank method can describe how 
much company A depends on another company B and which companies that company 
A is most dependent on. The results of computation can make a suggestion to manager 
of company A by avoiding risks of being determined by other companies.  

Empirical study performed in the latter part of this paper shows that DepRank 
method has reasonable results compared with other congener methods. In future 
works, more applications based on our method need to be developed.  
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